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The final round of the presidential elections in Afghanistan, and the “deal” 
between the two “front runners”, on September 21, was so feeble, and 
the outcome so rotten, that even bourgeois analysts and reporters had to 
designate them as pathetic and repulsive. 
 
Even the most vociferous and arrogant stalwarts of the ruling classes and 
imperialism at The Economist were sceptical, if not outright cynical about 
this agreement and the elections. It describes the scene of the accord 
ceremony in its latest issue: 
 
“Neither man spoke, and neither looked quite at ease… The four-page 
document, signed in the presence of outgoing President Hamid Karzai, and 
later by witnesses James Cunningham, the American ambassador, and Jan 
Kubis, the United Nations’ senior Afghanistan representative (both of 
whom were banned from the palace ceremony by Mr Karzai), divests the 
president of his vast powers. 
 
“The so-called National Unity Government intends for Mr Ghani, a 
Western-educated technocrat and former World Bank employee, to 
become president, and for Dr Abdullah (or his nominee) to assume the 
role of Chief Executive Officer, newly-created by decree and similar to 
the position of prime minister. They have also pledged to fix the 
country’s election system, which allows voter fraud to flourish. 
 
“The secret back-room deal, which many think usurps democratic process, 
was announced hours before the election commission declared Mr Ghani 
the winner, and Dr Abdullah the CEO. In a strange kowtowing to Dr 
Abdullah, who had argued that the poll was poisoned by undetectable 
fraud, neither the vote tallies nor the turnout were announced. The 
‘everyone’s-a-winner’ arrangement, similar to a politically-correct 
primary school sports day, came about after a bitterly-disputed election 
season prompted threats to form a parallel government and fears of a 
return to civil war.” 
 
However, none of the mainstream politicians, the press or the electronic 
media ever mentioned the most daunting and stark reality of present-day 
Afghanistan – it is a country under siege at the dictates of imperialism. The 
country has been aggressively attacked, bombed, devastated and 
pulverised by a foreign invader and has been in the throes of imperialist 
occupation ever since 2001.This has been taken for granted by all and 
sundry. Sovereignty, national independence and its integrity as a nation 
state are simply not there. Just as the despotic clergy in Iran only allows 
sanctioned candidates to contest, the Afghan contestants have to accept 
the colonisation of their country as a fait accompli. These subservient 
politicians cannot even claim to be independent or patriotic; it is a cruel 
jest to say that they represent the impoverished, traumatised and 
oppressed people of this tragic land. 
 
In the last thirteen years of imperialist occupation, not only have the 
aggressors failed to accomplish any of their stated goals, but they are on 
the verge of a humiliating defeat. They are in fact seeking a face-saving 
escape. Ironically, the warlords, the terrorist mujahedeen groups, the 
warring gangs of the so-called Taliban and the present democratic stooges 
now wielding power officially are all products of imperialism, when the 
CIA began its covert operation with the dollar Jihad to overthrow the left-
wing government that was carrying out the most radical reforms for the 
deprived masses in Afghanistan. The imperialists introduced heroin 
production and the drugs trade to finance the Afghan counter-revolution. 
The collapse of the Soviet Union reduced the geostrategic interests of the 
imperialists and hence they abandoned the region. 
 
However, the drugs trade and other criminal businesses continued to 
flourish, with Afghanistan becoming a narco-state, while two-thirds of 
Pakistan’s economy is now comprised of black money. The political facets 
of this criminal economy arose in the form of the virulent and bestial 
fundamentalism that is ravaging the region today. Under the imperialist 



stranglehold, nothing really has changed on the ground, from the savage 
lack of women’s rights to the hegemony of the vicious religious clergy, 
which continues to coerce and torment the existence of the ordinary 
people of the region. The economy is in shambles and life as impoverished 
as ever. 
 
Sensing the vulnerability of the imperialists and their present stooges, the 
Taliban have stepped up their attacks. There have been more frequent 
and fatal attacks in the first half of 2014 than in any year since 2001. 
Desertions from the so-called Afghan National Army are rapidly rising. 
Often these military personnel end up with the Taliban, who make higher 
bids for the mercenaries fighting these imperialist proxy wars and the 
internecine bloody conflicts between different factions of the Taliban and 
the other Islamist groupings fighting for more and more plunder. Where 
the sophisticated weaponry from the US has fallen into the hands of the 
ISIL in Iraq, in Afghanistan, US-trained soldiers and their weapons are now 
being used against the imperialist forces by their Frankenstein’s monsters. 
 
Every imperialist venture has ended up as a disaster. This imperialist ploy 
of setting up a “democratic façade” has likewise proven to be a 
catastrophe. Every election has been blatantly rigged under the 
occupation, but has been accepted due to the fragility and inability of the 
imperialists to rein in their own stooges. This latest one was not much 
different. The official announcement withheld the final election numbers, 
apparently as part of the political deal between Ghani and rival Abdullah, 
a former foreign minister who claimed the process was rigged against him: 
 
“The Independent Election Commission of Afghanistan declares Dr Ashraf 
Ghani Ahmadzai as the president of Afghanistan,” commission chief 
Ahmad Yousuf Nuristani said. He acknowledged deep flaws in the June 14 
run-off vote and said a UN-supervised audit was not adequate to weed out 
all the vote-rigging. “Although the audit was comprehensive ... (it) could 
not detect or throw out fraud completely”. 
 
The accord signed on Sunday was the finalisation of a broader power-
sharing structure brokered by US Secretary of State, John Kerry, who 
swiftly welcomed its signing. A recent Guardian article commented: 
 
“The most surprising and unnerving part of the agreement, however, is 
covered in Article D. It stipulates that the position of the ‘leader of the 
runner-up team’, i.e., the opposition leader, will be created and its 
‘responsibilities, authorities and honours’ will be officially recognised by 
a presidential decree. The article further clarifies that the opposition 
leader ‘will act as an ally of the national unity government’. 
 
“Oddly, this concept comes from the ‘Joint Declaration of 8 August’. But 
is it not the function of the political opposition in a democracy to keep 
the government's policies and behaviour in check? Isn't the duty of the 
opposition to oppose? Or is it only in Afghanistan that the world does not 
deem necessary to place elements essential to the development of a 
healthy democracy? Under present political realities, it is difficult to 
imagine smooth subordination from a CEO who firmly believes he was the 
winner of the elections.” 
 
If the Islamic fundamentalists are raising the spectre of barbarism, the 
imperialists have ended up throwing a society already in the throes of wars 
and turmoil into an even greater mess. Inequality has skyrocketed, poverty 
and deprivation have worsened and the ordinary people of Afghanistan are 
alienated and in despair. This gives a certain room to the so-called Taliban 
to brutally impose their fiefdoms. 
 
However, with the departure of the imperialists the chances of Islamist 
resurgence are remote. With the revolutionary traditions in Afghanistan, a 
new generation can rise towards a radical stance, with the memories of 
the radical changes carried out by the first leaders, mainly by the Khalq 
faction of the PDPA. But this is intimately linked with the situation in 
Baluchistan and Pakhtoonkhawa (inside Pakistan), where there are also 
stirrings of youth moving towards socialist and revolutionary ideas. After 
all, there cannot be two revolutions in Afghanistan and Pakistan, as the 
historical, economic and cultural links are so deeply entrenched that they 



cannot be severed by drawing artificial lines such as the Durand line, 
drawn by the British imperialists in 1893 to cleave a living nation and 
culture. This revolution will also be the retribution of history. 
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Anger over police violence fuels spontaneous ¡°umbrella revolution¡± 
and growing strike movement 
Vincent Kolo, chinaworker.info 30 September 2014  
 
This was the weekend that changed everything in Hong Kong. Mass popular 
resistance on the streets, by night and day, with mass gatherings of 
100,000 and up to 180,000, spearheaded by the youth and a weeklong 
student strike, has forced the unelected Hong Kong government and 
thousands of heavily armed riot police to beat a retreat. 
 
Global media, grasping the unprecedented nature of these events, call this 
a ¡°historic standoff¡±. With the mass protests continuing to grow and 
feeling enormous self-confidence since defeating Sunday¡¯s massive police 
attack, the movement in Hong Kong represents, in the words of Associated 
Press, a ¡°major pushback¡± against the Beijing regime¡¯s anti-democratic 
agenda in Hong Kong, and in China. 
 
The vicious police onslaught of Sunday 28 September produced shock and 
anger throughout society on a scale not seen before. This is the most 
serious political crisis in Hong Kong since its reversion to Chinese rule in 
1997. There are some features of a pre-revolutionary situation, with a 
government in deep crisis having suffered a loss of control and authority. 
The state institutions ¨C especially the police ¨C are now widely distrusted 
and despised. The territory¡¯s tenuous ¡®autonomy¡¯ as a special region of 
China is now distrusted or rejected as a fake by a majority of Hong Kong 
people. 
 
Yet this movement is almost entirely without organisations, programme or 
leadership, replicating a pattern we have seen in similar mass protest 
movements around the world. There is a powerful anti-party mood within 
the demonstrations, and while Hong Kong¡¯s opposition bourgeois 
democratic parties continue to issue statements identifying themselves 
with the movement, monopolising most media interviews, these parties 
are almost completely absent on the ground inside the protests. 
 
While this ¡®spontaneous¡¯ model has proven itself more than equal to the 
task of kick-starting the movement on the streets, more will be needed: 
steps to organise, build democratic strike committees and occupation 
committees, and work out a clear programme of demands to take the 
struggle forward to defeat the government¡¯s anti-democratic agenda. 
 
A crucial issue is the need to spread the movement across the border, by 
issuing appeals to workers and youth in mainland China to join the struggle 
against China¡¯s one-party (CCP) dictatorship. Clearly, as long as the CCP 



rules there will be no possibility of democratic elections in Hong Kong ¨C 
the main focus of this movement ¨C and only the toppling of this regime 
will open that road. This task requires greater forces than the masses of 
Hong Kong alone can muster. Rather than appealing to the US 
administration or ex-colonial masters Britain for support, as some pan 
democratic organisations are doing (for US and British capitalism, financial 
deals with China always trump concerns over democracy and human 
rights), the protest movement must seek allies among grassroots workers 
and youth in China and worldwide. 
 
Umbrella Revolution 
The movement has widely been dubbed the ¡°Umbrella Revolution¡± on 
social media, due to the inverted umbrellas used by protesters as 
protection against tear gas and especially pepper spray. On Sunday, 
September 28, the police launched wave after wave of tear gas attacks ¨C 
87 times according to their own statement ¨C in an attempt to clear the 
protests around the government headquarters in Admiralty. Not since 
1967, then under British colonial rule, has tear gas been used against Hong 
Kong demonstrators (it was used by police in 2005 at the anti-WTO 
protests, but these were largely ¡®international¡¯ in composition). 
 
By Monday evening, September 29, massive crowds totalling around 
180,000 had gathered in three locations around Hong Kong. Some sporadic 
barricades have been thrown across major roads, and on Sunday night a 
¡®general strike¡¯ call was issued by the Hong Kong Confederation of 
Trade Unions (HKCTU). While the latter is an extremely significant 
development ¨C again it is unprecedented in Hong Kong for a political 
strike to be announced, something the supporters of the CWI, Socialist 
Action, have previously been alone in urging ¨C the participation of 
workers in the strike is at this stage quite limited. 
 
University students, increasingly joined by school students who have faced 
huge pressure and threats from school authorities, have extended last 
week¡¯s strike action, with walkouts and sit-in protests on a larger scale 
than before. Such is the speed of events that the main focus of the 
demonstrations is now to demand the resignation of Chief Executive CY 
Leung, an already hated figure whose role as mastermind of the 
weekend¡¯s crackdown only adds to his list of crimes. 
 
Role of youth 
This is not only a crisis for Hong Kong¡¯s ruling elite. Through crass 
brutality, in its attempt to show a ¡®firm hand¡¯ against democracy 
protests, the government ¨C under pressure from and eager to 
demonstrate its loyalty to Beijing ¨C has triggered what is potentially the 
biggest challenge to the one-party (CCP) dictatorship in a quarter century. 
 
¡°This is already much bigger than anything the Beijing or Hong Kong 
authorities expected,¡± commented Larry Diamond of Stanford University 
in the New York Times. ¡°They have no strategy for peacefully defusing it, 
because that would require negotiations, and I don¡¯t think President Xi 
Jinping will allow that,¡± he added. 
 
Not surprisingly, China has tightened internet controls, blocking online 
searches for words such as ¡°tear gas¡± and ¡°occupy¡± and banning 
Instagram, which had been used to spread images of the Hong Kong 
protests in China. 
 
It is extremely significant that this movement, like many others 
worldwide, began with the youth, and specifically with the school strike 
that commenced on 22 September. For much of the past two years, 
supporters and student members of Socialist Action, have been alone in 
advocating a citywide school strike, with the idea that this could trigger 
strikes among workers, as a key weapon in the democracy struggle. This 
perspective has been confirmed almost to the last detail in the events of 
the past week. 
 
The current huge protests and street occupations evolved out of the 
weeklong school strike, in which around 13,000 university students 
participated. These were joined by around 1,500 secondary school 
students, some as young as 12 and 13, on Friday, September 26. On Friday 



evening, a group of student protesters managed to break the cordon 
around the ¡®Civic Square¡¯ and began an occupation there. This is a 
nominally public protest zone at the government headquarters that has 
been fenced off by police since July, in anticipation of ¡®occupy¡¯ 
protests. 
 
Around 80 students and other demonstrators were arrested on Friday and 
Saturday, with police using pepper spray and heavy-handed tactics. The 
17-year-old convenor of student group Scholarism, Joshua Wong, was 
arrested and held for 40 hours, then released without charge. Initially 
however, the police announced Wong would face three charges including 
the serious charge of ¡°assaulting police¡±. The arrests of student activists, 
and excessive police violence, provided the spark for the weekend¡¯s mass 
mobilisations. 
 
Threat of escalation 
At its highest point, 120,000 turned out on Sunday afternoon to protest the 
police repression against the students. Even after the first gas attacks on 
Sunday evening, around 50,000 remained and faced off against rows of riot 
police. Reports came, subsequently denied, that the police were preparing 
to use rubber bullets and bring in armoured cars equipped with ear-
piercing ¡®sound cannons¡¯. In such a chaotic situation it is hard to know 
whether these were false rumours, perhaps deliberately circulated, or 
whether the reports were genuine but then the government and police 
leadership hesitated and drew back. The reports were taken seriously by 
leaders of the Occupy Central (OC) movement, however, who it should be 
stressed played no part in the student strike or the weekend¡¯s 
mobilisations. It would be more accurate to say they ¡®parachuted¡¯ 
themselves into the demonstrations in order to claim a leading role once 
the scale of the movement was beyond all doubt. 
 
On Sunday night, as rumours of bullets and armoured vehicles circulated, 
OC leader Chan Kin-man called on protesters in Admiralty to retreat. ¡°It 
is a matter of life and death,¡± he said. Even leaders of the Federation of 
Students called on protesters to leave the area, something that was openly 
criticised by ¡®Longhair¡¯ Leung Kwok-hung of the League of Social 
Democrats, who urged the protesters to stand their ground. 
 
While most protesters did evacuate the main protest site in Admiralty, 
new occupations sprang up in two other parts of the city, with around 
3,000 assembling in Mong Kok, closing down Nathan Road, the main traffic 
artery through Kowloon. ¡°Occupy Mong Kok¡± is still going strong at the 
time of writing, with around 30,000 gathering there on Monday night. 
Others camped overnight in Causeway Bay, another busy business and 
shopping district. So, the police attacks did not succeed as planned in 
dispersing and quelling the ¡®Occupy¡¯ movement. Instead the protests 
have ¡®mestatised¡¯ ¨C in response to police tactics ¨C into multiple 
occupations, which present a far bigger challenge for the police to crack 
down on. 
 
This outcome represents a big victory for the protests in withstanding and 
overcoming what Willy Lam, a liberal commentator, described as ¡°a 
massive show of force¡± by the police. The Hong Kong police have been 
preparing ¨C with meticulous detail ¨C for two years, since OC was first 
announced, to break up the occupation. Their task has been made easier 
by the repeated delays and prevarications of OC¡¯s leaders. This has 
involved wholesale conversion of the police into a paramilitary force, 
staging numerous drills to harden the police ¡®cadre¡¯ as a political tool 
against the democracy struggle. Yet despite this, and the lack at this stage 
of cohesive organisation within the demonstrations, the police onslaught 
failed in the face of stubborn and heroic resistance. 
End of illusions 
Underlining the depth of the current crisis, this is the second time in a 
month that powerful illusions, built up by the ruling elite over decades, 
under British and then Chinese rule, have been smashed. The first occasion 
was the August 31 decision of China¡¯s undemocratic fake ¡®parliament¡¯, 
the NPC, that killed off popular hopes of free elections for the next Chief 
Executive. This time, it is illusions in the Hong Kong Police Force ¨C 
¡®Asia¡¯s finest¡¯ ¨C that have been dealt a massive blow literally in the 
space of one night. Even Fung Wai-wah, the president of the very 



¡®moderate¡¯ Professional Teachers¡¯ Union, declared, ¡°the police have 
made themselves enemy of the people.¡± 
 
Significantly, one of the main slogans chanted towards the police by 
protesters since the attacks of Sunday night has been ¡°Police, strike!¡± 
This is an appeal for police to refuse orders and undoubtedly poses new 
problems for police commanders as morale is dented and they are forced 
to completely rethink their strategies. 
 
The destruction of decades-old illusions in the impartiality of the state, 
and Hong Kong¡¯s sacred ¡®rule of law¡¯, is a result of the CCP¡¯s 
increasingly hardline, repressive and rigid position, which is in turn a 
reflection of the deepening crisis within the dictatorship. The CCP 
resembles a machine with only one gear: repression. With the regime set 
on removing rather than installing ¡®shock absorbers¡¯ in the form of the 
limited political reforms favoured by bourgeois liberals, the political 
perspectives for China are increasingly towards a social explosion or series 
of explosions. Towards revolutionary upheavals, in other words, a 
foretaste of which we are now witnessing in Hong Kong. 
 
This is shown very graphically by the worsening state crackdown in the 
western Muslim-majority region of Xinjiang, with hundreds killed this year 
in clashes with state forces, and a recent decision to ban beards from 
buses in some parts of the region! Last week a kangaroo court imposed a 
de facto life sentence on Muslim Uighur professor Ilham Tothi on a charge 
of ¡®separatism¡¯. Yet Tothi is widely seen as a moderate critic of the 
Chinese regime, advocating reform rather than revolution. 
 
Likewise, in Hong Kong the regime has kicked away the ladder holding up 
the ¡®moderate¡¯ bourgeois pan democratic leaders, who wanted little 
more than an invite to talks over electoral changes. The ¡®moderates¡¯ 
were prepared to swallow most of Beijing¡¯s undemocratic rules and 
controls in return for quite minor concessions, but it refused. 
 
Socialist Action (CWI) supporters founded the Citywide School Strike 
Campaign which is organising strikes by secondary students. 
¡°One country, two systems¡± under pressure 
 
This hardline approach is rapidly eroding the remaining tolerance towards 
the regime, in Hong Kong for example, where many bought into the idea 
that the city could coexist as a relatively democratic enclave within an 
authoritarian China. The supporters of the CWI in Hong Kong and China 
have long explained that this was not possible; that either the democracy 
struggle would spread across China ¨C with the initial spark quite possibly 
coming from Hong Kong¡¯s protest movements ¨C resulting in the downfall 
of the dictatorship, or the dictatorship would increasingly seek to close 
down Hong Kong¡¯s democratic space. This is the dynamic we are 
witnessing today. 
 
A recent poll in the South China Morning Post published before the current 
mass movement, showed that 53 percent of people in Hong Kong now have 
no confidence in the ¡°one country, two systems¡± formula (allowing Hong 
Kong a degree of autonomy) compared with 37 percent who have the 
opposite opinion. This has slumped from 76 percent who had faith in the 
¡°one country, two systems¡± arrangement in 2007. As we have explained 
in previous reports, Hong Kong ¡®separatist¡¯ moods and support for 
independence from China will inevitably increase as a result of the 
dictatorship¡¯s present policies. 
 
But Beijing, especially under Xi Jinping, fears the loss of control ¨C in 
China and not just Hong Kong ¨C should it allow even one window or door 
to open towards ¡®free elections¡¯ on the so-called Western model. It 
wants not only to put the city¡¯s democratic process on hold, but to 
reverse it, imposing greater political control over the city. 
 
The August NPC ruling is just one element in a plan that aims to cage the 
Hong Kong democracy struggle. In addition to militarising the police and 
tightening controls on the local media, this plan includes reducing the 
powers of the largely toothless Hong Kong legislature and transferring 
greater control, over the budget for example, to the next Chief Executive 



¡®elected by the people¡¯ under the mock electoral system outlined in the 
NPC ruling. It is this grand project to bring Hong Kong more closely under 
authoritarian rule that has run into the wall of mass opposition in the past 
few days. 
 
Massive support 
The government¡¯s plan to crush and discredit ¡®OC¡¯, and in this way 
ride out the storm of protests over Beijing¡¯s undemocratic election 
proposals, is now in tatters. Despite massive propaganda against the 
occupation, and lurid warnings of ¡°chaos¡± and ¡°violence¡±, it¡¯s evident 
which side has won the battle for public support through the events of this 
weekend. 
 
The South China Morning Post reported that office workers on their way to 
work on Monday morning cheered the occupiers in Causeway Bay. The 
newspaper quoted an accountant who said the government had 
¡°underestimated the power of the people.¡± There are many reports of 
passers by bringing water and food and showing support. 
 
The huge turnout on Monday evening and the mass chants of ¡°Down with 
CY Leung¡± show where the movement is now at. The first stirrings of the 
working class, which has up to now not made an entrance as a distinct, 
organised and independent force within the democracy movement, is for 
socialists the most significant of all developments. While the response to 
the strike call has been mixed, reflecting the numerical weakness of the 
unions in Hong Kong over a long historical period, still some important 
groups stopped work in anger at the police crackdown. These included 
around 200 workers at the Coca Cola factory in Sha Tin, water workers, 
bus drivers, some bank employees and schoolteachers. 
 
Occupy Central supplanted 
In this struggle, the two-year-old ¡®Occupy Central¡¯ movement is little 
more than a footnote, a plan that was never put into practise and has 
since been swept aside by the ¡®umbrella revolution¡¯ improvised from 
below. As we have pointed out in our criticisms of OC leaders, their vision 
was always for a much smaller and largely symbolic protest, of just 10,000 
participants, initially even stating that young people should not take part 
in the occupation. Every aspect of their plan resonated with a fear of 
¡®radical action¡¯ and spontaneity. Reality has turned all this on its head. 
 
So, while sections of the capitalist media ¨C and we can understand why 
they do this ¨C continue to present the OC leaders as initiators of the 
current mass movement, this is not the case at all. The current movement 
developed independently of the OC leaders who stood on the sidelines, 
playing no part either in the student strikes or the first wave of protests 
against police violence. This did not change until early on Sunday morning, 
September 28, when the mass movement was already speeding ahead and 
the OC leaders found themselves ¡®running after the bus¡¯. 
 
As Socialist Action explained at OC¡¯s inception in 2013, while supporting 
the call for a mass occupation, OC was also an attempt by the 
¡®moderate¡¯ pan democratic leaders to rebuild their damaged authority 
within the democracy struggle, especially among the youth and many 
activists, and position themselves at the head of the coming showdown 
over electoral reform. While the idea of occupation corresponded with the 
popular mood for more radical struggle to achieve democracy, the aim of 
the ¡®moderate¡¯ pan democrats was to use the ¡®OC¡¯ brand to block 
more radical initiatives from below. The ¡®moderates¡¯ who are close 
politically to the OC leadership, and who until last month were still looking 
for a compromise with Beijing, have suffered big electoral losses in favour 
of more radical pro-democracy candidates in recent years as a result of 
their betrayals and rotten compromises with the dictatorship, particularly 
during the previous round of electoral reforms in 2010. 
 
¡°The leaders of OC hesitated and delayed too many times,¡± says Sally 
Tang Mei-ching of Socialist Action. ¡°When [OC leader] Benny Tai Yiu-ting 
came to the student protests, after two days of standoff with the police, 
and said he was announcing the start of Occupy Central, many people 
booed and even began to leave in anger.¡± 
 



On almost every issue ¨C timing, composition, strategy, not to mention 
their very limited and ¡®moderate¡¯ programme, the OC leaders have 
been out of sync with reality, and the mood of the masses. Even their 
choice of location, Central, has been bypassed by the actual development 
of the struggle. This movement is rather ¡®Occupy Decentral¡¯ ¨C 
consciously adopting a devolved character across several areas to 
outmanoeuvre the police. The current movement emerged from below, 
from the demonstrators who have borne the brunt of police attacks, rather 
than from self-appointed ¡®leaders¡¯. 
 
Socialist Action has stressed that what¡¯s needed but still sadly lacking is a 
democratically elected leadership for the mass protests, an action 
committee to decide strategy and tactics, open to all groupings, parties 
and unions, but with no one group trying to impose a monopoly. 
A new Tiananmen? 
The weekend¡¯s events have conjured up in the minds of many people 
parallels to the 1989 democracy struggle in China, and the brutal 
crackdown that followed it. In previous articles we have looked at the 
question of how far the Chinese regime would be prepared to go to block 
demands for free elections in Hong Kong. There is an extremely sharp and 
potentially explosive power struggle taking place within the one-party 
(CCP) dictatorship. Xi Jinping can ill afford to appear weak or mishandle a 
political crisis in Hong Kong. This could trigger a counterstrike upon Xi¡¯s 
position from the ¡®vested interests¡¯ and ¡®tigers¡¯ (top officials) who 
have been targeted by purges in the past two years. 
 
At the same time Xi¡¯s concentration of ever more power in his own 
hands, a departure from the past 30 years or more of ¡®group¡¯ 
dictatorship, will inevitably place the onus upon him ¨C with no peers to 
hide behind ¨C when as now in Hong Kong the regime¡¯s policies 
spectacularly misfire. Hong Kong now constitutes a major dilemma for Xi 
and his attempts to consolidate his control within the regime. As Edward 
Wong and Chris Buckley note in the New York Times: ¡°¡ even modest 
concessions [to the Hong Kong protesters] could send signals across the 
border that mass protests bring results ¨C a hint of weakness that Mr. Xi, a 
leader who exudes imperturbable self-assurance, seems determined to 
avoid, mainland analysts say. And small compromises are unlikely to 
placate a good many of the Hong Kong residents who have filled the 
streets.¡± 
 
In its ruling in August, the CCP threw down the gauntlet, brushing aside 
even the minimal demands of the ¡®moderate¡¯ pan democrats and 
calculating it could contain or crush the challenge that seemed at that 
time to be coming from a timid OC leadership. Yet as we have seen, and 
as socialists warned was an increasing possibility, due in no small part to 
Beijing¡¯s intransigence the current movement has erupted without and 
despite the ¡®moderate¡¯ leaders. 
 
The initial attempt at mass repression has ¨C much like several of the gas 
canisters thrown by the police ¨C blown back in the face of the 
government. This has forced the CY Leung and the local state forces onto 
the back foot for the time being. On Monday, as reported by the Financial 
Times, the government announced the removal of the riot police from the 
streets (although this was only partly true). 
 
Early on Monday morning the ¡®good cops¡¯ of the police public relations 
department were sent out to negotiate with protesters, asking ¡®nicely¡¯ 
if the roads could be left open for traffic, as if nothing had happened the 
night before! In the occupations in Mong Kok and Causeway Bay there is 
currently almost no police presence, while at the government compound in 
Admiralty protesters still face heavy police lines. 
 
Even the mega firework display in Hong Kong harbour to celebrate the 
65th anniversary of the founding of the People¡¯s Republic of China, on 
October 1, has been cancelled due to fears of protests. This is just a 
foretaste of how the current political crisis in Hong Kong can rebound upon 
Xi Jinping and puncture the triumphant image he wishes to promote. 
 
China¡¯s Global Times, a rabid government mouthpiece, carried an 
English-language editorial saying, ¡°the radical activists are doomed.¡± On 



the paper¡¯s Chinese language website, an article was deleted that said 
the People¡¯s Armed Police, China¡¯s anti-riot and anti-terror force, could 
assist Hong Kong police to put down the protests. ¡°Support from the 
armed forces could quickly restore stability¡± in Hong Kong, it said. That 
such talk is being toned down for the time being indicates that even in 
Beijing ¨C where there are signs of ¡®disconnect¡¯ and a poor grasp of 
realities on the ground, not only but especially in Hong Kong ¨C there is 
now a recognition that an explosive political crisis has been created and a 
need to tread carefully. 
 
Even the 5,000 PLA troops stationed in Hong Kong would not necessarily be 
sufficient to ¡®restore order¡¯ i.e. strike a decisive blow against the 
protests, especially with the increasingly decentralised character of the 
movement. Deploying Chinese troops would risk igniting an even bigger 
political backlash. For the Chinese regime and the Hong Kong capitalist 
establishment the PLA garrison in more useful as a deterrent, a threat 
rather than a serious intention. 
 
That is not to say that PLA troops would never be used, including the 
drafting of reinforcements from over the border, in the event of a crisis 
and splits within the local Hong Kong state apparatus and police force. In 
the short-term however this is unlikely. The government¡¯s tactic in 
coming days, as in Taiwan during the ¡®sunflower movement¡¯ earlier this 
year, will be to use paid gangsters and pro-CCP ¡®volunteer groups¡¯ to 
act as provocateurs who trigger clashes that can be used to discredit the 
movement and provide a pretext for a new police crackdown. 
 
¡°Down with CY!¡± 
Although the situation is extremely fast-moving, with sharp variations and 
changes possible, it seems now that the regime will hold back from 
unleashing a new repressive wave, and probably offer concessions, perhaps 
sacrifice an unpopular official (as it done on occasion before) in order to 
buy time and allow the crisis to pass. 
 
It cannot be ruled out that CY will be forced to bow out in the interests of 
restoring ¡®stability¡¯ in Hong Kong, although his departure in the face of 
a mass protest movement will carry an enormous cost for both the Hong 
Kong and the Chinese regime. It will greatly raise the confidence of the 
democracy movement and vindicate the idea of audacious mass resistance. 
The call for CY¡¯s ouster is now the central focus and demand of the mass 
movement. Even the OC leaders have called for the Chief Executive¡¯s 
resignation, reflecting the pressure of mass anger they are feeling at this 
moment. On Monday night, CY issued a statement that he will ¡°not 
compromise¡± ¨C but as the crisis drags on open splits will emerge in the 
government camp, with the pressure mounting upon him. 
 
Socialist Action has been active throughout this movement and is playing 
an important role in organising strikes among secondary school students 
through the Citywide School Strike Campaign (see link below). Socialist 
Action explains that genuine democracy can only be achieved by linking 
mass protests in Hong Kong with the coming revolutionary upheavals in 
China, where the gigantic working class is the most important force to 
change society and defeat the dictatorship. The struggle for real 
democracy cannot be won within the confines of capitalism, which 
everywhere including the ¡®Western democracies¡¯ favoured by pan 
democratic leaders, means the control of politics by unelected billionaires 
and big corporations. Capitalism means dictatorship, either by 
authoritarian regimes or by financial markets. Our alternative is a socialist 
society and democratically-run and planned economy that can eliminate 
rising poverty levels, housing misery, unemployment and low-paid contract 
labour. 
 
Within the current mass protests Socialist Action stands for the creation of 
a mass workers¡¯ party in Hong Kong and also in China, that links 
revolutionary democratic demands with the need for a clear socialist 
alternative. 
 
¡öSolidarity with Hong Kong¡¯s ¡®umbrella revolution¡¯ of mass civil 
disobedience, strikes and occupations! 
¡öSpread the strike movement! Build unions and democratic strike 



committees of workers and students. 
¡öFor immediate and full democracy in Hong Kong and China! Down with 
one-party CCP dictatorship! 
¡öKick out CY Leung and his unelected government! 
¡öOppose repression ¨C no new Tiananmen crackdowns! 
chinaworker.info 

 
 
SA: Climate alarm is ringing but ANC government is failing to act! 

 
 Signs nukes deal with Russia 
Oliver Meth 24 September 2014  
 
The climate alarm is ringing and until now the African National Congress 
(ANC) led government has failed to act. 
 
While scientific evidence and information on climate change gets more 
and more overpowering every day, the government still ignores its findings 
– by refusing to act. 
 
Luthuli House and the Pretoria headquarters have not been vocal on the 
issue. 
 
Now, the announcement of Russia and South Africa’s nuclear deal is no 
surprise, as the Voice of Russia in November last year was quoted as saying 
a deal on nuclear power in South Africa had been struck with the 
government. More recently, minister of energy Tina Joematt-Pettersson 
said in her budget speech on July 21 that "nuclear expansion option is a 
central feature in our future energy mix".  
 
However, the planned investment comes against warnings by the National 
Planning Commission, which drafted the National Development Plan (NDP) 
-- a document setting down principles for the country's economic future -- 
that South Africa should think twice about nuclear energy. 
 
Furthermore, the evidence that government claims to have a mandate 
from South Africans is “greenwash” – a lie! Very few citizens know the 
threats and advantages of nuclear power. By pushing this deal forward, 
the ANC-led government has clearly demonstrated that it is undemocratic 
and puts profits before people. 
So, let’s be frank about this. Climate change is been ignored and it seems, 
minister Edna Molewa’s Department of Environmental Affairs has long been 
using the Conference of the Parties to the United Nations Framework 
Convention on Climate Change as a tool for government, multinational 
corporations and financiers to force a neoliberal agenda and profit from 
the crisis.  
 
While the ANC’s 2014 election manifesto did not make specific mention of 
any particular planned efforts to address climate change, the ANC-led 
government has adopted a relatively coherent (on paper at least) climate 
change response strategy. They’ve made international commitments to cut 
greenhouse gas emissions and made relatively progressive noises about the 
need to transition to a low-carbon economy.  
 
But, critics have pointed to the construction of Medupi and Kusile -- the 
world’s largest coal-fired power stations, set in a water-scarce region -- as 
locking us into an environmentally unsound and high-carbon future. 
Despite this, Molewa and her cronies continue their premeditated 
murderous acts. 
 
So, as roads lead to Lima COP20 this year, it is essential for the South 
African government to work on an ambitious plan before the expected 
Paris agreement takes effect.  
 
Especially on how to increase action and means of implementation in 
renewable energy, energy efficiency and land use taking into account the 
series of workshops that parties had recently. 
 



And, as part of the People’s Mobilisation Campaign, we need to demand 
action -- action now -- from our leaders! This is necessary as part of the 
counterbalance to the bureaucratic, government-focused negotiations at 
the opulent UN Climate Summit talks. 
 
People’s Mobilisation gives us a chance to speak in our own language and 
terms, in a way we understand best. The government delegates and 
representatives of major international non-governmental organisations on 
the inside of these talks are often far removed from the realities on the 
ground. Different avenues are needed to make concrete, on-the-ground 
change – there’s no better time than now! 
 
One of the critical issues that need to be addressed is the Green Climate 
Fund. We need to ensure that it is funded enough to support the requisite 
US$100 billion per year, required for climate adaptation and mitigation, as 
soon as possible.  
 
This Climate Summit in New York presents an excellent opportunity for 
countries to make their initial pledges. COP20 must provide clarity on how 
developed countries intend to meet their pledge of increasing climate 
finance to 100bn per year by 2020. 
 
The impact of climate change has already been felt in several parts of the 
countries’ vulnerable areas. But, Molewa’s false solutions being promoted 
displace and exploit people, destroy the environment and worsen climate 
change. This is quite evident with the mega Transnet Pipeline Project 
been constructed. 
 
The pipeline expansion will double oil flow from South Durban to 
Johannesburg. The project is not pro-people and is a call for major climate 
catastrophe. 
 
The climate crisis is our greatest challenge. We need to resist these flawed 
talk-shop processes and establish a vision for a changeover to sustainable 
energy systems.  
 
Now is the time for communities to recognise that the climate crisis 
affects us and to participate in this global movement. We need a real plan 
that requires knowledge of the political environment and entities involved 
in understanding the real versus false solutions that the government 
spews. 
 
We need to hold the government accountable; we cannot allow yet 
another COP offering the world climate racism, ecocide and genocide of 
an unprecedented scale. 
http://links.org.au/node/4070 
 
[Oliver Meth is a social advocacy journalist and a member of African Youth 
Initiative on Climate Change. You can network with him via twitter 
@oliver_meth.] 
 
ENINGIZIMU AFRIKA: Ukwethusa kwesimo sezulu kusabalele kakhulu 
kodwa uhulumeni kaKhongolose awenzi lutho! Climate alarm is ringing 
but ANC government is failing to act!  
Yenza isivumelwano nezwe laseRussia ngesisisi esiyisikhali esibulala 
ngokusabala ngomoya sibuye futhi siphehle amadla kagesi 
Ngu Oliver Meth Mhlazingu Umhumushi nguFaith ka-Manzi 29 October 2014 
 
Isimo sezulu siyethusa futhi kuze kube manje uhulumeni oholwa yiqembu 
likaKhongolose uhlulekile ukubhekana nalesisimo. 
 
Ngesikhathi ubufakazi bezesayensi kanye nolwazi mayelane nokushintsha 
kwesimo sezulu lwanda kakhulu zonke izinsuku, uhulumeni uziba ubufakazi 
obutholakalayo – ngokunqaba ukubhekana nalesisimo. 
 
Ikomkhulu laleliqembu elibusayo iLuthuli House kanye nekomkhulu 
lokubuswa kwalelizwe ePitoli abakhulumi nhlobo mayelana naloludaba. 
 
Manje-ke njengoba sekunesimemezelo sesivumelwano esiphakathi 
kweNingizimu Afrika kanye nezwe lase Russia mayelana nezikhali 



ezinobungozi kakhulu ezihamba ngomoya futhi-ke lokhu akuthusi, 
njengoba nomsakazo iVoice of Russia ngenyanga kaLwezi ngonyaka odlule 
lazwakala lithi isivumelwano samandla alesisikhali esinobungozi esihamba 
ngomoya (phecelezi nuclear power) eNingizimu Afrika senziwe 
nohulumeni. Kungekudala-nje, ungqongqoshe wamandla= kagesi uTina 
Joematt-Pettersson kwinkulumo yakhe yesabelo sakhe mhlazi ngamashumi 
amabili nanye ngenyanga kaNtulikazi ukuthi "ukusabalal ngamandla 
ezikhali esiphafuza izisisi kundlela ehamba phambili kwinhlanganiso 
yamandla kagesi kwikusasa lethu".  
 
Kodwa-ke. loluhlelo lokutshalwa kwezimali kufika kumelene nokuxwayiswa 
okwenziwe iKhomishani Yezwe Lokuthuthukisa (phecelezi i National 
Planning Commission), okuyiyona eyaqala yabhala ngoHlelo LikaZwelonke 
Lokuthuthukisa [phecelezi iNational Development Plan (NDP)] – umbhalo 
obeka phansi imigomo yekusasa lezomnotho wesizwe – ukuthi iNingizimu 
Afrika kufanele icabange kabili mayelana namandla kagesi alethwa 
ngalesisisi esinobungozi. 
 
Okunye-ke futhi, ubufakazi bokuthi uhulumeni uthi unomyalelo oqhamuka 
kwizakhamizi zaseNingizimu Afrika ‘’kungukukwenzelela’’ – amanga! 
Zimbalwa izakhamizi ezazi ubungozi balesisi kanye nosizo lwaso. 
Ngokugijimisa lesisivumelwano phambili, uhulumeni oholwa nguKhongolose 
uvele wakhombisa ngokusobala ukuthi akuwona owentando yeningi futhi 
uhambisa inzuzo ngaphambi kwabantu. 
 
Ngakho-ke akesibhekane neqiniso la. Ukuguquka kwesimo sezulu 
akunakiwe futhi kubonakala sengathi, ungqongqoshe uEdna Molewa 
woMnyango Wezindaba Zezemvelo kade elokhu esebenzisa iNgqungquthela 
Yamaqembu (phecelezi iConference of the Parties)kwiUnited Nations 
Framework Convention on Climate Change njengethuluzi lokuthi 
uhulumeni, izimboni ezisabalele nakwamanye amazwe kanye nabatshali 
bezimali ukuthi baphoqe uhlelo longxiwankulu kanye nenzuzo 
ngalelisigameko.  
 
Ngesikhathi isiqubulo sikaKhongolose kukhetho luka2014 singazange sithini 
olubambekayo mayelana nemizamo ehleliwe ukubhekana nokuguquka 
kwesimi sezulu. uhulumeni oholwa yiqembu likaKhongolose usevele 
nombono ozwakalayo (njangamanje osabhalwe phansi) mayelana nesimo 
sokuguquguquka kwezulu. Baziphobezele emhabeni wonke ukwehlisa 
ukuphafuza kwezisisi eziluhlaza futhi benza kancane umehluko ngomsindo 
ngokuthi kudingeka ukuthi kujikelwe kumnotho onezisisi ezingcolisa 
kancane. 
 
Kodwa-ke. abahlaziyi noma abagxekayo sebeveze ukwakhiwa kweMedupi 
kanye neKusile - -izikhungo ezinkulukazi kakhulu emhabeni wonke 
zokuphehla amandla kagesi ngamalahle, futhi zibe zisesifundazweni 
esingenawo kakhulu amanzi - - okusivalela ngaphakathi kwekusasa 
elingelihle kanti futhi eligcwele kakhulu isisisi icarbon emoyeni. Khona 
kunjalo, uMolewa kanye nobhululu bakhe bayaqhubeka ukwenza 
lezizigameko abazihleleile zokubulala. 
 
Njengoba-ke, imigwaqo iholela eLima kwiCOP20 uangalonyaka, 
kubalulekile ukuthi uhulumeni waseNingizimu Afrika asebenzise uhlelo 
olungaphumelela ngaphambi kokuthi isivumelwano saseParis siqale 
ukusebenza. 
 
Ikakhulukazi ekutheni imizamo kanye nezindlela zokwenyusa 
ukusetshenziswa kwamandla kagesi enziwe kabusha, ukwanela kwamandla 
kagesi kanye nokusetshenziswa komhlaba ukuthi kumbandakanywe 
kulemihlangano eminingi lamaqembu asanda kuba nayo kungekudala-nje. 
 
Futhi, njengengxenye yoMkhankaso Wokuhlanganisa Abantu (phecelezi 
iPeople’s Mobilisation Campaign), sidinga ukufuna umnyakazo- -siwudinga 
manje umnyakazo- -oqhamuka kabaholi bethu! Lena yingxenye ebalulekile 
yokusimamisana kwizingxoxo zababusi bnabaphathi ezibhekene 
nohulumeni kulengqungquthela yezingxoxo zeNhalngano Yezizwe Ngesimo 
Sezulu edla enkulu imali le. 
 
Ukuzinglanganisa Kwabantu kuzosinika ithuba lokuthi sikhulume ngolwimi 
lwethu kanye kanye nangemibandela yethu. ngendlela esikwazi kahle 



kakhulu ukwenza lokho. Abathunyelwe nguhulumeni kanye nabamele 
izinhlangano ezinkulukazi ezizimele ezigcwele umhlaba wonke abasuke 
bonke beyingxenye yelezizingxoxo isikhathi esiningi kujwayeleke ukuthi 
baqhele kakhulu kulokhu okusuke kwenzeka kubantu. Izindawo ezahlukene 
ziyadingeka ukwenza ushintsho, oluzinzile kubantu- futhi asikho isikhathi 
esingcono ukudlule lesi samanje! 
 
Olunye udaba olubalulekile kakhulu okufanele libhekwe iGreen Climate 
Fund. Kudingeka siqiniseke ukuthi ixhaswe ngokwanele ngezimali ukuxhasa 
u100 wezigidigidi zamadola ofunakalayo njalo ngonyaka, okuyimali 
edingekayo ukuthi kukwazi ukubhekana nokushintsha isimo sezulu, 
ngokukhulu ukushesha lokhu.  
 
Lengqungquthela Yesimo Sezulu eNew York ifike nethuba elihle kakhulu 
kumazwe ukuthi enze izibambiso. ICOP20 kufanele icacise ukuthi ngabe 
amazwe athuthukile ngabe aohlangana kanjani nezibambiso zawo 
ngokunyuka kwemali yesimo sezulu ukukhokhela u100 wezigidigidi njalo 
ngonyaka kuze kufike unyaka ka2020. 
 
Umphumela wokuguquguquka kwesimo sezulu usuvele ubonakele kwezinye 
izingxenye zomhlaba ikakhulazi ezindaweni ezibuthakathaka. Kodwa, 
izixazululo zikaMolewa ezingamanga zigqugquzela ukususa abantu 
nokubaxhaphaza, nokucekela ohansi ezemvelo bese isimo sokushitsha 
kwezulu sidla kubi. Lokhu kubonakala kugqame ngohlelo olukhulukazi 
lePayipi likaTransnet elakhiwayo. 
 
Lokhu kwandiswa komzila wepayipi kuyokwenza kuphindaphindeka kabili 
ukuhamba kwamafutha esuka eNingizimu neTheku eya eGoli. Loluhlelo 
alinakekeli abantu futhi lizoholela kwisigameko esikhulu esizodalwa yisimo 
sezulu. 
 
Inkinga yezulu iyona ngqinamba enkulu esibhekene nayo. Kufanele 
siphikisane nezinhlelo zezingxoxo ezinamaphutha bese siqala umbono 
wokushintshela kwizindlela zamandla kagesi ezizosimama.  
 
Mnaje isikhathi sokuthi imiphakathi yazi ukuthi inkinga yesimo sezulu 
inomphumela kithina sonke bese sizimbandakanya kulomzabalazo 
osemhlabeni wonke. Sidinga uhlelo oludinga ulwazi mayelana nesimo 
sezombusazwe kanye nezizinda ezihlanganyele ekuqondeni okwangempela 
kubhekenwe nezixazululo ezingamanga ezihlanzwa nguhulumeni. 
Kufanele sense uhulumeni amelane neqiniso ; akufanele sivumele omunye 
umnikelo weCOP ofika nobandlululo lokucwasa umhlaba ngesimo sezulu, 
iukucekelwa phansi ezemvelo kanye nokubhujiswa okwamazinga 
angenakuqoshwa. 
 
[UOliver Meth uyintatheli eyisishoshsovu futhi eyilunga leAfrican Youth 
Initiative on Climate Change.] 

 
 
Why Western capitalism misses good old times of Yeltsin 

 
 Nicolas Bonnal (Pravda) 23 September 2014 
 
If there is nowadays so much western hatred against Vladimir Putin, why 
was there so much adoration and backing for Yeltsin in the nineties? 
 
We have to recall some facts about western freedom, democracy and 
voodoo economics. For the post-soviet age was characterized by a steep 
decline of the western way of life. The fear of communism and a strong 
red army had so far prevented savage capitalists and market bolshevists 
inspired by utopia's gurus like Hayek or Friedman to destroy the 
acquisitions made in the West during the Keynesian age. I already 
underlined this point here; and so did Naomi Klein in her stressful opus on 
shock therapy: 
 
When the Cold War was in full swing and the Soviet Union was intact, the 
people of the world could choose (at least theoretically) which ideology 
they wanted to consume; there were the two poles, and there was much 



in between. 
 
But Hayek in his mediocre book The Way to Serfdom has accomplished the 
intellectual deed to compare social protection with serfdom and social-
democracy with Nazism (chapter 12). 
 
The connection between socialism and nationalism in Germany was close 
from the beginning. It is significant that the most important ancestors of 
National-Socialism are at the same time acknowledged fathers of 
socialism. 
 
Bingo! 
 
In the name of this brilliant demonstration everything could then be 
destroyed in England, America and elsewhere (Russia, Latin America and 
so on). And Thatcher dared to compare in England the coal miners to the 
Argentinean colonels. And the Wicked Witch of the West always cherished 
infamous dictator Pinochet while she wanted to drop a nuclear bomb on 
Cordoba, Argentina. 
 
The golden age was gone with Soviet Union and the neo-liberal agents 
presented their bill: destroy social warfare, give to the cronies all the 
national industries, multiply the debt. 
 
The social-democrats submitted in Europe; Trotsky already had pointed in 
1924 that they always grovel to America. 
 
Of course such peaceful agenda had to be enforced. As we know western 
democracies adore enforcing law, peace, and economic freedom. It is 
their semantic obsession since 1918, to enforce, and they never hesitate 
to use ruthless violence in Iraq or elsewhere. 
 
The agenda began in Chile and Argentina with dictators well considered by 
the anglo-Saxon elite then it extended elsewhere including a Russia 
abandoned then to her sad fate by Gorbachev and clearly betrayed by 
Yeltsin. It is now extended to continental Europe, a rich area so far spared 
by the growing evil of 'economic freedom'. 
 
Naomi Klein has explained the contents of this dreadful and enduring 
agenda (forty years of enforcement!). She tells us about the market 
Bolsheviks: 
 
Stiglitz called Russia's reformers "market Bolsheviks" for their fondness for 
cataclysmic revolution.27 However, where the original Bolsheviks fully 
intended to build their centrally planned state in the ashes of the old, the 
market Bolsheviks believed in a kind of magic: if the optimal conditions 
for profit making were created, the country would rebuild itself, no 
planning required. (It was a faith that would re-emerge, a decade later, 
in Iraq.) 
 
We may remind that while the West demonizes Putin, it kindly and warmly 
backed Yeltsin during his 'economic reforms'. As we know economic reform 
is a euphemism meaning pillage and enforcement of democracy. Adds 
Klein: 
 
The majority of the Western press also sided with Yeltsin against the 
entire parliament, whose members were dismissed as "communist 
hardliners" trying to roll back democratic reforms. They suffered, 
according to the New York Times Moscow bureau chief, from "a Soviet 
mentality suspicious of reform, ignorant of democracy, disdainful of 
intellectuals" 
 
There is nothing new under the sun. But this is what Yeltsin did with the 
blessing of western economists and diplomats: 
 
Yeltsin called in five thousand soldiers, dozens of tanks and armoured 
personnel carriers, helicopters and elite shock troops armed with 
automatic machine guns-all to defend Russia's new capitalist economy 
from the grave threat of democracy. 
 



Naomi Klein marks remarkably the following point: 
 
Finally, on the morning of October 4, 1993, Yeltsin fulfilled his long-
prescribed destiny and became Russia's very own Pinochet, unleashing a 
series of violent events with unmistakable echoes of the coup in Chile 
exactly twenty years earlier. 
 
The destruction and looting of Russia and the extermination of the poorest 
part of its population were decided in Washington. So discovered lately 
megalomaniac and imprudent Professor Sachs, one of the masters of the 
shock therapy: 
 
Sachs now sees that there was something else at work: many of 
Washington's power brokers were still fighting the Cold War. They saw 
Russia's economic collapse as a geopolitical victory, the decisive one that 
ensured U.S. supremacy. 
 
The American elite were ready to wreak vengeance on all Russians. Russia 
lost ten million habitants which is a kind of genocide, isn't it? Nobody 
knows exactly the balance of these terrible years (not finished in Ukraine 
for instance). 
 
Is this an exaggeration? Read Klein and other commentators: 
 
"The years of criminal capitalism have killed off 10 percent of our 
population." Russia's population is indeed in dramatic decline-the country 
is losing roughly 700,000 people a year. Between 1992, the first full year 
of shock therapy, and 2006, Russia's population shrank by 6.6 million. 
Three decades ago, André Gunder Frank, the dissident Chicago economist, 
wrote a letter to Milton Friedman accusing him of "economic genocide." 
Many Russians describe the slow disappearance of their fellow citizens in 
similar terms today. 
 
Next question: why are we betrayed by our elite in Europe these days? The 
answer is found in Latin America were the students of the so-called 
Catholic universities betrayed their country. These Catholics who were not 
Christians were formatted and turned into hostile elite in the famous 
university of Chicago. This fact was subtly labelled by a Chilean politician 
a transfer of ideology. For our elite is not our elite anymore. 
 
Juan Gabriel Valdés, Chile's foreign minister in the 1990s, described the 
process of training hundreds of Chilean economists in Chicago School 
orthodoxy as "a striking example of an organized transfer of ideology from 
the United States to a country within its direct sphere of influence . . . 
 
In France now, since the fall of Gaullism, all leaders are chosen among the 
Young leaders selected from their twenties by American embassy and US 
agencies. When a servant like that comes to power, he is ready to 
privatize anything, half the pensions, bomb Libya, rediscover Mars and 
atomize Russia. Uncle Sam just has to ask him! 
 
These unhappy days, sanctions are taken to debilitate Russia and prepare 
another coup - like in unfortunate Ukraine. The putsch's agents can use 
Gene Sharp's methodology, the guide for the orange revolutions, and the 
goal is to eliminate Vladimir Putin in order to re-establish a Russia 
militarily submitted to corporate America - like in the good old times of 
Yeltsin.  

 
 
To hell with Economics 

 
 Leonard Gentle 23 September 2014 
 
Economics was originally called political economy, concerned with scarce 
resources and how to ensure general welfare for everyone given that fact. 
But US President Nixon and UK Prime Minister Thatcher are responsible for 
launching the Age of Economist as God. President Jacob Zuma recently 
returned from Russia, a strange place to be for many when you’re in the 



middle of a crisis at home, as many a commentator here in South Africa 
has observed. Maybe he and Putin were swapping stories of a new series of 
Survivor. Putin certainly would have a lot to teach Zuma on that score. 
 
But important as those tips may be for our embattled Zuma, Putin has 
much bigger fish to fry and for those of us more interested in social justice 
than the competing ambitions of Putin, Zuma and Obama, we may miss a 
more significant moment. 
 
Guardian economics editor, Larry Elliot, has just declared that Putin’s 
decision to trade Russia’s energy supplies to China in Yuan and Roubles 
rather than the currency of world trade, the US dollar, marks the death of 
the free market new world order. 
 
According to Elliot, trade liberalisation, welfare cuts, cheap credit, 
excessive borrowing and outsourcing jobs, have all exposed the depraved 
face of capitalism. Noting that every prescription of the new world order 
and its economic consensus has been overturned after barely 20 years, 
Elliot declares: “RIP new world order. Born Berlin 1989. Died with Lehman 
Brothers September 2008. Laid to rest eastern Ukraine August 2014.” 
 
In Britain, the heartland of privatisation, Network Rail has just been 
quietly re-nationalised by stealth. 
 
WHERE DOES THIS LEAVE ECONOMICS TODAY? 
Well now in 2014, we see the publication and runaway success of Thomas 
Piketty’s major work of economics, Capital in the 21st Century. Its 
concern is with pervasive, structural inequality. And not just as an 
aberration in capitalism, but as a long-term feature of capitalism. In this 
Piketty is turning his back on what economics, as a discipline, has been 
concerned about for more than 30 years – the behaviour of markets, 
mathematical modelling of investor choices, behaviour of credit, and so 
on.  
 
It turns out that the 40-odd years of wealth convergence between the end 
of World War II and the1980s was a blip in an otherwise long trend of 
nearly 200 years of capitalism. Many of us are now familiar with Piketty’s 
assessment that the rate of growth of private wealth exceeds the rate of 
growth of countries and so inequality must inevitably widen if left to its 
own devices. This inequality is exploding since the neo-liberal era post 
1972. 
 
But Piketty is no radical. So, rather than inequality portending social 
revolution, there is the possibility of offsetting its effects by state 
interventions, such as taxation. 
 
Ironically, and this may explain the popularity of Piketty’s work amongst 
the New York glitterati, he is making economics respectable again. 
 
Here in South Africa we have just had the spectre of African Bank 
Investment Limited (ABIL) lending to poor people, with no security at rates 
of up to 60% while being funded by selling bonds where they could get 
rates of 12%. ABIL’s business plan was financed by a borrowing-lending 
differential. They combined shareholder equity with selling bonds as a 
form of financing and then lent money to poor people at exorbitant rates. 
And when they went bust, the South African Reserve Bank bailed them 
out. 
 
Interestingly enough, when this was followed by ratings agency, Moody’s, 
downgrading of all South Africa’s banks, it was greeted by a cacophony of 
business voices, financial journalists and embedded economists saying, 
“How dare they? They got it wrong? They don’t understand economics.” 
 
When platinum workers went on a five-month strike for a minimum wage 
of R12,500, they were told that this was unaffordable and that they 
“didn’t understand economics”. Yet they won most of their demands after 
five months of defiance and the sky didn’t cave in. 
 
WHO DOES UNDERSTAND ECONOMICS? 
Argentina, has once again defaulted on its debt in 2014. It did so before in 



2002. “This is heresy,” the financial journalists say, “It cannot happen 
without the most dire of consequences!” 
 
The threat of ratings agency downgrading or the likelihood of a debt 
default has been used for years as an argument for South Africa to pursue 
neo-liberal belt-tightening policies. Yet in 2002, Argentina followed 
through on J Paul Getty’s maxim: "If you owe the bank $100 that's your 
problem. If you owe the bank $100 million, that's the bank's problem." 
 
And so the threat of default meant that bondholders of Argentina’s debt 
queued up to accept at least a portion of the money owed to them. It was 
either that or nothing. Argentina got away with it. 
 
Roll forward to 2014 and investment vehicles called “vulture funds” 
bought out some of the frustrated bondholders on the gamble that they 
could force Argentina through US courts to pay the original face value of 
the 2002 debt they held. The vulture funds won their legal case. The court 
ruled that Argentina could not pay those bondholders prepared to take a 
“hair-cut” if they did not pay the vulture funds at the levels that the face 
value of the bonds entitles them. So Argentina defaulted again. 
 
So what’s the result in this saga of who blinks first? Well now, other 
speculators are offering to buy out the vulture funds. In the meantime, life 
goes on in Buenos Aires. The Springboks even played there recently. 
 
So did the Argentineans not “understand economics”?  
 
HOW DID WE GET TO THE AGE OF THE ECONOMIST AS GOD? 
What we call economics today was originally called “political economy” 
and was born in England in the aftermath of the industrial revolution, 
which had radically changed Britain. 
 
At the heart of the political economy were social concerns about the 
problem of scarce resources and how to ensure general welfare for 
everyone given this constraint. Adam Smith’s famous injunction that 
“everyone pursuing their own selfish interests as the only guarantee for 
the development of all” came out of these circumstances. It is an irony of 
the first degree that today’s neo-liberal economists call themselves 
“Smithian” and widely quote Adam Smith, whereas he probably wouldn’t 
have recognised them.  
 
But in its day there was no such thing as an “economic policy” let alone 
states concerned with broader public interests. Banks were private and 
hardly regulated and Britain’s Chancellor of the Exchequer still performed 
little more than its medieval role of collecting royal revenues. 
 
The Bretton Woods agreement and the restructuring of Europe after World 
War II gave economists enormous clout for the first time. Economics 
departments in universities grew and most governments began to create 
ministries of economic affairs and national central banks became the 
norm. Of course Bretton Woods also set the US dollar as the equivalent of 
the old gold standard so exchange rates were largely fixed and finance 
markets largely national, so the need for a whole industry of “specialists” 
to predict market behaviour on behalf of clients was decidedly modest. 
 
But economics was not only considered to be “the dismal science”. It was 
hardly considered to be a science at all. There was no Nobel Peace Prize in 
Economics until the late 1960s. 
 
It was US President Nixon’s ending of the Bretton Woods Agreement by 
devaluing the dollar in 1972 that changed the world radically and ushered 
in the period of floating exchange rates. It was the US Securities and 
Exchange Commission’s decision to allow debt to be traded that opened 
the door to the Thatcherite revolution of the 1980s and recast the world as 
it is today. 
 
And launched the Age of the "Economist as God". 
 
The Austrian economist, Friedrich Hayek, is widely credited as the 
intellectual architect of the neo-liberal approach: economic liberalisation, 



privatisation, deregulation and the dominance of markets. Yet Hayek 
wrote his major work in the 1920s and 1930s and was already in 
intellectual decline in the 1940s when he published his book, The Pure 
Theory of Capital, which turned out to be an abject failure. Fellow 
mainstream economist, Paul Samuelson, described the book as, “A pebble 
thrown in the pool of economic science that seemingly left nary a ripple.” 
 
Hayek’s book, The Road to Serfdom, which appeared in 1944, was an 
embarrassment in academic circles. As far as his peers were concerned, 
Hayek didn’t understand “economics”. Even Milton Friedman objected to 
his work. However, Hayek’s ideas were resurrected when the Norwegian 
Nobel Prize committee awarded him the economics prize in 1972. He was 
also given political clout when Margaret Thatcher made The Road to 
Serfdom essential reading for her cabinet when she took power in 1979. 
 
Since then economists have proliferated in proportion to the spread of the 
financialisation of economies. Growing alongside an increased domination 
of money capital and its mobility across borders and the proliferation of 
bonds, hedge funds and financial instruments, has been the need to have 
“financial experts” who can, ostensibly, make predictions about market 
behaviour. 
 
Today with the growing interpenetration of banks and governments, we 
see the moving of embedded economists into the national Treasury and 
vice versa. With this we have seen the shift from economics as a rather 
limited tool of understanding social reality to economics as the final 
arbiter of reality. How often have we heard the smug phrase that such and 
such an initiative may well be good politically or socially, but does it make 
“economic sense”?  
 
Now it’s all come a-cropper. 
 
Dr Geoff Davies, a retired geophysicist at the Australian National 
University, has just published a book, Sack the Economists, which is 
making waves in that country. He echoes the widely held view that 
mainstream economists are getting away with murder. In a recent article 
summing up some of his key arguments, he writes: 
 
“The mainstream economists, the ones who dominate our public policy 
and universities, claim the Global Financial Crisis of 2007 was so 
anomalous it could not have been foreseen. According to them, it came 
out of nowhere; they can’t be blamed when the world behaves in totally 
unexpected ways. That excuse is an admission that mainstream economists 
have no idea how economies work. Isn’t it their job to understand the ups 
and downs of economies, especially the really big booms and crashes that 
cause so much damage?” 
 
Come to think of it, when last have we had commentary in any of the 
South African media by any academic or so-called “neutral economist”? 
 
Interestingly enough, even on the left this veneration of economists does 
the cause of social justice no good. All that they have done is seek out an 
economist willing to be their client instead of critiquing economics itself. 
COSATU has, for years, wheeled out some left-wing economist to talk 
about “industrial strategy”, “active labour markets” or why a weaker rand 
would be better than a stronger rand for workers, etc. In this it has played 
into the hands of both the Mbeki and Zuma governments. Both have been 
masters of setting up economic task teams to smooth over difficult 
political choices and instead talk national policy and get national 
consensus about what they deem to be “hard economic realities”. 
 
The latest in this conveyer belt is the National Development Plan. 
 
So its time to recall Marx’s criticism of the method of political economy – 
that it creates a fetish. Focussing on a physical exchange between things 
(commodities, prices, wages, profits, etc.) disguises the fact that this is a 
social relation between people, which is determined by relations of power. 
 
The striking platinum workers of 2014 understood that. But then they 
didn’t study economics. 



 
Gentle is the director of the International Labour Research and 
Information Group (ILRIG), an NGO that produces educational materials for 
activists in social movements and trade unions. This article was first 
published by the South African Civil Society Information Service. 
pambazuka.net 

 
 
The BRICS remix climate damage and corporate collusion 

 
 Patrick Bond first Published in Pambazuka 20 September 2014 
 
As world leaders gather at the UN next week, the window to halt runaway 
climate change is closing fast this decade, with world-wide emissions cuts 
of 50 percent needed by 2020, and 90 percent by 2050. Not much can be 
expected to come out of the UN talk-shop. Emerging powers, on the other 
hand, are not pursuing any new strategies eitherThe movement from 
below to tackle climate change is gathering pace in South Africa, and 
elsewhere in the world, in advance of the September 21 mass march 
against the United Nations.  
 
Environmentalists lead, but this struggle invokes the world’s greatest 
class-race-gender-NorthSouth conflict, too. Ban Ki-Moon’s heads-of-state 
summit on September 23 may generate greater publicity for the cause, but 
if, as anticipated, world rulers simply slap each other on the back, 
activists will have to even more urgently intensify the pressure. 
 
This was the message from the Venezuelan-initiated People’s Climate 
Process last month in Caracas, which built upon a mass meeting four years 
ago in Cochabamba, Bolivia. Such demands for ‘climate justice’ remain 
most relevant to our times, in contrast to the watered-down slogans and 
vacant demands that, sadly, characterize the big march this weekend. The 
day before, however, the ‘Converge for Climate’ gathering will offer much 
more robust analysis, strategies and tactics, seeking much wider alliances 
than ever before.  
 
Our window to halt runaway climate change is closing fast this decade, 
with world-wide emissions cuts of 50 percent needed by 2020, and 90 
percent by 2050, to keep the planet at even a 2 degree rise. Extreme 
weather now feels commonplace. If runaway methane from thawing 
Siberian tundra and melting Artic ice worsens, the cuts will have to come 
even sooner and deeper. Can civilization face up to this, or will 
corporations keep us looking the other direction?  
 
ELITE PARALYSIS 
The gathering in New York next week will be followed by the formal UN 
Framework Convention on Climate Change summits in Lima, Peru, in 
November and then the literally last-gasp effort in Paris in late 2015. The 
other week, a militant prep-com of climate justice activists began 
preparations, while the Indigenous People of the Andes are expected to 
mobilize militantly in Lima.  
 
Still, these ‘Conferences of the Parties’ (COPs) are so far merely fortnight-
long talk-shops. The 17th was hosted here in Durban in 2011, and was a 
failure on all accounts, including activism. The COPs are invariably 
sabotaged by US State Department negotiators, joined by brethren 
climate-denialist regimes in Canada, Australia and Japan. Best that these 
events be remembered as Conferences of Polluters. 
 
At the COP15 in 2009, four other major polluters – Brazil, China, India and 
South Africa – signed on to US President Barack Obama’s Copenhagen 
Accord. It not only “wrecked the UN,” as Bill McKibbon of 350.org put it, 
in terms of process. The Accord promised only inadequate and voluntary 
emissions cuts. Indeed at the BRICS summit in Brazil last month, the most 
substantial comment about climate change was not reassuring – “bearing 
in mind that fossil fuel remains one of the major sources of energy” – and 
so it appears that the BRICS will follow a COP negotiating strategy that 
they initiated five years ago. Added to that is the BRICS strategy of 



introducing carbon markets (‘privatising the air’) in spite of the massive 
European and US pilot project failures. 
 
Copenhagen represented, simply, as climate justice writer-activist Naomi 
Klein accurately described the experience, “nothing more than a grubby 
pact between the world's biggest emitters: I'll pretend that you are doing 
something about climate change if you pretend that I am too. Deal? Deal.” 
In her new book, This Changes Everything, Klein blames the profit-logic of 
mega-corporations, not just their pocket governments, and she insists on 
post-capitalist climate policies. 
 
If she is correct, in this opportune context there is already some evidence 
that activist pressure is beginning to affect even Washington, DC, surely 
the most corporate-dominated political capital in world history thanks to 
recent campaign finance deregulation. Teased by activists for five years, 
Obama finally gathered enough will to regulate the powerful coal energy 
industry in June. He announced what is in effect a ban on constructing 150 
coal-fired power plants proposed in 2001 by then Vice President Dick 
Cheney. Only two have been built since then, mainly thanks to vigorous 
community opposition but also because Sierra Club lawyers bogged down 
the coal industry, and so Obama has only recently codified what was 
already a major shift away from the dirtiest energy source, coal.  
 
To be sure, the US climate movement’s next challenges are extreme: 
fracking, new oil drilling in deep-sea waters and national parks, coal 
exports, and the import of Canada’s tar sands shale oil, not to mention the 
full economic reboot Klein calls for. As for claims by Obama and Europeans 
that their economies’ greenhouse gases are being cut, these brags are not 
genuine, for the North is simply outsourcing dirty industries to East Asia, 
while enjoying cut-rate products sent back, paid for by degraded 
currencies. 
 
FINANCIAL FIGHT-BACK 
If capitalism is the problem, undercutting financial flows to the status quo 
is a vital strategy. Divestment from fossil-funded profits parallels what 
worked so well thirty years ago when we were fighting South African 
apartheid. Financial jujitsu is one way to turn capitalism against itself, as 
we learned then. And today, traditional bankers are increasingly wary of 
socio-ecological controversy, with the London NGO Carbontracker pointing 
out Big Oil’s ‘unburnable carbon.’ Under growing pressure, even the fossil-
saturated World Bank last year agreed not to lend more for coal-fired 
power plants, though Bank President Jim Yong Kim’s recent broken 
promises on environmental and social safeguards confirms his Obama-style 
unreliability.  
 
Financial sanctions helped bring down apartheid by splitting South Africa’s 
banking elite away from the Afrikaner ruling racists. They are now being 
used by Palestine solidarity activists to great effect (causing elite panic in 
Tel Aviv), after leading Dutch and Norwegian pension funds and a major 
Danish bank disinvested from Israeli banks possessing illegal West Bank 
Occupation branches in January. Divestment of fossil fuel stocks from 
major funds – even Stanford University’s endowment a few weeks ago – 
was stimulated by calls from Archbishop Desmond Tutu to follow our 
example: hitting the oppressive system in the wallet, hard.  
 
“People of conscience need to break their ties with corporations financing 
the injustice of climate change,” Tutu argued in a Guardian op-ed in April. 
“The good news is that we don't have to start from scratch. Young people 
across the world have already begun to do something about it. The fossil 
fuel divestment campaign is the fastest growing corporate campaign of its 
kind in history.” 350.org’s Africa-Arab Team Leader Ferrial Adam aims to 
start SA’s herd dash from fossil stocks, shares and securities, with a 
“campaign for divestment from fossil fuel infrastructure projects.”  
 
Putting on the financing lid is difficult since so much money sloshes around 
the world thanks to capitalist crisis conditions that Marxists term 
‘overaccumulation.’ Nevertheless, in these volatile circumstances, South 
Africa’s $140 billion foreign debt – a ratio similar to the mid-1980s, having 
risen from the $25 billion Nelson Mandela inherited in 1994 – works in the 
climate activists’ favour, just as it did 29 years ago during the darkest days 



of apartheid when PW Botha gave his infamous ‘Rubicon Speech’ here in 
Durban. He made no concessions and all hell broke loose; the country 
would never again be the same, once the financiers began their run the 
next day.  
 
A similar David & Goliath match was won by South African activists from 
the Treatment Action Campaign ten years ago, in their fight against 
governments in Washington and Pretoria, Big Pharma, the World Trade 
Organisation and the very notion of Intellectual Property. Winning that 
battle raised life expectancy from 52 in 2004 to 62 today. With the threat 
to life posed by climate change, an even greater scale of activist 
intervention will be needed again, especially on the African continent 
which is home to most of the 400 000 people now estimated to be dying 
annually from climate change, already. 
 
SA’S UNCOOPERATIVE CRONY CAPITALISTS  
Changing national public policy is vital and again, South Africa is one of 
the world’s great battlegrounds. The mining-smelting-shipping corporates 
(whether local, Western or BRICS in origin) and their Pretoria servants are 
frightened when climate is raised. At long last, on August 29 in Durban, 
members of parliament will gather testimony on climate change, and 
government’s fronting for fossil capital will become evident. 
 
The critical baby step towards a sane climate policy is relatively simple: 
measure how much SA’s major greenhouse gas polluters emit so they can 
be capped and cut. Most countries now have quite accurate ways to assess 
both atmospheric greenhouse gases and extreme point sources. For 
example, the privatized SA oil company Sasol – now listed on the New York 
Stock Exchange – has a huge facility not far from Johannesburg, Secunda, 
squeezing coal and gas to make liquid petroleum, in the process creating 
the single greatest site of CO2 emissions on earth. 
 
In contrast, SA Environment Minister Edna Molewa’s new $500 million 
budget is revealing. Her recent $2 million spending cut from the SA 
Weather Service means, according to Parliament, “South Africa would be 
unable to meet its international obligations regarding the monitoring of 
greenhouse gases through the Global Atmospheric Watch station. As a 
result, there would be a limitation on monitoring the impacts of Climate 
Change Mitigation and Scenario Strategies for the country. The country 
would also be unable to formulate baselines and monitor emissions versus 
set targets.” 
 
Molewa might, logically, aim to keep her subjects ignorant about the 
economy’s reliance upon fossil fuels, because she is bowing to the durable 
power of the so-called ‘Minerals Energy Complex’? That power was 
unveiled when her cabinet colleagues Nathi Mthethwa and Cyril 
Ramaphosa assisted London-based platinum firm Lonmin by deploying the 
police against striking workers, for the sake of maintaining corporate 
mining profits on August 16, 2012. Ramaphosa, later to become deputy 
president of South Africa, was a 9 percent owner of Lonmin, and it was his 
emails that brought massacre-minded troops to end the wildcat strike (he 
called it ‘dastardly criminal’), leaving 34 corpses of surrendering workers. 
Testimony he gave to the Marikana Massacre commission in mid-August 
confirmed his loyalties: he admitted that instead of building 5500 houses 
for Lonmin workers, as promised, the corporation’s Transformation 
Committee he oversaw built just three. 
 
Ramaphosa’s massive coal mines and similar dirty coal corporations were 
long pampered by Molewa’s water ministry. At least forty major new 
mines are now being dug or planned to feed the state electricity company 
Eskom’s Medupi and Kusile power plants (the two largest under 
construction in the world today), not to mention massive new coal digs to 
export to China and India. The coal-producing province of Mpumalanga is, 
quite literally, wheezing, yet Eskom has applied to Molewa for ‘rolling 
postponements’ on pollution reductions required by law at 14 power plants 
there. According to the NGO groundWork, this would ‘amount to 
exemption.’ 
 
Eskom has the gall to try this because Molewa has turned a blind eye to 
many pollution violations. One poignant example is an illegal coal 



operation close to the border of Hluhluwe-iMfolozi park – Africa’s oldest 
game reserve and the centre of rhino survival efforts – where local peasant 
livelihoods are being wrecked by the opencast Somkhele mine. Nearby, 
even more damage is likely, if the Ibutho Coal company opens a similar 
mine on the historic park’s direct border. It is a hare-brained plan but 
government has already approved it in principal. Ibutho is a shady 
operation and refuses to disclose its corporate sponsors, but of the six 
principals named in its application, half are tied to Glencore and BHP 
Billiton, which are by far the world’s largest commodity trader and mining 
house, respectively.  
 
Can Molewa resist their charms? After all, BHP Billiton still enjoys an 
extraordinary revolving-door relationship with very powerful South African 
officials. The crony capitalism dates to apartheid, when it boosted the 
salaries of finance minister Derek Keys and Eskom treasurer Mick Davis. 
The door continued spinning after 1994, and through it went the first 
democratic energy regulator, Xolani Mkhwanazi, the first director general 
of trade and industry Zav Rustomjee, and current national planning 
commissioner Vincent Maphai.  
 
This revolving door helps explain why the Australian/UK firm gets 
electricity at a fraction of the price of ordinary people, consuming 
between 6 and 10 percent of our national power load, and exporting the 
profits while employing fewer than 1500 at the main Richard Bay smelters. 
Molewa is implicated in the power structure, and that may help explain 
another absurd budgeting choice revealed last month: explicit climate 
change programming will be slashed 8.3 percent after adjusting for 
inflation, leaving just $22 million in this year’s budget to address the 
greatest threat to our survival. Also cut was environmental monitoring, in 
spite of growing attention to pollution hazards.  
 
CLIMATE TALKS, BUT EMISSIONS ROAR 
The SA Parliament’s Environment Committee warned on July 8, “As a 
country, we must be seen making our fair contribution to the global effort 
to mitigate climate change by ensuring that we reduce our greenhouse gas 
emissions below the business-as-usual by 34 per cent by 2020 and 42 per 
cent by 2025, consistent with the pledges that President Jacob Zuma 
made” at the UN climate summit in Copenhagen. The obvious question is 
how these emissions cuts can be accomplished with the country’s 
controversial 2012 National Development Plan (NDP), drawn up by former 
Finance Minister Trevor Manuel (the country’s most neoliberal politician) 
and now overseen by Ramaphosa: 
 
• The NDP gives multinational and local fossil fuel corporations all the 
subsidized infrastructure they need to rip out South Africa’s coal, burn it 
in Medupi and Kusile, each capable of polluting 35 million tonnes of CO2 
per year, with most benefits going to mining houses and smelters. 
• The NDP helps ship massive amounts of coal from South Africa to China 
and India through Richards Bay – the Presidential Infrastructure 
Coordinating Commission’s main priority project, at “the single largest 
coal export terminal in the world” – at a cost of several tens of billions of 
dollars. 
• The NDP’s second priority investment is $25 billion to expand Durban’s 
port from throughput of 2.5 million to 20 million containers a year from 
now to 2040, with huge implications for the climate.  
• The NDP supports CO2-intensive fracking in the dry western Karoo and 
deepwater oil exploration offshore Durban in the dangerous Agulhas 
Current: ExxonMobil is asking for prospecting permission in depths of more 
than 3.5 km, in spite of sharpening community opposition, while Sasol and 
a Burmese company are also trying their luck nearby, with Big Oil 
acquiring Zuma’s endorsement in Durban last month. 
 
The NDP is most strenuously opposed by the National Union of 
Metalworkers, the continent’s largest union and also the most advanced 
regarding the need for a Just Transition to a post-carbon, post-capitalist 
economy. There is also a new left party that derides the NDP in 
parliament: the Economic Freedom Fighters. In contrast, the ruling African 
National Congress doesn’t seem to have a single vocal MP who cares about 
climate change. Indeed any eco-socialists who might be lurking in 
parliament, in the Congress of SA Trade Unions and in the Communist 



Party, still aiming to reform the NDP from the inside, should be 
forewarned: on the one hand, climate change and crony capitalism provide 
excellent reasons to redirect the NDP’s pro-corporate $80 billion 
infrastructure spending away from perpetual fossil dependency, towards 
meeting basic infrastructure needs.  
 
On the other hand, though, Molewa’s defunding of her climate 
responsibilities provides an indicator of why reform is highly unlikely, at 
least not without a rapid deepening of eco-social-justice activism. For as 
Klein insists, This Changes Everything. 
pambazuka.net 
 
Prof Patrick Bond’s ‘Politics of Climate Justice’ was recently named 
amongst the Guardian’s ten leading books on the topic. This article was 
originally posted at Telesur 
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IBRICS ibhebhethekisa ukungamukeli kwePitoli isimo sokuguquguquka 
kwezulu 
NguPatrick Bond 
Umhumushi uFaith ka-Manzi 
 
Ingxaki enkulu ebhekene nabantu, ukuguqugukquka kwesimo sezulu, 
okunengozi enkulu ezwenikazi laseAfrika. Inhlangano ebonelelayo 
yasedolobheni laseLondo, iChristian Aid, iqagela ukuthi cishe abantu 
abayizigidi ezingamakhulu amabili bozokufa ngokungenasidingo 
kuleminyaka eyikhulu umangabe amazing okushisa angase-nje akhupguke 
ngamaphesenti amabili. Njengamanje ndlella umhlaba ofudumala ngawo, 
okubhekwe yiBhange Lomhlaba ukuthi kuphule amazing amane ngaphezulu 
kwalokho okujwayelekile ngonyaka ka2100, kungase kwenzeke ukuthi 
imaphakathi laseAfrika liyoshisa okufinyelela kumazinga asuka 
kwayisithupha kuya kwayisikhombisa.  
 
Eminyakeni ezayo lokhu kuyoholela kwisibhicongo, ikakhulukazi 
ophondweni laseAfrika, eNtshonalanga neAfrika kanye nasemaDamini 
Amakhulu (phecelezi aziwa ngokuthi iGreat Lakes), izindawo ezintathi 
kulelizwekazi okuyizona ezibonakala zisengcupheni kakhulu. Izingxenye 
ezinkulu eNingizimu Afrika, zizoshisa uma kuqhathaniswa nezomiso 
ezindaweni ezomile kulelozwe ezisentshonalanga kanye nalezo 
ezinozamcolo empumalanga, futhi kunezimo ezinzima ezizokwenza 
kwenzinye izindawo yonke indawo. 
 
Njengoba kubhekenwe nesimo esibucayi kakhulu kangaka esingakaze sibe 
khona, ngabe uhulumeni waseNingizimu Afrika wenzani? Ngabe 
abezombusazwe abasePitoli kanye nezikhulu bazibophezele ukuvikela 
abantu, ezemvelo kanye nezomnotho kwimiphumela yokuduma kwezulu 
kanye nokuguquguquka kwesimo sezulu, kanye futhi nokwehlisa futhi 
nokubuyisela emuva ukungcolisa okwenziwa yilelizwe kakhulu ngesisisi 
esisiphafuza kakhulu , icarbon, bese singcolisa umoya. Ngabe umbuso 
usuqalile ukulawula lezizimboni ezingcolisa kakhulu umoya kulelizwe – 
oEskom, Sasol, kanye nezomboni ezihlanza amafutha,( phecelezi ama-oil 
refineries) kanye nezindlu ezinkulu zokumbiwa phansi – eziphafuza kakhulu 
futhi eziwumsuka wezisisisi eziluhlaza zohlobo olulodwa ezingcolisa 
umoya? Noma kungase kwenzeke ukuthi umbuso uyasiphika isimo 
esibhekene naso sokuguquguquka kwesimo sezulu ngokungekho 
emthethweni?  
 



Phela emva kwakho konke lokhu, idolobha laseMelika iWashington, DC – 
empeleni ikomkhulu lezombusazwe okuyilona eligcwele izimboni kakhulu 
kumlando wonke womhlaba futhi ngalokho sibonga umkhankaso 
ongekudala-nje wokwehlisa amandla okulawula ezezimali 
ngabezombusazwe – njengoba-nje noMongameli waseMelika uBarack 
Obama azama ngawo wonke amandla ukulwa nemboni yamalahle 
enamandla kakhulu. Ngenyanga kaNhlangulana, wabikezela ukuthi 
empeleni okungukunqabela ukwakhiwa kwezizinda ezingamakhulu 
namashumi ayisihlanu zamandla kagesi aphehlwa ngamalahle 
okwakuhlongozwa ngonyaka ka2001 ngulowo owayeyisekela likamongameli 
ngalesosikhathi uDick Cheney.  
 
Zimbili kuphela esezakhiwe kusukela ngaleyonkathi, futhi kungenxa 
yokumelana nalokho kakhulu okwenziwa ukumelana nalezizinda 
umphakathi kodwa futhi ngenxa yeqembu labammeli, iSierra Club, 
bekhinyabeza imboni yamalahle, ngakho-ke uObama kungekudala-nje 
wayalela okuvese kwase kuyindlela enkulu yokusuka kwisizinda esingcole 
kakhulu samandla,amalahle. (Ukuqinisekisa-nje,omunye-ke manje 
umshikshsikaobhekene nenhlangano yezishoshovu mayelana 
nokuguquguquka kwesimo sezulu eMelika ukuqeda ukufakwa 
kokusaketshezi emadwaleni ukuze kukhiqizwe uwoyela (phecelezi fraking), 
ukumuncwa kwamafutha emanzini ajulile asolwandle kanye nasemapaki 
esizwe, ukuhwebelana namanye amazwe ngokuwadayisela amalahle, kanye 
nokuhwebelana nezwe laseCanada ngokulanda inhlabathi yetiyela 
enguwoyela ongahlaziwe.) 
 
Ukwenza imfihlo ukucekeleka phansi kwesimo sezulu ngokuyisinyenyela 
EPitoli, igxathu elibalulekile esingalenza lomntwana ukubhekelana nalokhu 
ukuthi izikhulu bakwenza kubelula-nje: abalinganise ukuthi ngabe izilelesi 
zezimboni ezingcolisakakhulu ngezisisi eziluhlaza eNingizimu Afrika 
ziphafuza kangakanani ukuze kuhlonyeliswe izimboni (ezehlisa amazing 
okuphafuza emoyeni izisisi ezingcolisa emoyeni) kanye nokuthi ukuphafuza 
izisisi ezingcolisa emoyeni zinqanyulwe. Amazwe amaningi aseqalile ukuba 
nenqubekela phambili mayelana nalesisimo ngokukala amanani futhi 
asezinezindlela ezishaya emhlolweni ukuhlonza izisisis eziluhlaza 
ezisemoyeni kanye nezizimnda kumbe izimboni okuyizona ezingcolisa 
kakhulu. (Ngokwesibonelo-nje, uhlelo lwemboni yakaSasol yokwenza 
amalahle abe uwoyela nokuthi igesi ibe uwoyela eSecunda yaziwa 
njengesizinda esisodwa esikhulkazi emhlabeni wonke esiphafiza kakhulu 
isisisi esingcolisa emoyeni i-carbon.)  
 
Uhlelo lwemali olusha lwezigidigidi ezingu5.6 zamarandi ezenziwe 
nguNgqongqoshe Wezemvelo uEdna Molewa kukhona okulukhombisayo: 
unqume izigidi ezingamashumi amabili zamarandi kuHlelo Lwezosimo 
Sezulu lwaseNingizimu Afrika, ngokusho kwekomidi elibhekelelayo 
lasephalamende lezemvelo kumbhalo eliwukhiphe ziyisishagalombili 
kuNtulikazi lithe,”INingizimu Afrika ayikwazanga ukuhlangabezana 
nezinqumo zayo zomhlaba mayelana nokuqaphela izisisi eziluhlaza 
isebenzisa Indlela Yomhlaba Yokuqapha (phecelezi iGlobal Atmospheric 
Watch). Umphumela walokho-ke, ukuthi kuzoba khona ukungafinyeleli 
ukuqapha imiphumela Yokwehlisa Ukushintsha Kwesimo Sezulu kanye 
nezindlela zokubhekana nalesisimo kulelizwe.Lelizwe futhi ngeke likwazi 
ukuqamba izindlela eziphansi kanye nokuqapha ukuphafuzwa kwezisisi 
ezingcolisayo uma sekubhekenwe nebelizimisele ngokufinyelela kulona.”  
 
Mhlawumbe uMolewa futhi ukuthi thina – kanye nomhlaba jikelele – sihlale 
singazi ngokuthembela kwezwe lakithi kwezokubasa zemvelo, ngoba 
egobela kumandla angapheli azwa ‘Ngokuxakile Okungamandla 
Okuwuketshezi’ (phecelezi iMinerals Energy Complex? Lawomandla 
anobubi agqanyiswa ngesikhathi ozakwabo ephalamende njengoNathi 
Mthethwa kanye noCyril Ramaphosa besiza iLonmin ababecabanga ukuthi 
kwakuzoholela enzuzweni enkulu kwezokumbiwa phansi, ngeshumi 
nesithupha lenyanga kaNcwaba ngonyaka ka2012.  
 
Ngakho-ke ngeke kumangalise ukwazi ukuthi – njengoba phela 
iphephandaba iMail&Mail lakukhiphela obala ngonyaka ka2013 
(okwalandelwa okujwayelekile ngoMolewa umkhuba wakhe wokuphika) – 
ukuthi izimboni zokumbiwa phansi zikaRamaphosa iShanduka kanye 
nezinye izimboni zamalahle angcolisayo ziyatotoswa. Kusolwa ukuthi 
uMolewa wayalela abasebenzi bakhe ukuthi zizibe imigomo ehambisana 



nesivumelwano samanzi esidingekayo kwizimboni zokumbiwa phansi 
zamalahle eSifundazweni saseMpumalanga. Cishe zingamashumi amane 
izimboni ezintsha zombiwa phansi ezimbiwayo noma ezihleliwe ukuphakela 
izizinda zamandla iMedupi kanye neKusile, uma-nje singasabali ukumbiwa 
okwenzeka kakhulu kwamalahle okusha azohanjiswa emazweni aseChina 
kanye naseIndia. Indawo yaseMpumalanga esendawenui ephakeme, 
isicinene emoyeni, kodwa uEskom usufake isicelo kuMolewa ‘ngokuthi 
ulokhu uqhubezela phambili’ kwizizinda eziyishumi ekufanele ukuthi ngabe 
ziyakwehlisa ukungcolisa emoyeni, ngokusho kwenhlangano ezimele 
igroundWork okufana nokuthi ‘lezizimboni ziyekelelwe’. 
 
Banesibindi sokuzama lokhu ngoba uMolewa uvele wavala amehlo 
ekuphulweni komthetho okuningi mayelana nokungcoliswa komoya. 
Isibonelo esidabukisayo ukusebenza okungekho emthethweni 
kwezokumbiwa kwamalahle eduzane nomngcele wepaki laseHluhluwe 
kanye naseMfolozi – indawo endala kakhulu yaseAfrika kanye nekomkhulu 
Yemizamo yokuphila kobhejane – lapha KwaZulu-Natal, lapho izimpilo 
zabasebenzi basemasimini zicekelwa phansi ezokumbiwa phansi okwenziwa 
onqenqemeni lomhlaba. 
 
Kodwa ukucekeleka phansi kungenzeka kumakhilomitha ayishumi nambili, 
umangabe Amalahle ebutho evula imboni yezokumbiwa phansi kumngcele 
oqondene ngqo nalelipaki i elinomlando, uhlelo oluwumqondo kanogwaja 
uhulumeni asevele ewuvumele. Ibutho uhlelo olungenabulungiswa futhi 
elinqabayo ukuveza obala abatshali balo bezimali abahamba phambili, 
kodwa kwabayisithupha abaphambili, ingxenye yabo inobuhlobo neGlencoe 
kanye neBHP Billiton, okungezinye zezimboni ezinkulukazi emhlabeni 
wonke kwezokumbiwa phansi kanye nabadayisi ngokulandelana kwazo.  
 
Ngabe sizofika isikhathi lapho uMolewa angeke avumele ukuluthwa 
yilezizimboni? Phela emva kwakho konke lokhu, iBHP Billiton 
inobudlelwane obuhle kakhulu kwiminyango yezikhulu eziphezulu 
zaseNingizimu Afrika kusukela ngesikhathi sombuso wobandlululo 
(okumbandakanya lowo owayengumongameli wezimali uDerek keys kanye 
nomphathisikwama waseEskom uMick Davis) okwaqhubeka futhi kusukela 
ngo1994 (ngokwesibonelo-nje umlawuli wokuqala kwizindaba 
eziphathelene namandla kagesi kuhulumeni wentando yeningi uXolani 
Mkhwanazi kanye namanje lowo ongukhomishani wokuhlela kazwelonke 
uVincent Maphai). Lokhu kusiza ukuthi kuchaze ukuthi yini imboni 
yaseAustralia naseUK ithola ugesi ngenani eliphansi kakhulu uma 
kuqhathaniswa no wonkewonke, imboni esebenzisa amandla kagesi 
aphakathi kwamaphesenti ayisithupha kanye neshumi, futhi ibe ithuthela 
inzuzo yayo phesheya ibe iqashe abasebenzi abangaphansi 
kwenkulungwane namakhulu amahlanu kwizincibilikisi zayo eRichards Bay. 
 
Uma elokhu eqhubeka nokugqugquzela Ukutshalwa Kwezimali Okubheke 
Ngqo kueli, okuxhasa izimboni ezingcolisa kakhulu umoya eNingizimu 
Afrika, kuyodingeka ukuthi uMolewa enze sengathi akanakile imali 
echithekayo ngalokhu, ikakhulukazi mayelana nokuguquguquka kwesimi 
sezulu. Inhlangano yethu yohlelo lwesimo sezulu akuyona kuphela 
eshayekile kuhlelo lwakhe lwezimali olusha: ukuhlela okusobala mayelana 
nokuguquguquka kwesimo sezulu kuzokwehliswa ngamaphesenti angu8.3 
emva kokuba esehlele kabusha ukwehla kwezinga lemali yakuleli, okusho 
ukuthi, izigidi eziyishumi nesishagalolunye zamaradi, okuyoshiya-nje 
amakhulu amabili nesishagalolunye ezigidi zamarandi ukubhekana nesimo 
esingasihlasela esikhulukazi mayelana nokuphila kwethu. Okunye futhi 
okunqunyiwe kuloluhlelo lwakhe olusha lwezimali ukuqapha 
ezemvelo,phezu kokuba kunokubhekana okukhulayo mayelana nobungozi 
obudalwa ukungcola okusemoyeni njengaseNingizimu neTheku lapho 
kunoshevu kakhulu wezisisi ezingcolisayo, lapho ngihlala khona. 
 
Uhlelo likaZwelonke Lokuthuthukisa mayelana nesidididi ngesimo 
sezulu 
IKomidi lasePhalamende leZemvelo laxwayisa mhlaziyisiShagalolunye 
kwinyanga kaNtulikazi lathi, “Njengezwe, kufanele sibonakale ukuthi nathi 
siyazi mbandakanya ngobulungiswa kwimizamo eyenziwa umhlaba wonke 
ukusiza ngesimo sezulu ngokwehlisa ukuphafuza kwethi izisisi eziluhlaza 
ezingcolisa umoya ukuthi zibe ngaphansi ngokuvumelana nezohwebo 
ngamaphansi kwamaphesnti angu34 ngonyaka ka2020 kanye futhi 
ngamaphesenti angu42 ngonyaka ka2025, okuzohambisana kanye 



nesithembiso esenziwa nguMongameli uGedleyihlekisa Zuma 
kwingqungqthela yeCOP15 [njengoba kwenzeka keUnited Nations 
Framework Convention on Climate Change Conference of the Parties] 
yeshumi nesihlanu] eyayiseCopenhagen ngenyanga kaZibandlela ngonyaka 
ka2009.”  
 
Lezozithembiso zabaluleka kakhulu ngesikhathi iNingizimu Afrika kuyiyona 
eyayisingethe iCOP17 ngonyaka ka2011 kuqeda umehluko phakathi 
kwamazwe ahola mamaphakathi kanye nalawo ezicebi. Umbuzo osibheke 
emehlweni ilona ngabe ukwehliswa kokungcoliswa komoya kungenzeka yini 
ngoHlelo LlikaZwelonke Lentuthuko (phecelezi iNational Development -
NDP), 
 
1) okunikeza izimboni zasekhaya nezisabalele umhlaba wonke zemikhiqizo 
yokubasa yemvelo zezizinda ezixhasiwe ukumba amalahle aseNingizimu 
Afrika, kuthi ashiswe kwizizinda ezimbili ezinkulukazi zamandla kagesi 
aphehlwe ngamalahle (iMedupi kanye neKusile) ezakhiwayo njengamanje 
la emhlabeni – isizinda ngasinye esikwazi ukungcolisa umoya ngamathani 
angamashumi amathathu ezigidi zesisisi icarbon ngonyaka – bese futhi 
kuthi  
2) bahambise ngemikhumbi inqwaba yamalahle kusukela eLimpopo, 
eMpumalanga kanye naKwaZulu-Natal eya eChina naseIndia kusetshenziswa 
umzila waseRichards Bay – Uhlelo Lokuqala LukaMongameli Lwezizinda 
Lokuhlanganisa Uktshalwa Kwezimali [phecelezi i Presidential 
Infrastructure Co-ordinating Commission Strategic Investment Project 
(PICC SIP1)] –ngenani lezigidigidi zamarandi, kulandelwa yi  
 
3) iPICC SIP yesibili,elahla amakhulu amabili namashumi amahlanu 
ezigidigidi zamarandi ngokwandisa ichweba laseThekwini kusukela 
kumakhoyintena angu2.5 wezigidi kuya kwizigidi ezingu20 ngonyaka 
kusukela manje kuze kuba ngonyaka ka2040, okuyoba nomthelela omkhulu 
kwisimo sezulu, okuzokwenyuswa kakhulu  
 
4) ukufakwa kokusaketshezi emadwaleni kufunwa amafutha eKaroo kanye 
nasemanzini ajulile kufunwa amafutha eduze kwaseThekwini (fracking in 
the Karoo and deepwater offshore oil exploration near Durban (njengoba 
iExxonMobilifuna imvume yokuhlonza ukujula okungaphezulu 
kwamakhilomotha angu3.5, phezu kokuba umphakathu umelene kakhulu 
nalokhu). 
 
Uma ngingase ngisho-nje, iPhalamende lilele njengomholi, ngaphandle 
kweqembu elisha iEconomic Freedom Fighters omele ikomiti lalo uAndile 
Mngxitama obuza imibuzo enzima ngokuthi ubani ophumelelayo 
nohlulwayo. (Ngake ngaba namathemba okuthi isshoshovu sezemvelo 
seqembu leIndependent Democrats , uLance Greyling, unesibindi – kodwa-
ke njengomxhantela weqembu leDemocratic Alliance elishaya kakhulu 
iBhayibheli, ubhozo wakhe kumamabhuleki awuzange-nje umnyakazise 
uHelen Zille kwisivinini ayeshayela ngaso.)  
 
UKhongolose akabonakali uneLunga lasePhalamende eliphumele obala 
ngaloludaba ebucayi kangaka yesimo sezulu, kanti kunjalo futhi 
nangamanye amaqembu. Ngenyanga kaMasingana kulonyaka, ngesikhathi 
isishoshovu sezemvelo saseThekwini esivelele uDesmond D’Sa ephakmisa 
udaba lwesimo sezulu ngokubheka kade Umgomo Wokuthuthukisa Izizinda 
(phecelezi iInfrastructure Development Bill), wathuliswa ethula nobufakazi 
esakhulume imizuzu emine. Labo abafuna ukwenza ushintsho kwiNDP 
kufanele siyabaqwashisa ngokwenzeka kuloludaba. 
 
Transnet inomthelela oyingozi kakhulu kwisimo sezulu 
Kodwa futhi, uMolwe nabasebenzi bakhe basenawo amathuba okulawula 
ekutheni babuze – noma bahudule izinyawo – kwizinhlelo ezingcole 
kakhulu, ezicekela phansi isimi sezulu, neziletha inzuzo. Empeleni noma-
ke Umthetho Wokuthuthukisa Wengqlazizinda omusha (phecelezi 
iInfrastructure Development Act) ezenza nguNgqongqoshe 
Wezokuthuthukisa Umnotho uEbrahim Patel ukuthi aphuthumise izinhlelo 
ezinkulukazi zokwakha abazokwenza inzuzo kakhulu kuzoba phambili 
izimboni zasemazweni aphesheya, njengoba uhlelo nohlelo kufanele 
luletho izincomo ezizwakalayo zeEIA ukuze lezizinhlelo ziqhubekele 
phambili. UTransnet uhambisa phambili amaPICC SIP amabili. Ngakho-
keimpendulo yesisiphathimandla uBrian Molefe ngokuguquguquka kwesimo 



sezulu kubaluleke njengokubhekelela kukaMolewaumthwalo wokulawula. 
 
Noma-ke uTransnet kanye nezinye izinhlaka zombuso kusobala ukuthi 
azizimisele ukubhekelela isimo sezulu uma ngabe zakha amaPICC 
SIP,ngenhlanhla, kudaba nodaba okubhekenwe nalo, izinhlangano 
ezizimele ezibhekelele ezezemvelo - njengoEarthlife Africa, 
igroundWork,iGreenpeace, iTreasure, iKaroo Action Group kanye nethe 
South Durban Community Environmental Alliance (SDCEA) – zilwa 
nokugcoliswa komoya kakhulu okwenziwa ngamaPICC SIP. 
Okungukuphikisana okubalulekile njengamanje, ukuthi umzamo 
weTransnet wokwandisa indawo yokudiliza izimpahla lapho kupaka khona 
imikhumbi echwebeni , izisebenzi zikaMolewa babhekene ngqo 
nalengqinamba, kodwa lokhu kusenzeke ngendlela engafinyelel ezingeni 
eligcwele.  
 
Ngenyanga kaMfumfu kunyaka odlule, Umnyango kaZwelonke Wezindaba 
Zezemvelo, umangaze imboni ethutha ngemikhumbi ngokukhipha 
lomyalelo wokuthi iTransnet aygcinanga-nje ngokuhluleka ukuveza iqiniso 
ngomonakalo ngendawo yenhlabathi ebalulekile yasechwebeni, kodwa 
ababehlonzela ezemvelo abazange bacabange ngokwanele ukuthi ukunyuka 
kwezinga lolwandle kanye nezimvula ezinkulu kuyominzisa kanti futhi 
kucekele phansi ukuxhaswa ngezimali eziyizigidigidi ezingu5.6 zamarandi.  
 
Okwenza lapha kubalulekile, ngoba uhlelo lokuqala lolu ngaphakathi 
kwePICC SIP yesibili enkulukazi,eyayigqugquzelwa ngowayengumholi 
weKhomishani Yokuhlela uTrevor Manuel kanye nalowo owangena 
esikhundleni sakhe, uRamaphosa, kanye nababusi bakulelidolobha. Kodwa-
ke kungase kwenzeke bangaphumeleli, ngoba omunye wabagxeki babo 
ngoklonyeliswe nge2014 Goldman Environmental Prize eAfrika, uDesmond 
D’Sa wenhlangano iSDCEA. uJwayele ukuthi akhombise umhlaba wonke 
ngokungcolisa ngokusaluketshezi umoya okwenzeka ngaphandle kokuhlolwa 
endaweni yaseNingizimu neTheku futhi kwathi sekuzophela inyanga 
kaMbasa, amaphephandaba eThe Economist kanye neGuardian zabhala 
ngempi ka D’Sa’s ebhekene nokwandiswa kwechweba kwimboni 
yamafutha. 
 
ISDCEA (njengoba mina ngiyisakhamuzi saseBluff ngingomunye 
wabayixhasayo lenhlangano) izikhathi eziningi iphikisane nalesisincibilikisi 
esikhulukazi samafutha eAfrika yonkana, lapho iEngen, iBP kanye noShell 
zidale umonakalo emoyeni. Uma sigcina-nje ukubala, ngaphezulu 
kwengxenye yezingane zesikole esiphakathi kwezincibilikisi ezimbili 
zaseNingizimu neTheku, iSettlers Primary, zinesifo sofuba, okuyilona daba 
olubi kakhulu elaziwa emhlabeni wonke. 
 
Ngenyanga edlule, u D’Sa kanye nabacwaningi balenhlangano iSDCEA 
oEunice Asante, uTristan Ballard kanye noPriya Pillay basebenzisa 
ingqinamba yeEIA inking yokunyuka kwezinga lolwandle, njengoba kade 
kubhekenwe nenkulumo mpikiswano yeminyaka emibili nengxenye 
noTransnet kanye nababehlonzela lemboni iNemai, iZAA (abazinze eKapa 
futhi ababhekelele kakhulukazi ezasolwandle) ngisho neCouncil for 
Scientific and Industrial Research. 
 
Okwenziwa uMnyango Wezindaba Zezemvelo, okuyisincomo kuMolewa, 
ukunqaba iEIA yeTransnet yangonyaka ka2013 kanti futhi ngenyanga 
kaMfumfu ngonyaka odlule lomnyango wagcizelela ukuthi lemboni iqale 
phansi ngokuthi ibhekisise isimo sezulu ngokubaluleka. Imininingwane 
eyayithunyelwa iTransnet kulomnyango yayincike kulwazi lweminyaka 
emihlanu edlule, futhi yabukela phansi ukunyuka kwamanzi kanye 
nomonakala wezimvula ezinkulu, kube kodwa isizinda salemboni eThekwini 
sasicekeleke phansi kakhulu ngonyaka ka2012 ngesikhathi amagagasi 
amakhulu – edala ukuthi ingxenye yeskungeneleni kwechweba izshone 
phansi futhi yande – okwadududlela imikhumbi kumacranes.  
 
Ababehlonzela iTransnet babengabangavumelani nesimo sezulu 
okukhombisa ukuthi babengenalo ulwazi olunzulu okungangokuthi ngisho 
nomnyango wesimo sezulu lapha kumasipala waseThekwini (owawuholwa 
nguDeborah Roberts) wangenelela ukubuza ngolwazi olwanele nge-EIA. 
Lokho kwaholela ekuphoxekeni kakhulu kulabahlonzi, ngakho-ke iTransnet 
yafaka ulwazi olusha nge-EIA ngenyanga kaNhlangulana. Esikhundleni 
sokuqasha abanye abazobahlonzela abasha, izikhulu zeTransnet 



zasebenzisa zona kanye lezizinkampani ezazihluleka futhi zenza umsebenzi 
ongagculisi iNemai kanye neZAA – eyaqhamuka nolwazi olufanayo. Ukufaka 
kwabo lolulwazi lwaqhamuka emva kwamasonto lapho kwavela khona 
ulwazi lokuthi iMvelweni ukuthi ishidi leqhwa leMpumalanga yeAntartica 
lalincibilika ngendlela engenakuphindela emuva, indlela eyayizophonsa 
isigaxa esikhulu olwandle okungangokuthi ababhali beZemvelo baqagela 
ukuthi ukunyuka ngamamitha amane ngesikhathi kukhona ukuzika 
okugcwele kuqhamuka eminyakeni yamakhulukhulu eminyakeni edlule 
Lesisikhathi senkulumompikiswano, kodwa-ke, sisukela ku2014 kuya 
ku2060, futhi ngeminyaka emva kwalena, iTransnet iqagela ukuthi 0.58 
wamazinga amamitha okunyuka kolwandle kwanele. Kodwa abacwaningi 
baseSDCEA bathola iphutha elisobala: iTransnet ayizange ifunde kahle 
umbiko wokugcina weIntergovernmental Panel on Climate Change futhi 
umphumela walokho usho ukuthi, kwakungekho amaphesenti angu20 
angabalwanga.Njengoba iSDCEA uakhononda. iEIA yokugcina “yenza 
iphutha ngamazinga okunyuka kolwandle konyaka k2018 kuya ku2100 
okucishe kulingane nonyaka ka1986 kuya ku2005 ukuthi ulwandle lunyuke 
ngalendlela ngonyaka ka2100.”  
 
ISDCEA yaqala yabhekana neTransnet ngokushintsha kwesimo sezulu ngeEIA 
yangonyaka ka2008 ngepayipi lamafutha elisuka eThekwini libheke eGoli, 
kodwa izinkulumo mpikiswano zazitshwa. Ungqongqoshe owayephethe 
ngaphambi kukaMolewa uMarthinus van Schalkwyk wavumela ukenziwa 
kabili kwesisindo sokumpompa amafutha, ngakho-ke kwanyuka ukusebenza 
kwesincibilikisi okwenza ukuthi izakhamizi zalapho kuhlala khona uD’Sa 
zesabe kakhulu, uma phela sekubhekwana nezingozi ezisabisayo kanye 
nokuqhuma noma ukubhamuka okwenzeke kwizincibilikisi kanye 
namathangi aseNingizimu neTheku lapho kugcinwe khona amafutha.  
 
UVan Schalkwyk wakwenza lokhu phezu koubandlululo lwezemvelo 
plwalusobala olwalenziwa Isiphathimandla sangaleyonkathi seTransnet 
uMario Ramos (manje oseyiSiphathimandla sebhange lakwaABSA), 
ngesikhathi lendlela ende kangaka futhi ejikelezayo lomzila wepayipi 
wamakhulu amakhilomitha kusukela eNingizimu neTheku naseMbumbulu 
esikhundleni komzila ojwayelekile odlula lapho kuhlala khona abamhlophe 
ezindaweni eKloof naseHillcrest kanye nasemapulazini abalimi 
abamhlophe. Inani lalomzila lagxuma lisuka kwizigidigidi eziyisithupha 
zamarandi lafinyelela kwizigidigidi ezingamashumi amabili nantathu 
zamarandi. 
 
Uma sesikhuluma singananazi ngenyanga kaZibandlela ngo2012 ngesikhathi 
kuchazwa ngaloluhlelo, lowo owayengungqongqoshe wezimboni 
zikahulumeni uMalusi Gigaba wavuma ukuthi “ukuhluleka 
kokuhleleka…Izinhlelo Ezinkul zeTransnet zazingenawo amandla 
ngokwanele futhi lungekho ulwazi olujulile lokuthi abathengi baloluhlelo 
babheke kahle lesisizinda esikhulukazi ngaloluhlobo. Akubanga khona 
ukuhlaziya ngokwanele ngemiphumela engemihle eyayingabakhona.” 
Njengoba uGigaba avumelana nalokhu, ‘’Itransnet eyayinikele kukhona 
ngaloluhlelo njengokuthola izimvume – Ieia, ukuthola umhlaba ukuze 
ikwazi ukwenza umzila, nezimvume zamanzi nasezindaweni ezinamanzi – 
akuzange kulandelwe ngokubhekelela okwanele nangokuzimisela.” 
Kusobala ukuthi lezi izifundo ezingazange zinakwe. 
 
Ukwenza ngasese umoya ngendlela ekhinyabeza umgomo womhlaba 
wonke  
Iphutha elikhulu kakhulu elilandelalayo like Molewa mayelana nomgomo 
wesimo sezulu ukuxhasa okubizwa ngokuthi “ukwenza ngasese umoya’’ 
ngokudayisa ngesisisi esingcolisa umoya icarbon. Uhlelo lokuqala 
lwaseNingizimu Afrika lokugcwalisa umhlabathi emgodini eThekwini( 
phecelezi ilandfill) okwakuwuhlelo lokuqoqa umoya onukayo imethane 
ukuze iphendulwe ibe amandla kagesi olwabiza isigidi eisyikhulu 
lamarandi. Kodwa loluhlelo olwalukumgwaqo iBisasar labonakalisa 
ubandlululo ngezemvelo – lomgodi wyokulahla imfucuza wawulapho 
kuhlala khona abntu abamnyama kusukela eminyakeni engaphambilini 
yango1980 – kwenziwa ngenkohlakalo iUnited Nations Clean Development 
Mechanism. (Omunye oyisiqashwa esihamba phambili eBisasar, uJohn 
Parkins, wavuma kwintatheli uKhadia Sharife ngokuphela konyaka ka2011 
ukuthi isidingo esasibizwa ‘ngokwenzelele’ sasingelone iqiniso, enye 
yezindlela eziningi yokunqamulela eyayenziwa yiTheku ngesikhathi 
kusaphethe uMike Sutcliffe kusukela ngonyaka ka2002 kuya ku2012.) 



 
Uma sekwengezelwa kokwaqala kubonakala sengathi kuyaphumelela, 
uhulumeni waseNgilandi ngenyanga edlule umemezele ukuthi uzosiza 
isikhwama sombuso wezwe ukugqugquzela iNingizimu Afrika ukudayisa 
isisisi esingcolisa umoya, icarbon.Kodwa izimakethe zokuphafuza umoya 
ongcolile zasedolobheni laseLondon ziyinhlekisa ngenxa yamanani awayo, 
inkohlakalo, ubugebengu kanye nemiphumela esuke ingalindelwe enyenza 
izimboni ezizuza kakhulu ngokugcolisa ngokwedlulele zikwazi ukujikelezisa 
ukuphafuza izisisi ezingcolile ezindaweni ezahlukene. 
 
Ngakho-ke iskhwama Semali sombuso sihlasela umzamo wokwenza 
imigomo ebalulekile ngokuguquguquka kwesimo sezulu ekubeni 
ochwepheshe bezomnotho bakulelize ngonyaka ka2012 bavela nesu lentela 
ebhekene nesisisi icarbon ngaphandle kokudayisa ngayo. Ngalesosikhathi 
izikhulu zabona ukuthi ukuphambanisa iqiniso okwedlulele eNingizimu 
Afrika ngeke kuyohelela ngendlela engavimbeleki umphumela wayo 
okuyoba ukwehluleka kwemakethe. Ngokwenza ngasese umoya ukuze 
kusizakale laba abafuna ukutshala izimali kanye nezimboni ezingcolisa 
kakhulu umoya, kuyoba nzima kakhulu ukuthi iPitoli likwazi ukubhekana 
nokuguquguquka kwesimo sezulu ngendlela okuyiyona. 
 
Indlela eyodwa yokwenza lokho, lapha kanye nakuyo yonke indawo, 
ukugcizelela ukuncishiswa kokuphafuzwa kwezisisi ezingcolisa umoya 
ngokusemthethweni – amaphesenti angu10 ngonyaka ayobaluleka kuze 
kufike unyaka ka2050 – kuthi lokho kwenzeka sihlele ukushenxisa 
ezamandla kagesi zethu, ezokuthutha, ezolimo, ezokumbiwa phansi, 
ukukhiqiza emadolobheni, ukuthenga kanye nezizinda zokulahla 
okubhekene nokwehlisa isisisi icarbona kanye nezindlela zokunyusa 
amazinga okusebenza.  
 
Isibonelo-nje esisodwa, indlela ‘yeSigidi Semisebenzi Yesimo Sezulu’ 
eqalwe edolobheni laseKapa yinhlangano iAlternative Information and 
Development Centre. Lolohlobo loshinstho – ukushintsha imisebenzi 
yabasebenzi kusukwa kwizimboni yezokubasa yezemvelo kushintshelwa 
kumandla kagesi ezniwa kabusha kanye nezinye izindlela ezibalulekile 
ezidingakalayo zokuqasha okubalulikle kwinhlalakahle – okungabalula 
ukuthi uNgqongqoshe Wezemvelo, umangabe enamandla kwezombusazwe 
ukubhekana namandla abezimboni ezinkulu. Futhi ngisho neNational Union 
of Metalworkers of South Africa, okuyinhlangano yabasebenzi enkulukazi 
nenenqubekela phambili eAfrika yonkana, enohlaka lezocwaningo 
olubhekelene naloluhlobo loshinstho futhi esiqalile ukufaka ingcindezi 
kwizimali zempesheni ekwaziyo ukuzilawula ukuthi ithathe imali 
eyisigidigidi esisodwa samarandi ukuthi ifakwe ekwenzeni kabusha 
amandla kagesi. 
 
Kodwa-ke njengokujwayelekile, kubonakala isikhwama semiali yezwe 
sinezwi lokugcina, sehlisa yonke into eNingizimu Afrika ukubhekelela imali 
yezimboni ezisabalele emazweni amaningi kanye nezimboni zokumbiwa 
phansi zaseNingizimu Afrika kanye nababusi bezimboni ezixhaswe 
nguhulumeni. Asikhumbule phela ukuthi Iningizimu Afrika iphafuza izisisis 
eziluhlaza emoyeni ezingaphezulu kwamaphesenti angu40 eAfrika, futhi 
lokho kudalwa ukushisa amalahle nokuxhasa izimboni ezisabalele umhlaba 
wonke zezimboni zokumbiwa phansi kanye nezincibilikisi. IBHP Billiton 
isaqhubeka nokuthola amandla kagesi kuEskom ngmaseni ayishumi 
ikholowathi ngehora uma kuqhathaniswa nemali ekhokhwa yizakhamizi 
eyishumi lamarandi namasenti angamashumi amabili, asebengaphezulu 
kwengcindezi yokunyuselwa amandla kagesi ngamaphesenti angu200 
kusukela ngonyaka ka2008 ukukhokhela iMedupu kanye neKusile. 
 
Umgomo womhlaba okhinyabezayo kanye nesiphithiphithi 
kwezokuthutha ngemikhumbi 
Isikhathi esibekelwe ukuvala ukunyka kakhulu ngamazinga okuguquguquka 
kwesimo sezulu sesifika ekupheleni kuleminyaka eyishumi, njengoba 
emhlabeni wonke sekuvalwe ukuphafuza okungamaphesenti angu50 
adingeka ngonyaka ka2050, ukugcina umhlaba ukuthi unganyukeli phezu 
kumazinga amabili. Umangabe iphunga elinuka kabi ngokuncibili 
kwetundra 9phecelezi indawo engenazi hlahla) kanye neqhwa lase Artic 
elincibilikayo kuqhubekela phambili, ukuqunywa kokuphafuzwa kwezisisis 
ezingcolisa umoya kuzoanelwe masinya futhi ngokujula.  
 



Ngabe abantu bomhlaba bangabhekana nalokhu? Ngoba vele-je, 
ngokocwaningo olwenziwe emiphakathi ehloniphekayo yePew, 
okungabaningi kakhulu emhlabeni – amaphesenti angu50- babuka isimo 
sezulu ‘njengekuyisona esinokusabisa kakhulu’, okuyikona kuvumelana 
okunyuke kakhulu emhlabeni wonke ngonyaka odlule.Kodwa eNingizimu 
Afrika, lapho okubonakala lokhu kunobungozi obuhamba phambili kakhulu 
(ingaphambi kwe lamandla aseChina kanye futhi nengcindezi yezezimali 
ebhekene nomhlaba wonke), lesisibalo siwela kumashumi amane 
nesishagalolunye. Futhi lapho kubaluleke khona kakhulu, kumazwe amabili 
agcolisa kakhulu umoya, iphesenti labantu abshoyo ukuthi isimo sezulu 
sinobungozi kakhulu singamashumi amane eMelika bese siba ngamashumi 
amathathu nesishagalolunye eChina, ngokulandelana kwawo lamazwe.  
 
Isehlakalo esikhulu esilandelayo ngengqungquthela yomoya oshisayo 
ngusuku lwamashumi nantathu enyangeni kaMandulo ngesikhathi 
sekuhlangana abaholi bezizwe benhlangano yezizwe eNew York, 
kulandelwa yiCOP eLima ngenyanga kaLwezi kanye neCOP yokugcina eyoba 
sedolobheni laseParis ngokuphela konyaka ka2015. Kodwa ngenyanga 
edlule kwingqungquthela yeBRICS eFortaleza, ukuphawula okubalulekile 
okwenziwa ngokuguquguquka kwesimi sezulu kwakethusa –“uma 
sesikhuluma iqiniso ezokubasa zemvelo izona ezihamba phambili zamandla 
okubasa” –futhi-ke kubonakala ukuthi iBRICS izolandela indlela yeCOP 
yendlela yokuxoxisana eyaqalwa ngonyaka ka2009 edolobheni 
laseCopenhagen ngeCOP yeshumi nesihlanu.  
 
Kulowonyaka, amazwe amane kwayisihlanu eBRICS azimbandakanya 
noObama ukuhlukana neKyoto Protocol kanye nezibophezele zayo 
zokuphafuza (omunye umlingani weBRICS, iRussia, yaziyeka izibophezelo 
zeKyoto Protocol kwi COP yeshimu nesikhombisa eyayiseThekwin). 
Esikhundleni, iCopenhagen yayimele, ngokusobala-nje, “ungcolisa umoya, 
nathi siyawungcolisa, lokho kusenza ukuthi sibe nesivumelwano,” 
njengokuba isishoshovu sobulungiswa mayelana nesimo sezulu 
esingumbhali uNaomi Klein akubeka ngokucacile echaza ngalokhu 
okwenzeka. 
ICopenhagen yashayelela ngesipikili ngokuvolontiya umbuso wokwehliswa 
kokuphafuzwa kwezisisi ezingcolisa umoya. Ukunqamula kweNtshonalanga 
kunokuzenzisa, ngoba imelika kanye namazwe aseEurope asesusa 
ukuphafuza okukhulu akudlulisela endaweni entsha yokukhiqiza 
eMpumalanga neAsia. Kusukela lapho-ke, izimpahla sezithuthwa 
ngemikhumbi ziyiswe eCalifornia nguWalmart ngemikhumbi emikhulukazi 
ekwazi ukumumatha amacontainer angu15 000, edinga abasebenzi 
abayishumi nantathu.(!).  
 
Uma sesibuyele ekubeni yimpimpi kukaTransnet kwisimo sezulu, lena 
imikhumbi emikhulukazi lapho iTheku lizozama ukuyimema umangabe Isip2 
iqhubekela phambili. Kodwa-ke bayobuyisela emuva ezezimboni kumnotho 
wethu. kusale isibalo esincane semisebenzi kwezokuthutha ngwmikhumbi 
bese ‘kuzuza’ ezokuthuthela ngaphandle imikhiqizo embiwa phansi kanye 
nokokuncibilikisa kakhulu ngamandle kagesi? Okubi kakhulu, isizulukulwane 
esilandelayo semikhumbi yakwaWalmart, njengamanje eyakhiwayo eKorea, 
iyomumatha amacontainer angu24 000, lokho kukhombisa ubuhlanya 
bezinga lokusimamisa kanye nokukhiqiza ngokweqile kulemboni. 
 
Empeleni, uma bebuzwa ukuthi ngabe ezokuhweba zolwandle ngabe 
zisebenzisa zinazo izinjini ezinkulu ezimumatha amafutha okuhambisa 
imikhumbi – okuholela kakhulu ekuphafuzeni okungamaphesenti amane 
emhlabeni wonke – ukuthi ngabe lokhu kuyabakhathaza ngesimo sezulu 
9njengoba ngenza ngezinhlelo zeEIA), impendulo kaTransnet ukuthi 
imikhumbi emikhulukazi zinamanani aphansi/ngamunye, okuyiqiniso. 
Kodwa umbuzo omkhulukazi ukuthi ngabe singakwazi yini ukuqala indlela 
ezwakalayo, nesimamile yomnotho enegeke ibe sengcupheni 
engajwayelekile yezindlela ezintsha ezenzeka emhlabeni, njengoba futhi 
uma phela sesibheka lokhu kunyuka kasishsgalombili kwamacontainer 
azobe esefika echwebeni lethu ngonyaka ka2040. Sidinga ukucabanga 
kabusha ukunekeleka kumnotho womhlaba ngokujikajika kwezezimali, 
kanye nokwenza kubengokwasezweni ukukhiqiza okusabalele kulolonke 
lakuleli, sizenzela thina-nje hayi ngenxa yesimo sezulu.  
 
Futhi, uma sesibheka ukuthi lemikhumbi iyobe ifikela eThekwini idlula 
kwizimo ezinobungozi zamanzi olwandle emhlabeni, njengase Agulhas. 



Lapha, okuhlale kuhlale kube khona ‘amagagasi amakhulu ayingozi ‘ 
kwiminya engekudala nje edlule ezikise ngisho nemikhumbi emikhulu 
eyayithwele amalahle Erichards Bay (ngenyanga kaMnadulo ngonyaka 
ka2013) kanye nomkhumbi wamafutha enyakatho neTheku (ngenyanga 
kaNtulikazi ngonyaka ka2011), kanye namakhulu eminye imikhumbi 
eminyakeni angamakhulu khulu edlule. Awukho umkhumbi ovikelekile, 
ikakhulukazi umangabe isimo sezulu esingesihle silokhu sinyuka. 
 
Phezu kwazo zonke lezizinkinga zezizinda. uTransnet unezinto okufuna 
ukuzenza ngelikhulu ihaba leli. Ngenyanga edlule uPatel wamemezela 
ukuthi uzonyusa imali yokukweleta ‘’yokuxhuma isizinda sokufika 
kwamacointaner sasendaweni yaseWaterberg ecebile kakhulu ngamalahle 
ukuya esizindeni salapho kulayishwa khona amalahle ayiswa phesheya 
esiseRichards Bay, noma kuya kwizizinda zamandla kagesi zika Eskom, 
eMedupi kanye naseKusile. Izimboni zokumbiwa phansi zizibophezele 
kuTransnet ukuthi azithuthele emazweni angaphandle izinkulungwane 
ngezinkulungwane zamathani amalahle kwimizila yezitimela. UTransnet 
bese ethatha lezo zovumelwano aye nazo emabhange ukwenyusa imali 
yokwakha noma yokwandisa ukumumatha kwemizila yezitimela.  
 
Kodwa-ke uma kwenzeka ehla kakhulu amanani amalahle, njengoba sekuke 
kwenzeka ezinyangeni ezimbalwa ezedlule – ngamaphesenti angu44 –futhi 
uTransnet bese eba nenkinga yokwehla kwemali engenayo kubathengi 
abathuthela bemikhiqizo embiwa phansi abahamba phambili? Vele phela 
izinkinga zeTransnet zezimali zihlanganisa ukuthathelwa izinyathelo 
zomthetho okukhulu ngabaholi bempesheni abasola lemboni 
ngokuntshontsha, futhi kube kunesizathu esihle, kanye nokuhlale njalo 
kucwaswa ngokuphatha amachweba amabili abaiza kakhulu emhlabeni 
wonke ngamani okuphuma kwamacotainer: eThekwini naseKapa. (Ngabe 
ukukhokhela imali kanye nemali eyengezwa uma uboleke imali – kanye 
nezindleko zokulawula kanye nokusimamisa – kumakhulukhulu ezigidigidi 
zamarandi okufukula kwehlise lezozindlelko). 
 
Enkinga enkulu kakhulu kumbono waseTransnet ukuthi ezokuthutha 
ngomzila wezitimela ngeke ukwazi ukuncinstisana nemboni yamaloli 
engalawulwa futhi engahlelekile, ehlale yenza izindlela zokungahambi 
ngemizila ebekelwe yona kanye negekho emthethweni. Akekho eThekwini 
ongakhohlwa iloli elalimumethe icontainer elalishayelwa ngowokufika 
kuleli ngokungemthetho ngaphandle kwemvuma yokushayela owatshelwa 
ukuthi angahambi kwiR40 ekhokhelwayo kumgwaqo omkhulu kazi 
onguthelawayeka osuka eGoli uza eThekwini, esikhundleni wahamba 
ngomgwaqo osemzileni ongemuva owehlela kakhulu kuField’s Hill 
mhlaziyisihlanu ngenyanga kaMandulo, kwadlula imiphefulo yabasebenzi 
abangamashumi ababili nane ababegibele izithuthi ezingamakombi 
ngesikhathi ewashayisa, ngenxa yokuthi kwaphela amabhuleki. IContainer 
kwakungeyemboni yaseTaiwan iEvergreen, okumthuthi ngemikhumbi 
wesine omkhulukazi emhlabeni wonke, kodwa-jengabo bonke, abajwayele 
ukuqasha abashayeli abangenalo ulwazi olunzulu abashayela amaloli 
ahamba ebusuku. 
 
Ngabe loTransnet ogulayo kanye nabaxhasi bakhe kwisikhwama semali 
sombuso baye kubanikazi bamabhange kwizinhlelo ezicekela phansi 
ezinjengokuthuthelwa kwamalahle emazweni aphesheya ngokuxhasa 
imizila yezitimela kanye nokwandiswa kwechweba lokuthuthwa 
kwamafutha eNingizimu neTheku? Ngonyaka odlule ngesikhathi uTransnet 
uya edolobheni laseLondon ngemali inani lalo noma inzuzo engehla noma 
inyuke noma inini, kwafenele ukuthi ikhokhe amamphesenti aphezulu 
kakhulu angu9.5 enzuzo; imininingwane ayizange iilethwe mayelana 
ngokubiza kwemali ayiboleka eChina okuyizigidigidi eziyisihlanu zamadola 
ngenyanga kaNdasa ngonyaka ka2013. Kodwa kwakucacile ukuthi ingxenye 
yalokhu kukhokha kwakungukuhlanganyela kwezivumelwano uTransnet 
azeznile nezwe laseChina ngezokuthutha ezabiza izigidigidi ezingu4.8 
wamadola ezasayinwa emva konyaka, izivumelwano abasebenzi bezinsimbi 
abasola ukuthi zinamaphutha amaningi. 
 
Ababolekisi bezimali bakudala sebenokuxwaya izinxushunxushu ezidalwa 
ezenhlalakahle kanye nezezemvelo, ngisho neBhange Lomhlaba eligcwele 
kakhulu umqondo wezokubasa ngezemvelo ngonyaka odlule alivumanga 
ukwenza imali yembolekiso efana nalena elayenza ukuze kwakhiwe 
iMedupi. Ngabe iTransnet kanye neSikhwama Sombuso bazokwenzejani-ke 



manje? IBhange Elisha Lentuthuko leBRICS elenza izethembiso 
ezingenasiqinekiso ‘’zokuthuthukisa okusimamile okuhlanganyelwayo’’ 
lizobe selikulungele ukubolekisa ngonyaka ka2016 kanye nongqongqoshe 
wezezimali uNhalnhla Nene ngenyanga edlule omemezele ukuthi ‘iAfrika’ 
(okusho ukuthi iPitoli) ukuthi libe phambili emgqeni wokuthi baboleka 
kuqala.  
 
Uswinyo kwezezimali njengendlela yokubhekana nobulungiswa ngesimo 
sezulu 
Iningi lethu elalithamela ukuhlangabezana kwemiphakathi 
ngengqungquthela eyayiseFortaleza ngenyanga kaNhlangulana sakhononda 
ngokuthi akukho bantu ngaphandle kwalabo abanxusela izimboni ezinkulu 
ababevumelwe ezingxoxiswaneni ezisethethweni seBRICS ukuthi 
sizobhekelela abantu, sinxusele futhi sivele nombono ophikisayo. Sonke 
sacabanga ukuthi izizinda ezixhaswe ngezimali yiBRICS ezinokucekela 
phansi eAfrika zuyoba nomphumela oyokwenza kube khona izibhelu 
ezinamandla kubantu abaphucwe umhlaba wabo, ngesikhathi lapho 
ukubhikilisha ngaseAfrika abangenzelwanga ubulungiswa vele 
sekusezingeni eliphezulu kakhulu (okukhulu kakhulu kunezibhelu eziningi 
ezenzeke ngonyaka odlule kunonyaka ka2012, ngokubika kweAgence 
France Press kucwaningo langonyaka olwaluvunyelwe, ngokucacisayo, 
yiBhange Lokuthuthukisa laseAfrika).  
 
Futhi kungenxa yalokhu okungase kwenzeke, lapho ‘iBRICS-from-below’, 
kufanele iqhamuke ngomfutho omkhulu. Ngokwesibonelo-nje, kungenzeka 
izinhalngano ezizizimbandakanya noD’Sa’s zingenza ngokusemthethweni 
umkhankaso wokwenziwa koswinyo ngezezimali umangabe uTransnet 
engabuyekezi izinqumo azithathile. Kwakumangalisa ukuphumelela 
kokusabisa okokugcina ngesikhathi uD’Sa ekwanza futhi lokhu, ngenyanga 
kaNhlolanja ngonyaka ka2010 ngesikhathi iBhange Lomhlaba liboleka 
uEskom izigidigidi ezingu3.75 zamadola ukuze yakhe uMedupi.Sibonga 
ukuhlanganyela kweSDCEA’s,ixhaswe yiEarthlife Africa kanye 
negroundWork, lokhu kuphikisana ngamandla kangaka kwashesha kwaveza 
ukuthi isikhulu esilawula leliBhange esimele uObama empeleni sazihlangula 
ngesikhathi kuvotwa ezinyangeni ezintathu emva kwalokho, ngisho emva 
kokuncengwa kakhulu yilowo owayengungqongqoshe wezezimali u Pravin 
Gordhan. 
 
Uswinyo lwezezimali lasiza ngokubhidliza umbuso wobandlululo, futhi 
manje lendlela isisetshenziswa ngumfelandawonye wezishoshovu 
zasePalestine ngendlela emangalisayo(njengoba sekutatazela ababusi eTel 
Aviv), emva kokuba izimali zomhlalaphansi wasezweni lamaDutch 
zilandiwe emabhange akwaIsrael athathe ngaphandle komthetho 
amagatsha aseWest Bank ngenyanga kaMasingana. Lokukulandwa 
kwezimali kwezimali ebezigciniwe zokubasa ngezemvelo kwizimali 
ezinkulu – ngisho nokuphiwa izimali isikhungo semfundo ephakeme izimali 
iStanford University emasontweni ambalwa edlule –kwagqugquzelwa 
ukukhala okwakugqamuka kuMbhishobhi Omkhulu uArchbishop Desmond 
Tutu ukuthi kulandelwe isibonelo sethu: ukuthi kuliwe nombuso 
onengcindezi ezimalini, kanzima.  
 
Ingqinqmba yokuxhasa ngezimali ezokubasa ngezemvelo kukhulu kakhulu 
ngoba imali eningi igudiza kakhulu emazweni amaningi, kodwa ekubeni 
iNingizimu Afrika ikweleta amazwe anagaphesheya izigidigidi ezingu140 
wamadola – isibalo esisafana ngonyaka ka1985, esinyuke kusukela 
ngezigidigidi ezingu25 zamadola ngonyaka ka1994 – okusebenzela 
izishoshsovu, njengoba kwenzeka eminyakeni engamashumi amabili 
nesishagalolunye ngezinsuku zobumnyama zobandlululo ngesikhathi uBotha 
ekhulume kwinkulumo eyaduma ngokuthiwa iRubicon Speech eThekwini. 
Bachitheka bugayiwe futhi lelizwe ngeke liphinde lifane naleyonkathi, 
ngesikhathi ababxhasi bezimali beqala bebaleka ngosuku olwalandela. 
 
“Abantu abanonembeza kufanele bazihlukazise nezimboni ekuxhaseni 
ngezimali ukungabikhona kobulungiswa ngokuguquguquka kwesimo 
sezulu,” kuloba uTutu kumbono wakhe owshicilelwa kwiphephandaba 
iGuardian ngenyanga kaMbasa. “Izindaba ezinhle ukuthi ngeke size siqale 
phansi. Abantu abasha emhlabeni wonke sebeqalile ukwenza imizamo 
ngalokhu. Umkhankaso wokunswinya ngezimali ezemvelo zokubasa 
ngumkhankaso okhulu ngamandla kakhulu obhekene nezimboni kumlando 
wawo.” 



 
Ngabe izishoshsovu zizoqala zibhekelele ngodlame izimali ezigciniwe 
namasheya ngezokubase ngezemvelo? Enye indlela ukufundisa abatshali 
bezimali baseDolobheni laseLondon kanye nabakuWall Street umqondo 
ophusile, njengoba iqembu iCarbonTracker lenze ngempumelelo enkulu. 
IExxonMobil yatshelwa yiSDCEA ngomhlangano owawushubile ngomhla 
zingamashumi amathathu nanye ngenyanga kaNtulikazi ukuthi lapho ku 
kugcinwe khona ‘isisisi (carbon) engashiseki’ - was informed by SDCEA at a 
tense July 31 meeting that its own ‘unburnable carbon’ reserves – 
‘iphupho lesimo sezulu’ ngokucacile mayelana nezimali ezigciniwe- kusho 
ukuthi kungumqondo ongaphusile kwimboni ukuhlongoza amafutha amasha 
eduze kwolwandle. Ngeke kwenzeke ukuthi kushiswe amafutha amadala 
(ngaphandle umangabe sonke singazika – futhi lokho kungenzeka 
ngempela). 
 
Omele lemboni eNingizimu Afrika, u Ross Berkoben,akakkwazanga 
ukuphendula, futhi ngisho nabaxhumana nabo mayelana nokugezwa 
kwezisisi eziluhlala mayelana nezemvelo eERM - ngaphandle 
kokukhumbuza uZuma uqobo lwakhe ukuthi wayexhase ukumbiwa 
ngokujula olwandle kwamafutha ngesikhathi ekhuluma eThekwini 
ezinsukwini ezingaphambidla kwalokho. Yebo, iSDCEA iyakwamuleka 
ukungamukelwa kwesimo sezulu ngumongameli,kodwa iyaqhubeka 
ukugcizelela ukuthi IExxonMobil iphansi inzuzo enayo ngezokubasa 
ngemvelo njengokunganamsebenzi, ngoba umqondo ophusile ophumelelayo 
(hay-ke kodwa empeleni, ngesikhathi sokubusa kukaZum), imboni ngeke 
ivunyelwe ukuhlonza lenzuzo.  
 
Esikhundleni kufanele istshale kabusha yonke lemali kwezamandla kagesi 
ezikwazi ukwenzeka kabusha, ilandela ukuhola kweNational Union of 
Metalworkers of South Africa (Numsa) efuna ukuthi isgidigidi esisodwa 
samarandi sezimali zomhlalaphansi ngokufanayo zibhekiswe kwenye 
indawo. 
 
Kuyobiza ukuthi amaqembu anamandla njengeSDCEA kanye neNumsa 
ukubhekana nalesisilwane esikhulukazi esifana neTransnet kanye 
neExxonMobil, kanye futhi nezishoshsovu ezizimisele nezihlakaniphe 
njengoTutu kanye noD’Sa ukwenza ukuthi kwanele ukuhlanganyela 
kwasendaweni kanye nokomhlaba ukuze kube khona ubumbano 
oluphumelelayo. Sekuke kwenzeka ngaphambilini, ngesikhathi impi 
efanayo nekaDaivide noGoliyathi yanqontshwa yi Treatment Action 
Campaign eminyakeni eyishumi edlule: kumelwene ne Washington 
nePretoria,amaBig Pharma, iWorld Trade Organisation kanye nomqondo 
weMpahla Yokuhlakanipha (pheceleziand Intellectual Property) – futhi 
kungenzeka futhi.  
 
Ukunqoba impi enyuswe ukunyuka kweminyaka yokuphila kusukela 
kwiminyaka engamashumi amahlanu nambili ngonyaka ka2004 kuya 
kwiminyaka engamashumi ayisithupha namhlanje. Njengoba kunokusabisa 
empilweni okufika nokuguquguquka kwesimi sezulu, umfuhto ongamandla 
wokungenelela kwezishoshsovu uzodingeka futhi, ikakhulukazi kwizwekazi 
laseAfrika eliyikhaya kubantu abangu400 000 njengamanje okuqagelwa 
ukuthi sekuyenzeka bayafa njalo ngonyaka ngenxa yokuguquguquka 
kwesimo sezulu. 
 
INingizimu Afrika ingelinye lamazwe emhlabeni eliyindawo lapho kunempi 
enkulu kulomzabalazo. Izimboni zokumbiwa phansi/ezokuthutha 
ngemikhumbi/ ezokuncibilikisa (noma ngabe umsuka ukuleli, emazweni 
aseNtshonalanga noma kwiBRICS) kanye nezigqila zabo zasePitoli – 
ikakhulukazi uZuma, uRamaphosa kanye noMolewa – bayofunda ukuthi 
ukunquma izabelo zezimali ukwehlisa ukudlulisela ulwazi emiphakathini 
ngoku, guquguquka kwesimo sezulu kungaholela ekuhuduleni kwezinyawo 
kodwa ngeke kuvimbe ukubhekana okugcina kukhona kokuhlaselwa 
yizishoshovu ezizinikele ezimele ubulungiswa ngesimo sezulu. 
 
(Incwadi eyalotshwa nguBond ‘Ezombusazwe ngobulungiswa Besimo 
Sezulu’ (phecelezi Politics of Climate Justice) imenyezelwe njengenye 
ehamba phambili kweziyishumi yiphephandaba i Guardian ngaloludaba 

 
 



Nuclear ambition could cripple SA 

 
 Mail & Guardian Editorial 19 September 2014 
 
Jacob Zuma's plan for a fleet of nuclear power stations has the potential 
to impose a burden under which the South African economy could buckle. 
 
The warning signs are flashing that Zuma intends to push ahead with plans 
to purchase a fleet of nuclear power stations to generate 9 600MW of 
electricity. (Gallo) 
 
Jacob Zuma and Vladimir Putin are both small men with large appetites. 
Whereas Putin’s bare-chested nationalism threatens to consume Ukraine 
piece by piece and has brought on Western economic sanctions, his quest 
for a place in history does not yet threaten the solvency of Mother Russia. 
 
Zuma, of course, has Nkandla and excessive security, though galling, these 
will not break the national budget. Yet Zuma’s nuclear ambitions, which 
are becoming clearer and clearer, formed an obvious backdrop to his 
mysterious visit to Moscow last month and definitely have the potential to 
impose a burden under which the South African economy could buckle. 
 
The warning signs are flashing that Zuma intends to push ahead with plans 
to purchase a fleet of nuclear power stations to generate 9 600MW of 
electricity. He included the promise in his opening address to Parliament 
in June, reiterating what he had said in his State of the Nation speech in 
February. 
 
He brought in the pliant Tina Joemat-Pettersson to head the department 
of energy. Business Day confirmed this week that the government has 
decided to sidestep Eskom as the owner and operator of the nuclear fleet. 
Instead, the process will be led by the Cabinet’s energy security 
subcommittee – chaired by Zuma himself; the lead department appears to 
be Joemat-Pettersson’s. 
 
This neatly sidesteps the technical and financial oversight Eskom might 
have exerted, neutralises a new and more sceptical minister of public 
enterprises, Lynne Brown, and sets the stage for an opaque “country-to-
country” negotiation process. 
 
Meanwhile, several sources have told the Mail & Guardian that Zuma 
regards the nuclear power project as part of his legacy. A businessperson 
with historically close ties to Zuma told the M&G that the matter has been 
decided: Russia will get the deal. 
 
He noted that the Russians had taken assurances provided to them by 
previous energy minister Ben Martins as a solemn undertaking, and did not 
generally take kindly to such promises not being fulfilled. 
It would be a mistake to write off the French company Areva, which is 
competing for the nuclear contract – and government officials have 
provided nods in the direction of having more than one supplier – but the 
identity of the eventual contractors is actually beside the point. 
Since 2011, the M&G has been warning that the likely price tag will be in 
the region of R1?trillion – or R100?billion more than the country’s entire 
tax revenue for 2013-2014.  
 
The estimated cost of the Hinkley Point power station under construction 
in Britain is close to R150-billion per reactor, which would equate to R900-
billion for the six units needed to deliver 9?600MW of power to South 
Africa. 
 
Neither Eskom nor, indeed, South Africa can afford to take on this much 
debt. Eskom is already struggling to avoid having its debt rating 
downgraded to “junk” status. 
 
On Sunday the government moved to prop up the parastatal’s balance 
sheet by announcing an unspecified capital injection and a guarantee for 
some R250-billion in Eskom debt, meaning the taxpayer will stand as 
backstop for the increased borrowing needed to get Eskom out of its 
current hole. In any case, lending institutions by and large now refuse to 



finance nuclear projects because of the very high costs, long repayment 
periods and significant risks of cost and time overruns. 
 
How, then, is the Zuma administration planning to fund this nuclear 
extravaganza? Through vendor financing, supposedly. 
 
In other words, the Russian or French governments would put up the 
money. The catch is that payment would then be secured through a cast-
iron commitment from Eskom to purchase power for 15 to 20 years at a 
price that would secure the investment, necessarily at a much higher tariff 
than currently applies. At Hinkley Point, for instance, the guaranteed 
price is about R1.70 per kilowatt hour, or more than double Eskom’s 
current average electricity tariff. 
 
South African consumers and industry are already groaning under the 
weight of tariff increases driven by the need to fund Eskom’s existing build 
programme – with more hikes in the pipeline because of the failure to 
deliver the new Medupi and Kusile coal-fired stations on time and on 
budget. At the start of construction, Eskom estimated Medupi would cost 
R34-billion. Reports now suggest the latest estimates are that it will cost 
more than R100-billion. 
 
Nuclear power plants are notoriously more complicated and prone to cost 
and time overruns. Trying to transfer all that risk to a vendor is futile. As 
Medupi has shown, what is written in an initial contract may be worthless – 
and very large strategic projects offer relatively little leverage for the 
buyer to enforce terms. 
 
Indeed, vendor financing offers a perverse incentive to the project 
company to cut corners – an especially dangerous scenario for nuclear 
power – because cost and time overruns can be financially catastrophic. 
What, then, is to be done? 
 
Renewable energy sources, including solar, wind and hydro – backed by the 
baseload capacity coming on stream from Medupi and Kusile – offer the 
potential for incremental solutions that distribute risk. 
 
Simply put, South Africa must repudiate the siren song of ego-driven mega-
projects that have the potential to bankrupt us. 
mg.co.za 

 
 
Clean Water as an Impediment to Corporate Profits 

 
 Pete Dolack 19 September 2014 
 
An Australian mining company insists its “right” to a guaranteed profit is 
superior to the right of El Salvador to clean drinking water — and an 
unappealable World Bank secret tribunal will decide if that is so. 
 
Drinking water is the underdog here. It might be thought that Salvadorans 
ought to have the right to decide on a question as fundamental as their 
source of water, but that is not so. It will be up to a secret tribunal 
controlled by corporate lawyers. And as an added bit of irony, the hearing 
began on El Salvador’s Independence Day, September 15. Formal 
independence, and actual independence, alas, are not the same thing. 
 
The case, officially known as Pac Rim Cayman LLC v. Republic of El 
Salvador, pits the Australian gold-mining company OceanaGold Corporation 
against the government of El Salvador. OceanaGold is asking for an award 
of $301 million because the Salvadoran government won’t give it a permit 
to open a gold mine that would poison a critical source of drinking water 
on which millions depend. 
 
OceanaGold — or, more specifically, its Pacific Rim subsidiary, which it 
bought in November 2013 — has spent only a small fraction of the $301 
million. That sum isn’t an attempt to recover an investment; it represents 
the amount of profits the corporation alleges it would have pocketed but 



for El Salvador’s refusal to give the company a permit. (El Salvador has 
had a moratorium on new mining permits since 2008.) 
 
So here we have an increasingly common scenario under “investor-state 
dispute mechanisms” — environmental laws designed to safeguard human 
and animal health are challenged as barriers to corporate profit. Not 
simply to recover an investment that didn’t pan out, but supposed future 
profits that a company claims it would have earned. Should El Salvador 
prevail, it would still have lost because it will spend large sums of money 
to defend this case, money that could have been used for the welfare of 
its people. 
 
An added insult in this case is that it is being heard not under one of the 
“free trade” agreements that elevate corporations to the level of (or 
above) a country, but under an El Salvador law passed by the former Right-
wing government that has been since reversed. Pacific Rim originally sued 
El Salvador under the Central American Free Trade Agreement, but the 
case was dismissed because Canada, where Pacific Rim had been based 
before its acquisition by OceanaGold, is not a party to CAFTA. But the 
tribunal allowed the suit to be re-filed under an El Salvador law that 
granted corporations the same right to sue in secret tribunals ordinarily 
found only in “free trade” agreements. 
 
Lawyers for corporations sit in judgment 
The tribunal judging El Salvador is known as the International Centre for 
the Settlement of Investor Disputes (ICSID) — an arm of the World Bank. 
Neither the public nor the press are allowed to witness ICSID hearings and 
there is no appeal to its decisions. Under the “investor-state dispute 
mechanism,” governments legally bind themselves to settle “disputes” 
with “investors” in the secret tribunals. Cases are decided by a panel of 
three judges selected from a roster. The judges are appointed to the 
roster by the national governments that have signed on to ICSID. 
 
Because ICSID, similar to other arbitration panels, does not have rules 
against conflicts of interest, most of the judges are corporate lawyers who 
specialize in representing corporations in these types of disputes. To 
provide just one example, one of New Zealand’s selected judges is David 
A.R. Williams, who is currently representing Philip Morris in its suit seeking 
to force Australia to overturn its tobacco regulations, which were ruled 
legal by Australia’s High Court. 
 
The three judges in this week’s hearing are V.V. Veeder of Britain, Brigitte 
Stern of France and Guido Santiago Tawil of Argentina. Mr. Veeder and Mr. 
Tawil are veteran corporate lawyers; the former has carefully omitted any 
mention of who his clients are in his CV, while the latter’s bio page boasts 
he has assisted in the privatization of Argentina’s assets while representing 
corporations in several industries. To put that in some perspective, an 
austerity program was imposed in the early 1990s in conjunction with 
selling off state enterprises at below-market prices. This fire sale yielded 
$23 billion, but the proceeds went to pay foreign debt mostly accumulated 
by the military dictatorship — after completing these sales, Argentina’s 
foreign debt had actually grown. 
 
The third member of the tribunal, Ms. Stern, is an academic regularly 
called on to arbitrate investor-state disputes. One of her previous rulings 
awarded Occidental Petroleum Corporation $2.3 billion against Ecuador 
because Ecuador had canceled an Occidental contract over a dispute in 
which the tribunal agreed that Ecuadoran law had been violated. The oil 
company was in the wrong but was given a windfall anyway! 
 
Among the precedents these three ICSID judges will consider are separate 
rulings ordering Canada to reverse bans on PCBs and on the gasoline 
additive MMT, both dangerous to human health, because the bans hurt 
corporate investments. 
 
Didn’t meet its obligations, but so what 
The former Right-wing Arena government of El Salvador in 1999 passed a 
law enabling “investors” to sue the country in ICSID, thereby 
circumventing the local judiciary, as part of its effort to encourage foreign 
investment. A subsequent Right-wing government yielded to public 



pressure in 2008 by issuing the mining-permit moratorium, and the 
Farabundo Martí National Liberation Front (FMLN) administrations of 
Mauricio Funes (elected in 2009) and Salvador Sanchez Ceren (elected in 
2014) have kept the moratorium in place. 
 
In addition to the general moratorium, the Salvadoran government cites 
not only environmental and health concerns specific to the mine, but also 
says Pacific Rim has failed to meet its legal obligations nor has it secured 
more than a small fraction of the local permissions it must have to develop 
the land it seeks to mine. Some observers fear that a ruling in favor of 
OceanaGold could lead to violence in a country in which 70,000 were 
killed in a civil war a generation ago. Luke Danielson, a researcher with 
the Sustainable Development Studies Group, told the Inter Press Service 
news agency: 
 
“This mining project was re-opening a lot of the wounds that existed 
during the civil war, and telling a country that they have to provoke a civil 
conflict in order to satisfy investors is very troublesome.” 
 
Local communities are shut out of arbitration forums like ICSID, but it is 
community organizing that is responsible for the, so far, successful 
pushback against environmentally destructive mining. The National 
Roundtable Against Metallic Mining, or “La Mesa,” is an organization of 
civil society groups that has led the opposition to OceanaGold. Several 
corporations have prospected in El Salvador’s inland highlands areas since 
the Right-wing Arena government passed the law allowing investors to sue 
in ICSID. 
 
A now closed mine in the area, on the San Sebastian River, operated by 
the U.S. company Commerce Group, left behind water too dangerous to 
touch, never mind drink. The El Salvador Ministry of the Environment and 
Natural Resources tested the river and found cyanide levels nine times 
above the maximum allowable limit and iron levels more than 1,000 times 
the maximum allowable limit. So polluted is the river that it runs yellow, 
orange or red at times. 
 
Mining for gold is a process that uses large amounts of dangerous 
chemicals in the extraction. A National Geographic blogger, Vladimir 
Pacheco, writing about OceanaGold’s proposed mine, reports: 
 
“The cyanide-leach processes at the company’s El Dorado mine will use 
approximately 900,000 liters of water a day. In comparison, it would take 
30 years for an average Salvadoran family to use that amount of water. … 
Will water needed for the project aggravate the already perilous state of 
water access in the country? A study by the Ministry of Environment found 
that only two percent of the rivers contain water that can be made fit for 
human consumption, or used for irrigation or recreational activities and in 
another study the Global Water Partnership warns that water supply in El 
Salvador is hovering on the threshold of 1,700 cubic metres of water per 
person per year, the upper limit for the definition of water stress.” 
 
Fighting back but at a cost 
La Mesa has continued its struggle against mining and for the ability to 
decide its own pattern of development despite the violence that often 
seems to accompany mining. Three anti-mining activists were murdered in 
a six-month span in 2009. A report on Salvadoran activists published last 
year by Common Frontiers, a Canadian coalition, said: 
 
“The fact that the government of El Salvador stopped issuing mining 
permits to companies was a real boost for their movement but at the same 
time it brought a significant shift in Pacific Rim’s tactics towards them. 
The company is accused of utilizing kidnapping, intimidation and even 
murder against community members opposed to the mining project.” 
 
OceanaGold, which now owns Pacific Rim, did not address these charges in 
its glossy Fact Book 2014, but did have this to say: 
 
“We have a staunch commitment to making sure our operations enrich, 
empower and improve the lives of our stakeholders, by creating a positive, 
long-lasting legacy that respects human rights and delivers enduring 



benefits and opportunities beyond the life cycle of our operations.” [page 
28] 
 
The Philippines Commission on Human Rights might beg to differ. In 2011, 
the commission recommended that the Filipino government revoke 
OceanaGold’s license to operate because of “alleged violation of the rights 
of the indigenous people of Barangay Didipio in Kasibu, Nueva Vizcaya,” 
including forced evictions. (The license was not revoked, and the mine is 
operating.) 
 
La Mesa calls OceanaGold’s suit “a “direct attack against the sovereignty 
and legitimate right of the Salvadoran population to reject an industry 
that is a threat to our lives.” 
 
This history is not likely to be under consideration by the ICSID tribunal. It 
is not known when it will hand down a decision, although it is likely to be 
at least several months. Two fundamental questions that can’t be avoided 
are: Does a community have the right to make decisions on its own 
development? Do multi-national corporations have the right to a 
guaranteed profit without regard to the cost imposed on communities? 
 
That such questions must be asked — and that “no” to the first question 
and “yes” to the second are increasingly common answers — is emblematic 
of dictatorship, not democracy. 
zcomm.org 

 
 
Brazil: Marina Silva’s rise is a result of the left’s failures 

 
 Federico Fuentes 18 September 2014 
 
A fortnight out from Brazil’s October 5 national election, the big news has 
been the significant surge in support for Marina Silva, a former Workers’ 
Party (PT) government minister and environmental activist, with some 
polls predicting she could end up winning the presidential race. 
 
Incumbent president and PT candidate Dilma Rousseff maintains a narrow 
lead over Silva, but the elections will almost certainly go to a second 
round run-off on October 26.  
 
If this occurs, current indications are that Marina Silva has a chance of 
winning, a remarkable feat given that a little over a month ago she was 
not even a presidential candidate. 
 
Her candidature only came about as a result of the August 13 death of 
Partido Socialista Brasileiro (PSB, Socialist Party) presidential candidate 
Eduardo Campos. Having previously taken up the vice-presidential spot as 
part of a deal between the PSB and her own unregistered party, 
Sustainability Network, Marina Silva was promoted to the top spot. 
 
Since then the PSB’s fortunes in the polls have soared: while Campos had 
been polling around 10%, this figure more than doubled as soon as Silva 
took over. Recent polls give her between 30-35%, meaning that the PSB 
has pushed aside the main right-wing opposition party, the Brazilian Social 
Democratic Party (PSDB), and currently sits in second place. 
 
Silva’s politics 
Marina Silva is no newcomer to Brazilian politics. Her background is as a 
long-time environmental activist who fought side by side with the 
legendary Chico Mendes, who was assassinated for his campaigning work in 
defence of the Amazon forest. 
 
Many looked favourably upon her appointment as environment minister in 
the first-ever PT government, headed by Luiz Ignacio Lula de Silva. By 
2008, however, with the PT government mired in corruption scandals, she 
resigned from her post. 
 
Among the reasons she cited for her resignation was the government’s 



prioritisation of development over the environment, and internal 
resistance to her stance on issues such as biofuels, hydroelectric dams and 
genetically modified foods. 
 
In 2010, she stood as a Green Party presidential candidate, and polled an 
impressive 19.4%. She later went on to set up Sustainability Network, 
arguing that the formation was neither left nor right. Instead, its focus 
was on creating a “new” kind of politics in which people and the 
environment, not parties, mattered most. 
 
Given all this, it is not surprising that environmentalists and progressives 
disillusioned with the “developmentalist” policies of left-leaning South 
American governments have pointed to Marina Silva as a potential “leading 
force for sustainable economic development, and alternatives to 
extractivism, throughout the region”. 
 
The reality is however, that Silva’s election would most likely lead to a 
conservative, not conservationist, shift in Brazilian politics. Moreover, her 
rise can in many ways be attributed to the failures, not successes, of 
Brazil’s lefts, starting with the “anti-extractivist” left. 
 
Much has been made of Silva’s environmental credentials and anti-
development talk. However, when it comes to concrete policies and 
programs, Marina offers little in terms of a progressive alternative to the 
PT. 
 
The problem is that much of the “anti-extractivist” left, lacking any clear 
strategic project and blinded by its hostility to what it calls the 
“developmentalist” left, has uncritically pinned its hopes on Silva. 
 
Many have already noted the similarities between Marina Silva and the 
right-wing PSDB when it comes to economic policies. Underpinning this is 
their shared opposition to state intervention (or as Silva calls it 
“developmentalism”) and belief in the virtues of the market. 
 
In these elections, both parties are advocating greater independence for 
the central bank, increased labour casualisation, measures to improve 
corporate profitability, cutting down the size of the state-banking sector, 
slashing state bureaucracy “red-tape” and improving trade relations with 
the United States. 
 
Backflips on environment policies  
Then there are the backflips that Silva, a conservative evangelical 
Christian, has done in terms of social policy, such as dropping support for 
gay marriage and abortion rights from her program. 
 
Perhaps less attention has been paid to her shifts in environmental 
policies. 
 
The last few weeks have seen Silva backtrack on previous anti-petroleum 
statements, saying that any government she leads would continue to see 
Brazil’s massive deep-sea oil exploitation project as a priority.  
 
Similar, Marina stated she was no longer opposed to GMOs. She has also 
campaigned strongly in favour of Brazil producing biofuels, something 
ecological movements have denounced not only for its negative 
environmental impacts but for the fact its re-directs food product away 
from people and towards cars. 
 
And while Marina held up a number of licenses for hydroelectric dams 
when she was minister, she now considers them to be a vital source of 
energy. 
 
In the end, it is hard to find any issue on which the “anti-extractivist” 
Silva can be said to be to the left of the PT, even on environmental issues. 
 
Left's failures 
However, Marina Silva’s rise can also be attributed to the failure of 
Brazil’s other lefts – the pro-PT and anti-PT left – because, independently 
of Silva’s policies, much of her support is coming from sectors that neither 



identify as right wing nor pertain to traditional conservative sectors. 
 
Most of the country’s trade unions and social movements remain wedded 
to one extent or another to the PT. This is also true for large sections of 
the country’s poor, who have benefited the most from the PT’s social 
welfare programs. 
 
At the same time, Marina has been able to woo sections of the traditional 
middle class who have historically opposed the PT and see in Marina Silva a 
viable alternative. Many of those who continue to support the PSDB will 
undoubtedly come behind Silva in the second round if it means defeating 
Dilma Rousseff. 
 
However, polls indicate that an important part of Silva’s support is coming 
from the 45 million people who comprise the 16- to 33-year-old category, 
many of whom are highly educated (at least in comparison to their 
previous generation), but find themselves with precarious jobs and living 
conditions. They make up a third of the electorate, have had little 
experience with trade unions or politics, and a majority of them believe 
the country would be better off without political parties. 
 
Fed up with politics as usual, this grouping was unlikely to be inspired by 
traditional politicians such as PSDB candidate Aecio Neves, Campos or even 
Rousseff, as the PT increasingly is seen as part of the system. 
 
On the other hand, Marina Silva’s outsider status and “new politics” 
discourse, despite running on the PSB ticket and forming regional alliance 
with other traditional parties, has converted her into a viable alternative 
for many of these youth. 
 
Polling that correlates political identification with voting intentions show 
that if Silva was to win the second round, she would do so not only with 
the support of right-wing identifying voters but also a majority of centre 
and centre-left voters, who together represent 48% of the electorate. 
 
On the other hand Rousseff would only maintain a (large) advantage 
among left-identifying voters. 
 
Ruy Braga argues that it is fair to assume a large cross over between youth 
and centre and centre-left identifying voters. In the context of the 
established two-party system, he argues that at least part of Silva’s 
support base should be seen as “an electoral manifestation of a 
progressive desire for change.” 
 
This also seems to be the case if we consider the fact that these elections 
follow on from the massive mobilisations that shook Brazil in the middle of 
2013. 
 
Sparked by opposition to proposed transport fare hikes, these protests 
quickly mushroomed and began raising a mixed bag of issues, such as 
expansion of public services, anti-corruption, opposition to police 
repression and support for greater judicial independence. 
 
Two key sectors within these millions-strong mobilisations were this new 
youthful “precariat”, and sectors of the traditional middle class who saw 
these protests as a way to undermine the PT government. 
 
While it is fair to point out the somewhat dubious motivations of a section 
of these protests, it is just as true that many of the demands were driven 
by real shortcomings in the PT government. 
 
Ironically, while the PT argued that its weaknesses were the result of 
limitations imposed by the existing balance of forces, much of the PT left 
saw the protests as a threat, rather than as an opportunity to push for 
greater change. 
 
Meanwhile, the anti-PT left continues to be viewed by many as dogmatic, 
irrelevant or little different to the PT itself. 
 
The inability of both these lefts to harness these mobilisations towards 



progressive goals is a big factor in explaining Marina Silva’s rise. 
 
None of this is to say that a Silva victory would represent a positive step 
forward for Brazil, much less South America, given her negative comments 
about Venezuela and other radical governments in the region. 
 
There should be little doubt that a Silva government will be to the right of 
any potential Rousseff government. 
 
Nevertheless, the demands and desires of those who may end up voting for 
Silva are legitimate, and the left would do well to think about how it could 
win over this natural ally to supporting a genuine proposal for change. 
http://links.org.au/node/4059 
 
[Federico Fuentes is a regular contributor to Green Left Weekly and co-
author of Latin America’s Turbulent Transitions: The Future of Twenty-
First-Century Socialism.] 

 
 
Scots in Their Own Words on Independence  

 
 TRNN hears from both sides of the debate on whether to vote for 
independence from the United Kingdom 17 September 2014 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_LBekJW65jA&feature=player_embedded#t=164 
 
 
Thousands mobilise to oppose Project Terror in Scotland 

 
 "You will not take this opportunity away from us" 
Matt Dobson, Socialist Party Scotland (CWI Scotland) 17 September 2014 
 
Project Terror – the unprecedented campaign of fear against Scottish 
independence by big business, the media and the capitalist political 
establishment – has produced a fight back. Ordinary working class people 
are increasingly taking the campaign for a Yes vote into their own hands.  
 
There is an overwhelming mood of “you will not take this opportunity 
away from us”.  
 
Without any direction from the official Yes campaign, people are calling 
mass mobilisations to show mass support for Yes in the squares of major 
cities and town centres. This is a real grassroots mass street movement. 
On Tuesday 16th September, for example, thousands filled George Square 
in Glasgow for a Yes gathering called no more than day previously.  
 
From all sides a mass of working class people entered the square off the 
buses, from the workplaces, shops and pubs. Quickly over 3,000 filled the 
space.  
 
As well as the saltires people brandished large homemade placards and 
banners, scrawled slogans such as “Hope Over Fear – Our Hero Tommy 
Sheridan”, “Fuck the establishment, No to austerity, Vote Yes!”, “Our day 
of reckoning” in reference to the call for nationalisation of oil companies 
by Jim Sillers.  
 
Chants went up of ” Where’s your cameras BBC?” and an insistent cry of 
“Yes” that got louder and more vociferous as passing motorists beeped 
support.  
 
In the crowd speakers spoke from small microphones raging against the 
actions of Project Terror, particularly the bias of the BBC.  
 
Socialist Party Scotland were the one of the first organisations to arrive in 
the square. We spoke from a street microphone throughout the gathering, 
often we were the only speakers calling people over to our stalls.  
 



We petitioned calling for a £10 an hour living wage and an end to zero 
hour contracts but we also were bold in presenting our full socialist case 
for an independent socialist Scotland.  
 
Our stalls were mobbed throughout the evening, with many signing up for 
more info on SPS. 140 copies of the Socialist were sold and one hundred 
pounds of donations received.  
 
We rallied the crowd calling for a Yes vote against austerity, for not a 
penny more austerity cuts to be made and for public ownership of the 
banks, oil, gas and the major corporations. We explained the need for 
working class people to organise and fight back against project terror and 
the bosses crisis ridden capitalist system.  
 
People came and shook the hands of our speakers, they particularly 
applauded our calls for a new mass party for the working class and young 
people and our highlighting of the collusion between big business and the 
right wing media. Many queued up to film us on camera phones, we were 
interviewed by press from four different countries, funnily enough no 
British media!  
 
Later on Tommy Sheridan spoke at the final Hope Over Fear – Socialist 
Case for Independence rally to over 1000 people in Glasgow. The night 
club venue was full to its 500 capacity and a further 500 waited downstairs 
in a bar for the first meeting to finish. Even then another 2-300 were 
locked outside. The night before in Motherwell, as a huge audience 
overflowed from a venue, Tommy spoke from a roof of a car to hundreds 
outside on the street.  
 
Large mobilisations took place in other towns and cities. In Greenock a 
spectacular torch-lit procession and gathering, with thousands of people 
chanting together in support of YES took place in the dark. Further rallies, 
including an information day to counter the Project Terror media barrage 
in Glasgow has been called and is expected to fill the square again. Many 
others are planned in the run-up to the vote on Thursday.  
 
The determination not to allow Project Fear and the interests of British 
capitalism to win out was reflected in the Paul Mason report on Channel 
Four news from George Square.  
 
“If you want to understand how the Yes campaign came from nowhere to 
frighten the life out of Westminster just look behind me (crowd cheer). 
These people have been holding a meeting with a speaker system that just 
consisted of a shoe box. Like me, no one could hear them.  
 
“The important thing about this grassroots movement is that you see many 
people around me here have come from movements like campaigns against 
the bedroom tax, local committees, these are people who know how to 
use a megaphone and they did it in the registration campaign and will do it 
on Thursday. These are people who know how to get ordinary Glasgow out 
and this is what’s terrifying the party machines of the official parties.”  
www.socialistworld.net 

 
 
Transnet: coughing canary in the climate coal mine 

 



 

 
Patrick Bond 16 September 2014 
 
Facing the most serious civilizational threat ever, what is the South 
African government doing? The new Infrastructure Development Act 
pushed into law by Economic Development Minister Ebrahim Patel will 
fast-track carbon-intensive mega-projects on behalf of mainly foreign 
corporate beneficiaries. 
 
Still, each project must provide convincing EIAs to move ahead. 
Environment minister Edna Molewa is presently cutting her climate 
regulatory budget, so we can expect her to ignore regular administrative 
opportunities to at least query – and sometimes delay – Patel’s filthiest, 
climate-wrecking, community-polluting, profit-boosting projects.  
 
For example, Transnet is driving the first two major projects promoted by 
the Presidential Infrastructure Coordinating Commission (PICC). So 
Transnet CEO Brian Molefe’s response to climate change is just as 
important as Molewa’s. Transnet and other state agencies are apparently 
unwilling to factor in climate when building PICC Strategic Investment 
Projects (SIPs). 
 
Fortunately, progressive environmentalists – e.g. Earthlife Africa, 
groundWork, Greenpeace, Treasure the Karoo Action Group and the South 
Durban Community Environmental Alliance (SDCEA) – are fighting SIP mega-
pollution. In the most important current controversy, Transnet’s attempt 
to expand the main Durban berths for unloading mega-ships, activists 
forced Molewa’s staff to rise to the challenge, but only half way. Last 
October, they surprised the shipping industry by ruling that not only did 
Transnet fail to factor in damage to the Durban harbour’s life-giving 
central sandbank, but its environmental consultants hadn’t thought 
through whether sea level rise and severe storms would swamp and maybe 
destroy the R5.6 billion investment. 
 
What happens here is vital, for this is the pilot project within the second 
largest SIP, promoted by former Planning Commission leader Trevor 
Manuel and his replacement, Cyril Ramaphosa, as well as the local Durban 
ruling elite. They may not win, because amongst their critics is the 2014 
Goldman Environmental Prize winner for Africa, Desmond D’Sa at SDCEA. 
He regularly draws world attention to the toxic pollution that goes 
unchecked in the South Durban Basin and in late April, The Economist and 
The Guardian covered D’Sa’s fight against the port-petrochemical 
expansion.  
 
SDCEA (of which as a Bluff resident I am a lay supporter) has repeatedly 
protested Africa’s largest refinery complex, where Engen, BP and Shell 
create airborne havoc. At last count, more than half the children at the 
school between South Durban’s two main refineries, Settlers Primary, have 



asthma, the world’s worst known case. 
 
In July, D’Sa and SDCEA researchers Eunice Asante, Tristan Ballard and 
Priya Pillay used an EIA challenge to flesh out the sea level rise threat, 
culminating years of debating climate with Transnet and its consultants 
Nemai, ZAA (a Cape Town marine consultancy) and even the taxpayer-
funded Council for Scientific and Industrial Research. Transnet's previous 
filings were based on data five years old, and downplayed rising waters 
and extreme storm damage, even though the firm’s own Durban 
infrastructure was badly damaged in 2012 when big waves – caused in part 
by the harbour entrance’s deepening and widening – pushed a ship into 
cranes.  
 
After late 2013’s humiliating slap down, Transnet filed a new EIA in June. 
But instead of getting new consultants, Molefe used exactly the same 
sloppy companies – Nemai and ZAA – and emerged with the same data. 
Their filing came weeks after the revelation in Nature that the West 
Antarctica ice sheet was now irretrievably melting, a process that will 
dump such a huge slab into the ocean that Nature authors estimated a four 
meter rise when there’s full submersion in coming centuries.  
 
Transnet didn’t mention this, claiming that the time period of this debate 
is 2014-2060, and at that latter date, Transnet estimates only 0.58 meters 
sea level rise. But SDCEA’s researchers found a glaring flaw: Nemai and 
ZAA misread the latest Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change report 
and as a result, was 20 percent off in its calculations. As SDCEA 
complained, Transnet “mistakes the mean sea level rise for 2081−2100 
relative to 1986–2005 for the likely sea level rise by 2100.”  
 
SDCEA first challenged Transnet on climate change in a 2008 EIA for the 
Durban-Johannesburg oil pipeline, but its arguments were simply ignored. 
Molewa’s predecessor, Marthinus van Schalkwyk, rubber-stamped 
Transnet’s doubling of capacity to pump the oil, hence increasing the 
refinery activity that D’Sa’s constituencies greatly fear. There have been 
dozens of horrific accidents and explosions at South Durban’s refineries 
and oil storage tanks since the 1990s.  
 
Van Schalkwyk did so in spite of the implicit environmental racism of 
Transnet’s then CEO Mario Ramos (now ABSA bank CEO), when she 
detoured the new pipeline hundreds of kilometers through South Durban 
and Umbumbulu instead of the traditional direct route that passes through 
the white residential areas of Kloof and Hillcrest and white farming areas. 
The pipeline price, meanwhile, soared from R6 billion to R23 billion.  
 
Speaking frankly in December 2012 when describing that project, former 
public enterprises minister Malusi Gigaba conceded “systemic failings… 
Transnet Capital Projects lacked sufficient capacity and depth of 
experience for the client overview of a megaproject of this complexity. 
There was an inadequate analysis of risks.” As Gigaba admitted, 
“Transnet’s obligations on the project such as securing authorisations – 
EIAs, land acquisition for right of way, water and wetland permits – were 
not pursued with sufficient foresight and vigour.” 
 
Next, consider the mega-ships that Durban will attract if Transnet goes 
ahead. These will continue to deindustrialize our economy, leaving a 
smattering of jobs in shipping and only minerals exports and electricity-
intensive smelting ‘beneficiation’. Worse, Walmart’s next-generation 
ships, now under construction in Korea, will carry 24 000 containers, 
reflecting the maniacal pace of consolidation and overcapacity in this 
industry. 
 
When asked whether maritime commerce’s use of bunker fuels – now 4 
percent of world emissions – is a concern for climate (as I did in the EIA 
process), Transnet’s answer is that the mega-ships have lower costs/unit 
and emissions/unit, which is true. But the bigger question is whether we 
could establish a more coherent, balanced economic strategy that will not 
be vulnerable to whimsical global trends, what with that projected eight-
fold increase in container capacity by 2040.  
 
Also, consider that these ships will be traveling into Durban via the most 



dangerous current in the world, Agulhas. Here, periodic ‘monster waves’ 
have in recent years sunk even a vast coal-carrying vessel in Richards Bay 
(September 2013) and an oil tanker just north of Durban (July 2011), along 
with hundreds of other ships over the centuries. No ship is safe, especially 
as extreme weather intensifies. 
 
In spite of these structural woes, Transnet has hyperactive ambitions. Last 
month Patel announced he would raise credit for “connecting the coal-rich 
Waterberg to the Richards Bay Coal Terminal, or to Eskom’s power 
stations, Medupi and Kusile. Mining companies commit themselves to 
Transnet to export so many thousands or hundreds of thousands of tonnes 
of coal on the railway lines. Transnet then takes those agreements to the 
banks to raise the capital to build or expand the railway capacity.” 
 
But what if the coal price crashes, as it has the last few months – by 44 
percent – and Transnet suffers declining revenues from its main minerals-
transport customers? Already Transnet’s financial woes include a vast class 
action lawsuit by pensioners accusing it of theft, apparently for good 
reason, and regular ridicule for running the world’s two most expensive 
ports in terms of container throughput costs: Durban and Cape Town. (How 
can such costs decline, given the capital and interest payments – as well as 
operating and maintenance costs – on hundreds of billions of rands of 
upgrading?) 
 
The biggest problem for Transnet’s vision is that freight rail cannot 
compete with the deregulated, chaotic trucking industry, with all its 
corner-cutting and illegality. No one in Durban will forget how a runaway 
container truck driven by an illegal immigrant without a driver’s license 
was told by his boss to avoid a R40 toll on the main Joburg-Durban 
highway, instead taking a back route down the very steep Field’s Hill on 
September 5 last year. Two dozen working-class kombi passengers died 
when it crashed, because the brakes were faulty. That container belonged 
to Taiwan-based Evergreen, the world’s fourth largest shipper – but like 
all, prone to hiring fly-by-night transporters. 
 
Will a sickly Transnet and its sponsors in the national Treasury locate 
bankers for destructive projects like the coal-export rail investments and 
South Durban port-petrochemical expansion? Last November when 
Transnet went to the City of London to float a bond, it had to pay a 
whopping 9.5 percent interest rate. Details were never provided about the 
cost of China’s $5 billion loan in March 2013, but it was obvious that part 
of that payout was Transnet’s $4.8 billion in Chinese joint-venture 
locomotive deals signed a year later, which the metalworkers union 
alleges were graft-filled.  
 
Financial sanctions is a strategy SDCEA is considering for Transnet. But 
whatever weapon is picked up, the society needs to rethink our 
overexposure to the volatility of the world economy, and localise the 
production chains, for our own sake not just climate’s. 
 

 
 
Breaking a Taboo 

 
 Naomi Klein and John Tarleton 16 September 2014 
 
The fact that global warming is man-made and poses a grave threat to our 
future is widely accepted by progressives. Yet, the most commonly 
proposed solutions emphasize either personal responsibility for a global 
emergency (buy energy-efficient light bulbs, purchase a Prius), or rely on 
market-based schemes like cap-and-trade. These responses are not only 
inadequate, says best-selling author Naomi Klein, but represent a lost 
opportunity to confront climate change’s root cause: capitalism. 
 
This Changes Everything: Capitalism vs. the Climate, Klein’s much-
anticipated new book, is both surprisingly hopeful and deeply personal as 
she deftly weaves in her story of struggling to conceive her first child 
while researching the potential collapse of the natural world. In the book, 



Klein challenges everyone who cares about climate change to strive for a 
seemingly impossible redistribution of political and economic power. This, 
she argues, is both necessary and offers the prospect of living in a more 
just and humane society than the one we know today. 
 
John Tarleton: When it comes to the climate crisis, capitalism is often 
the elephant in the room that goes unacknowledged. Yet you zero in on 
it, starting with the title of your book. Why? 
 
Naomi Klein: I put the connection between capitalism and climate change 
up front because the fact that the life support systems of the planet are 
being destabilized is telling us that there is something fundamentally 
wrong with our economic system. What our economy needs to function in a 
capitalist system is continuous growth and continuous depletion of 
resources, including finite resources. What our planet needs in order to 
avoid catastrophic warming and other dangerous tipping points is for 
humans to contract our use of material resources. 
 
The science of climate change has made this fundamental conflict 
blindingly obvious. By putting that conflict up front, it breaks a taboo. And 
sometimes when you break a taboo, there’s sort of a relief in just saying 
it. And that’s what I’ve found so far: This is something that people know. 
And it’s giving permission to just name it. It’s a good starting point, so 
now we can have a real discussion. 
 
Why has that taboo of talking about capitalism and climate change in 
the same breath become so entrenched here in the United States? 
 
I think it’s primarily because capitalism is a religion in the United States. 
But also because the Left in the United States is extremely Keynesian, 
though Keynes himself questioned economic growth. But the translation of 
Keynesian thought we are seeing in this historical moment is a debate 
about the distribution of the spoils of economic growth. It’s not about 
some of the core facts about blanket economic growth. 
 
In the book I talk about selective de-growth. There are schools of thought 
on the Left that dismiss all forms of growth. What I’m talking about is 
managing the economy. There are parts of our economy that we want to 
expand that have a minimal environmental impact, such as the care-giving 
professions, education, the arts. Expanding those sectors creates jobs, 
well-being and more equal societies. At the same time we have to shrink 
the growth-for-growth’s-sake parts of our economy, including the financial 
sector, which plays a large role in feeding consumption. 
 
You say that the Left needs its own project for addressing climate 
change in a systematic and transformative manner that breaks with 
free-market orthodoxy. What would that look like? 
 
The industrialized nations have to start cutting their emissions by about 8 
to 10 percent per year, which is incompatible with capitalism. You cannot 
reconcile that level of emission reduction with an economic system that 
needs continual growth. The only time we have seen emissions reductions 
on that level was during the Great Depression of the 1930s. How we 
transition from our current status quo sets the parameters for how we 
want to organize society. A healthy transition would entail huge 
investments in the public sphere, public transit, housing, all kinds of 
infrastructure and services in order to prepare for the extreme weather 
that’s already locked in and also to lower our emissions. 
 
Progressives should seize the reins of this project because it’s an 
opportunity to make this transition equitable and to have a better 
economy on the other side. You could also allow your economy to crash 
and burn, which is a terrible idea and would hurt enormous numbers of 
people. 
 
The latter option would make a good starting point for a Hollywood 
movie. 
 
It’s striking to me that when we envision the future it’s just a more 
brutally cleaved world between haves and have-nots than the one we have 



now. This is so much a part of our culture that we think all we’re capable 
of doing is becoming like the societies portrayed in Snowpiercer, Elysium 
or The Hunger Games. It’s actually not controversial to say this is where 
we are headed. The question is, can we imagine another way of 
responding to crisis other than one of deepening inequality, brutal disaster 
capitalism and mangled techno-fixes, because that seems to be where 
people agree we’re headed. 
 
The alternative project you have in mind envisions a large role for the 
state. Yet, many on the Left have deep qualms about holding power of any 
kind, much less “seizing the reins,” as you say, to affect systemic changes. 
 
There has been a backlash in our generation of leftists against the 
centralized state socialism of previous generations. This is for obvious and 
understandable reasons. Since the 2008 economic crash, I see more 
appetite among the younger generation to engage with policy and to try to 
change power. You see it with the Indignados movement in Spain forming 
its own party and running in elections, in Iceland post-crisis, with outsiders 
going inside on their own terms. You see it at the municipal level with the 
minimum wage in Seattle. 
 
Where the pendulum swung really hard against any sort of engagement 
with formal politics, I see it swinging back where it’s like, “No, we’re not 
going to replicate those centralized structures but things are too urgent 
and too dire to ignore institutions of various kinds, including lawmaking. 
But we’re going to try to change it and build our belief in decentralization 
into the way we engage.“ 
 
Has this approach made a significant impact anywhere on energy and 
climate-related policies? 
 
A really great example is the energy transformation that has been going on 
in Germany. Thirty percent of the electricity produced there is now 
coming from renewable resources, mostly wind and solar and mostly 
through decentralized, community-controlled ventures of various kinds, 
including hundreds of energy co-ops. You also have large cities like Munich 
voting to reverse their electricity privatizations and become part of this 
energy revolution. 
 
What’s interesting about Germany is it really shows how you need strong 
policy to make a transition like that happen. It’s not about, “Hey, let’s 
start an energy co-op.” No. That kind of fetish for very small-scale 
initiatives won’t get us where we need to go. What Germany has is a bold 
national policy. That’s how you get to 30 percent renewable electricity in 
such a short time, and they may very well get to 50 to 60 percent by 2030. 
It also shows you can design smart policy to systematically decentralize. 
 
What got you started on this book? Was there a specific moment when 
you realized you wanted to write a book on climate change? 
 
I decided that I was going to immerse myself in this subject in 2009 when I 
was covering a U.N. antiracism conference in Geneva. An earlier 
conference held in Durban, South Africa, in September 2001 saw a growing 
debate about whether the United States and Europe should pay 
reparations to African nations for the harm done by the slave trade and 
colonialism. The issue vanished from public discussion after 9/11 and it 
was clear by 2009 how much ground had been lost. 
 
At that 2009 conference I met Angélica Navarro, a trade negotiator from 
Bolivia who was doing some really interesting work about climate and 
reparations and how to really push the concept of climate debt within the 
U.N. climate negotiations. And I had a moment in which I realized that the 
science is so clear on the historical responsibility for climate change that it 
could be used as a tool for realizing justice goals for which social 
movements had been fighting for a very long time. 
 
Your book strikes a hopeful note on what can be a grim topic.  
 
I find it really hard to write when I feel hopeless. It took me five years to 
write this book in part because initially I didn’t feel so hopeful. Then, 



there really started to be an explosion of resistance to extractive projects 
such as fracking and oil pipelines and coal export terminals. It’s being 
done in a truly global and networked manner that reminds me of the early 
days of the so-called anti-globalization movement. 
 
That shift made me really excited that there is a growing movement and 
that the book can be part of that movement. I feel like we’re on the verge 
of a coming together of economic justice movements and a new sort of 
kick-ass grassroots anti-extractivism movement. When people are fighting 
fracking or they’re fighting a big pipeline, generally they’re not driven by 
concerns about climate, they’re driven by a love of place. Often the 
protection of water is the primary motivation, as well as concerns about 
the health of their kids. But climate change definitely adds another layer 
of urgency to keeping carbon in the ground and not putting it into the 
atmosphere. 
 
You became a parent for the first time a couple of years ago. How did 
that experience affect the way you see climate change? Did the 
prospect of dire climate change taking effect in this century cause you 
to be hesitant about becoming a parent? 
 
I was 38 when I decided I wanted to have kids and to start trying. That’s 
pretty late. I would have this conversation with my husband where I’d say 
that the more I read about climate change, the more I felt that having a 
child was condemning this kid to a Mad Maxian future of fighting with their 
friends for food and water. This was the sort of dystopic future that I was 
imagining. And I was having trouble imagining anything else. 
 
I think that seeing some of these signs of hope were part of the process of 
me deciding to become a parent: being able to imagine other futures than 
the one playing on repeat at the moment. But I’m really wary of this sort 
of, “I care more about the future because I have a baby” thing. As 
somebody who didn’t have kids for a long time and had trouble getting 
pregnant, I really hated when people did that, because it felt really 
exclusionary to me. I understand, as a parent, why people say that, 
because when you hear that we’ll be at x degrees warmer by 2050, you 
can’t help but do these mental calculations of, “Okay, how old will he be 
then?” But I cared about the future before my son Toma was born just as 
some of the most caring people that I know don’t have kids. So I want to 
be careful about that. 
 
There’s a tremendous organizing effort taking place here in New York 
for the People’s Climate March. Why do you think this particular 
protest matters, and what are the chances it will have an enduring 
impact? 
 
Climate change has gone from being an issue that will affect our 
grandchildren to a right-now issue. The difference over the past few years 
is that the climate movement has jettisoned its astronaut’s “eye in the 
sky” view of a shimmering blue-and-white dot set against the darkness of 
space in which no people are visible, and it has come down to earth. 
 
It’s connecting with people who are driven by basic justice demands such 
as clean air for their kids and water they can drink. The People’s Climate 
March will be much more diverse and it’s going to be angrier than previous 
climate protests. That anger is a really important and powerful tool. So I 
think we’re going to see a different kind of climate movement. It’s already 
there. I think Seattle 1999 was a coming-out party for the global justice 
movement, and I think this will be a coming-out party of sorts for a new 
climate movement. 
 
There have been other moments over the past two decades, from the 
Rio Earth Summit to Al Gore’s movie to Hurricane Sandy, that have 
seen climate change briefly capture the public imagination only to fade 
out again. 
 
In the past the climate movement was incredibly elitist. There really was a 
belief that you did not need a grassroots movement if you had all the 
celebrities and the billionaires and a former vice president like Al Gore on 
your side. I think that is what has made the issue so ephemeral. If your 



strategy is just to get a bunch of celebrities and billionaires on your side, 
guess what? They change their minds, and they move on to other things. 
Vanity Fair launches their annual green issue and it lasts for two years. 
Fashions change. 
 
This is the first time climate change has had a grassroots movement 
behind it in North America. And that’s what is going to give it staying 
power. The whole point is that it has roots now. The problem with the top-
down strategy is that it has no roots. And when you don’t have roots, you 
can blow away. 

 
 
Authoritarianism for Beginners 

 
 The crisis of leadership in Samwu and the union movement 
Dale T. McKinley 12 September 2014  
 
The South African Municipal Workers Union is in crisis as ordinary members 
rebel against national office bearers they accuse of gross financial 
mismanagement and undermining their constitution. The officials have 
struck back with a purge of members who’ve asked difficult questions. The 
case heads to court on Monday. 
 
In his crazed magnum opus Mein Kampf, Adolf Hitler said, “… the most 
brilliant propagandist technique will yield no success unless one 
fundamental principle is borne in mind constantly and with unflagging 
attention. It must confine itself to a few points and repeat them over and 
over...” While the national office bearers (NOBs) of the South African 
Municipal Workers Union (Samwu) or that of several other× Cosatu 
affiliates are certainly no Nazis, they have most definitely been taking 
Hitler’s advice to heart. 
 
In the face of recurring charges made by many union officials and ordinary 
members of financial mismanagement and fraud, ignoring and undermining 
decisions of constitutional structures as well as bureaucratic and political 
victimisation of those asking questions and demanding accountability, 
these ‘leaders’ have dutifully followed a Hitleresqe propaganda model.  
 
The actions and messaging go something like this: 
• Instead of opening up the finance and investment books for democratic 
scrutiny they have, like many of their government counterparts, secretised 
and manipulated access to the relevant information. In the same breath, 
they have told their constituency the charges of fraud and corruption are 
nothing but the imaginaries of traitorous “hooligans” and “ill-disciplined” 
malcontents. Message: ‘Trust us. Don’t impugn our revolutionary dignity 
with such nonsense!” 
• Rather than respect and abide by the processes and decisions of 
constitutional bodies in the union, they have portrayed themselves as the 
sole custodians of organisational authority and democracy. Those 
‘renegade’ bodies who do not accept such commandist ‘authority’ are 
then, through bureaucratic manoeuvring and dictate, replaced or 
dismantled. Message: ‘Obey your supreme leaders. Do as we say but not as 
we do!’ 
• As opposed to listening to those within their ranks who raise legitimate 
questions, criticise the ‘leaders’’ actions and utterances and demand basic 
democratic accountability, they enforce ‘discipline’ through unilateral 
suspensions, dismissals and expulsions. Having learned a thing or two from 
their political commissars in the SACP, the favourite trumped-up charges 
are “bringing the union into disrepute” and “attempting to form a new 
union”. Message: ‘Shut up or else. End of story”.  
 
All of this has been playing itself out right in front of our eyes for some 
time within much of the union movement. Tragically though, the 
propaganda model employed has, to a large extent, succeeded in 
obscuring and deflecting the concomitant realities in a self-serving shroud 
of political and organisational mysticism. However, the ongoing and 
escalating crisis within× Samwu has now more fully exposed the hidden 
cancer that is eating away at the union body politic. 



 
The sparks that set off the present fire in× Samwu are as simple as they 
are telling. The source, in each case, has been the union’s NOBs riding 
roughshod over the mandates and decisions of constitutional structures.  
First was their appointment in 2012 of a service provider for the union’s 
photocopier contract that had not even been shortlisted by the relevant 
national finance committee and whose quote was the most expensive by 
far. As a result, Samwu is now paying R6-million more than what was 
recommended.  
 
Soon thereafter, the finance committee and the union’s central executive 
committee (CEC) uncovered the transfer of tens of millions of rands from 
the union’s reserve account – which houses the members’ strike fund as 
well as education and funeral reserves – to the completely separate 
operational account from which things such as administration and salaries 
are paid.  
 
What raised the alarm was that these transfers were done without the 
required approval of the finance committee and the CEC and that financial 
statements from 2013 showed Samwu had an operating surplus of over R7-
million. More specifically, examples such as millions being ostensibly spent 
on “fully fitted kitchens on every floor” of the building, when in fact there 
is only one floor with such a kitchen. 
Further, it was found that the NOBs had unilaterally spent an additional 
R19-million over and above the amount approved by the CEC and the 
national executive committee on renovations to the union’s headquarters 
building. Simultaneously, it came to light the NOBs had, again without the 
necessary approval, extended the contract of a supposedly “qualified 
engineering company” initially hired for a period of four months to be the 
project manager for the building.  
 
The result is that the ‘consultant’ has been paid over R6-million while 
renovations remain unfinished and the building has yet to receive an 
official clearance certificate by the building inspectorate. 
 
In every case, the legitimate oversight and questions raised by the very 
officials and members mandated to do so have been met by the NOBs 
‘deploying’ the propaganda model as described above. Matters came to a 
head in April this year when a majority of provinces on the CEC voted to 
suspend the NOBs and for an independent forensic audit to be conducted. 
When other provinces asked for an extension to consult with their 
members, this was granted for 21 days after which the CEC would meet 
again. 
 
However, no sooner had the April CEC ended than the NOBs embarked on a 
slew of suspensions, dismissals and expulsions. To date, a total of 45 
provincial leaders, shop stewards and union officials who asked the 
questions and tried to hold the NOBs to account have fallen under the 
NOBs’ blunt axe. 
Here is where the underlying political and organisational approach of the 
‘supreme leaders’ becomes even clearer. Giving the middle finger to any 
notion of union democracy, they have used every trick in the 
‘Authoritarianism for Beginners’ handbook to avoid basic accountability 
and undermine worker control.  
 
In gross violation of their own union constitution and the labour laws of 
the country, the NOBs have provided no charge sheets, proffered no 
specific evidence and held not a single properly constituted hearing in 
respect of those they have unilaterally suspended, dismissed and expelled. 
Moreover, they have continued to refuse to conduct an independent 
forensic audit and instead have used hand-picked officials and members to 
conduct an ‘internal investigation’ whose recently released report is 
nothing more than a thinly disguised whitewash.  
 
Just last week when a number of Gauteng shop stewards tried to enter the 
headquarters to hold a meeting, they were beaten, pepper-sprayed and 
shot at by private security and bodyguards hired by the NOBs. True to 
form, the× Samwu general secretary issued a statement calling the 
workers violent “hooligans”. Meanwhile, the NOBs have effectively 
abandoned their actual jobs. During this entire year, there has been no 



wage curve settlement, no wage increases and no worker campaigns. 
Lonmin would be proud. 
 
Those officials and members who are victims of the NOBs’ hatchet job 
alongside ordinary members are fighting back, though. They have launched 
the ‘Save our Samwu’ (SOS) campaign which, according to its leaders, has 
the support of a majority of provinces. In direct contrast to the NOBs who 
have remained virtually shuttered in the Samwu HQ building, the campaign 
has held over 100 meetings with ordinary members across the country over 
the last several months. These meetings have given overwhelming support 
to those who have been ousted by the NOBs and the momentum is being 
carried forward to the upcoming South Gauteng High Court Case - on 15 
September [Monday] – where SOS will try and overturn “the arbitrary 
suspensions, dismissals and expulsions”. 
 
Contrary to the predictable propaganda from the NOBs that SOS is 
externally funded and wants to start a new union, the worker-driven 
campaign has clearly stated it is simply committed to “returning Samwu to 
being under the control of its members”. Further, SOS wants “to ensure 
that never again will the union’s accounts be shrouded in secrecy… and 
that where maladministration has taken place, those responsible are dealt 
with under the provisions of the union’s constitution”.  
Counter-revolutionary talk indeed! 
 
How the crisis in Samwu plays itself out will tell us a great deal about not 
only the present political and organisational trajectory of Samwu and 
Cosatu but about the future of the union movement in Africa.  
www.dailymaverick.co.za 

 
 
End of the PT power cycle?  

 
 André Ferrari Translated by Google Translate 12 September 2014  
 
Unlike recent years, the Brazilian elections of October 2014 are marked by 
a strong element of unpredictability. This results from the new political 
situation created from the mass mobilizations of June 2013, the worsening 
economic situation in the country and the consequent wear of the Workers 
Party (PT) who will complete 12 years in the federal government.  
 
In this context, death in air crash of the presidential candidate Eduardo 
Campos on 13 August and the choice of Marina Silva as new presidential 
candidate of the PSB caused profound turnaround in the electoral 
scenario. Chances of a defeat of the PT became more concrete.  
 
Campos was a minister in the first government of Lula (PT) and governor of 
the state of Pernambuco. He was also president of the PSB (Brazilian 
Socialist Party), a bourgeois party that supported the PT governments, but 
also with the neoliberal right coligou in several states, such as São Paulo, 
where part of the right-wing government of the PSDB.  
 
Last year, Campos and PSB parted government of President Dilma Rousseff 
(PT) and chose to invest in the construction of a third electoral route over 
traditional polarization between the PT and PSDB that repeats since 1994.  
 
However, the clash between Rousseff (PT) and former Governor of the 
state of Minas Gerais Aetius Neves (PSDB), the application fields of the PSB 
had remote chances and performed more like an investment for the 
future. With his death and the appointment of Marina Silva as a candidate, 
the picture changes radically.  
 
Who is Marina Silva?  
Marina Silva has a history of left, with operations in CUT (Unified Workers 
Central) and PT since the 1980s in the Amazon region alongside leftist 
environmentalists leaders internationally recognized as Chico Mendes, who 
was assassinated at the behest of landowners in 1988 to .  
 
More recently, Marina was environment minister in the Lula government in 



2003 until 2008 when he broke with the government and eventually join 
the Green Party (PV) to contest presidential elections in 2010 these 
elections took third place, but with optimal performance, obtaining 
19.33%, nearly 20 million votes.  
 
Marina later chose to build his own political party coalescing coming from 
right to left, the PSDB to the SoL own, and members of NGOs. Named 
"Sustainability Network", this new training failed, however, to obtain legal 
registration to compete the 2014 elections.  
 
Therefore, Marina made a deal with Eduardo Campos and joined with your 
entire group to the PSB. Under the agreement, even though much 
electoral clout that Campos, Marina would be the only candidate for vice 
president on the ticket headed by him.  
 
Marina Silva broke with the PT the right, despite maintaining an image 
that retains something of its past leftist. As a presidential candidate in 
2010 made a speech of national reconciliation, claiming enjoy the good 
side of both the PT and PSDB. Defending the essence of neoliberal 
economic policy (monetary stabilization, according to her) adopted by 
former President Fernando Henrique Cardoso in 1990, Marina also claimed 
the social policies of Lula. His criticisms are turning more to the current 
management of PT with Dilma Rousseff.  
 
Much of the vote Marina did not come from his profession neoliberal faith, 
but his image of someone from outside the traditional political system. 
Their environmental concern and its past leftist helped build this profile. 
Another substantial part of its support, however, came from the more 
conservative sectors of Brazilian society. Being evangelical and contrary to 
many flags of struggle against the oppression of women, LGBT, Marina 
channeled much of the most reactionary religious vow.  
 
When mass struggles erupted in June 2013, increased the space for an 
alternative to polarization between the PT and the PSDB and the name of 
Marina gained strength among disgruntled sectors. Without the candidacy 
of Marina, many of these sectors tended to zero, or even abstaining to 
vote in these elections represented socialist left mainly by application of 
Luciana Genro the SoL vote. With the candidacy of Marina confirmed, the 
situation changes. She can channel much of the opposition vote, is the 
right but also the left.  
 
Opinion polls now indicate, early September, the consolidation of the 
growth of Marina Silva already tied with Dilma Rousseff (35% to 34%). 
Aetius Neves, the PSDB candidate and the traditional right, lost support 
and now reaches 14% of the vote. If confirmed, this scenario points to a 
disputed runoff election between Dilma and Marina. It would be the first 
time that the PSDB has not won an election or a runoff contest in 20 years. 
If this second round was today research indicates that Marina Silva Dilma 
defeat by a small margin.  
 
The scenario, however is not defined yet. Dilma running for reelection and 
takes advantage of this in an addict political system and marked by the 
abuse of economic power, exchange of favors, etc. Besides holding control 
of the state apparatus, the PT has schemes and structures stronger state 
party support and has much more time for mandatory electioneering on 
TV. Nevertheless, it is the first time that the PT is in serious jeopardy of 
losing the presidency since 2002 and won elections.  
 
Crisis and depletion of the PT cycle  
What explains such a radical change in scenery before seen by many as 
almost guaranteed reelection to Dilma Rousseff of?  
 
After the initial impact of the international crisis that made the Brazilian 
GDP have negative growth of 0.3% in 2009, the Brazilian economy has 
managed to escape the more acute repercussions that hit Europe and the 
USA. Even though on average lower than in other Latin American and 
emerging countries called the GDP in 2010 reached 7.5% growth. This 
made Lula could transfer its popular support for an almost unknown 
candidate, his minister Dilma Rousseff.  
 



The Dilma government, however, was marked by an increasing 
deterioration of the economic bases that ensured some stability and 
support to the PT in government. Economic growth so far is well below the 
two mandates of Lula. From 2003 to 2010, Brazil grew on average 4%. 
Dilma management (as of 2011), the average should be 1.8%, the lowest 
since the government of Fernando Collor de Mello, a government crisis 
that eventually brought down by a mass movement in 1992.  
 
The low growth happens while inflation grows, hitting hardest workers. At 
first, the Dilma government tried to adopt policies to stimulate growth, 
including reducing the basic interest rates and a policy of tax exemptions 
to sectors of the business.  
 
However, failed to reverse the trend of economic stagnation in that the 
pillars of Lula's economic model has reached its limit. The export of 
primary products is affected by the global crisis this time also affects the 
Asian market. The domestic market expanded with the credit policy also 
reached its limit with the most indebted households.  
 
Given the inflationary growth, the lack of public accounts and the pressure 
of the financial market, the Dilma government changed the course of 
economic policy and paved the way for high interest rates and tough 
spending cuts. The result is that Brazil is now technically in recession after 
two consecutive quarters of GDP contraction with.  
 
Without growing a year, investments in the economy fell 5.3% from April 
to June this year. This index represents the biggest drop since the first 
quarter of 2009 at the height of the global crisis. The zero in 2014 growth 
outlook becomes increasingly concrete.  
 
The World Cup itself that, on the contrary to social mobilization event, 
was presented as a major factor stimulating the growth of the economy, 
has not had that role and now began to be used by the government as an 
excuse for low growth in 2014.  
 
The industry, particularly the automotive industry, is the most affected by 
the crisis sector. This is achieved both by the decrease of the internal 
market, but also due to the crisis in countries like Argentina, a major 
importer of cars manufactured in Brazil. The automakers in Brazil forecast 
a 10% drop in production this year. This occurs after nine years of 
uninterrupted growth. This scenario is beginning to cause layoffs. Were six 
thousand work stations closed since the beginning of the year and seven 
thousand workers placed in temporary suspension (layoffs) or shutdowns.  
 
The end of the social pact "southern"  
Even meeting the demands of the financial markets, raising interest rates 
and promoting more cuts, the inflection in economic line did not prevent 
the worsening of the fissures between the factions of the ruling class that 
gave support to the government Dilma.  
 
Part of the business and the banks lost the enthusiasm they had with the 
PT governments in the last decade. These sectors know that the year 2015 
will need to be, from his point of view of class, brutal adjustment in the 
economy with cuts and attacks on workers and begin to question the 
ability of the PT in implementing this policy.  
 
The ruling class sees running out increasingly great success of "Lulism" in 
previous years has been the ability to temporarily and in a very specific 
national and international context, implement a true social pact in the 
country between the big bourgeoisie and the sectors poorest of the 
population.  
 
The conditions for this to hold definitely just as is clear from the days of 
fights June 2013 This is a great explanation behind this impressive mass 
mobilization.  
 
It is not just the worsening economic situation and uncertainty about the 
future, but also the manifestation of dissatisfaction with contradictions 
model "Lula" adopted.  
 



Said full employment is actually the ultra-precarious and underpaid 
underemployed. The consumer credit of appliances and cars to coexist 
with the absence of basic sanitation and barely adequate to meet the 
public health centers and schools. The collapse of the conditions of life in 
big cities is manifested in urban mobility crisis, the issue of housing and 
everyday violence.  
 
The inability of the political system to absorb popular demands created a 
massive rejection of the traditional parties and politicians. All this at a 
time when alternatives left authentic yet proved the height to channel this 
dissatisfaction.  
 
These factors led to the mobilization of the past year and explain the 
contradictions of the movement itself. In this post-June days of 2013 
context, the polls now indicate that about 80% of the electorate want 
change, one comparable to 2002 number when Lula won the election 
defeating the candidate backed by President Fernando Henrique Cardoso 
of the PSDB. Much of the youth and workers, especially in large cities, 
seeking an alternative or simply react skeptically to the electoral process.  
 
Nevertheless, the PT still maintains a sizeable constituency especially 
among sectors older, living in smaller provincial cities and the poorest 
have experienced some improvement in previous years from welfare 
programs, even these programs have been adopted to from a neoliberal 
conception.  
 
The Bolsa Familia program, for example, is a welfare policy focused and 
not reversed in structural policy of decent jobs and income. The program 
paid for access to universities (PROUNI) occurred transferring public money 
to private companies of extremely poor quality education. The housing 
program "Minha Casa Minha Vida," as reported by MTST (Homeless Workers 
Movement) is at the service of big construction works and is very far from 
meeting the popular demand for decent housing.  
 
Still, there is the fear that a victory for traditional right represents a 
setback even in these extremely limited and contradictory policies. It is 
this fear that the campaign of Dilma Rousseff is based.  
 
The real meaning of Marina Silva  
In the struggle to deconstruct Marina Silva, the PSDB candidate Neves 
Aetius attempts to differentiate the right. Underscores the old Marina 
critical to agribusiness in the name of protecting the environment and his 
past relationship with PT governments, including its omission when faced 
with cases of corruption.  
 
Dilma, turn repeats the usual PT to apply her makeup with light colors for 
a few months left on the eve of elections after ruling for four years with 
the right policies. The campaign cynically PT Marina attacks questioning 
his relationship with former ministers and economists linked to the PSDB 
governments and their positions contrary to the rights of LGBT people and 
women.  
 
Marina Silva, in turn, is presented as representative of the struggle against 
the "old politics" and came to embrace some of the slogans raised in 
protests in June 2013 is the case of the flag of "free pass" on shipping, but 
only for public school students.  
 
They also say that they are the only ones able to put in opposition, as an 
example, the ex-president José Sarney, reactionary oligarchic politician 
who supported and participated in every government since the coup of 
1964 and today supports the PT government.  
 
At the same time, Marina has a priority today: win the full confidence of 
big capital. For this, he surrounded himself with neoliberal economists and 
an heiress of the largest private sector bank as special adviser and adopted 
an economic program in some respects even more right that Aetius Neves.  
 
Your program explicitly defends the institutional independence of the 
Central Bank and the so-called "macroeconomic tripod" (strict inflation 
targeting, a floating exchange rate and fiscal rigor) that turned the mantra 



of the financial market. As for privatization, says will implement without 
constraints to public-private partnerships (PPP) policy that also 
implements the PT, but the causes shame.  
 
Any remnants of doubt placed by Marina before regarding new power 
plants being built in the Amazon region (Belo Monte, Jirau, Santo Antonio) 
and that destroy the environment and attack the native populations were 
denied. Likewise, Marina started to explicitly defend agribusiness.  
 
In fact, she repeats the posture adopted by the PT in the past to seek "be 
more realistic that the king" to appease big business. And is succeeding. 
Stock markets rebounded in recent weeks with the "Marina effect" and 
several representatives of the banks already assumes that "Marinou 
market" and see your application with complete comfort.  
 
This does not mean that big business does not work with the hypothesis of 
re-election Dilma. In fact, banks and large companies are relatively quiet 
compared aso top three in the polls. His major concern is related to the 
new balance of power created from June 2013 which create barriers to the 
hard setting policy that any of the three will have to implement in the 
next period.  
 
Consulting firms in the financial market has analyzed the voting in 
opposition does not necessarily mean one vote in the rightmost exit. Even 
vote Aetius Neves was in part a vote against Dilma and not the neoliberal 
policies identified with the PSDB. The same goes for Marina. This raises 
the concern for them that any government to be elected have much 
difficulty adopt tough measures needed to tend to the interests of big 
capital.  
 
Left alternative  
The Brazilian socialist left out of the mobilizations of June with more 
strength and social base. This reflects the growing trend of SoL these 
elections despite all its internal crisis and the mistakes made by their 
majority leadership.  
 
In Rio de Janeiro the SoL is today a party with mass influence, present in 
social struggles and relevant electoral weight. In other states, unevenly, 
the party is also a factor and should have some growth.  
 
But, overall, the militant left and the social movements did not take the 
opportunities created background with protests in June 2013 Despite the 
huge wave of strikes that followed the June days and marked the second 
half of 2013 and the months prior to the World Cup, held in June 2014, 
there was a conscious unification of the struggles and political 
construction of a unitary space of action for the union and popular 
movement fighting.  
 
The teacher strikes in several states, public sanitation workers in Rio and 
several cities, the road in Rio and Sao Paulo and other regions of the state 
universities in São Paulo and especially the struggles of the homeless and 
the historic strike subway in Sao Paulo, could have created the conditions 
for the involvement of other sectors and the construction of a general 24-
hour strike.  
 
But the lack of a coordinating center of the struggles gave way to 
fragmentation and this, along with the World Cup, opened the way for a 
reaction of governments and employers. The repression was particularly 
intense during the days of the Cup, with attacks on demonstrations, 
harassment and dismissal of trade unionists, judicial intervention in unions 
and discretionary imprisonment of activists like not seen since the military 
dictatorship. To repress, the federal government acted EN hands with 
state governments PSDB, as in the case of São Paulo.  
 
Still, governments and employers have failed to reverse the general 
atmosphere of dissatisfaction and willingness to fight. Sooner than later, it 
will show up again on the streets.  
 
In the electoral process, this environment could be reflected more 
intensely if the left had been performing unified election. For the 



presidential election, each of the three parties that formed the Left Front 
in 2006 (SoL, and PSTU PCB) presented its own candidate.  
 
At SoL, the name chosen to be so seriously questioned by the candidate of 
the party was the basis of Senator Randolfe Rodrigues, the most right wing 
of the party. Randolfe, however, renounced his candidacy and have one 
foot off the SoL and can leave at any time. This opens an internal crisis in 
the majority sector of the party and changes the relationship of internal 
forces opening space to the left of the party, despite its contradictions.  
 
With the resignation of Randolfe, the name chosen was the former deputy 
Luciana Genro, pre-candidate who ran against Randolfe internally with 
support of the Left Bloc of SoL.  
 
The campaign Luciana Genro the SoL  
The campaign Luciana Genro has taken the method of struggle and the 
flags raised in June 2013 and is clearly identified with those mobilizations 
and that followed involving workers, homeless, students, etc.  
 
The program Luciana and SoL elections raises the need for an audit and 
suspension of payment of the public debt for major investors along with a 
"tax revolution" tribute to the great fortunes. Still puts public control over 
strategic areas of the economy, such as the energy sector and also the 
reversal of privatization made by previous governments.  
 
Advocating political reform, the program advocates mechanisms of direct 
democracy, the revocability of mandates and the end of the campaign 
financing by corporations.  
 
The program also raises the need for agrarian reform, zero tariffs on 
transport, more investment in education and public health and affordable 
housing. Furthermore, assume the combat homophobia and racism, 
women's rights, including the legalization of abortion, breaking the 
monopoly of the media and the social control over it. Still speaks against 
the criminalization of poverty and social movements, the demilitarization 
of the police and the end of the war on drugs policy with measures that 
include the decriminalization of marijuana.  
 
Even without emphasizing points as the nationalization of banks with 
workers' control and explicitly pointing socialism as an alternative, the 
program assumes much of the flags of militant social movements and plays 
a progressive role.  
 
A major negative point in the campaign was the fact that the current 
policy of Luciana and candidate for governor of Rio Grande do Sul, Roberto 
Robaina, with the support of the majority sector towards representing the 
right wing of the party, decided to accept a financial contribution of a 
large company in the retail sector with branches in agribusiness and 
financial market. This caused great rejection and protest by sectors of the 
party base and current left the SoL, including LSR.  
 
Nevertheless, the campaign follows a route will be much more left than it 
would with Randolfe and has played an important role in the electoral 
process. In the debates on TV and in the general campaign, Luciana  
www.lsr-cit.org 
 
Fim do ciclo de poder do PT?  
André Ferrari 7 de setembro de 2014  
 
Ao contrário dos últimos anos, as eleições brasileiras de outubro de 2014 
estão marcadas por um forte elemento de imponderabilidade. Isso resulta 
da nova situação política criada a partir das mobilizações de massas de 
junho de 2013, do agravamento da situação econômica do país e do 
consequente desgaste do Partido dos Trabalhadores (PT) que vai completar 
12 anos no governo federal. 
 
Nesse contexto, a morte em acidente aéreo do candidato a presidente 
Eduardo Campos no dia 13 de agosto e a escolha de Marina Silva como nova 
candidata presidencial do PSB provocou uma profunda reviravolta no 
cenário eleitoral. As possibilidades de uma derrota do PT tornaram-se 



muito mais concretas. 
 
Campos foi ministro no primeiro governo de Lula (PT) e governador do 
estado de Pernambuco. Foi também presidente do PSB (Partido Socialista 
Brasileiro), um partido burguês que apoiou os governos do PT, mas que 
também se coligou com a direita neoliberal em vários estados, como é o 
caso de São Paulo onde participa do governo direitista do PSDB. 
 
No ano passado, Campos e o PSB se afastaram do governo da presidente 
Dilma Rousseff (PT) e optaram por apostar na construção de uma terceira 
via eleitoral em relação à tradicional polarização entre PT e PSDB que se 
repete desde 1994. 
 
Porém, no embate entre Dilma (PT) e o ex-governador do estado de Minas 
Gerais Aécio Neves (PSDB), a candidatura de Campos pelo PSB tinha 
chances remotas e se apresentava mais como um investimento para o 
futuro. Com sua morte e a indicação de Marina Silva como candidata, o 
cenário se altera radicalmente. 
 
Quem é Marina Silva? 
Marina Silva tem um passado de esquerda, com atuação na CUT (Central 
Única dos Trabalhadores) e no PT desde a década de 1980 na região 
amazônica ao lado de dirigentes ambientalistas de esquerda 
internacionalmente reconhecidos, como Chico Mendes, assassinado a 
mando de latifundiários em 1988. 
 
Mais recentemente, Marina foi ministra do meio ambiente do governo Lula 
de 2003 até 2008 quando rompeu com o governo e acabou por filiar-se ao 
Partido Verde (PV) para disputar as eleições presidenciais de 2010. Nessas 
eleições ficou em terceiro lugar, mas com um ótimo desempenho, obtendo 
19,33%, quase 20 milhões de votos. 
 
Posteriormente Marina optou por construir seu próprio partido aglutinando 
políticos que vinham da direita à esquerda, do PSDB até o próprio PSOL, 
além de membros de ONGs. Denominada “Rede Sustentabilidade”, essa 
nova formação não conseguiu, porém, obter o registro legal para disputar 
as eleições de 2014. 
 
Diante disso, Marina fez um acordo com Eduardo Campos e filiou-se com 
todo o seu grupo ao PSB. Pelo acordo, mesmo tendo muito mais cacife 
eleitoral que Campos, Marina seria apenas a candidata a vice-presidente 
na chapa encabeçada por ele. 
 
Marina Silva rompeu com o PT pela direita, apesar de manter uma imagem 
que conserva algo de seu passado de esquerda. Como candidata a 
presidente em 2010 fez um discurso de conciliação nacional, reivindicando 
aproveitar o lado bom tanto do PT como do PSDB. Defendendo a essência 
da política econômica neoliberal (de estabilização monetária, segundo ela) 
adotada pelo ex-presidente Fernando Henrique Cardoso nos anos 1990, 
Marina também reivindicou as políticas sociais de Lula. Suas críticas se 
voltam mais à atual gestão do PT com Dilma Rousseff. 
 
Grande parte da votação de Marina não veio de sua profissão de fé 
neoliberal, mas sim de sua imagem de alguém de fora do sistema político 
tradicional. Sua preocupação ambiental e seu passado de esquerda 
ajudaram a construir esse perfil. Outra parcela substancial de seu apoio, 
no entanto, veio dos setores mais conservadores da sociedade brasileira. 
Por ser evangélica e contrária a muitas bandeiras de luta contra a opressão 
de mulheres, população LGBT, Marina canalizou grande parte do voto 
religioso mais reacionário. 
 
Quando explodiram as lutas de massas em junho de 2013, cresceu o espaço 
para uma alternativa à polarização entre PT e PSDB e o nome de Marina 
ganhou força entre os setores descontentes. Sem a candidatura de Marina, 
grande parte desses setores tendia ao voto nulo, abstenção ou mesmo ao 
voto na esquerda socialista representada nessas eleições principalmente 
pela candidatura de Luciana Genro do PSOL. Com a candidatura de Marina 
confirmada, a situação muda. Ela consegue canalizar grande parte do voto 
oposicionista, seja pela direita como também pela esquerda. 
 



As pesquisas de opinião apontam hoje, início de setembro, a consolidação 
do crescimento de Marina Silva que já empata com Dilma Rousseff (35% a 
34%). Aécio Neves, o candidato do PSDB e da direita tradicional, perdeu 
apoio e chega agora a 14% das intenções de voto. Se confirmado, esse 
cenário aponta para um segundo turno das eleições disputado entre Dilma 
e Marina. Seria a primeira vez que o PSDB não vence uma eleição ou 
disputa um segundo turno em 20 anos. Se esse segundo turno fosse hoje as 
pesquisas indicam que Marina Silva derrotaria Dilma por uma margem 
pequena. 
 
O cenário, porém ainda não está definido. Dilma disputa a reeleição e leva 
vantagem por isso em um sistema político viciado e marcado pelo abuso do 
poder econômico, troca de favores, etc. Além de deter o controle da 
máquina pública, o PT possui esquemas e estruturas de apoio partidário 
estaduais mais fortes e conta com muito mais tempo para a propaganda 
eleitoral obrigatória na TV. Apesar disso, trata-se da primeira vez em que 
o PT é seriamente ameaçado de perder a presidência da República desde 
que venceu as eleições e 2002. 
 
Crise e esgotamento do ciclo do PT 
O que explica uma mudança tão radical num cenário antes visto por muitos 
como de reeleição quase garantida para Dilma Rousseff? 
 
Depois do impacto inicial da crise internacional que fez o PIB brasileiro ter 
crescimento negativo de 0,3% em 2009, a economia brasileira conseguiu 
escapar das repercussões mais agudas que atingiram a Europa e os EUA. 
Mesmo tendo em média um crescimento menor que o de outros países 
latino-americanos ou dos chamados emergentes, o PIB em 2010 chegou a 
7,5%. Isso fez com que Lula conseguisse transferir seu apoio popular a uma 
candidata quase desconhecida, sua ministra Dilma Rousseff. 
 
O governo Dilma, porém, foi marcado por uma crescente deterioração das 
bases econômicas que garantiram certa estabilidade e apoio ao PT no 
governo. O crescimento econômico até agora está bem abaixo dos dois 
mandatos de Lula. De 2003 a 2010 o Brasil cresceu em média 4%. Na gestão 
Dilma (a partir de 2011), a média deve ficar em 1,8%, a mais baixa desde o 
governo de Fernando Collor de Mello, um governo de crise que acabou 
sendo derrubado por um movimento de massas em 1992. 
 
O baixo crescimento acontece ao mesmo tempo em que a inflação cresce, 
atingindo mais duramente os trabalhadores. Em um primeiro momento, o 
governo Dilma tentou adotar políticas de estímulo ao crescimento, 
incluindo a redução das taxas básicas de juros e uma política de isenções 
fiscais a setores do empresariado. 
 
Porém, não conseguiu reverter a tendência à estagnação econômica na 
medida em que os pilares do modelo econômico lulista chegaram ao seu 
limite. A exportação de produtos primários se vê afetada pela crise 
mundial que dessa vez atinge também o mercado asiático. O mercado 
interno ampliado com a política de crédito também chegou ao seu limite 
com as famílias mais endividadas. 
 
Diante do crescimento inflacionário, o descontrole nas contas públicas e a 
pressão do mercado financeiro, o governo Dilma modificou o curso da 
política econômica e abriu espaço para a alta dos juros e os cortes duros 
nos gastos. O resultado é que o Brasil está hoje tecnicamente em recessão 
depois de dois trimestres seguidos com retração do PIB. 
 
Sem crescer a um ano, os investimentos na economia caíram 5,3% de abril 
a junho desse ano. Esse índice representa a maior queda desde o primeiro 
trimestre de 2009 no auge da crise mundial. A perspectiva de crescimento 
zero em 2014 fica cada vez mais concreta. 
 
A própria Copa do Mundo que, diante das mobilizações sociais contrárias 
ao evento, era apresentada como um grande fator de estímulo ao 
crescimento da economia, não teve esse papel e agora passou a ser 
utilizada pelo governo como desculpa pelo baixo crescimento em 2014. 
 
A indústria, em particular o ramo automobilístico, é o setor mais afetado 
pela crise. Isso se dá tanto pela diminuição do mercado interno como 



também em razão da crise em países como a Argentina, grande 
importadora de automóveis produzidos no Brasil. As montadoras instaladas 
no Brasil preveem uma queda de 10% na produção esse ano. Isso ocorre 
depois de nove anos ininterruptos de crescimento. Esse cenário já começa 
a provocar demissões. Foram seis mil postos de trabalho fechados desde o 
início do ano e mais sete mil trabalhadores colocados em suspensão 
temporária (layoffs) ou férias coletivas. 
 
O fim do pacto social “sulista” 
Mesmo atendendo as demandas do mercado financeiro, elevando juros e 
promovendo mais cortes, a inflexão na linha econômica não impediu o 
agravamento das fissuras entre as frações da classe dominante que deram 
sustentação ao governo Dilma. 
 
Parte do empresariado e dos bancos perdeu o entusiasmo que tiveram com 
os governos do PT na última década. Esses setores sabem que o ano de 
2015 precisará ser, do seu ponto de vista de classe, de ajuste brutal na 
economia com cortes e ataques aos trabalhadores e começam a questionar 
a capacidade do PT em implementar essa política. 
 
A classe dominante vê esgotar-se cada vez mais o grande trunfo do 
“lulismo” nos anos anteriores que foi a capacidade de, temporariamente e 
num contexto nacional e internacional muito específicos, implementar um 
verdadeiro pacto social no país entre a grande burguesia e os setores mais 
pobres da população. 
 
As condições para que isso se mantenha acabaram definitivamente como 
ficou claro com as jornadas de lutas de junho de 2013. Essa é a grande 
explicação por trás daquela impressionante mobilização de massas. 
 
Não se trata apenas do agravamento da situação econômica e as incertezas 
em relação ao futuro, mas também a manifestação da insatisfação em 
relação às contradições do modelo “lulista” adotado. 
 
O dito pleno emprego na verdade é o subemprego ultra-precarizado e mal 
pago. O consumo a crédito de eletrodomésticos e até automóveis convive 
com a ausência de saneamento básico e postos de saúde e escolas 
minimamente adequados para atender a população. O colapso das 
condições de vida nas grandes cidades se manifesta na crise da mobilidade 
urbana, na questão da moradia e na violência cotidiana. 
 
A incapacidade do sistema político em absorver as demandas populares 
criou uma enorme rejeição aos políticos e partidos tradicionais. Tudo isso 
em um momento em que alternativas de esquerda autênticas ainda não se 
mostraram a altura de canalizar essa insatisfação. 
 
Esses fatores levaram às mobilizações do ano passado e explicam as 
contradições desse próprio movimento. Nesse contexto pós-jornadas de 
junho de 2013, as pesquisas de opinião hoje indicam que cerca de 80% do 
eleitorado deseja mudanças, um número só comparável a 2002 quando 
Lula venceu as eleições derrotando o candidato apoiado pelo presidente 
Fernando Henrique Cardoso do PSDB. Grande parte da juventude e dos 
trabalhadores, principalmente nos grandes centros, busca uma alternativa 
ou simplesmente reage de forma cética ao processo eleitoral. 
 
Apesar disso, o PT ainda mantem uma base eleitoral importante 
principalmente entre os setores de mais idade, que vivem nas cidades 
menores do interior e os mais empobrecidos que experimentaram alguma 
melhoria nos anos anteriores a partir dos programas assistenciais, mesmo 
esses programas terem sido adotados a partir de uma concepção 
neoliberal. 
 
O programa Bolsa-Família, por exemplo, é uma política assistencial focada 
e não se reverteu em política estrutural de emprego e renda dignos. O 
programa de acesso às universidades pagas (PROUNI) se deu repassando 
dinheiro público para empresas privadas de educação de baixíssima 
qualidade. O programa de moradia “Minha Casa Minha Vida”, como 
denunciado pelo MTST (Movimento dos Trabalhadores Sem-Teto) está a 
serviço das grandes empreiteiras de obras e está muito longe de atender a 
demanda popular por moradia digna. 



 
Ainda assim, existe o medo de que uma vitória da direita tradicional 
represente um retrocesso mesmo nessas políticas extremamente limitadas 
e contraditórias. É nesse medo que a campanha de Dilma Rousseff se 
baseia. 
 
O real significado de Marina Silva 
Na luta para desconstruir Marina Silva, o candidato do PSDB Aécio Neves 
tenta se diferenciar pela direita. Ressalta as antigas críticas de Marina ao 
agronegócio em nome da defesa do meio ambiente e sua antiga relação 
com governos do PT, incluindo sua omissão diante dos casos de corrupção. 
 
Dilma, por sua vez, repete o costume petista de maquiar-se com leves 
cores de esquerda por alguns meses nas vésperas das eleições para depois 
governar por quatro anos com políticas de direita. A campanha do PT 
cinicamente ataca Marina questionando suas relações com ex-ministros e 
economistas ligados aos governos do PSDB e suas posturas contrárias aos 
direitos da população LGBT e mulheres. 
 
Marina Silva, por sua vez, se apresenta como representante da luta contra 
a “velha política” e chegou a abraçar alguns dos slogans levantados nas 
mobilizações de junho de 2013. É o caso da bandeira do “passe-livre” no 
transporte, mas somente para estudantes de escolas públicas. 
 
Dizem também que são os únicos capazes de colocar na oposição, como 
exemplo, o ex-presidente da República José Sarney, político oligárquico 
reacionário que apoiou e participou de todos os governos desde o golpe de 
1964 e hoje apoia o governo do PT. 
 
Ao mesmo tempo, Marina tem uma prioridade hoje: ganhar a confiança 
plena do grande capital. Para isso, cercou-se de economistas neoliberais e 
de uma herdeira do maior banco privado do país como assessora especial e 
adotou um programa econômico em certos aspectos ainda mais à direita 
que o de Aécio Neves. 
 
Seu programa defende explicitamente a independência institucional do 
Banco Central e o chamado “tripé macroeconômico” (metas rígidas de 
inflação, câmbio flutuante e rigor fiscal) que virou o mantra do mercado 
financeiro. Quanto às privatizações, diz que vão implementar sem 
constrangimentos a política de parcerias público-privadas (PPPs) que o PT 
também implementa, mas o faz com vergonha. 
 
Foram negados quaisquer resquícios de dúvidas antes colocadas por Marina 
em relação às novas usinas hidrelétricas que estão sendo construídas na 
região amazônica (Belo Monte, Jirau, Santo Antonio) e que destroem o 
meio ambiente e atacam as populações originárias. Da mesma forma, 
Marina passou a defender explicitamente o agronegócio. 
 
Na verdade, ela repete a postura adotada pelo PT no passado de buscar 
“ser mais realista que o rei” para acalmar o grande capital. E está 
conseguindo. As bolsas de valores voltaram a subir nas últimas semanas 
com o “efeito Marina” e vários representantes dos bancos já assume que 
“o mercado Marinou” e vê sua candidatura com completo conforto. 
 
Isso não significa que o grande capital não trabalhe com a hipótese da 
reeleição de Dilma. Na verdade, os bancos e grandes empresas estão 
relativamente tranquilos em relação aso três primeiros colocados nas 
pesquisas. Sua grande preocupação está relacionada à nova relação de 
forças criada a partir de junho de 2013 que coloca obstáculos à política de 
ajuste duro que qualquer um dos três terá que implementar no próximo 
período. 
 
Empresas de consultoria do mercado financeiro tem analisado que o voto 
na oposição não significa um voto necessariamente numa saída mais à 
direita. Mesmo o voto em Aécio Neves era em parte um voto contra Dilma 
e não nas políticas neoliberais identificadas com o PSDB. O mesmo vale 
para Marina. Isso levanta para eles a preocupação de que qualquer governo 
a ser eleito terá muita dificuldade em adotar as medidas duras necessárias 
para tender os interesses do grande capital. 
 



Alternativa de esquerda 
A esquerda socialista brasileira saiu das mobilizações de junho com mais 
força e base social. Isso se reflete na tendência de crescimento do PSOL 
nessas eleições apesar de toda a sua crise interna e os erros cometidos por 
sua direção majoritária. 
 
No Rio de Janeiro o PSOL é hoje um partido com influência de massas, 
presente nas lutas sociais e com relevante peso eleitoral. Em outros 
estados, de forma desigual, o partido também é um fator e deve ter algum 
crescimento. 
 
Mas, de conjunto, a esquerda e os movimentos sociais combativos não 
aproveitaram a fundo as oportunidades criadas com as mobilizações de 
junho de 2013. Apesar da enorme onda de greves que se seguiu às jornadas 
de junho e marcou o segundo semestre de 2013 e os meses anteriores à 
Copa do Mundo, realizada em junho de 2014, não houve uma política 
consciente de unificação das lutas e construção de um espaço unitário de 
atuação para o movimento sindical e popular combativo. 
 
As greves de professores em vários estados, trabalhadores da limpeza 
pública no Rio e várias cidades, dos rodoviários no Rio e São Paulo e outras 
regiões, das universidades estaduais em São Paulo e, principalmente, as 
lutas dos Sem-Teto e a greve histórica dos metroviários em São Paulo, 
poderiam ter criado as condições para o envolvimento de outros setores e 
a construção de uma greve geral de 24 horas. 
 
Mas, a falta de um centro articulador das lutas deu lugar à fragmentação e 
isso, junto com a Copa do Mundo, abriu caminho para uma reação de 
governos e patrões. A repressão foi intensa principalmente durante os dias 
da Copa, com ataques às manifestações, perseguição e demissão de 
sindicalistas, intervenção judicial em sindicatos e prisão discricionária de 
ativistas como não se via desde a ditadura militar. Para reprimir, o 
governo federal do PT atuou de mãos dadas com governos estaduais do 
PSDB, como no caso de São Paulo. 
 
Ainda assim, governos e patrões não conseguiram reverter o ambiente 
geral de insatisfação e disposição de luta. Mais cedo do que tarde, isso se 
mostrará novamente nas ruas. 
 
No processo eleitoral, esse ambiente poderia se refletir de forma mais 
intensa se a esquerda tivesse se apresentado unificada nas eleições. Para a 
eleição presidencial, cada um dos três partidos que formaram a Frente de 
Esquerda em 2006 (PSOL, PSTU e PCB) apresentou seu próprio candidato. 
 
No PSOL, o nome escolhido para ser candidato de forma seriamente 
questionada pela base do partido foi o do senador Randolfe Rodrigues, da 
ala mais à direita do partido. Randolfe, porém, renunciou a sua 
candidatura e está com um pé fora do PSOL, podendo sair a qualquer 
momento. Isso abre uma crise interna no setor majoritário do partido e 
muda a relação de forças interna abrindo espaço para a esquerda do 
partido, apesar de suas contradições. 
 
Com a renúncia de Randolfe, o nome escolhido foi o da ex-deputada 
federal Luciana Genro, a pré-candidata que disputou internamente contra 
Randolfe com apoio de parte do Bloco de Esquerda do PSOL. 
 
A campanha de Luciana Genro do PSOL 
A campanha de Luciana Genro tem assumido o método de luta e as 
bandeiras levantadas em junho de 2013 e está claramente identificada 
com aquelas mobilizações e as que se seguiram envolvendo trabalhadores, 
sem-teto, estudantes, etc. 
 
O programa de Luciana e do PSOL nas eleições levanta a necessidade de 
uma auditoria e suspensão do pagamento da dívida pública para os grandes 
investidores junto com uma “revolução tributária” que tribute as grandes 
fortunas. Coloca ainda o controle público sobre as áreas estratégicas da 
economia, como o setor energético e também a reversão das privatizações 
feitas pelos governos anteriores. 
 
Defendendo uma reforma política, o programa defende mecanismos de 



democracia direta, a revogabilidade de mandatos e o fim do 
financiamento das campanhas por empresas. 
 
O programa ainda levanta a necessidade da reforma agrária, da tarifa zero 
nos transportes, mais investimentos na educação e saúde públicas e 
moradia popular. Além disso, assume o combate à homofobia e o racismo, 
pelos direitos das mulheres, incluindo a legalização do aborto, a quebra do 
monopólio da mídia e pelo controle social sobre ela. Fala ainda contra a 
criminalização da pobreza e dos movimentos sociais, pela desmilitarização 
da polícia e o fim da política de guerra às drogas com medidas que 
incluem a descriminalização da maconha. 
 
Mesmo sem enfatizar pontos como a estatização dos bancos com controle 
dos trabalhadores e apontar explicitamente o socialismo como alternativa, 
o programa assume boa parte das bandeiras dos movimentos sociais 
combativos e joga um papel progressivo. 
 
Um ponto negativo importante na campanha foi o fato de que a corrente 
política de Luciana e do candidato a governador do Rio Grande do Sul, 
Roberto Robaina, com apoio do setor majoritário na direção que 
representa a ala direita do partido, decidiram aceitar a contribuição 
financeira de uma grande empresa do setor de comércio varejista com 
ramificações no agronegócio e mercado financeiro. Isso provocou grande 
rejeição e protesto por parte de setores da base do partido e de correntes 
da esquerda do PSOL, incluindo a LSR. 
 
Apesar disso, a campanha segue uma rota muito mais á esquerda do que 
seria com Randolfe e tem cumprido um papel importante no processo 
eleitoral. Nos debates na TV e na campanha de forma geral, Luciana Genro 
desmascara o papel de Marina Silva como “segunda via do PSDB” e 
apresenta os candidatos do PT, PSDB e PSB como os três irmãos siameses. 
 
Porém, o boicote da mídia à campanha do PSOL e as limitações de 
estrutura numa disputa eleitoral que movimentará bilhões de reais – 
estima-se que será gasto nas campanhas o equivalente a três Copas do 
Mundo – torna difícil a tarefa do PSOL. As ilusões em Marina Silva também 
dificultam o desempenho do partido que, mesmo assim, deve dobrar ou 
até triplicar o número de deputados federais, que hoje são apenas três. 
 
A LSR nas lutas e na campanha eleitoral 
A LSR interviu sistematicamente nas mobilizações de junho de 2013 e no 
processo de lutas e greves que se seguiu sempre defendendo a unidade dos 
movimentos em luta, propondo a realização de um encontro nacional e a 
preparação pela base de uma greve geral de 24 horas. 
 
Na conjuntura pós-Copa do Mundo, com muito mais repressão, nossa 
proposta de um dia nacional de lutas pelo direito de lutar por mais direitos 
foi aprovada em vários espaços de organização do movimento, como a 
central combativa CSP-Conlutas, o Congresso de metalúrgicos de Minas 
Gerais e o Encontro Nacional de Educação que reuniu mais de três mil 
educadores e estudantes no Rio. A expectativa é que esse dia de 
mobilizações unificadas aconteça na segunda quinzena de outubro. 
 
Nas eleições, mesmo apresentando candidatos em seis estados brasileiros, 
a LSR está priorizando a atuação em dois estados. No Rio Grande do Norte, 
um estado do nordeste brasileiro fortemente marcado pelas mobilizações 
populares e da juventude, o candidato a governador do PSOL é o 
companheiro Robério Paulino, militante da LSR e veterano militante da 
esquerda socialista brasileira desde o final dos anos 1970. 
 
Apesar de todos os obstáculos diante de uma campanha militante e sem 
recursos e que se coloca contra todas as oligarquias regionais que há 
décadas detém o poder no estado, existe espaço para uma alternativa de 
esquerda consequente. Isso tem ficado claro no apoio manifestado entre a 
juventude e os setores mais organizados dos trabalhadores. Tudo isso 
apesar da confusão gerada pela divisão da esquerda no estado onde o PSTU 
decidiu também apresentar uma candidatura própria. 
 
No Rio de Janeiro, a LSR centra fogo na campanha de dois aliados de nossa 
organização dentro do PSOL, os companheiros Paulo Eduardo Gomes, 



candidato a deputado federal, e Renatinho, candidato a deputado 
estadual. Ambos são os vereadores mais votados na cidade de Niterói e 
tem chances reais de serem eleitos. Além de trabalhar junto com seu 
coletivo “Reage Socialista” em conjunto com a LSR no Brasil, o 
companheiro Paulo Eduardo estreitou a relação com o CIT desde o ano 
passado, quando participou de várias atividades de nossos companheiros 
na Grã Bretanha, Irlanda e Bélgica e hoje reivindica o trabalho 
internacional feito pelo CIT. 
 
A conquista desses mandatos parlamentares no Rio de Janeiro pode 
representar um grande passo para a luta dos trabalhadores e o 
fortalecimento da alternativa marxista revolucionária que a LSR busca 
construir no Brasil. 
www.lsr-cit.org/destaque/1239-fim-do-ciclo-de-poder-do-pt 

 
 
Majority of Chinese expect a war with Japan 

 
 Warmongering governments are ratcheting up national tensions in a 
struggle for regional dominance 
Dikang (China Worker) 11 September 2014  
 
53 percent of Chinese respondents and 29 percent of Japanese believe 
their countries will fight a war in the years ahead. This was the finding in 
a new poll by Genron/China Daily published on the second anniversary of 
the current Diaoyu-Senkaku Islands conflict between the world¡¯s second-
largest (China) and third-largest (Japan) economies. The move by the 
previous Japanese government led by Yoshihiko Noda, on 11 September 
2012, to ¡®nationalise¡¯ part of the contested island chain in the East 
China Sea, triggered a bitter diplomatic standoff, which has seen a rise in 
militaristic rhetoric and cat-and-mouse military manoeuvres by the two 
countries¡¯ air and sea forces in the disputed waters. Japan scrambled its 
fighter jets against Chinese planes on 415 occasions in the past year, 
compared with 306 times the year before. 
 
According to the new poll, 38 percent of Japanese think war will be 
avoided, down from 47 percent in 2013. It found that 93 percent of 
Japanese have an ¡®unfavourable view¡¯ of the Chinese people, with 87 
percent of Chinese viewing Japanese unfavourably. 
 
¡°Amplified¡± by the rulers 
Jeff Kingston, a US-based Japan expert told the Financial Times that the 
Japanese media were inflaming negative sentiment towards China and that 
the nationalist government of Shinzo Abe¡¯s Liberal Democratic Party 
(LDP) was ¡°amplifying the anxiety¡± by talking about the threat from 
China. Abe created a stir earlier this year, grabbing global headlines, when 
he compared relations between Japan and China to Britain and Germany 
on the eve of the First World War a century ago. 
 
Nationalism, focusing on territorial conflicts (over uninhabited islands and 
even rocks), have been deliberately whipped up by both governments to 
shore up their bases of support as neo-liberal economic reforms are 
pursued at the behest of the capitalists at home and abroad. China¡¯s 
president Xi Jinping is embroiled in a complex and infected power struggle 
within the one-party (CCP) state, partly under the cover of an anti-
corruption drive. He wants to centralise more power in Beijing and also to 
break the economy from its current extremely dangerous debt 
dependency, by accelerating neo-liberal reform measures. 
 
To this end, Xi wants to project his own ¡®strong man¡¯ image and to 
assert China¡¯s newfound military muscle across the region. Nationalism, 
and specifically the dream of China as number one, is used as an 
¡®opiate¡¯ to divert mass anger from the effects of government policy and 
a deepening economic malaise. China¡¯s ability to stand up to the US and 
its regional allies, the foremost of which is Japan, is also intended as a 
show of strength to subdue restive regions such as Xinjiang, Tibet, Hong 
Kong and also Taiwan, which Beijing eventually wants to reincorporate 
under its control. 



 
At the time of Japan¡¯s ¡®nationalisation¡¯ of the islands ¨C something 
socialists resolutely opposed, and this opposition extends to all the 
antagonistic governments including China ¨C massive protests took place 
across China targeting Japanese companies, cars, and even restaurants. 
These protests were partly encouraged by the CCP as a way to ¡°release 
some steam¡± from the base of society, with the government able to steer 
the anger away from itself. 
 
In May, a similar phenomenon took place in Vietnam, with tens of 
thousands engaging in anti-China protests and riots after the Chinese 
regime deployed an oil-drilling rig in a part of the South China Sea that is 
claimed by both governments. These protests blew back upon the 
Vietnamese regime with 460 factories attacked ¨C Korean and Singaporean 
as well as Chinese and Taiwanese ¨C causing millions of dollars in damage 
and at least four deaths. Taiwan is the biggest investor in Vietnam¡¯s 
sweatshop industrial zones and its factories ¨C rather than Chinese-owned 
plants ¨C bore the brunt of popular anger. 
 
Abe¡¯s right-wing agenda 
Abe, who like Xi is a ¡®princeling¡¯ descendant of a political dynasty, has 
also engaged in nationalistic posturing, using the ¡®China threat¡¯ to 
advance an agenda of increased Japanese militarisation and a pushback 
against Chinese economic influence in Asia. In December, Abe ignored 
pressure from the US and paid a controversial visit to Tokyo¡¯s Yasukuni 
shrine, which is strongly associated with Japan¡¯s wartime atrocities. 
Since coming to power in late 2012, in large part due to exploiting the 
Diaoyu-Senkaku issue, Abe has surrounded himself with ultra-nationalists 
and ¡®revisionists¡¯ who deny Japan¡¯s war crimes such as the mass 
coercion of women in occupied countries into sex slavery (so-called 
¡®comfort women¡¯). A newly appointed minister in Abe¡¯s cabinet and 
another prominent LDP member were just this week exposed for posing in 
photographs with the leader of an openly neo-Nazi party. 
 
Abe¡¯s government recently approved a ¡®reinterpretation¡¯ of Japan¡¯s 
peace constitution that for the first time since 1945 allows it to send 
troops to fight overseas. This policy has aroused powerful opposition inside 
Japan. Tens of thousands demonstrated in Tokyo against the move with 
slogans against ¡®fascism¡¯. One protester set himself alight outside 
Tokyo¡¯s busiest train station. The government¡¯s ramped-up nationalism 
is not just linked to its military agenda, but serves as a cover for attacks 
on the working class, the public sector, and for the introduction of more 
authoritarian controls on political activities and civil liberties. 
 
Abe has followed a hyperactive timetable of regional diplomacy, visiting 
almost all East Asian countries (but conspicuously not China) to cut new 
financial and trade deals, and in some cases to strengthen military ties. 
Abe recently hosted talks with India¡¯s right-wing leader Narendra Modi, 
announcing a ¡°special, strategic global partnership¡± between the two 
Asian giants. This is clearly pitted against China, which Modi described as 
an ¡°expansionist¡± power. The Japanese government pledged to invest 
US$34 billion in India during these talks. 
 
This week Abe visits Bangladesh and then travels to Sri Lanka, as the first 
Japanese PM to call on the island nation in nearly a quarter of a century. 
Sri Lanka is already caught in a tug-of-war between the Indian and Chinese 
regimes, who are vying for influence, and Abe¡¯s visit signals that 
Japanese imperialism also wants a piece of this action. With the 
governments of the Philippines and Vietnam also clashing with China over 
sovereignty claims in disputed waters in the South China Sea, Abe has 
offered these governments Japanese support and naval equipment, as has 
the US, most blatantly in the case of the Philippines. 
 
US ¡®pivot¡¯ spells disaster 
Regional tensions have been exacerbated by the policy of US imperialism. 
Battered by a series of calamitous military adventures in the Muslim world, 
the US is now seeking to recoup its formerly dominant position in Asia, 
where it is increasingly being elbowed aside by China¡¯s growing economic 
power. This is the origin of Barack Obama¡¯s ¡®Asian pivot¡¯ launched in 
2011. The ¡®pivot¡¯ is a political, economic and military strategy to 



refocus American power upon Asia, which has become the main arena of 
activity for world capitalism. On the military plane, it involves new 
military bases and revamped military pacts with old and new allies, 
including for example the return of US military forces to the Philippines, a 
quarter century after they were forced out by popular pressure. 
 
Economically, the US is attempting to knit together a neo-liberal trade and 
investment treaty, the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TTP), which may or may 
not take off due to the potentially big opposition that could come from the 
people of the negotiating countries. The TPP is driven by the profit-hunger 
of multinational companies but also seeks to cement an US-led anti-China 
political alliance of ¡®Asian Democracies¡¯ (which ironically includes 
Vietnam, Brunei and Singapore). Some of the difficulties that could stop 
the TPP in its tracks are shown by the problems Abe¡¯s government is 
having in meeting US-TTP demands in sectors like farming and autos. 
 
The Chinese regime has become more assertive in regional conflicts as its 
overseas investments soar, acquiring significant stakes in mining, banking, 
utilities, transportation, and other sectors throughout Southeast Asia 
especially. Beijing has embraced the theory of Western and US 
¡®declinism¡¯ and is increasingly prepared to parry and block US moves in 
the region, while still being careful to avoid a head-on clash, given both 
the crushing military preponderance of the US (spending four times as 
much on its military than China, the second biggest spender worldwide) 
and the disastrous economic repercussions of a US-China military conflict. 
 
Socialists oppose the US ¡®pivot¡¯, which is stoking potentially disastrous 
conflicts throughout Asia. This follows on the heels of a decade of US 
power games and military interventions in the Middle East (Iraq, Libya, 
Somalia, Syria and elsewhere) that have wrought long-term havoc. At the 
same time, we oppose the nationalistic rhetoric and military plans of Asian 
governments including Beijing. Although less global in character at this 
stage, the Chinese dictatorship is also pursuing its own great power 
ambitions, and in the process is inflaming national tensions and providing a 
convenient ¡®scarecrow¡¯ for right-wing nationalist politicians such as 
Japan¡¯s Abe to drive forward their reactionary political agendas. 
 
Against nationalism and capitalism 
The rise of right-wing nationalist governments across Asia, and their drive 
to increase military spending, are a serious threat to peace and the 
livelihoods of hundreds of millions of people. Asia now spends more on 
arms than Europe for the first time in modern history. At the same time, 
Asia holds 60 percent of the world¡¯s urban slums. In South Asia alone 
there are 27 million children who do not go to school. Instead of increasing 
spending on schools and hospitals, capitalist governments are pouring 
billions into submarines, missile systems and patrol boats, while unleashing 
a tsunami of privatisations and outsourcing upon workers and the poor. 
 
This is the logic of capitalism, which is a diseased and crisis-ridden system, 
only capable of enriching a tiny billionaire elite at the expense of the mass 
of the population. Even in Japan, the richest country in Asia, and formerly 
one of the least unequal, 16.3% of children live in ¡°economic hardship¡± 
according to government data. Under neo-liberal restructuring, of which 
Abe is planning more, the number of part-time, temporary and other non-
regular workers in Japan has soared over the past 15 years to 19.7 million, 
which is 38 percent of the labour force. 
 
Socialists urge the workers¡¯ movement to resist the poison of nationalism 
and focus on the fight against the class enemy ¨C the capitalists and their 
governments. Everywhere nationalism is gaining ground there is a visible 
absence of independent working class politics. The situation from China to 
Japan to the US cries out for mass workers¡¯ parties, socialist policies and 
fighting trade unions. 
 
Workers have nothing to gain from the military schemes of Abe, Xi and 
Obama, and their respective general staffs, while there is an urgent need 
to organise and struggle against the anti-working class policies of these 
governments. As Karl Marx said the working class has no country; our 
struggle is international! 
 



¡öOppose all the warmongering governments in the East China Sea and 
South China Sea conflicts! 
¡öLink up workers¡¯ struggles across national boundaries to fight 
capitalism, outsourcing, casualisation and privatisation! 
¡öWe want schools, hospitals and affordable homes, not weapons of mass 
destruction! 
¡öOppose the neo-liberal TPP and all capitalist trade deals! 
¡öDemilitarise the South and East China Seas! 
¡öShare the resources of the oceans between the people of the region 
through a democratically planned and administered ¡®international 
commons¡¯ ¨C as part of a democratic socialist confederation of Asian 
countries! 
chinaworker.info 

 
 
Africa suffers from climate change 

 
 Changing weather conditions are a major threat to food security in 
Africa 
Oliver Meth 10 September 2014 
 
Rising temperatures and volatile weather conditions are not only affecting 
agricultural production but also influencing farming methods and practices 
in Africa. Many farmers are facing this challenge head on and are forced 
to adapt to changing weather conditions. 
 
Research by the International Food Policy Research Institute (IFPRI) 
states that the southern region of Africa could be hit the hardest by 
rising temperatures. This is a major threat to food security, particularly 
in South Africa. 
 
There are already effects that have had a major impact on South African 
farms. And just by the shifting rainfall patterns, farmers have to plant 
in a shorter time period. The first rains always fell in September, we 
have in recent years seen first rains only in the second half of October 
and the intensity of the rain is much harder, larger quantities and less 
scattered. 
 
The overall climate change vulnerability of the agricultural sector should 
be viewed as representing both risk and opportunity. 
With risks relating to potential changes in food security through the 
adverse impacts of climate change, socio-political conditions, and 
population growth, while opportunities include those related to regional 
trade within sub-Saharan Africa and technology sharing. 
 
The IFPRI study explains that rainfall is, to a large extent, the most 
important factor in determining potential agricultural activities and 
suitability across the country. Rainfall variability introduces a high 
risk to climate change at many time scales. 
 
The exceedingly high evaporation, in South Africa, coupled with unreliable 
rainfall is often resulting in semi-arid conditions on grounds of high 
evaporation rates alone and despite often adequate rainfall. 
 
In the US, research by scientists suggests that farmers might have to 
change their farming practices in order to adapt to changing weather 
conditions. "Farmers might choose to grow different crops that fare better 
in drier conditions and require less water," explains Rob McDonald, a 
senior scientist of sustainable land use. There is an urgent need to adapt 
to the impacts of climate change for the African continent. The Africa 
Adaptation Gap Report (2013) estimates that Africa will have to face very 
significant adaptation costs. It cites from $7bn up to $15bn per year by 
2020. 
 
Findings of the IFPRI research stipulate that maize and sorghum yields, on 
average, will decline, yet some areas are bright spots and will see a 
rise, such as southern Mozambique. The research indicates that "successful 
agricultural adaptation to climate change is not just about better seeds 



and practices, but building better roads and education systems, which give 
farmers greater access to markets and the background necessary to make 
fully informed decisions about new agricultural practices". 
 
With maize been the most widely grown staple food crop in sub-Saharan 
Africa. The high sensitivity of maize to drought stress discourages 
smallholder farmers growing maize under rain fed conditions. 
 
In sub-Saharan Africa, approximately 20 million metric tons of potential 
maize production is lost each year due to drought. Because over 90% of 
sub-Saharan Africa's cropland is rain fed and is likely to remain so. 
 
Identifying ways to mitigate drought risk, stabilise yields and encourage 
investment in best management practices, is fundamental to realising food 
security and improved livelihoods for the continent. The reality of 
climate change goes far beyond global social and environmental concerns 
and could potentially have a major effect on the economic sustainability 
of vulnerable developing countries in Africa. 
 
Oliver Meth is a social advocacy journalist based in South Africa Follow 
him on twitter - @oliver_meth 
 
iAfrika ibhekene nengqinamba yokushintsha kwesimo sezulu:Ukuguquka 
kwezimo zezulu ikhona okunobungozi kakhulu ukuthi kungasweleki 
ukudla eAfrika  
NguOliver Meth  
Umhumushi nguFaith ka-Manzi 
 
Ukunyuka kwamazinga okushisa kanye nesimo sezulu esinokuguquka noma 
inini akulethi-nje inking ekukhiqizeni ezolimo kodwa kuba nomthelela 
kwizindlela ekulinywa ngazo eAfrika. Abalimi abaningi babhekene ngqo 
nalengqinamba futhi bayaphoqeleka ukuthi bashintshe ukwenza ukuze 
babhekane nesimo sokuguquguquka kwesimo sezulu. 
 
Ucwaningo olwenziwe yizizwe ezingaphansi kweInternational Food Policy 
Research Institute (IFPRI)luthi isifundazwe esiseningizimu neAfrika kungaba 
yiso esihlaseleka kakkhulu ngukunyuka kwamzinga okushisa. Lokhu 
kunobungozi obukhulu ekubeni khona kukudla, ikakhulukazi eNingizimu 
Afrika. 
 
Vele seyikhona imiphumela enomthelela omkhulu kumaplazi aseNingizimu 
Afrika. Futhi ngokujika-nje kwendlela yokuna kwemvula, abalimi kufanele 
batshale ngesikhathi esincanyana. Izimvula zokuqala zazihlale zifika 
ngenyanga kaMandulo, kodwa kuleminyaka sesibone izimvula zokuqala 
sezifika ngesigaba sesibili enyangeni kaMfumfu futhi nangendlela enetha 
ngayo inkulu kakhulu, iza ngamandla bese ingasabalali ngokwanele. 
 
Ukuba sengcupheni kwethu ngokuguquka kwesimo sezulu mayelana 
nezolimo kufanele kubonwe njengokuletha ingozi okubhekene 
nokungabikhona kokudla ngokwanele, izimo zezomnotho kanye 
nezombusazwe, kanye nokunyuka kwesibalo sabantu, ngesikhathi 
amathuba ambandakanya labo okuhweba esifundazweni eningizimu 
neAfrika kanye nezobuchwepheshe. 
 
Isifundo esenziwe yiIFPRI sichaza ukuthi izimvula, empeleni, yinto 
ebalulekile kakhulu nefanelekile kwezolimo. Ukungabikhona kwemvula 
ngendlela eleindeleke ngayo kuletha ubungozi ngokuguqugukq kwesimo 
sezulu ngezikhathi eziningi. 
 
Ukuphelela kwezisisi emoyeni, eNingizimu Afrika, kuhlangene nemvula 
kujwayele ukuba nomphumela ongemuhle kwizimo eziomhlabathu owomile 
noma ngabe kunemvula ekhona ngokwanele. 
 
EMelika, ucwaniingo olwenziwe ochwepheshe bezesayensi luthi abalimi 
kungenzeka bashintshe izindlela abalima ngazo ukuze babhekane nesimo 
esisha sokuguquguquka kwesimo sezulu. ’’Abalimi kungafanele bakhethe 
ukutshala izitshalo ezahlukene ezikwazi ukumila ezimweni ezomile kakhulu 
futhi ezidinga amanzi angamaningi,” kuchaza uRob McDonald, usosayensi 
osenolwazi olunzulu mayelana nokusetshenziswa komhlaba ngendlela 
ezosimama. Kunesidingo esiphuthumayo ukuthi kushintshwe ume ukuze 



kubhekwane nokushintsh kwesimo sezulu kwizwekazi laseAfrika. Umbiko 
obizwa phecelezi iAfrica Adaptation Gap Report (yangonyaka ka2013) 
iqagelisa ukuthi iAfrika ingahle ibhekane inani elikhulu lokubhekana 
kabusha nalesisimo. Lombiko uthi kungachithwa imali esuka kwizigidigidi 
eziyisikhombisa zamadola kuya kweziyishumi nesihlanu njalo ngonyaka 
kuze kube unyaka ka2020. 
 
Ngokuthola kocwaningo lweIFPRI luthi okuzobe kuvunwe ngombila kanye 
nokugaya utshwala, ngokungekukhulu, kuzokwehla, kodwa ezinye izindawo 
zigqamile zona ziyobona ukunyuka, njengaseningizimu yaseMozambique. 
Lolucwaningo luthi ‘’ukushintsha ngendlela enempumelelo kwezolimo 
mayelana neokuguquka kwesimo sezulu akukho-nje mayelana nembewu 
engcono kanye neaindlela, kodwa ukwakha imigwaqo engcono kanye 
nezindlela ezingcono zezemfundo, okunganika abalimi indlela 
yokufinyelela ezimaketheni kanye nolwazi oludingekayo olubalulekile 
ukuthi benze izinqumo ezinokuqonda ngezindlela ezintsha zokulima.” 
 
Ummbila ikona kudla okukade kuyikhona okudliwa kakhulu eningizimu 
neAfrika. Manje ukuzwela kakhulu kommbila kwingindezi efika nesomiso 
kwenza abalimi abancane bangabi nawo umdlandla wokumilisa ummbila 
ngaphansi kwezimo ezinemvula engenele. 
 
Eningizimu neAfrika, cishe amathani ayizigidi ezingamashumi amabili 
okufanele ukuthi ngabe akhiqiziwe alahlekayo njalo ngonyaka ngenxa 
yesomiso. Ngenxa yokuthi umhlaba wokutshalo ongaphezulu 
kwamaphesenti angu90 eningizimu neAfrika wondliwe yimvula futhi 
kungenzeka kuhlale kunjalo. 
 
Ukubona izindlela ezingenza ubungozi besomiso singabhebhetheki, 
ukusimamisa imikhiqizo yezitshalo kanye nokugqugquzela ukutshalwa 
kwezimali kwizindlela ezihamba phambili zokuphatha, ezibalulekile 
ekutheni kube khona ukudla ngokwanele kanye nokuthi izimpilo zibe 
ngcono kwizwekazi lonke. Lesisimo sokushintsha kwesimo sezulu sisabalele 
kakhulu ngale kwezidingo zezeznhlakahle kanye nezemvelo zomhlaba 
wonke futhi okungaba nomthelela omkhulu ekusimamemi kwezomnotho 
wamazwe antekenteke asathuthuka aseAfrika. 
 
UOliver Meth isishoshovu sentatheli saseNingizimu Afrika. 

 
 
The inability of NATO to prop up global stability  

 
 Ben Gliniecki 9 September 2014 
 
The main outcome of the NATO summit that took place in Newport, Wales 
on 4th-5th September appears to have been the decision to launch a new 
‘spearhead’ rapid response task force. This ‘achievement’ is something 
that NATO’s political and military leaders seem to be very proud about. In 
reality this new project is yet another landmark in the weakening of US 
imperialism, the crisis in world relations and the decline of the global 
capitalist system as a whole. 
 
The weakness of the West 
In the run up to this summit it has been clear that NATO is out of its 
depth. It is fighting battles on multiple fronts, from Ukraine to Iraq and 
Syria, and it is not up to the task. This impotence is thanks in part to 
NATO’s own internal weaknesses, both economic and political. The ruling 
classes in all 28 of NATO’s member states are wrestling with decline, 
stagnation or anaemic recovery in their own economies as a result of the 
global crisis of capitalism. None are particularly keen to deal with 
instability abroad which could further escalate the developing class 
struggle at home. 
 
Furthermore, relations between member states are increasingly strained, 
as each national ruling class seeks to defend its interests in the midst of 
economic crisis. For example, it is no secret that the USA and Germany 
have been somewhat at odds over how to deal with the crisis in Ukraine. 
Germany is heavily dependent on Russian gas for its fuel and so has been 



more hesitant than the USA, with its plentiful supply of home-grown shale 
gas, to pursue a path of harsh sanctions and belligerent rhetoric towards 
Russia. Divisions like this serve to paralyse NATO and compound its 
inaction. 
 
This chaotic state of affairs is one that the rest of the world watches with 
interest. The relative stability given to world relations since the end of the 
Cold War by the collapse of the Soviet Union and the creation of US 
hegemony is clearly being undermined. NATO’s apparent incompetence is 
a large advertisement for that fact. As Russia and China begin to assert 
themselves on the world stage, small nations traditionally allied to the 
West and searching for security will begin to question the ability of the 
USA, the EU and NATO to stand up for them when push comes to shove. 
This questioning attitude among the rest of the world threatens to break 
up alliances and destabilise world relations even further – a scenario NATO 
can ill afford to deal with. 
 
NATO’s answer to this situation has been the announcement of a rapid 
response unit of 4,000 troops than can be deployed into Poland or the 
Baltic republics within 48 hours. The aim is to allow more flexibility to 
deal with fast moving situations such as those in Ukraine and the Middle 
East. In essence, this is supposed to be a muscle-flexing exercise by NATO, 
on behalf of the USA, to demonstrate to its smaller allies that it is still 
strong enough to defend them and that it is still worthwhile to stick with 
the West rather than turning towards China or Russia. It is an attempt to 
shore up the relative stability which characterised world relations from 
the collapse of the USSR until 2008. 
 
US manoeuvring 
Barack Obama and Anders Fogh RasmussenIt does not take much to see 
that this latest announcement is a fig leaf hiding serious problems for the 
West in terms of military might and diplomatic influence. Following the 
Arab revolutions in 2011 the USA was severely weakened in the Middle 
East. Its close Egyptian ally, Mubarak, was toppled while the US could only 
look on helplessly from the sidelines. The inaction of the USA during those 
events angered Saudi Arabia which has taken a more independent position 
and is increasingly pursuing its own interests in the region. In Syria and 
Egypt, for instance, the Kingdom has supported groups which were fighting 
against the forces that were supported by the Obama administration. 
 
The shambolic intervention in Libya that has shattered the country into 
various warring territories also signifies the West’s sliding grip on its ability 
to influence world events. And the humiliation of Obama and Cameron, 
who were forced to back down in the face of enormous public opposition 
to intervention in Syria, drives yet another nail into the coffin of Western 
supremacy in world relations. 
 
These events have proved to the US ruling class that it is no longer capable 
of playing the role of world policeman quite so brazenly, not least because 
ordinary people in the USA are sick and tired of foreign intervention that 
carries an unbearable cost in terms of lives and money. Not only this, but 
the $18 trillion US budget deficit does not leave room for another military 
adventure. That is the meaning of this new NATO force, which has been 
announced with such fanfare and bluster. It is an admission by the US 
ruling class that it needs NATO to be the standard bearer for Western 
military action from now on because its own brand of intervention is so 
toxic both at home and abroad. 
 
This is a shift that has been taking place for some time. In 2003 the USA 
secured NATO approval for its invasion of Iraq but decided not to involve 
NATO with the invasion itself, preferring to build its own alliance and go it 
alone. But when imposing the no-fly zone over Libya in 2011 this was 
enforced by NATO, not the USA. And now when dealing with the Islamic 
State threat in Iraq Obama has been bending over backwards to assure 
everyone that there will be no ground invasion by US troops and putting 
emphasis on the need for organisations such as NATO to take the lead in 
dealing with the conflict. 
 
There is no doubt that the USA is still by far the most powerful imperialist 
nation on the planet, spending as it does more on armaments than the 



next several highest spending states combined. But there can be no doubt 
that the decline of the power of the US ruling class on the world stage is 
having a serious impact on the stability of world relations – a process that 
is only going to become accentuated in the future. 
 
Where will the money come from? 
The manoeuvrings of the US ruling class are not the only signs of weakness 
discernible following this NATO summit. The glaringly obvious problem is 
how this new rapid response task will be funded. NATO’s own guidelines 
suggest that member states should spend 2% of GDP on defence. At 
present, just 4 of the 28 member states do so. Last week’s summit 
decided that the other 24 states should meet this target within a decade. 
 
Making the decision is one thing, but actually increasing military spending 
is quite another. Every member state is grappling with the fallout of the 
crash of 2008 which economists say will last decades. Arguing for greater 
expenditure on weapons that can be used for more foreign wars while at 
the same time cutting health, education and other public services is a 
recipe for enraging ordinary people even further and this is not a situation 
the ruling class wants to provoke. 
 
In any case, following the bailout of the banks in 2008 governments have 
no money to spend on weapons anyway. An increase in arms expenditure 
would mean a further increase in public debt (to the advantage of private 
firms that take the lucrative contracts for the production of weapons) at a 
time when few creditors are jumping at the chance to lend to the crisis-
stricken European states currently mired in stagnation. This is why 
governments are so fanatically engaged in austerity programmes to cut 
state spending, not increase it. 
 
Increasing taxes to pay for weapons is hardly a viable economic, let alone 
political, option either. Increasing taxes on the working class will cut into 
demand and push fragile economies even further into decline. Increasing 
taxes on the rich will be met with the usual chorus of ‘anti-business’ 
accusations and threats of a strike of capital which are levelled at any 
government that tries to close tax loopholes or tax the rich. So where does 
NATO expect the money to come from for this new task force? 
 
The Economist magazine, as part of its hysterical campaign in defence of 
“poor Ukraine” and its fascist-supported government argues that “what 
NATO needs above all is more deployable and better-equipped forces—and 
European leaders prepared to tell their voters why they should pay for 
them.” Such a ridiculous statement betrays just how far certain 
spokespeople for the ruling class have divorced themselves from the 
reality of the developing class struggle and the precarious position in 
which the bourgeoisie currently finds itself. 
 
Sure enough, just a few days after the summit where this was agreed, the 
German defence minister has announced that Germany, which spends 1.3% 
of its GDP on defence, will not be increasing its spending to 2%. The 
reasons for this are firstly that the German economy contracted 0.2% in 
the second quarter of 2014 and so it is not in a position to make 
extravagant spending increases. But on top of that, Merkel is concerned 
that NATO’s actions will anger Putin even further, and working relations 
with Russia are vital to German energy supplies. Once again the opposing 
interests of the German and US bourgeois cliques are showing up NATO’s 
financial and political impotence. 
 
In the past the USA has always been capable of filling the gap left by 
inadequate defence spending by other NATO members but now that 
everyone’s back is against the wall economically speaking, the budgets are 
being tightened as well. This doomed effort to get member states to 
increase defence spending means that this rapid response force will 
struggle to even get off the ground, which will amount to yet another blow 
to the position of NATO and the USA on the international stage. 
 
A futile project? 
The purpose of this new ‘spearhead’ force is for it to be deployable as far 
afield as Poland within a matter of hours, with heavy equipment already in 
place in Poland for it to pick up when it arrives there. 



 
Interestingly, this is not the first time a scheme like this has been 
announced by NATO. In 2003 a similar rapid response unit was unveiled 
which at that time consisted of 9,000 troops (the present one consists only 
of 4,000). This smacks of NATO running out of ideas and so recycling one 
they had over a decade ago, albeit in a smaller form. 
 
The purpose of the unit, according to General Bradshaw, NATO’s chief in 
Europe, is to “demonstrate capability so that you don’t have to get 
involved in a conflict”. In other words much of the work of this new force 
will be manoeuvre and exercises to show off its capabilities – the aim 
being deterrence rather than actual fighting. 
 
Faced with ongoing fighting in the Middle East and an uneasy ceasefire 
following the bloody conflict in Ukraine, it seems faintly ridiculous for 
NATO to be talking about how impressive its ability to deter future 
conflicts will be while its allies like Poroshenko in Ukraine have been 
desperately calling on it to intervene and protect its own interests for 
several months. 
 
NATO has claimed that the creation of this new force will allow it to 
better deal with rapidly developing situations, like those in Ukraine and 
the Middle East. But the situation in Ukraine has been going on for several 
months, in which time NATO could have mobilised some or all of its 13,000 
troops to intervene in the conflict. The reason it has not done so is not 
because it lacks the logistical capability, but the political will. NATO does 
not want to enter into a war against Russia (which is what sending troops 
into eastern Ukraine would eventually amount to) and so it has not 
mobilised its troops. How would anything be different if it had a rapid 
reaction ‘spearhead’ force? 
 
The changing world situation 
The reality is that NATO and its 4,000 new troops are no match for the 
power of historical forces. Capitalism is in terminal decline and the crash 
of 2008 is the most violent death pang it has yet experienced. This decline 
is causing the disintegration of stability in the economic, political and 
social spheres all across the world. 
 
War, although an extremely complex phenomenon, is fundamentally 
politics by other means; and the political agenda of every country in the 
world today, particularly those 28 states that make up the NATO 
membership, is dominated by how to deal with the prospect of decades of 
economic stagnation. There is no solution to this crisis on the basis of 
capitalism, thus the military schemes of the NATO leaders who are clinging 
to capitalism can only be as incoherent and ineffective as their economic 
policies. 
 
The catalogue of NATO’s recent difficulties serves as a series of signposts 
pointing to increasingly turbulent times ahead. The sharp turns and sudden 
changes that are being experienced in countries across the world are 
causing more people to think about and engage with politics, not as 
careerists or petty reformists, but as revolutionaries who reject this 
system in decline and are ready to fight for a fundamental transformation 
of society. 
www.marxist.com 

 
 
An Idée Fixe and a Vicious Circle 

 
 Paul Street 9 September 2014  
 
History has a nasty way of repeating itself when its lessons go 
unprocessed. Take the US Global War on Terror, formally sparked by the al 
Qaeda jetliner attacks of September 11, 2001. By early 1998, seven years 
after Washington inflicted a one-sided imperial slaughter of Iraqis known 
in US History texts as “The First Persian Gulf War” and seven years into a 
US-led campaign of “economic sanctions” that killed at least half a million 
Iraqi children, the Pentagon had installed 35,000 military personnel in the 



Persian Gulf region. US soldiers, Marines, and airmen stood ready for 
action in Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Bahrain, Diego Garcia, and Turkey. The 
deployment included more than 300 combat aircraft and 30 ships. The US 
Fifth Fleet patrolled the Persian Gulf and the US naval presence included 
two giant aircraft carriers – the USS George Washington (with a crew of 
5,500) and USS Independence (5,000), each loaded with more than 4.6 
million pounds of “air launched missiles, laser-guided bombs, general 
purpose bombs and ammunition.” According to the Washington Post in 
February of 1998. “the 100 [US] aircraft based in Saudi Arabia for patrols 
over southern Iraq” included “two dozen F-15 and F-16 fighter jets [in] 
Bahrain…12 F-117 stealth fighter jets [in] Kuwait, three B-1 bombers [in] 
Bahrain and 14 B-52 bombers [on] the island of Diego Garcia.” 
 
Along with Washington’s massacre and murder of Iraqis and the United 
States’ long and transparently petro-imperial history of arming, funding, 
and otherwise supporting brutal and absolutist Middle East regimes (the 
Saudi despotism above all) and the racist anti-Arab/anti-Muslim occupation 
and apartheid state of Israel, this US military deployment in close 
proximity to Muslim holy sites helped explain the al Qaeda jetliner attacks 
of September 2001. Like earlier al-Qaeda actions, 9/11 was clearly and 
explicitly directed at Washington’s provocative and openly imperial 
presence in the region. It was a predictable and to some degree predicted 
form of imperial “blowback.” 
 
None of this could be remotely acknowledged in reigning “mainstream” US 
political and media culture, which portrayed the 9/11 attacks as being all 
about Muslim terrorists’ alleged hatred and envy of US “freedom.” A 
reigning “orientalist” Islamophobia purported to explain the attacks in 
terms of supposed ingrained “anti-modern” characteristics of Islamic 
culture and religion. This racist “understanding” was encouraged by a US 
government that, as the brilliant Lebanese scholar Gilbert Achcar noted, 
was “unwilling to give the true answer to the much-asked question: Why 
do ‘they’ hate us?” As the venerable US foreign policy dissident William 
Blum noted in 2005: 
 
“The fires were still burning at Ground Zero in New York when Secretary of 
State Colin Powell declared: ‘Once again…we see terrorists, people who 
don’t believe in democracy’….Here is the president more than a year after 
September 11: ‘The threats we face are global terror attacks…And the 
more you love freedom, the more likely it is you’ll be attacked.’….This 
idée fixe – that the rise of anti-American terrorism owes nothing to 
American policies – …postulates an America that is always the aggrieved 
innocent in a treacherous world, a benign United States government 
peacefully going about its business but being ‘provoked’ into taking 
extreme measures to defend its people, its freedom, and its democracy. It 
follows …that there’s no good reason to modify US foreign policy, no 
choice but to battle to the death this irrational international force that 
hates the United States…(emphasis added). 
 
The Vicious Cycle Recurs 
Filtered through this Empire-denying mindset, 9/11 provided – as Osama 
bin-Laden hoped it would – Washington with a great pretext (the “new 
Pearl Harbor” that neoconservatives like Dick Cheney and Donald Rumsfeld 
had dreamed of) to dramatically expand and intensify its military presence 
in the Middle East and the Muslim world. The escalation included the arch-
criminal US invasion and occupation of Iraq, an attempt to extend US 
global hegemony by deepening Washington’s grip on the global oil spigot. 
Bearing the all-too appropriate acronym “OIL,” “Operation Iraqi 
Liberation” (quickly changed to “Operation Iraqi Freedom”) was only the 
most spectacular chapter in what the perceptive US empire critic Tom 
Engelhardt calls “a kind of American jihadism, …an attempt to establish 
what might have been considered an American caliphate in the region…In 
the process,” Engelhardt notes, “the U.S. effectively dismantled and 
destroyed state power in each of the three main countries [Afghanistan, 
Iraq, and Libya – P.S.] in which it intervened, while ensuring the 
destabilization of neighboring countries and finally the region itself.” 
 
And so here we are again. By early this August, the US had assembled a 
massive force of eight ships and more than 100 aircraft in the Persian Gulf 
for the launching of an air campaign against the Islamic State of Iraq and 



Syria (ISIS), whose beheading of a US journalist in the region was 
provocatively described by the White House as “a terrorist attack on the 
United States.” The US re-escalation is underway and likely to expand. At 
one level, this might seem ironic. ISIS poses a grave threat not just to the 
US-sponsored regime in Baghdad (a government that opens Iraq’s abundant 
oil resources to US petroleum corporations) but also to the Syrian Assad 
regime, to which Washington is fiercely opposed. ISIS battles and 
terrorizes Shia Muslims throughout the region, identified with Iran, the 
leading US regional enemy state and an ally of Assad. 
 
But the menace posed by ISIS and the resurgence of jihadism across the 
region is not limited to Syria and Iraq. It also threatens, in the words of 
the incisive US Left commentator Glen Ford, to “consume the kings, Emirs 
and Sultans the US depends on to keep the Empire’s oil safe.” With the 
rise of the new Caliphate, Ford notes, “The pace of (US) imperial decline 
just got quicker.” The peril ISIS presents to what has always been 
Washington’s primary concern in the region – the great “strategic prize” of 
Middle Eastern oil – raises the specter of the US having to re-send large 
military deployments. 
 
That is something US policymakers do not relish. Smart US planners have 
learned that direct US military intervention fuels “anti-Americanism” and 
strengthens the jihadist movement in the long run. The US prefers to 
dominate the region through proxies (including Saudi Arabia, the Arab 
Emirates, and Israel) and divide-and-rule. “The problem is,” Ford notes, 
“the Pentagon’s proxies are evaporating, in flight, or – in the case of Arab 
Iraq – growing ever more dependent on Iran and (who would have 
predicted it?) Russia, which is assisting in reconstituting the Iraqi air 
force.” 
 
A US Frankenstein 
The deeper irony is that ISIS, like al Qaeda before it, is largely a US-
generated Frankenstein. It would not have emerged to threaten US power 
and that of the United States’ proxies in the region had the US not: 
 
•Invaded Iraq and broken state power there while directly and indirectly 
killing more than a million Iraqis and displacing millions more. 
•Disbanded the Iraqi army. 
•Stood by while Baghdad was looted. 
•Built military bases all over Iraq. 
•Fueled and exploited sectarian and related ethno-religious divisions in 
Iraq. 
•Created and left behind in Baghdad the world’s largest embassy, which 
harbors an army of US military contractors and CIA and other 
“intelligence” agents. 
•Continued to function as the dominant military power in Iraq through the 
provision of arms, training, and other “support” to Iraq’s forces. 
•Insisted on US troops’ immunity from Iraqi prosecution for criminal acts. 
•Sponsored an Iraqi regime (Maliki’s) that shut Sunnis out of jobs and 
political power and shot Sunnis down when they protested. 
•Tortured untold thousands of Iraqis, including current ISIS chief Abu Bakr 
al-Baghdadi, who was captured by the US military in 2005 and “held in a 
US-run detention camp in southern Iraq called Camp Bucca, where he 
remained for several years.” 
 
At the same time, the US has given significant high-tech weapons and 
training to ISIS and allied groups fighting the Assad regime in Syria – 
weapons and training that have backfired on the US-sponsored regime in 
Iraq. 
 
“Noble Intentions” 
None of this can be seriously acknowledged in the dominant US political 
and media discourse. Blum’s “idée fixe”still holds, even if many planners 
know that military escalation only breeds more jihadis. In the official and 
public statements and loyal US media reporting and commentary, the rise 
of ISIS is just all about “thuggish” Islamists’ “irrational” and pre-modern 
hatred of freedom, decency, and “civilization.” It’s got nothing to do with 
US policy – nothing to do with such great examples of US-led “western 
civilization” as Abu Ghraib, the US Marines’ radioactive near-levelling of 
Fallujah, and Washington’s barbaric decimation of Iraq, worse than the 



horrors the Mongols inflicted on Mesopotamia. 
 
US “mainstream” (corporate) media blames “sectarianism” for the rise of 
ISIS and the broader spread of jihadism, refusing to pay serious attention 
to the central US-imperial role in the creation of the monster. The US is 
portrayed (consistent with the doctrinal norm) as a well-intentioned but 
innocent bystander, a frustrated umpire who is at worst bumbling and 
befuddled – never criminal, barbaric, or imperial. As Michael Parenti noted 
seven years ago: “Be it the Vietnam War, the invasions of Grenada and 
Panama, the intervention against Nicaragua, the Gulf War massacre, and 
subsequent invasions of Afghanistan, US military undertakings are 
portrayed as arising from noble if sometimes misplaced intentions. The 
media’s view is much the same as the view from the State Department and 
the Pentagon.” 
 
“And ISIS Knows It” 
This persistent doctrinal denial of US imperial arrogance and criminality in 
the Middle East does not bode well. It betokens another chapter in the 
mutually reinforcing cycle of US escalation feeding Middle Eastern Islamist 
extremism feeding US escalation. ISIS is aware of the vicious circle. As 
Engelhardt notes: ISIS militants share Osama bin-Laden’s sophisticated 
understanding of how US escalation fuels jihadism: 
 
“Don’t consider [ISIS’] taunting video of James Foley’s execution the 
irrational act of madmen blindly calling down the destructive force of the 
planet’s last superpower on themselves. Quite the opposite. Behind it lay 
rational calculation. ISIS’s leaders surely understood that American air 
power would hurt them, but they knew as well that, as in an Asian martial 
art in which the force of an assailant is used against him, Washington’s 
full-scale involvement would also infuse their movement with greater 
power. (This was Osama bin Laden’s most original insight.)” 
 
“It would give ISIS the ultimate enemy, which means the ultimate street 
cred in its world. It would bring with it the memories of all those past 
interventions, all those snuff videos and horrifying images. It would help 
inflame and so attract more members and fighters. It would give the 
ultimate raison d’être to a minority religious movement that might 
otherwise prove less than cohesive and, in the long run, quite vulnerable. 
It would give that movement global bragging rights into the distant 
future.” 
 
“ISIS’s urge was undoubtedly to bait the Obama administration into a 
significant intervention. And in that, it may prove successful. We are now, 
after all, watching a familiar version of the escalation follies at work in 
Washington.” 
 
Imperial Insanity’s Caveat 
Albert Einstein once defined insanity as “doing the same thing over and 
over again and expecting different results.” The definition applies well to 
US imperial policy in the Middle East. This observation comes with a 
critical caveat, however. Numerous powerful corporate and military 
interests have strong selfish reasons to not really want different results in 
the Middle East. It’s not polite to say, but permanent war is profitable to 
the US Deep State military-industrial-complex, including such giant and 
powerful Pentagon-subsidized entities as Boeing, Raytheon, and Lockheed 
Martin. Today, as always, the costs of empire are spread across society as 
a whole while the benefits accrue to the wealthy corporate and financial 
few. 
zcomm.org 
 
Paul Street’s latest book is They Rule: The 1% v. Democracy 

 
 
Karnataka Injustice, 100% reserved for Daliths 

 
 Kambalapalli Dalith Carnage Victims & Survivors, 14 years wait for 
Justice goes in Vain 
New Socialist Alternative (CWI-India) 6 September 2014  



 
After 14 years long wait, the denial of justice to Kambalapalli Dalith 
Carnage Victims & Survivors, is not only highly condemnable as a blatant 
Casteist verdict, but should be seen as an attack on the Human Rights 
discourse in this country. 
 
The infamous adage which declares that In India ‘The Goddess of Justice is 
Born Blind’ is proved beyond any doubt by the way the Savarna courts have 
responded to the Kambalapalli Killings in March 2000, when 7 Daliths were 
burnt alive by the upper caste landlords to avenge the “crime” of Daliths 
who had lodged complaints with the State Police against perennial 
harassment they were facing. The insidious acquittal of all the “accused” 
32 mass murderers, holds a mirror to the functioning of this country’s 
Establishment, the Executive and the so-called “Judiciary”. 
 
Consecutively, all the three “honourable” courts that went “deep” into 
the case for so long, the Sessions Court, the Additional Court and recently 
the High Court of Karnataka gave blatantly unjust Verdicts for a case that 
had shaken the conscience of the entire country at the beginning of this 
millennium. The very mundane reason of Eyewitnesses turning hostile, and 
hence the exoneration is something that speaks volumes about the state of 
affairs in this so called largest democracy of the world. 
 
Should we understand, that the ghastly, demonic act of mass murder did 
not happen at all 14 years ago at Kambalapalli? That 7 Human beings; 
Daliths were not burnt alive? Should we understand that just because the 
eyewitnesses changed their witness statements, the justice has been 
served to the Victims? Should the Daliths, come to the conclusion that this 
is the kind and quality of Justice that they can get in this country? Is 
Injustice 100% reserved for Daliths? 
 
In the year 2000, presently the MP, Mallikarjuna Kharge, a Dalith himself 
was the then Home Minister of Karnataka, and the then leader of the 
Opposition in Lok Sabha, Sonia Gandhi, visited the spot and assured the 
family of the victims that justice will be done. What is the response of the 
present Govt. of Karnataka led by their own Congress Party, what value 
would they accord to those assurances promised by their leadership? 
 
Justice – A Misnomer 
The NDA’s constituent, Bharatiya Janatha Party (BJP) which is holding 
power at the centre, which parades Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar’s photo for 
narrow political gains, but is insidious in its attitudes towards the Dalith 
and the downtrodden, is behaving as if the the unjust court verdict on 
Kambalapalli Massacres is of no consequence, this demonstrates the deep-
rooted racist-Savarna cruelty within the hearts and minds of the BJP. 
 
Neither BJP, Congress nor the Janatha Dal or any other party of the 
establishment, however much they shed their crocodile tears and herald 
their time serving “concerns” for Daliths, the Kambalapalli Carnage and 
the “Justice” dispensation that has come from the State’s High Court, 
emphatically speaks about the vested interests of Upper Castes and Rich 
classes nexus that rules these parties. 
 
‘Social Justice’ in this country is a misnomer when the State is in hand-in-
glove with the ‘Hindu Cleric-hood’. All the pillars of Bourgeois 
Superstructure; Legislature, Executive and the Judiciary are brazenly 
working for the perpetuation of the system of Landlords and Capitalism. 
When courts unabashedly serve the Upper Castes and Upper Classes and 
their vested interests, expecting “justice” for Daliths and Downtrodden is 
foolhardiness. 
 
It is high-time that the Dalith – Oppressed – Minorities & the Marginalised 
castes, classes and communities get organised under a wide democratic 
Struggle front to demand & get real time justice, and seek political power 
to chart our future. 
www.socialism.in 

 
 



Merkel and Putin: Ukrainian Diplomacy 

 
 Immanuel Wallerstein 4 September 2014 
 
There is an immense amount of diplomacy going on these days concerning 
the quasi-civil war in Ukraine. But the only actors who really matter are 
Germany’s Chancellor Angela Merkel and Russia’s President Vladimir Putin. 
They are also the only two actors who are really trying to tamp down the 
conflict and come to some political settlement. 
 
They are both very powerful, both very clearly focused on the real issues, 
and both working very hard at this difficult task. They are powerful, but 
not all-powerful. Each has to deal with other actors in Germany, Russia, 
Ukraine, and elsewhere who do not want a political settlement but rather 
are seeking to intensify and expand the conflict, and are therefore trying 
to sabotage any negotiations between Merkel and Putin. 
 
The first thing to note is that each of them has a bottom line. Chancellor 
Merkel wants guarantees that the territorial integrity of Ukraine will be 
fully and permanently honored (with the exception of Crimea). President 
Putin wants guarantees that Ukraine will never become a member of 
NATO. 
 
When one analyzes the rhetoric of a public dispute, it is important to 
notice not only what is said but what is not said. Let us review the public 
statements of Merkel, Putin, and others in the last ten days of August 
2014. On August 23, Chancellor Merkel made her first trip to Kiev to meet 
with Ukraine’s President Petro Poroshenko and others. She noted that 
there were to be peace talks in Minsk between Poroshenko and Putin on 
August 26. This was positive, she said, but she reminded Poroshenko and 
the world that talks won’t produce “one big breakthrough.” In an 
interview with German television’s ARD, she observed: “But you have to 
talk with each other if you want to find solutions.” Then she added: “I’m 
firmly convinced there’s only a political conclusion, in which the European 
Union and Germany want to and should help.” Note the “only a political 
solution” phrase. 
 
She gave a news conference with Poroshenko in which she underlined this 
further: “Our focus cannot lie with military conflict.” Then she added 
these words that Poroshenko hoped not to hear: “There has to be a 
bilateral cease-fire.” Poroshenko had been calling for a unilateral cease-
fire, one solely by the breakaway forces in Donetsk and Luhansk. 
Poroshenko replied: “Unfortunately, there will always be a military threat 
to Ukraine.” 
 
There were further word games. When, after considerable delay, Russian 
trucks successfully delivered its humanitarian aid package to Luhansk and 
then left, Poroshenko called it an “invasion.” Merkel joined U.S. President 
Obama in asserting that the Russian aid delivery was a violation of 
Ukraine’s sovereignty, carefully avoiding the term “invasion.” 
 
When Andriy Lysenko, a hawkish spokesperson for Ukraine’s National 
Security and Defence Council accused the Russians of taking out military 
equipment to avoid exposure, Oleg Tsarev, speaker of the parliament of 
New Russia that unites the Donetsk and Luhansk republics, called 
Lysenko’s charges “stupid” since, he argued, had we wanted to do that, 
we control less visible sections of the border and wouldn’t do it in a 
“humanitarian aid convoy under the eyes of the world.” 
 
Finally note this: When Putin replied to charges by Obama that Russia has 
sent troops into Ukraine and was fueling an escalation in the conflict, he 
replied by saying that Russians and Ukrainians “are practically one 
people.” The giveaway is the adverb “practically.” It allows Putin to come 
to a negotiated settlement, which its absence would have barred. 
 
At this point, other voices began to be heard. Anders Fogh Rasmussen, the 
Danish outgoing Secretary-General of NATO, and a known hawk, said NATO 
would decide to deploy its forces in eastern Europe for the first time. Is it 
so sure that NATO will decide this? The western European members have 
been strongly opposed to this idea up to now, regarding it as a direct 



provocation of Russia. This reluctance particularly upsets the Baltic states 
and Poland. In an op-ed in the New York Times, Slawomir Sierakowski, a 
well-known Polish analyst, charged this policy with making eastern 
European states in NATO “second-class members” and is a “weak-kneed 
stance of older NATO members, in particular Germany.” 
 
The military thrust of Ukraine’s government into the rebellious regions has 
faltered badly, exposing its weak military competence. While the further 
Russian moves in the area have been termed a major new offensive, it is 
likely that they will incur only some further sanctions. Not only the United 
States but Great Britain, France, and Germany have made it clear they are 
not contemplating sending troops to Ukraine for any foreseeable reason. 
Sanctions, yes, up to a point; troops, no. But it is troops that the Ukrainian 
government is requesting, as well as an urgent entry into NATO. 
 
The big question today is which side is being more hurt by the sanctions 
and counter-sanctions. The United States and western Europe hope that 
they can reduce significantly Russia’s real income by curtailing radically its 
ability to export oil and gas. Russia has in response cut off the sale of 
agricultural and other products from western Europe to Russia. This not 
only affects negatively European farmers but risks depriving western 
European countries, in the longer run, of their investment projects in 
Russia. Russia has also alluded to a withdrawal of its cooperation in the 
struggle for oil claims in the Arctic. 
 
Probably, both sides will be increasingly hurt economically by these 
sanctions and counter-sanctions. In the meantime, Obama will have to 
decide how badly he needs Russia’s cooperation in his newest priority of 
creating a grand coalition to destroy the forces of the caliphate in Iraq and 
Syria. 
 
Will the Ukraine conflict escalate into an actual military conflict based on 
old Cold War themes? There are predictions that this will happen coming 
from the left, the right, and the center of the world political spectrum. I 
do not believe it – precisely because of the efforts of Merkel and Putin, 
which will persist, even as the rhetoric grows more strident. 
 
Can Merkel and Putin make a deal? In theory this is quite possible. As 
Henry Kissinger has loudly pointed out in his op-ed in the Washington Post, 
the key element is Finlandization. “[Finland] leaves no doubt about its 
fierce independence and cooperates with the West in most fields, but 
carefully avoids institutional hostility toward Russia.” Finland is a member 
of the European Union and the Eurozone, but has never asked to join 
NATO. 

 
 
Water award mocks our suffering 

 
 Gcina Makoba (The Mercury) 2 September 2014  
 
Basic services have got worse in Inanda since 1994, says Gcina Makoba. She 
argues that the poor have been left to face new miseries.  
 
Does the eThekwini Municipality deserve to win the Stockholm Water 
Industry Award, which will be granted to its water and sanitation 
department this week?  
 
In Inanda, we residents expect “development” to at least include 
adequate access to water; flush sanitation; a well-built, decent-sized 
house; affordable electricity; waste removal and air clean enough to 
breathe. But, especially in wards 44, 55 and 56, we are going backwards. 
At the end of apartheid, even these basic services were better supplied 
and cheaper in Inanda.  
 
Something changed in 1994 – and it was not just our liberation from 
racism. There was a trade-off, it now appears, leaving poor people facing 
new miseries.  
 



Our communities are now very concerned with the polluted air we 
breathe, with raw sewage flowing into our streams and with the small size 
and fragility of the RDP houses built here in 2011. The stream running 
through our wards was once clean and clear, but it is now doubtful 
whether there are any animals living there. Fish and riverine animals that 
had been common have since died.  
 
Besides our sewer crisis, the worst service might be the communal toilets 
within shipping containers that have recently been installed in Durban’s 
townships and shack settlements. In ward 56, 150 houses are sharing two 
containers with just two showers and three toilets each. About 500 houses 
in ward 44 share four communal toilets, and 320 houses in ward 55 share 
four communal toilets. There are numerous challenges that accompany 
these toilets, including cleanliness and queues, and most of us are not 
happy about them.  
 
Listen to the voices of my neighbours, such as Lindani, 39: “Using these 
toilets is an insult to us, telling us directly that we have no value. I have 
never used these toilets ever since they came because I am angry about 
them. They were imposed on us.”  
 
The container communal toilets are not accessible to the greater part of 
our community. They have restrictive opening and closing times. They are 
not secure spaces in any case and lead to increased crime, such as rape.  
 
Many containers also have broken taps which is a health hazard because it 
is impossible for us to wash our hands after use. The toilets themselves are 
often blocked. Some are closed, which leads to males and females sharing 
the same toilets.  
 
Most of us, especially those living where these container toilets are 
placed, feel that our lives are more difficult since these were introduced. 
Because they do not have sufficient drains, water is directed into the 
yards of nearby houses so we are soaked in water day and night and our 
children cannot play in the yards. In some cases, our houses are falling 
apart due to water coming from these toilets.  
 
As another Inanda resident living next to a communal container toilet, 
Bongiwe Mnqaba, 56, told me: “If we had been consulted about these 
toilets, we would have disputed this type of development. We expected 
flush toilets per household, not this. If taps are broken it can be that 
people are sending the message to the municipality that we do not want 
these toilets.”  
 
Another neighbour, Mxolisi, 18, complained: “Now that a dead body was 
found (hanging in a container toilet) early this year, everybody is scared to 
go there… I think they can now be removed because they have turned out 
to be useless. Even more, tsotsis are hiding there to mug people who are 
coming from work.”  
 
Then we have an unnecessary financial expense because we pay R2 for 25 
litres of water which we must buy, because, by the time we reach home at 
7pm the communal taps are already closed (it used to be 9pm).  
 
Most of the people who are living in Inanda’s RDP houses, which do have 
individual water taps, have a problem with the high billing costs.  
 
The new water meters being installed are not for everyone. For most of 
us, there are no standpipes nearby to provide us with water, so we end up 
diverting the pipes to our yards so that we can get access to water.  
 
The municipality must remember that we decided to connect water on our 
own because we were neglected. Water is a basic need and a human right. 
 
We are waiting for a meeting where these new meters will be discussed, 
but if they impose these the community is likely to remove them from 
each and every house, as they are tired of water and sanitation being 
imposed on them.  
 
While others in eThekwini have their flush toilets inside their houses, 80 



000 households in black communities are denied this right by the 
municipality as they were given the “urinary diversion” toilets in small 
rooms outside the house without water.  
 
These are similar to the old-style bucket system and are now recognised as 
a failed experiment.  
 
The greatest fear of this type of “development” is that it is permanent. 
The question in our Inanda wards remains: How long will our community be 
forced to live under these conditions, if a world water award makes our 
politicians smug?  
 
The eThekwini water and sanitation unit, serving the Durban metropolitan 
area, has been named the winner of the Stockholm Industry Water Award 
this year, “for its transformative and inclusive approach to providing water 
and sanitation services”.  
www.iol.co.za 
 
Gcina Makoba is a Dennis Brutus Community Scholar at the University of 
KwaZulu-Natal Centre for Civil Society and was in a panel discussion on 
Durban water and sanitation policies, projects and politics at the 
university on Monday.  
 
The views expressed here do not necessarily reflect those of Independent 
Newspapers.  

 
 
Kenya a land of forceful evictions without dignity 

 
 Julius Okoth First Published in Pambazuka 13 August 2014 
 
Forceful evictions are rampant in Kenya. The government has never 
addressed the question of landlessness. Nor has anyone been held 
accountable in cases where fake titles are issued by government officials 
 
Forceful evictions are still common in Kenya. This is a process where 
ordinary Kenyans are forcefully removed and ejected from a certain 
defined land or settlement area that they inhabit, are identified with and 
they have a sense of belonging and where their primary livelihood and 
benefits are derived from. They are strongly denied access to that 
settlement and land based resources or profit that may be derived from 
there. 
 
Majority of the victims of forced evictions in Kenya are squatters and poor 
people who settle on land that legally belongs to another person or 
institution without the owner’s consent. Affected also are low income 
people living in informal settlements in sub-standard housing without 
formal or official tenure rights. The settlements are not in compliance 
with the relevant physical or land use planning requirements, more 
especially in urban areas like Nairobi. Forceful evictions have also been 
carried out in areas gazetted as forest land and other government lands as 
dwellers of the land are said to have encroached on government land. The 
sanctity of their title is revoked and labeled as pieces of paper. 
 
These forceful evictions have been done contrary to Article 40(4) of the 
Kenyan constitution which provides for compensation to be paid to 
occupants in good faith of land acquired, even to those who may not hold 
title to the land. Kenya lacks appropriate legal guidelines on evictions and 
displacement of people from informal settlements and even formal ones, 
particularly in instances where peasants and low income earners have to 
be displaced from public or private land. 
 
Forceful evictions in Kenya have always been carried out under two 
notorious powers of the government, ‘eminent domain’ or compulsory 
acquisition and the ‘police power’ or development control. Eminent 
domain or compulsory acquisition is the power of the Kenyan state to 
acquire any title or other interests in land for a public service subject to 
prompt payment of compensation. The police power is another power of 



the Kenyan state deploys to regulate property in land and is derived from 
the state’s responsibility to ensure that the use of land is not injurious to 
the public interest. Police power seeks to limit the use of the land in order 
to protect public welfare from any danger that might arise from its 
misuse. 
 
These two state powers have raised fundamental constitutional issues 
among social justice activists. The powers have not been always exercised 
effectively or accountably. The famous Ndung’u Report on illegal land 
acquisition defines the doctrine of public interest as revolving around 
matters touching upon public safety, security, health, defense, morality, 
town and country planning, infrastructure and general development 
imperatives. The two powers have been abused or not adhered to. Their 
processes have never been efficient, transparent and accountable, which 
is further exacerbated by rampant corruption in the land administration 
systems at the ministry of lands, housing and urban development, county 
governments, provincial administration and private developers. These two 
state powers have extensively been used to settle political scores, to 
punish opponents, to reward kinsmen and friends or just to grab with 
impunity, all at the expense of the poor. 
 
Forceful evictions have always been executed using unreasonable and 
inhumane court orders, demolition of houses under the watch of state 
administration, burning of houses, burning of food crops in the farms and 
use of hired armed gangs to evict people living in identified land or 
settlement. At times these forceful evictions are carried out in the middle 
of the night, and during the rainy seasons. 
 
For instance in 2010, the government forcefully evicted communities that 
had settled in the Mau Forest, and in 2011 hundreds of Syokimau residents 
in Nairobi had their homes demolished after they were said to have 
encroached on government land. Another eviction was that at Embobut 
Forest in Elgeiyo Marakwet County where settlers’ houses were torched 
down and crops in the fields burnt in an exercise carried out by Provincial 
Administration and Forestry Department. Notorious forceful evictions quite 
often happen in informal settlements of Nairobi, where burning down of 
shanties is normally carried out by private developers and with the help of 
Provincial Administration, undermining further the right to housing. 
 
The consequences of these forceful evictions for years have rendered the 
poor and low income people homeless. They have lost property and their 
children forced out of school. They have been exposed to lack of food and 
ill health as a result of bad weather and increase of internally displaced 
persons. 
 
We, Kenyans, should know our rights. We should not allow duty bearers to 
forcefully evict us from what we know is morally our land and homes 
unless a human rights approach and applicable rules and procedures are 
followed. It is our right, no matter who owns the house or the land where 
we live. 
 
Before any evictions squatters and those living in informal settlement are 
entitled to a full written notice on eviction that will take place, to be 
involved in a genuine process of consultation before eviction takes place. 
They have the power to challenge the eviction, demand for the 
compensation before eviction, demand for alternative for those who 
cannot provide for themselves and ask for time to collect their possessions 
and building materials before eviction takes place. 
 
The right to housing does not mean that it is the obligation of the Kenya’s 
ministry of land, housing and urban development to built houses and dish 
out land for the entire Kenyan population; rather the right to housing 
obliges the ministry to take all measures necessary to prevent 
homelessness, prohibit forceful evictions, eliminate discrimination in 
access to housing, address the rights of the marginalized and other 
vulnerable groups, ensure security of tenure for all and ensure every 
individual enjoys reasonable housing and above all the ministry should put 
in place legislation, policy and other measures including the setting of 
standards on how eviction should be carried out safely. 
 



Eviction should also be carried out in the presence of morally upright state 
officials without unnecessary or unreasonable force to implement eviction 
processes. 
www.pambazuka.org 
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Will Brazil elect Marina Silva as the world’s first Green president? 

 
 Jonathan Watts 1 September 2014 
 
It started with the national anthem and ended with a rap. In between 
came a poignant minute’s silence, politicised football chants and a call to 
action by the woman tipped to become the first Green national leader on 
the planet. 
 
The unveiling in São Paulo of Brazilian presidential candidate Marina 
Silva’s platform for government on Friday was a sometimes bizarre mix 
oftradition and modernity, conservatism and radicalism, doubt and hope: 
but for many of those present, it highlighted the very real prospect of an 
environmentalist taking the reins of a major country. 
 
In a dramatic election that has at times seemed scripted by a 
telenovelawriter, Silva has tripled her coalition’s poll ratings in the two 
weeks since she took over from her predecessor and running mate, 
Eduardo Campos, who was killed in a plane crash. Following a strong 
performance in the first TV debate between candidates, polls suggest she 
will come second in the first-round vote on 5 October and then beat the 
incumbent, Dilma Rousseff, in the runoff three weeks later. 
 
This is a spectacular turnaround for a candidate who did not even have a 
party a year ago, when the electoral court ruled that she had failed to 
collect enough signatures to mount a campaign. It was also the latest in a 
series of remarkable steps for a mixed-race woman who grew up in a poor 
family in the Amazon, and went on to become her country’s most 
prominent advocate of sustainable development. 
 
The distance Silva – known as Marina – has come from her remote forest 
home was evident at the launch of her programme for government in the 
affluent Pinheiros district of São Paulo. About 250 people – mostly from 
her Sustainability Network party and its allies in Campos’s Brazilian 
Socialist party (PSB) and other groups – gathered under the chandeliers of 
the swanky Rosa Rosarum venue, where waiters in white gloves served 
canapes, while they waited for their leader. 
 
“Now is the time for Marina. We’re all very excited,” said Sigrid Andersen, 
a university professor and member of the Sustainability Network in Paraná 
state, before their candidate’s arrival. “I think she will turn the country 
towards sustainability in every sector. She tried to do that when she was 
environment minister, but didn’t have the strength. If she wins this 
election, she’ll have more power to push that agenda.” 
 
The surge in the polls has been exhilarating for supporters. A month ago, 
as running mate to Campos, the PSB ticket struggled to hit double digits. 
Within a week of succeeding him, Silva more than doubled the support 
rate, pushing her into contention for second place and a runoff vote 



against Rousseff. On Friday, her ratings jumped again. A Datafolha poll 
showed Silva was now neck and neck with the president at 34% in the first 
round and would win comfortably with 50% of the vote if it went to a 
second round, compared with 40% for Rousseff. 
 
Silva’s face stares out from the covers of magazines and the front pages of 
newspapers, under headlines such as “Marina Presidente?”, “How far can 
Marina go?”, “The Marina Effect”. One cartoonist depicted her as a Neo-
type character from The Matrix who appears to be fighting the campaign 
in almost another dimension from her rivals. 
 
When the candidate arrived, she stepped out from her van and 
immediately disappeared into a scrum of cameras and reporters. Local 
media have described the 56-year-old as frail and noted her low weight 
and height – details that are almost never mentioned for male candidates. 
 
Women are hugely under-represented in Brazilian politics, but it is not 
because of her gender that Silva could break the mould. That has more to 
do with the colour of her skin and ideas. 
 
Silva is a mix of Brazil‘s three main ethnic groups. Among her ancestors 
are native indians, Portuguese settlers and African slaves. While she is 
usually described as predominantly “indigenous”, friends say Silva 
categorises herself as “black” in the national census. In Brazil’s white-
dominated political world, this is exceptional. 
 
“It will be super-important for Brazil to have a black president, as it was in 
the US with Obama. It would signify a big advance for our country against 
discrimination,” said Alessandro Alvares, a member of the PSB and one of 
the few non-white faces in the room. 
 
Silva’s political colours could prove still more controversial. For more than 
a decade, she has been known as the country’s most prominent Green 
campaigner, having first worked on sustainability at the grassroots with 
the Amazon activist Chico Mendes, who was later murdered. She later 
served as environment minister in Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva’s administration 
from 2003 to 2008, when she put in place effective measures to slow the 
deforestation of the Amazon. In her address to Friday’s meeting she 
stressed that Brazil could double its output of crops and meat without 
further clearing of the rainforest. 
 
“If elected, Marina will be the greenest president in history, the first black 
president in Brazil and the first to be born in the Amazon,” said Altino 
Machado, a journalist based in Acre state, who first met Silva more than 
30 years ago when they both attended a theatrical group. “She has proved 
her credentials as an environmentalist and protector of the Amazon. She 
also has a very strong ethical code and is totally free from any taint of 
corruption, which is extremely rare in politics in Brazil, where scandals 
happen all the time.” 
 
The clean, green image played well with university students, women and 
other young voters when Silva first ran for president in 2010. Although she 
was then with the Green party, which had only a tiny campaign machine, 
little funds and scant TV time, Silva came third with 20m votes – more 
than any green candidate has secured anywhere in the world before or 
since. 
 
This time, she is aiming for a winning share of the electorate and has 
widened her message accordingly. She has also chosen a running mate – 
Beto Albuquerque, a congressman from the southern state of Rio Grande 
do Sul – who has close ties to agribusiness. 
 
Listening to Silva speak as the leader of a mostly elite, mostly white, 
urban crowd in Latin America’s biggest city, it is remarkable to think of 
her very different origins in the Amazon. The would-be president grew up 
in the forest in a poor, illiterate family of rubber tappers. She survived 
malaria and hepatitis, worked as a housemaid and didn’t learn to read 
until she was 16. With the support of radical Catholic priests she became 
involved in social issues, entered university and became a student and 
union activist. 



 
In her childhood, she once harboured ambitions to become a nun. Now she 
is a twice-married mother of four, but still comes across as serious and 
severe to the point almost of asceticism. Parts of her speech are stabbed 
out in a series of finger jabs. Mostly though, it is delivered with the 
intensive haste of a teacher who has to get through a lot of material in the 
last class of term. Or a woman on a mission. It is intense: despite the 
occasional joke and pause for applause, she lacks the easy bonhomie of 
former president Lula. 
 
Crowd-pleasing has never been what Silva is about. Throughout her career, 
she has put her principles above the priorities of her political allies. This is 
one of the reasons why she is now effectively on her fourth party. It has 
also led to criticism that she is selfish, autocratic, a loner and too much of 
an idealist to get things done. A more generous interpretation is that she is 
an outsider who has never been able or willing to conform to the norms of 
the cosy world of Brasília. 
 
That is clearly part of her appeal to an electorate that is tired of business 
as usual. Many of those who support her were among the protesters who 
joined the million-strong demonstrations of more than a dozen cities last 
year. 
 
But, now in a coalition, Silva is making compromises. Her 250-page 
programme for government, which was launched on Friday, attempts to 
reconcile the very different outlooks of the Sustainability Network and the 
more pro-business PSB. The result is a something of a hodge-podge, with 
something for street protesters (10% of GDP to healthcare within four 
years), financial markets (greater autonomy for the central bank) and her 
core supporters. 
 
On the environmental front, the programme calls for greater energy 
diversity, which will mean the promotion of wind and solar power; more 
ethanol production; the maintenance of hydrogeneration (which currently 
supplies more than three quarters of Brazil’s electricity); and the scaling 
back of thermal power and exploitation of mine oil deposits located in 
“sub-salt” strata deep under the Atlantic. 
 
The change could be dramatic, but for the moment, it lacks specifics. In 
her 20-minute speech in São Paulo, Silva criticised the thinking behind the 
Belo Monte dam, which will be the biggest in Latin America once it is 
finished, but stopped short of saying either it or any of the other 
controversial hydropower projects in the Amazon would be halted. 
 
Similarly, she was cautious about accepting the “Green champion” role 
that many conservationists around the world would like her to play if she 
became president. 
 
“Sustainable development is a global trend that can be seen in China, 
India and elsewhere. If I win, of course I want to make Brazil a symbol of 
that trend. It won’t just be us, but we have enormous potential,” she said. 
 
Gaudêncio Torquato, professor of political communication at the 
University of São Paulo, said Silva was showing more flexibility because 
otherwise she would never be able to govern. “The discourse of 
sustainability needs to incorporate the daily life of the country. The 
country would be ungovernable if a fundamentalist vision of politics were 
implemented.” 
 
But many still see the would-be president as confrontational. Several 
senior members of the PSB resigned when she was selected as candidate. 
Business leaders, particularly in the powerful agricultural and energy 
sectors, see her as anti-development. 
 
“The biggest criticism that agribusiness has in relation to her is her 
radicalism. She’s made environmental issues a dogma, a religion,” wrote 
Kátia Abreu, the acerbic head of the ruralisa lobby in Congress. 
“Throughout her life, she has always stood strongly for environmental 
activism and displayed strong hatred towards the agricultural sector. She 
cultivated this animosity in a purposeful way, treating us with aggression.” 



 
Some fear Silva would be socially conservative as a result of her 
evangelical faith, and the opposition to abortion and gay marriage that 
comes with it. 
 
But associates say she is not dogmatic on these issues. One of the loudest 
cheers of the launch meeting followed an affirmation of support for the 
rights of the lesbian and gay community. 
 
Germano Marino, the president of the Acre Homosexual Association and a 
member of the ruling Workers’ party, told the Observer he would vote for 
Silva despite her evangelism. 
 
“I think she is what society needs. Principally I believe she can open the 
dialogue for us to have more equal rights. Marina has never had a position 
against homosexuals,” said Marino, who worked with Silva for five years 
when she was a senator in Acre. “I’m going to vote for her because I 
believe in her and people have the right to choose their own religion.” 
 
Victory is far from certain. With more than a month left before the 
election on 5 October, there is abundant time for another twist in the 
campaign. Voter sympathy following the death of Campos may wear off. 
Attacks from rivals will increase. And the other candidates should benefit 
from their superior financial backing and TV time. 
 
But, for now at least, all the momentum is with Silva and her diverse 
group of supporters. As she heads towards the first-round vote on 5 
October, she has generated support among environmentalists, financiers 
and street protesters; mixed feelings among gay voters and anti-market 
leftists; and outright hostility from many in the agribusiness and energy 
industries. 
 
So what does Silva stand for? The traditional political labels of left and 
right do not quite fit, nor do the ethnic categories of black and white. 
Green is certainly an important part of the mix, though how diluted will 
probably not be clear until this unusually colourful campaign comes to an 
end. 
zcomm.org 

 
 
Impact of Marikana Massacre Still Felt 

 
 Federico Fuentes 30 August 2014 
 
On August 16, activities were held across South Africa to mark the second 
anniversary of the Marikana massacre in which 34 striking mineworkers 
were slain by state security forces. 
 
The killings occurred one week into a strike over pay by several thousand 
rock drill operators at the Lonmin-operated platinum mine in Marikana. 
 
Despite the massacre, workers remained on strike and a month later won a 
settlement that went a substantial way towards meeting their initial pay 
claim. 
 
An ongoing public investigation has continues to shine a public spotlight on 
this tragic event, while the reverberations of South Africa’s first post-
apartheid massacre linger on in a number of important ways. 
 
Cold-blooded murder 
Footage collected in the powerful documentary “Miners Shot Down” has 
provided amply evidence of the police forces’ pre-mediated actions 
against striking workers. 
 
Perhaps the clearest signal was the presence of four mortuary vans, 
summons to the protest site on the morning of August 16 before a single 
shot had been fired. 
 



This version of events has been collaborated by evidence presented to the 
Farlam Commission of inquiry into Marikana. 
 
Shadrack Zandisile Mtshamba, a Lonmin rockdrill operator, told the 
commission: “There was sound of gunfire from all sides…. One man said we 
should surrender. He raised his arms. He was shot on the right arm and he 
bent down. 
 
“He raised his hands and said we should surrender. He was shot again in 
the stomach. The third bullet shot his leg and he fell down.” 
 
Mtshamba said another miner was shot in the neck as he too tried to 
surrender. 
 
“He fell on his face. We became scared of surrendering after witnessing 
the shootings”. 
 
As the miners lay face down on the ground, police officers searched and 
kicked them, “bragging among themselves about the manner in which they 
had taken people down. 
 
“They said if it were in Zimbabwe, they would burn us alive with petrol.” 
 
In all, 17 miners were killed at the initial site of the protest. 
 
A further 17 died at a nearby hill as a result of what, evidence suggests, 
were extra-judicial style killings. A number of workers who had attempted 
to flee the scene and hide from police were found there with wounds to 
the back of the head from bullets that had been shot at close range. 
 
Another 78 mineworkers suffered gunshot wound injuries that day. 
 
While no officer has been charged for these killings, 270 mineworkers were 
arrested and initially charged with the “murder” of their fellow 
workmates. 
 
These charges were later downgraded, and more recently dropped on 
August 20. 
 
State-business collusion 
The commission has also revealed how culpability for the killings went well 
beyond the security forces that shot at the protesters. 
 
Dali Mpofu, the lawyer for the 270 arrested mine workers, explained to the 
Farlam commission: “At the heart of this was the toxic collusion between 
the SA Police Services and Lonmin at a direct level. 
 
“At a much broader level it can be called a collusion between the state 
and capital and that this phenomenon is at the centre of what has 
occurred here.” 
 
In the days leading up to the massacre, Lonmin collaborated with the 
police, providing them with crucial logistical support in the form of 
offices, intelligence reports, access to more than 200 security cameras 
around the mine, barracks for the police, transport, a helicopter, and a 
detention camp. 
 
They did so because they feared the strike could spark further unrest in 
South Africa’s platinum belt, home to 80% of the world’s production of this 
precious metal. 
 
This meant that the strike also posed a threat the ruling African National 
Congress party that had long ago dropped its historic demand to 
nationalize the mines, and instead chosen to cuddle up to the mining 
industry. 
 
The wildcat strike also represented a threat to ANC-aligned trade unions, 
in particular the National Union of Miners (NUM). 
 
NUM opposed the demands of its own members and their decision to take 



unprotected strike action, which they saw as a direct challenge to the 
traditional institutions of management-trade union negotiations. 
 
In fact, when Lonmin workers marched on the local NUM offices to demand 
their union represent them, gunmen within the offices shot at the 
workers, leaving two dead. 
 
Then, just days prior to the massacre, NUM General Secretary Frans Baleni 
issued a press release calling “for the deployment of a special task force 
or the [South African National Defence Force] to deal decisively with the 
criminal elements” behind the strike. 
 
It was this same task force that carried out the massacre at Marikana, and 
left at least 10 NUM members dead. 
 
Ramaphosa 
The nexus between mining capital, ANC politicians and the trade union 
bureaucracy is most clearly personified by Cyril Ramaphosa. 
 
As a founder of NUM in the early 1980s, Ramaphosa led some important 
miners’ strikes against the apartheid regime. 
 
Ramaphosa went on to rise through the ranks of the ANC, headed up its 
team to negotiate the end of apartheid. He was subsequently elected a 
parliamentary deputy, and chairperson of the constituent assembly 
entrusted with drafting up South Africa’s new constitution. 
 
In 1996 Ramaphosa decided to concentrate on his business dealings. 
 
Ramaphosa’s personal wealth is estimated to be over $600 million, and he 
sits on the board of a number of companies, including being on the board 
of Lonmin at the time of the massacre. 
 
Emails made public during the Marikana commission has revealed 
Ramaphosa’s role in the collusionbetween business and government. 
 
On the day before the massacre, Ramaphosa sent an email to Lonmin’s 
chief commercial officer, in which he called the action of the strikers 
“plainly dastardly criminal” and said “concomitant action [was need] to 
address this situation.” 
 
Other emails sent that same day reveal Ramaphosa told then Police 
Minister Nathi Mthethwa to come down hard on striking miners and warned 
former Mining Minister Susan Shabangu that her “silence and inaction” 
about the happenings at Lonmin was “bad for her and government”. 
 
Despite the public outcry over Ramaphosa’s involvement in the events at 
Marikana, he was elected to the post of ANC deputy president at the 
party’s December 2012 congress. 
 
Lasting impact 
Marikana will go down in history as South Africa’s first post-apartheid 
massacre, and will take its place alongside those that occurred in 
Sharpeville (1960) and Soweto (1976). 
 
Like those events, Marikana also marks a turning point in South African 
politics. 
 
In many ways its impact resembles how Ruth First, a Communist leader 
killed by the apartheid regime in 1982, described the 1946 African 
mineworkers strike. 
 
At the time, police attacked the 70,000-strong strike, with at least 9 
miners being killed. While workers soon after returned to work, with little 
to show for their efforts, some have said this event was the starting point 
for what became South Africa’s anti-apartheid movement. 
 
First wrote that the 1946 miners strike “was one of the those great historic 
incidents that, in a flash of illumination, educate a nation, reveal what has 
been hidden, destroy lies and illusions. 



 
“The strike transformed African politics overnight. The timid opportunism 
and servile begging for favours disappeared.” 
 
This is precisely what business and the state had feared, and exactly what 
has occurred since, with the example of Marikana going on to inspire a 
wave of strike actions in the mining sector and beyond. 
 
Between August and October that year, over 60,000 miners participated in 
a series of unprotected, non-union organized strikes across several of 
South Africa’s most important platinum and gold mines. 
 
In November 2012, an unprecedented strike wave broke out across farming 
areas in the Western Cape, leading to a pay increase of more than 50% by 
early 2013. 
 
Meanwhile in community townships, considerably more protests were 
registered in 2012 compared to any previous year. 
 
In numerous cases, protestors and observers made reference to Marikana, 
which has come to represent a catchphrase for resistance. 
 
Left wing union officials have recounted how workers have spoken openly 
at national bargaining conferences about doing a ‘Marikana’, while a 
COSATU spokesperson responded to the farm workers rebellion by 
declaring : “Marikana has come to the farms!!!” 
 
At least four settlements have renamed themselves Marikana. Asked why, 
one of the residents of the Marikana settlement in Potcheftroom, said: 
‘We will do exactly as they did at Marikana, and we will get what is ours’. 
 
And there is no sign of the Marikana effect waning. 
 
Last year saw a further 15.2% increase in the rate of strike incidences, 
taking it to an all-time high. 
 
This year has already witnessed important disputes such as the five-month-
long strike (the longest in South African history) by 70,000 workers in the 
platinum sector, and a month-long strike by 220,000 metalworkers and 
engineers. 
 
Tellingly, unions that continue to support the Tripartite Alliance, which 
includes the ANC, the South African Communist Party and the Congress of 
South African Trade Unions (COSATU), led neither. 
 
The Association of Mineworkers and Construction Union (AMCU), which 
since it was formed in 2001 has never beenaligned to the ANC, headed up 
the dispute in the platinum minefields. 
 
Its newfound militancy is largely a result of the mass influx of some 
100,000 new members in 2012 alone (swelling its membership to 120,000). 
 
This was largely due to its supportive role during the Marikana dispute. 
 
In many cases, after the non-union strikes in the mining sector ended, 
workers gradually dissolved their committees into AMCU branches, feeling 
the need for a union for collective bargaining. 
 
AMCU has now surpassed NUM as the biggest union in the platinum belt, 
while NUM has lost its status as South Africa’s largest union. 
 
The second strike was led by the National Union of Metalworkers of South 
Africa (NUMSA) that has overtaken NUM as the country’s biggest union, and 
since 2012 has adopted an increasingly anti-Alliance stand. 
 
Today, NUMSA is the main driving force behind a left-wing challenge to the 
existing COSATU leadership that proposes breaking with the Tripartite 
Alliance and creating a new workers party to challenge the ANC. 
 
What will be the lasting impact of Marikana? Two years on, it is too early 



to say. 
 
However, it is evident that significant political dynamics have been 
unleashed by those fateful events at Marikana, which have left an indelible 
bloodstain on post-apartheid South Africa. 
zcomm.org 

 
 
Climate change: The secrets of our collusion 

 
 The environment minister has cut funds to monitor climate change and 
contraventions, showing her tendency to collaborate with corporate 
power. 
Patrick Bond 29 August 2014 
 
For members of Parliament hearing testimony in Durban on climate change 
on Friday August 29, the critical baby step in the direction of a sane 
climate policy is relatively simple: measure how much South Africa’s major 
greenhouse gas polluters emit so they can be capped and cut.  
 
Most countries are improving these measurements and have pretty 
accurate ways to assess both atmospheric greenhouse gases and extreme 
point sources. For example, Sasol’s coal-to-oil and gas-to-oil operation in 
Secunda is considered the world’s single greatest site of carbon dioxide 
emissions. 
Environmental Affairs Minister Edna Molewa’s new R5.6-billion budget is 
revealing; in recent weeks, she cut R20-million from the South African 
Weather Service. This means, according to Parliament’s oversight 
committee on environment in a July 8 statement, “South Africa would be 
unable to meet its international obligations regarding the monitoring of 
greenhouse gases through the Global Atmospheric Watch station.  
 
“As a result, there would be a limitation on monitoring the impacts of 
Climate Change Mitigation and Scenario Strategies for the country. The 
country would also be unable to formulate baselines and monitor emissions 
versus set targets.” 
 
Does Molewa want to keep us ignorant about our economy’s reliance upon 
fossil fuels? She regularly bows to the durable power of the so-called 
minerals-energy complex. That power was unveiled when her cabinet 
colleagues Nathi Mthethwa and Cyril Ramaphosa assisted Lonmin by 
deploying the police to help maintain corporate mining profits – including 
those of Ramaphosa’s former company, the Shanduka Group – on August 16 
2012 in Marikana. 
As the Mail & Guardian exposed in 2013 (followed by a de rigueur Molewa 
denial), Shanduka and similar well-connected coal corporations were 
pampered when Molewa allegedly instructed her staff to ignore water 
permit requirements for mines. At least 40 major new mines are now being 
dug or planned to feed Eskom’s Medupi and Kusile power plants, and not 
to mention massive new coal digs for exports to China and India.  
 
Mpumalanga’s highveld is wheezing, yet Eskom has applied to Molewa for 
“rolling postponements” on the pollution reductions required at 14 power 
plants. According to the NGO groundWork, this would “amount to 
exemption”. 
 
Eskom tried this because Molewa has turned a blind eye to many 
greenhouse gas and other pollution violations. One poignant example is an 
illegal coal operation close to the border of Hluhluwe-iMfolozi park – 
Africa’s oldest reserve and the centre of rhino survival efforts – here in 
KwaZulu-Natal, where local peasant livelihoods are being wrecked by the 
open-cast Somkhele mine. 
 
Even more damage is likely 12km away if Ibutho Coal opens a similar mine 
on the historic park’s direct border – a hare-brained plan that government 
has already approved in principle. Ibutho refuses to disclose its corporate 
sponsors but, of the six principals named in its application, half are tied to 
Glencore and BHP Billiton, the world’s largest commodity trader and 



mining house respectively. 
 
Though it may finally divest some of its smelting operations here, BHP 
Billiton (formerly Gencor) has enjoyed an extraordinarily profitable 
revolving-door relationship with powerful South African officials.  
 
This crony capitalism dates to apartheid, when it boosted the salaries of 
finance minister Derek Keys and Eskom treasurer Mick Davis. The door 
continued spinning after 1994, and through it went the first democratic 
energy regulator, Xolani Mkhwanazi, the first director general of trade and 
industry, Zav Rustomjee, and current national planning commissioner 
Vincent Maphai. 
 
This helps explain why the Australian-British firm gets electricity at a 
fraction of the price paid by ordinary people. It consumes 6% to 10% of our 
national power load, and exports the profits while employing fewer than 1 
500 at the main Richard Bay smelters. 
 
The weather service was not alone in taking a hit in Molewa’s new budget. 
Explicit climate change programming will be slashed 8.3% after adjusting 
for inflation. That’s a R19-million cut, leaving just R228-million to address 
the greatest present threat to our survival. Also cut was environmental 
monitoring, in spite of growing attention to pollution hazards such as the 
South Durban toxic hotspot. 
 
Parliament’s environment committee warned on July 8: “As a country, we 
must be seen making our fair contribution to the global effort to mitigate 
climate change by ensuring that we reduce our greenhouse gas emissions 
below the business-as-usual by 34% by 2020 and 42% by 2025, consistent 
with the pledges that President Jacob Zuma made [at the December 2009 
UN climate summit in Copenhagen].” 
Those pledges became more important once South Africa’s hosting of the 
same summit here in Durban in 2011 eroded the difference between rich 
and middle-income countries. The obvious question is how these emissions 
cuts can be accomplished in line with the National Development Plan 
(NDP).  
 
The NDP gives multinational and local fossil fuel corporations all the 
subsidised infrastructure they need to rip out South Africa’s coal, burn it 
in the two biggest coal-fired power plants currently being built on earth – 
Medupi and Kusile – each capable of producing 35-million tonnes of 
polluting carbon dioxide per year. 
 
• The NDP helps ship massive amounts of coal from Limpopo, Mpumalanga 
and KwaZulu-Natal to China and India through Richards Bay – the first 
Presidential Infrastructure Co-ordinating Commission Strategic Investment 
Project (SIP) – at a cost of several hundred billion rands. 
 
• The NDP’s second SIP dumps R250-billion into expanding Durban’s port 
from throughput of 2.5-million to 20-million containers a year from now to 
2040, with huge implications for the climate. 
 
• The NDP supports carbon-intensive fracking in the Karoo and deepwater 
offshore oil exploration near Durban: ExxonMobil hankers for prospecting 
permission at depths of more than 3.5km, in spite of sharpening 
community opposition. Sasol and a Burmese company are also trying their 
luck nearby; Zuma endorsed this through his Operation Phakisa, announced 
in Durban early this month. 
 
Parliament appears asleep at the wheel, aside from the Economic Freedom 
Fighters, whose committee representative, Andile Mngxitama, is asking 
hard questions about who wins and loses. The ANC doesn’t seem to have a 
vocal MP on the critical matter of climate change, and nor do the other 
parties. In January this year, when leading Durban community 
environmentalist Desmond D’Sa raised climate in his critique of the 
Infrastructure Development Bill, he was shut down after testifying for just 
four minutes. 
 
Those in Parliament, Cosatu and the South African Communist Party aiming 
to reform the NDP should be forewarned: climate change and crony 



capitalism are excellent reasons to reboot the pro-corporate R850-billion 
infrastructure spend, and to redirect the funds to meet basic 
infrastructure needs. But Molewa’s defunding of her climate 
responsibilities gives an accurate indicator of why reform is highly unlikely 
without a rapid increase in eco-social activism. 
mg.co.za 
 
Patrick Bond’s Politics of Climate Justice was recently named as one of the 
Guardian’s 10 leading books on the topic 

 
 
The Traumas and Dramas of Post-Cup, Pre-Olympic Brazil 

 
 Christopher Gaffney 28 August 2014 
 
Tied to a period of economic growth and political stability, Brazil has 
aggressively pursued a series of mega-events from the Pan-American 
Games in 2007 to the 2016 Rio Olympics. These events are used by the 
Brazilian national and local governments to showcase their economic 
prosperity and to promote the country as one that is on equal footing with 
global powers. However, with the comings and goings of the international 
sporting caravans, each requiring billions in public financing, the question 
remains: where is the benefit for the ordinary Brazilian that stays behind 
after the parade has moved on?’ 
 
For nearly a decade, major international sporting and cultural events have 
descended upon Rio de Janeiro. Starting with the 2007 Pan American 
Games, followed by the World Military Games, Rio+20, the Confederation’s 
Cup and World Youth Day in 2011, 2012 and 2013, respectively, this year’s 
FIFA World Cup and, to conclude a decade of mega events, the 2016 
Olympic Games will be held in Rio too. To this list we can add Revellion 
(New Year’s) and Carnaval, both happenings drawing many hundreds of 
thousands of people. 
 
Each one of these events is financed in full or in part with public money. 
Some of them leave behind infrastructure that is specific to the event and 
each comes with its particular demands and challenges. The events that 
have the most impact upon the city are undoubtedly this year’s World Cup 
and the 2016 Olympics. 
 
With a combined budget of an estimated US$40 billion, both events have 
been met with strong resistance as well as loud boosterism. Rather than 
having a clear, drawn-out plan as to how the hosting of these international 
sporting events would benefit Brazilians in the future, this question has 
been met with a careless “let’s wait and see” response. However, based 
upon experiences in the recent past, one prediction has proven true every 
single time: it will be the rich who benefit most, and the poor who will pay 
the highest price. 
 
Human Rights for Sale 
The legacy of the World Cup will vary depending on one’s position within 
Brazil’s socio-economic hierarchy. Wealthy Brazilians will look back on this 
decade of mega-events in an entirely different way than the average 
citizen, and thus the “legacy”, whether positive or negative, can only be 
framed in a wide array of class-specific analyses. 
 
One of the defining elements of class distinction in Brazil is dependence on 
the state. The choice of the rich will always be for private health care, 
education, security and transportation. In neoliberal governance 
frameworks around the globe, the state is considered the provider of last 
resort. As education, transportation, environmental remediation and 
health care budgets are slashed and the private sector is favored, citizens 
are forced to look to the market for the provision of basic human rights. 
 
One is entitled to clean water, good education, health care, mobility, 
leisure, and security to the degree to which one can purchase those 
“rights”. The World Cup has consolidated this tendency in Brazil and some 
of the most globally visible elements of this trajectory were the FIFA-



standard stadiums, most of which have passed into private hands. 
 
For wealthy Brazilians, the tournament will have very much been “worth 
it” (an economic calculus which we should also try to avoid) as they were 
able to see World Cup games in brand new stadiums that were constructed 
explicitly for their benefit. The upper classes in Brazil typically see the 
privatization of state-owned infrastructure as a step towards more 
efficiency and better service. These are, of course, the very same people 
who do not depend on the state for the provision of basic services. In post-
World Cup Brazil, the Brazilian upper-middle and upper class will revel in 
their transfiguration from fans into clients. 
 
The middle and lower-middle classes will likely feel that the World Cup 
was a wasted opportunity to materially improve their lives. Brazilian 
transportation, education, sewage, health and security infrastructure is 
notoriously poor and the World Cup has not been used as an opportunity to 
restructure cities in progressive and forward-thinking ways. 
 
The vast majority of infrastructure projects associated with the World Cup 
did not pass through any kind of public contracting or permitting processes 
but were pulled out of the drawers of the civil construction firms that 
dictate public policy. Thus, the hasty insertion of major infrastructure into 
cities to attend to the short-term demands of the event and the medium-
term interests of real estate speculators has wasted a golden opportunity 
to make use of unique political alliances and easy credit. As a result, 
billions of reais have flowed into the coffers of civil construction firms and 
bus companies under the guise of legacy projects. 
 
The privatization of public transportation eliminates the public sector 
from taking responsibility for the expansion of mobility networks or the 
quality of service. On the contrary, the only guarantees in the contracts 
are for the profits of the private companies that run the transportation 
system. Many of theprotests of 2013 and 2014 were focused around the 
disastrous state of mobility in Brazilian cities. The World Cup will have 
done very little to improve this situation. 
 
In Brazil, the notoriously poor conditions of state-run infrastructure have 
facilitated the association of the word “public” with “belonging to 
nobody.” This is one of the reasons why Brazilians who can afford to 
escape public services do so at the first opportunity, and it is but one of 
the ways that middle class Brazilians can distinguished from the lower 
classes. More evidence that World Cup spending was targeted towards the 
elite were the contrasting investments in airports versus passenger rail 
service. The former received more than R$5.6 billion, while there was not 
a single real invested in intercity rail transportation. 
 
Sacrificed for the Greater Good 
The lower classes have been left both better and worse off with the World 
Cup. As within all levels of Brazil’s socio-economic scale, the diversity of 
social positions within favela communities and in lower-class, formalized 
neighborhoods makes it very difficult to generalize winners and losers. 
 
However, in the realm of sports, one thing is certain: there will be a 
generation of poor children in Brazil that will never get to see a 
professional football match in any of the iconic Maracanã, Minerão, 
Castelão stadiums, or on any of the traditional football grounds of Brazil 
that have been reconstructed for the World Cup. Ticket prices for Brazilian 
football matches have increased 300% in ten years and are the most 
expensive in the world relative to minimum wage. The people’s game has 
been taken from them. 
 
In the favelas themselves, and in particular in Rio de Janeiro, the arrival 
of the mega-events and the pacification process has radically altered 
political, social and economic dynamics. Most Brazilian cities have seen a 
sharp rise in real-estate values since 2009, when FIFA announced Brazil as 
World Cup host. This rise has been particularly acute in the “pacified” 
favelas of Rio de Janeiro: rents have increased by as much as 400% in some 
places. 
 
While the majority of favela residents own their properties — even if they 



do not have legal title — they will not have benefited from a rise in rents. 
The only way they can benefit from the urban transformation projects is 
through increased access to manual labor in the civil construction sector. 
This extra money has generated a construction boom of sorts in the favelas 
as families are able to build extra square footage, which in turn increases 
the value of their property. 
 
In the larger economy of a given favela, this additional constructed value 
benefits landlords and hurts small residential and commercial renters. 
That is, those who were in a position to benefit from price increases and 
entrepreneurial activity before the World Cup (and Olympics) will be those 
who benefit during and after. 
 
The tens of thousands of families that were removed from their homes for 
World Cup-related infrastructure projects are the biggest losers of the 
month-long tournament. Hastily conceived and executed road building 
projects are to blame for the majority of these removals. In a country in 
which the poor have limited access to institutional democracy, those in 
the way of “order and progress” are simply considered collateral damage, 
sacrificed for the greater good. 
 
Every World Cup host city, except Brasília and Manaus, expelled residents 
from their homes to execute publicly financed road projects that were 
managed by extra-legal authorities whose projects were largely exempt 
from environmental impact studies and due diligence in contracting. The 
state of exception that dominated the preparation for and realization of 
the World Cup radically impinged upon the constitutionally guaranteed 
right to housing. The stories are as innumerable and tragic as the human 
rights violations are grotesque. 
 
Securitization, Evacuation and Fetishization 
The differences in urban legacy predicated on class position also apply to 
the realm of public security and human rights. Brazil mobilized more than 
150,000 armed police and army personnel and more than 50,000 private 
security guards for the World Cup. This means more jackboots and guns on 
the streets, in stores, around stadiums and in public spaces. It also means 
more data collection, less transparency and more aggression. 
 
Before the World Cup final, dozens of activists were arrested as a 
preventative measure, and more than 25,000 armed security personnel 
were on high alert in Rio de Janeiro. Throughout the tournament, the 
police were under clear instructions to use maximum force against 
protesters. This security apparatus is intended to be part of the spectacle 
itself, but it acts very differently upon different populations. As ever, the 
presence of the state in the form of armed military police has its most 
devastating effects on young, black men. 
 
The governor of Rio de Janeiro state called in the Brazilian army to 
“pacify” theMaré favela complex on the eve of the World Cup. The 
expanding pacification program in Rio de Janeiro is a hugely controversial 
and woefully partial measure to secure the city, its infrastructure, and its 
image for mega-events. The rapid up-scaling of military force in Brazilian 
cities brings to mind the military dictatorship. Journalists are beaten while 
covering protests; civil rights are suspended for the extraordinary 
conditions of the event. 
 
The problem is compounded by the fact that cities are being managed so 
as to have an extraordinary event every year, every month, every week. 
The preparatory period for these events is filled with a sense of urgency, 
and the events themselves carried of within political regimes of exception. 
The positive results are always in the future, a “legacy” that will be 
forthcoming if we are only patient and gullible enough to wait for the 
delivery of a more just city, a better society. 
 
The security apparatus is designed to protect the event, its infrastructure, 
its sponsors, dignitaries and the fans and tourists who are able to afford 
the party. When we see the white elites of Brazil posing in front of tanks 
and robocops on their way into the shopping mall-esque stadiums, we 
witness the fetishization of weapons of mass destruction. The right to 
consume is guaranteed by the state. Human rights are guaranteed by your 



ability to consume. The exercise of democratic rights, to protest, to freely 
circulate, to assemble — the right to the city — are curtailed by those 
same forces. The two-kilometer “zone of exclusion” that radiates out from 
FIFA stadiums is not offset by a “zone of inclusion” anywhere else. 
 
Physical, Economic and Political Restructuring 
In Rio de Janeiro, the epicenter of Brazil’s global mega-event production, 
the alignment of city, state and federal political forces stimulated 
investment and created a hegemonic discourse of legacy, urban 
development and valorization. As we approach an election cycle, this 
alignment is fraying somewhat, but the funding for the projects has been 
guaranteed so power and wealth can accumulate. 
 
The extraordinary situation of preparing the city for a decade of mega-
events has ushered in a state of exception that suspends ordinary 
paradigms of urban planning, security, construction and circulation. The 
privatization and militarization of public space, rampant real-estate 
speculation, exemptions to environmental regulations and zoning laws, 
illegal land grabs and rule by mayoral decree have defined the trajectory 
of the city since construction for the 2007 Pan American Games began in 
2005. The 2016 Olympics will be the apogee of exceptional urban 
governance that will define the shape and texture of the city for the next 
generations. 
 
Each of these events has brought increasing stakes for civil society. Having 
used each one of the previous events as a testing ground, the 2016 
Olympics are being used as an excuse for the physical, economic and 
political restructuring of the city. Physically, major transportation lines 
are being directed to the residential suburb of Barra da Tijuca. Barra is 
the main site of the Olympics and is a closed-condominium, car-dependent 
landscape where the upper-middle classes have taken “refuge” from the 
expense and chaos of the traditional residential redoubts of Rio’s Zona Sul. 
The city government has called the Barra da Tijuca region a “natural zone 
of expansion”, but by design it is one of spatial fragmentation and social 
exclusion. 
 
Economically, the Olympics are continuing with long-established traditions 
of public subsidy for private profit. The best example of this is the 
Olympic Village. Two of Brazil’s biggest civil construction firms, Andrade 
Gutierrez and OAS, formed a consortium to build closed-condominium 
residences for the 15,000 athletes who will compete in 2016. To do so they 
took a R$2.33 billion loan from Brazil’s Caixa Economica, a state bank. 
 
After the Olympics, the consortium will be able to sell the apartments on 
the open market and use the profits to repay the loan. They will have 
risked no money of their own to build the Olympic Village yet will profit 
immensely from the real-estate deal. This scenario repeats itself endlessly 
across the Olympic landscape of Rio de Janeiro. 
 
Politically, all of this makes very good sense for Rio’s elites. The current 
mayor comes from Barra da Tijuca and has civil construction and real-
estate firms as his biggest campaign financiers. The tight and opaque 
relationships between big business and big government turn the Olympics 
into an excellent opportunity to make money and to consolidate political 
alliances. The lack of transparency in planning, bidding, financing and 
accounting for the Olympic projects makes it difficult to follow the 
money, but the general trend in all mega-event hosts is a consolidation of 
power and wealth at the top. In a city as unjust and unequal as Rio de 
Janeiro this is especially troubling. 
 
The post-event utility of the mega-event projects is obviously questionable 
and may serve to distract from bigger debates of urban restructuring. The 
privatization of the Maracanã stadium is a tragedy for public life and 
culture and is indicative of the larger tendencies in the city. 
 
The nearly complete absence of benefit from the 2007 Pan American 
Games appears to have been entirely forgotten. There is no facility 
remaining from that event that can be used without major upgrades. The 
Olympic Stadium was closed in 2013 for fear of a roof collapse; the 
velodrome was destroyed and a new facility must be built; and the 



swimming facility does not meet IOC requirements. The Maracanã 
underwent a R$330 million reform between 2005-’07, yet suffered a R$1.2 
billion renovation for the World Cup and will likely need more public 
money for the Olympics. 
 
Worryingly, the same people in charge of the Pan-American Games are 
heading up Rio 2016 — but now they are dealing with bigger projects, 
working under more pressure and with less time. How, then, can the result 
be any different? 
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The Corporate Free Trade Project Reloaded 

 
 Walden Bello 27 August 2014  
 
Six years after the advent of the global financial crisis, and with no end in 
sight, one would have expected that global capitalism would be in a 
serious state of disarray. Yet neoliberalism, while discredited, retains its 
hold on policymakers as a default ideology. Finance capital has been able 
to roll back the initial attempts to reregulate it in Europe and the United 
States. And Washington and Brussels have resumed their aggressive efforts 
to create multilateral free trade regimes. 
 
Today, the United States is pushing hard to complete negotiations with 11 
countries that would put in place the so-called Trans-Pacific Partnership 
(TPP), while it is negotiating with the European Union to set up its twin, 
the Trans-Atlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP). These 
initiatives are in full throttle this year, 20 years after the North American 
Free Trade Area (NAFTA), the first neoliberal multilateral trade regime, 
came into being in 1994. 
 
Rocky Road 
The last 20 years have proven to be a rocky road for free trade. 
 
Neoliberal trade policies did not begin with the birth of the North 
American Free Trade Area (NAFTA) or the founding of the World Trade 
Organization (WTO) a year later, in 1995. They had been in place in over 
90 developing and transitional economies through structural adjustment 
programs imposed by the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund 
for over a decade. Trade liberalization was one of the prongs of structural 
adjustment, along with privatization and deregulation. The result was the 
rise in poverty rates in Latin America in the 1980’s, the so-called “Lost 
Decade.” As for Africa, by the end of the 1980’s, it had been rolled back 
to where it was at the time of decolonization in the 1960’s. 
 
The 1990’s saw the Clinton administration push three grand neoliberal 
trade projects: NAFTA, the World Trade Organization (WTO), and APEC 
(Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation). NAFTA and APEC were partly 
conceived as fallback positions in the event the WTO did not come into 
being. APEC aimed to unite 21 countries in the Eastern and Western Pacific 
in a trans-Pacific free trade area, while NAFTA was seen as but the first 
step of a free trade project that would eventually bring the whole Western 
Hemisphere into a Free Trade Area of the Americas (FTAA). APEC was 
scuttled by Japan and a number of other Asian countries, which refused 
the mandatory liberalization demanded by the United States during the 
critical Osaka Summit of APEC in 1995. NAFTA came into being, but the 
grandiose FTAA was torpedoed by Latin American governments led by 
Venezuela, Brazil, and Argentina during the Miami summit in November 
2003. 
 
As for the WTO, the push by the European Union and the US to initiate a 



new round of trade liberalization just five years after the conclusion of the 
Uruguay Round fell apart during the Third Ministerial in Seattle in 
November-December 1999, undone by the resistance of developing 
countries and some 50,000 protesters on the streets. But the EU and US 
were undeterred, and at the Fourth Ministerial at Doha in 2001, they 
employed carrot and stick policies to get the developing countries to sign 
on to a declaration launching the so-called “Doha Development Round,” 
which had nothing to do with development. But the experience of being 
bamboozled in Doha led developing countries to form defensive blocks 
within the WTO. There was the Group of 20 led by India and Brazil, which 
pushed a united stand to resist further liberalization of developing 
countries’ agricultural sectors while the EU and the US continued to 
massively subsidize theirs. There was the Group of 33, led by Indonesia 
and the Philippines, which sought to protect the interests of countries with 
large peasant populations. Then there was the Group of 90, which resisted 
the push by the EU and the US to include investment, competition policy, 
government procurement, and trace facilitation within the remit of the 
WTO, which would have meant bringing more dimensions of economic life 
under the disciplinary authority of this body. It was members of the Group 
of 90 that led the walkout during the Fifth Ministerial of the WTO in 
Cancun in September 2003 that brought about the collapse of that 
meeting. 
 
After over a decade of negotiations that went nowhere, a major attempt 
was made to revive the WTO leading up to Bali Summit in November 2013. 
A Trade Facilitation deal was promoted by the North that was initially 
premised on the countries of the South curbing their food security 
measures. Agreement on the deal was supposed to have been obtained at 
Bali when India withdrew its opposition after getting developed country 
assurance that its food stockpiling policies would not be challenged. Three 
weeks ago, however, India made a turnaround saying that the deal was off 
since the developed countries had reneged on their promise to find a 
permanent solution to the food security needs of developing countries. 
This collapse will probably mean the end of the WTO as a mechanism for 
trade liberalization. 
 
Shifting Strategies 
After the collapse in 2003 of the Cancun Ministerial—the second in four 
years—then US Trade Representative Robert Zoellick made his notorious 
remarks to the effect that the WTO was composed of “can do” countries 
and “can’t do countries,” and that the US would “do business” only with 
the “can do” countries. The US and EU began to rely less on the WTO as a 
mechanism for trade liberalization and more on bilateral or multilateral 
free trade agreements (FTAs). By 2012, the US had concluded 21 FTAs. Not 
wanting to be left behind, the EU had 23 and Japan had 13. There were 
several key features of these agreements: 
 
•their terms favored the developed countries; 
•many imposed intellectual property rights clauses that were even more 
restrictive than those of the WTO’s TRIPS Agreement; 
•they did not touch the highly protected agricultural sector of the 
developed countries while liberalizing the agriculture of the developing 
countries; 
•they subordinated the environment and the interests of labor to trade 
liberalization; 
•many empowered foreign corporations with the right to sue states for 
what they regarded as violations of investment contracts. 
 
Troublesome Twins 
Continuing Washington’s effort to find an alternative to the WTO as a 
multilateral mechanism of trade liberalization, the Obama administration 
three years ago resurrected the original APEC free trade project in the 
form of the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), which would unite 12 
countries bordering the Pacific in a free trade area. This agreement is 
being negotiated in secret because, as former US Trade Representative 
Ron Kirk has said, many of the provisions of the TPP are so unpopular that 
people would reject it if they were made public in transparent 
negotiations. The proceedings of some negotiations have been leaked, 
however, and these reveal that the environmental protection provisions 
are very weak, the US is pushing for tough intellectual property provisions, 



and corporate investors would be given great leeway to sue states in cases 
of conflict over contracts. 
 
Washington has been trying to wrap up negotiations on the TPP before the 
2016 elections, but it has not been easy. During his visit to Japan in May of 
this year, President Obama was dealt a stunning setback when in exchange 
for a US commitment to defend the Senkaku Islands (Diaoyu Islands in 
Chinese), he was unable to secure a trade agreement with Japan that 
would have pried open further the country’s highly protected agricultural 
sector. The deal was a key step towards the completion of the TPP since 
the US and Japan are the two biggest economies in the projected 12 
country pact. 
 
The US has made it clear that the other half of its global trade agenda is 
the TTIP. TTIP is TPP’s twin. Like the TPP, it is being negotiated in secret. 
Like the TPP, it aims not only at eliminating trade barriers but to weaken 
regulations on corporate activity and do away with investment 
restrictions. Both seek to institutionalize mechanisms that would allow 
corporations to sue states for imposing restrictions on their activities. 
 
Countering the BRICS 
Both the TTIP and the TPP have not only been conceived as substitute 
multilateral mechanisms for trade and investment liberalization in place of 
the stalemated WTO. They are also a defensive response of the old center 
economies to the rise of the South and especially of the so-called BRICS. 
The BRICS are among the new dynamic centers of the global economy, and 
though they rely on the US and EU as markets, they are also competitive 
with these economies. A great deal of their competitive power derives 
from the fact that the state plays a very significant role in supporting 
domestic and state industries in the BRICS, and the strategic aim of both 
TPP and TTIP is to create a bloc that would make the dismantling of the 
activist or interventionist state in the South and the BRICS a precondition 
for expanding trade and economic relations with Europe and the US. As 
Manuel Perez-Rocha and Karen Hansen Kuhn point out, “Given the global 
shifts of power where the main actors are the BRICS countries and in 
particular China, some have wondered whether the hidden agenda of the 
TTIP may be part of a ‘West against the Rest’ strategy to shore up a US-
European alliance against the perceived threat posed by emerging 
economies…” 
 
Indeed, there are geopolitical dimensions to both projects. The TTIP is 
largely congruent with the NATO military-political bloc, while the US has 
made it clear that the TPP is the economic correlate of its “Pivot to Asia” 
military strategy, with the aims of the first to isolate Russia and that of 
the second to contain China. 
 
Towards a New Trade Paradigm 
In the face of the renewed corporate thrust for free trade, how are 
developing countries responding? The BRICS are tightening their economic 
coordination, and preferential trade arrangements among them are likely 
to follow their recent impressive moves of establishing the New 
Development Bank to rival the World Bank and their Contingency Reserve 
Fund to parallel the International Monetary Fund. 
 
For both the BRICS and other developing countries, say advocates for the 
South, an offensive strategy pushing a new trade paradigm is needed. 
Among the elements of such a paradigm being discussed are the following: 
 
Promotion of more regional economic agreements like the Bolivarian 
Alternative for the Americas or ALBA, which makes economic cooperation 
and development, not free trade, the centerpiece of economic relations 
among countries. 
 
A push for an international trading regime that provides a lot of 
development space. While it had its flaws, the GATT system (General 
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade) left a lot of “development space” for 
developing countries, and many advocate a return to something like GATT 
instead of the neoliberal WTO, which eliminates practically all 
development space. Even better yet in their view is a reinvigorated United 
Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), which has 



among its central principles the “special and differential treatment of 
developing countries.” 
 
Abandonment of the export-oriented strategy of development that the 
World Bank and neoliberal technocrats pushed on developing countries 
which has made them very vulnerable to Northern corporate power 
because it has made developed country export markets rather than the 
domestic economy the center of gravity of the economy. Focusing on the 
domestic market, progressive analysts say, will necessarily push countries 
to undertake reforms promoting more equitable income distribution to 
create domestic demand that will trigger industrial development. 
 
20 years after NAFTA, the US and EU are making a renewed push for global 
free trade. But compared to 1994, the capacity of the South to resist the 
free trade project and come up with a trade paradigm with a different 
vision and based on different principles is greater today. 
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The Powers Behind The Islamic State  

 
 Investigative journalist Nafeez Ahmed gives specific examples of how 
Saudi, Qatari, and American interests have supported the group 
formerly known as ISIS, and what the global community can do now to 
reign them in  
 
Dr. Nafeez Ahmed on the Real News Network 25 August 2014 
 
JESSICA DESVARIEUX, TRNN PRODUCER: Welcome to The Real News 
Network. I'm Jessica Desvarieux in Baltimore.  
 
We're continuing our coverage of the ongoing turmoil in Iraq. Now with the 
rise of the extremist group the Islamic State, the drums of war in Iraq are 
beating louder and louder in the mainstream press.  
 
I'm pleased to welcome our guest, Nafeez Ahmed, to help us put things in 
perspective. Nafeez is a best-selling author, investigative journalist, and 
international security scholar who writes regularly for The Guardian. He 
has a new novel out called Zero Point, which he says anticipated the Iraq 
crisis that's going on right now.  
 
Thanks for joining us, Nafeez. 
 
NAFEEZ AHMED, JOURNALIST, THE GUARDIAN: Thanks, Jessica. 
 
DESVARIEUX: So, Nafeez, there's ISIL, there's ISIS, there's the Islamic 
State--IS some people are calling it. But they're all the same group, right? 
Can you sort of give us a sense of the evolution of this extremist group and 
how they get started? 
 
AHMED: Well, the origins of the group come from militant groups affiliated 
to al-Qaeda that are operating in Iraq and Syria. And that's where it gets 
murky, because, as we know, these groups were kind of engaged in all 
kinds of militant activity fighting the Assad regime. They were also active 
in responding to U.S. occupation after the 2003 invasion.  
 
So there's a mix of different actors involved. So in Iraq we had elements of 
even the Ba'ath party and ex-Saddam supporters who were actually--
according to many reports, they were being recruited by these al-Qaeda 
militants. And in Syria we had this increasing kind of--the borders of 
separation between the Iraqi troops and the Syria groups, it became 
increasingly much more porous, because they were fighting back and 



forth, they were crossing borders.  
 
And what makes it more murky is how these groups really became as kind 
of virulent and kind of influential as they have, which is really the kind of-
-you know, you follow the money. And you follow the money, we're looking 
at the involvement of the Gulf states, which have really empowered these 
groups over time and increased their ability to operate. They've increased 
their arms, logistical trading. So we've had the Saudis engaged in funding 
these groups in Syria. 
 
DESVARIEUX: Do we have proof of this? 
 
AHMED: We have absolute proof. I mean, it's really a matter of public 
record. It's come out from--you've got a range of different forms of 
evidence, from documents produced by Westpoint military analysts to 
investigative reports by journalists on the ground writing for publications 
like The New York Times, Washington Post. So it's very clear. And we've 
had semiofficial and official confirmations from the CIA, from people in 
the State Department, other people in the Pentagon, even from British 
officials that have been involved in coordinating the Gulf states and 
supplying these kinds of virulent groups that we know are affiliated to al-
Qaeda to basically topple Assad. And that's obviously had a direct 
blowback effect in Iraq, because these very same groups that were being 
supported are now streaming across the border, and they've now formed 
this kind of breakaway group, which is styled off as ISIS or ISIL or whatever 
and now have called themselves the Islamic State.  
 
And what makes it really more disturbing is, going deeper into that 
evidence of the role of the Saudis and the Qataris and Kuwait, which has 
been confirmed by various different sources, is really the way in which the 
U.S. and the U.K. have overseen that process. And that's something which 
isn't so much acknowledged in the mainstream, that actually Britain and 
the United States were involved in knowingly kind of facilitating the 
support to these groups, despite knowing their links to al-Qaeda calling 
back as early as 2009. 
 
DESVARIEUX: Wow. How did they support these groups? 
 
AHMED: So we had--you must remember the big batch of files that was 
obtained by WikiLeaks from the private intelligence company Strategic 
Forecasting, Stratfor. 
 
DESVARIEUX: Yes. 
 
AHMED: So that batch of files contains some really interesting 
correspondence, including correspondence where some senior executives 
at Stratfor were describing meetings that they had had with senior 
Pentagon officials and senior U.S. army officials where those officials 
openly described how U.S. special forces and British special forces had 
been operating in Syria long before the kind of major, major civil unrest 
that kind of really broke out, and they had been operating in kind of 
supporting these groups. And it was very clearly stated by these officers at 
the time--and the emails are there, people can check them out, and I've 
written about them in some of my Guardian articles and some of my other 
articles elsewhere--that they quite explicitly said that this is about 
destabilizing the Assad regime from within. They had even explored the 
possibility of airstrikes on targets. But the favored policy was using these 
groups as a proxy force to destabilize Assad's regime. 
 
DESVARIEUX: Remind us again: why do they want to destabilize Assad so 
badly? 
 
AHMED: So there's a lot of different kind of ways of looking at this, and I 
think it's difficult to kind of pinpoint which one is necessarily the most 
important one. But one of the ones that I focused on is the role that Assad 
has played in kind of cozying up to Russia, allowing Russia to kind of 
develop a foothold in the region. And that's kind of tied to this increasing 
pipeline geopolitics in the region. So you've got this interesting kind of 
geopolitical jockeying over pipelines running across Syria from this field 
that is a kind of disputed field that Iran has access to and also Qatar has 



access to. Now, the exact border of that field is a little bit disputed, and 
both Iran and Qatar have been trying to kickstart ways to get that field 
into production. The pipelines would cross Syria and they would basically, 
ideally, supply Europe. It's a very ambitious project. Some people have 
raised lots of questions about whether these projects are really just 
pipedreams, in a sense. You know, are they viable, really, given the 
politics of the region? And this kind of stuff has been going on for years. 
They've been discussing these kind of ideas. But there was definitely real 
efforts to get these projects kind of off the table. So Iran signed a 
memorandum with Syria. Qatar had been having real negotiations with 
Saudi and Turkey and other countries. So these were kind of two 
competing pipeline routes. And, obviously, the U.S. favored the one which 
would involve Qatar and it wasn't very happy with the one that involved 
Iran and kind of would favor Russia.  
 
The United States has for long time wanted to ensure that it kind of 
sidelines Russia and Iran in all of these various pipeline projects. So when 
Iran signed this kind of memorandum with Assad, that was kind of 
considered like a major kind of strategic setback, and something kind of 
needed to be done.  
 
And apart from that, there were also many other--there was generally 
other kind of geopolitical issues apart from the fact that Russia has a 
military base there. There's also issues such as the role that Assad has 
played in relation to the Middle East conflict, the support that they've 
provided to Hamas, their relationship with the Iranians, and that whole 
general thing. So there's this general perception of Syria being this part of 
the so-called axis of evil in a way. You know. So the whole pipeline thing 
kind of accelerated that fear, I think, and made them want to do 
something.  
 
And they had a lot of indications that with different crises that Syria is 
going through domestically--economic crisis, there was a widespread 
drought due to climate change that was accelerating--and we even have 
State Department cables, also leaked by WikiLeaks, where literally we 
have State Department officials talking about how there is going to be civil 
unrest in Syria very soon, very likely, because of food prices and the strain 
on food due to these droughts and due to the effect on farmers. So they 
knew something was going to kick off in Syria. They knew that there was 
going to be popular--kind of popular uprising of some kind. And it seems 
that they planned to kind of exploit that, to get some of these jihadist 
guys in there, hijack that movement, direct it in a way that they felt that 
they could control. But, of course, as we've seen, it's kind of gone out of 
control. 
 
DESVARIEUX: It is out of control. And, I mean, I actually have been 
personally affected by some of this, because I shared on the program 
earlier than I lost my friend, Jim Foley. He was a journalist who was 
covering the Syrian conflict. And these men who beheaded him--let's not 
mince words here--they're not good guys. I mean, these are extremists, 
fanatics that are distorting Islam to rise to power. And there are going to 
be folks out there who are going to say, you know what, Nafeez, we need 
to figure out a way to stop these guys. You know, we're hearing more 
aggressive language by politicians saying that we--possibly even boots on 
the ground, things of that nature. So there's sort of this impulse to use 
aggression in order to combat some of this. What would you say to folks 
like that based on the context? 
 
AHMED: Well, the first thing, I think that is very important to grasp: the 
role that our governments have played in fomenting the crisis that we see. 
The rise of ISIS was kind of predictable, and it's something that some 
analysts--analysts have warned about civil war in Iraq for years. I guess the 
accelerated nature of what we're seeing, most people haven't anticipated 
that, but it was predictable.  
 
And when we look at the way in which we've been funding some of these 
groups, it's kind of ironic that we have the very same people now calling 
for boots on the ground, calling for a response, are the same people that 
have been very loud in their support for arming some of the most virulent 
of elements of these rebel groups. And even though the Obama 



administration, for instance, has given a lot of lip service, saying that we 
only want to fund, you know, the kind of moderate rebels and so on and so 
forth--but the Obama administration has actively coordinated the 
financing that has come from the Gulf states to the very types of groups 
that they historically have always favored, which is the most virulent 
jihadist al-Qaeda affiliated organizations. So there is a contradiction here 
in what we're being told now and the way in which policymakers have kind 
of created this crisis and now not taken responsibility for this crisis.  
 
And there is an argument to be made, I think--and it's unclear to--you 
know, I wouldn't put this forward as a kind of a firm interpretation of 
what's happening, 'cause I think there are many different actors and many 
different interests at play, but if we look at some of the reports that we've 
had over the last few years of the plans for the region, there are certainly 
elements in the Pentagon of a neoconservative persuasion who have seen 
the rise of this kind of group in a way as a boon to reconfigure the Middle 
East. Now, the evidence for that comes from a range of quite credible 
sources. So one of the sources I looked at was a publicly available RAND 
report that was published a couple of years. It was commissioned by the 
U.S. army. And it was a kind of a thought piece. It was a policy briefing. It 
was looking at policy options for the United States in essentially 
reconfiguring the Middle East and exploring how to counter terrorism. But 
those policy options were pretty Machiavellian in some ways, very, very--I 
mean, obviously there were strategic calculations and the overarching 
objective, ostensibly, was countering terrorism. But what they proposed to 
do was very worrying. There were various there was a range of scenarios 
that were explored. One of them was divide-and-rule, openly talking about 
empowering Salafi jihadists to some extent in order to kind of weaken 
Iranian influence, openly talking about empowering, using the Gulf states, 
because they have access to the petroleum resources, so using them to 
kind of funnel support to these groups that would eventually create kind of 
like a vortex of intra-Muslim conflict that would get terrorists and 
extremists on different sides fighting each other, that would weaken all of 
them and allow U.S. interests and Israeli interests to kind of consolidate 
their own kind of security while these guys are fighting amongst 
themselves. So here we see, you know, when you have these kind of very 
shortsighted geopolitical kind of concepts about how to obtain a victory 
against counterterrorism, you can kind of see where it leads you up this 
really dangerous garden path, thinking that we're going to solve this 
problem by funding these groups.  
 
So if we look at what's happening now, look at how this funding has 
happened, and we look at the RAND reports, for example, you get a pretty 
clear indication that some of that policy seems to have been at play to 
some extent. How far it's gone and to what extent no one can know. It's 
speculation. But that's what worries me, that you've got this kind of hubris 
that we can do this, we know what we're doing. It's the same hubris that 
we saw with the neocons after 9/11, pre-Iraq War, post-Iraq War, the 
same hubris of running in to the Middle East, reconfiguring the region.  
 
You know, another piece of evidence that I thought was quite disturbing 
that I've written about the past was the 2005--these maps from 2005 in the 
arms Armed Forces Journal, where a senior adviser to the Pentagon 
responsible at that time for kind of future planning in kind of warfare was 
proposing that the Middle East be broken up along ethnic and religious 
lines to create a more peaceful Middle East. So again you see this thread 
of thinking which--again, it's imperial hubris, really, to think that--you 
know, whether it's kind of motivated by good reasons or not, it's the same 
kind of colonial mentality we saw with the British, that we'll go in, we'll 
redraw the borders, we'll kind of tame the savages. So I'm concerned that 
that's the kind of mentality that we've seen. So talking about military 
intervention and boots on the ground now in that context is very worrying, 
because are we seeing that our interests are actually being kind of merged 
with that kind of imperial hubris? 
 
DESVARIEUX: Yeah. But, Nafeez, then what do we do? Because some 
people are saying, these groups are out of control, you're just going to get 
more chaos, more people are going to die. What do you do? In this 
situation, how do we handle this? 
 



AHMED: This is a difficult question, because when you're faced with that 
juggernaut of a military-industrial complex that we don't quite 
understand, it's very opaque, and we don't know where they're going, we 
don't know how they're fomenting things, it's difficult to say what the 
answer is. The answer is certainly not to very simply just put boots on the 
ground and start blowing people up, because we've done that. We did that 
in Falluja. We do not have our militaries--and I'm talking about the British 
military, the U.S. military--we do not have a great track record of doing 
counterinsurgency war. When we do counterinsurgency war, we tend to 
demonize the entire civilian population. And what's happening now in Iraq 
is the Islamic State has gone into Iraq, the so-called Islamic State has gone 
into Iraq in the context of a repressive U.S.-backed regime, which was 
presided over by Maliki, which basically has pursued very ethnic sectarian 
policies. It's overseen mismanagement, economic mismanagement, 
mismanagement of oil production and all kinds of stuff. And that's really 
created this groundswell of opposition to, obviously, the U.S., obviously to 
the existing government. It's created disillusionment with the existing 
political process. And that's given, you know, that's created the recruiting 
sergeant, really, for these guys to come in. So you go to somewhere like 
Falluja, and they've been [incompr.] we've not seen it in the mainstream 
press, but they've been--long before ISIS came in or the Islamic State came 
in, we had uprisings in Falluja. 
 
DESVARIEUX: Yeah, definitely, definitely. We covered that here. But then 
what do we do, Nafeez? I mean, I'm going to push you on this a little bit. 
 
AHMED: So what to do?  
 
DESVARIEUX: Yeah. 
 
AHMED: On the one hand, I think the first thing is, do we--in terms of--
like, we need to cut off the source. So there's been a lot of press reports 
about the Islamic State have basically got in and they've looted cities and 
they've got loads of money and they're kind of self funding, and I've got no 
doubt that they were looting cities and they've boosted their economic 
power. But the fact is is that what's been kind of suppressed by that kind 
of what--I would say kind of somewhat banal reporting, which actually has 
relied on some questionable anonymous sources, what they've not looked 
at is that money trail which is coming from the Gulf states. We have 
abundant evidence, the U.S. military has abundant evidence--the State 
Department's been tracking this for years, so has the FBI--we know very 
well where the funding is coming from. That funding is coming from the 
Gulf states. We have not moved to stop that funding. Since 9/11, there 
have been political obstacles, bureaucratic obstacles, and intelligence 
officials, very sincere guys who've been tracking this have been 
complaining that we've been blocking that for political reasons, blocking 
real action to cut that down. So the regulatory mechanisms to sort that 
out have been--they're not being pursued. And that's on the British scene, 
on the American scene, on the European scene. So that needs to be done. 
Where's the will to stop that? And why has it not being stopped? If wedon't 
stop these guys, why are we not doing that? So that raises a fundamental 
question: if we're not willing to cut off the source of funding for these kind 
of movements, that raises questions about what we're doing. So that would 
be the first step, I would say.  
 
Second step, I would say we need to be looking at how to make Iraqi 
democracy genuinely robust. At the moment, our interests are in focusing 
on accessing the oil. I mean, that's literally what our reconstruction has 
been all about. It's been about folks protecting the oil industry, getting 
that oil production going, playing off the Kurds against the Maliki 
government, and so on and so forth, trying to facilitate American 
contracts, getting production to kind of kickstart overall to many different 
oil companies, whether they're American or not, so that we can get oil 
prices down. That's been the focus. It's not been about the Iraqi people. 
It's not been about democracy and participation. If we can enfranchise the 
existing population and play that slightly long-term game, then we can cut 
off ISIS's support, and they won't be able to have that juggernaut of power 
and support, 'cause it's that--guerrilla warfare needs the civilian 
population to kind of begin to start supporting them. If we can cut that 
off, I think we can really sort things out in Iraq. But, again, the will to do 



that isn't there. It's very shortsighted.  
 
The airstrikes, a lot of analysts point have pointed out that the airstrikes 
we've had have not really been about even dealing with the humanitarian 
crisis in Iraq. It's been about--very narrowly focused on protecting our 
interests in the Kurdish oil region. So, again, if that intervention's going to 
be on the table, we need to be looking at how that intervention is couched 
and what are the interests of that intervention. Is this really going to be 
about sorting out the population of Iraq and taking responsibility for the 
mess that we've created and doing something about it? Or is this another 
shortsighted, narrow-interested kind of operation? So if we want to talk 
about that debate and people are going to talk about it, that's what it 
should be about, really. 
 
DESVARIEUX: Yeah, and that's a debate we want to keep here at The Real 
News.  
 
Nafeez Ahmed, thank you so much for joining us in the studio. 
 
AHMED: Thanks. 
 
DESVARIEUX: And thank you for joining us on The Real News Network.  
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SA: New liberation forces debate post-apartheid future 

 
 Federico Fuentes, Johannesburg 23 August 2014  
 
August 23, 2014 -- A version of this article was first published at TeleSUR 
English, posted at Links International Journal of Socialist Renewal with 
permission -- Around 30 guests from across the globe and 120 shop 
stewards from the National Union of Metalworkers of South Africa (NUMSA) 
met August 7-10, 2014, in Johannesburg to discuss the prospects and 
challenges of building a new, left political alternative to the ruling African 
National Congress (ANC), the party of deceased national hero Nelson 
Mandela. 
 
This call by the country’s largest trade union, with more than 400,000 
members, has caused reverberations throughout the working class as a 
whole, and has led some in the media to describe the process as “likely to 
lead to the birth of a workers‘ party that will eventually challenge [the 
ANC] for power”. 
 
NUMSA’s challenge to the established status quo has also highlighted the 
many dangers and challenges it faces, perhaps most graphically illustrated 
by the murder of three of its shop stewards on the eve of the symposium. 
 
Post-apartheid South Africa 
That NUMSA’s call has received so much attention can be explained by the 
reality of South African society, 20 years after the fall of apartheid.  
 
When the ANC was swept into power in 1994, under South Africa’s first 
elections in which all citizens were allowed to vote, it did so as the party 
that had successfully led South Africa’s “democratic revolution” against 
apartheid.  
 
Many believed then an ANC government would be able to implement the 
goals set out in the Freedom Charter. Drafted in 1955 by the Congress of 



the Peoples, and with the participation of thousands of delegates, the 
charter’s mission was neatly summed up in its opening demand: “The 
People Shall Govern!”  
 
Since then, the Freedom Charter has served to bind together the 
component parts of the Tripartite Alliance: the ANC, the South African 
Communist Party (SACP) and the Congress of South African Trade Unions 
(COSATU).  
 
However, after 20 years of ANC rule, South Africa remains a long way away 
from the vision set out in the Freedom Charter. Instead of completing the 
“democratic revolution”, the ANC has presided over dual transition 
processes, neither of which it was has been able to successfully complete.  
 
On the one hand was the transition towards a post-apartheid political 
democracy. While important strides have been taken in dismantling the 
old system of segregation, NUMSA general secretary Irvin Jim noted that 
much still remains to be done. 
 
In his presentation to the symposium, Jim listed a litany of ways in which 
South Africa has moved further away from the original vision of the 
Freedom Charter.  
 
For example, he said that far from sharing the country’s wealth, the ANC 
rules over a South Africa that is more unequal today than it was in 1994.  
 
Similarly, life expectancy dropped from 62 years of age in 1992 to 52 in 
2004, and only climbing back to 58 by 2012, with the gap between blacks 
and whites still an astonishing difference of 23 years (48 years compared 
to 71 years, respectively). 
 
In terms of labour rights, Jim noted that while apartheid laws have been 
abolished, studies showed that “being African reduces the odds of being 
employed by 90%, in comparison to being white”. Jim also pointed to 
figures that indicate that white employees continue to earn on average 
four times more than African employees.  
 
The failure to achieve the aims of the democratic revolution, in large part 
can be explained by the fact that the ANC’s coming to power coincided 
with the peak moment in neoliberalism’s global supremacy.  
 
Rather than challenge neoliberalism, South Africa’s new rulers preferred 
to acquiesce to the international terms imposed by big business and 
institutions such as the International Monetary Fund.  
 
“The negotiated settlement”, explained Jim, “was one of a neoliberal 
capitalist transition, carried out largely behind closed doors.” 
 
While the Freedom Charter proposed nationalising the mines and banks, 
the ANC instead further entrenched the economy’s dependency on mineral 
exports, while facilitating the rise of a powerful financial sector. At the 
same time, the manufacturing sector suffered a steep process of de-
industrialisation. The result, Jim explained, was that more than 620,000 
manufacturing jobs were lost between 1995-2008, and in 2009 alone, 1 
million jobs were lost across the economy.  
 
Yet, the ANC has also failed to complete this transition, largely because it 
was unable to inflict the kinds of defeat on the working class that had 
accompanied the implementation of neoliberalism globally. 
 
Instead, strike levels remain relatively constant through out the 1990s, and 
rose dramatically from 2005 onwards, reaching levels that surpass that of 
any other country in the world. Moreover, the rise in worker militancy was 
paralleled by a surge in community protests, mainly over access to basic 
services and unemployment.  
 
As a result, South Africa today has the highest rate of protests per capita 
of any country, and been dubbed by some the “protest capital of the 
world”.  
 



Marikana 
This tension between, on the one hand, a growing nexus between mining 
and financial economic elites and the new ANC state managers, and on the 
other, rising discontent from below, ultimately exploded with the tragic 
events at Marikana. 
 
On August 16, 2012, state security forces gunned down 34 workers from a 
local platinum mine operation run by Lonmin, in an attempt to end the 
month-long strike. Subsequent investigations into the events at Marikana 
revealed a high level of collusion between company executives and state 
officials in perpetrating the massacre. 
 
For many, Marikana seemed to bring into sharp relief everything that was 
wrong with post-apartheid South Africa.  
 
Despite the immense wealth being extracted out of the country’s platinum 
belt, responsible for 80 per cent of the world’s supply of the precious 
metal, workers continued to labour in deadly conditions for extremely low 
wages. 
 
When workers decided to fight back, they not only had to confront the 
company, but also its backers in the ANC government.  
 
This included figures such as Cyril Ramaphosa, a former mineworkers' 
union leader who became the deputy president of the country and at the 
time of the massacre sat on the board of Lonmin.  
 
Despite the tragic events of August 16, workers maintained their strike for 
another month and ultimately won a substantial pay rise.  
 
Moreover, the events at Marikana triggered off a new wave of strikes 
across various sectors. 
 
The following year saw South Africa register its highest level of strike 
incidents yet (more than half of which involved unprotected actions), 
while 2014 has already seen a five-month-long strike involving 70,000 
workers in the platinum belt and a month-long strike by 220,000 NUMSA 
members. 
 
All this has contributed to a rising sentiment among activists that 
conditions exist for building a left wing, working-class alternative to the 
ANC. 
 
NUMSA’s response 
Faced with this situation, NUMSA convened its 2013 Special National 
Conference to decide how best to respond.  
 
Delegates to the congress decided NUMSA should establish a “United 
Front” that could coordinate struggles in the workplace and communities, 
while retaking up the fight to implement the Freedom Charter.  
 
They also resolved to call on COSATU to break from the Tripartite [ANC-
SACP-COSATU] Alliance. 
 
Another decision was for NUMSA to explore the creation of a political 
organisation “committed in its policies and actions to the establishment of 
a Socialist South Africa”.  
 
This included a proposal to study the different types of political parties 
that have existed – “from mass workers parties to vanguard parties” – with 
particular attention being paid to those new experiences in countries such 
as “Brazil, Venezuela, Bolivia, Greece.”  
 
The international symposium brought together 28 party activists, trade 
unionists and social movement activists from 17 countries.  
 
Among those present were representatives from the Movement Towards 
Socialism (Bolivia), Country Alliance (Ecuador), Movement of Landless 
Rural Workers (Brazil), Syriza (Greece), Die Linke (Germany), Korean Metal 
Workers Union, Labour Party (Nigeria), Broad Front (Uruguay), Party of the 



Laboring Masses (Philippines) and the Egyptian Socialist Party. 
 
Discussion ranged across a variety of issues, including what attitude any 
new party should take towards elections and government (especially in 
light of the ANC and SACP’s trajectory), how it should go about “raising 
consciousness”, and which classes and social forces should the party 
include in its ranks. 
 
Another issue had to do with the role of trade unions in politics. The 
general consensus, certainly among NUMSA leaders, was that the NUMSA 
would always be a trade union, acting as a “shield and spear” in the hands 
of workers. Nevertheless, this was not counter-posed to playing the role of 
“catalyst” for a new party. 
 
What was apparent throughout the three days was the enthusiasm and 
seriousness with which NUMSA leaders and members alike had taken up 
this discussion.  
 
Challenges 
Also apparent are the serious challenges and obstacles they will face. 
 
The murder of three NUMSA shop stewards the day prior to the symposium 
is one example. While the exact circumstances behind the murders have 
not been fully clarified, NUMSA leaders and members were in no doubt 
that it was part of a concerted campaign against the dissident trade union. 
 
They also believe this is connected to an attempt by forces, most notably 
the SACP, to form a new, pro-ANC trade union in the metalworkers sector 
with the intention of challenging NUMSA for members. 
 
Another challenge will be dealing with the disputes that have emerged 
within COSATU, particularly over NUMSA’s push for a special congress to 
discuss the confederation’s alliance with the ANC. This has led to talk of 
expelling NUMSA, COSATU’s largest affiliate. 
 
NUMSA is not only facing the challenges posed by those forces opposed to 
its initiatives; but also of how to relate to potential allies. 
 
At the most immediate level is the question of NUMSA’s relationship with 
COSATU’s rival, the National Council of Trade Unions, and especially its 
largest affiliate, the Association of Mineworkers and Construction Union, 
which played a key role in the Marikana dispute and subsequent strikes in 
the platinum belt.  
 
Through this process, AMCU has become the biggest union in the platinum 
mining sector, and is seen by many as a powerful symbol of resistance to 
the ANC government.  
 
Any attempts at unity are sure to stoke tensions with COSATU.  
 
Then there is the issue of the Economic Freedom Fighters (EFF), a new 
political force established by former ANC youth leaders who were expelled 
from the party. Although invited to attend the symposium, the EFF 
declined to participate. 
 
Set up just one year before the May 2014 elections, the EFF went on to 
become the third-largest parliamentary force in the country (winning 6.4% 
of the vote) on a platform focused on nationalising the mines and banks, 
and opposition to ANC corruption. 
 
Most of the EFF’s support came from disenchanted youth and workers, 
particular in the platinum belt, where party leader Julius Malema 
campaigned heavily both during the Marikana dispute and then the 
election campaign. 
 
Perhaps the biggest challenge, however, will be how any new party seeks 
to involve the ever-increasing numbers of grassroots workplace and 
community activists, and even broader sectors of society, who while fed 
up with the ANC, have yet to find a political home. 
 



Without a doubt, the ANC continues to loom large in South African politics, 
in no small part because of its historic legacy as the party that defeated 
apartheid. 
 
Yet, increasing numbers are questioning whether the ANC remains a useful 
vehicle for advancing change. 
 
That is why despite winning the 2014 elections with 62% of the vote, some 
within the ruling party are deeply concerned by the fact that its share of 
support in terms of the overall voting population (which includes those 
who abstained or did not bother to register) has consistently fallen at 
every election, from 54% in 1994 to 35% this time around. 
 
NUMSA therefore faces the challenge of uniting with grassroots worker and 
community leaders, as a vital stepping stone to tapping into the broader 
social discontent present in South African society.  
 
This is in a context where an unequal relationship exists between a large, 
organised trade union and small, disparate local community groups.  
 
Moreover, any new party will have to deal with the existence of different 
left tendencies, each with their own particular ideology and discourse 
that, in many cases, reflect difference experiences and practice. 
 
Today NUMSA is at the heart of an emerging process of left re-
composition. NUMSA’s ability to navigate through this difficult terrain will 
play an important role in determining whether the new liberation forces 
that have emerged in South Africa are capable of transforming the existing 
social discontent into a political force for lasting change. 
links.org.au 
 
[Federico Fuentes is a member of the Australian Socialist Alliance. He was 
invited to attend the conference.] 

 
 
Dreaming and Organizing After the World Cup 

 
 Yesenia Barragan 19 August 2014  
 
As the dutiful daughter of soccer-crazed immigrants from Latin America, 
the World Cup was, and will always be, a sacred time of year for me. Early 
in the morning, before my father would head off to work a long day at the 
post office, before the games would begin, and before the scorching New 
Jersey summer sun would rise, he walked me over to the local park to 
teach me how to master a header or slick Carlos Valderrama’s latest 
moves. There were even family rumors that my father could’ve made 
some professional team had he remained in his native Ecuador, but they 
were nothing more than that: rumors—one of a myriad of “what if’s” 
circulated by immigrants trying to make sense of all the racism and 
poverty in the First World, now and then second-guessing their trek up 
north for the long awaited Better Life. Apart from the sheer thrill of the 
game, this is what the Copa Mundial and its global celebration of soccer 
elicited for my loved ones and me: diasporic dreaming of both belonging 
and returning. Mostly, though, it was just fun. 
 
But this year was different (but not too different from the last Cup in 
South Africa). Yes, I dutifully watched (most of) the games (apart from 
Brazil vs. Germany, which, in retrospect, was quite a good call on my 
part). But knowing that my friends and comrades were inhaling noxious 
tear gas and getting beaten by armored riot cops and the military on the 
streets of Rio and São Paulo in protest of the millions spent on this month-
long advertisement for foreign and Brazilian capital made it harder to 
stomach. When not getting assaulted on the streets, over 35,000 poor 
Brazilians were evicted from their homes to make way for shiny stadiums 
and highways leading to them, according to official estimates published by 
the federal government. “Sometimes soccer is a pleasure that hurts,” 
writes Eduardo Galeano. In Brazil (as in Russia and especially Qatar, the 
sites of future World Cups), some were indeed hurting more than others. 



 
For soccer-loving, committed leftists, the challenge was, and remains, 
how best to balance love for the beauty of the game and its transnational 
cultural significance while maintaining solidarity with comrades and those 
affected directly by this beautiful mega-event monster that is the World 
Cup. That is, to be real about this pleasure that hurts. 
 
From el Centenario to White Elephants 
“Modern sport,” writes sports historian Tony Collins, “is as much a product 
of capitalism as the factory, the stock exchange or the unemployment 
line.” Of course, the World Cup is no exception. Yet, the first games ever 
to be played in the history of the Cup arrived at one of the shakiest 
moments in the long history of capitalism: 1930, in the wake of the world 
financial meltdown known as the Great Depression. Held in Uruguay, which 
at the time boasted the world’s best soccer team, most of the games were 
played in Montevideo’s Estadio Centenario, named to celebrate the 
country’s centennial, a proud display of Uruguayan nationalism. 
 
But far from today’s reality of countries viciously vying each other to 
qualify for the Cup, FIFA officials had to beg European countries to make 
the journey down south for the inaugural games in Montevideo. In the end, 
the financial crisis, the much too long voyage across the Atlantic, and the 
fact that players would have to miss two months of games back home 
eventually led the vast majority of European teams to forego packing their 
bags. Uruguay even offered to pay the costs of travel and 
accommodations! Finally, only four European countries bit the bullet: 
France, Belgium, Romania, and Yugoslavia whose players were nicknamed 
“Ichachos” in Uruguayan newspapers because of the preponderance of 
Serbian players with last names ending in “-ić.” 
 
So much has changed since that first game in el Centenario. Wars, 
revolutions, dictatorships; the birth of global mass corporate media, 
marketing, and advertising; some blows here and there, but always a 
rampant revitalization of capitalism. Fast forward to the late 2000s: South 
Africa (2010) and Brazil. Just a fresh sixteen years after the fall of 
Apartheid, South Africa was the first African nation to host the cup in FIFA 
history (remember Shakira’s annoying if catchy line “It’s Time For 
Africa!”). Yet, in sharp contrast to South Korea, Japan, or Germany, 
countries who had previously hosted the Cup, the social and economic 
circumstances of (post-apartheid, developing) South Africa made the 
reality of hosting this corporate behemoth quite, quite ugly. Across the 
country, thousands of poor South Africans, like the Brazilians after them, 
were bloodily evicted from their homes in a mass “economic cleansing” to 
keep tourists and capital happy. 
 
And after the dissipation of tear gas, after the construction of roads 
leading to fancy hotels and stadiums, after the evictions, the new post-
World Cup landscape settles in, featuring a new crowd of silent but 
difficult White Elephants: giant, costly stadiums that are just too giant and 
costly to maintain after the mob of raucous tourists have returned home. 
Among them is the $600 million Cape Town stadium that has been 
described as a “cavernous ghost town.” Apparently, the rent is so high 
that even the local rugby team could not afford it, and for now, the 
stadium sits mostly empty. 
 
Or, among other stadiums in Brazil is the Arena de Amazônia built in the 
city of Manaus, located in the dead middle of the Amazon jungle and at a 
cost of $300 million. Largely geographically isolated from the rest of Brazil 
(to this day, you can only get to Manaus via boat or plane), Manaus was 
among the first cities to get electricity in the history of Brazil thanks 
entirely to the ruthless violence of the rubber boom of the late nineteenth 
century. Despite not having an established soccer team, and being based 
in the blistering Amazon jungle, the construction of the Arena de 
Amazônia was given a green light. 
 
After the Cup, what lies in store for the Arena? Shall it mirror Cape Town’s 
fate as an empty shell hosting B-level fashion shows and weddings? Local 
judge Sabino Marques even suggested that the Arena be used as a prisoner-
processing center due to overcrowding in the public jail. “I see no other 
better place, even temporarily, to receive detainees in Manaus,” he 



argued. Of course, the relationship between sports stadiums and prisons 
has its own dark history in Latin America: in 1973, under orders by Chilean 
dictator Augusto Pinochet, the military held, tortured, and killed 
thousands of political prisoners in the Santiago’s National Stadium. 
 
Next in line are Russia and Qatar. A reported $20 billion is supposed to be 
spent on the Cup in Russia, a country already boasting a zoo of white 
elephants from hosting the Sochi Olympics earlier this year. Meanwhile, 
rumors of bribes surround the decision to award the 2022 World Cup to 
Qatar, a country run by the Al Thani royal family with a practically non-
existent soccer culture and unimaginable summer heat (it can get up to 
120 degrees). The head of the International Trade Union Confederation 
(ITUC) has decried Qatar as “a 21st century slave state,” for its 
maintenance of the kafala system, a sponsorship system that essentially 
keeps migrant laborers (who make up literally half of the population of 
2.068 million) in debt-peonage with their employers. Working under the 
brutal desert sun, it was recently reported that migrant workers building 
the first stadium are earning as little as 75 cents an hour. The ITUC 
estimates that nearly 4,000 migrant workers will die before the 2022 Cup. 
Such is the pain of the beautiful game. 
 
Before and After the Cup: Solidarity and Building Collective Power  
From Zurich to Bangalore, people across the world came together to show 
solidarity with comrades in Brazil in the days leading up to the Cup. 
Around Exarcheia square, the famous radical neighborhood of Athens, the 
walls were plastered with posters that read “BOYCOTT BRASIL 2014” and 
others advertising the city’s second annual Antifa League playoffs held at 
the same time as the Cup. In Mexico City, protestors burned a replica 
World Cup trophy, while others held a protest in front of the Brazilian 
embassy in Istanbul. Back in the US and elsewhere, there were also calls to 
boycott the Cup altogether by refusing to watch the games. But I couldn’t 
accept this one either. In response to this, a comrade named Pablo 
Barbanegra based out of Philly expressed it best in his open letter on 
Facebook: “Dear leftists and radicals in the States planning on boycotting 
the World Cup by not watching it: just don’t. Your well meaning at best, 
self-righteous at worst, symbolic gesture ain’t doing s***. Transnational 
social movements organizing and coordinating anti-World Cup actions 
might, but individual boycotts won’t. So if you really want to do 
something, how about throwing a World Cup watching party? Invite co-
workers, neighbors, or any other group of people you might want to 
struggle alongside now or in the future, and use the World Cup and the 
protest to organize in ways that are relevant to your life.” Indeed, like our 
comrades in Brazil who created the Popular Committees to organize 
against the Cup in each of the host cities, it is critical that we use these 
moments to build popular power. 
 
And even though the Cup is now over, activists in Brazil are continuing to 
expand upon these popular mobilizations. Tiago Almeida, an organizer 
with the Popular Committee for the World Cup in São Paulo, told me that 
organizing in his local is part “of a process that goes far beyond 
denouncing problems of the FIFA World Cup 2014,” and that “social 
movements have been increasingly strengthened and placed ever more 
clearly against the economic model that transforms the city into a large 
negotiating table for business interests, taking away the most fundamental 
rights from the people.” Not only did the Committee, Almeida says, allow 
for “greater organization of popular movements,” the energy has 
continued in recent days in mobilizations by the housing movement 
organized through the Homeless Workers’ Movement, and more attention 
has been paid to the deeply repressive nature of the police, who have 
“arbitrarily placed political activists in prison in an attempt to disrupt 
[this] grassroots organization.” In São Paulo, the committee will continue 
to organize since the city will host the 2016 Olympics. 
 
As part of their larger campaign, the Committee in São Paulo also held the 
Rebel Cup as an alternative to the World Cup, highlighting “how it is 
possible to have an opposite model to the FIFA World Cup, with effective 
popular participation, without forced evictions of people from their 
homes, without prohibition of workers and no use of repression in social 
organization.” Meanwhile, from August 7-10, the Alternative World Cup 
was held in Dünsbach, Germany. Of course, there are earlier precedents to 



these events, such as the Poor People’s World Cup, created by the 
Western Cape Anti-Eviction Campaign in South Africa in 2010, which had 
36 teams from communities affected by the evictions and repression as a 
result of the Cup. Whether in South Africa or Brazil, or watching the Cup 
on our television screens back in the U.S., it is imperative that we 
creatively use these opportunities to build collective power. 
 
Dreaming and Organizing 
“Play has become spectacle,” writes Eduardo Galeano, “with few 
protagonists and many spectators, soccer for watching.” “And that 
spectacle,” he continues, “has become one of the most profitable 
businesses in the world, organized not to facilitate play but to impede it.” 
 
Yes, Eduardo, you’re right. But I have to admit: I know it’s pathetic, but 
when it comes to soccer, the World Cup is all I got. You see, in the United 
States, we simply don’t have a rich, popular tradition of football clubs as 
in Latin America or Europe (see Gabriel Kuhn’s Soccer vs. the State: 
Tackling Football and Radical Politics). As a dutiful daughter of Latin 
American immigrants, I’ve been playing since the day I was born, with a 
brief stint following the New York/New Jersey MetroStars (now known as 
the tastelessly titled New York Red Bulls) in the late 90s. And I’m too lazy 
to find on whatever pirated site fuzzy La Liga games that I have to restart 
and start again because they lag too much or cut off at the most 
inopportune times. So, I suck it up and wait a hard four years for the next 
sacred month. In the meantime, you can find me dreaming and organizing. 
zcomm.org 
 
Yesenia Barragan is a PhD Candidate in Latin American History at 
Columbia University. Based out of NJ/NYC, she is the author of Selling Our 
Death Masks: Cash-for-Gold in the Age of Austerity forthcoming on Zero 
Books. 

 
 
Russia’s investment in Africa: New challenges and prospects 

 
 Kester Kenn Klomegah First Published in Pambazuka 19 August 2014 
 
Russia’s presence in Africa remains marginal, largely due to historical 
reasons. But this could soon change. Several delegations from African 
states have visited Moscow in recent months and the Russian government 
appears determined to strengthen ties with Africa 
 
By ‘resetting’ some strategies, Russia and Africa have entered a new phase 
of growth in their economic diplomacy mainly due to rising interaction by 
high ranking government officials from some African countries with their 
Russian colleagues during the first half of 2014.  
 
Undoubtedly, Russia's intensified move to invite delegations has often 
been interpreted among academics and policy experts as a result of 
escalating competition and increasing economic influence by many foreign 
players in Africa. 
 
Professor Georgy Toloraya, Chair of the Regional Projects Department, 
Russkiy Mir Foundation, and Executive Director, BRICS National Research 
Committee in Russia, explained that ‘in the wake of increasing conflict 
with the West and European Union, Russia has to turn its attention 
(especially in economy) elsewhere and Africa is the obvious choice. The 
time has come to make meaningful efforts to implement agreements on 
bilateral basis. Furthermore, Russia is a part of the BRICS efforts in Africa, 
which might be one of the areas of investment activities by the newly 
created New Development Bank of BRICS.’ 
 
As media reports have indicated, Russia will assume the BRICS presidency 
and prepare the 7th Summit in 2015, President Vladimir Putin may attempt 
to use the group to strengthen its policy in Africa. Observers also noted 
Russia considers the grouping an absolute foreign policy priority. Brazil, 
India and China are very visible on the continent, but can they also have a 
meaningful unified BRICS foreign policy in Africa? Foreign players have 



their individual interests and varying investment. 
 
Some experts acknowledge that it is never too late for Russia to enter the 
business game but what it requires here is to move beyond old 
stereotypes, prioritize corporate projects and have a new policy strategy 
for the continent - a market of some 350 million middle-class Africans. Of 
course, Russia has to risk by investing and recognize the importance of 
cooperation on key potential investment issues and to work closely with 
African leaders on the challenges and opportunities on the continent, Andy 
Kwawukume, an independent policy expert told me from London, noting 
that Russians were trying to re-stage a come-back over the past few years, 
which was a commendable step forward.  
 
Kwawukume, a Norwagian trained graduate, pointed out that ‘there is 
enough room and gaps in Africa for Russians to fill too, in a meaningful 
way, which can benefit all parties involved. The poor and low level of 
infrastructural development in Africa constitutes a huge business for 
Russian construction companies to step in. Energy is another sector 
Russians can help in developing. Over the past few years summits have 
become increasingly common and interactive dialogue is also very helpful 
that Russian officials should consider using its Russian trained African 
graduates as bridges to stimulate business cooperation. Really, what 
Russia needs is a multilayered agenda for Africa.’ 
 
But, John Mashaka, a Tanzanian financial analyst at Wells Fargo Capital 
Markets in the U.S., argues that Russia is going to remain relevant in Africa 
if its leaders can design a policy or mechanism that will enable its people 
and corporations to secure credits – loans - with favourable terms including 
payment. It must counter China’s increasing economic influence with 
much better packages such as concessional and low-interest loans. There 
are chances to turn the business tide and if Russians can come with a 
different mix of economic incentives, without doubt, they will be taking 
off from the track where the former USSR left after the collapse of the 
Soviet era. 
 
DECLARATION ON STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP 
During the first half of 2014, African delegations at various levels visited 
Moscow from Algeria, Angola, Egypt, Mauritania, Morocco, Mozambique, 
State of Eritrea, Sudan, South Sudan, Uganda and Zimbabwe. 
 
Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov pointed out that the purpose of the visits 
was ‘to develop a trustworthy political dialogue and strengthen mutually 
beneficial bilateral cooperation in accordance with the declaration on 
strategic partnership and to forge cooperation in mutually beneficial 
economic spheres,’ – an official phrase that has run throughout (nearly all) 
his speeches, summarizing the results of the negotiations with African 
officials and posted to the ministry’s website. 
 
Lavrov further stressed the situation in different African regions, including 
to the north of the Sahara, in the region of the Horn of Africa, including 
the situation in Somalia, in the Republics of Sudan and South Sudan, the 
Central African Republic, in the Great Lakes Region, which is the key focus 
of attention in the foreign policy. ‘We would like to contribute to the 
normalization of all multifaceted ties, as well as the settlement of other 
problem issues in the African continent,’ said Foreign Minister Sergey 
Lavrov. 
 
In May, while addressing African diplomatic representatives, Lavrov said: 
‘We will continue to assist states of the continent in other areas both 
bilaterally and within multilateral formats. As it is known, Russia has 
written off over US$20 billion debt of African states. We are undertaking 
steps to further ease the debt burden of Africans, including through 
conclusion of agreements based on the scheme debt in exchange for 
development.’ 
 
In an article headlined: ‘Russia and Sub-Saharan Africa: Time-proven 
Relations’ published in the magazine Russian View in May, Sergey Lavrov 
gave additional information on gains made in policy implementation in 
Africa. It says that the economic forum ‘Urals–Africa’ held in 
Yekaterinburg in July 2013 and attended by delegations from about 40 



African States confirmed broad opportunities for enhancing cooperation 
with Africa. 
 
‘Our country takes significant practical steps to assist sustainable 
development of African states. Russia provides African countries with 
extensive preferences in trade and contributes to alleviating their debt 
burden – the total amount of debt relief exceeds US$20 billion. Debt-for-
development agreements for a total amount of US$552 million were 
concluded with certain States,’ Lavrov wrote in the article. 
 
He added that ‘the training of highly qualified specialists for various 
sectors of the economy, as well as healthcare, is another aspect of our 
efforts. Currently, more than 6,500 Africans study in Russian higher 
educational institutions and nearly half of them at the expense of federal 
budget funds. More than 960 Russian government grants are provided 
annually to countries of the region. Russia takes an active part in 
establishing the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria and 
has joined the Global Polio Eradication Initiative.’ 
 
Obviously, Russia continues providing the necessary politico-diplomatic 
follow-up for the African activities of leading Russian companies such as 
Alrosa, Gazprom, Lukoil, Rusal, Renova, Gammakhim, Technopromexport 
and VEB and VTB banks, which are engaged in large-scale investment 
projects on the continent. Positive dynamics are evident in the 
development of Russian-African cooperation in the minerals and raw 
materials, infrastructure, energy and many other spheres. 
 
As an illustration, Russia has shown interest in strengthening close ties 
with Libya in trade and energy and expanding military and technical 
cooperation. ‘We are closely examining developing relations with Libya. 
We support the efforts taken by the Libyan authorities to stabilize the 
situation in the country and ensure national reconciliation,’ Russian 
President Vladimir Putin reiterated this fact in June during a diplomatic 
accreditation ceremony for 14 foreign ambassadors to Russia broadcast on 
Rossiya-24. 
 
CRITICISMS AND ADVICE 
Some experts have offered both criticism and expert advice, often 
comparing Russia's economic investment and influence to other foreign 
players. As Dane Erickson, a lecturer at the Graduate School of Public 
Affairs at the University of Colorado and formerly a visiting scholar at the 
Africa Studies Center at Beijing University, argues in his recent article 
published in July: the reality is that China is among many international 
players that have increased their attention to Africa in recent years.  
 
Largely due to Africa's growing reputation as a region for commerce, over 
the past few years China, India, Japan, and the European Union all have 
hosted regional meetings similar to the U.S.-Africa Leaders Summit. 
Africa's fractional share in global foreign direct investment (FDI) is on the 
rise, and trade between Africa and a multitude of nations is also increasing 
rapidly. 
 
China’s trade has increased rapidly. For example, China is the most 
conspicuous among these actors. China's first Forum on China-Africa 
Cooperation (FOCAC) occurred in 2000 and larger conferences have taken 
place every three years since. And while China's official FDI is only 25 
percent of that of countries like the U.S. and France, its trade dwarfs the 
figures of other nations. Up from just $10 billion in 2000, Chinese-African 
trade came to nearly $200 billion in 2012, double that of the United 
States, the continent's second largest trading partner. 
 
‘The most conspicuous aspect of Russia's involvement in Africa is its 
absence,’ says John Endres, Chief Executive Officer of Good Governance 
Africa from South Africa, adding comparatively that ‘whereas the Soviet 
Union was quite extensively engaged in Africa in the form of proxy wars, 
as a promoter of communist ideology and as a supporter in the anti-
colonial struggles, Russia has almost entirely abandoned the field to others 
during the past two decades.’ 
 
But maybe, Endres argues further, this is not entirely surprising, 



considering that Russia is itself a resource-rich country - in contrast to 
China, for example, it does not need to go searching abroad for most of its 
necessities. And Africa is still very small as a factor market and as a 
demand market, so Russia can afford to ignore it. Nor does Russia have an 
ideology that it would want to peddle around the world.  
 
OUTCOMES REMAIN INVISIBLE 
Professor Gerrit Olivier at the Department of Political Sciences, University 
of Pretoria, and former South African Ambassador to the Russian 
Federation, wrote that when President Dmitry Medvedev visited Africa in 
2009 (Egypt, Angola and Namibia), mainly to boost business, South Africa 
was left out rather conspicuously. 
 
‘What seems to irk the Russians, in particular, is that very few initiatives 
go beyond the symbolism, pomp and circumstance of high level opening 
moves. It is also still not clear how South Africa sees Russia's willingness 
(and intention) to step up its role in Africa, especially with China 
becoming more visible and assertive on the continent,’ Professor Olivier 
added. 
 
As an important role player, it would seem to be in South Africa's interest 
to promote and cultivate a new Russian presence in Africa, something very 
different from the Cold War role of the Soviet Union, but a role that could 
promote development and stability in Africa by introducing more healthy 
competition, partnership, and greater responsibility among the major 
powers active on the continent. 
 
Important though is the fact that the Soviet Union never tried to colonize 
Africa. Soviet influence in Africa disappeared almost like a mirage with the 
collapse of the Soviet system in 1991. And today Russian influence in 
Africa, despite efforts towards resuscitation, remains marginal. While, 
given its global status, it ought to be active in Africa as Western Europe, 
the European Union, America and China are, it is all but absent, playing a 
negligible role, according to the views of the retired diplomat. 
 
‘Russia, of course, is not satisfied with this state of affairs. At present 
'paper diplomacy' dominates its approach: a plethora of agreements are 
being entered into with South Africa and various other states in Africa, 
official visits from Moscow proliferate apace, but the outcomes remain 
hardly discernible. Be that as it may, the Kremlin has revived its interest 
in the African continent and it will be realistic to expect that the spade 
work it is putting in now will at some stage show more tangible results,’ 
Professor Olivier wrote from Pretoria in South Africa. 
 
According to a recent research survey conducted between January and 
June 2014 by Buziness Africa, both Russian and African policy experts 
suggested that the existing Memorandum of Understanding (MoUs) Russia 
has signed with African countries and together with various economic 
agreements reached by the joint business councils over the past few years 
provide solid framework for raising vigorously its economic influence as 
well as strengthening bilateral relations to an appreciable levels between 
Russia and Africa.  
www.pambazuka.org 
 
Kester Kenn Klomegah is a keen foreign policy observer and an 
independent researcher on Russia and Africa. In 2004 and 2009, he won 
the Golden Word Prize for series of analytical articles highlighting Russia's 
economic cooperation with African countries. 
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Obama, Zuma and the Washington-Pretoria-Tel Aviv Relay 

 
 Patrick Bond 15 August 2014 
 
What, ultimately, was the importance of the Africa-US leadership summit 
at the White House last week? It came at a very decisive moment for 
geopolitical relations in the axis linking Washington, Pretoria and Tel Aviv. 
And surprising US-China economic connections were also revealed, 
potentially reaching deep into Africa. Mega-corporations of both US and 
African parentage revelled in the attention and repeated blasts of public 
subsidies, with deals alleged to have reached $37 billion over the three 
days. 
 
We may never know the backroom Faustian Pacts done by African elites 
with these firms, but what public signals were sent? How dangerous is it 
that President Jacob Zuma is welcoming US military and corporate 
institutions back to Africa with open arms, as the continent’s aspirant 
gatekeeper? 
 
The Palestine test 
First, Middle East turmoil is now, to use a word we must regrettably return 
to, paramount. Iraq, Libya and Syria remain profoundly unstable. But in 
Gaza, where ‘incremental genocide’ is underway, according to Israeli 
historian Ilan Pappé, world concern is most urgent. During Israel’s 
escalating war against Palestine, even United Nations leader Ban Ki-Moon – 
formerly a behind-the-scenes supporter of Gaza bombing – bemoaned the 
‘criminal’ brutality of Tel Aviv’s indiscriminate attacks, as UN schools were 
periodically demolished. US president Barack Obama, meanwhile, 
restocked the ammunition so the Israelis could reload. More than 2000 
people have died in the latest attacks. 
 
What did we learn at the frontline of Palestine solidarity, South Africa? On 
the one hand, many were surprised and appalled by the August 3 
outpouring of support for the war by around 10 000 Israeli supporters, 
including leaders of two (marginal) black political parties and a major 
black evangelical church. Called by the hard-line South African Zionist 
Federation at the Huddle Park golf course in eastern Johannesburg, the 
backslapping rally occurred just as Israel was bombing more UN schools, 
but no sign of humility was displayed. A similar rally in Cape Town a week 
later attracted 4000. 
 
South African Zionists exhibit breath-taking chutzpah. Those gathered at 
Huddle Park were amongst the main economic beneficiaries of apartheid 
(you can tell this by skin colour), and also of post-apartheid neoliberal 
economic policies whose historically unprecedented high interest rates and 
liberalised exchange controls reward those already wealthy. 
 
Yet the same people feel beleaguered on the cultural front, with many 
experiences in mainstream society leaving Zionists alienated and 
exasperated. Bruises to the South African Zionist ego have been found 
during the annual ‘Israeli Apartheid Week’ events, in current controversies 
over Israeli products for sale at upscale supermarket Woolworths, 
especially the Sodastream water carbonator scandalised by Scarlett 
Johansson, and academic boycotts of Israel that have raised tensions at 
major tertiary institutions since 2011. 
 
The same week that Zionists waved the flag in Johannesburg, one of 
Israel’s most celebrated intellectuals, Pappé, made the round of major 
South African universities and community halls. The majority-Muslim 
audiences gave Pappé standing ovations after not only a dissection of the 
‘incremental genocide’ now underway and account of Israel’s ethnic 
cleansing of Palestine over the last century, but even his insistence on the 
need for a ‘one-state solution’ narrative to emerge. 
 



When Pappé shared a stage with the higher education minister Blade 
Nzimande, the University of Johannesburg crowd roared for Pretoria to do 
more in solidarity with Palestine. Showing that academic boycotts are 
institutional and not personal, Pappé’s tour added more angst to the 
Zionists’ laager mentality. But what makes the battle over solidarities 
much more acute was that 30 000 Durban residents protested very 
forcefully against Israel (July 25) and 100 000+ then came out in Cape 
Town (August 9). 
 
As society polarises, it is often the function of weak rulers to make 
soothing sounds so as to maintain status quo relations, and Zuma did not 
fail. After increasingly vocal calls for Zuma to cut diplomatic and business 
relations with Israel, as Latin American countries are doing, he openly 
announced there would be no expulsion of its ambassador, Arthur Lenk, to 
a standing ovation at a Washington press conference. South African 
Zionists were also delighted by Pretoria’s blind eye to the Gaza massacres, 
as Democratic Alliance MP Darren Bergman crowed to the ultra-Zionist SA 
journalist Ant Katz: “at a time like this it was not right to apportion blame 
to anyone but to rather seek a quick and lasting solution. Give that man a 
Bells” (sic). 
 
This came on the heels of Zuma’s implicit rejection of the February 2014 
Cape Town Declaration, which demanded a variety of SA-Israeli links be 
broken. It was supported by most political parties, including the ruling 
African National Congress (ANC), and as a result, Katz reported of Zuma, 
“The pressure they have been under to act (against Israel) has been 
enormous. The President chose to change the direction, appoint a top 
ambassador to Israel and encourage growth in trade,” citing a foreign 
policy source. 
 
One source of counter-pressure could well be Ivor Ichikowitz of the 
Paramount Group, Africa’s most aggressive arms-dealing entrepreneur. 
The proximity he enjoys is impressive, perhaps because of deals – including 
the fabled Iraqi food for oil scandal – with ANC fundraisers like Sandi 
Majali, and his own millions in contributions to the ruling party. For 
example, in 2008, Ichikowitz provided Zuma with free flightsto Lebanon 
and Kazakhstan where interesting “business meetings” were held, and 
again in 2011 to Washington. Before the 2009 election, Ichikowitz flew an 
ailing Nelson Mandela from Johannesburg to Mthatha airport for the ruling 
party’s political gain, “unleashing a furore over whether the ANC had 
jeopardised his health and disregarded his strict travel protocol.” More 
recently, his air-chauffeur role again courted controversy, even in Israel, 
because he gave Ambassador Lenk and his family a free flight and weekend 
holiday at his Madikwe Game Reserve lodge. 
 
“We will not supply countries that have a bad human rights record,” 
Ichikowitz claimed to a Sunday Business Timesreporter in 2013, because 
“the South African government would not allow us to supply countries that 
would be inappropriate.” Pretoria’s arms sales oversight is, in fact, 
notorious, most spectacularly just before the 2003 US/UK invasion of Iraq 
on false premises, when Denel supplied the Western belligerents with 
ammunition shell-casing, artillery propellants, and laser range finders. 
According to a 2013 Amnesty International complaint, the Arms Control 
Committee led by Minister Jeff Radebe “authorised conventional arms 
sales to governments without the required scrutiny,” even following a 
2010 scandal in which the Auditor General slated 58 dubious arms deals 
between involving South Africans, including with rights-violating regimes in 
Sudan, Gabon, Djibouti, Ethiopia, Algeria, Egypt and the Central African 
Republic. 
 
In 2005, the Defense Department accused Ichikowitz’s firms of “violating 
arms control rules in exports to several countries, including Angola and 
Ghana,” bribing at least one army colonel in the process. Two years later, 
he was involved in what the Sunday Times termed “a mining venture in the 
war-torn eastern Democratic Republic of Congo with the Makabuza family, 
whose members have been accused of illegal arms trading and funding a 
rebel group charged with war crimes.” 
 
This year, Ichikowitz made the news for allegedly corrupting the Malawian 
government with transport and also supplying the vicious Brazilian police 



with weapons to use in its clampdown on the favelas before this year’s 
World Cup, featuring extra-judicial killings and mass displacements. He 
began his career working with Rwanda’s authoritarian ruler Paul Kagame 
(allegedly responsible for many of the five million deaths in neighbouring 
DRC), and praises Equatorial Guinea’s hated dictator Teodoro Obiang 
Nguema Mbasogo as well as the late DRC dictator Mobutu Sese Seko, whom 
he called “a strong, powerful leader loved by many of his people.” 
 
This man is a dangerous asset for Pretoria to wield in a context of extreme 
internecine competition over markets – including military equipment – 
between South Africa, China, the European Union and the US. Ichikowitz 
apparently understands the need to buff his image, through his family 
foundation’s new film publicising a French commodities trader who had a 
minor role in anti-apartheid deal-making during the late 1980s, through 
sponsoring a book about Jewish anti-apartheid heroes, and in the press. 
 
With this kind of public relations concern, stretching to hiring professional 
sock-puppets to edit his Wikipedia entry, we should follow Ichikowitz’s 
moves more closely. For example, on August 13 he reported back from 
Washington to Johannesburg Star newspaper readers on the main editorial 
page, “The primary challenge as I see it for the US will be to overcome the 
reputational damage caused by the infamous mantra of the ‘regime 
change’ approach in years past. This bellicose security and defence issue 
remains a major concern to African emerging market actors.” 
 
He is speaking of himself, for Ichikowitz is attempting to have US aid and 
International Monetary Fund rules relaxed so that he can do much bigger 
arms deals with African tyrants. Ichikowitz claims that these elites have 
“no capacity to be able to afford the solutions they require because of 
limitations imposed by the international community on how they use their 
budget.” (Making the same case in the US last week, Ichikowitz faced 
ridicule in at least one major periodical, but in South Africa, ownership of 
The Star by ANC ally Iqbal Survé appears to lower the vigilance level.) 
 
At the same time, two other Israelis are in the news for their controversial 
extractive industry activities. Commodities czar Dan Gertler – according to 
Forbes, worth $2.6 billion – has found massive oil reserves in the DRC, 
working in collaboration with Zuma’s nephew Khulubuse, whose prior 
extractive industry accomplishments are not impressive. Both are very 
close to DRC authoritarian leader Joseph Kabila, which Global Witness 
suggests “raises further corruption concerns.” 
 
Yaron Yamin is the second: a Bulawayo-based magnate who arrived in 
Zimbabwe with no english skills and no money, but with a controversial 
fundamentalist Israeli religious connection – Rabbi Eliezer Berland – whom 
he now funds with half his proceeds, even arranging a Lear jet shopping 
trip for Johannesburg essentials every week. Last December, Yamin 
announced he would do business with Zimbabwe’s corrupt military and 
mining elite in the Marange diamond fields, well known as the source of 
the country’s tragic Resource Curse, including several hundred murders of 
resident informal-sector diggers by the army in 2008. 
 
US corporate seduction 
This is the kind of arrangement that generates militaristic links between 
the contending powers, mainly for the sake of resource extraction. It also 
helps explain Zuma’s re-embrace of Washington, for as he explained last 
week in a talk to US Chamber of Commerce, “Amongst our flagship 
projects, we have invested more than one trillion rand in infrastructure 
since 2009. We are further investing more than 840 billion rand in 
infrastructure development over the next three years. The bulk of this 
spend is going into energy and transport related infrastructure.” 
 
For expanding Transnet’s reach with a locomotive joint venture, Zuma 
praised General Electric. After all, he explained, “South Africa’s economic 
growth is inextricably linked to that of Africa as a whole. That is why we 
put great emphasis in developing not only our country’s infrastructure, but 
that of the African continent too.” 
 
The warm reception impressed Johannesburg Business Day reporter 
Nicholas Kotsch, who cited GE chief executive Jeff Immelt applauding 



Washington for US Export-Import Bank subsidies: “In a very competitive 
world where we are up against China Inc and Europe Inc, it’s good to have 
this sort of support.” 
 
In contrast, Kotsch felt obliged to observe, “The summit had almost 
nothing to say about 200 schoolgirls held captive in northeast Nigeria by 
Boko Haram guerrillas and the attacks in Kenya by other Islamist 
extremists. Legislative hounding of gays in Uganda and a few other 
countries were ignored,” because, he opined, “Perhaps the fear was that 
addressing such sensitive political matters would be bad for business and if 
ever a summit was about the nexus between presidents and business, this 
was it.” 
 
Not to be left out of the nexus, however, Beijing’s Africa handlers must 
have felt insulted by the prior week’s Economist magazine interview of 
Obama: “My advice to African leaders is to make sure that if, in fact, 
China is putting in roads and bridges, number one, that they’re hiring 
African workers; number two, that the roads don’t just lead from the mine 
to the port to Shanghai.” Naturally Obama wants those African ports to 
host ships with minerals and oil headed for New York, New Orleans and 
Houston. 
 
China’s challenge 
The competitive relationship with China is especially interesting because 
the US State Department’s top official for Africa from 2009 through last 
year, Assistant Secretary (A/S) of State Johnny Carson, very openly 
described – to leading Nigerian businesspeople in a February 2010 friendly 
chat whose details Chelsea Manning liberated for WikiLeaks via a US State 
Department cable – China as a “a very aggressive and pernicious economic 
competitor with no morals.” He continued, “The Chinese are dealing with 
the Mugabe’s and Bashir’s of the world, which is a contrarian political 
model.” 
 
Unlike the Chinese leaders, Obama has very strong morals. He does not 
deal with the likes of Mugabe or Bashir, who were banned from last week’s 
meeting at the White House. (Instead, Obama is dealing with African 
democrats who abhor corruption and would never practice brutality 
against their citizenry, good men such as Uhuru Kenyatta, Paul Biya, Blaise 
Compaore, Paul Kagame, Yoweri Museveni, Teodoro Obiang, José Eduardo 
dos Santos, Idriss Deby, Joseph Kabila, Jacob Zuma, Goodluck Jonathan, 
Yahya Jammeh and Hailemariam Desalegn – whose praises are also sung by 
Alemayehu Mariam – and others in the same league such as King Mswati 
and Alpha Conde.) 
 
Tellingly, former Rwandan Ambassador to the US Theogene Rudasingwa 
wrote a pleading letter to the Obama administration, asking Secretary of 
State John Kerry to “reign in your national security team. The hawks 
among them will insist that there is a red threat (China) looming over 
Africa, which must be contained or neutralised. Furthermore, these hawks 
argue, it is US security and economic interests that should take 
precedence over anything else, even if this means baby-sitting some of 
Africa’s most dangerous big men.” 
 
But the red threat is being neutralised, if Obama succeeds in winning more 
African tyrants’ hearts and minds. The Economist interviewer asked, “You 
see countries like China creating a BRICS bank, for instance – institutions 
that seem to be parallel with the system, rather – and potentially putting 
pressure on the system rather than adding to it and strengthening it. That 
is the key issue, whether China ends up inside that system or challenging 
it. That’s the really big issue of our times, I think.” Obama replied, “It is. 
And I think it’s important for the United States and Europe to continue to 
welcome China as a full partner in these international norms.” 
 
As if on cue, the Wall Street Journal reported a “proposal by Beijing to 
work together [with Washington] on large infrastructure projects such as 
the Inga-3 hydroelectric dam in the DRC… For the US, a partnership with 
China on such projects could sustain long-term the central role of the 
World Bank and IMF.” 
 
Added the Financial Times, “US officials say that a partnership with China 



on Inga-3 or another dam would be an important breakthrough in 
collaboration at a time when military rivalry between the two countries in 
Asia is growing.” The main project under discussion, a dam on the Congo 
River three times larger than China’s Three Gorges, would send the vast 
majority of its electricity into mining and smelting. South Africa knows the 
terrible denouement caused by a Minerals-Energy Complex taking over 
state power, personified in this week’s testimony by Cyril Ramaphosa 
about why he, a 9 percent owner in Lonmin, called in police to conduct 
operations against his “dastardly criminal” platinum mineworkers, who 
were striking at Marikana two years ago. 
 
The Chinese elites are still not short of cash, and to illustrate the 
symbiotic relationship, Beijing purchased $107 billion of US government 
bonds in the first five months of 2014. According to the Wall St Journallast 
month, this was “the fastest pace since records began more than three 
decades ago.” The Chinese, in return, now apparently want US 
cooperation to lower risk and intensify the exploitative process in Africa, 
even at the risk of assisting a competitor to get its boot back down hard on 
local throats. 
 
The potential for US military activity in Africa remains great, given 
Washington’s need to prop up friendly dictators against all manner of local 
resistances – not only religious extremists, but also social activists whose 
rate of protest has, in 2011-13, been growing even faster than the 2010-11 
North African uprising period, according to the African Development 
Bank’s latest count. 
 
But in contrast to frightening recent reports from the brilliant US 
journalist Nick Turse about the Pentagon’s “war fighting combatant 
command” in dozens of African countries, there is still a rather blunt 
division of labour at work between Washington and its deputy sheriff in 
Pretoria. Strategists from the Africa Command have already explained why 
they are doing so much training of African militaries, including SA National 
Defence Force soldiers: “We don’t want to see our guys going in and 
getting whacked.” 
 
It is here that Zuma offered the most disturbing words last week, a 
veritable sub-imperialist manifesto: “There had been a good relationship 
already between Africa and the US but this summit has reshaped it and has 
taken it to another level… We secured a buy-in from the US for Africa’s 
peace and security initiatives… As President Obama said, the boots must 
be African.” 
zcomm.org 
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Ukujikileza kukaObama,noZuma ngokusebenzisa ngeWashington-
nePitoli kanye neTel Aviv  
NguPatrick Bond  
Mhlaziyishumi neSihlanu kuNcwaba 
Umhumushi nguFaith ka-Manzi 
 
Ngabe . empeleni, kwakuyini ebaluleke kangaka ngengqungquthela 
phakathi kobuholi baseAfrika kanye naseMelika ngenyanga kaNcwaba? 
Kwenzeka ngesikhathi sesinqumo esibalulekile ngesikhathi ubudlelwane 
mayelana nobubalezwe nezombusazwe busaqhubeka okuhlanganisa 
iWashington, iPitoli kanye neTel Aviv. Futhi okuthusayo ukuxhumana 
phakathi kwezwe laseChina nelaseMelika kwambulwa, okwenza lamazwe 
agxile ngokujulile eAfrika. Izimboni ezinkulukazi abazali bazo okuyiAfrika 
kanye neMelika zazizi bungaza ngokunakwa kanye nokuphinda phindeka 
kokuxhaswa kakhulu yizimali zemiphakathi, kanye nezivumelwano 
ekusolwa ukuthi zifinyelele kwizigidigidi ezingamashumi amathathu 
nesikhombisa zamadola ezinsukwini ezintathu. 
 
Ngeke sazi ngezivumelwano ezenziwe ngasese ezingcolile zenziwe 
ngababusi baseAfrika nalezizimboni, kodwa ngabe imiphi imiyalezo 
yemiphakathi eyathunyelwa? Ngabe kunobungozi kangakanani ukuthi 
uMongameli uZuma wemukela abombutho wezempi kanye nezikhungo 
zezimboni la Eafrika ngezandla ezivulekile, njengomqaphi ozimisele 



womnayngo walelizwekazi? 
 
Ukuhlolwa kwasePalestine 
Okokuqala, izinxushunxushu ezenzeka Maphakathi neMpumalanga 
(phecelezi iMiddle East) zenzeka njangamanzj, ukusebenzisa igama 
esizisolayo ngokulisebenzisa, ukuthi zibalulekile. I-Iraq, iLibya kanye 
neSyria amazwe alokhu eqhubeka enganakho ukuthula. Kodwa eGaza, 
lapho, ‘ukushintshashintsha kokubulala inqwaba yebantu esizweni’ 
(phecelezi incremental genocide) kuyeza, ngokusho kwesifundiswa 
kwezomlando sasezweni lakwaIsrael uIlan Pappé, ukubhekana nalesisimo 
ngumhlaba wonke ikhona okubaluleke kakhulu. Ngesikhathi impi 
yakwaIsrael ihlasele kakhulu ePalestine, ngisho nomholi weZizwe 
Ezibumbene (United Nations) uBan Ki-Moon – owayekade ecashile 
ngokuxhasa kwakhe ukubhonjwa kweGaza –wakhalaza ngesihluku 
‘esinobugcwelgcwele’ sokuhlasela kwe Tel Aviv okwakungasakhethi, 
njengoba izikole zeZezwe Ezibumbene zazicekelwa phansi ngaso sonke 
isikhathi. Umongameli waseMelika uBarack Obama, ngesikhathi, 
ehlanganisa kabusha izikhali ukuze isizwe sakwaIsrael sikwazi ukugwalisa 
izikhali zaso. Bangaphezulu kwezinkulungwane ezimbili abantu abafe 
kulokukuhlaselwa okusanda kwenzeka.. 
 
Ngabe sifundeni phambili obumbanweni lwasePalestine, iNingizimu Afrika? 
Ngakolunye uhlangothi, iningi lathuka futhi ladangala mhlazintathu 
ngenyanga kaNcwaba nokuxhaswa okukhulu kwalempi ngabaxhasi 
abangu10 000 baseIsrael, okumbandakanya abaholi ababili 
(abasemingceleni) abamnyama bamaqembu bezombusazwe kanye nelinye 
ibandla elikhulukazi lbavangeli labamnyama. Bemenywe yinhlangano 
yamaZionist aseNingizimu Afrika ePaki yaseHuddle lapho kudlalwa khona 
igalofu empumalanga neGoli, lomhlangano okwakungowabantu abazishaya 
emhlane kwenzeka ngesikhathi izwe lakwaIsrael lidedela iziqhumane 
ezinye izikole Zamazwe aBumbene , kodwa laba ababehlangene abazange 
bakhombise ukuba nozwelo. Omunye umhlangano ofana nalona wabanjwa 
eKapa futhi kwafika izihlwele eziyizinkulungwane ezine 
 
AmaZionists aseNingizimu Afrika ayekhombisa ukudelela okumangalisayo. 
Labo ababehlangele ePaki laseHuddle kwakungabanye abazuze kakhulu 
ngesikhathi sombuso wobandlululo (lokhu kwakubonakala ngombala 
wesikhumba sabo), kanti nemigomo yomnotho ongxiwankulu eshayiwe 
emva kobandlululo amazing ayo amakhulukazi enzuzo kanye nokuxegisa 
izimali ezingenayo neziphumayo kuzuzisa labo vele abacebile.  
 
Kodwa futhi bona labantu bazizwa besesimweni esinzima uma 
sekubhekenwe nezamasiko, ikakhulukazi uma sekubhekwana nezinto 
abadlule kuzona kwimiphakathi yezwe labo okwenze amaZionists azizwe 
engeyona ingxenye yabo.Ukulimaza ukuzethemba kwamaZioniztz 
aseNingizimu Afrika kutholakale ngesikhathi semicimbi eyenzaka njalo 
ngonyaka ‘yeIsraeli Apartheid Week’, okunobuhixhixi mayelana 
nemikhiqizo yasezweni lakwaIsrael edayiswa kwizinxanxathela zezitolo 
ezisemazingeni aphezulu njengoWoolworths, ikakhulukazi iSodastream 
okuyisiphuzo samanzi agxabhisiwe kodwa abandayo okwenziwa yihlazo 
nguScarlett Johansson, kanye nezibhelo zezifundiswa zasezweni 
lakwaIsrael eseziveze ukungaboni ngaso linye kwizikhungo zemfundo 
ephakeme ezihamba phambili kusukela ngonyaka ka2011.  
 
Kulelosonto futhi ngesikhathi amaZionists ephephezelisa ifulegi eGoli, 
omunye wezifundiswa ezinodumo kakhulu ezweni lakwaIsrael, uPappé, 
wavakashela izikhungo zemfundo ephakeme ezimbalwa ezisezingeni 
eliphezulu zaseNingizimu Afrika kanye nasemaholo emiphakathi.Izihambeli 
eziningi zamaSulumane zazishayela kakhulu uPappé ihlombe zize zime 
ngezinyawo emva kokuba esehlaziye ‘ukushintshashintsha kokubulala 
inqwaba yabantu esizwenu’ manje okwenzekayo futhi babuka ukubulawa 
kwesizwe samaPalestine yisizwe samaIsrael kuleminyaka eyikhulu edlule, 
kodwa ngisho ukugcizelela kwakhe kwisidingo sengxoxo yokuthi 
kukhulunywe ‘ngesixazululo sezwe elilodwa’ kuqhamuke. 
Ngesikhathi uPappé ekhuluma emhlanganweni lapho kwakukhuluma khona 
futhi nongqongqoshe wezemfundo ephakeme uBlade Nzimande, isihlwele 
esasisesikhungweni semfundo ephakeme eGoli iUniversity of Johannesburg 
samemezela ukuthi iPitoli kube khona elikwenzeyo ukuhlanganyela 
nePalestine. Ukukhombisa ukuthi ukunswinya ezemfundo kuhambisana 
nezikhungo hayi umuntu nomuntu, ukuhambela kukaPappé kuleli kwangeza 



ukukhathazeka emiqondweni yamaZionists. Kodwa yini eyenza impi 
ngokuhlanganyela kwabanokungamukeleki ukuthi izakhamizi ezingu30 000 
zaseThekwini zabhikilisha ngomfutho omkhulu zimelene nezwe 
lakwaIsrael( mhla zingamashumi amabili nesihlanu ngenyaka kaNtulikazi) 
kanye nabangu100 000 nokungeziwe baphuma eKapa ( mhla 
ziyisishagalolunye ngenyanga kaNcwaba) 
 
Njengoba imiphakathi ishintsha, kujwayelekile ukuthi ababusi 
ababuthakathaka ukwenza imisindo enokududuza ukuze kulawuleke 
ubudlelwane bungashintshi, futhi uZuma akazange ahluleke. Emva 
kokumemezela okunomsindo ukuthi uZuma ahlukanise ubuhlobo bezizwe 
kanye nezohwebo nezwe lakwaIsrael, njengoba kwenza amazwe aseLatin 
America, wamemezela phambi kwabantu ukuthi ngeke balixoshe inxusa 
lakwaIsrael, uArthur Lenk, kwakze kwasukuma abantu bemshayela ihlombe 
ngesikhathi enomhlangano nabezindaba eWashington. AmaZionists 
aseNingizimu Afrika ayekujabulela futhi ukuthi iPitoli liziba ukucekelwa 
kwemiphefumula yabantu basePalestine, njengoba iLunga lasePhalamende 
leqembu iDemocratic Alliance uDarren Bergman laklewula kwintatheli 
yaseNingizimu Afrika exhasa ngobuhlanya amaZionists wathi: ‘’ngesikhathi 
esinjengalesi kwakungalungile ukugxeka noma ubani kodwa ukuthi 
kubhekwane nendlela elula futhi enesixazululo esizohlala isikhathi eside. 
Nika lowomuntu utshwala” (sic). 
 
Lokhu kwenzeka emva kwamazi kaZuma okungukunqaba okusobala 
kwe2014 Cape Town Declaration ngenyanga kaNhlolanja, okwakufuna 
ukuthi izindlela ezimbalwa zokuxhumana phakathi kwezwe lakwaIsrael 
nellaseNingizimu Afrika zinqanyulwe. Lokhukumemezela (declaration) 
kwakuxhaswe ngamaqembu amaningi ezombusazwe, okumbandakanya 
ngisho noKhongolose, lokhu kwaholela ukuthi uZuma, ngokusho kukaKatz, 
“Ingcindezi ababengaphansi kwayo ukuthi (kumelwane nezwe lakwaIsrael) 
yayinkulu kakhulu. UMongameli wakhetha ukushintsha indlela , wagcoba 
inxusa eliphezulu ukuthi liye ezweni lakwaIsrael ukuthi ligqugquzele 
ukuhwebelana,” sekusho elinye abezindaba basemazweni aphesheya. 
 
Enye indlela eqhamuka ngakwelinye icala lengcindezi kungaba nguIvor 
Ichikowitz weParamount Group, umhwebi onamandla kakhulu wezikhali 
waseAfrika. Ukusodelana wakuthanda, ngoba izivumelwano – 
okuhlanganisa ukudla kwaseIraq okwakuyinganwekwane kuhlanganiswe 
nodaba lwehlazo ngamafutha – kanye nabakhankasela uKhongolose izimali 
njengoSandi Majali, kanye nezigidi zakhe axhase ngazo leliqembi 
elibusayo. Ngokwesibonelo-nje, ngonyaka ka2008, uIchikowitz wakhokhela 
uZuma ukuthi andiza mahala eya eLebanon kanye naseKazakhstan lapho 
‘’imihlangano enokuthakasa’’ yayenziwa khona, waphinde wamkhokhela 
ukuthi andizele eWashington ngonyaka ka2011. Ngaphambi kokhetho 
langonyaka ka2009, uIchikowitz wakhokhela uMandela owayesegula 
ukusuka eGoli aye eMthatha ukuze kuzuze ezombusazwe zeqembu 
elibusayo, “okwenza kube khona ulaka mayelana nokuthi ngabe 
uKhongolose awuzange wenze isimo sakhe sempilo sibe bucayi kakhulu 
kanye nokungahloniphi umshicilelo wokuthi angabe esahamba kakhulu.” 
Okungekudala-nje, kulokhukudiza kwakhe ngezimali zokuhambisa abantu 
kwahlangezana nobunxushunxushu, ngisho nasezweni lakwaIsrael, 
ikakhulukazi indima encane ayidlala kwisivumelwane kumelenwe 
nobandlululo sekuphela iminyaka uama80, ngokuxhasa ngezimali incwadi 
eyayngamaqhawe amaJuda ayemelene nobandlululo, ngoba wanika iNxusa 
uLenk kanye nomndeni wakhe ukuthi undize mahala kanye namaholide 
angezimpelasonto kwindawo yakhe yokungcebeleka iMadikwe Game 
Reserve. 
 
Ngeke sihlinzeke amanye amazwe anegama elibi mayelana 
nokuhlukunyezwa kwamalungelo esintu,’’, kusho uIchikowitz wintatheli 
yephephandaba iSunday Business Times ngonyaka ka2013, ngoba 
“uhulumeni waseNingizimu Afrika ngeke usivumele siwahlinzeke ngoba 
lokho ngeke kube kuhle. Unkungaphelelisi kwePitoli uma lidayisa izikhali, 
empeleni, kudume kabi, kwagqama futhi kakhulu ngaphambi-nje 
kokuhlaselwa kweIraq ngomqondo ongenaqiniso ngamazwe aseMelika 
nelaseNgilandi ngonyaka ka2003, ngesikhathi iDenel inikeza lamazwe 
anodlame aseNtshonalanga ngezikhali eziyiziqhumane kanye nezinye 
izinhlobo ezinobungozi kakhulu. Ngokukhononda kwenhlangano iAmnesty 
International ngonyaka ka2013, iKomidi Elilawula Izikhali (phecelezi iArms 
Control Committee) eyayiholwa ngungqongqoshe uJeff Radebe “lavumela 



ukuthi kube khobna ukudayiswa kwezikhali ezinguhlobo oludala 
kohulumnei ngaphandle kokubabhekisisa kahle,” lokho kwalandelwa uhlazo 
langonyaka ka2010 lapho uMhloli Mabhuku wezwe lonke yabika kabi 
ngezivumelwano zezikhali ezimbi kakhulu ezingamashumi amahlanu 
nesishagalombili ezazimbandakanya iNingizimu Afrika, okuhlanganisa 
nemibuso engawahloniphi amalungelo esintu njengeSudan, iGabon, 
Djibouti, iEthiopia, iAlgeria, iEgypt kanye neCentral African Republic. 
 
Ngonyaka ka2005, uMnyango weZokuvikela wasola imboni kaIchikowitz 
ngokuphula imithetho elawula izikhali ngokudayiselwa amazwe 
angaphesheya ambalwa, okubalwa iAngola kanye neGhana kuwona,” kanye 
nokufumbathisa ngokukhohlakala omunye wabezikhulu bombutho wempi 
ngesikhathi enza lokhu. Emva kweminyaka emibili, wayehlangene 
iphephendaba iSunday Timeslangesonto elakubiza ngokuthi “uhlelo 
olunobungozi kwezokumbiwa phansi ezweni elisempini empumalanga 
neDemocratic Republic of Congo kanye nomndeni wakwaMakabuza family, 
amalunga awo aseke asolwa ngokudayisa ngezikhali ngokungemthetho 
kanye nokuxhasa ngezimali iqembu lamavukelambuso elibekwe amacala 
empi.” 
 
Kulonyaka, uIchikowitz wagqama futhi ezindabeni ngokusolwa ngokuthi 
wekhohlakalisa uhulumeni waseMalawi ngokuwunukeza ezokuthutha kanye 
futhi nangokunikeza amaphoyisa aseBrazil adume kabi kakhulu ngezikhali 
ukuthi azisebenzise ukucekela phansi namafavelas (imijondolo) ngaphambi 
kokuqala kweNdebe Yomhlaba Komdlala kaNobhutshuzwayo, okwaholela 
ekutheni kufe abantu abaningi kanye nokuthi abanye abaningi bangabe 
besaba namakhay.a Waqala ukusebenza nombusi waseRwanda owayebusa 
ngesandla esiqinile uPaul Kagame (owasolwa ngokuba nesandla ngokufa 
kwabaningi ababbalelwa kwizigidi eziyisihlanu ezweni akhelene nalo iDRC), 
futhi wancoma uobusa ngendlovukayiphikisa ozondwa kakhulu 
waseEquatorial Guinea uTeodoro Obiang Nguema Mbasogo kanye futhi 
nomunye futhi owayebusa ngendlovuyangena ongasekho emhlabeni 
uMobutu Sese Seko, ayembiza ngomholi onamandla kakhulu, futhi 
owayethandwa kakhulu ngabantu.” 
 
Lendoda iyingozi kakhulu ePitoli ukuthi ingangenelela kulokukuncintisana 
okunodlame kakhulu kangaka kwizimakethe – okuhlanganisa izimpahla 
zombutho wempi- phakathi kweNngizimu Afrika, neChina, neEuropean 
Union kanye neMelika. UIchikowitz engathi uzwa usidingo sokwenza 
sokuzenza ukuthi abukeke njengesikhondlakhondla, ngokuthi asbenzise 
umndeni wakhe usebenzise izimali zawo ukwenza isithombe esizokhombisa 
lapho umdayisi wezimpahla waseFrance owaba nendima encale ayidlalayo 
kwisivumelwano esenziwa ngesikhathi kumelwenwe nobandlululo 
ngesikhathi saminyaka yokuphela kwama80, ngokuxhasa bngezimali 
incwadi emayelana namaqhawe amaJuda ayemelene nobandlululo, kanye 
nakwabezindaba.  
 
Ngokuba nendaba kangaka-ke mayelana nobudlelwano okusemehlweni 
abantu, okwasabalala kwaze kwafinyelela nakulabo abayizincelebane 
zakhe abahlela ukungena kwakhe kwiWikipedia, kufanele silandele 
iminyakazo kaIchikowitz ngokusondelela. Ngokwesibonelo-nje, zingiyishumi 
nantathu ngenyanga kaNcwaba wenza lombiko evela eWashington esebuya 
eGoli awenza kubafundi bephephandaba iStar kumbhalo wabahleli, 
“Inginamba ehamba phambili njengokubona kwami ukuthi iMelika iyokwazi 
ukunqoba ukwaziwa kwayo kwucekeleke phansi ngokushiwo 
kuphindaphindiwe okumbi kakhulu ‘ngumbuso woshintsho’ kuleminyaka 
edlule. Lokhu kulwa okunodlame kanje kwezokuqapha kanye nezokuvikela 
kusahlezi kungudaba olubalulekile kakhulu kulaba abahwebi baseAfrika 
okuyimakethe okuyima ivela.” 
 
Ukhuluma ngaye, ngoba uIchikowitz uzama ukuthi imithetho elawula usizo 
lwaseMelika kanye neInternational Monetary Fund ixegiswe ukuze zkwazi 
ukwenza kakhulu izivumelwano zezikhali nebabusa ngendlovuyangena 
emazweni aseAfrika. UIchikowitz uqhamuka nezinkulumo ezithi lababusi 
‘’abanawo amandla okungenza ukuthi bakwazi ukuthola izixazululo 
ezidingakalayo ngenxa yezindlela ezibavimbayo ezibekwe phezu kwabo 
yimiphakathi yasemazweni aphesheya ukuthi bayisebenzise kanjani imali 
ababelwe yona.” (Okuyinto eyenzekile efanayo eMelika ngesonto eledlule, 
uIchikowitz wabhekana nokuphoxeka cisho ephephabhukwini elilodwa 
elikhulu, kodwa eNingizimu Afrika, umnikazi wephephandaba leStar 



ongubhululu kaKhongolose uIqbal Survé ubonakala engamqaphele 
ngokwanele.) 
 
Kanti futhi ngaso sona lesosikhathi, ababili bobuzwe baseIsrael 
basezindabeni mayelana nobunxushunxushu bokuzimbandakanye nezimboni 
zokumbiwa phansi. Isicebi esiphezulu kwezokudayiswa uDan Gertler –
ngokusho kukaForbes, onemali elnganiselwa kwizigidigidi ezingu2.6 
zamadola- uthole izinndawo ezinkulu ezigcine amafutha eDRC, 
esebenzisana ngokubambisana nomshana kaZuma uKhulubuse, owaziwayo 
ukuthi imboni yakhe yezokumbiwa phansi ngaphambilini ayizange ibe 
nemiphumela emihle. Bobabili basondelene nombusi wakhona obusa 
ngesendla esiqinile uJoseph Kabila, iphephabhuku iGlobal Witness ethi 
lokhu kuchaza ‘’ukudlulela phambili kwezimo ezidala ukuthi kube 
nokusolalisa ngenkohlakalo eqhubekela phambili.” 
 
UYaron Yamin ungomunye wesibili:isicebi esihlala kwaBulawayo owafika 
eZimbabwe engakwazi ukukhuluma isingisi futhi engenamali, kodwa 
enobudlelwane nontamolukhuni wenzenkolo waseIsrael -uRabbi Eliezer 
Berland –manje asenikelela kuye izimali ngengxenye yenzuzo yakhe, waze 
wamhlelela ukundiza kuhambo lakhe lokuzothenga izinto ezibalulekile 
eGoli njalo ngeviki. Ngenyanga kaZibandlela ngonyaka odlule, uYamin 
wamemezela ukuthi uzohwebelana nabombutho wempi onenkohlakalo 
waseZimbabwe kanye nongxiwankulu bezokumbiwa phansi endaweni 
yaseMarange lapho kumbiwa wakho idayimane, eyaziwa kakhulu 
nnjengesizinda esinobuhlungu ezweni lonke laseZimbabwe 
njengesinesiqalekiso kwezokumbiwa phansi, okumbandakanya ukubulwa 
kwezakhamizi ezingamakhulu ambalwa ezizimele ezazimba 
ngokungabhalisiwe, zibulawa ngabombutho wempi ngonyak ka2008.  
 
Ukuyengwa yizimboni zongxiwankulu baseMelika 
Lolu uhlelo luholela kuhlanganyela yezombutho wempi phakathi 
kwamazwe aphikisanayo, ikakhulukaz, ngenxa yezokumbiwa phansi. 
Kuyasiza futhi ukucaza ukubungaza kabusha kweWashington nguZuma, 
njengoba achaza ngeviki eledlule enkulumweni yakhe kwiUS Chamber of 
Commerce, “Kwezinye zezinhlelo zethu ezibalulekile, sitshale imali 
ngaphezulu kwezigidigidi esisodwa eziphindwe kathathu zamarandi 
kwizizinda kusukela ngonyaka ka2009. Futhi siyaqhubeka sitshala 
ngaphezulu kwamakhulu ayisishagalolunye namashumi amane ezigidigidi 
zamarandi ekuthuthukiseni izizinda kuleminyaka emithathu ezayo. Imali 
eningi esiyisebenzisayo iqondene nezizinda ezimayelana namandla kagesi 
kanye nezokuthutha.” 
Ukwandisa lomsebenzi ohlanganyelwe neTransnet mayelana nezokuthutha 
ngezitimela, uZuma wancoma imboni yakwaGeneral Eletric. Phela emva 
kwakho konke lokhu, esechaza, “ Ukukhula kwezomnotho waseNingizimu 
Afrika uhlangene kakhulu nokukhula komnotho weAfrika yonke. Kungakho 
sigcizelela kangaka ekuthuthukiseni hayi-nje izizinda zezwe lethu, kodwa 
nalezo zezwekazi laseAfrika.” 
 
Ukwamukelwa ngemfudumalo yenza intatheli yephephandaba laseGoli 
iBusiness Day eGoli uNicholas Kotsch athatheke, wayesebhala ngokuthi 
ngomphathi weGE uJeff Immelt eshayela ihlombe iWashington ngemixhaso 
yezimali zaseBhange mayelana nezokuthuthela kwamanye amazwe 
imkhiqizo nokuyingenisa emazweni: “Kulomhlaba okunokuncintisana 
kakhulu lapho sibhekene neChina Inc kanye neEurope Inc, kuhle ukuthi sibe 
nalendlela yokuxhaswa.” 
 
Ngokungavumelani, uKotsch wabna kufanele ukuthi aqaphele lokhu, 
“ingqungquthela yayingenakho engakusho ngamantomabaze esikole 
angamakhulu amabili agcinwe njengeziboshwa enyakathompumalanga 
ngamaphekulazikhuni eBoko Haram kanye nokuhlaselwa kweKenya 
ngontamolukhuni bamaSulumane. Ukuhlukunyezwa ngokomthetho 
kongqingili baseUganda kanye namanye amazwe ambalwa akuzange 
kukhulunywe ngakho,”ngoba, ngokubona kwakhe, “Mhlawumbe ukwesaba 
ukuthi ukukhuluma ngalezizimo zezombusazwe ezizwela kanje kungaba 
kumbi kwezohwebo futhi umangabe lengqungquthela kwakungebhekene 
kuphela nalabomongameli kanye nezohwebo, futhi kwakuyilokho.” 
 
Futhi bengafuni ukusala ngaphandle kulokukuhlangana okwakubhekene 
ngqo nalaba, kodwa-ke, abalawula iAfrika baseBeijing kungenzeka ukuthi 
bazizwe behlanjalazwa ngumbhalo wenkulumo eyayikhona evikini 



alalingaphambi kwalokhu phakathi kwephephabhuku iEconomist kanye 
noObama: “Engikakusho okunga gqugquzela abaholi baseAfrika 
ukuqinisekisa ukuthi uma, empeleni, iChina yakha imigwaqo kanye 
namabriji, okokuqala, nokuthi iqasha abasebenzi baseAfrika; okwesibili, 
ukuthi imigwaqo ayiyi –nje ezindlini zokumbiwa phansi bese isuke lapho iya 
echwebeni iShanghai.” Nokujwayelekile, uObama ufuna ukuthi 
lawomachweba aseAfrika ukuthi abe yizizinda zemikhumbi yokuthwala 
imkikhiqizo embiwa phansi kanye namafutha bese lemikhiqizo ithuthelwa 
eNew York, eNew Orleans kanye naseHouston. 
 
Ingqinamba ebhekene neChina 
Lobubudlelwano obunokuncintisana kanye neChina iyamangalisa ngoba 
isikhulu esiphezulu kuMnyango Wombuso waseMelika esimele iAfrika 
kusukela ngonyaka ka2009 kuze kube ngonyaka odlule, Omgusizi kaNobhala 
Wombuso uJohnny Carson, ngokungafihli wachaza- kubaholi babahwebi 
baseNigeria ngenyanga kaNhlolanja ngonyaka ka2010 ngesikhathi ekhuluma 
nabo ngobungani imininingwane yalenkulumo uChelsea Manning ayidalula 
kwiWikiLeakseyidlulisa ngomyalezo woMnyango Wombuso waseMelika – 
iChina njengezwe ‘’elinobudlova kanye nomphumela onobungozi 
makuncintiswana ngezomnotho futhi alingenanembeza.” Waqhubeka 
wathi, “Abesizw saseChina asebenzisana noMugabe kanye noBashir 
bakulomhlaba, okuyisibonelo esingesihle neze kwezombusazwe.” 
 
Okungafani nabaholi baseChina, uObama unonembeza kakhulu. 
Akasebenzisani nabafana noMugabe noma uBashir, abangazange 
bavunyelwe ukuza emhlanganweni wangeviki eledlule eWhite House. 
(Esikhundleni salokho, uObama usebenzisana nabaholi bamazwe ahola 
ngentando yeningi abzonda inkohlakalo futhi abangeke babe nobudlova 
kwizakhamizi zabo, amadoda amahle njengoUhuru Kenyatta, noPaul Biya, 
noBlaise Compaore, noPaul Kagame, noYoweri Museveni, noTeodoro 
Obiang,o José Eduardo dos Santos, oIdriss Deby, oJoseph Kabila, oJacob 
Zuma,o Goodluck Jonathan, oYahya Jammeh kanye no Hailemariam 
Desalegn – udumo lwabo luvezwa nguAlemayehu Mariam – kanye nabanye 
abafana naye njengeNkosi yaseSwazini uMswati kanye noAlpha Conde.) 
Ngokulindelekile, owayeyinxusa laseRwanda ezweni laseMelika uTheogene 
Rudasingwa wabhala incwadi encengayo eyiqondise kumbuso kaObama, 
ecela ukuthi uNobhala Wombuso uJohn Kerry “ukusebenzisa amandla 
ombuso wakhe kwezokuvikela zezwe lakhe. Amaqili aphakathi kwabo 
ayogcizelela ukuthi kunobungozi (obuyiChina) egebela phezu kweAfrika, 
okufanele inqandwe noma ikhinyabezwe. Futhi okunye, lamaqili athi, 
izidingo zezokuvikela kanye nezomnotho zaseMelika ekufanele zihambe 
phambili kunakho konke okunye, noma ngabe lokhu kusho ukutetemisa 
amanye amadoda aseAfrika aziwa kakhulu anobungozi kakhulu.” 
 
Kodwa lobububgozi (obuyiChina) byakhinyabezwa, uma uObama 
ephumelela ukunqoba izinhliziyo kanye nezingqondo zababusi baseAfrika 
ababusa ngobundlovuyangena. Owayebuza imbuzo kwiphephabhuku 
iEconomist wathi, ‘’Uyabona ukuthi amazwe anjengeChina abumbe 
ibhange leBRICS, ukwenza isibonelo-nje -izikhungo ezibonakala sengathi 
zenze kanye kanye nalenqubo, kunokuba – ngokuzama ukufaka ingcindezi 
kulenqubo kunokuba bandies kuyona noma bayisimamise. Iyona ndaba 
ehamba phambili, noma ngabe iChinaigcina ingaphakathi kulenqubo noma 
iphikisana nayo. Ilona ludaba olukhulu ngempela lolu kulezizikhathi zethu, 
ngicabanga kanjalo.” UObama waphendula wathi, ‘’Kunjalo. Futhi 
ngicabanga ukuthi kubalulekila ukuthi iMelika kanye neEurope iqhubeke 
ngokwamukela iChina njengomlingani ngokugcwele kulemikhuba yomhlaba 
wonke.”  
 
Engathi base betsheliwe, iphephabhuka iWall Street Journal labika, 
“ngokuhlongozwa yiBeijing ukusebenzisana [neWashington] kwizinhlelao 
ezinkulu zezinqalasizinda njengedamu lokuphehla amandla kagesi eDRC i-
Inga-3… Kwizwelase Melika, uku ngulmlingani neChina kwuhlelo olunjenga 
lolu kungenza kusimame isikhathi indima ebalulekile yeBhange Lomhlaba 
kanye neIMF.”  
 
Kwaphinda kwangenelela nephephandaba iFinancial Times, “Izikhulu 
zaseMelika zithi ubulingani neChina ledamu i-Inga-3 noma elinye idamu 
kungaba yindlela ebalulekile yokusebenzisana ngokuhlanganyela 
ngesikhathi lapho ukuncintisana ngokuthi ubani onamandla kwabembutho 
wezimpi phakathi kwalamazwe zwenikazi laseAsia kukhula.” Uhlelo 



olukhulu olucubungulwayo, idamu kuMfula iCongo elikhulu 
ngokuphindaphindwe kathathu kune Three Gorges yaseChina, 
okungathumela amandla amaningi kagesi kwizimboni zokumbiwa phansi 
kanye nezokuncibilikisa. Iningizimu Afrika iyazi ukuthi mumbi kangakanani 
umphumela owdalwa yiSizinda-Namdnla kagesi-Nemikhiqizo yokumbiwa 
phansi (phecelezi iMinerals-Energy Complex) uma isibusa ngaphezulu 
kwamandla ezwe, okwabonakala kulelisonto kubufakazi nguCyril 
Ramaphosa ukuthi yini ndaba, njengomnikazi weLonmin amasheya akhe 
ayisishagalolunye, wabiza amaphpyisa ukuthi azokwenza izinhlelo 
zokumelana ‘’ezinobunya nobugebengu’ ngabasebenzi basemayini 
yeplatinum, ababebhikilisha eminyakeni emibili edlule. 
 
Ababusi baseChina kuze kube manje abashodelwa imali, futhi ukukhombisa 
lokho ilobubudlewalne bokusebenzisana, iBeijing yathenga amabond 
kahulumeni waseMelika ezigidigidi ezingu107 zamadola ezinyangezi 
eziyisuhlanu zokuqala ngonyak ka2014. Nokusho kwephephabhuku iWall St 
Journal ngenyanga edlule, lokhu ‘’kwakuyindlela eshesha kakhulu kusukela 
kumlando owaqala ngaphezulu kweminyaka engamashumi amathathu 
edlule.” Abesizwe saseChina, nawo-ke, sekuyabonakala ukuthi afuna 
ukusebenzisana neMelika ukwenhlisa ubungozi kanye nokubhebhethekisa 
izindlela zokuxhaphaza iAfrika, noma lokhu kungaba nobungozi ngokusiza 
abancintisana nabo ukuthi abuye athole ithuba lokugcindezela abantu 
bakulelizwekazi.  
Ukungenzeka kokuthi izenzo zezombutho wempi yasemelika eAfrika zigcine 
zinkulu kakhulu, uma sekubhekwana nokusimamisa ababusa 
ngendlovuyangena kumelenwe nakho konke ukuphikisana okungaqhamuka 
emiphakathini yakulelzwekazi – hayi-nje kuphela ontamolukhuni bezinkolo, 
kodwa ngisho izishoshsovu zezenhlalakahle isibalo sokubhikilisha kwazo 
okunyuka kakhulu, kusukela ngo2010 kuya ku2013, uma kuqhathaniswa 
nokwaseNyakatho neAfrika ngesikhathi sezibhelu, ngokugcina kokubala 
kweBhange Lokuthuthukisa LaseAfrika. 
 
Kodwa ngokuphikisana okusabisayo kwimibiko engemidala-nje eqhamuka 
kwintatheli ehlakaniphe ngokumangalisayo yaseMelika uNick Turse 
“ngempi yasePentagon yokulwa ngokubhekana nabalawulayo ezimpini’’ 
kumazwe ambalwa aseAfrika, kusekhona ukuhlukanisa okusobala okumbi 
amazing emisebenzi phakathi kweWashington kanye namasekela 
aboePitoli. Abacabangayo abaqhamuka kwabalawulayo eAfrika vele 
sebechazile vele ukuthi bayiqeqeshelani kakhulu kangaka imibutho 
yaseAfrika, okumbandakanya nabezombutho wezwe laseNingizimu Afrika 
(phecelezi iSA National Defence Force): “Asifuni ukubona amabutho ethu 
ehambela ukuthi ayohlulwa.” 
 
Kulapho-ke uZuma eqhamuke khona namazwi aphazamisa kakhulu ngeviki 
eledlule, okuyisiqubulo esiyiqiniso salowo obusa ngokusabala kwamanye 
amazwe: “Bekuvele kunobuhlobo obuhle phakathi kweAfrika neMelika 
kodwa lengqungquthela isibuqale kabusha futhi yabuyisa kwelinye izinga… 
Sesiqinisekise ukungenelela ukuthula kweAfrika okuqhamuka eMelika kanye 
nezindlela zokuvikeleka…Njengoba uMongameli uObama asho, izicathulo 
kufanele kube ezasAfrika.” 
 
UPatrick Bond ungumqondisi weCentre for Civil Society esikhungweni 
semfundo ephakeme eNyuvesi yaKwaZulu-Natal eThekwini. 

 
 
Ignoring Ukraine’s Neo-Nazi Storm Troopers 

 
 Robert Parry 14 August 2014 
 
The U.S.-backed Ukrainian government is knowingly sending neo-Nazi 
paramilitaries into eastern Ukrainian neighborhoods to attack ethnic 
Russians who are regarded by some of these storm troopers as 
“Untermenschen” or subhuman, according to Western press reports. 
 
Recently, one eastern Ukrainian town, Marinka, fell to Ukraine’s Azov 
battalion as it waved the Wolfsangel flag, a symbol used by Adolf Hitler’s 
SS divisions in World War II. The Azov paramilitaries also attacked Donetsk, 
one of the remaining strongholds of ethnic Russians opposed to the Kiev 



regime that overthrew elected President Viktor Yanukovych last February. 
 
Yet, despite this extraordinary reality – modern-day Nazi storm troopers 
slaughtering Slavic people in eastern Ukraine – the Obama administration 
continues to concentrate its criticism on Russia for sending a convoy of 
humanitarian supplies to the embattled region. Suddenly, the 
administration’s rhetoric about a “responsibility to protect” civilians has 
gone silent. 
 
This same hypocrisy has permeated nearly everything said by the U.S. 
State Department and reported by the mainstream U.S. news media since 
the Ukraine crisis began last year. There was fawning coverage of the 
Maidan protesters who sought to overthrow Yanukovych and then an 
immediate embrace of the “legitimacy” of the regime that followed the 
Feb. 22 coup. As part of this one-sided U.S. narrative, reports about the 
key roles played by neo-Nazi activists and militias were dismissed as 
“Russian propaganda.” 
 
But the ugly reality has occasionally broken through the blinders of the 
Western press. For instance, on Sunday, in the last three paragraphs of a 
long article about the Ukraine conflict, the New York Times reported that 
the Ukrainian military strategy has been to pound rebel-held cities from 
afar and then turn loose paramilitary forces to carry out “chaotic, violent 
assaults.” 
 
“Officials in Kiev say the militias and the army coordinate their actions, 
but the militias, which count about 7,000 fighters, are angry and, at 
times, uncontrollable. One known as Azov, which took over the village of 
Marinka, flies a neo-Nazi symbol resembling a Swastika as its flag.” [See 
Consortiumnews.com’s “NYT Discovers Ukraine’s Neo-Nazis at War.”] 
 
Actually, the Azov fighters do more than wave a Swastika-like flag; they 
favor the Wolfsangel flag of Hitler’s SS divisions, much as some of 
Ukraine’s neo-Nazis still honor Hitler’s Ukrainian SS auxiliary, the Galician 
SS. A Ukrainian hero hailed during the Maidan protests was Nazi 
collaborator Stepan Bandera whose paramilitary forces helped exterminate 
Jews and Poles. 
 
Yet, this dark side of the Kiev regime generally gets ignored by the 
mainstream U.S. media despite the fact that the idea of modern-day Nazi 
storm troopers wreaking havoc on Slavic “Untermenschen” would seem 
like a very juicy story. 
 
But it would destroy the white-hat/black-hat narrative that the State 
Department and the MSM have built around the Ukraine crisis, with the 
Kiev regime in the white hats and the ethnic Russian rebels and Russian 
President Vladimir Putin wearing the black hats. It might be hard to sell 
the American people on the notion that neo-Nazis waving an SS flag and 
ranting about “Untermenschen” deserve white hats. 
 
Kiev’s Tolerance of Neo-Nazis 
More details about the Azov battalion’s role in the fighting were reported 
in the conservative London Telegraph. In a somewhat sympathetic article, 
Telegraph correspondent Tom Parfitt wrote that “In Marinka, on the 
western outskirts, the [Azov] battalion was sent forward ahead of tanks 
and armoured vehicles of the Ukrainian army’s 51st Mechanised Brigade. … 
 
“[Despite some casualties] Andriy Biletsky, the battalion’s commander, 
told the Telegraph the operation had been a ‘100% success’. …’Most 
important of all, we established a bridgehead for the attack on Donetsk. 
And when that comes we will be leading the way.’” 
 
The Telegraph then added: ”But Kiev’s use of volunteer paramilitaries to 
stamp out the Russian-backed Donetsk and Luhansk ‘people’s republics’, 
proclaimed in eastern Ukraine in March, should send a shiver down 
Europe’s spine. Recently formed battalions such as Donbas, Dnipro and 
Azov, with several thousand men under their command, are officially 
under the control of the interior ministry but their financing is murky, 
their training inadequate and their ideology often alarming. The Azov men 
use the neo-Nazi Wolfsangel (Wolf’s Hook) symbol on their banner and 



members of the battalion are openly white supremacists, or anti-Semites.” 
 
In interviews, some of the fighters questioned the Holocaust, expressed 
admiration for Adolf Hitler and acknowledged that they are indeed Nazis, 
a fact also known by Kiev authorities. 
 
Biletsky, the Azov commander, “is also head of an extremist Ukrainian 
group called the Social National Assembly,” according to the Telegraph 
article which quoted a recent commentary by Biletsky as declaring: “The 
historic mission of our nation in this critical moment is to lead the White 
Races of the world in a final crusade for their survival. A crusade against 
the Semite-led Untermenschen.” 
 
The battalion itself is founded on right-wing views, Biletsky acknowledged, 
adding that Nazi allegiances are not grounds for exclusion. “The most 
important thing is being a good fighter and a good brother so that we can 
trust each other,” he said. 
 
The Ukrainian offensive against the ethnic Russian rebels also has 
attracted neo-Nazis from around Europe. “Mr Biletsky says he has men 
from Ireland, Italy, Greece and Scandinavia,” the Telegraph reported. 
 
These foreign recruits include Mikael Skillt, a former sniper with the 
Swedish Army and National Guard who leads and trains a reconnaissance 
unit. Skillt identified himself as a National Socialist who has been active in 
the extreme right-wing Party of the Swedes. “Now I’m fighting for the 
freedom of Ukraine against Putin’s imperialist front,” he said. 
 
The Kiev government is aware of the Nazi sympathies among the fighters 
that it has sent into eastern Ukraine to crush the ethnic Russian 
resistance. “Ukraine’s government is unrepentant about using the neo-
Nazis,” the Telegraph reported, quoting Anton Gerashchenko, an adviser 
to Interior Minister Arsen Avakov, as saying: 
 
“The most important thing is their spirit and their desire to make Ukraine 
free and independent. …A person who takes a weapon in his hands and 
goes to defend his motherland is a hero. And his political views are his own 
affair.” 
 
President Petro Poroshenko even hailed one of the militiamen who died in 
fighting on Sunday as a hero, the Telegraph reported. 
zcomm.org 
 
Investigative reporter Robert Parry broke many of the Iran-Contra stories 
for The Associated Press and Newsweek in the 1980s. You can buy his new 
book, America’s Stolen Narrative, either in print here or as an e-book 
(from Amazon andbarnesandnoble.com). For a limited time, you also can 
order Robert Parry’s trilogy on the Bush Family and its connections to 
various right-wing operatives for only $34. The trilogy includes America’s 
Stolen Narrative. For details on this offer, click here. 

 
 
Indonesian Election: New face; same problems 

 
 Conor Flynn, Socialist Party (CWI Australia) 13 August 2014 
 
On July 9, for only the third time since the collapse of the totalitarian 
Suharto regime in 1998, Indonesians went to the polls to elect a new 
president. The previous incumbent, Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono, was 
constitutionally barred from seeking a third five-year term and the 
election was contested between Suharto-era general, Prabowo Subianto, 
and Jakarta governor, Joko ‘Jokowi’ Widodo.  
 
After a fortnight of counting, the General Elections Commission (KPU) 
declared Jokowi the winner. He had received 70.6 million votes, or 
53.15%, compared to Prabowo’s 62.5 million votes, or 46.85%. The official 
results were consistent with the ‘quick counts’ or surveys by private firms 
of local polling stations where vote tallying is public.  



 
Prabowo, however, still does not want to concede defeat. He has rejected 
the KPU’s official results declaring that they are “legally flawed”. His 
campaign manager, Hashim Djojohadikusumo, told the media that polls 
which suggested Jokowi had won amounted to “a hijacking of democracy”. 
On 6 August, Prabowo filed a challenge to the result in the country’s 
Constitutional Court.  
 
President Yudhoyono called on both sides to “show restraint” and order. 
Throughout the country, Yudhoyono had mobilised over 250,000 police, 
supported by 30,000 military personnel, to “keep guard so that the 
political and democratic process can run peacefully, orderly and safely”.  
 
The presidential election has exposed the political instability that 
pervades Indonesia as well as the rest of the capitalist world. With a 
slowing economy, declining foreign investment and rising inequality, there 
will be no honeymoon period for the new president.  
 
Disillusionment  
Despite the transition from the military dictatorship of Suharto in 1998 to 
a parliamentary democracy, issues of endemic corruption and rampant 
increases in the cost of living remain. Poor living standards and the lack of 
infrastructure and public services have been largely ignored by the 
political establishment.  
 
In the last three general elections, the number of votes gained by the 
winning party was lower than the number of people protesting against all 
the political parties and leaders by not voting.  
 
The April parliamentary election reflected this mood. None of the parties 
that participated in it garnered enough votes or seats to stand a 
presidential candidate in their own right. The election rules require 
presidential candidates to have the support of a party or parties that have 
secured 25% of the vote, or 20% of the seats, in the parliamentary poll.  
 
Grand coalitions of the political establishment, most of whose members 
had close ties to the former Suharto regime, were formed. Jokowi was 
nominated by the Indonesian Democratic Party of Struggle. Renowned for 
his ‘hands on approach’ as mayor of Solo from 2005 to 2012, and later as 
governor of Jakarta, he was endorsed by several parties.  
 
Key figures of the political establishment, such as former president 
Megawati Sukarnoputri, former commander of the Indonesian army, 
Wiranto, and Liem Sieo Lion, the richest person in the country, backed his 
candidacy.  
 
Prabowo was backed by Gerindra, a party he formed in 2007 and also 
received the support of Golkar, the political party of the dictator Suharto. 
Despite being one of the richest people in the country – his fortune is 
estimated to be worth US$160 million – Prabowo was endorsed by a 
number of trade unions, including the Federation of Metal Workers’ Unions 
(FSPMI). In return for their endorsement, Prabowo would have appointed 
the FSPMI leader, Said Iqbal, as his minister for labour, had he been 
elected.  
 
National general strikes in 2012 and 2013 showed the huge economic 
power of the working class in Indonesia. If organized, both industrially and 
politically, it could challenge capitalism and the rule of profit. 
Unfortunately rather than moving towards building an independent 
political organisation of the working class, the Indonesian Council of Trade 
Unions opted to stand 40 candidates for several different capitalist 
political parties.  
 
Trying to get the maximum votes, both Jokowi and Prabowo vowed to end 
corruption and cronyism, improve health and education, and deliver better 
public services. Both pledged to invest upwards of US$60 billion in major 
infrastructure projects like roads, ports and railways in an attempt to 
arrest Indonesia’s economic decline. In the first quarter of 2014 economic 
growth has slowed to 5.91%, its weakest since 2009.  
 



While their policies were similar, there were a number of stylistic 
differences. Whereas Jokowi presented himself as a ‘man of the people’ - 
a man viewed by The Economist as the only candidate who could 
implement “real change” - Prabowo, in the words of the Financial Times, 
“Represent(ed) more of the status quo.”  
 
During the campaign, Prabowo initially denied that, as commander of the 
covert military forces - Kopassus - during the 1998 mass protests against 
Suharto, he was responsible for the kidnapping, torture and killing by 
electrocution of 23 people. Although nine people were later released, 
fourteen were never found.  
 
What next?  
Jokowi’s victory has been welcomed by international markets and foreign 
investors. The Financial Times reported on July 22 that it is, “Welcomed 
by foreign investors who hope that (Jokowi’s) preference (is) for action 
over rhetoric”.  
 
In a period of renewed economic crisis, capitalism can only continue in 
Indonesia by demanding more sacrifices from the working class and the 
poor. In June, the World Bank released its latest report regarding the 
Indonesian economy. Entitled ‘How Can Indonesia Avoid the Middle Income 
Trap?’, the report recommended that “deeper structural reforms, such as 
fuel subsidy reform” is required if the country is to “share prosperity more 
broadly”. The outgoing Yudhoyono government has already begun this 
process by announcing that it will cut 2014 spending by US$3.7 billion.  
 
The incoming vice president, Jusuf Kalla, has accepted the demands of the 
World Bank. He has declared that reducing fuel subsidies will be the first 
priority for the Jokowi government. By announcing the decision “in good 
time and with good style”, Kalla, who served as Yudhoyono’s first vice 
president from 2004 to 2009 and oversaw deep cuts to fuel subsidies, 
hopes the reforms will not “spark any protests”.  
 
To achieve these reforms, Jokowi will require the support of Golkar, the 
second largest party in the parliament. Despite supporting Prabowo’s bid 
for the presidency, Golkar officials have indicated their distaste for being 
part of the opposition, having been in government for the past decade.  
 
Although Indonesia became an independent nation in 1945 and formal, 
parliamentary democracy has been in place since the fall of the Suharto 
regime, none of the major problems facing workers and the poor have 
been solved.  
 
Just as under Suharto, a tiny minority continue to plunder the country’s 
wealth and resources. In 2013, Forbes magazine revealed that the 50 
richest people in Indonesia have a combined wealth of US$95 billion. 
US$36 billion of that wealth is controlled by nine families that have close 
ties to the former Suharto regime. The top 20% of the population control 
80% of the country’s wealth. Wealth inequality continues to increase, with 
even the United Nations warning this is a precursor to social unrest.  
 
Neither Jokowi nor any of the establishment parties has a programme that 
is capable of taking things forward. The only way to lift the majority of 
people out of poverty, to end corruption and raise living standards, is on 
the basis of democratic socialism. Workers and the poor need to reject all 
of the capitalist parties and fight for a system that puts their interests 
first.  
 
The tensions that are developing in Indonesian society are bound to 
sharpen in the unstable period ahead. Through the course of struggles 
more people will see the need to build a party that fights for socialism – a 
system based on the public ownership and democratic control of the 
country’s wealth and resources.  
www.socialistworld.net 

 
 
Battlefield - Economy  



 
 Zheleznovsky Art E.Goldsteyn 9 August 2014  
 
Previously, Western sanctions referred to specific officials and politicians 
are now limited for banking and commerce. Putin prepares responses.  
 
Double Impact  
Targeted sanctions banned from entering the EU and the United States to 
individual officials, politicians and participants of the events in the Crimea 
and in the south-east of Ukraine, as well as the freezing of their foreign 
assets and a portion of the property. They were designed to demonstrate 
the determination of the West respond to the attacks of the Putin regime, 
and presumably could cause fermentation, if not in its top division. On the 
strength of their impact is difficult to say. If the Russian elites and 
fermented, then learn more about them, we can only when they come to 
the surface. Russian officials and oligarchs have long preferred to keep a 
significant share of the acquired abroad, however, are now trying to figure 
out how many of them will choose the aggravation of the situation when 
foreign assets as well as Putin's feeder no more fruitful than guesswork. It 
is, however, pay attention to the acceleration of capital outflows: the first 
quarter of 2014 left Russia 70 billion dollars - more than in all of 2013. 
These outflows are not only stretching from the Russian market by foreign 
investors, but also Russian capitalists and bureaucrats, putting out their 
funds from an unstable economy.  
 
The impact of the second phase of sanctions looks more serious and more 
understandable. Sanctions signed up a significant number of countries - 
the United States, all countries in the EU, Australia, Canada, Norway, 
Japan, Albania and Montenegro. New measures include severe restrictions 
on foreign loans to major Russian state-owned banks, the embargo on the 
export and import of military goods, a ban on the sale of high-tech 
equipment for the oil industry, as well as restrictions on investment in the 
Russian economy and the export of certain other types of high-tech 
products.  
 
Turn off the gas?  
Defenders of the Putin regime to talk about the possible damage to the 
economy from sanctions usually answer: In which case, will block the gas 
to Europe! The dependence of many European countries on Russian energy 
really is a serious deterrent west of the more drastic measures, but the 
role of this factor is gradually reduced . This is due to in-country EU 
energy efficiency policy, alternative energy development, reorientation of 
imports of petroleum products, as well as due to the replacement of the 
Russian energy liquefied natural gas imported from the United States. 
Exports of crude oil from Russia to CIS countries from 2011 to 2013 
decreased from 224.1 to 208.0 million. Tons in the future is likely to 
continue this trend.  
 
At the same time, it is important to understand that Russia's economy and 
revenues of its budget is not only oil. Revenues from taxes on production 
and export of hydrocarbons account for about 30% of the consolidated 
revenue (taking into account the different structure of the federal and 
regional) budget. Other income - it's mostly receipts from taxes and duties 
that are directly dependent on the volume of business and production. 
Production, in turn, depends on investments. Their disadvantage and low 
efficiency of lead indicators fall now, and. we are talking not just about 
lack of money, but the absence of the necessary modern and productive 
techniques, technologies, elements of process control and management. 
Soviet production equipment is worn and uploaded to the limit, new in the 
last decade was bought mainly dot abroad and for foreign loans.  
 
Dependence of the Russian industry from foreign loans and technology in 
recent years, only grew. Thus, the smooth growth of public debt, 
corporate debt has grown exponentially and now stands at a value 
commensurate with the Stabilization Fund. This debt are nothing more 
than as loans used to start and maintain the facilities. The share of foreign 
investment from abroad in the Russian economy in 12 years has grown 
several times only on direct investment. It is to the investment and 
technology and restrict access authorization of the second stage. Those of 
Russian politicians, who are less tied to social populism others have spoken 



on this matter is quite clear. Economic Development Minister Alexei 
Ulyukayev said that under the sanctions, economic growth in the Russian 
Federation go seriously negative in-plane, the rate of investment will be 
even more negative. Medvedev said bad prospects for external borrowing 
and predicted growth of the tax burden.  
 
Retaliatory sanctions  
The fact that many are like raging tyranny and vanity Putin is actually a 
continuation of the policy of protection of Russian capitalism in the 
backward conditions of the growing crisis. In the ruling class dominates the 
portion for which the damage from the growing competition the risk of 
damage from the extra insulation of the Russian economy. Moreover, the 
situation can compensate for popular discontent arising from a decline in 
living standards massive propaganda. That is why, despite all the risks, 
Putin's regime continues to act aggressively, starting with the capture of 
the Crimea and ending large-scale exercises near the Russian-Ukrainian 
border.  
 
In parallel, the Russian regime is trying to respond to punish the country 
imposing sanctions. First published the lists of officials from the United 
States and Canada, which have been denied entry and ownership of 
property in the territory of the Russian Federation, then one by one 
followed by a ban on the import of goods from Ukraine and Moldova. The 
most serious was adopted on August 6 ban on the import of agricultural 
products and raw materials from all countries to support sanctions against 
Russia.  
 
Such punishment are also mostly propaganda effect. Volumes of the 
Russian economy are too small GDP almost 5 times less than the United 
States and 4.6 times less than that of the EU, and its appeal is too low to 
be able to talk about the possibility of serious economic damage to the 
developed countries. Punish the Russian regime can perhaps that of its 
neighbors, for which exports to Russia does have significant economic 
weight.  
 
The strongest damage such measures are applied to citizens of the Russian 
Federation. Pro-government experts unanimously assert that restrictions 
on food imports will only affect the premium segment of the market, and 
the deficit in any case does not arise, because the short supply will be 
covered at the expense of domestic production and import of new partners 
from South America or China. In reality, the Ukrainian and Moldovan 
products, as well as some of the products from the Baltic states, cheap 
enough and up to the present period of restrained general rise in prices. In 
addition, the retail network, the selection of suppliers is always guided by 
the desire to maximize revenue. They found items of different segments - 
low, medium, premium, at the best of each segment prices, regardless of 
the country of origin. Now they are forced to go to sub-optimal in terms of 
market vendors. Compensate for the loss of revenue they will certainly try 
due to the price increase. From higher food prices is more likely to suffer 
the poorest - those who have food costs make up a significant portion of 
your monthly budget.  
 
What's next?  
Validity of economic sanctions measures will be 90 days, after which, 
depending on the position of the Russian regime in Ukrainian conflict, 
sanctions can be lifted or extended. The content of the talks and phone 
calls public leaders hidden from ordinary people and to judge the trend is 
still difficult, however, for domestic consumption, Russian politicians 
obviously warmed up patriotic brew.  
 
Pro-government propaganda markedly militarize. Media increasingly cover 
the activities of management of the Armed Forces, and various military 
exercises show, like a tank biathlon. Prior to October 2014 in all military 
districts are planned exercises involving draftees from the reserve. 
Increasingly, sound ideas about what the military-industrial complex could 
become a mainstay of the new Russian economy.  
 
Anti-Western rhetoric in the media is becoming more intense. Actively 
developing propaganda on the Internet, including in foreign language. 
Many Western leftists, mainly Stalinists, are beginning to see in Russia 



almost the world's main anti-imperialists. Ignoring the economic 
component of the policies of the regime, they come to the area of the 
European cities of St. George hung with ribbons. Primitive principle: The 
enemy of my enemy is my friend.  
 
In the future, the Russian regime will continue to be removed from the 
situation of political points, and ordinary workers - suffer the economic 
consequences. Only patriotic illusions, however strong they may be today, 
with the growing economic and social problems tend to dissipate suddenly 
and rapidly. In such a situation, a clear analysis and independent political 
program. Those of the left, who in the era of imperialist conflicts tends to 
stick to one side of the story is not spared. An end to such conflict shall 
put an independent political force of the working class, acting on an 
international scale.... 
socialistworld.ru 

 
 
Obama summons Africa to Washington to talk trade 

 
 Glen Ford 8 August 2014 
 
The summit in Washington was supposed to be about trade, but it’s not. 
US imperialism does not sustain itself by competitive trade, but by force of 
arms. The real objective was to ensure that mutually beneficial African 
trade with China and Brazil results in no shift in African nations’ political 
orientation away from the US 
 
Leaders from the vast bulk of Africa’s nations were summoned to 
Washington, this week, for a three-day U.S.-Africa Leaders Summit under 
the theme “Investing in the Next Generation.” According to the White 
House, the guest list includes all those leaders who are “in good standing” 
with the United States, a definition that excludes Zimbabwe, Sudan and 
Eritrea. Not coincidentally, the three shunned states are the only African 
nations that have rejected any relationship with AFRICOM, the U.S. 
military command that now dominates the continent. 
 
AFRICOM has everything to do with the question of who will comprise the 
“Next Generation” of African leaders, and whom their trading partners will 
be. In the course of just six years, AFRICOM has reduced the armies of the 
continent to appendages of the Pentagon, dependent on the United States 
for training, financing, equipment, intelligence – even troops’ salaries and 
the medical care of soldiers and their families. African heads of state are 
acutely aware of their own commanders’ intimate ties to the AFRICOM 
sugar daddy. Ultimately, soldiers are loyal to those who finance and equip 
them. 
 
The African Union, itself, is incapable of mounting even the most modest 
“peace keeping” missions without AFRICOM’s comprehensive support. The 
AU’s biggest operation, in Somalia, is entirely paid for by the U.S. and 
Europeans, and directed by the CIA. Therefore, when the White House says 
that invitees to this weekend’s summit must also be “in good standing” 
with the African Union, it is with confidence that the AU’s list is identical 
to its own. 
 
No longer in good standing among the subservient political classes of Africa 
are the followers of Kwame Nkrumah, Patrice Lumumba and Thomas 
Sankara. Nkrumah, the first president of Ghana, envisioned a continent 
united to forge true economic and political independence under its own 
military defense. He was deposed in a CIA-sponsored coup. Among Dwight 
Eisenhower’s last acts as president was to order the assassination of 
Patrice Lumumba, Congo’s first democratically elected prime minister. 
Burkina Faso’s Thomas Sankara, once known as “Africa’s Che Guevara,” 
was assassinated by former comrades who quickly reversed the 
nationalization of foreigners’ properties. Burkina Faso now hosts a U.S. 
drone base. 
 
Six million Congolese are no longer standing above ground, victims of the 
worst genocide since World War Two, begun in 1996 by the Clinton 



administration’s proxies, the military governments of Yoweri Museveni of 
Uganda and Paul Kagame, of Rwanda. The bloodbath was set in motion by 
a previous genocide in Rwanda, sparked by the downing of an airplane 
carrying the presidents of Rwanda and neighboring Burundi by the forces 
of then-rebel leader Kagame. Both Rwanda and Uganda remain in the best 
of standing with Washington, which proclaimed them shining examples of 
the “new generation” of African leaders. This distinction is shared with 
the leadership of Ethiopia, which is engaged in multiple genocides at home 
and, with George Bush’s full spectrum military support in 2006, 
interrupted a brief outbreak of peace in Somalia with an invasion that 
resulted in “the worst humanitarian crisis” on th continent and the deaths 
of half a million people, setting the whole of the Horn of Africa ablaze. 
 
Muammar Gaddafi was definitely not a leader in good standing with 
Washington, although he was a respected personage in the African Union, 
having co-founded the organization in 2002 to replace the moribund 
Organization of African Unity, and served as chairman in 2009 and 2010. 
Gaddafi infused $300 million into direct development of Africa, and 
pledged billions more – a process cut short by the U.S. and its NATO allies 
in 2011 when, as future president Hillary Clinton gleefully described it, 
“We came, we saw, he died.” As Gaddafi had predicted, the resulting 
chaos has set the Sahel region and West Africa afire, destabilizing Nigeria, 
Mali, Niger, Cameroon and Chad – all of whose leaders were 
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/may/17/west-african-
countries-must-unite-fight-boko-haram-nigeria summoned to Paris in 
May of this year to accept a western plan for their common security – 
mainly under the auspices of AFRICOM. 
 
This week’s summit in Washington is supposed to be about trade, but it’s 
not. If the U.S. empire was based on the give and take of trade, it would 
be a third rate influence in Africa, where China does twice as much 
business as the U.S. and European trade far exceeds that of the U.S. and 
China, combined. Brazil, India and Turkey are also major players in Africa. 
If the $900 million in deals that the U.S. Commerce Department claims will 
be announced at the August 4-6 Washington conference is crucial to 
African development, then the $1 trillion in loans, alone, that China will 
extend to the continent by 2015 should seal the deal in favor of Beijing. If 
the lasting fruits of trade is creation of permanent infrastructure such as 
ports and roads, then the Americans have nothing to offer to match the 
Chinese, who also provide the most favorable terms of investment and no 
political strings attached. 
 
However, U.S. imperialism does not sustain itself by competitive trade, 
but by force of arms. It is a predatory system maintained by military 
coercion. AFRICOM exists to ensure that mutually beneficial African trade 
with China and Brazil results in no shift in African nations’ political 
orientation, and is perpetually subject to curtailment by the U.S. AFRICOM 
spins its web of Special Forces, warlords, mercenary armies and 
“counterinsurgency” infrastructure throughout the whole of the “resource 
continent.” The West’s purpose is not to exploit the entirety of Africa’s 
natural bounty, which is beyond the economic capacity of a purposely de-
industrializing finance capitalist order centered in New York, London and 
other bankers’ redoubts, but to establish the military presence in depth 
that will allow Washington and its allies to stymie, at will, the integration 
of Africa into a multi-polar world in which China is the center of gravity. 
 
The aim is not so much to keep China, Brazil, India and other rising 
economies out of Africa – not for the time being, anyway – since the 
economically declining West cannot possibly satisfy the continent’s need 
for investment. An attempt to choke off China could spark a revolt among 
the indigenous capitalist and aspiring classes of Africa – perhaps even 
among the more entrepreneurial elements of the military. 
 
But, it was also imprudent for the United States to engineer a coup in 
Ukraine to provoke a war on Russia’s doorstep, inflicting great economic 
pain on its European allies. The Obama administration has placed all its 
bets on U.S. imperialism’s sole surviving advantage: overwhelming military 
superiority, without which economic sanctions are unenforceable. 
 
Obama’s “pivot” to the Pacific will inevitably result in a similar throw-



down against China – sooner rather than later, since America’s descent 
into madness will greatly accelerate the growing Sino-Russian alliance. 
Just as the Americans strong-armed the Europeans into sanctioning Russia, 
the U.S. will soon flex its AFRICOM muscles against China. 
 
In theory, at least, a multiplicity of trading partners gives Africa an 
opportunity to negotiate the best deal, a semblance of independence from 
the colonial past. However, the U.S. imperial overlord, now deeply 
embedded in all but a few African nations, believes it has the power to 
pull the plug on the China connection – which, you better believe, is the 
subtext of this weekend’s summit, in Washington. 
www.pambazuka.org 
 
Glen Ford is executiove editor of Black Agenda Report, where this article 
was first carried. 
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Operation Protective Edge and Israel's future 

 
 Timothy Bancroft-Hinchey (Pravda) 7 August 2014 
 
Israel's Palestinian policy is a cynical exercise in sheer brutality, primary 
knee-jerk savagery, a textbook study in stupidity and short-sightedness, 
does more damage to Jews collectively than the policies implemented in 
Europe last century and compromises the very existence of the State of 
Israel. The latest Zionist massacre was a game changer. 
 
Operation Protective Edge was a classic example of Benjamin Netanyahu's 
myopia as a politician, his inadequacies as a leader, his ineptitude as a 
man and his character as a person. Those who knew him twenty years ago 
refer to him as The Office Boy. For a good reason it must be. 
 
The disproportionality of Israel's supposed self-defence against Hamas and 
its rockets shocked the world and lost the State of Israel any friends it 
ever had, except of course the United States of America and the UK, both 
with their own issues in international politics (Iraq, Libya, Syria, Ukraine). 
 
Putting things into context, any action from Palestinian groups comes from 
the background of Israel seizing land from Palestinians who were living 
inside Israel's borders, forcing them to leave their ancestral lands and 
homes, and then seizing Palestinian land outside Israel's frontiers, 
bulldozing homes, taking over orchards and farmland and desecrating 
cemeteries. 
 
For most people, that would be enough to engender white-faced, fist-
clenched, seething hatred. Telling people to leave their homes and seek 
shelter, and then bombing the shelter indiscriminately, murdering women 
and children who had nothing to do with the rocket strikes, brings a new 
dimension to Israel's already infamous callousness, lack of respect for 
human life and barefaced breach of human rights and international law. 
 
As usual, the USA looks the other way (after all who runs the Guantanamo 
Bay concentration and torture camp) and the UK continues to sell weapons 
to Israel. Israel continues to claim it is defending itself against Hamas' 



rockets when everyone knows the Israeli Iron Dome anti-rocket system is 
the best in the world and intercepts practically all the rockets that Hamas 
fires, and Hamas knows that as well. And what was the result of Operation 
Protective Edge? 
 
Some tunnels destroyed. They will be rebuilt. Some rockets seized. They 
will be replaced. Some Hamas operatives killed and captured. After 
Operation Protective Edge, there will not he hundreds of volunteers 
pouring into Hamas' ranks, there will be thousands. And up to 2,000 
Palestinians murdered, over half of these innocent civilians. For most 
people, that is a game changer. 
 
An intelligent strategy would be for Israel to allow its Iron Dome to do its 
job, then present its case at the United Nations Organization, the problem 
with that being that NATO and its war crimes have rendered the UNO to 
the status of a joke as far as law enforcement is concerned. Whatever the 
status of the UN Security Council, the hearts and minds of humankind 
would be with the victim, and few would remember that Hamas fires its 
rockets because many of its members had their families thrown out of 
their homes which were then given to settlers. 
 
The stupid strategy was the one Israel adopted. Latin American leaders 
have come forward with one and the same voice, voicing the feelings in 
the hearts and minds of humankind, in condemning the Zionist massacres 
as being totally unacceptable (at least Latin America has leaders worthy of 
mention, when compared with Europe's cowards terrified of losing 
weapons contracts, not to mention Mr. Nobel Peace Prize usurper in the 
White House). 
 
The result is predictable. Campaigns are under way to boycott not only 
Israeli produce (with Israeli bar codes) but this time around, companies 
run by Israelis or doing business with Israel. This time around, Israel has 
lost any moral support it once had and can never, ever again play the 
victim card when it is clear Israel was the aggressor. 
 
If the leaders of the international community measure their words and 
actions and eye the Jewish Lobby nervously, then the people of the world 
could not care less about the Jewish Lobby just as Israel could not care 
less about the children it slaughters, then sniffs in derision and says They 
shouldn't have been there, should they? In a school?? 
 
In conclusion, when speaking about Israel and its Zionist massacres, one 
must remember the thousands of Israeli citizens and Jewish people around 
the world fighting against Zionism and fighting against this type of policy 
as being the very worst type of publicity Jews need. The citizens of the 
international community should remember this and be aware that 
thousands of Israelis work voluntarily for Palestinian rights organizations, 
while Israeli foreign policy is in no way synonymous with the ideas and 
ideals of Jews. A Zionist is not welcome among the Jewish community at 
large and Judaism and Zionism are by no means one and the same thing. 
english.pravda.ru 

 
 
Rise of BRICS as new world order 

 



 

 
Niall Reddy 6 August 2014 
 
Unlike in Durban in March 2013, the conclusion of the BRICS summit in 
Fortaleza was greeted with massive international media attention. The 
ostensible source of this renewed interest, following months of bad press 
for emerging markets, was the birth of the New Development Bank (NDB) 
and a $100 billion Contingent Reserve Arrangement (“CRA”) between 
member nations.  
 
Suddenly BRICS seemed to be becoming more than a catchy acronym for 
investors and challenging critics who charge that the alliance is 
contentless and largely incoherent.  
 
BRICS also started to appear as a geopolitical presence during last year’s 
Syria crisis when the US threatened a bombing of the Assad regime, and 
this year’s Ukraine crisis, acting against Western attempts to punish Russia 
through sanctions and its eviction from the G8 and G20.  
 
China’s growing dominance of world trade and the increased assertiveness 
of Brazil and India, leading a coalition of developing countries, together 
seem to have disrupted the ability of the US and its allies to shape the 
global trade regime causing the collapse of the Doha round of agreements 
at the WTO.  
 
Taken along with international investment, trade and GDP figures there 
seems to be ample evidence of a shift in the co-ordinates of global power. 
BRICS nations have tended to embrace the narrative of emerging powers, 
often adopting the grammar of post-War Third Worldism with talk of a 
“new world order”. 
 
But on closer examination, the agreements actually inked at Fortaleza 
hardly represent a radical challenge to the existing state of affairs. The 
CRA, touted by many as an important step in freeing developing nations 
from dependency on the IMF, actually replicates the latter’s control – 
requiring borrowers to prove an “on-track arrangement [with] the IMF” in 
order to access anything over 30% of the credit disbursement.  
 
Both the NDB and CRA require swop arrangements denominated in US 
dollars that completely contradict the stated intention of weakening dollar 
hegemony.  
 
Buried within the millenarian phraseology are some more frank admissions 
of this conservative approach, the BRICS declaration styles its new 
institutes as a “complement to existing arrangements”. 
 
The states of today’s putatively “emerging powers” are fundamentally 



different from their radical predecessors whose language they have 
appropriated, operating in a fundamentally different international 
context. Some insist that their rise signifies the return of the state in a 
developmental capacity after its retreat from the economy during 
neoliberalism.  
 
It’s hard to see this in the case of South Africa or Russia. India has had 
some experimentation with heterodox economics but even this limited 
interventionism looks set to end – aside from a corrupted crony-capitalist 
incarnation as in the Gujarat model – with the coming to power of Modi, a 
market fundamentalist.  
 
China certainly represents a different case. Its dramatic economic boom 
would have been unthinkable without the strong guiding hand of the 
Communist Party and significant state-owned sector. But extreme 
exploitation and ecological devastation are the prices paid for this version 
of export-led growth. 
 
In Brazil, Lula’s Workers Party combined neoliberal macroeconomic 
fundamentals with strong industrial policy underpinned by the state bank 
BNDES with some downwards redistribution through family-support grants 
and minimum wage increases and subsidies for soya and other commodity 
exporters.  
 
Defying the trend within BRICS, the Gini coefficient has come down in 
Brazil, although it remains one the most unequal nations in the world.  
 
Despite these progressive linings, Brazil is party to one shared feature of 
the all the BRICS – strong and growing authoritarianism. Its brutal, 
militarized police force, inherited from the dictatorship, competes with 
South Africa’s for the annual civilian body count.  
 
China and Russia seem to have finally disproven the old liberal axiom that 
freer markets and democracy are congenitally entwined. In India, Modi’s 
election stands to deepen the systemic oppression and social stratification 
that facile celebrations of the “largest democracy in the world” have 
always found easy to ignore.  
 
Whatever their differences in economic policy, the nature of their political 
system or the ideology of their ruling parties, the foreign policy of BRICS 
nations is determined by the same set of laws. They are all capitalist 
societies, whose states are driven to accumulate their own geopolitical 
power and advance the interests of the corporations and elites on which 
they depend.  
 
With varying degrees of success they are competing in capitalist 
globalization and its existing institutions. Absent an ideological or 
geopolitical common end, the cohering factor of the BRICS bloc is an 
attempt to bend the rules of those institutions slightly in their own favour 
– but not really to replace them. 
 
Their growing incursion across the global South will not open up 
developmental pathways out of poverty and dependency by any magic 
touch. We see this most clearly in Africa. 
 
The voracious appetite of China, India and increasingly Brazil for cheap 
resources is behind the GDP figures that have triggered the business 
media’s sudden rebranding of the region from a “hopeless continent” to 
“Africa Rising”. 
 
Trade between the BRICS bloc and Africa jumped by more than 70% 
between 2008 and 2012 to $340 billion (more than between BRICS nations 
themselves). 
 
The growth is based almost entirely on primary exports, overwhelmingly 
oil, giving it an extremely uneven geography that only includes certain 
countries. Once resource depletion, environmental degradation and other 
factors are netted out of notoriously sketchy GDP estimates the optimism 
seems misplaced – with a 6% loss in annual income by 2007 according to 
the World Bank (not including the illicit capital flight that accompanies 



extraction industries.) 
 
On top of this we must factor in broader political economic effects of 
resource-curse driven growth – the undergirding of a parasitic elite, a 
state-corporate revolving door relationship replete with brutal policing, 
ecological devastation, rampant inequality and deindustrialization. 
 
The rush of BRICS corporates and states for land-grabs, financial gaming 
and resource extraction has generated talk of a new “scramble for Africa” 
reminiscent of the one launched at a Berlin conference 130 years ago, 
when the continent’s irrational borders were drawn.  
 
Far from a ladder up, BRICS are helping to reproduce Africa’s traditional 
role as a peripheral supplier of cheap labour and resources and an outlet 
for their manufactures. .  
 
South Africa has had a crucial part to play in this, justifying its seat at the 
table despite its dwarfish size by its position as the “gateway to Africa”. 
The foreign policy that Mbeki pioneered is mainly geared to opening the 
continent to penetration by Western and non-Western multinationals 
through financial and trade liberalization.  
 
South Africa relates to its hinterlands in a similar fashion to other BRICS – 
with over 80% of imports comprised of minerals and energy but still 
running a trade surplus from its exports of manufactures. South African 
retail, cell phone, banking and mining corporates are rapidly fanning out 
across the continent.  
 
Sandton’s sophisticated financial institutions are positioned as the hub for 
ingoing investment as well as massive outgoing legal and illicit capital 
flight. 
 
A similar situation prevails in Latin America, with Brazil pursuing an 
aggressive policy of transnationalizing its biggest firms and a growing 
Chinese footprint on the continent. The vanguard of these conquests have 
been state development banks – both China and Brazil’s are now larger 
than the World Bank in terms of lending.  
 
Unlike with Western dominated institutes, Chinese lending hasn’t come 
with “structural adjustments”, instead its typically attached to 
agreements to source inputs and labour from other Chinese companies, 
limiting the economic benefits and multipliers for the debtor country.  
 
As China grows in size and developing economies become increasingly 
dependent on its markets and exports, there are signs its demands are 
growing increasingly onerous. 
 
There is little reason to see why a BRICS NDB dedicated to infrastructure 
lending wouldn’t be instrumentalized in the same way and directed to 
lubricate the extraction of minerals and oil, or to engage in other dubious, 
destructive mega-projects. 
 
There is also little evidence that peripheral nations are absorbing 
technologies or other developmental assets from these burgeoning 
exchanges with emerging powers. In short, Eastern and Southern 
exploitation often looks little different from Northern. 
 
BRICS claims to talk for the global South in a historical vision of 
“convergence” under a “new world order” is thus rather hollow. The 
logical endpoint of the current trajectory is that new imperialist powers 
will stalk the globe and compete for its resources, not an alternative to 
capitalism’s extremely uneven development. 
 
If it gets that far, that is. Economists are fond of definite predictions for 
the date that East surpasses West (2030? 2050?) but all assume that China 
can manage its enormous challenges and shift to inward-oriented, real-
sector growth to keep GDP figures ticking. . 
 
In any case macrostatistics in a globalized world mask the continuing 
dominance of Western firms of technology, value chains and branding 



power and overstate the degree of “convergence”.  
 
And despite recent retrenchments, US military “hard-power” still dwarfs 
the combined might of BRICS, underpinned by the seemingly impenetrable 
place of the dollar as world money – given a paradoxical boost despite the 
US sparked crisis.  
 
Nevertheless shift in the economic structure of the world and the 
distribution of power is real and significant. It appears to be interfering 
with the ability of the US to manage global capitalism collaboratively with 
its traditional allies, the EU and Japan. 
 
There may be something inherently progressive to this, and indeed to a 
greater geographic, national and racial diffusion of wealth and power.  
 
But the opportunities provided by a more multipolar world order will not 
be delivered from above, South nations will require radical strategies to 
escape the yoke of both old and new powers.  
 
Niall Reddy is a post-graduate researcher at the Centre for Civil Society, 
UKZN. 

 
 
Pakistan: Let there be light!  

 
 Lal Khan 3 August 2014  
 
If it were only a matter of praying to Allah for the masses to end their 
woes and achieve their emancipation, how easy it would be! 
 
The present right-wing regime of the PML-N came to power with a 
disputed, heavy mandate. This crisis-stricken state was grudgingly 
accepted by the battered imperialists, giving it the false legitimacy it 
craved for. The ongoing lull, fatigue and despair within society and the 
lack of movement and leadership to counteract the onslaught of reaction 
meant the masses accepted it as a fait accompli. 
 
The defeat of the PPP was due to its utter failure to deliver and provide 
the basic essentials to the people. Among the excruciating pain that this 
regime inflicted upon the masses was the electricity load shedding or 
power outages that intensified further the misery of the ordinary people.  
Nawaz Sharif and the other leaders of the PML-N made extravagant 
promises for ending this scourge in anything from three months to three 
years. These promises, however, sounded hollow even during the 
elections, but after coming to power they were very quickly exposed, with 
their utter incompetence, lack of vision and direction with their chaotic 
and pathetic attempts to address this issue. Sharif’s first measure was to 
reward the power cartels that have been holding the country to ransom, 
by handing over Rs 500 billion of circular debt to erase this torment but 
without any conditions and assurances from the IPP bosses. 
 
This provided a certain respite to the masses for a brief period but the 
pain and misery of these punishing power outages have returned with a 
vengeance to an agonising norm and, coupled with IMF forced price hikes, 
life has become even more harrowing. Now the chickens have come home 
to roost. The resultant rage in the womb of society is generating a heat 
that is destabilising the polity with increasing unrest and the stirrings of 
internal contradictions in the state. The regime and ruling party’s conflicts 
are now in the open with ministers daggers-drawn and Sharif having to 
personally intervene to resolve the impossible task of patching up the 
unravelling factional clashes within his cabinet and party leaders. This has 
deeply shaken the regime and there is a roaring turbulence in the 
government despite Sharif’s deceptive posturing of calm. His cemetery 
smiles often betray the false confidence he tries to flaunt. 
 
Perhaps the time has come for confessions and the wagging of twitchy 
fingers within the hierarchy of the PML-N. In a press conference on July 
14, 2014, the federal and state ministers confessed their failure and 



pleaded forgiveness for not even being able to provide electricity during 
Ramadan. 
 
A Daily Times report (July 15, 2014) said the following: “Federal Minister 
for Water and Power Khwaja Asif on Monday apologised to the nation over 
prolonged power load shedding. Addressing a press conference along with 
state minister for power Abid Sher Ali and Secretary Nargis Sethi, the 
minister said that there is a shortfall of 7,000 MW of electricity, while the 
demand has increased to 19,000 MW, which has resulted in massive load 
shedding. He said that the crisis further intensified in the past three days, 
as two grid stations of 1,500 MW in Lahore tripped. He appealed to the 
masses to pray for rain so that the load shedding could be reduced. He 
said the system could not bear load of more than 15,000 MW of electricity. 
If the load exceeds 15,000 MW grid stations start tripping. He said it would 
take three to four years to rectify the entire system. He said that the 
circular debt is hovering around Rs 280 to Rs 285 billion. 
 
“The power minister cautioned that the power shortfall would witness a 
further rise if the ongoing spell of heat did not subside. He appealed to 
the people to conserve electricity so that all areas could be provided with 
it. He said the government could not give a time frame for ending load 
shedding, as we do not want to make any more false promises, which 
would cause us to be embarrassed in front of the nation.” 
 
The report further narrates his pathetic stance, “Allah will rescue (help) 
us during the next two to three days and the situation will be improved.” 
 
He says it all, does he not? How pathetic! As stated above, if all that is 
required is to pray to Allah for the masses to end their woes and get their 
emancipation, why has life not improved? What is the need for scientific 
research, governments, parties, leaders and democracies so much revered 
and touted as sacred scriptures by these stooges of capital who are 
supposedly the leaders of the nation and torchbearers of development and 
prosperity in society? Poverty, misery, disease, deprivation, crime and 
other social and economic vices inflicting society are created by this 
system and not by God. It is these exploitative capitalists and feudals who 
are fleecing humanity, responsible for these devastations and the 
agonising life that the vast majority of the people are forced to live. It has 
become a common practice of our rulers and their pedlars in the media, 
the clergy and intelligentsia to blame these tragedies as if they were acts 
of a divine force and to exonerate themselves from these heinous crimes 
of socioeconomic destruction they are mercilessly carrying out to inflate 
their profits in a rush to fill their coffers. 
 
Invariably, in natural calamities like floods and earthquakes, it is always 
the poor and the toiling masses that suffer. The mullahs call these 
disasters the “wrath of God” due to the sins committed by these innocent 
but deprived and oppressed people. The notion spread by these 
prostituting intellectuals and priestly vultures of capital is that these 
bosses sitting in their palatial mansions in the metropolitan centres and in 
the countryside are the most pious and commit no sins. In reality, it is in 
these palaces where the most heinous and criminal political and financial 
policies are manufactured. The working classes of this and other lands 
have, most of the time, prayed and prayed for generations, yet their lives 
have gone from bad to worse. And now, in the second decade of the 21st 
century, they are being asked by the federal minister for power to pray for 
rain and electricity? How abhorrent and reactionary! 
 
The stark reality is that this ruling class, in almost seven decades of taking 
charge, has failed to build a modern infrastructure, the vital part of which 
is the generation and supply of electricity through modern grids and 
efficient transmission lines, crucial for human existence today. They have 
failed to complete any of the tasks of the national democratic revolution, 
from the creation of a unified nation state to the abolition of feudal 
remnants and the imperialist stranglehold. Their abject historical and 
economic failures are tearing apart society and paving the way for the 
kind of barbarism that threatens to destroy civilisation. Without the 
overthrow of this reactionary ruling class and its system, society will 
remain mired in darkness and no light will shine. Let there be light! 
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Electoral disaster for Indian Left: What is to be done? Part I  

 
 Major Singh, Hamid Alizadeh and Fred Weston 28 July 2014  
 
India has seen two very powerful general strikes in the past two years, 
revealing a sharp class polarisation in the country, and yet we have the 
disastrous result in the recent Indian elections for the Communist and left 
parties. This apparent contradiction has brought into sharp focus the role 
of the leaders of these parties and their total inability to offer a way out 
of the impasse they themselves have been responsible for creating. 
 
In the 2014 elections for the Indian parliament (Lokh Sabha), held in 
April/May, the right-wing reactionary BJP party won a clear victory of 282 
seats of the total 543 – ten more than would be needed for an absolute 
majority. Thus the party can rule alone without having to form a coalition. 
How was it possible for Naredna Modi, a man connected to the most 
violent, reactionary and chauvinist forces in India, to now comfortably 
take his seat as the political ruler of the world’s so-called “largest 
democracy”? We will attempt to answer this question from a Marxist 
perspective. 
 
Of the registered electorate of 814million, 551.3million (a 67% turnout) 
went to the polling stations in the five phases between the 7th April and 
16th May in what is regularly described in the media as the biggest 
exercise in bourgeois democracy in the world. 
 
The BJP emerged as the largest party in the Lok Sabha, winning 31 percent 
of the vote compared to 24.6 percent in 2009. Due to the voting system, 
however, the BJP won a majority of the seats in the Lok Sabha. This means 
that this is the first government in 30 years to come to power in India with 
a solid parliamentary majority. 
 
At the same time the ruling Congress party, suffered a massive defeat 
going from 37.2 percent of the vote in 2009 to only 19.3 percent this year, 
receiving a mere 44 seats. This was a devastating defeat and the lowest 
vote for Congress in the post-independence history of the party. 
 
For the left parties the defeat was even worse. The total combined vote-
share of the CPI-M (Communist Party of India - Marxist), the CPI 
(Communist Party of India), the RSP (Revolutionary Socialist Party) and the 
Forward Bloc fell sharply from about seven percent in the 2009 general 
elections to 4.5 percent in 2014. This means that the left after having 
gone down from 60 seats in 2004 to 24 in 2009, has now fallen even further 
to a mere 10 seats in the present Lok Sabha. The CPI-M's vote share 
declined from 5.33 per cent in 2009 to 3.2 per cent and the CPI's from 1.43 
per cent to 0.8 per cent. 
 
This disastrous result for these parties has left many on the left in utter 
despair, worrying that the rise of Narendra Modi and the BJP represents a 
turn to the right within society and the risk of fascist rule. As the saying 
goes however, “Do not weep. Do not wax indignant. Understand”. We 
must look soberly at the concrete forces which have led us along this path 
and from such an analysis seek out the solution to the present crisis 
gripping the Indian left. 
 
Political crisis 
Former Prime Minister Manmohan SinghWhile the results on the surface 
indicate a landslide victory, the realities behind Modi’s victory are more 
complex. In fact while the BJP now controls a majority of the Lok Sabha, 
we have to remember that it only actually received 31 percent of the 
votes cast. One has to maintain a sense of proportion when looking at 
Indian society as a whole. In fact out of 814.5 million eligible voters only 
171 million – that is 21 percent – went out and actively voted for the BJP. 
As we explained above, the party managed to win a majority in parliament 
mainly due to the single-member district electoral system [first-past-the-



post, as it is commonly known in Britain], the same system used in 
American, British, and Canadian legislative elections (Although in India 131 
of the Lok Sabha seats are reserved for lower casts). 
 
Having said that, it is clear that the BJP did increase its votes significantly 
from the 101 million in the previous 2009 elections. However, what 
allowed them to grab the majority was not its strength, but more 
importantly the crisis and weakness of the other parties which took the 
fractured nature of the vote in the country to new levels. 
 
In fact, the two major parties, the BJP and Congress together won only 
about 51 percent of the votes polled. The remaining 49 percent of the 
vote was splintered into various smaller parties. Even with its National 
Democratic Alliance partners, the new government's vote share is only 
around 38.5 percent, the United Progressive Alliance (the alliance around 
Congress) share is 23 percent, this means that 38 percent voted for small 
and regional parties. In fact the third largest party in the Lok Sabha, the 
AIADMK (All India Anna Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam), is itself mainly a 
regional party, which, however, won a sweeping victory in Tamil Nadu, but 
which has no presence in any other state). 
 
This atomised nature of the vote reflects a general reaction towards all 
established parties throughout the country. It is on the basis of this crisis, 
and with the support of the Indian bourgeoisie, that the BJP has managed 
to rise above the other parties in the elections. 
 
In Uttar Pradesh for instance, the most populous Indian state, the BJP 
went from 10 seats in 2009 to 73 out of the 80 seats in 2014, but only 
actually won 42.3 percent of the votes cast. Congress was of course 
thoroughly punished, going from 21 to 2 seats, but so were the two large 
regional parties, the Samajwadi Party and the Bahujan Samaj Party, who 
have successively ruled the state since 1989. It was due to the general 
crisis of all these parties that the BJP in Uttar Pradesh secured 90 percent 
of the seats with only 42 percent of the vote. It even secured the seats 
reserved for lower casts – a significant achievement considering the Hindu 
fundamentalist and chauvinist nature of the BJP. All of this is a reflection 
of a general political crisis which is affecting all parties in India. 
 
Poverty Amidst Plenty 
The reasons behind the political crisis are to be found in the social 
situation of the country. Contrary to the claims of the bourgeois media, 
economic growth has not led to a general improvement in the lives of the 
Indian people. While a middle class has grown up in this environment and 
the ruling class have been able to reap super profits, for the vast majority 
of the Indian people this growth has been built on the back of even further 
exploitation. 
 
Between 2001 and 2010 the average growth rate was between 8-9 percent. 
In the same period the population below the poverty line rose from 771 
million to 836 million people. 
 
In fact, there is a vast gulf between the haves and have-nots. Alongside 
high tech, advanced computing, the nuclear and space programmes and 
the most obscene wealth, there is the direst poverty. Official 
unemployment stands at 3.5 percent. However, this is a gross 
underestimation. In fact there is no scientific statistical data to support 
this figure. A more relevant figure, from the Indian ILO, showed that of 
working men (aged 15-59) only 21.2 percent had a regular salaried job in 
2011 and 2012. In 2013 as the economy was slowing down, the situation 
would have been even bleaker. 
 
The statistics speak for themselves: more than 70% of Indians are believed 
to live on less than Rs20 ($0.35) a day; 36% of women and 34% of men are 
undernourished along with 48% of all children under the age of 5; 80% of 
rural and 64% of urban households consume less that the caloric norm. This 
situation is only set to get worse as food inflation has persistently 
remained in double digits with consumer price inflation above 9% per year. 
 
The situation in education and healthcare is no better. 29% of children 
drop out of school between Class 1 and Class 5 with 46% dropping out by 



Class 8. Due to the unleashing of market forces in healthcare, today 80% of 
outpatient care and 60% of inpatient care is provided by profit making 
companies charging extortionate prices to normal people for the most 
basic of care. It is estimated that due to high prices 8 crore (80 million) 
workers are pushed below the poverty line every year due to the debt they 
accrue if they're unlucky enough to need treatment. 
 
In the past twenty years or so, working conditions and wages have suffered 
dramatically as the bosses went on the offensive. Under the pressure of 
globalised conditions, the bosses began squeezing more and more surplus 
value from the workers, via a series of methods, in particular with the 
elimination of long-standing jobs where many gains of the past had 
improved the condition of workers and their replacement with contract 
workers on much worse wages and on longer hours. This can be seen in the 
fact that labour productivity between 1999 and 2007 went up by 5% and 
between 2008 and 2011 by a further 7.6%, whereas real wages went down 
by 2% in the overall period. This has resulted in a polarisation of wealth 
with profits shooting up. 
 
Meanwhile the prices of many basic goods have been going up much faster 
than the official Consumer Price Index of 9%. According to the Indian 
government’s Labour Bureau if one takes the Consumer Price Index for 
2001 as equal to 100, the average price of selected goods for industrial 
workers has risen rapidly. Such goods as pulses, cooking oil, milk and so on 
have gone up by anything between 50% and 150%. 
 
These are the conditions suffered by the vast majority of people in India 
and are the basis upon which India's recent growth has been based. 
Through this extreme exploitation and mistreatment of the masses, cheap 
commodities can be produced, minerals can be mined and exportation to 
other countries can serve to enrich a tiny minority at the top of society. 
 
For the most disadvantaged, things are set to get even worse. Simply to 
keep up with the growing demand for work, one million jobs need to be 
created every month in order to satisfy the increased population. 
However, the situation is not set to improve as the slowdown of the 
economy in general is also slowing down investment rates. 
 
All of these socio-economic conditions, with large layers of the masses 
subject to extreme conditions, will provide the kindling on the fire of the 
blaze which will become the future Indian Revolution, sparks of which we 
are already seeing today. 
 
A slumbering giant stretching his muscles 
The Indian proletariat has a long history of militant struggles and 
revolutionary movements against the rule of capital, as we saw during the 
revolutionary upheaval of 1946 triggered by the sailors’ revolt and later in 
the 1970s. 
 
However, we see a peak in the mid-1970s in the period of intense class 
struggle, followed by a gradual decline through to the mid-2000s. Although 
there were 16 general strikes between 1991 and 2013 the movement 
generally receded. The number of strikes in 1978 was 2762, but this went 
down to around one thousand by 1992, and 210 in 2007, and this decline 
continued until the recent period. 
 
It would also be true to say that given the strong Communist traditions of 
the Indian working class, the fall of the USSR together with the defeats of 
many movements in the preceding period, the confidence of the working 
class movement was shaken 
 
This continuous decline in strikes and lockouts led some superficial 
analysts to conclude that industrial relations in India were “improving”. 
Opinion polls showed that a large percentage of workers sought 
“individual” solutions to their problem, rather than collective, trade union 
based solutions. In reality, below the surface, another process was taking 
place, with the worsening labour conditions preparing a revolt from below. 
Far from improving, industrial relations have never been as tense as they 
are today. 
 



In fact in the recent period there has been a reawakening of class struggle. 
Strike figures have started to rise slowly and at the same time a different 
mood has started to develop on a national scale. Whereas in the past, the 
general strikes would involve some of the trade union federations – often 
just the Left affiliated unions – the general strikes of the past 10 years 
have often been called by all the major union federations. This reflected 
the pressure built up from below, which was forcing the unions into joint 
action. 
 
The workforce of India is around 450 million and growing. The rural 
workers constitute around 60 per cent. Due to the revolutionary traditions 
of the trade union movement, the degree of unionisation is quite high. 
 
Officially, the overall figure for trade union membership, including rural 
workers, now stands at 90 to 100 million members. The Indian National 
Trade Union Congress (INTUC), affiliated to the Congress party, is the 
biggest of the seven central trade unions, with a membership of 33.3 
million. Following INTUC, the Bharatiya Mazdoor Sangh (BMS), close to the 
BJP has 17.1 million members, the All India Trade Union Congress (AITUC), 
affiliated to the Communist Party of India, has 14.2 million members, the 
Hind Mazdoor Sabha (HMS), which was the former Socialist Party-affiliated 
union, but which is now unaffiliated, has 9.1 million members, and the 
Centre of Indian Trade Unions (CITU), affiliated to the Communist Party of 
India - Marxist, has 5.7 million members. 
 
Since 2012, these major trade union federations have called two major 
general strikes, drawing more than 100,000,000 workers out to protest for 
a national minimum wage, against inflation, against privatisation and 
other related issues. During the strikes banking, postal services and most 
of the public sector came to a halt. Mumbai, the commercial hub of India, 
experienced the largest strike in its recent history. This highlights the 
enormous potential of the working class. 
 
Such has the pressure of the workers from below been, that most trade 
union leaders and federations had to heed the strike call to sustain a 
semblance of credibility amongst the workers who are seething with anger 
against their reformist and compromising policies. Even the trade union 
federation affiliated to the ruling Congress party, INTUC has had to join 
the strikes. 
 
In a press release, in February of last year after the latest powerful two-
day general strike, the unions stated that , “the unprecedented response 
to the call of strike throughout the country much beyond our expectations 
reflects truly the anger of the people against the persistent increase in the 
prices of diesel, gas, coal, electricity and other essential goods for the 
bare need of the common people.” 
 
This is the real underlying mood of anger among the hundreds of millions 
of Indian workers. The huge participation in two general strikes in two 
years indicates far better than the election results the real relation of 
class forces across the country. This shows without a doubt the willingness 
of the Indian working class to fight for its own interests. 
 
Some may find a contradiction between the overall decline in the number 
of strikes and the successful general strikes in 2012 and 2013. In reality 
this is perfectly logical, as the workers instinctively understand that the 
problems they are facing are so huge that small isolated struggles cannot 
achieve what they are demanding and that what is required is a 
generalised struggle of the whole working class. This, contrary to the view 
of the reformists in the labour movement, reveals a high level of 
consciousness. The problem is that it doesn’t find an echo in the leaders of 
the movement. 
 
As is always the case, after a period of lull the workers have begun to gain 
back their confidence. The workers have begun to recover from the 
defeats of the past, as a young, new generation of workers, untainted with 
those defeats are beginning to organise and are starting to fight back. The 
mood has begun to change in the ranks of the working class. Throughout 
the country workers are waging fierce struggles against the bosses. 
 



The struggle of the Maruti Suzuki Workers Union, in Manesar, Haryana is a 
prime example of this increasing militancy. The struggle first broke in the 
summer of 2011 when the workers embarked on a 33-day strike to demand 
that the state authorities accept the workers’ independent union. Initially 
management thought they could crush the movement quickly. After having 
forced the workers back to work with the signing of a humiliating deal, 
they went ahead and refused 1200 of the workers entry into the plant. 
However, what they had not counted on was the powerful reaction of the 
workers who occupied the factory and who were joined by thousands of 
other workers from the region. 
 
Again, after agreeing to recognise the union to end the sit in occupation, 
management backtracked within weeks with lockouts and the firing of 
union leaders and trade union militants. At the same time thugs and 
goondas were hired to attack the workers. Throughout all of this there was 
an open conspiracy between the company and local state authorities – who 
arrested hundreds of strikers – and the media which constantly slandered 
working people. No expense was spared to defeat the workers, but to no 
avail. At the same time the major trade union federations refused to back 
and spread the struggle, calling instead for “talks” and conciliation with 
the bosses. 
 
In spite of this, the workers fought on valiantly, spreading the struggle, at 
one point encompassing over 20 of the neighbouring factories. There were 
mass demonstrations, hunger strikes and street fights with the police. 
Starting from a struggle for the recognition of the workers’ union, the 
movement developed into a political mass movement against the bosses, 
the media and the bourgeois state. 
 
For years Maruti Suzuki – the biggest passenger car producer in India – has 
been making super-profits through the brutal exploitation of the workers. 
Over the past decade three quarters of the workforce has been casualised. 
Besides extreme job insecurity, this also meant a 50 percent reduction in 
wages. As a result the permanent staffs have also seen their wages cut by 
25 percent. At the same time the tempo on the shop floor has been 
constantly raised. These conditions, which have become the norm 
throughout India, were left unchallenged by the major unions whose 
leaders were more interested in keeping friendly relations with 
management. 
 
The lack of resistance has buoyed up the bosses with arrogance and 
thinking that they can get away with anything. However, the apparent 
acceptance of the barbaric working conditions has a limit. Sooner or later 
the anger has to find an outlet. This is the mood which has been 
developing throughout the country and which has raised the pressure to 
new levels within the trade union movement. 
 
The so-called Communist and trade union leaders constantly complain 
about the low level of consciousness of the workers and their lack of will 
to struggle. However, in reality it is they who refuse to give a lead. The 
general strikes and the numerous individual strikes such as the Maruti 
Suzuki struggle are clear examples of the real mood amongst the working 
class which is more than willing to struggle. 
 
However, it is also true that these strikes have not been part of any plan 
for a prolonged struggle. In fact, for the leaders, the main role of these 
strikes has been to let out some steam in order to hold back the working 
class while at the same time conspiring with the bourgeoisie behind the 
backs of the workers. The lack of any significant results has had a 
dampening effect on the mood of large layers of the workers who are not 
offered any perspective by the present leadership of the workers’ 
movement. 
 
This explains also why the latest strike figures seem to indicate that in the 
last part of 2013 and the early part of 2014 there has been a decline in the 
number of overall strikes. This, again, cannot be interpreted as a lack of 
preparedness to struggle on the part of the workers. It reflects something 
else. 
 
The fact that powerful general strikes have not achieved what the workers 



wanted is because the bosses have adopted an intransigent stance due to 
the fact that Indian capitalism cannot grant even the smallest of 
concessions to the workers and poor. In fact it is forced to constantly 
attack the rights of the workers, even those inscribed in their constitution. 
 
Faced with this onslaught, the workers are perfectly aware of the fact that 
small, isolated strikes have a limited impact, and that what is required is a 
generalised, united struggle. This explains the successes of the general 
strikes. However, even the general strikes prove to be inconclusive, and 
that is because the leaders of the unions have no plan or perspective of 
how to escalate further the struggle, of how to increase the level of 
struggle and force the bosses to back off and grant the workers what they 
are fighting for. The reason for this is that these leaders have no 
understanding of the fact that in order to achieve the just demands of the 
workers, what is required is to remove the whole system. They are not 
prepared to lead such a struggle, and they merely look to the past when 
capitalism could grant reforms. But this is not possible, and it is what 
explains the present impasse. 
 
Thus, over the coming period the workers will be facing a constant 
onslaught on all the gains they achieved in the past and will therefore be 
increasingly forced to struggle to defend their living standards. In this 
process, very often, the workers will have to struggle against their own 
leaders to get them to mobilise and lead. At a later stage this will lead to 
radicalisation in the ranks of the union, which will be the basis for a 
struggle to push the unions in a militant direction, and eventually this will, 
in one way or another, impact also on the parties the unions are affiliated 
to, especially the left parties. Marxists must prepare to intervene in this 
process and provide a clear perspective on what is to be done and a 
programme that can solve the problems faced by the workers. 
 
Poverty, land grabbing and peasant revolt 
Very often, the reformist leadership of the labour organisations try to 
cover their own weakness, and lack of willingness to lead the working class 
in a struggle to transform society, by referring to the “backward rural 
areas”, and as India still has a very large rural, peasant population, this 
argument on the surface seems to have some force. The truth, however, is 
very different. As a mirror to the movement within the cities and 
industrial centres we have the simmering discontent which continues to 
bubble away in the countryside, threatening at times to heat up to a full 
rolling boil, spilling over and sweeping throughout the whole of the 
country. 
 
Between 1996 and 2012, 290,000 Indian farmers committed suicides. From 
December 2009 to 2013, prices of rice, wheat and groundnut oil increased 
between 50 to 100 per cent; prices of potatoes have doubled and even 
quadrupled during this period; onion prices have on average doubled from 
already high levels. Diesel prices have almost tripled, from Rs. 20 in 
January 2004 to Rs. 55 in December 2013 (Delhi prices). 
 
The peasantry is being pushed into abject poverty and indebtedness. In 
1998, the World Bank's structural adjustment policies forced India to open 
up its seed sector to global corporations like Cargill, Monsanto and 
Syngenta. Overnight the agricultural economy of India changed. Farm 
saved seeds were replaced by corporate seeds, which need fertilizers and 
pesticides. The patented seeds are also engineered with non-renewable 
traits. As a result, poor peasants have to buy new seeds for every planting 
season and what was traditionally a free resource, available by putting 
aside a small portion of the crop has become a major economic burden. 
This has plunged many peasant farmers into massive debt. 
 
At the same time the phenomenon of land grabbing is rising to new levels. 
Leaning on the Land Acquisition Act which was initially introduced by the 
British colonial rulers in 1894, the central and regional governments have 
been expropriating hundreds of thousands of acres of land from the 
peasants and handing them over to multinational companies. This has 
affected tens of millions of peasants who have lost everything. Many have 
not even received the humiliating compensation which they are entitled to 
according to the law. This, in effect, signifies the reversal of the limited 
land reforms which were introduced in the 1950’s and the 1960’s. 



 
In Jharkhand 42 such agreements have recently been signed between the 
state government and companies such as Tata, Mittal, Jindal and others 
allowing them to forcibly take land for the mining of steel, iron and other 
raw materials. In 2009 the state of Chhattisgarh, grabbed 5,000 acres of 
land – in what was called the “Biggest land grab after Columbus” – and 
handed it over to Tata Steel. Both the above states are governed by the 
BJP – the party led by Modi. 
 
The Naxalite movement 
Over the past 15 years this has led to a very tense situation. With the 
intensification of the class struggle in the countryside, many states have 
seen the emergence of civil-war-like situations in the countryside and 
more remote areas over which the state has often lost control. This has 
meant the resurgence of the national question in many areas and for a 
period, the growth of the Maoist Naxalite movement. 
 
At least 20,000 people are estimated to have taken up arms and joined the 
Maoists in their war against the government. The movement is believed to 
have a further 50,000 people who are involved in supporting the Maoists in 
one way or another. Further to this these movements have the passive 
support of vast layers of the Adivasi forest dwellers population and some 
layers of the peasants in the areas that they operate in. 
 
In 2009 as the Chhattisgarh government was preparing for the above 
mentioned land grab, a small group of Maoists walked up to the weekly 
market in Lohandiguda village, and at close range shot dead Vimal 
Meshram, 42, an influential tribal leader and a supporter of the Tata 
project. Then, in full public view, they walked away. This reveals the 
sympathy of the rural population with the insurgents and their hatred 
towards the actions of big business in the countryside. 
 
In response to the Maoists operating in the state, the reactionary Salwa 
Judum militia was setup by a senior Congress party leader Mahendra 
Karma in 2005. Karma, who was a former tribal leader, along with many 
business people had been trying to set up a militia to fight the Naxalites 
for many years. However, it was only in 2005 when the state had signed 
several major mining contracts with big corporations, that it threw its 
weight behind the idea and offered the active support of the police and 
the army. Tens of thousands of paramilitaries were dispatched ravaging 
through hundreds of villages, burning and evacuating at least 644 and 
forcing 300,000 people to flee their homes. The land cleared by the militia 
was given over to corporations in retribution against the agricultural 
workers for supporting the insurgency, even if only in a passive manner. 
 
During the offensives, thousands of people were murdered and more than 
a thousand cases of rape have been reported to date. However, none of 
the perpetrators have been charged. In fact, despite the Supreme Court of 
India having illegalised the militia, it still operates under the protection of 
the BJP government of Chhattisgarh. This exposes the true nature of the 
BJP which is a party in defence of big business. However, these events also 
highlight the level of degeneration of Congress which is equally corrupt. 
 
This and many similar developments have pushed hundreds of thousands 
Adivasis and peasants into the arms of the Maoists. At its height, the 
insurgency encompassed areas which spanned up to half of the country in 
the most remote and rural areas where the state is weaker. This meant 
that a varying degree of conflict took place in 20 out of 28 states. 
 
The civil war in much of the countryside has cost more than 10,000 lives 
since 1980. The violent oppression by reactionary forces further radicalises 
the Naxalites. In Chattisgarh in 2010, 76 paramilitary troops were killed in 
just one attack. In 2013 the entire state leadership of the Congress Party 
was wiped out as 28 high party state officials were killed in an ambush. 
 
However, in spite of the mounting body count, the Naxalite guerrillas are 
increasingly weak and their influence has been reduced significantly to 
their traditional areas. In fact some layers of the population have been 
pushed into supporting the state which has intensified its crackdown. 
 



The relentless offensive by the state, coupled with the weak reformist 
outlook of the guerrilla leadership has gradually demoralised large layers 
who initially saw an alternative in the (on the surface) radical approach of 
the Maoists. At the same time, because they are not willing to break with 
the capitalist system, the regime has been able to undercut the movement 
through repression coupled with reforms in the shape of investments in 
infrastructure and utilities such as electricity – reforms which the 
capitalists are also benefitting from of course. 
 
In a recent statement the Central Committee of CPI (Maoist) admitted 
this, stating that “the condition of our countrywide movement is critical.” 
Assessing the situation around the country the Central Committee states: 
 
“In the areas where revolutionary movement is ongoing (particularly in 82 
districts) every year the central and state governments are pouring 
thousands and lakhs of crores of rupees and carrying on reforms. As a 
result, a divide started in the people’s camp and a small section is turning 
into the social base of the exploiting ruling classes.” 
 
Listing a whole number of areas and weaknesses the military defeats along 
with “...decrease in mass base and recruitment; increase in the number of 
persons leaving the movement…” shows that the movement is reaching its 
limits. The Naxalite movement however, in spite of its deficiencies, are a 
reflection of the desperate situation in the country side. 
 
CPI-M leaders exposed in West Bengal 
The plight of the peasants is clearly connected with the capitalist profit 
hunt of big business. The only way to defeat the bourgeois and the 
reactionary militias is in an alliance with the working class. However, the 
trade union and Communist leaders are blocking this movement from being 
connected with the movement of the workers and poor in the cities. 
 
In fact in several states, such as West Bengal, the Communists parties 
actually led the land grabbing and the attacks against the peasants 
themselves, when they governed the state between 1977 and 2011 when 
they finally lost to the All India Trinamool Congress and Indian National 
Congress. 
 
In 2007 the village of Nandigram in West Bengal 100 peasants, who were 
protesting against the governments land-grabbing operations, were 
murdered by a 3000-strong force of police and “Communist cadres”. In 
West Bengal and Kerala the Communist leaders in government oversaw the 
expropriation of tens of thousands of peasants over the past period. 
 
One of the most sinister and ironical land expropriations of the peasants 
was carried out for the Salem Group, which is owned by the heir and son in 
law of the former Indonesian dictator General Suharto who massacred 
between 1-1.5 million Communists and their families in September 1965. 
 
The Communist leaders even tried to theoretically justify their position. 
They claimed that since agriculture was not profitable, developing new 
industries would create new jobs. By getting the compensation for land – 
which many peasants did not get – peasants would be able to save up and 
profit from the interests which the banks would pay. Secondly, they 
argued that investments by multinationals in the area would mean more 
jobs and higher productivity which would further... pave the ground for 
socialism! Needless to say, these ideas have nothing to do with 
Communism, Marxism or Socialism, and the peasants on the receiving end 
of such “progressive” measures turned away from the Left in the 
elections. 
 
Marxists understand that the tactics adopted by the Maoists cannot offer a 
way out to the peasant and working class masses of India. What is required 
is a revolutionary movement of the urban working class in alliance with 
the peasants. The peasants alone cannot win their demands. However, the 
real responsibility for such a development is to be put on the shoulders of 
the leaders of the Communist Parties. These “leaders” who are supposed 
to organise the workers and lead the people against the bourgeois are in 
many cases themselves either bourgeois or firmly within the camp of the 
bourgeoisie. So for many radicalised peasants or agricultural workers, the 



method of “people’s war” seems like the only alternative. 
 
Only on the basis of a socialist transformation of society and the conquest 
of power by the working class can the national question be solved and the 
living standards of all be raised. This can only be achieved through an 
alliance between the working class and the peasantry. Thus it is the task 
of the guerrillas, the peasants and the poor to link up their struggle with 
that of the working class. 
 
Faced with all of this the Congress party has been paralysed and impotent. 
Either it has not been able to intervene or it has been an active 
participant on the side of reaction. The inability of the ruling class to solve 
the problems of the working class has been a major source of crisis and 
instability for the government. Whole swathes of the country have 
effectively been out of the control of the state for a long period now with 
no improvement on the horizon. This has only added to the crisis of Indian 
Capitalism. 
 
Corruption under Congress 
The policies enacted by Congress over the last ten years, and the manner 
in which they pandered to crony capitalism, only added fuel to the fire of 
anger and discontent building up at the bottom of society, as corruption 
scandals followed one after another. It is on the poverty and desolation 
and increased exploitation of the masses, that super profits have been 
made by the rich. Never has there been a better time to be a capitalist in 
India! 
 
Congress has presided over a period which has seen the greatest 
concentration and polarisation of wealth in Indian history. Between 2003 
and 2012 there has been an increase in the number of Indian Billionaires 
(in dollar terms) from 13 to 122. This has been fuelled by the privatization 
of Rs 910,000,000,000 worth of shares in public sector units between 2009 
and 2013 alone, as well as Rs 21,000,000,000,000 of central government 
tax revenues given away as tax write-offs and tax breaks to the wealthiest 
within our society. At the same time the share of wages has gone from 
30.36 per cent of GDP in 1981, in the organised industrial sector, down to 
10.6 per cent in 2007-8, and this process has only progressed further as the 
crisis has started to be felt deeper and deeper in the bedrock of the 
economy. 
 
Manmohan Singh – the outgoing Prime Minister – and Congress have been 
under no illusions as to who pays their bills and they’ve made no bones 
about scratching the backs of their big business partners in India and 
around the world. Not only did the last government carry out massive 
privatisations of public resources and enterprises, but it was also involved 
in a number of corruption scandals which engulfed every facet of their 
administration. 
 
The last decade of Congress rule set an unprecedented record for levels of 
corruption with one mega-scam after another. The 2G spectrum scam 
alone is estimated to have channelled around $30billion out of the state 
coffers. The scam which involved auctioning off state mobile network 
licenses far below market prices, directly involved then minister of 
telecommunications and IT, A. Raja, and even Prime Minister Manmohan 
Singh himself. 
 
The “Coal allocation scam” involving the illegal allocation of coal mining 
concessions was even worse. Although the full scope of the scam will never 
be clear, the scandal could involve hundreds of billions of dollars siphoned 
off in different ways. The scandal involved all the top officials of 
government, including the Prime Minister who was proven to have looked 
the other way while the scam was taking place. 
 
It is estimated that, under Congress Rule, of the $95billion of public 
spending on subsidies for food and fuel, healthcare, education and work 
programmes, approximately half of this was lost due to inefficiencies as 
well as what is cryptically referred to as “leakages”. In reality these 
leakages are the kickbacks and hand outs taken by government officials 
and their cronies in local businesses. It has recently been estimated that 
as much as 50 per cent of GDP of the country could be in the “black 



economy”, in the informal sector or even simply in outright corruption. 
 
The list of corruption scandals is endless. Furthermore, the Congress 
government took the level of corruption to new heights, even for Indian 
standards. While the vast majority of the population has been pushed into 
abject poverty the rulers are engaged in the most disgusting looting 
frenzy. While 680 million Indians lack the means to meet their essential 
needs, the parasitic ruling clique is stealing and scamming trillions of 
dollars. 
 
If one looks at all this together with the day to day graft, which takes 
place at all levels of the state and local government, is it then any wonder 
that the prospect of another five years of Congress rule was met by 
working people as being far from an appetising perspective? People are 
sick and tired of this state of affairs. 
 
For many Indians, Congress was seen as the standard bearer of the Indian 
struggle for independence. Thus, in a situation of falling living standards it 
was particularly repulsive and enraging for people to see the leaders of 
that same party enriching themselves and gorging on the fat of the wealth 
created by the toiling masses. This has become a hallmark of Congress rule 
and is what drove the anti-congress mood which led to its disastrous 
election results. These are the reasons Congress suffered their worst 
elections results in the history of Independent India. 
[To be continued…] 
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Electoral disaster for Indian Left: What is to be done? Part I  
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India has seen two very powerful general strikes in the past two years, 
revealing a sharp class polarisation in the country, and yet we have the 
disastrous result in the recent Indian elections for the Communist and left 
parties. This apparent contradiction has brought into sharp focus the role 
of the leaders of these parties and their total inability to offer a way out 
of the impasse they themselves have been responsible for creating. 
 
In the 2014 elections for the Indian parliament (Lokh Sabha), held in 
April/May, the right-wing reactionary BJP party won a clear victory of 282 
seats of the total 543 – ten more than would be needed for an absolute 
majority. Thus the party can rule alone without having to form a coalition. 
How was it possible for Naredna Modi, a man connected to the most 
violent, reactionary and chauvinist forces in India, to now comfortably 
take his seat as the political ruler of the world’s so-called “largest 
democracy”? We will attempt to answer this question from a Marxist 
perspective. 
 
Of the registered electorate of 814million, 551.3million (a 67% turnout) 
went to the polling stations in the five phases between the 7th April and 
16th May in what is regularly described in the media as the biggest 
exercise in bourgeois democracy in the world. 
 
The BJP emerged as the largest party in the Lok Sabha, winning 31 percent 
of the vote compared to 24.6 percent in 2009. Due to the voting system, 
however, the BJP won a majority of the seats in the Lok Sabha. This means 
that this is the first government in 30 years to come to power in India with 
a solid parliamentary majority. 
 
At the same time the ruling Congress party, suffered a massive defeat 
going from 37.2 percent of the vote in 2009 to only 19.3 percent this year, 
receiving a mere 44 seats. This was a devastating defeat and the lowest 
vote for Congress in the post-independence history of the party. 
 
For the left parties the defeat was even worse. The total combined vote-
share of the CPI-M (Communist Party of India - Marxist), the CPI 



(Communist Party of India), the RSP (Revolutionary Socialist Party) and the 
Forward Bloc fell sharply from about seven percent in the 2009 general 
elections to 4.5 percent in 2014. This means that the left after having 
gone down from 60 seats in 2004 to 24 in 2009, has now fallen even further 
to a mere 10 seats in the present Lok Sabha. The CPI-M's vote share 
declined from 5.33 per cent in 2009 to 3.2 per cent and the CPI's from 1.43 
per cent to 0.8 per cent. 
 
This disastrous result for these parties has left many on the left in utter 
despair, worrying that the rise of Narendra Modi and the BJP represents a 
turn to the right within society and the risk of fascist rule. As the saying 
goes however, “Do not weep. Do not wax indignant. Understand”. We 
must look soberly at the concrete forces which have led us along this path 
and from such an analysis seek out the solution to the present crisis 
gripping the Indian left. 
 
Political crisis 
Former Prime Minister Manmohan SinghWhile the results on the surface 
indicate a landslide victory, the realities behind Modi’s victory are more 
complex. In fact while the BJP now controls a majority of the Lok Sabha, 
we have to remember that it only actually received 31 percent of the 
votes cast. One has to maintain a sense of proportion when looking at 
Indian society as a whole. In fact out of 814.5 million eligible voters only 
171 million – that is 21 percent – went out and actively voted for the BJP. 
As we explained above, the party managed to win a majority in parliament 
mainly due to the single-member district electoral system [first-past-the-
post, as it is commonly known in Britain], the same system used in 
American, British, and Canadian legislative elections (Although in India 131 
of the Lok Sabha seats are reserved for lower casts). 
 
Having said that, it is clear that the BJP did increase its votes significantly 
from the 101 million in the previous 2009 elections. However, what 
allowed them to grab the majority was not its strength, but more 
importantly the crisis and weakness of the other parties which took the 
fractured nature of the vote in the country to new levels. 
 
In fact, the two major parties, the BJP and Congress together won only 
about 51 percent of the votes polled. The remaining 49 percent of the 
vote was splintered into various smaller parties. Even with its National 
Democratic Alliance partners, the new government's vote share is only 
around 38.5 percent, the United Progressive Alliance (the alliance around 
Congress) share is 23 percent, this means that 38 percent voted for small 
and regional parties. In fact the third largest party in the Lok Sabha, the 
AIADMK (All India Anna Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam), is itself mainly a 
regional party, which, however, won a sweeping victory in Tamil Nadu, but 
which has no presence in any other state). 
 
This atomised nature of the vote reflects a general reaction towards all 
established parties throughout the country. It is on the basis of this crisis, 
and with the support of the Indian bourgeoisie, that the BJP has managed 
to rise above the other parties in the elections. 
 
In Uttar Pradesh for instance, the most populous Indian state, the BJP 
went from 10 seats in 2009 to 73 out of the 80 seats in 2014, but only 
actually won 42.3 percent of the votes cast. Congress was of course 
thoroughly punished, going from 21 to 2 seats, but so were the two large 
regional parties, the Samajwadi Party and the Bahujan Samaj Party, who 
have successively ruled the state since 1989. It was due to the general 
crisis of all these parties that the BJP in Uttar Pradesh secured 90 percent 
of the seats with only 42 percent of the vote. It even secured the seats 
reserved for lower casts – a significant achievement considering the Hindu 
fundamentalist and chauvinist nature of the BJP. All of this is a reflection 
of a general political crisis which is affecting all parties in India. 
 
Poverty Amidst Plenty 
The reasons behind the political crisis are to be found in the social 
situation of the country. Contrary to the claims of the bourgeois media, 
economic growth has not led to a general improvement in the lives of the 
Indian people. While a middle class has grown up in this environment and 
the ruling class have been able to reap super profits, for the vast majority 



of the Indian people this growth has been built on the back of even further 
exploitation. 
 
Between 2001 and 2010 the average growth rate was between 8-9 percent. 
In the same period the population below the poverty line rose from 771 
million to 836 million people. 
 
In fact, there is a vast gulf between the haves and have-nots. Alongside 
high tech, advanced computing, the nuclear and space programmes and 
the most obscene wealth, there is the direst poverty. Official 
unemployment stands at 3.5 percent. However, this is a gross 
underestimation. In fact there is no scientific statistical data to support 
this figure. A more relevant figure, from the Indian ILO, showed that of 
working men (aged 15-59) only 21.2 percent had a regular salaried job in 
2011 and 2012. In 2013 as the economy was slowing down, the situation 
would have been even bleaker. 
 
The statistics speak for themselves: more than 70% of Indians are believed 
to live on less than Rs20 ($0.35) a day; 36% of women and 34% of men are 
undernourished along with 48% of all children under the age of 5; 80% of 
rural and 64% of urban households consume less that the caloric norm. This 
situation is only set to get worse as food inflation has persistently 
remained in double digits with consumer price inflation above 9% per year. 
 
The situation in education and healthcare is no better. 29% of children 
drop out of school between Class 1 and Class 5 with 46% dropping out by 
Class 8. Due to the unleashing of market forces in healthcare, today 80% of 
outpatient care and 60% of inpatient care is provided by profit making 
companies charging extortionate prices to normal people for the most 
basic of care. It is estimated that due to high prices 8 crore (80 million) 
workers are pushed below the poverty line every year due to the debt they 
accrue if they're unlucky enough to need treatment. 
 
In the past twenty years or so, working conditions and wages have suffered 
dramatically as the bosses went on the offensive. Under the pressure of 
globalised conditions, the bosses began squeezing more and more surplus 
value from the workers, via a series of methods, in particular with the 
elimination of long-standing jobs where many gains of the past had 
improved the condition of workers and their replacement with contract 
workers on much worse wages and on longer hours. This can be seen in the 
fact that labour productivity between 1999 and 2007 went up by 5% and 
between 2008 and 2011 by a further 7.6%, whereas real wages went down 
by 2% in the overall period. This has resulted in a polarisation of wealth 
with profits shooting up. 
 
Meanwhile the prices of many basic goods have been going up much faster 
than the official Consumer Price Index of 9%. According to the Indian 
government’s Labour Bureau if one takes the Consumer Price Index for 
2001 as equal to 100, the average price of selected goods for industrial 
workers has risen rapidly. Such goods as pulses, cooking oil, milk and so on 
have gone up by anything between 50% and 150%. 
 
These are the conditions suffered by the vast majority of people in India 
and are the basis upon which India's recent growth has been based. 
Through this extreme exploitation and mistreatment of the masses, cheap 
commodities can be produced, minerals can be mined and exportation to 
other countries can serve to enrich a tiny minority at the top of society. 
 
For the most disadvantaged, things are set to get even worse. Simply to 
keep up with the growing demand for work, one million jobs need to be 
created every month in order to satisfy the increased population. 
However, the situation is not set to improve as the slowdown of the 
economy in general is also slowing down investment rates. 
 
All of these socio-economic conditions, with large layers of the masses 
subject to extreme conditions, will provide the kindling on the fire of the 
blaze which will become the future Indian Revolution, sparks of which we 
are already seeing today. 
 
A slumbering giant stretching his muscles 



The Indian proletariat has a long history of militant struggles and 
revolutionary movements against the rule of capital, as we saw during the 
revolutionary upheaval of 1946 triggered by the sailors’ revolt and later in 
the 1970s. 
 
However, we see a peak in the mid-1970s in the period of intense class 
struggle, followed by a gradual decline through to the mid-2000s. Although 
there were 16 general strikes between 1991 and 2013 the movement 
generally receded. The number of strikes in 1978 was 2762, but this went 
down to around one thousand by 1992, and 210 in 2007, and this decline 
continued until the recent period. 
 
It would also be true to say that given the strong Communist traditions of 
the Indian working class, the fall of the USSR together with the defeats of 
many movements in the preceding period, the confidence of the working 
class movement was shaken 
 
This continuous decline in strikes and lockouts led some superficial 
analysts to conclude that industrial relations in India were “improving”. 
Opinion polls showed that a large percentage of workers sought 
“individual” solutions to their problem, rather than collective, trade union 
based solutions. In reality, below the surface, another process was taking 
place, with the worsening labour conditions preparing a revolt from below. 
Far from improving, industrial relations have never been as tense as they 
are today. 
 
In fact in the recent period there has been a reawakening of class struggle. 
Strike figures have started to rise slowly and at the same time a different 
mood has started to develop on a national scale. Whereas in the past, the 
general strikes would involve some of the trade union federations – often 
just the Left affiliated unions – the general strikes of the past 10 years 
have often been called by all the major union federations. This reflected 
the pressure built up from below, which was forcing the unions into joint 
action. 
 
The workforce of India is around 450 million and growing. The rural 
workers constitute around 60 per cent. Due to the revolutionary traditions 
of the trade union movement, the degree of unionisation is quite high. 
 
Officially, the overall figure for trade union membership, including rural 
workers, now stands at 90 to 100 million members. The Indian National 
Trade Union Congress (INTUC), affiliated to the Congress party, is the 
biggest of the seven central trade unions, with a membership of 33.3 
million. Following INTUC, the Bharatiya Mazdoor Sangh (BMS), close to the 
BJP has 17.1 million members, the All India Trade Union Congress (AITUC), 
affiliated to the Communist Party of India, has 14.2 million members, the 
Hind Mazdoor Sabha (HMS), which was the former Socialist Party-affiliated 
union, but which is now unaffiliated, has 9.1 million members, and the 
Centre of Indian Trade Unions (CITU), affiliated to the Communist Party of 
India - Marxist, has 5.7 million members. 
 
Since 2012, these major trade union federations have called two major 
general strikes, drawing more than 100,000,000 workers out to protest for 
a national minimum wage, against inflation, against privatisation and 
other related issues. During the strikes banking, postal services and most 
of the public sector came to a halt. Mumbai, the commercial hub of India, 
experienced the largest strike in its recent history. This highlights the 
enormous potential of the working class. 
 
Such has the pressure of the workers from below been, that most trade 
union leaders and federations had to heed the strike call to sustain a 
semblance of credibility amongst the workers who are seething with anger 
against their reformist and compromising policies. Even the trade union 
federation affiliated to the ruling Congress party, INTUC has had to join 
the strikes. 
 
In a press release, in February of last year after the latest powerful two-
day general strike, the unions stated that , “the unprecedented response 
to the call of strike throughout the country much beyond our expectations 
reflects truly the anger of the people against the persistent increase in the 



prices of diesel, gas, coal, electricity and other essential goods for the 
bare need of the common people.” 
 
This is the real underlying mood of anger among the hundreds of millions 
of Indian workers. The huge participation in two general strikes in two 
years indicates far better than the election results the real relation of 
class forces across the country. This shows without a doubt the willingness 
of the Indian working class to fight for its own interests. 
 
Some may find a contradiction between the overall decline in the number 
of strikes and the successful general strikes in 2012 and 2013. In reality 
this is perfectly logical, as the workers instinctively understand that the 
problems they are facing are so huge that small isolated struggles cannot 
achieve what they are demanding and that what is required is a 
generalised struggle of the whole working class. This, contrary to the view 
of the reformists in the labour movement, reveals a high level of 
consciousness. The problem is that it doesn’t find an echo in the leaders of 
the movement. 
 
As is always the case, after a period of lull the workers have begun to gain 
back their confidence. The workers have begun to recover from the 
defeats of the past, as a young, new generation of workers, untainted with 
those defeats are beginning to organise and are starting to fight back. The 
mood has begun to change in the ranks of the working class. Throughout 
the country workers are waging fierce struggles against the bosses. 
 
The struggle of the Maruti Suzuki Workers Union, in Manesar, Haryana is a 
prime example of this increasing militancy. The struggle first broke in the 
summer of 2011 when the workers embarked on a 33-day strike to demand 
that the state authorities accept the workers’ independent union. Initially 
management thought they could crush the movement quickly. After having 
forced the workers back to work with the signing of a humiliating deal, 
they went ahead and refused 1200 of the workers entry into the plant. 
However, what they had not counted on was the powerful reaction of the 
workers who occupied the factory and who were joined by thousands of 
other workers from the region. 
 
Again, after agreeing to recognise the union to end the sit in occupation, 
management backtracked within weeks with lockouts and the firing of 
union leaders and trade union militants. At the same time thugs and 
goondas were hired to attack the workers. Throughout all of this there was 
an open conspiracy between the company and local state authorities – who 
arrested hundreds of strikers – and the media which constantly slandered 
working people. No expense was spared to defeat the workers, but to no 
avail. At the same time the major trade union federations refused to back 
and spread the struggle, calling instead for “talks” and conciliation with 
the bosses. 
 
In spite of this, the workers fought on valiantly, spreading the struggle, at 
one point encompassing over 20 of the neighbouring factories. There were 
mass demonstrations, hunger strikes and street fights with the police. 
Starting from a struggle for the recognition of the workers’ union, the 
movement developed into a political mass movement against the bosses, 
the media and the bourgeois state. 
 
For years Maruti Suzuki – the biggest passenger car producer in India – has 
been making super-profits through the brutal exploitation of the workers. 
Over the past decade three quarters of the workforce has been casualised. 
Besides extreme job insecurity, this also meant a 50 percent reduction in 
wages. As a result the permanent staffs have also seen their wages cut by 
25 percent. At the same time the tempo on the shop floor has been 
constantly raised. These conditions, which have become the norm 
throughout India, were left unchallenged by the major unions whose 
leaders were more interested in keeping friendly relations with 
management. 
 
The lack of resistance has buoyed up the bosses with arrogance and 
thinking that they can get away with anything. However, the apparent 
acceptance of the barbaric working conditions has a limit. Sooner or later 
the anger has to find an outlet. This is the mood which has been 



developing throughout the country and which has raised the pressure to 
new levels within the trade union movement. 
 
The so-called Communist and trade union leaders constantly complain 
about the low level of consciousness of the workers and their lack of will 
to struggle. However, in reality it is they who refuse to give a lead. The 
general strikes and the numerous individual strikes such as the Maruti 
Suzuki struggle are clear examples of the real mood amongst the working 
class which is more than willing to struggle. 
 
However, it is also true that these strikes have not been part of any plan 
for a prolonged struggle. In fact, for the leaders, the main role of these 
strikes has been to let out some steam in order to hold back the working 
class while at the same time conspiring with the bourgeoisie behind the 
backs of the workers. The lack of any significant results has had a 
dampening effect on the mood of large layers of the workers who are not 
offered any perspective by the present leadership of the workers’ 
movement. 
 
This explains also why the latest strike figures seem to indicate that in the 
last part of 2013 and the early part of 2014 there has been a decline in the 
number of overall strikes. This, again, cannot be interpreted as a lack of 
preparedness to struggle on the part of the workers. It reflects something 
else. 
 
The fact that powerful general strikes have not achieved what the workers 
wanted is because the bosses have adopted an intransigent stance due to 
the fact that Indian capitalism cannot grant even the smallest of 
concessions to the workers and poor. In fact it is forced to constantly 
attack the rights of the workers, even those inscribed in their constitution. 
 
Faced with this onslaught, the workers are perfectly aware of the fact that 
small, isolated strikes have a limited impact, and that what is required is a 
generalised, united struggle. This explains the successes of the general 
strikes. However, even the general strikes prove to be inconclusive, and 
that is because the leaders of the unions have no plan or perspective of 
how to escalate further the struggle, of how to increase the level of 
struggle and force the bosses to back off and grant the workers what they 
are fighting for. The reason for this is that these leaders have no 
understanding of the fact that in order to achieve the just demands of the 
workers, what is required is to remove the whole system. They are not 
prepared to lead such a struggle, and they merely look to the past when 
capitalism could grant reforms. But this is not possible, and it is what 
explains the present impasse. 
 
Thus, over the coming period the workers will be facing a constant 
onslaught on all the gains they achieved in the past and will therefore be 
increasingly forced to struggle to defend their living standards. In this 
process, very often, the workers will have to struggle against their own 
leaders to get them to mobilise and lead. At a later stage this will lead to 
radicalisation in the ranks of the union, which will be the basis for a 
struggle to push the unions in a militant direction, and eventually this will, 
in one way or another, impact also on the parties the unions are affiliated 
to, especially the left parties. Marxists must prepare to intervene in this 
process and provide a clear perspective on what is to be done and a 
programme that can solve the problems faced by the workers. 
 
Poverty, land grabbing and peasant revolt 
Very often, the reformist leadership of the labour organisations try to 
cover their own weakness, and lack of willingness to lead the working class 
in a struggle to transform society, by referring to the “backward rural 
areas”, and as India still has a very large rural, peasant population, this 
argument on the surface seems to have some force. The truth, however, is 
very different. As a mirror to the movement within the cities and 
industrial centres we have the simmering discontent which continues to 
bubble away in the countryside, threatening at times to heat up to a full 
rolling boil, spilling over and sweeping throughout the whole of the 
country. 
 
Between 1996 and 2012, 290,000 Indian farmers committed suicides. From 



December 2009 to 2013, prices of rice, wheat and groundnut oil increased 
between 50 to 100 per cent; prices of potatoes have doubled and even 
quadrupled during this period; onion prices have on average doubled from 
already high levels. Diesel prices have almost tripled, from Rs. 20 in 
January 2004 to Rs. 55 in December 2013 (Delhi prices). 
 
The peasantry is being pushed into abject poverty and indebtedness. In 
1998, the World Bank's structural adjustment policies forced India to open 
up its seed sector to global corporations like Cargill, Monsanto and 
Syngenta. Overnight the agricultural economy of India changed. Farm 
saved seeds were replaced by corporate seeds, which need fertilizers and 
pesticides. The patented seeds are also engineered with non-renewable 
traits. As a result, poor peasants have to buy new seeds for every planting 
season and what was traditionally a free resource, available by putting 
aside a small portion of the crop has become a major economic burden. 
This has plunged many peasant farmers into massive debt. 
 
At the same time the phenomenon of land grabbing is rising to new levels. 
Leaning on the Land Acquisition Act which was initially introduced by the 
British colonial rulers in 1894, the central and regional governments have 
been expropriating hundreds of thousands of acres of land from the 
peasants and handing them over to multinational companies. This has 
affected tens of millions of peasants who have lost everything. Many have 
not even received the humiliating compensation which they are entitled to 
according to the law. This, in effect, signifies the reversal of the limited 
land reforms which were introduced in the 1950’s and the 1960’s. 
 
In Jharkhand 42 such agreements have recently been signed between the 
state government and companies such as Tata, Mittal, Jindal and others 
allowing them to forcibly take land for the mining of steel, iron and other 
raw materials. In 2009 the state of Chhattisgarh, grabbed 5,000 acres of 
land – in what was called the “Biggest land grab after Columbus” – and 
handed it over to Tata Steel. Both the above states are governed by the 
BJP – the party led by Modi. 
 
The Naxalite movement 
Over the past 15 years this has led to a very tense situation. With the 
intensification of the class struggle in the countryside, many states have 
seen the emergence of civil-war-like situations in the countryside and 
more remote areas over which the state has often lost control. This has 
meant the resurgence of the national question in many areas and for a 
period, the growth of the Maoist Naxalite movement. 
 
At least 20,000 people are estimated to have taken up arms and joined the 
Maoists in their war against the government. The movement is believed to 
have a further 50,000 people who are involved in supporting the Maoists in 
one way or another. Further to this these movements have the passive 
support of vast layers of the Adivasi forest dwellers population and some 
layers of the peasants in the areas that they operate in. 
 
In 2009 as the Chhattisgarh government was preparing for the above 
mentioned land grab, a small group of Maoists walked up to the weekly 
market in Lohandiguda village, and at close range shot dead Vimal 
Meshram, 42, an influential tribal leader and a supporter of the Tata 
project. Then, in full public view, they walked away. This reveals the 
sympathy of the rural population with the insurgents and their hatred 
towards the actions of big business in the countryside. 
 
In response to the Maoists operating in the state, the reactionary Salwa 
Judum militia was setup by a senior Congress party leader Mahendra 
Karma in 2005. Karma, who was a former tribal leader, along with many 
business people had been trying to set up a militia to fight the Naxalites 
for many years. However, it was only in 2005 when the state had signed 
several major mining contracts with big corporations, that it threw its 
weight behind the idea and offered the active support of the police and 
the army. Tens of thousands of paramilitaries were dispatched ravaging 
through hundreds of villages, burning and evacuating at least 644 and 
forcing 300,000 people to flee their homes. The land cleared by the militia 
was given over to corporations in retribution against the agricultural 
workers for supporting the insurgency, even if only in a passive manner. 



 
During the offensives, thousands of people were murdered and more than 
a thousand cases of rape have been reported to date. However, none of 
the perpetrators have been charged. In fact, despite the Supreme Court of 
India having illegalised the militia, it still operates under the protection of 
the BJP government of Chhattisgarh. This exposes the true nature of the 
BJP which is a party in defence of big business. However, these events also 
highlight the level of degeneration of Congress which is equally corrupt. 
 
This and many similar developments have pushed hundreds of thousands 
Adivasis and peasants into the arms of the Maoists. At its height, the 
insurgency encompassed areas which spanned up to half of the country in 
the most remote and rural areas where the state is weaker. This meant 
that a varying degree of conflict took place in 20 out of 28 states. 
 
The civil war in much of the countryside has cost more than 10,000 lives 
since 1980. The violent oppression by reactionary forces further radicalises 
the Naxalites. In Chattisgarh in 2010, 76 paramilitary troops were killed in 
just one attack. In 2013 the entire state leadership of the Congress Party 
was wiped out as 28 high party state officials were killed in an ambush. 
 
However, in spite of the mounting body count, the Naxalite guerrillas are 
increasingly weak and their influence has been reduced significantly to 
their traditional areas. In fact some layers of the population have been 
pushed into supporting the state which has intensified its crackdown. 
 
The relentless offensive by the state, coupled with the weak reformist 
outlook of the guerrilla leadership has gradually demoralised large layers 
who initially saw an alternative in the (on the surface) radical approach of 
the Maoists. At the same time, because they are not willing to break with 
the capitalist system, the regime has been able to undercut the movement 
through repression coupled with reforms in the shape of investments in 
infrastructure and utilities such as electricity – reforms which the 
capitalists are also benefitting from of course. 
 
In a recent statement the Central Committee of CPI (Maoist) admitted 
this, stating that “the condition of our countrywide movement is critical.” 
Assessing the situation around the country the Central Committee states: 
 
“In the areas where revolutionary movement is ongoing (particularly in 82 
districts) every year the central and state governments are pouring 
thousands and lakhs of crores of rupees and carrying on reforms. As a 
result, a divide started in the people’s camp and a small section is turning 
into the social base of the exploiting ruling classes.” 
 
Listing a whole number of areas and weaknesses the military defeats along 
with “...decrease in mass base and recruitment; increase in the number of 
persons leaving the movement…” shows that the movement is reaching its 
limits. The Naxalite movement however, in spite of its deficiencies, are a 
reflection of the desperate situation in the country side. 
 
CPI-M leaders exposed in West Bengal 
The plight of the peasants is clearly connected with the capitalist profit 
hunt of big business. The only way to defeat the bourgeois and the 
reactionary militias is in an alliance with the working class. However, the 
trade union and Communist leaders are blocking this movement from being 
connected with the movement of the workers and poor in the cities. 
 
In fact in several states, such as West Bengal, the Communists parties 
actually led the land grabbing and the attacks against the peasants 
themselves, when they governed the state between 1977 and 2011 when 
they finally lost to the All India Trinamool Congress and Indian National 
Congress. 
 
In 2007 the village of Nandigram in West Bengal 100 peasants, who were 
protesting against the governments land-grabbing operations, were 
murdered by a 3000-strong force of police and “Communist cadres”. In 
West Bengal and Kerala the Communist leaders in government oversaw the 
expropriation of tens of thousands of peasants over the past period. 
 



One of the most sinister and ironical land expropriations of the peasants 
was carried out for the Salem Group, which is owned by the heir and son in 
law of the former Indonesian dictator General Suharto who massacred 
between 1-1.5 million Communists and their families in September 1965. 
 
The Communist leaders even tried to theoretically justify their position. 
They claimed that since agriculture was not profitable, developing new 
industries would create new jobs. By getting the compensation for land – 
which many peasants did not get – peasants would be able to save up and 
profit from the interests which the banks would pay. Secondly, they 
argued that investments by multinationals in the area would mean more 
jobs and higher productivity which would further... pave the ground for 
socialism! Needless to say, these ideas have nothing to do with 
Communism, Marxism or Socialism, and the peasants on the receiving end 
of such “progressive” measures turned away from the Left in the 
elections. 
 
Marxists understand that the tactics adopted by the Maoists cannot offer a 
way out to the peasant and working class masses of India. What is required 
is a revolutionary movement of the urban working class in alliance with 
the peasants. The peasants alone cannot win their demands. However, the 
real responsibility for such a development is to be put on the shoulders of 
the leaders of the Communist Parties. These “leaders” who are supposed 
to organise the workers and lead the people against the bourgeois are in 
many cases themselves either bourgeois or firmly within the camp of the 
bourgeoisie. So for many radicalised peasants or agricultural workers, the 
method of “people’s war” seems like the only alternative. 
 
Only on the basis of a socialist transformation of society and the conquest 
of power by the working class can the national question be solved and the 
living standards of all be raised. This can only be achieved through an 
alliance between the working class and the peasantry. Thus it is the task 
of the guerrillas, the peasants and the poor to link up their struggle with 
that of the working class. 
 
Faced with all of this the Congress party has been paralysed and impotent. 
Either it has not been able to intervene or it has been an active 
participant on the side of reaction. The inability of the ruling class to solve 
the problems of the working class has been a major source of crisis and 
instability for the government. Whole swathes of the country have 
effectively been out of the control of the state for a long period now with 
no improvement on the horizon. This has only added to the crisis of Indian 
Capitalism. 
 
Corruption under Congress 
The policies enacted by Congress over the last ten years, and the manner 
in which they pandered to crony capitalism, only added fuel to the fire of 
anger and discontent building up at the bottom of society, as corruption 
scandals followed one after another. It is on the poverty and desolation 
and increased exploitation of the masses, that super profits have been 
made by the rich. Never has there been a better time to be a capitalist in 
India! 
 
Congress has presided over a period which has seen the greatest 
concentration and polarisation of wealth in Indian history. Between 2003 
and 2012 there has been an increase in the number of Indian Billionaires 
(in dollar terms) from 13 to 122. This has been fuelled by the privatization 
of Rs 910,000,000,000 worth of shares in public sector units between 2009 
and 2013 alone, as well as Rs 21,000,000,000,000 of central government 
tax revenues given away as tax write-offs and tax breaks to the wealthiest 
within our society. At the same time the share of wages has gone from 
30.36 per cent of GDP in 1981, in the organised industrial sector, down to 
10.6 per cent in 2007-8, and this process has only progressed further as the 
crisis has started to be felt deeper and deeper in the bedrock of the 
economy. 
 
Manmohan Singh – the outgoing Prime Minister – and Congress have been 
under no illusions as to who pays their bills and they’ve made no bones 
about scratching the backs of their big business partners in India and 
around the world. Not only did the last government carry out massive 



privatisations of public resources and enterprises, but it was also involved 
in a number of corruption scandals which engulfed every facet of their 
administration. 
 
The last decade of Congress rule set an unprecedented record for levels of 
corruption with one mega-scam after another. The 2G spectrum scam 
alone is estimated to have channelled around $30billion out of the state 
coffers. The scam which involved auctioning off state mobile network 
licenses far below market prices, directly involved then minister of 
telecommunications and IT, A. Raja, and even Prime Minister Manmohan 
Singh himself. 
 
The “Coal allocation scam” involving the illegal allocation of coal mining 
concessions was even worse. Although the full scope of the scam will never 
be clear, the scandal could involve hundreds of billions of dollars siphoned 
off in different ways. The scandal involved all the top officials of 
government, including the Prime Minister who was proven to have looked 
the other way while the scam was taking place. 
 
It is estimated that, under Congress Rule, of the $95billion of public 
spending on subsidies for food and fuel, healthcare, education and work 
programmes, approximately half of this was lost due to inefficiencies as 
well as what is cryptically referred to as “leakages”. In reality these 
leakages are the kickbacks and hand outs taken by government officials 
and their cronies in local businesses. It has recently been estimated that 
as much as 50 per cent of GDP of the country could be in the “black 
economy”, in the informal sector or even simply in outright corruption. 
 
The list of corruption scandals is endless. Furthermore, the Congress 
government took the level of corruption to new heights, even for Indian 
standards. While the vast majority of the population has been pushed into 
abject poverty the rulers are engaged in the most disgusting looting 
frenzy. While 680 million Indians lack the means to meet their essential 
needs, the parasitic ruling clique is stealing and scamming trillions of 
dollars. 
 
If one looks at all this together with the day to day graft, which takes 
place at all levels of the state and local government, is it then any wonder 
that the prospect of another five years of Congress rule was met by 
working people as being far from an appetising perspective? People are 
sick and tired of this state of affairs. 
 
For many Indians, Congress was seen as the standard bearer of the Indian 
struggle for independence. Thus, in a situation of falling living standards it 
was particularly repulsive and enraging for people to see the leaders of 
that same party enriching themselves and gorging on the fat of the wealth 
created by the toiling masses. This has become a hallmark of Congress rule 
and is what drove the anti-congress mood which led to its disastrous 
election results. These are the reasons Congress suffered their worst 
elections results in the history of Independent India. 
[To be continued…] 
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Electoral disaster for Indian Left: What is to be done? Part I  
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India has seen two very powerful general strikes in the past two years, 
revealing a sharp class polarisation in the country, and yet we have the 
disastrous result in the recent Indian elections for the Communist and left 
parties. This apparent contradiction has brought into sharp focus the role 
of the leaders of these parties and their total inability to offer a way out 
of the impasse they themselves have been responsible for creating. 
 
In the 2014 elections for the Indian parliament (Lokh Sabha), held in 
April/May, the right-wing reactionary BJP party won a clear victory of 282 



seats of the total 543 – ten more than would be needed for an absolute 
majority. Thus the party can rule alone without having to form a coalition. 
How was it possible for Naredna Modi, a man connected to the most 
violent, reactionary and chauvinist forces in India, to now comfortably 
take his seat as the political ruler of the world’s so-called “largest 
democracy”? We will attempt to answer this question from a Marxist 
perspective. 
 
Of the registered electorate of 814million, 551.3million (a 67% turnout) 
went to the polling stations in the five phases between the 7th April and 
16th May in what is regularly described in the media as the biggest 
exercise in bourgeois democracy in the world. 
 
The BJP emerged as the largest party in the Lok Sabha, winning 31 percent 
of the vote compared to 24.6 percent in 2009. Due to the voting system, 
however, the BJP won a majority of the seats in the Lok Sabha. This means 
that this is the first government in 30 years to come to power in India with 
a solid parliamentary majority. 
 
At the same time the ruling Congress party, suffered a massive defeat 
going from 37.2 percent of the vote in 2009 to only 19.3 percent this year, 
receiving a mere 44 seats. This was a devastating defeat and the lowest 
vote for Congress in the post-independence history of the party. 
 
For the left parties the defeat was even worse. The total combined vote-
share of the CPI-M (Communist Party of India - Marxist), the CPI 
(Communist Party of India), the RSP (Revolutionary Socialist Party) and the 
Forward Bloc fell sharply from about seven percent in the 2009 general 
elections to 4.5 percent in 2014. This means that the left after having 
gone down from 60 seats in 2004 to 24 in 2009, has now fallen even further 
to a mere 10 seats in the present Lok Sabha. The CPI-M's vote share 
declined from 5.33 per cent in 2009 to 3.2 per cent and the CPI's from 1.43 
per cent to 0.8 per cent. 
 
This disastrous result for these parties has left many on the left in utter 
despair, worrying that the rise of Narendra Modi and the BJP represents a 
turn to the right within society and the risk of fascist rule. As the saying 
goes however, “Do not weep. Do not wax indignant. Understand”. We 
must look soberly at the concrete forces which have led us along this path 
and from such an analysis seek out the solution to the present crisis 
gripping the Indian left. 
 
Political crisis 
Former Prime Minister Manmohan SinghWhile the results on the surface 
indicate a landslide victory, the realities behind Modi’s victory are more 
complex. In fact while the BJP now controls a majority of the Lok Sabha, 
we have to remember that it only actually received 31 percent of the 
votes cast. One has to maintain a sense of proportion when looking at 
Indian society as a whole. In fact out of 814.5 million eligible voters only 
171 million – that is 21 percent – went out and actively voted for the BJP. 
As we explained above, the party managed to win a majority in parliament 
mainly due to the single-member district electoral system [first-past-the-
post, as it is commonly known in Britain], the same system used in 
American, British, and Canadian legislative elections (Although in India 131 
of the Lok Sabha seats are reserved for lower casts). 
 
Having said that, it is clear that the BJP did increase its votes significantly 
from the 101 million in the previous 2009 elections. However, what 
allowed them to grab the majority was not its strength, but more 
importantly the crisis and weakness of the other parties which took the 
fractured nature of the vote in the country to new levels. 
 
In fact, the two major parties, the BJP and Congress together won only 
about 51 percent of the votes polled. The remaining 49 percent of the 
vote was splintered into various smaller parties. Even with its National 
Democratic Alliance partners, the new government's vote share is only 
around 38.5 percent, the United Progressive Alliance (the alliance around 
Congress) share is 23 percent, this means that 38 percent voted for small 
and regional parties. In fact the third largest party in the Lok Sabha, the 
AIADMK (All India Anna Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam), is itself mainly a 



regional party, which, however, won a sweeping victory in Tamil Nadu, but 
which has no presence in any other state). 
 
This atomised nature of the vote reflects a general reaction towards all 
established parties throughout the country. It is on the basis of this crisis, 
and with the support of the Indian bourgeoisie, that the BJP has managed 
to rise above the other parties in the elections. 
 
In Uttar Pradesh for instance, the most populous Indian state, the BJP 
went from 10 seats in 2009 to 73 out of the 80 seats in 2014, but only 
actually won 42.3 percent of the votes cast. Congress was of course 
thoroughly punished, going from 21 to 2 seats, but so were the two large 
regional parties, the Samajwadi Party and the Bahujan Samaj Party, who 
have successively ruled the state since 1989. It was due to the general 
crisis of all these parties that the BJP in Uttar Pradesh secured 90 percent 
of the seats with only 42 percent of the vote. It even secured the seats 
reserved for lower casts – a significant achievement considering the Hindu 
fundamentalist and chauvinist nature of the BJP. All of this is a reflection 
of a general political crisis which is affecting all parties in India. 
 
Poverty Amidst Plenty 
The reasons behind the political crisis are to be found in the social 
situation of the country. Contrary to the claims of the bourgeois media, 
economic growth has not led to a general improvement in the lives of the 
Indian people. While a middle class has grown up in this environment and 
the ruling class have been able to reap super profits, for the vast majority 
of the Indian people this growth has been built on the back of even further 
exploitation. 
 
Between 2001 and 2010 the average growth rate was between 8-9 percent. 
In the same period the population below the poverty line rose from 771 
million to 836 million people. 
 
In fact, there is a vast gulf between the haves and have-nots. Alongside 
high tech, advanced computing, the nuclear and space programmes and 
the most obscene wealth, there is the direst poverty. Official 
unemployment stands at 3.5 percent. However, this is a gross 
underestimation. In fact there is no scientific statistical data to support 
this figure. A more relevant figure, from the Indian ILO, showed that of 
working men (aged 15-59) only 21.2 percent had a regular salaried job in 
2011 and 2012. In 2013 as the economy was slowing down, the situation 
would have been even bleaker. 
 
The statistics speak for themselves: more than 70% of Indians are believed 
to live on less than Rs20 ($0.35) a day; 36% of women and 34% of men are 
undernourished along with 48% of all children under the age of 5; 80% of 
rural and 64% of urban households consume less that the caloric norm. This 
situation is only set to get worse as food inflation has persistently 
remained in double digits with consumer price inflation above 9% per year. 
 
The situation in education and healthcare is no better. 29% of children 
drop out of school between Class 1 and Class 5 with 46% dropping out by 
Class 8. Due to the unleashing of market forces in healthcare, today 80% of 
outpatient care and 60% of inpatient care is provided by profit making 
companies charging extortionate prices to normal people for the most 
basic of care. It is estimated that due to high prices 8 crore (80 million) 
workers are pushed below the poverty line every year due to the debt they 
accrue if they're unlucky enough to need treatment. 
 
In the past twenty years or so, working conditions and wages have suffered 
dramatically as the bosses went on the offensive. Under the pressure of 
globalised conditions, the bosses began squeezing more and more surplus 
value from the workers, via a series of methods, in particular with the 
elimination of long-standing jobs where many gains of the past had 
improved the condition of workers and their replacement with contract 
workers on much worse wages and on longer hours. This can be seen in the 
fact that labour productivity between 1999 and 2007 went up by 5% and 
between 2008 and 2011 by a further 7.6%, whereas real wages went down 
by 2% in the overall period. This has resulted in a polarisation of wealth 
with profits shooting up. 



 
Meanwhile the prices of many basic goods have been going up much faster 
than the official Consumer Price Index of 9%. According to the Indian 
government’s Labour Bureau if one takes the Consumer Price Index for 
2001 as equal to 100, the average price of selected goods for industrial 
workers has risen rapidly. Such goods as pulses, cooking oil, milk and so on 
have gone up by anything between 50% and 150%. 
 
These are the conditions suffered by the vast majority of people in India 
and are the basis upon which India's recent growth has been based. 
Through this extreme exploitation and mistreatment of the masses, cheap 
commodities can be produced, minerals can be mined and exportation to 
other countries can serve to enrich a tiny minority at the top of society. 
 
For the most disadvantaged, things are set to get even worse. Simply to 
keep up with the growing demand for work, one million jobs need to be 
created every month in order to satisfy the increased population. 
However, the situation is not set to improve as the slowdown of the 
economy in general is also slowing down investment rates. 
 
All of these socio-economic conditions, with large layers of the masses 
subject to extreme conditions, will provide the kindling on the fire of the 
blaze which will become the future Indian Revolution, sparks of which we 
are already seeing today. 
 
A slumbering giant stretching his muscles 
The Indian proletariat has a long history of militant struggles and 
revolutionary movements against the rule of capital, as we saw during the 
revolutionary upheaval of 1946 triggered by the sailors’ revolt and later in 
the 1970s. 
 
However, we see a peak in the mid-1970s in the period of intense class 
struggle, followed by a gradual decline through to the mid-2000s. Although 
there were 16 general strikes between 1991 and 2013 the movement 
generally receded. The number of strikes in 1978 was 2762, but this went 
down to around one thousand by 1992, and 210 in 2007, and this decline 
continued until the recent period. 
 
It would also be true to say that given the strong Communist traditions of 
the Indian working class, the fall of the USSR together with the defeats of 
many movements in the preceding period, the confidence of the working 
class movement was shaken 
 
This continuous decline in strikes and lockouts led some superficial 
analysts to conclude that industrial relations in India were “improving”. 
Opinion polls showed that a large percentage of workers sought 
“individual” solutions to their problem, rather than collective, trade union 
based solutions. In reality, below the surface, another process was taking 
place, with the worsening labour conditions preparing a revolt from below. 
Far from improving, industrial relations have never been as tense as they 
are today. 
 
In fact in the recent period there has been a reawakening of class struggle. 
Strike figures have started to rise slowly and at the same time a different 
mood has started to develop on a national scale. Whereas in the past, the 
general strikes would involve some of the trade union federations – often 
just the Left affiliated unions – the general strikes of the past 10 years 
have often been called by all the major union federations. This reflected 
the pressure built up from below, which was forcing the unions into joint 
action. 
 
The workforce of India is around 450 million and growing. The rural 
workers constitute around 60 per cent. Due to the revolutionary traditions 
of the trade union movement, the degree of unionisation is quite high. 
 
Officially, the overall figure for trade union membership, including rural 
workers, now stands at 90 to 100 million members. The Indian National 
Trade Union Congress (INTUC), affiliated to the Congress party, is the 
biggest of the seven central trade unions, with a membership of 33.3 
million. Following INTUC, the Bharatiya Mazdoor Sangh (BMS), close to the 



BJP has 17.1 million members, the All India Trade Union Congress (AITUC), 
affiliated to the Communist Party of India, has 14.2 million members, the 
Hind Mazdoor Sabha (HMS), which was the former Socialist Party-affiliated 
union, but which is now unaffiliated, has 9.1 million members, and the 
Centre of Indian Trade Unions (CITU), affiliated to the Communist Party of 
India - Marxist, has 5.7 million members. 
 
Since 2012, these major trade union federations have called two major 
general strikes, drawing more than 100,000,000 workers out to protest for 
a national minimum wage, against inflation, against privatisation and 
other related issues. During the strikes banking, postal services and most 
of the public sector came to a halt. Mumbai, the commercial hub of India, 
experienced the largest strike in its recent history. This highlights the 
enormous potential of the working class. 
 
Such has the pressure of the workers from below been, that most trade 
union leaders and federations had to heed the strike call to sustain a 
semblance of credibility amongst the workers who are seething with anger 
against their reformist and compromising policies. Even the trade union 
federation affiliated to the ruling Congress party, INTUC has had to join 
the strikes. 
 
In a press release, in February of last year after the latest powerful two-
day general strike, the unions stated that , “the unprecedented response 
to the call of strike throughout the country much beyond our expectations 
reflects truly the anger of the people against the persistent increase in the 
prices of diesel, gas, coal, electricity and other essential goods for the 
bare need of the common people.” 
 
This is the real underlying mood of anger among the hundreds of millions 
of Indian workers. The huge participation in two general strikes in two 
years indicates far better than the election results the real relation of 
class forces across the country. This shows without a doubt the willingness 
of the Indian working class to fight for its own interests. 
 
Some may find a contradiction between the overall decline in the number 
of strikes and the successful general strikes in 2012 and 2013. In reality 
this is perfectly logical, as the workers instinctively understand that the 
problems they are facing are so huge that small isolated struggles cannot 
achieve what they are demanding and that what is required is a 
generalised struggle of the whole working class. This, contrary to the view 
of the reformists in the labour movement, reveals a high level of 
consciousness. The problem is that it doesn’t find an echo in the leaders of 
the movement. 
 
As is always the case, after a period of lull the workers have begun to gain 
back their confidence. The workers have begun to recover from the 
defeats of the past, as a young, new generation of workers, untainted with 
those defeats are beginning to organise and are starting to fight back. The 
mood has begun to change in the ranks of the working class. Throughout 
the country workers are waging fierce struggles against the bosses. 
 
The struggle of the Maruti Suzuki Workers Union, in Manesar, Haryana is a 
prime example of this increasing militancy. The struggle first broke in the 
summer of 2011 when the workers embarked on a 33-day strike to demand 
that the state authorities accept the workers’ independent union. Initially 
management thought they could crush the movement quickly. After having 
forced the workers back to work with the signing of a humiliating deal, 
they went ahead and refused 1200 of the workers entry into the plant. 
However, what they had not counted on was the powerful reaction of the 
workers who occupied the factory and who were joined by thousands of 
other workers from the region. 
 
Again, after agreeing to recognise the union to end the sit in occupation, 
management backtracked within weeks with lockouts and the firing of 
union leaders and trade union militants. At the same time thugs and 
goondas were hired to attack the workers. Throughout all of this there was 
an open conspiracy between the company and local state authorities – who 
arrested hundreds of strikers – and the media which constantly slandered 
working people. No expense was spared to defeat the workers, but to no 



avail. At the same time the major trade union federations refused to back 
and spread the struggle, calling instead for “talks” and conciliation with 
the bosses. 
 
In spite of this, the workers fought on valiantly, spreading the struggle, at 
one point encompassing over 20 of the neighbouring factories. There were 
mass demonstrations, hunger strikes and street fights with the police. 
Starting from a struggle for the recognition of the workers’ union, the 
movement developed into a political mass movement against the bosses, 
the media and the bourgeois state. 
 
For years Maruti Suzuki – the biggest passenger car producer in India – has 
been making super-profits through the brutal exploitation of the workers. 
Over the past decade three quarters of the workforce has been casualised. 
Besides extreme job insecurity, this also meant a 50 percent reduction in 
wages. As a result the permanent staffs have also seen their wages cut by 
25 percent. At the same time the tempo on the shop floor has been 
constantly raised. These conditions, which have become the norm 
throughout India, were left unchallenged by the major unions whose 
leaders were more interested in keeping friendly relations with 
management. 
 
The lack of resistance has buoyed up the bosses with arrogance and 
thinking that they can get away with anything. However, the apparent 
acceptance of the barbaric working conditions has a limit. Sooner or later 
the anger has to find an outlet. This is the mood which has been 
developing throughout the country and which has raised the pressure to 
new levels within the trade union movement. 
 
The so-called Communist and trade union leaders constantly complain 
about the low level of consciousness of the workers and their lack of will 
to struggle. However, in reality it is they who refuse to give a lead. The 
general strikes and the numerous individual strikes such as the Maruti 
Suzuki struggle are clear examples of the real mood amongst the working 
class which is more than willing to struggle. 
 
However, it is also true that these strikes have not been part of any plan 
for a prolonged struggle. In fact, for the leaders, the main role of these 
strikes has been to let out some steam in order to hold back the working 
class while at the same time conspiring with the bourgeoisie behind the 
backs of the workers. The lack of any significant results has had a 
dampening effect on the mood of large layers of the workers who are not 
offered any perspective by the present leadership of the workers’ 
movement. 
 
This explains also why the latest strike figures seem to indicate that in the 
last part of 2013 and the early part of 2014 there has been a decline in the 
number of overall strikes. This, again, cannot be interpreted as a lack of 
preparedness to struggle on the part of the workers. It reflects something 
else. 
 
The fact that powerful general strikes have not achieved what the workers 
wanted is because the bosses have adopted an intransigent stance due to 
the fact that Indian capitalism cannot grant even the smallest of 
concessions to the workers and poor. In fact it is forced to constantly 
attack the rights of the workers, even those inscribed in their constitution. 
 
Faced with this onslaught, the workers are perfectly aware of the fact that 
small, isolated strikes have a limited impact, and that what is required is a 
generalised, united struggle. This explains the successes of the general 
strikes. However, even the general strikes prove to be inconclusive, and 
that is because the leaders of the unions have no plan or perspective of 
how to escalate further the struggle, of how to increase the level of 
struggle and force the bosses to back off and grant the workers what they 
are fighting for. The reason for this is that these leaders have no 
understanding of the fact that in order to achieve the just demands of the 
workers, what is required is to remove the whole system. They are not 
prepared to lead such a struggle, and they merely look to the past when 
capitalism could grant reforms. But this is not possible, and it is what 
explains the present impasse. 



 
Thus, over the coming period the workers will be facing a constant 
onslaught on all the gains they achieved in the past and will therefore be 
increasingly forced to struggle to defend their living standards. In this 
process, very often, the workers will have to struggle against their own 
leaders to get them to mobilise and lead. At a later stage this will lead to 
radicalisation in the ranks of the union, which will be the basis for a 
struggle to push the unions in a militant direction, and eventually this will, 
in one way or another, impact also on the parties the unions are affiliated 
to, especially the left parties. Marxists must prepare to intervene in this 
process and provide a clear perspective on what is to be done and a 
programme that can solve the problems faced by the workers. 
 
Poverty, land grabbing and peasant revolt 
Very often, the reformist leadership of the labour organisations try to 
cover their own weakness, and lack of willingness to lead the working class 
in a struggle to transform society, by referring to the “backward rural 
areas”, and as India still has a very large rural, peasant population, this 
argument on the surface seems to have some force. The truth, however, is 
very different. As a mirror to the movement within the cities and 
industrial centres we have the simmering discontent which continues to 
bubble away in the countryside, threatening at times to heat up to a full 
rolling boil, spilling over and sweeping throughout the whole of the 
country. 
 
Between 1996 and 2012, 290,000 Indian farmers committed suicides. From 
December 2009 to 2013, prices of rice, wheat and groundnut oil increased 
between 50 to 100 per cent; prices of potatoes have doubled and even 
quadrupled during this period; onion prices have on average doubled from 
already high levels. Diesel prices have almost tripled, from Rs. 20 in 
January 2004 to Rs. 55 in December 2013 (Delhi prices). 
 
The peasantry is being pushed into abject poverty and indebtedness. In 
1998, the World Bank's structural adjustment policies forced India to open 
up its seed sector to global corporations like Cargill, Monsanto and 
Syngenta. Overnight the agricultural economy of India changed. Farm 
saved seeds were replaced by corporate seeds, which need fertilizers and 
pesticides. The patented seeds are also engineered with non-renewable 
traits. As a result, poor peasants have to buy new seeds for every planting 
season and what was traditionally a free resource, available by putting 
aside a small portion of the crop has become a major economic burden. 
This has plunged many peasant farmers into massive debt. 
 
At the same time the phenomenon of land grabbing is rising to new levels. 
Leaning on the Land Acquisition Act which was initially introduced by the 
British colonial rulers in 1894, the central and regional governments have 
been expropriating hundreds of thousands of acres of land from the 
peasants and handing them over to multinational companies. This has 
affected tens of millions of peasants who have lost everything. Many have 
not even received the humiliating compensation which they are entitled to 
according to the law. This, in effect, signifies the reversal of the limited 
land reforms which were introduced in the 1950’s and the 1960’s. 
 
In Jharkhand 42 such agreements have recently been signed between the 
state government and companies such as Tata, Mittal, Jindal and others 
allowing them to forcibly take land for the mining of steel, iron and other 
raw materials. In 2009 the state of Chhattisgarh, grabbed 5,000 acres of 
land – in what was called the “Biggest land grab after Columbus” – and 
handed it over to Tata Steel. Both the above states are governed by the 
BJP – the party led by Modi. 
 
The Naxalite movement 
Over the past 15 years this has led to a very tense situation. With the 
intensification of the class struggle in the countryside, many states have 
seen the emergence of civil-war-like situations in the countryside and 
more remote areas over which the state has often lost control. This has 
meant the resurgence of the national question in many areas and for a 
period, the growth of the Maoist Naxalite movement. 
 
At least 20,000 people are estimated to have taken up arms and joined the 



Maoists in their war against the government. The movement is believed to 
have a further 50,000 people who are involved in supporting the Maoists in 
one way or another. Further to this these movements have the passive 
support of vast layers of the Adivasi forest dwellers population and some 
layers of the peasants in the areas that they operate in. 
 
In 2009 as the Chhattisgarh government was preparing for the above 
mentioned land grab, a small group of Maoists walked up to the weekly 
market in Lohandiguda village, and at close range shot dead Vimal 
Meshram, 42, an influential tribal leader and a supporter of the Tata 
project. Then, in full public view, they walked away. This reveals the 
sympathy of the rural population with the insurgents and their hatred 
towards the actions of big business in the countryside. 
 
In response to the Maoists operating in the state, the reactionary Salwa 
Judum militia was setup by a senior Congress party leader Mahendra 
Karma in 2005. Karma, who was a former tribal leader, along with many 
business people had been trying to set up a militia to fight the Naxalites 
for many years. However, it was only in 2005 when the state had signed 
several major mining contracts with big corporations, that it threw its 
weight behind the idea and offered the active support of the police and 
the army. Tens of thousands of paramilitaries were dispatched ravaging 
through hundreds of villages, burning and evacuating at least 644 and 
forcing 300,000 people to flee their homes. The land cleared by the militia 
was given over to corporations in retribution against the agricultural 
workers for supporting the insurgency, even if only in a passive manner. 
 
During the offensives, thousands of people were murdered and more than 
a thousand cases of rape have been reported to date. However, none of 
the perpetrators have been charged. In fact, despite the Supreme Court of 
India having illegalised the militia, it still operates under the protection of 
the BJP government of Chhattisgarh. This exposes the true nature of the 
BJP which is a party in defence of big business. However, these events also 
highlight the level of degeneration of Congress which is equally corrupt. 
 
This and many similar developments have pushed hundreds of thousands 
Adivasis and peasants into the arms of the Maoists. At its height, the 
insurgency encompassed areas which spanned up to half of the country in 
the most remote and rural areas where the state is weaker. This meant 
that a varying degree of conflict took place in 20 out of 28 states. 
 
The civil war in much of the countryside has cost more than 10,000 lives 
since 1980. The violent oppression by reactionary forces further radicalises 
the Naxalites. In Chattisgarh in 2010, 76 paramilitary troops were killed in 
just one attack. In 2013 the entire state leadership of the Congress Party 
was wiped out as 28 high party state officials were killed in an ambush. 
 
However, in spite of the mounting body count, the Naxalite guerrillas are 
increasingly weak and their influence has been reduced significantly to 
their traditional areas. In fact some layers of the population have been 
pushed into supporting the state which has intensified its crackdown. 
 
The relentless offensive by the state, coupled with the weak reformist 
outlook of the guerrilla leadership has gradually demoralised large layers 
who initially saw an alternative in the (on the surface) radical approach of 
the Maoists. At the same time, because they are not willing to break with 
the capitalist system, the regime has been able to undercut the movement 
through repression coupled with reforms in the shape of investments in 
infrastructure and utilities such as electricity – reforms which the 
capitalists are also benefitting from of course. 
 
In a recent statement the Central Committee of CPI (Maoist) admitted 
this, stating that “the condition of our countrywide movement is critical.” 
Assessing the situation around the country the Central Committee states: 
 
“In the areas where revolutionary movement is ongoing (particularly in 82 
districts) every year the central and state governments are pouring 
thousands and lakhs of crores of rupees and carrying on reforms. As a 
result, a divide started in the people’s camp and a small section is turning 
into the social base of the exploiting ruling classes.” 



 
Listing a whole number of areas and weaknesses the military defeats along 
with “...decrease in mass base and recruitment; increase in the number of 
persons leaving the movement…” shows that the movement is reaching its 
limits. The Naxalite movement however, in spite of its deficiencies, are a 
reflection of the desperate situation in the country side. 
 
CPI-M leaders exposed in West Bengal 
The plight of the peasants is clearly connected with the capitalist profit 
hunt of big business. The only way to defeat the bourgeois and the 
reactionary militias is in an alliance with the working class. However, the 
trade union and Communist leaders are blocking this movement from being 
connected with the movement of the workers and poor in the cities. 
 
In fact in several states, such as West Bengal, the Communists parties 
actually led the land grabbing and the attacks against the peasants 
themselves, when they governed the state between 1977 and 2011 when 
they finally lost to the All India Trinamool Congress and Indian National 
Congress. 
 
In 2007 the village of Nandigram in West Bengal 100 peasants, who were 
protesting against the governments land-grabbing operations, were 
murdered by a 3000-strong force of police and “Communist cadres”. In 
West Bengal and Kerala the Communist leaders in government oversaw the 
expropriation of tens of thousands of peasants over the past period. 
 
One of the most sinister and ironical land expropriations of the peasants 
was carried out for the Salem Group, which is owned by the heir and son in 
law of the former Indonesian dictator General Suharto who massacred 
between 1-1.5 million Communists and their families in September 1965. 
 
The Communist leaders even tried to theoretically justify their position. 
They claimed that since agriculture was not profitable, developing new 
industries would create new jobs. By getting the compensation for land – 
which many peasants did not get – peasants would be able to save up and 
profit from the interests which the banks would pay. Secondly, they 
argued that investments by multinationals in the area would mean more 
jobs and higher productivity which would further... pave the ground for 
socialism! Needless to say, these ideas have nothing to do with 
Communism, Marxism or Socialism, and the peasants on the receiving end 
of such “progressive” measures turned away from the Left in the 
elections. 
 
Marxists understand that the tactics adopted by the Maoists cannot offer a 
way out to the peasant and working class masses of India. What is required 
is a revolutionary movement of the urban working class in alliance with 
the peasants. The peasants alone cannot win their demands. However, the 
real responsibility for such a development is to be put on the shoulders of 
the leaders of the Communist Parties. These “leaders” who are supposed 
to organise the workers and lead the people against the bourgeois are in 
many cases themselves either bourgeois or firmly within the camp of the 
bourgeoisie. So for many radicalised peasants or agricultural workers, the 
method of “people’s war” seems like the only alternative. 
 
Only on the basis of a socialist transformation of society and the conquest 
of power by the working class can the national question be solved and the 
living standards of all be raised. This can only be achieved through an 
alliance between the working class and the peasantry. Thus it is the task 
of the guerrillas, the peasants and the poor to link up their struggle with 
that of the working class. 
 
Faced with all of this the Congress party has been paralysed and impotent. 
Either it has not been able to intervene or it has been an active 
participant on the side of reaction. The inability of the ruling class to solve 
the problems of the working class has been a major source of crisis and 
instability for the government. Whole swathes of the country have 
effectively been out of the control of the state for a long period now with 
no improvement on the horizon. This has only added to the crisis of Indian 
Capitalism. 
 



Corruption under Congress 
The policies enacted by Congress over the last ten years, and the manner 
in which they pandered to crony capitalism, only added fuel to the fire of 
anger and discontent building up at the bottom of society, as corruption 
scandals followed one after another. It is on the poverty and desolation 
and increased exploitation of the masses, that super profits have been 
made by the rich. Never has there been a better time to be a capitalist in 
India! 
 
Congress has presided over a period which has seen the greatest 
concentration and polarisation of wealth in Indian history. Between 2003 
and 2012 there has been an increase in the number of Indian Billionaires 
(in dollar terms) from 13 to 122. This has been fuelled by the privatization 
of Rs 910,000,000,000 worth of shares in public sector units between 2009 
and 2013 alone, as well as Rs 21,000,000,000,000 of central government 
tax revenues given away as tax write-offs and tax breaks to the wealthiest 
within our society. At the same time the share of wages has gone from 
30.36 per cent of GDP in 1981, in the organised industrial sector, down to 
10.6 per cent in 2007-8, and this process has only progressed further as the 
crisis has started to be felt deeper and deeper in the bedrock of the 
economy. 
 
Manmohan Singh – the outgoing Prime Minister – and Congress have been 
under no illusions as to who pays their bills and they’ve made no bones 
about scratching the backs of their big business partners in India and 
around the world. Not only did the last government carry out massive 
privatisations of public resources and enterprises, but it was also involved 
in a number of corruption scandals which engulfed every facet of their 
administration. 
 
The last decade of Congress rule set an unprecedented record for levels of 
corruption with one mega-scam after another. The 2G spectrum scam 
alone is estimated to have channelled around $30billion out of the state 
coffers. The scam which involved auctioning off state mobile network 
licenses far below market prices, directly involved then minister of 
telecommunications and IT, A. Raja, and even Prime Minister Manmohan 
Singh himself. 
 
The “Coal allocation scam” involving the illegal allocation of coal mining 
concessions was even worse. Although the full scope of the scam will never 
be clear, the scandal could involve hundreds of billions of dollars siphoned 
off in different ways. The scandal involved all the top officials of 
government, including the Prime Minister who was proven to have looked 
the other way while the scam was taking place. 
 
It is estimated that, under Congress Rule, of the $95billion of public 
spending on subsidies for food and fuel, healthcare, education and work 
programmes, approximately half of this was lost due to inefficiencies as 
well as what is cryptically referred to as “leakages”. In reality these 
leakages are the kickbacks and hand outs taken by government officials 
and their cronies in local businesses. It has recently been estimated that 
as much as 50 per cent of GDP of the country could be in the “black 
economy”, in the informal sector or even simply in outright corruption. 
 
The list of corruption scandals is endless. Furthermore, the Congress 
government took the level of corruption to new heights, even for Indian 
standards. While the vast majority of the population has been pushed into 
abject poverty the rulers are engaged in the most disgusting looting 
frenzy. While 680 million Indians lack the means to meet their essential 
needs, the parasitic ruling clique is stealing and scamming trillions of 
dollars. 
 
If one looks at all this together with the day to day graft, which takes 
place at all levels of the state and local government, is it then any wonder 
that the prospect of another five years of Congress rule was met by 
working people as being far from an appetising perspective? People are 
sick and tired of this state of affairs. 
 
For many Indians, Congress was seen as the standard bearer of the Indian 
struggle for independence. Thus, in a situation of falling living standards it 



was particularly repulsive and enraging for people to see the leaders of 
that same party enriching themselves and gorging on the fat of the wealth 
created by the toiling masses. This has become a hallmark of Congress rule 
and is what drove the anti-congress mood which led to its disastrous 
election results. These are the reasons Congress suffered their worst 
elections results in the history of Independent India. 
[To be continued…] 
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Wishful Thinking About Natural Gas 

 
 Naomi Oreskes 28 July 2014 
 
Albert Einstein is rumored to have said that one cannot solve a problem 
with the same thinking that led to it. Yet this is precisely what we are now 
trying to do with climate change policy. The Obama administration, the 
Environmental Protection Agency, many environmental groups, and the oil 
and gas industry all tell us that the way to solve the problem created by 
fossil fuels is with more fossils fuels. We can do this, they claim, by using 
more natural gas, which is touted as a “clean” fuel — even a “green” fuel. 
 
Like most misleading arguments, this one starts from a kernel of truth. 
 
That truth is basic chemistry: when you burn natural gas, the amount of 
carbon dioxide (CO2) produced is, other things being equal, much less than 
when you burn an equivalent amount of coal or oil. It can be as much as 
50% less compared with coal, and 20% to 30% less compared with diesel 
fuel, gasoline, or home heating oil. When it comes to a greenhouse gas 
(GHG) heading for the atmosphere, that’s a substantial difference. It 
means that if you replace oil or coal with gas without otherwise increasing 
your energy usage, you can significantly reduce your short-term carbon 
footprint. 
 
Replacing coal gives you other benefits as well, such as reducing the 
sulfate pollution that causes acid rain, particulate emissions that cause 
lung disease, and mercury that causes brain damage. And if less coal is 
mined, then occupational death and disease can be reduced in coal miners 
and the destruction caused by damaging forms of mining, including the 
removal, in some parts of the country, of entire mountains can be reduced 
or halted. 
 
Those are significant benefits. In part for these reasons, the Obama 
administration has made natural gas development a centerpiece of its 
energy policy, and environmental groups, including the Environmental 
Defense Fund, have supported the increased use of gas. President Obama 
has gone as far as to endorse fracking — the controversial method of 
extracting natural gas from low permeability shales — on the grounds that 
the gas extracted can provide “a bridge” to a low carbon future and help 
fight climate change. 
 
So if someone asks: “Is gas better than oil or coal?” the short answer 
seems to be yes. And when it comes to complicated issues that have 
science at their core, often the short answer is the (basically) correct one. 
 
As a historian of science who studies global warming, I’ve often stressed 
that anthropogenic climate change is a matter of basic physics: CO2 is a 
greenhouse gas, which means it traps heat in the Earth’s atmosphere. So if 
you put additional CO2 into that atmosphere, above and beyond what’s 
naturally there, you have to expect the planet to warm. Basic physics. 
 
And guess what? We’ve added a substantial amount of CO2 to the 
atmosphere, and the planet has become hotter. We can fuss about the 
details of natural variability, cloud feedbacks, ocean heat and CO2 uptake, 
El Niño cycles and the like, but the answer that you get from college-level 
physics — more CO2 means a hotter planet — has turned out to be correct. 
The details may affect the timing and mode of climate warming, but they 



won’t stop it. 
 
In the case of gas, however, the short answer may not be the correct one. 
 
The often-touted decrease in greenhouse gas production applies when 
natural gas replaces other fuels — particularly coal — in electricity 
generation. That’s important. Electricity is about 40% of total U.S. energy 
use. Traditionally, coal has been the dominant fuel used to generate 
electricity in this country and most of the world. (And no one has any 
serious plan to live without electricity.) Any measurable GHG reduction in 
the electricity sector is significant and gains achieved in that sector 
quickly add up. 
 
But a good deal of the benefit of gas in electricity generation comes from 
the fact that it is used in modern combined-cycle gas turbine plants. A 
combined-cycle plant is one in which waste heat is captured and 
redirected to drive a mechanical system that powers a generator that 
creates additional electricity. These plants can be nearly twice as efficient 
as conventional single-cycle plants. In addition, if combined with 
cogeneration (the trapping of the last bits of heat for local home heating 
or other purposes), they can reach efficiencies of nearly 90%. That means 
that nearly all the heat released by burning the fuel is captured and used 
— an impressive accomplishment. 
 
In theory, you could build a combined-cycle plant with coal (or other 
fuels), but it’s not often done. You can also increase coal efficiency by 
pulverizing it, and using a technique called “ultra super-critical black 
coal.” An expert report compiled by the Australian Council of Learned 
Societies in 2013 compared the efficiencies of a range of fuels, including 
conventional gas and shale gas, under a variety of conditions, and 
concluded that greenhouse gas emissions from electricity generation using 
efficient forms of coal burning were not that much more than from gas. 
 
What this means is that most of the benefit natural gas offers comes not 
from the gas itself, but from how it is burned, and this is mostly because 
gas plants tend to be new and use more efficient burning technologies. 
The lesson, not surprisingly: if you burn a fuel using twenty-first century 
technology, you get a better result than with late nineteenth or twentieth 
century technology. This is not to defend coal, but to provide an important 
reality check on the discussion now taking place in this country. There is a 
real benefit to burning gas in America, but it’s less than often claimed, 
and much of that benefit comes from using modern techniques and new 
equipment. (If the coal industry weren’t so busy denying the reality of 
climate change, they might publicize this fact.) 
 
It’s Not Just Electricity 
Replacing coal with gas in electricity generation is still probably a good 
idea — at least in the near term — but gas isn’t just used to generate 
electricity. It’s also used in transportation, to heat homes and make hot 
water, and in gas appliances like stoves, driers, and fireplaces. Here the 
situation is seriously worrisome. 
 
It’s extremely difficult to estimate GHG emissions in these sectors because 
many of the variables are poorly measured. One important emission source 
is gas leakage from distribution and storage systems, which is hard to 
measure because it happens in so many different ways in so many different 
places. Such leaks are sometimes called “downstream emissions,” because 
they occur after the gas has been drilled. 
 
Certainly, gas does leak, and the more we transport, distribute, and use it, 
the more opportunities there are for such leakage. Studies have tried to 
estimate the total emissions associated with gas using well-to-burner or 
“life-cycle” analysis. Different studies of this sort tend to yield quite 
different results with a high margin for error, but many conclude that 
when natural gas replaces petroleum in transportation or heating oil in 
homes, the greenhouse gas benefits are slim to none. (And since almost no 
one in America heats their home with coal any more, there are no 
ancillary benefits of decreased coal.) One study by researchers at 
Carnegie-Mellon University concluded that while the probability of 
reducing GHG emissions at least somewhat by replacing coal with gas in 



electricity generation was 100%, the substitution of natural gas as a 
transportation fuel actually carries a 10%-35% risk of increasing emissions. 
 
In the Northeast, the northern Midwest, and the Great Plains, many 
builders are touting the “energy efficiency” of new homes supplied with 
gas heat and hot water systems, but it’s not clear that these homes are 
achieving substantial GHG reductions. In New England, where wood is 
plentiful, many people would do better to use high efficiency wood stoves 
(or burn other forms of biomass). 
 
How Gas (CH4) Heats the Atmosphere Much More than CO2  
Isn’t gas still better than oil for heating homes? Perhaps, but oil doesn’t 
leak into the atmosphere, which brings us to a crucial point: natural gas is 
methane (CH4), which is a greenhouse gas far more potent than CO2. 
 
As a result, gas leaks are a cause for enormous concern, because any 
methane that reaches the atmosphere unburned contributes to global 
warming more than the same amount of CO2. How much more? This is a 
question that has caused considerable angst in the climate science 
community, because it depends on how you calculate it. Scientists have 
developed the concept of “Global Warming Potential” (GWP) to try to 
answer this question. 
 
The argument is complicated because while CH4 warms the planet far 
more than CO2, it stays in the atmosphere for much less time. A typical 
molecule of CO2remains in the atmosphere about 10 times longer than a 
molecule of CH4. In theirFifth Assessment Report, the Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change estimated that the GWP for methane is 34 times 
that of CO2 over the span of 100 years. However, when the time frame is 
changed to 20 years, the GWP increases to 86! 
 
Most calculations of the impact of methane leakage use the 100-year time 
frame, which makes sense if you are worried about the cumulative impact 
of greenhouse gas emissions on the world as a whole, but not — many 
scientists have started to argue — if you are worried about currently 
unfolding impacts on the biosphere. After all, many species may go extinct 
well before we reach that 100-year mark. It also does not make sense if 
you are worried that we are quickly approaching irreversible tipping points 
in the climate system, including rapid ice loss from the Greenland and 
Antarctic ice sheets. 
 
It gets worse. CH4 and CO2 are not the only components of air pollution 
that can alter the climate. Dust particles from pollution or volcanoes have 
the capacity to cool the climate. As it happens, burning coal produces a 
lot of dust, leading some scientists to conclude that replacing coal with 
natural gas may actually increaseglobal warming. If they are right, then 
not only is natural gas not a bridge to a clean energy future, it’s a bridge 
to potential disaster. 
 
Fracking 
A great deal of recent public and media attention has been focused not on 
gas itself, but on the mechanism increasingly used to extract it. Hydraulic 
fracturing — better known as fracking — is a technique that uses high-
pressure fluids to “fracture” and extract gas from low permeability rocks 
where it would otherwise be trapped. The technique itself has been 
around for a long time, but in the last decade, combined with innovations 
in drilling technology and the high cost of petroleum, it has become a 
profitable way to produce energy. 
 
The somewhat surprising result of several recent studies (including one by 
an expert panel from the Council of Canadian Academies on which I 
served) is that, from a climate-change perspective, fracking probably isn’t 
much worse than conventional gas extraction. Life-cycle analyses of GHG 
emissions from the Marcellus and Bakken shales, for example, suggest that 
emissions are probably slightly but not significantly higher than from 
conventional gas drilling. A good proportion of these emissions come from 
well leakage. 
 
It turns out to be surprisingly hard to seal a well tightly. This is widely 
acknowledged even by industry representatives and shale gas advocates. 



They call it the problem of “well integrity.” Wells may leak when they are 
being drilled, during production, and even when abandoned after 
production has ended. The reason is primarily because the cement used to 
seal the well may shrink, crack, or simply fail to fill in all the gaps. 
 
Interestingly, there’s little evidence that fracked wells leak more than 
conventional wells. From a greenhouse gas perspective, the problem with 
fracking lies in the huge number of wells being drilled. According to the 
U.S. Energy Information Administration, there were 342,000 gas wells in 
the United States in 2000; by 2010, there were over 510,000, and nearly 
all of this increase was driven by shale-gas development — that is, by 
fracking. This represents a huge increase in the potential pathways for 
methane leakage directly into the atmosphere. (It also represents a huge 
increase in potential sources of groundwater contamination, but that’s a 
subject for another post.) 
 
There have been enormous disagreements among scientists and industry 
representatives over methane leakage rates, but experts calculate that 
leakage must be kept below 3% for gas to represent an improvement over 
coal in electricity generation, and below 1% for gas to improve over diesel 
and gasoline in transportation. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
currently estimates average leakage rates at 1.4%, but quite a few experts 
dispute that figure. One study published in 2013, based on atmospheric 
measurements over gas fields in Utah, found leakage rates as high as 6%-
11%. The Environmental Defense Fund is currently sponsoring a large, 
collaborative project involving diverse industry, government, and 
academic scientists. One part of the study, measuring emissions over 
Colorado’s most active oil and gas drilling region, found methane 
emissions almost three times higher than the EPA’s 2012 numbers, 
corresponding to a well-leakage rate of 2.6%-5.6%. 
 
Some of the differences in leakage estimates reflect differing 
measurement techniques, some may involve measurement error, and some 
probably reflect real differences in gas fields and industrial practices. But 
the range of estimates indicates that the scientific jury is still out. If, in 
the end, leakage rates prove to be higher than the EPA currently 
calculates, the promised benefits of gas begin to vaporize. If leakage in 
storage and distribution is higher than currently estimated — as one 
ongoing study by my own colleagues at Harvard suggests — then the 
alleged benefits may evaporate entirely. 
 
And we’re not done yet. There’s one more important pathway to consider 
when it comes to the release of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere: 
flaring. In this practice, gas is burned off at the wellhead, sending carbon 
dioxide into the atmosphere. It’s most commonly done in oil fields. There, 
natural gas is not a desirable product but a hazardous byproduct that 
companies flare to avoid gas explosions. (If you fly over the Persian Gulf at 
night and notice numerous points of light below, those are wellhead fires). 
 
In our report for the Council of Canadian Academies, our panel relied on 
industry data that suggested flaring rates in gas fields were extremely low, 
typically less than 2% and “in all probability” less than 0.1%. This would 
make sense if gas producers were efficient, since they want to sell gas, 
not flare it. But recently the Wall Street Journal reported that state 
officials in North Dakota would be pressing for new regulations because 
flaring rates there are running around 30%. In the month of April alone, 
$50 million dollars of natural gas was burned off, completely wasted. The 
article was discussing shale oil wells, not shale gas ones, but it suggests 
that, when it comes to controlling flaring, there’s evidence the store is not 
being adequately minded. (At present, there are no federal regulations at 
all on flaring.) As long as gas is cheap, the economic incentives to avoid 
waste are obviously insufficient. 
 
Why Gas is Unlikely To Be a Bridge to Renewables 
In a perfect world, people would use gas to replace more polluting coal or 
oil. Unfortunately, the argument for gas rests on just that assumption: 
that the world works perfectly. You don’t need to be a scientist, however, 
to know just how flawed that assumption is. In fact, economists have long 
argued that a paradox of energy efficiency is this: if people save energy 
through efficiency and their energy bills start to fall, they may begin to 



use more energy in other ways. So while their bills stay the same, usage 
may actually rise. (It’s like going to a sale and instead of saving money, 
buying more things because of the lower price tags.) In this way, 
consumers can actually end up using more energy overall and so emissions 
continue to rise. 
 
To ensure that natural gas use doesn’t follow such a path, you’ve got to do 
something. You could introduce a law, like AB32, the California emissions 
control law, or put in place the pending EPA carbon rule just introduced by 
the Obama administration that mandates emissions reductions. Or you 
could introduce a hefty carbon tax to create a strong financial incentive 
for people to choose non-carbon based fuels. But laws like AB32 are at 
present few and far between, the fossil fuel industry and its political and 
ideological allies are fighting the EPA carbon rule tooth and nail, and only 
a handful of political leaders are prepared to stand up in public and argue 
for a new tax. 
 
Meanwhile, global fossil fuel production and consumption are rising. A 
recent article by the business editor of the British Telegraph describes a 
frenzy of fossil fuel production that may be leading to a new financial 
bubble. The huge increase in natural gas production is, in reality, helping 
to keep the price of such energy lower, discouraging efficiency and making 
it more difficult for renewables to compete. And this raises the most 
worrisome issue of all. 
 
Embedded in all positive claims for gas is an essential assumption: that it 
replaces other more polluting fuels. But what if it also turns out to replace 
the panoply of alternative energies, including solar, wind, hydro, and 
nuclear? In Canada, where shale-gas development is well advanced, only a 
small fraction of electricity is generated from coal; most comes from 
hydropower or nuclear power. In the U.S., competition from cheap gas was 
recently cited by the owners of the Vermont Yankee Nuclear power plant 
as a factor in their decision to close down. And while the evidence may be 
somewhat anecdotal, various reports suggest that cheap gas has delayed 
or halted some renewable power projects. It stands to reason that if 
people believe natural gas is a “green” alternative, they will chose it over 
more expensive renewables. 
 
Exports and Infrastructure: The Road to More Climate Change 
We’ve all heard about the Keystone XL Pipeline through which Canada 
proposes to ship oil from the Alberta tar sands to the U.S. Gulf Coast, and 
from there to the rest of the world. Few people, however, are aware that 
the U.S. has also become a net exporter of coal and is poised to become a 
gas exporter as well. Gas imports have fallen steadily since 2007, while 
exports have risen, and several U.S. gas companies are actively seeking 
federal and state approvals for the building of expanded gas export 
facilities. 
 
Once coal leaves our borders, the argument for replacing it becomes moot 
because there’s no way for us to monitor how it’s used. If gas replaces 
coal in the U.S. and that coal is then exported and burned elsewhere, then 
there’s no greenhouse gas benefit at all. Meanwhile, the negative effects 
of coal have been passed on to others. 
 
All of the available scientific evidence suggests that greenhouse gas 
emissions must peak relatively soon and then fall dramatically over the 
next 50 years, if not sooner, if we are to avoid the most damaging and 
disruptive aspects of climate change. Yet we are building, or 
contemplating building, pipelines and export facilities that will contribute 
to increased fossil fuel use around the globe, ensuring further increases in 
emissions during the crucial period when they need to be dramatically 
decreasing. 
 
We are also building new power plants that will be with us for a long time. 
(A typical power plant is expected to operate for at least 50 years.) Once 
technologies are adopted and infrastructure built to support them, it 
becomes difficult and expensive to change course. Historians of technology 
call this “technological momentum.” 
 
Certain forms of infrastructure also effectively preclude others. Once you 



have built a city, you can’t use the same land for agriculture. Historians 
call this the “infrastructure trap.” The aggressive development of natural 
gas, not to mention tar sands, and oil in the melting Arctic, threaten to 
trap us into a commitment to fossil fuels that may be impossible to escape 
before it is too late. Animals are lured into traps by the promise of food. Is 
the idea of short-term cuts in greenhouse gas emissions luring us into the 
trap of long-term failure? 
 
The institution of rules or incentives in the U.S. and around the globe to 
ensure that gas actually replaces coal and that efficiency and renewables 
become our primary focus for energy development is at this point 
extremely unlikely. Yet without them, increased natural gas development 
will simply increase the total amount of fossil fuel available in the world 
to burn, accelerating what is already beginning to look like a rush towards 
disaster. 
 
Have U.S. Emissions Really Decreased? 
Gas advocates say that while these worries might be legitimate, U.S. 
greenhouse gas emissions nonetheless fell between 2008 and 2012, partly 
because of the way gas is replacing coal in electricity generation. This 
claim needs to be closely examined. In fact, it seems as if the lion’s share 
of that decrease was simply the result of the near global economic 
meltdown of 2007-2008 and the Great Recession that followed. When 
economic activity falls, energy use falls, so emissions fall, too. Not 
surprisingly, preliminary data from 2013 suggest that emissions are on the 
rise again. Some of the rest of the 2008-2012 decline was due to tighter 
automobile fuel economy standards. 
 
But how do we know what our emissions actually are? Most people would 
assume that we measure them, but they would be wrong. Emissions are 
instead calculatedbased on energy data — how much coal, oil, and gas was 
bought and sold in the U.S. that year — multiplied by assumed rates of 
greenhouse gas production by those fuels. Here’s the rub: the gas 
calculation depends on the assumed leakage rate. If we’ve been 
underestimating leakage, then we’ve underestimated the emissions. 
Though the converse is also true, few experts think that anyone is 
overestimating gas leakage rates. This is not to say that emissions didn’t 
fall in 2008-2012. They almost certainly did, again because of the 
recession. But the claim that there’s been a large decrease thanks to 
natural gas remains unproven. 
 
So Why Are So Many People So Enthusiastic About Gas? 
The reason for industry enthusiasm isn’t hard to discern: a lot of people 
are making a lot of money right now in shale gas. Chalk up the enthusiasm 
of the Canadian government, politicians in gas-rich states like Texas, 
North Dakota, and Pennsylvania, and individuals who have made money 
leasing their properties for gas drilling to the same factor. In those gas-
rich states, employment, too, has benefited (even as the familiar social 
problems characteristic of boom towns have also increased). 
 
On natural gas, the Obama administration seems to be looking for a 
compromise that Democrats and Republicans can support, and that does 
not invoke the wrath of the powerful and aggressive oil and gas industry or 
voters in states like Pennsylvania. In the process, it’s surely tempting to 
demonize the coal industry, with its long history of abusive labor 
practices, its callous disregard for occupational health, and its 
catastrophic environmental record. Since few of us ever see coal in our 
daily lives, a future without coal seems not only imaginable but overdue. 
 
But when it comes to natural gas, what about the enthusiasm of some 
environmentalists? What about groups like the Environmental Defense Fund 
that have a long track record on climate change and no history of love for 
the oil and gas industry? What about scientists? 
 
In such cases, I think the positive response to the exploitation of natural 
gas lies in a combination of wishful thinking and intimidation. 
 
The fossil fuel industry and their allies have spent the past 20 years 
attacking environmentalists and climate scientists as extremists, alarmists, 
and hysterics. Their publicists have portrayed them as hair-shirt wearing, 



socialist watermelons (green on the outside, red on the inside) who relish 
suffering, kill jobs, and want everyone to freeze in the dark. Extremists do 
exist in the environmental movement as everywhere else, but they 
represent a tiny faction of the community of people concerned about 
climate change, and they are virtually nonexistent in the scientific 
community. (Put it this way: if there is a hair-shirt wearing climate 
scientist, I have not met her.) 
 
While the accusations may be false, that doesn’t mean they don’t affect 
our thinking. Too often, environmentalists find ourselves trying to prove 
that we are not what they say we are: not irredeemable anti-business job-
killers. We bend over backwards to seek out acceptable compromises and 
work with business leaders, even to the point of finding a fossil fuel that 
we can love (or at least like). 
 
And that leads to the wishful thinking. We want to find solutions, or at 
least meaningful steps in the right direction, that command widespread 
support. We want gas to be good. (I know I did.) Climate change is a 
gargantuan challenge, and it’s bloody hard to see how we are going to 
solve it and maintain our standard of living, much less extend that 
standard to billions more around the globe who want it and deserve it. If 
gas is good, or at least better than what we have now — then that feels 
like a good thing. If gas moved us substantially in the right direction, then 
that would be a good thing. 
 
After all, can’t the leakage problem be fixed? Our panel spent 
considerable time discussing this question. Industry representatives said, 
“Trust us, we’ve been drilling wells for 100 years.” But some of us 
wondered, “If they haven’t solved this problem in 100 years, why would 
they suddenly solve it now?” A strong system of monitoring and compliance 
enforcement could help create incentives for industry to find a solution, 
but the odds of that developing any time soon seem as remote as the odds 
of a binding international treaty. 
 
Sometimes you can fight fire with fire, but the evidence suggests that this 
isn’t one of those times. Under current conditions, the increased 
availability and decreased price of natural gas are likely to lead to an 
increase in U.S. greenhouse gas emissions. Preliminary data from 2013 
suggest that that is already occurring. And global emissions are, of course, 
continuing to increase as well. 
 
Insanity is sometimes defined as doing the same thing but expecting a 
different result. Psychologists define perseveration as repetitive behavior 
that interferes with learning. Whatever we call it, that seems to be what 
is happening. And whatever it is, it doesn’t make sense. Natural gas is not 
the bridge to clean energy; it’s the road to more climate change. 
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China: The great slowdown 

 
 Signs the mammoth property bubble is finally bursting belie Beijing’s 



upbeat GDP data 
Vincent Kolo, chinaworker.info 25 July 2014 
 
On July 16 the Chinese government released its GDP figures for the second 
quarter, causing global financial markets to heave a collective sigh of 
relief as 7.5 percent growth was announced. This figure (Beijing’s GDP 
data is notoriously prone to manipulation) does not signal that the world’s 
second largest economy has ‘stabilised’ however. This was “a recovery, on 
paper,” noted Keith Bradsher, Beijing correspondent for the New York 
Times (16 July 2014). As Bradsher’s report points out, “independent 
surveys of businesses across China show that in sector after sector, sales 
and confidence are still deteriorating.”  
 
The statistical lift, from an annualised 7.4 percent growth in the first 
quarter, was mainly achieved with the help of yet another ‘mini stimulus’. 
Like similar measures last year, this has been pushed through surreptiously 
by Premier Li Keqiang and his economic team, who officially adhere to the 
line: “No more stimulus!” Li’s latest measures include extra spending on 
public housing and railway construction – up 32 percent in June from a 
year earlier – and a package of tax cuts and looser credit (lower reserve 
requirements at some smaller banks) to boost the small business sector.  
 
Debt soars  
But China’s exceptionally rapid accumulation of debt has narrowed the 
government’s scope for stimulus. According to Bloomberg, total debt 
surged from 166.6 percent of GDP at the end of 2011 to 202.1 percent in 
the first quarter of 2014, and 206.3 percent in the second quarter. The 
increase in debt over the past five years has been more rapid in China than 
either 1980s Japan, 1990s Southeast Asia or the US economy in the 2000s – 
all of which produced severe financial crises. In Japan, for example, the 
debt-to-GDP ratio rose by around 45 percent from 1984 to 89. China has 
accomplished a similar feat in less than three years.  
 
It’s becoming clear that the Chinese economy has now entered a period of 
crisis that can set off social and political eruptions. The measures taken by 
President Xi Jinping to beef up state security and clampdown further on 
any organised expressions of dissent, are tantamount to “battening down 
the hatches” before entering rough seas. The CCP (Chinese Communist 
Party) dictatorship faces a ‘trilemma’ of unpleasant alternatives: 
disarming the debt bomb (deleveraging) which also risks strangling 
investment and growth, allowing the property bubble to burst which could 
trigger a banking crisis, and reining in overextended local governments 
which, however, are the source of most investment. Beijing’s pressure on 
regions to speed-up infrastructure spending in accordance with the latest 
‘mini stimulus’ contradicts its efforts to deleverage the economy and 
aggravates the debt problem.  
 
This has led capitalist commentators to complain the government is 
stalling over neo-liberal market reforms promised at the Third Plenum of 
the CCP in late 2013. Similarly, they bemoan the fact that the promised 
“economic rebalancing” towards higher consumer spending and a lower 
GDP share from investment (which hit a record 54 percent of GDP last 
year) is not happening. For Beijing, as shown in the past, such a 
rebalancing is much easier said than done. Even a modest slowdown in 
investment could translate into a much more painful economic slowdown, 
which in turn could trigger a property-linked financial crisis. This is why 
some economists describe China as a “bicycle economy” that could fall 
over if its slows too much.  
 
Housing slump  
In a survey conducted by CNNMoney in July, 2014, eight out of 10 
economists said the property market poses the biggest threat to China’s 
economy. Another report, from Japanese bank Nomura, warned, “It is no 
longer a question of ‘if’ but rather ‘how severe’ the property market 
correction will be.”  
 
The volume of sales for new housing units in the four largest cities 
(Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou and Shenzhen) fell by 40 percent year-on-
year during the first quarter of 2014. Nationally, new homes starts fell 
more than 25 percent in the quarter and the value of sales fell 7.7 



percent. Of China’s 27 biggest cities, 21 had housing inventory levels 
exceeding 12 months’ supply. Nine cities had more than two years’ supply. 
 
The market downturn is welcomed by the vast majority who are excluded 
from buying a home at today’s inflated prices. House prices have 
skyrocketed, in Shanghai’s case by 273 percent in the past seven years. 
This explains why 83 percent in a recent People’s Daily poll said the 
government should not “rescue the property market” by relaxing cooling 
measures it imposed in 2011. The Financial Times (12 May 2014) reported 
that the richest 1 percent of households own around one-third of China’s 
residential property. Another report from CLSA, a Hong Kong-based 
finance group, states that 53 percent of house purchases in China are for 
“investment purposes” rather than for a place to live. The majority of 
these properties are left empty to fetch the highest selling price.  
 
Corrupt CCP officials have been very active in the housing market, in many 
cases acquiring hundreds of apartments as a means to park their illicit 
wealth. Not surprisingly, therefore, Xi Jinping’s anti-corruption drive has 
also contributed to the market downturn by dampening officials’ appetite 
for property. Xi’s campaign has exceeded the scale of previous graft-
busting campaigns, reflecting an acute crisis and power struggle within the 
state.  
 
A construction frenzy the likes of which the world has never seen was the 
most important single element in the monster stimulus package launched 
by the Chinese regime in 2008, in an attempt to offset the effects of the 
global crisis. As always in the context of China, the economic data 
contains some staggering figures. “In just two years, from 2011 to 2012, 
China produced more cement than the US did in the entire 20th century,” 
reported Jamil Anderlini in the Financial Times (13 May 2014). China built 
half the world’s new residential buildings last year, according to the vice 
president of Premier Li’s Development Research Centre. An estimated 200 
million housing units have been built in the past 5 to 6 years – more than 
1.5 times the total housing stock in the US (130 million units).  
 
Construction on this scale far outstrips market ‘demand’ – which is not 
determined by the needs of China’s almost 1.4 billion people, but by the 
grossly unequal wealth distribution that has accompanied the past 30 years 
of capitalist ‘reform and opening’. Low wages and non-existent welfare 
protection are still the reality for the majority of the population, and even 
the middle classes face increasing difficulties to buy an apartment at 
today’s prices.  
 
Capitalist commentators and China ‘bulls’ dismiss evidence of massive 
housing oversupply, including endless ‘ghost town’ developments, arguing 
“it’s not a bubble” because, they claim, tens of millions will move to cities 
and soon fill the empty developments. This argument is a modern day 
version of the equally flawed slogan of the British capitalists in the 1850s, 
who dreamed that, “If every Chinese adds four inches to his shirt-tails, 
Lancashire cotton mills will be kept busy for generations.”  
 
In fact urban migration has already peaked in China. The number of new 
arrivals from the countryside each year has halved from 12.5 million to 6.3 
million since 2010, according to Nomura. The bank predicts there could be 
a net outflow of migrants by 2016. More to the point, the proportion of 
migrant workers who purchase a home is less than 1 percent per year.  
 
China’s building boom, especially during the mega-stimulus era since 2008, 
has been driven by an extreme form of financial speculation. Local 
governments, property developers, corrupt officials, state-run banks and 
their shadow finance offshoots, have all conspired to inflate land prices, 
massively expand credit and ‘juice up’ GDP performance. This process has 
enormously enriched a tiny elite, while inflicting economic misery on the 
majority. Among the top 10 property billionaires worldwide, seven are 
from China, according to the South China Morning Post (26 February 2014). 
 
As in Japan in the 1980s, inflated property values have helped to fuel an 
unprecedented wave of bank lending that now threatens to run in reverse. 
“Property [is] essentially the asset that underwrites all credit in the 
Chinese economy,” noted China-based economics professor Patrick 



Chovanec. Falling land prices will erode the book value of assets held by 
banks and other companies, increasing the risk of defaults that could 
paralyse the financial system.  
 
Globally there has been an increase in debt of 30 trillion US dollars over 
the past five years, of which China accounts for half. According to 
JPMorgan, the shadow banking sector alone has ballooned from US$2.4 to 
US$7.7 trillion since 2010, accounting for 84 percent of China’s GDP. These 
sums dwarf even the scale of the US ‘subprime’ crisis.  
 
Turning Japanese?  
There are striking similarities with what happened in Japan almost a 
quarter of a century ago, which arrested that country’s stellar economic 
rise and condemned it to a double-decade of stagnation. In Japan, as in 
China today, around 80 percent of loans were directly or indirectly tied up 
in the property sector. The collapse in real estate prices, which began in 
1989, spilled into Japan’s banking system creating a tsunami of bad loans 
(with debtors unable to repay). In China, a big part of the debt is 
concentrated in the nexus of local governments and their investment 
vehicles, overextended property developers, and the shadow banking 
entities created by banks (and even non-financial state-owned companies) 
to get around government controls.  
 
Comparisons with 1980s Japan are not surprisingly common in today’s 
economic discussions. A leaked recording of a speech by Mao Daqing, who 
is vice-chairman of China’s biggest property developer, Vanke Group, spelt 
out the bleak reality that government spokesmen would prefer to conceal: 
 
“In 1990, Tokyo’s total land value accounted for 63.3 percent of US GDP, 
while Hong Kong reached 66.3 percent in 1997. Now, the total land value 
in Beijing is 61.6 percent of US GDP, a dangerous level,” he said (The 
Telegraph, 2 May 2014).  
 
“Overall, I believe that China has reached its capacity limit for new 
construction of residential projects… I don’t see any possibility for a rise in 
home prices, especially in cities with large housing inventory, unless the 
government pushes out another few trillion [stimulus]. Beijing and 
Shanghai have already been listed among the most expensive cities in the 
world in terms of the median central city property prices.”  
 
This admission, from one of the industry’s top insiders, leaves no doubt 
that a gigantic property bubble exists in China, and this is now reaching its 
limits. While the timing cannot be predicted with certainty, it is clear that 
this situation is unsustainable, and that which is unsustainable will come 
to an end at some point. As in Japan, and the US more recently, when 
asset bubbles burst they unleash a chain reaction of falling prices – 
deflation – that can massively exacerbate today’s debt problems.  
 
The Chinese dictatorship, with its control – at least formally – over the 
state-owned banking system, has already begun to take measures to try to 
avert a financial crisis. Bad loans within the banking system are being 
concealed and underreported. In an authoritarian system with almost total 
control of the media, the cover-ups will increase in order to prevent bad 
news sparking a market panic.  
 
The regime is preparing to again bailout failing financial institutions and 
establish so-called ‘bad banks’ as it did 15 years ago, at the time of the 
last explosion of non-performing loans within the banking system. These 
are companies where debts that cannot be recovered are buried, like the 
financial equivalent of toxic waste. This creates the impression – as if by 
magic – that bank balance sheets have been restored to health. The banks 
are then recapitalised with a government injection of money. The scale of 
this operation will have to be much bigger this time around, however, and 
rather than a national rescue, at this stage, Beijing wants provinces and 
cities to set up ‘bad banks’ so the bailouts can be performed at local level, 
partly to avoid the appearance of a systemic crisis. The previous round of 
bank bailouts, in 1999-2000, cost as much as 40 percent of China’s GDP. 
This was used to ‘clean up’ the Big Four state-owned banks and prepare 
them for flotation on stock markets in China and overseas. But the bad 
debts which were transferred into four ‘bad banks’ (asset management 



companies) at the start of the century are still there today. Repeating this 
trick on an even larger scale will be no easy feat.  
 
From early this year, the government has attempted to manage, on a 
selective basis, the first ever defaults by companies and also involving 
some highly speculative ‘securities’ sold through the shadow banking 
sector. This is an attempt to rein in the more reckless forms of 
speculation. But in most cases Beijing has opted to allow bailouts and 
avoid defaults, so great is the fear that the failure even of some obscure 
shadow financial products could trigger a wider systemic crisis. Not for 
nothing has Premier Li compared reform of China’s banks to “disarming 
land mines”.  
 
The housing downturn has already begun to weigh on economic growth, 
through reduced investment which is the main driver of GDP. It is also 
exacerbating the financial woes of heavily indebted local governments, 
which rely on land sales for a large portion of their revenues – an average 
of 39 percent in 2013. In some provinces, especially where the housing 
bubble has been most extreme, the situation is more acute. In Zhejiang 
province, revenue from land sales accounts for nearly 70 percent of local 
governments’ direct debts, with Tianjin not far behind this level.  
 
Global fallout  
“Chinese property is the most important sector in the global economy,” 
declared former UBS chief economist George Magnus in the Financial 
Times. This underlines the high stakes at play for global capitalism. 
According to official data, real estate contributed 16 percent of China’s 
GDP last year, compared to 8.9 percent of GDP in the United States at the 
height of its housing bubble (2006). A study by Moody’s Analytics puts the 
housing market’s share of China’s GDP at 23 percent in 2013.  
 
China’s construction boom has sucked in resources from the whole world, 
creating a global ‘super cycle’ for commodity prices – from fossil fuels to 
iron ore and timber – which has boosted GDP growth rates across Africa, 
Latin America and Asia. The end of this boom will therefore be dire news 
for global capitalism. 
 

 
 
Stop criminal attack on Gaza!  

 
 Fred Weston 21 July 2014  
 
Yesterday, the Israeli army embarked on a ground offensive into Gaza. 
Journalists on the ground have described the initial stages of the land 
invasion, recounting scenes of terror as Gaza is pounded by tank, cannons, 
airstrikes and missiles fired from Israeli warships off the coast. Israeli 
forces are bombing Gaza from the air, sea, and land. 
 
The Israeli government is playing the game of pretending to hit only 
“military targets”. However, the facts present a somewhat more gruesome 
picture. According to media reports in general around 80% of those killed 
so far have not been military but civilians, and of these at least one third 
are children. The AFP news agency has reported that Israeli tank fire killed 
a five-month-old baby in Rafah, in southern Gaza, early this morning. Dr 
Basman Ashi, director of al-Wafa hospital in Gaza, is quoted by ABC News 
as saying, “They are destroying the hospital,” and said he had received a 
phone call from the Israeli military telling him to leave. 
 
Palestinian families in some cases have received phone calls from the 
Israeli military giving them five minutes to get out of their houses. Last 
night reports came out of whole districts and villages being told to 
evacuate at very short notice. The world has seen the images of children 
playing on a beach being bombed to pieces by Israeli warships, of whole 
families being destroyed, of men, women and children in utter grief at the 
loss of their loved ones. And all this is done in the name of “peace”! 
 
The International Marxist Tendency stands in total solidarity with the 



Palestinian people as they suffer yet another barbaric attack by the Israeli 
armed forces and rejects all the excuses the Netanyahu government has 
produced in an attempt to justify the death and destruction that it is 
inflicting. 
 
The victims here are the Palestinians! Describing the situation in Gaza 
today, Jonathan Whittall, head of humanitarian analysis at Médecins Sans 
Frontières (MSF) has stated that: 
 
“An entire population is trapped in what is essentially an open-air prison. 
They can’t leave and only the most limited supplies – essential for basic 
survival – are allowed to enter. The population of the prison have elected 
representatives and organised social services. Some of the prisoners have 
organised into armed groups and resist their indefinite detention by firing 
rockets over the prison wall. However, the prison guards are the ones who 
have the capacity to launch large-scale and highly destructive attacks on 
the open-air prison.” 
 
This aptly describes the real situation. What we have here is a far more 
powerful war machine attacking what amounts to a defenceless population 
of close to two million Palestinians, imprisoned in a strip of land of 500 
square kilometres. 
 
Already before the Israeli army went into Gaza, around 250 Palestinians 
had been killed in the bombings of the past ten days, while only one Israeli 
had been reported as killed. This highlights the enormous disproportion in 
the might of the weaponry at the disposal of the Israeli army compared to 
what Hamas has built up in Gaza. Now that the troops have gone in, many 
more Palestinians will be killed. 
 
Cynicism of Netanyahu 
Netanyahu claims that the aim is to destroy underground tunnels from 
Gaza into Israel. Operation Protective Edge will continue until it achieves 
its objective – to restore quiet and safety to Israelis for a long time to 
come, while significantly harming the infrastructure of Hamas and other 
terrorist groups in the Gaza Strip, the Israeli government has officially 
stated. 
 
This means a never-ending spiral of conflict, involving the killing of 
hundreds and thousands of Palestinians. How can this “restore quiet and 
safety” for the people of Israel? On the contrary, the butchery being 
carried out by the Israeli forces will enrage yet another generation of 
Palestinian youth. It is further radicalising the situation and preparing a 
new generation of Palestinians who will be prepared to fight with all 
means possible the hated Zionist monster that is destroying their homes 
and families, that is butchering innocent men, women and children. 
 
Hypocrisy of imperialism 
In their attack, however, the Israeli government can always count on the 
hypocrisy and crocodile tear shedding of the imperialists. State 
Department spokeswoman Jen Psaki has publicly condemned Hamas’s 
“indiscriminate rocket attacks” and has affirmed US support for Israel’s 
right to defend itself. Then she added: “We continue to urge all parties to 
do all they can to protect civilians. We have been heart-broken by the high 
civilian death toll in Gaza.” The European Union “deeply deplores the loss 
of innocent lives” in Gaza but then adds that “Israel has a right to protect 
its population. This is the usual hypocrisy of imperialism whenever Israel 
attacks the Palestinians. 
 
The fact is that Netanyahu without US imperialism supplying Israel with 
massive political and military backing would not be the force that it is. 
The reason for this is that in spite of everything, Israel remains the closest 
ally of US imperialism in the region. Therefore whatever differences they 
may have over how to manage the unstable situation in the Middle East, 
the US and the EU will always come down on the side of Israel. 
 
Crisis inside Israel 
All this started with the abduction and later killing of three Israeli youth. 
Immediately the Israeli media began a massive campaign to create the 
required national mood in favour of war, but the real reasons for this 



latest attack on Gaza lie elsewhere. Israel has been living through a socio-
economic crisis of its own internally. 
 
Like in all other capitalist countries the Netanyahu government has been 
imposing austerity measures, which has also met with mass dissatisfaction 
and opposition. In order to continue with its attacks on social welfare, the 
government has been forced to lean on more and more right wing 
elements, all falling over each other to be more right-wing and to whip up 
as much national chauvinism as possible to divert the attention of ordinary 
working Israelis from the real issues they are facing at home. 
 
This requires building up the Palestinians as their common enemy that 
must be crushed. It is an attempt to halt the growing class divided in Israel 
itself. That explains why the Netanyahu government’s attempts to divert 
the immense class and social contradictions inside Israel towards 
destroying Palestinian resistance have reached such barbaric levels. 
 
The truth is that in spite of Netanyahu’s war propaganda, a large part of 
the Israeli population sees the extreme right-wing parties as barbaric. 
There is actually an underlying polarisation taking place within Israel. A 
recent Knesset Channel poll has revealed that both the Labour Party and 
Meretz are gaining support among the electorate, and polls in general 
show that a majority of the population is in favour of dismantling of 
settlements and ending the occupation of Palestinian territory. 
 
Divide and Rule 
Another aim of Netanyahu is to break up the reconciliation talks between 
Hamas and Fatah and provoke a collapse of the Palestinian government. In 
fact, both Hamas in Gaza and Fatah in the West Bank have faced growing 
opposition, as mass protests emerged there also in the wake of the Arab 
Spring. That explains why both the Hamas leadership and Fatah were 
trying to reach a deal over the administration of the Palestinian 
territories. For the Israeli ruling class as long as there are two separate 
Palestinian entities, they can claim that as the Palestinians are not united, 
there is no one to negotiate with. 
 
Israel’s Zionist ruling elite have no intention of granting the Palestinian 
people a genuine state of their own. In fact they continue to encroach on 
Palestinian territory, expanding the settlements and breaking up the areas 
inhabited by the Palestinians into what amount to Bantustans, separated 
from one another and surrounded by the state of Israel and its armed 
forces. 
 
Way out of impasse 
The Palestinian people have a right to a homeland, and so long as this is 
not achieved the conflict will continue. The Zionist ruling class of Israel, 
however, will never grant a genuine homeland to the Palestinians. That is 
why it must be overthrown. For that to happen, Israeli society needs to be 
broken down along class lines. 
 
The same ruling class which oppresses the Palestinians is also attacking the 
living standards of the Israeli workers. In order to fight these attacks the 
Israeli working class must come out against its own ruling class, which 
means also opposing its foreign policy and defending the rights of the 
Palestinians. 
 
Class struggle on both sides is the only road that offers a solution, one that 
will be based on the end of Zionist rule and the establishment of a state 
that grants equal rights to both the Jews and Palestinians. This, however, 
will only be possible in a state that is controlled by ordinary working 
people, both Jews and Palestinians and that means a socialist state where 
there is no privileged ruling elite in power. 
www.marxist.com 

 
 
BRICS: Progressive Rhetoric, Neoliberal Practice  

 
  



All the governments behind the New Development Bank practice 
intense neoliberalism  
Patrick Bond interviewed on the Real News Network 21 July 2014 
 
PAUL JAY, SENIOR EDITOR, TRNN: Welcome to The Real News Network. 
I'm Paul Jay. And welcome to another edition of The Bond Report with 
Patrick Bond, who now joins us from South Africa.  
 
Patrick is the director of the Center for Civil Society and professor at the 
University of KwaZulu-Natal in South Africa. He's the author of the recently 
released book, written with John Saul, South Africa: The Present as 
History.  
 
Thanks for joining us, Patrick. 
 
PATRICK BOND, DIRECTOR, CENTRE FOR CIVIL SOCIETY: Great to be back 
with you. Thanks, Paul. 
 
JAY: So you just get back to South Africa. You were in Brazil, where the 
BRICS countries were meeting. And what is it? Brazil, India--[incompr.] go 
in order, I guess--Brazil, Russia, India, South Africa. What am I--who am I 
missing? China, of course. And the headline coming out of those meetings 
was they're founding this new international development bank that's going 
to be funded with $50 billion for development money and something like 
$100 billion for reserves in case there's financial crisis, to help bail certain 
countries out.  
 
And there's been a debate--we've had one on The Real News, and it's lots 
of differing opinions around the world--on the significance of all of this. 
And there seems to be two schools of thought, which is, one, that these 
BRICS countries that are now very big--the South-to-South trade is now 
larger than the North-to-South trade, I think by $2.2 trillion I saw in The 
Washington Post. They're very big economies. They're all of the top ten 
economies in the world. And that this is a move by them to break away 
from U.S. financial hegemony, break away from the global finance system 
dominated by the IMF, World Bank, which, of course, are controlled by the 
Americans. The other school of thought is this is, within the context of the 
U.S. managed/dominated global finance system, carving out just a little 
bit of independent space. So talk--you were at these brick meetings. 
What's your take on this? 
 
BOND: Yes, indeed, you've nailed it. The question simply is: are the BRICS 
and anti-imperialist force potentially, especially on the world financial 
scene, and maybe with geopolitics, many aspects, from the United Nations 
to territorial contestations, expansionism. Is this is this an anti-imperialist, 
maybe inter-imperialist rivalry? Or is it, as the great Brazilian Ruy Mauro 
Marini put it 40 years ago a sub-imperialist project? In other words, is it 
not against world capitalism but within? And, as the Chinese news agency 
announced when the BRICS Bank came about this week, this is to stabilize 
the world economic order. And that's my impression. I know we've seen on 
The Real News a wonderful debate with Michael Hudson and Leo Panitch.  
 
My sense is that because so much of what the Chinese do (the biggest 
economy in the BRICS, second in the world) is to use their incredible 
[incompr.] over $3 trillion of reserves to continue to bail out the U.S. 
dollar and United States government by buying Treasury bills--and there's 
never intent to end that. There's a little bit of an easing of dollar buying 
and deals with Russia recently that entail non-dollar energy-based 
purchases. 
 
However, the New Development Bank, the $50 billion bank that could go a 
hundred plus the $100 billion contingent reserve arrangement, they are 
being reported by some to be the alternative to Bretton Woods institutions 
the World Bank and IMF that--everyone we talked to from the official 
delegations who came to the Civil Society summit to brief many of the 
NGOs and social movements did confirm that these would be 
complementary institutions. They would operate under what are called 
sound banking principles. And every president we've seen in these 
countries, the five BRICS countries with their own development banks, 
show that they are indeed very much part of a neoliberal, extractivist, 



export-oriented, and overconsumptionist to model. They aren't really 
going to break and do anything new the way the Bank of the South was 
purported by Hugo Chavez before he died as a much richer reform that 
would have really set up an alternative [crosstalk] 
 
JAY: Yeah, I don't quite understand how one would think they're going to 
be anti-neoliberal, when all of these countries are as neoliberal as any 
other neoliberal country domestically, internally--I mean, you could say 
maybe slightly different in Brazil and maybe not as extreme in Brazil, 
although a lot of Brazilians think it is, but how could they be anti-liberal 
when they won't make any--they don't try to--for example, they're 
privatizing like crazy domestically, wages are low, I mean, on and on. 
 
BOND: That's right. I mean, the only big difference with the pure 
neoliberal agenda is that at least in a couple of the cases [incompr.] quite 
substantial state involvement in promoting a quite predatory extractive 
capitalism. We've certainly seen on this continent, Africa, the worst of 
many of these countries, the Brazilians with Vale, the big mining house in 
Mozambique next-door here, the South Africans all over the continent and 
the Chinese quite notorious for doing deals with dictators simply to extract 
raw materials and to put infrastructure in place, the same that the old 
colonial powers did [incompr.] roads and dams and railroads, the bridges, 
the ports, basically to get the minerals and the petroleum and the cash 
crops out of the country. Russia's also coming in in a big way [crosstalk] 
 
JAY: Just let me add to the Vale story in terms of this, the way the sub-
imperialism works. Vale also owns the biggest nickel mine in Canada, Inco, 
and essentially forced the workers after a strike that lasted almost a year 
into a very concessionary contract, which starts to push the Inco workers, 
Sudbury Canadian workers closer to conditions that are in developing 
countries. I mean, Vale is a mining powerhouse all over the world and 
mostly owned by Brazilians. 
 
BOND: Yes. And the encouraging thing, especially coming from some of the 
Canadian activists and connecting in through the United Steelworkers, is a 
North-supported South-South campaign against Vale that links up African 
and Latin American parts of Asia where this big company's very active. And 
I feel that would be the future of BRICS--BRICS from below, let's call it--of 
solidaristic work, where increasingly not just Western corporate targets 
and the IMF and World Bank, but now also some of the major Southern 
targets are those that in common are displacing peasants and wrecking the 
environment and basically dislodging any national autonomy for an 
autonomous development, because they are really replacing, in many 
cases, the West. They're becoming the same neocolonial kinds of forces 
that so many people have struggled against. And just because it's from the 
South and because there's a lot of leftist rhetoric, especially anti-
imperialist chatter about the IMF being controlled by the United States, 
that doesn't mean that we're going to see a gentler and kinder kind of 
economic development, but indeed all the evidence so far here in Africa is 
that this is more extreme, uneven, and combined development visited 
upon people and environment by BRICS-country corporations. 
 
JAY: So let's assume that this is not--this BRICS development, the new 
bank, it's not anti-capitalist, it's not anti-neoliberal, it goes along with the 
current form of global finance capitalism. But that doesn't mean they don't 
want to make some room between themselves and U.S. domination. It 
doesn't mean that Russia and China, you know, which are very big 
economies, especially--as you said, China is number two now, and I guess 
it's not going to be that long before it's the largest economy in the world--
don't want to get pushed around anymore within that system. And this was 
a bit of what Michael Hudson's point was. I think it was--we may go back 
with those two guys again so we can get a chance to develop it further. 
But, I mean, World War II, the countries that fought World War II were all 
part of global capitalism. It didn't stop them from going to war with each 
other. 
 
BOND: Well, that's the question: will there be inter-imperial rivalries from 
what is currently a fairly coordinated set of contributions from these five 
countries to stabilizing world capitalism? One example is the $75 billion 
that just two years ago the BRICS together, mostly China, contributed to 



recapitalizing the International Monetary Fund. Now, what they expected, 
just as you say, is a bigger piece of the pie, a seat at the table. They got 
that seat, for example, in the Copenhagen Accord, where four of the five 
BRICS (not Russia, but they were soon to join), they basically endorsed 
Barack Obama's plan, which left the UN powerless and had voluntary 
emissions cuts, which aren't really happening and ensure that a kind of 
[war on?] four degrees--in other words, it was an awful deal, and Obama 
needed those four of the five BRICS to facilitate and to re-legitimize this 
most destructive type of capitalism, fossil-fuel addicted. I think what the 
BRICS want is a little more respect. And in January this year, the 
International Monetary Fund could not reform, because in the U.S. Senate, 
the Republicans wouldn't allow them to basically get more voting share.  
 
The problem is that when you see the voting share rise from China, you 
know, you have to say, well, who's losing? And it's indeed Africa. And then 
you see the kinds of technocrats that all of the BRICS countries contribute 
to multilateral governance, and they're basically neoliberals themselves. 
Certainly the South Africans--Trevor Manuel, the finance minister for many 
years, has often been mooted as an IMF managing director or a World Bank 
president candidate, and he's about as neoliberal as you come. 
 
JAY: Okay. So let's say that they are as neoliberal as they come. But at the 
geopolitical level--like, for example, let's take the leadup to the war in 
Iraq. Now, France is not part of BRICS, but France, for its own reasons, its 
own interests, stood up to the United States at the UN Security Council in 
quite an interesting way. So did some of the other countries. I mean, 
China, I think, actually could've been, certainly, bolder than they were, 
but they couldn't get--the Americans couldn't get the votes they wanted to 
give a clear-cut authorization of the Iraq War. It didn't stop them from 
doing it illegally anyway, but it was an important moment. And with an 
institution like this new bank, and perhaps even building on that--for 
example, right now there's the sanctions against Russia over the Ukraine. 
There's a story in The New York Times today that it's not going to have that 
much effect. One of the major Russian oil companies was targeted for 
sanctions, and one of the sanctions was going to make it more difficult for 
it to get capital in the Western capital markets. And now, apparently, 
they're just going to borrow the money from the Chinese, and so the 
sanction's not going to affect it as much. So I guess my question is is that 
within this context of global and neoliberal capitalism, getting to a more 
multipolar world, getting to a point where some of these other bigger 
powers can push back against the United States, which clearly is the 
biggest military operation on the planet and is the one that keeps starting 
major war after major war, is this--whatever room they can create for 
themselves, isn't this a good thing? 
 
BOND: Well, it could be if the modus operandi operates in a way that 
reduces U.S. power systematically. But as we've seen, when there are 
inter-imperial rivalries, that can often lead to a much more dangerous 
outcome. For example, the way to handle the kinds of pressures that the 
U.S. puts on other countries--the coalition of the willing, certainly, in the 
UN Security Council in 2003, the U.S. was unable to get authorization, 
because the Chinese and Russians and French wouldn't support--they would 
veto the approval. But, you know, in May they then approved that the U.S. 
could run Iraq, having invaded it.  
 
What was interesting this week on that front was that the UN Security 
Council reforms that are being proposed for many years to widen up the 
permanent members with a veto to move from five to ten by adding three 
BRICS--South Africa, Brazil, and India, as well as Germany and Japan--
those ideas, which you'd have thought perhaps China and Russia would 
have supported to get more of their allies on board in the Security Council, 
they didn't. It was quite a revealing memorandum that was released at the 
end of the BRICS summit in which the BRICS only said that it would be an 
increased role for the these other three smaller countries, as opposed to 
China and Russia. 
 
JAY: So this inter-imperialist rivalry is even amongst the BRICS countries. 
And we even saw this with a big fight between China and India about 
where the bank was going to be--this new bank was going to be based. 
 



BOND: Well, indeed. There was a lot of face-saving. And I can just imagine 
these finance ministers, reserve bank governors, and all of their 
bureaucrats fighting over the fine details. They eloquently and 
geometrically resolved that by setting up all kinds of mechanisms to 
appear that each of the five countries got a little piece. For example, in 
South Africa, Johannesburg will have a branch plant of the BRICS bank, 
and that will allow South Africa to help control the funding flows in and 
out of Africa, which is South Africa's so-called gateway role that they've 
desired, and that would be very much an example of South imperialism 
insofar as the hinterlands of the BRICS countries are under the thumb of 
the regional hegemons, South Africa in Africa probably wanting now to 
have a more regularized extraction system of the valuable member 
minerals and petroleum from this continent.  
 
However, I think you're right that we will probably see the kind of tensions 
in a logic of expansionism, territorial ambitions of a Russia and China. 
Well, Russia now, of course, moving to the West to try to capture some of 
the ground lost when the USSR fell apart, China moving aggressively even 
into Vietnamese territorial waters to grab islands, of course the conflict 
with Taiwan and Japan, these are moments where I think there's a fair bit 
of danger, and not just in the symbolic sense of territorial expansionism, 
but actually in potential alliances, that the BRICS will become an inter-
imperial force with a more aggressive approach to capital accumulation. 
And that's where these two logics come together. 
 
That's why I think the Leo Panitch and Michael Hudson lines of argument 
have to be resolved, because we have to understand what it is if we are 
facing, from countries in the BRICS, a need for populations to try to 
discipline very aggressive leaders and those leaders are very much in tune 
with the capital accumulation desires of their major corporates. They're 
all very, very different, and our corporates here in South Africa have all 
run away to London and to New York. They've basically delisted from the 
main stock market here, and the capital flows out of this country. But in 
the other cases, big corporates--and state corporates, in the case of 
China--do have an incredible influence on these geopolitical arrangements. 
And those are going to be increasingly dangerous, because the room for 
growth, and especially the ecological constraints to growth, are really 
facing us quite squarely. 
 
JAY: And when push comes to shove, it seems these nationalist--the state 
agendas trump the sort of global financial integration. I mean, we haven't 
had a breakout of war like we've had World War I and World War II, and 
that probably has a lot to do with nuclear deterrent and things. We've had 
endless smaller proxy wars. The two certainly aren't incompatible, that 
you have a shared global finance system and contention and fights that 
break out into all-out war. 
 
BOND: Well, that's right. You see, the old theory of imperialism of a Lenin 
and a Bukharin was about these inter-imperial rivalries of states being 
pushed and pulled by their big corporate elites into their own hinterlands, 
into colonial orders, that would be then the basis for the kind of tensions 
that lead to world wars, as we've seen. Things have been different with a 
superpower in the United States and a kind of imperialism, the type that 
Rosa Luxemburg described, in which capital meets the non-capitalists, and 
that becomes the primary focus of the super-exploitative systems. I think 
that's actually what BRICS represents in a more profound way. The 
difference is a Rosa Luxemburg kind of approach to studying imperialism, 
in which capital and the non-capitalists are the key site of super-
exploitative tensions, not the inter-imperial rivalry of different powers in 
the North, but rather the power of the Global North against the Global 
South--shall we say, in other words, the capitalists and the non-capitalists. 
And that's where, actually, the BRICS exacerbated and amplified the 
tensions, and I think that's where a great deal of the social resistance has 
occurred across the world, the new data from the African Development 
Bank, of all places, studying protests in Africa of this month, and they've 
increased even on the 2011 and 2012 rates. And this is because of kind of 
an intensified metabolism. 
 
JAY: So let's talk about ordinary people, not the elites running all these 
countries. You know, for people living in the United States, it's pretty 



straightforward, in the sense that, you know, if you want to take a 
progressive the position on U.S. foreign policy, you're opposed to its 
seeking and achieving hegemony and militarization and so on and so on. 
But if you're in one of the BRICS countries, do you consider this a positive 
development for your own people? And, obviously, let's start with South 
Africa, 'cause that's where you are. I mean, is this--you know, it's not going 
to transform the conditions of South Africa, but is this something positive 
or not? I'm talking about BRICS and the new bank and all of this. 
 
BOND: The BRICS Development Bank could be a very dangerous 
phenomenon, because to the extent that the anti-imperialist movements 
and solidarity movements have actually begun to discipline, say, the World 
Bank, which is under pressure not to make any new coal-fired power plant 
loans, the last one being here in South Africa in 2010, $3.75 billion, the 
biggest such loan ever by the World Bank, that then, that refusal to make 
these kinds of dreadful loans, pushes the borrowers like the South African 
government to a BRICS bank. And I think in many ways what we're seeing 
with BRICS is a recommitment to an extractive and predatory kind of 
capitalism, desperation capitalism, that will be more dangerous for 
ordinary movements struggling to retain their own integrity of community, 
their livelihoods, the nature around them. The proof of that will be in 
2016 and when we start seeing what kind of loans the BRICS bank gives.  
 
Now, the rhetoric sounds good. They've--BRICS has actually ask Joe Stiglitz 
to be one of the main advisers and put a position paper together in 2011. 
And so what you'll hear this week in Fortaleza, for example, lots of 
rhetoric about sustainable development and inclusivity. When you hear 
those words, look at the details, because when they're using them, it often 
means they're planning to do the opposite, and instead of infrastructure in 
local currency for water systems, sanitation, housing, clinics, schools, and 
so forth, we're much more likely to see megaprojects that help 
multinational capital from BRICS and from the West. 
 
JAY: Okay. So, then, the proof is going to be in the pudding, then. We still 
have to really see what they're going to do with it. 
 
BOND: And I think the proof is also whether the geopolitical relations 
tighten up, because if the West gets more aggressive towards Russia, for 
example, having just thrown Russia out of the G8--it was a G7 meeting a 
couple of months ago--and then the G20 is meant to meet in Australia and 
November. Will it be the G19, throwing Russia out for the reasons you've 
already mentioned? And then the BRICS have already said, well, if you 
throw Russia out, then make it the G15, because we're also leaving. 
There's some very interesting maneuvering going on at the level of these 
multilateral arrangements. So far, all evidence is that the BRICS are 
stabilizing world capitalism, but there may be some surprises ahead as 
these geopolitical tensions might compete with the overall project of 
accumulation. 
 
JAY: Okay. Thanks for joining us, Patrick. 
 
BOND: Thank you very much. 
 
therealnews.com 

 
 
Patrick Bond is the director of the Center for Civil Society and a professor 
at the University of KwaZulu-Natal in South Africa. Bond is the author of 
the recently released books, South Africa - The Present as History (with 
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World Cup leaves Brazil bruised but the worst is yet to come 

 
 The World Cup has left a bitter taste in Brazil.. 
Alex Martin (Football News) 21 July 2014  
 



FIFA brought a close to their 20th World Cup tournament on July 13. For 
football fans across the globe, it was the end of a month-long festival of 
world-class football. For Brazil's 200 million inhabitants, it was time to 
start thinking about the consequences of hosting the event. 
 
Brazil's ability to host the World Cup has long been under scrutiny. 
Infamous delays, deaths during construction, and spiralling costs caused 
upheaval on the streets of major cities. 
 
According to the CIA, over 21 per cent of people in Brazil are still living 
below the poverty line with 10 per cent struggling to live on less than $2 a 
day. Clearly Brazil have social issues that urgently need addressing. The 
economy is slowing, the population is booming yet the government still 
committed $12 billion to bring FIFA to South America. 
 
Considering that bill equates to 61% of the country's annual education 
budget, something is not right. But Brazil is threatening to be just one of 
many hosts to suffer from hosting the World Cup. 
 
White African elephants 
Of all the factors that have brought controversy to Brazil, few have done 
more to damage the country's reputation than the Arena Amazônia in 
Manaus. Home to just four World Cup games, the 44,000-seater stadium 
was built from the ground up at a cost of $300 million. 
 
Now the tournament is over there is some confusion over what is going to 
happen to the stadium. Manaus, a city lying deep within the Amazon, has 
little to no interest in football. In fact the only team, Nacional FC, barely 
attract 1,000 people to their league games. 
 
FIFA demand a minimum of eight stadiums from World Cup hosts, but 
Brazil decided to build and renovate 12 at a cost of $4 billion - 80 per cent 
of which was taken from the taxpayer. Along with the Arena Pantanal in 
Cuiaba, the Arena das Dunas in Natal and the National Stadium in Brasilia, 
Arena Amazônia stands silently as politicians try to figure out what to do 
with the now-redundant infrastructure. 
 
If you want a hint at what may become of these four white elephants you 
need only look back to the last World Cup host, South Africa, who had 
hopes that hosting the tournament would help reform the country's 
reputation. 
Now the euphoria of a 30-day festival is well and truly gone, only 
bitterness remains for the majority. Six stadium were built for the 2010 
World Cup. Stadiums in Durban, Cape Town and Nelspruit are now costing 
the government millions in maintenance costs every year. None of them 
are attracting regular events and campaigners are growing louder in their 
calls to have them destroyed altogether. 
 
Four years on and the country is still struggling with gaping inequality, 
devastating poverty and social struggle. 
 
A World Cup could be held at much less expense if Fifa looked at a 
society's needs and did not fetishise luxury, Patrick Bond, director of the 
University of KwaZulu-Natal centre for civil society, told the Guardian in 
2013.  
The tournament gave us a dizzy high, but the hangover, the inequality we 
have here and social unrest over economic problems, is brutal. 
 
Similar to Brazil, an estimated 20 per cent are still living below the 
poverty line while the high speed trains and motorways built as part of the 
World Cup project are only benefiting the elite. For the majority of the 
population, the World Cup has done nothing but stall their hopeful ascent 
to a decent living standard. 
 
Future hosts 
Brazil will struggle to stop themselves from falling into a similar trap. But 
they and South Africa won't be the only World Cup struggling with white 
elephants once FIFA have packed up and left with $4.5 billion in their 
pockets. 
 



Future host Russia (2018) and Qatar (2022) are both preparing for the 
tournament's arrival, sinking billions of dollars into stadia and other 
tournament-only infrastructure. 
 
Russian president Vladimir Putin is planning to spend $20 billion - a figure 
critics believe will rise - on hosting World Cup 2018, which comes shortly 
after the government sunk $51 billion into hosting the Sochi Winter Games 
- the most expensive Olympics (summer and winter) ever. To put Putin's 
$20 billion budget in perspective, the original budget for Sochi was just 
$12 billion. 
 
The Sochi Games, although too soon to truly evaluate, is already being 
labelled as an economic disaster by some critics. The majority of that cost 
went towards rebuilding a derelict and rundown city. Subway systems and 
airports built for the Games will not benefit the 15 million Russians who 
are still struggling to put food on their table. 
 
Critics are beginning to argue that spiralling costs, coupled with Western 
sanctions over the Ukraine crisis could leave Russia facing bankruptcy by 
the end of the tournament. 
 
Russia, like Brazil, have opted to use 12 stadiums for the tournament 
although Sepp Blatter has recently hinted it could be reduced to 10. Those 
original plans involve the construction of nine completely new stadiums.  
They will cover 1,500 miles of Russian land across 11 cities. The cost will 
run into the billions. 
 
Like Brazil, unrest is also high amongst the masses in Russia. The stock 
market is down by 20% from the start of the year while the Rouble has 
fallen 8 per cent on the Dollar. As Putin plans to put public money into 
another widely unnecessary tournament, a weakening economy will 
struggle to take the strain, disparity and unrest will grow further. 
 
Russia is unlikely to hold the title for the most controversial World Cup for 
long, however. Four years later the tournament will travel to the desert 
where Qatar plan to welcome the tournament to the Middle East for the 
first time. 
 
Bribery allegations and 120 degree heat aside, Qatar is already proving to 
be an own goal for FIFA. 
 
The project is nothing short of huge. $34 billion on a rail and metro 
system, $7 billion on a port and $17 billion on an airport and $4 billion on 
stadiums; costs are expected to run somewhere close to $200 billion - 
that's a staggering $100,000 for every person who lives in the tiny Gulf 
state. 
 
The stadiums will all be built within a 25km radius of each other and will 
be virtually useless afterwards. Qatar, with no history of football culture, 
has never qualified for a World Cup. The highest attendance at a Qatar 
league match since the turn of the decade was 8,215. 
 
What is clear about the Qatari bid is that it will be the most expendable 
ever. There is no impetus on legacy, just consumption. The 2 million 
population will have limited use for the stadiums or the associated 
transport systems once the tournament is over. 
 
Human & environmental costs 
But with the third highest gas and oil reserves in the world, no one is 
worried about Qatar's economic future, at least in the short term. What 
worries most critics is the sheer human and environmental costs. 
 
The International Trade Union Confederation reported that around 1,200 
migrant construction workers have already died since the country was 
awarded the tournament. It expects over 4,000 to have perished directly 
from building World Cup infrastructure by the time the tournament begins 
in 2022. That in itself is enough to halt construction, at least until serious 
changes can be made to health and safety standards throughout the 
country. 
From an environmental perspective, Qatar also gets a red card. The 



infrastructure required just for the tournament will, in itself, run into the 
millions of tonnes in terms of carbon emissions. When the world is 
supposed to be dramatically reducing its carbon footprint, FIFA has shown 
nothing but recklessness by awarding the tournament to an undeveloped 
state ahead of developed nations such as the USA, Japan and Australia. 
 
Football ruining futures 
For a man trying to win a Nobel Peace Prize, Blatter, the president of 
FIFA, has failed to use his power to provide better futures for the world's 
underprivileged. 
 
Hosting a World Cup is supposed to deliver a lasting feel-good factor as 
well as provide a fantastic shop window to the Western world and an 
economic. For South Africa this simply has not happened. Brazil is likely to 
follow suit. 
In some ways, Brazil's lacklustre performance sums up the tournament for 
the country. It was supposed to be brilliant. Football was returning to its 
spiritual home. It should have been a dream come true, but it has turned 
into a nightmare not just on the pitch but off of it as well. 
 
Brazil's population is not happy but more unrest is due. Countries with 
undeveloped sporting passions will try their best to host the event without 
upsetting the masses. Their economies will suffer and the people bearing 
the brunt of the cost will be those who can least afford to. Meanwhile 
developed countries are being denied the chance to hold economically 
viable versions. 
 
Starting in Africa in 2010 and ending in the Middle East in 2022, the World 
Cup will go from country to country, entertaining and enthralling the 
world for a total of four months, but leaving a lasting scar on the countries 
foolish enough to host it. 

 
 
The BRICS: A response to Yash Tandon 

 
 Mike Davies First Published in Pambazuka 17 July 2014  
 
Wiki In the Pambazuka special edition on Revisiting the sub-imperialist 
BRICS,” Patrick Bond and other writers were critical of the role of BRICS . 
Later Yash Tandon wrote a rejoinder to such BRICS bashing. Below is a 
piece that calls progressive forces to address the agency of local elites in 
colluding with capitalism and imperialism and oppose both global 
imperialism and local tyranny 
 
Yash Tandon opens with a semantic discussion, initially querying the 
credentials of the term “sub-imperialism”, but ending with an explicit and 
snide attack on theorists for having an “exuberance of their conceptual 
creation” to discredit the term. This is disingenuous at best – a term is 
useful or not, irrespective of its historical antecedents: a neologism may 
offer a clarity denied to worn-out words whose meaning is obscured by 
over-usage. The historical roots of the term ‘sub-imperialism’ may be of 
interest to lexicographers but irrelevant to the legitimacy or otherwise of 
an argument.[1] 
 
One may make a semantic critique of “sub-imperialism” as a definitional 
category. It implies an imperialism that roots itself in an archaic 
sensibility. While many governments demonstrate an imperialistic 
arrogance in their foreign policies, imbued with a notional self-
righteousness, I would think it more useful to seek a neologism that 
incorporates but does not echo the Age of Empires which one hopes is 
behind mankind. Perhaps the old term “sub-hegemon” might be better 
although it lacks the “layering” implied by “sub-imperialism.” 
 
INTERNAL IMPERIALISM IN ZIMBABWE  
However a primary objection to the term is that it establishes a false 
dichotomy by simplistic reductionism that marginalises the nuances of 
power at the national, regional and global levels. Is the Mugabe regime’s 
exploitation of the Marange diamond fields not a form of internal 
imperialism whereby resources are appropriated by the centre at the 



expense of the periphery?[2] The regime uses military force as well as 
opaque partnerships with external corporations while practising blatant 
corruption as a few of its tools. Mugabe as a proto-Leopold is not an 
untenable image, underpinned by helicopter gunships maintaining a 
monopoly of primitive accumulation. 
 
Africanists often use this tactic of reductionism to present a simplistic 
dichotomy between the ‘bad’ West and the ‘good’ South that ignores the 
agency of local elites in the global South or anti-elite activities within 
Western states. Thus, for example, we see claims that Cleopatra was 
‘black’ as if this re-casting is a triumph for Africa while ignoring the 
brutalities of pharaonic rule.[3] 
 
Tandon then dismisses critics of the BRICS sceptics for shallowness and 
‘distraction[4]’ as if his ex cathedra pronouncement is sufficient argument 
to dismiss the typology. He further undermines his own argument by 
personalising these critics as Patrick Bond and his acolytes: such ad 
hominem attacks are the most base of false refutations since they 
insinuate an unspoken illegitimacy that appeals to people’s personal 
regard or not for Bond and his students. 
 
While he claims that arguments based on ‘empirical observation’ are 
‘inadequate’, or, worse, non-sense, unless ‘located in some theory’, I 
would suggest that verified observation is the foundation of the scientific 
process, that, rather than squeezing the data to conform to a pre-
determined theoretical straight-jacket, the honest analyst derives theory 
from observation and interpretation. However such undergraduate 
perplexity about deductive versus inductive reasoning should not intrude 
into grown up journals 
 
The tactic of claiming that Bond’s arguments ‘resonate’ with “some parts 
of the popular media in Africa as also in the West”, that Bond makes 
‘journalistic forays’ is a poor attempt to delegitimize by association. 
Placing inverted commas around the word 'authorities' implies a dismissal 
of their legitimacy and Tandon wonders “if they would support Bond”. A 
more honest approach would be to examine the substance of Bond’s use of 
these references and directly answer the merits or not of such references.  
 
Tandon poses some ‘questions for further discussion’ accusing Bond et al 
yet again of ‘empiricism’. While a network analysis of the SA elite would 
be useful, its omission is hardly an indictment. Tandon dislikes the idea of 
a hierarchy of sub-imperialism - perhaps he missed the “big fish eat little 
fish” story in kindergarten – and proceeds to belittle the hypothesis with 
ridicule, plaintively asking “who is left in Africa who is not either a sub-
imperialist or an agent of sub-imperialists?” 
 
IGNORING THE COLLUSION OF AFRICA’S COMPRADORS  
But the real reason I suspect Tandon is so vociferous is the inconvenience 
Bond’s analysis creates for his faux pan-Africanism, for the delusion that 
local elites are in some way spearheading an indigenous Southern anti-
imperialism. They are not: Africa’s leaders are colluding with the world’s 
political and economic hegemons to maximise their own interests, no less 
in the 21st century than in the 18th.[5] Does Tandon really think the EPAs 
are entirely one-sided creations that have no buy-in from African elites? 
 
He conflates an imaginary class of elite warriors with the real struggle 
waged by activists to the detriment of the latter. Our struggles will be 
more successful if we address the national class question honestly, 
acknowledge the comprador factor, and build genuine trans-national 
people-to-people solidarity to confront and neutralise these local agents. 
 
He lapses into a thoroughly disreputable device – “the people” – to justify 
a simplification that we are all one in the struggle, a reductionism that 
marginalises and trivialises the internal dynamics of our countries. Just ask 
a survivor of Operation Murambatsvina living in a ‘temporary camp’ 
outside Harare for the last 9 years who is the architect of her suffering or 
who are her comrades in the struggle for security and dignity. Tandon 
finds such nuances ‘dis-empowering’ – I find his simplification dis-
empowering because it reduces our struggles to a North-South dichotomy. 
Regionalism as practised in Africa is an elite project that generally 



excludes ordinary people. Cosying up to national elites is a dangerous 
game for activists who face co-option or irrelevance as a result. 
 
“NATIONAL SELF DETERMINATION” IS A WORN-OUT DEVICE  
At one point Tandon realises he is stepping into dangerous territory and 
covers himself (“This is not the place for an elaboration of this”) but is he 
really raising the bogeyman of “national self determination” in Africa? I 
doubt it, for this is one thing that will keep us mired in the kind of 
internecine warfare that Europe lived through for centuries. Are groups 
like the Mtakwazi Liberation Front in Zimbabwe or Uganda’s LRA a valid 
expression of this struggle? A progressive would seek to transcend ethnic 
and historic divisions through a genuine regionalism that is based the 
interests of working class people and peasants rather than national elites. 
And isn't “self-determination” a worn-out device yet, one that masks the 
rise of national elites who have perpetuated the authoritarianism of the 
colonial State? 
He implicitly recognises Bond’s radicalism but can only use “the friend of 
my enemy is an enemy” argument. Is Tandon really a friend of Mugabe, 
Museveni and the other ‘Big Men’ in Africa who have ruthlessly entrenched 
their own power at the expense of the basic rights of citizens? Some of us 
can multi-task though, and oppose both global imperialism and local 
tyranny. 
www.pambazuka.org 
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Is the New BRICS Bank a Challenge to US Global Financial Power? 

 
  



Michael Hudson and Leo Panitch discuss and debate the significance of 
the new international development bank created by Brazil, Russia, 
India, China and South Africa 
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The puzzle of productive and unproductive labour  

 
 Rob Sewell 17 July 2014  
 
In their desperate search for profitable fields of investment, the capitalist 
class, especially the financial oligarchy, has presided over an explosive 
growth of unproductive expenditure that today threatens to undermine 
the very edifice of capitalism. As more and more surplus value is siphoned 
off into unproductive activities, the issue of “productive” and 
“unproductive” labour has once again resurfaced as a factor contributing 
to, and a reflection of, the present terminal decline of world capitalism. 
 
“Capitalist production is not merely the production of commodities, it is, 
by its very essence, the production of surplus value”, explained Marx in 
volume one of Capital. “The worker produces not for himself, but for 
capital. It is no longer sufficient, therefore, for him simply to produce. 
He must produce surplus value. The only worker who is productive is one 
who produces surplus value for the capitalist…” 1 
 
Adam Smith, the classical economist, also uses a similar definition 
regarding “productive” and “unproductive” labour. “There is one sort of 
labour which adds to the value of the subject upon which it is bestowed; 
there is another which has no such effect. The former, as it produces a 
value, may be called productive; the latter, unproductive labour.” 2 
 
In their greed for profit, the capitalists have diverted more and more 
capital from the “productive” sectors of the economy into the 
“unproductive” sectors, such as finance, insurance, property dealing, 
currency speculation, derivatives and other unsound activities. This edifice 
of speculative activity serves to artificially expand the market in all kinds 
of ways, but at the expense of building chronic instability into the 
foundations of the system. The capitalist system has therefore increasingly 
become a house built on chickens’ legs, whose foundations are being 
undermined by the very contradictions of the capitalist economy. 
 
The terms “productive” and “unproductive” work were considered of great 
importance to the early nineteenth century classical economists which 
underpinned their labour theory of value. While their understanding was 
far in advance of today’s bourgeois economists, who have become mere 
apologists for the capitalist system, it was nevertheless undeveloped and 
contained certain errors. It was left to Marx to correct these errors and 
furnish a scientific explanation of “productive” and “unproductive” 
labour. This was chiefly expounded in his Theories of Surplus Value, 
particularly the first volume, where he dealt with the definitions of Adam 
Smith and others. This analysis can provide valuable insights into the crisis 
and instability of modern-day capitalism. 
 
In this present epoch, there has been a general shift in economic activity 
from industrial production to service industries and finance capital, but 



which are ever-reliant on the real wealth produced by industry. In the 
advanced capitalist countries, millions of jobs have been eliminated in 
steel, coal mining, shipbuilding, and car manufacturing, while the 
proportion employed in the service and financial sectors have grown 
continuously. This has meant a general shift towards a rentier economy, 
which was anticipated by Marx, and increasingly indicated the parasitic 
nature of capitalism. 
 
Thatcherism 
In Britain, Margaret Thatcher epitomised this short-sighted process by 
seeking to rebuild the position of British capitalism through services and 
banking. However, a modern economy cannot survive without a 
manufacturing and industrial basis. The de-industrialisation of Britain over 
the last 30 years or more and its reliance on financial services, has not 
served to strengthen British capitalism, but weaken it. As a consequence, 
it was one of the hardest hit by the 2008-9 world slump. 
 
Whereas Adam Smith once justified capitalism with the phrase “It is not 
from the benevolence of the butcher, the brewer, or the baker, that we 
can expect our dinner, but from their regard to their own interest”, today 
he would need to justify the actions of the market with reference to the 
junk bond salesman, the fund manager and the investment banker. 
 
He would need to explain things in terms of the clients of Goldman Sachs 
who bought into a sub-prime mortgage deal called Abacus 2007-AC1, which 
had been constructed with the input from the Paulson & Co hedge fund, 
which was betting that the entire thing would implode. Such are the 
vagaries of modern capitalism, where parasitic finance capital has become 
dominant. 
 
“The ‘entrepreneurs’, i.e. the monopolies, are not interested in an 
extensive increase in capacity when they cannot see a future market, and 
when they cannot make use of already existing capacity…” explained Ted 
Grant almost 40 years ago. “Now they are faced with the major problem of 
limited markets both at home and abroad, while saddled with surplus 
capacity.” 3 This surplus capacity is only a reflection of the over-
production of capital and consumer goods, which has been the common 
characteristic of the present stage of capitalism. “Over-production, the 
credit system, etc., are means by which capitalist production seeks to 
break through its own barriers and to produce over and above its own 
limits”, states Marx. 4 In the present epoch, it is a reflection of the limits 
of the capitalist system. 
 
This has forced the capitalists to look for new, more profitable fields of 
investment, as opposed to industry, that guarantees them quick returns. In 
the end, they have developed the notion that they could make money, “a 
quick buck”, without recourse to long-term investments in productive 
industry. The capitalists, particularly the financiers, wanted to make 
money out of nothing, without resorting to the laborious process of 
commodity production. That is why they have resorted to old-fashioned 
medieval financial alchemy to make money. When fortunes can be made 
with a single phone call, why bother to risk capital by investing in costly 
machinery which may never make a profit? 
 
Surplus value extracted from productive activity was formulated by Marx 
as M —C — M2, where M = money and C = capital, while the attempt to 
create money from money is simply M — M2, in which production has no 
role to play. This reveals the real parasitic nature of modern capitalism. 
“It reproduces a new financial aristocracy, a new kind of parasites in the 
guise of company promoters, speculators and merely nominal directors; an 
entire system of swindling and cheating with respect to the promotion of 
companies, issue of shares and share dealings”, states Marx. 5 
 
This development has been expressed in an explosion of speculation and 
an unprecedented increase in fictitious capital, namely capital not backed 
by real values. New investments were not made in productive industry but 
increasingly in gambling on the stock markets, bond markets, shadow 
banking, in derivatives, currencies, property and other financial 
instruments which are purely speculative in character. Increasingly, 
capitalists are buying back shares in their own companies to artificially 



push up the share price, and engage in money-making mergers, 
acquisitions and leverage buyouts. The capitalist class has become a 
barrier to the development of the productive forces of industry, technique 
and science, which was their historical justification. Instead, they 
systematically undermine and destroy these productive forces. 
 
Today, central bankers, a real financial aristocracy, have become all-
powerful and, together with some 500 monopolies, hold the economic fate 
of the world economy in their hands. Never in history have the bankers, 
with their financial tentacles spread everywhere, become so dominant, 
and now apparently “too big to fail”. Since the crisis of 2007-8, these “too 
big to fail” banks have become even more powerful. After the “Big Bang” 
of financial deregulation in the mid-1980s, they presided over the biggest 
orgy of financial speculation of all time. Banking and financial capital rule 
the roost, which reflects the real parasitic nature of the market economy. 
This has been accompanied by a general shift towards services, banking 
and finance, considered “unproductive” sectors of the economy, which are 
increasingly subsidised by the wealth created by the economy as a whole. 
This was reflected in the blunt comments of Lord Turner, the then 
chairman of the UK’s Financial Services Authority, who in 2009 stated that 
banking was a “socially useless” activity. It reflects the fact that the 
capitalist system is relying more and more on sectors that do not create 
surplus value, but act as a constant drain on the productive economy. And 
yet, paradoxically, they have become increasingly necessary to the 
capitalist system, as heroin is to a heroin addict. This speculative juggling 
of money, justified as “essential” activity by the powers that be, 
threatens to engulf the world in a new financial collapse, which in turn is 
preparing the way for an even bigger slump and greater depression. 
 
Lenin’s Imperialism 
Lenin had explained long ago that a key characteristic of imperialism was 
the domination of finance capital. “Thus, the twentieth century marks the 
turning-point from the old capitalism to the new, from the domination of 
capital in general to the domination of finance capital… The concentration 
of production; the monopolies arising therefrom; the merging or 
coalescence of the banks with industry – such is the history of the rise of 
finance capital.” 6 Lenin continues: “Finance capital, concentrated in a 
few hands and exercising a virtual monopoly, extracts enormous and 
increasing profits from the floatation of companies, issue of stock, state 
loans, etc., strengthens the domination of the financial oligarchy and 
levies tribute upon the whole of society for the benefit of monopolists.” 7 
 
“During periods of industrial boom, the profits of finance capital are 
immense, but during periods of depression, small and unsound businesses 
go out of existence, and the big banks acquire ‘holdings’ in them by buying 
them up for a mere song, or participate in profitable schemes for their 
‘reconstruction’ and ‘reorganisation’,” a tendency that has become 
ubiquitous. 8 “Hence the extraordinary growth of a class, or rather a 
stratum of rentiers, i.e., people who live by ‘clipping coupons’ who take 
no part in any enterprise whatsoever, whose profession is idleness. The 
export of capital, one of the most essential economic bases of 
imperialism, still more completely isolates the rentiers from producers and 
sets the seal of parasitism on the whole country that lives by exploiting 
the labour of several overseas countries and colonies…” In quoting 
Schulze-Gaevernitz, Lenin explains that in Britain, which was the dominant 
capitalist power at that time, there was “an increase in the relative 
importance of income from interest and dividends, issues of securities, 
commissions and speculation in the whole of the national economy.” 9 
 
Since Lenin’s book on Imperialism, this domination of banking and 
financial oligarchy has today reached astronomical proportions. Some have 
claimed that this development represents a new stage in the evolution of 
capitalism (even inventing the new term of “financialisation”), but this is 
not the case. It is however undeniable that this tendency has certainly 
reached a new qualitative high-point and is connected with the present 
organic crisis of capitalism. The continuous attempts by the capitalists to 
overcome their contradictions simply lead to new barriers and deeper 
contradictions. Today, the system has reached a complete impasse and has 
become incapable of utilising the productive capacity it has brought into 
being. In the words of the ever-relevant Communist Manifesto, the system 



has become a massive fetter to growth and development. “The conditions 
of bourgeois society are too narrow to comprise the wealth created by 
them,” states the Manifesto. Therefore, the impasse of the capitalist 
system is presently revealed in today’s over-production and economic 
crisis. The fact that capitalism can only use 80% of productive capacity in a 
boom and a mere 65% in a slump reveals its bankruptcy. The system has 
become burdened with over-production and “excess capacity”. 
 
The domination of finance capital has meant that the financiers suck up a 
greater and greater proportion of the wealth created by the rest of the 
economy. As Marx explained, surplus value comes from production, but is 
then redistributed to other sectors of the economy. The division is 
characterised by Rent, Interest, and Profit, the “Holy Trinity of 
Capitalism”, where the surplus value extracted from the labour of the 
working class is divided between the industrialists’ profit, the bankers’ 
interest and the landlords’ rent. While banks and other financial 
institutions do have a necessary function under capitalism in providing 
loans, they are parasitic in a way that other capital is not. The share now 
going to the financial sector has reached colossal proportions. In the 
United States, during the 1950s and 1960s, an average of 13.1 per cent of 
domestic profits derived from the finance sector. In the fourth quarter of 
2001, that grew to a peak of 45.3 per cent. At the end of 2006, finance 
was responsible for a third of all domestic profits. Soon afterwards the 
collapse in house prices took their toll on bankers’ balance sheets, but 
even then, in early 2009, finance still accounted for a quarter of domestic 
profits. 10 
 
This parasitic rentier development has now reached new heights. The 
“unproductive” sectors are out-weighing the “productive” sectors that 
produce surplus value and act as a colossal drag on capitalism and its 
profitability. According to the economist Fred Moseley, “Commercial 
labour… accounted for almost two-thirds of the total increase of 
unproductive labour. The other two types of unproductive labour, financial 
labour and supervisory labour, each accounted for approximately half the 
remaining increase of unproductive labour.” 11 
 
“Productive” and “unproductive” labour has a special meaning for 
Marxism. In understanding this concept we must be careful. “Productive 
work” should not be confused with “socially-useful work”, while 
“unproductive work” should not be confused with “socially-useless work”. 
They have nothing whatsoever to do with these things. Incidentally, there 
are no equivalent terms in present-day bourgeois economics for productive 
and unproductive labour, as all workers are regarded as the same. 
However, they were extensively used by the great classical economists, 
such as Adam Smith and David Ricardo, to understand capitalism. People 
were regarded as productive or unproductive in the capitalist sense, which 
was the only way they could understand things. After all, the aim of 
capitalist production is the production of profit. Profit is the surplus value 
produced by the unpaid labour of the working class. Thus, according to the 
logic of the system, productive labour is that which creates surplus value. 
 
“A man grows rich by employing a multitude of manufacturers; he grows 
poor, by maintaining a multitude of menial servant,” stated Adam Smith. 
The first would increase his profits, whereas the second would decrease 
his income. In the category of “unproductive” labour Adam Smith included 
a whole range of people, including domestic servants. This is hardly 
surprising given the large numbers of servants that existed at that time. 
The House of Commons report in April 1861 showed that there were more 
than one million domestic servants in Britain, an even greater number than 
factory workers. By the beginning of the 20th century, one in four workers 
was employed in domestic service. While these workers were undoubtedly 
exploited and forced to work long hours, they were deemed economically 
“unproductive” as they were paid wages from revenue and did not 
produce surplus value for the capitalist. 
 
“What a convenient arrangement it is,” noted Marx, “that makes a factory 
girl to sweat twelve hours in a factory, so that the factory proprietor, with 
a part of her unpaid labour, can take into his personal service her sister as 
maid, her brother as groom and her cousin as soldier or policeman!” 12  
 



Domestic servants were not the only people considered unproductive from 
the point of view of capitalism. As Adam Smith explained: 
 
“The labour of some of the most respectable orders in society is, like that 
of menial servants, unproductive of any value… The sovereign, for 
example, with all the officers both of justice and war who serve under 
him, the whole army and navy, are unproductive labourers. They are the 
servants of the public, and are maintained by a part of the annual 
produce of the industry of other people… In the same class must be 
ranked… churchmen, lawyers, physicians, men of letters of all kinds; 
players, buffoons, musicians, opera-singers, opera-dancers, etc.” 
 
Marxists use the terms “productive” and “unproductive” labour, but in a 
more precise manner than defined by Adam Smith. Once again, these 
terms are not moral judgments about the quality of a person’s job, but are 
definitions based upon whether or not workers produce surplus value for 
the capitalists. Clearly people such as doctors, nurses, and teachers are 
extremely “socially-useful” and essential, but nonetheless, from the point 
of view of capitalism, are regarded as unproductive workers. “Productive 
labour, in its meaning for capitalist production, is wage-labour which… 
produces surplus value for the capitalist… Only that wage-labour is 
productive which produces capital,” explained Marx. 13 In other words, 
these terms refer to what is productive for capital. Likewise, 
“unproductive” labour, in the capitalist sense, is therefore labour which 
produces no surplus value for the capitalist. As such, unproductive labour 
has become an ever-expanding mill-stone around the neck of capitalism 
which takes an ever-increasing slice of the surplus value produced by the 
rest of the productive economy. 
 
Exchange-value 
Marx explains that the capitalist is not interested at all in the particular 
use-values created in the production process. The use-value of a pair of 
shoes, coat or car is simply a means to an end and nothing more. The 
Moneybags capitalists are interested only in the exchange-value and 
thereby the surplus value, which they will realise once the commodity has 
been sold. The whole basis of capitalist production is the production of 
surplus value, and nothing else. The use-value that is created is neither 
here nor there. All the capitalist is concerned with is getting “back a 
greater quantity of labour-time than he has paid out in the form of 
wages.” Marx therefore concludes that under the profit system: “Only 
labour which produces capital is productive labour.” 14 
 
Whether workers produce material tangible things or not is also 
unimportant, as long as by their labour they produce surplus value. The 
workers who produce surplus value get their income by selling their labour 
power to the capitalist for wages. They are forced to do this out of 
economic necessity. Surplus value arises in production out of the unpaid 
labour of the working class. “A writer is a productive labourer not in so far 
as he produces ideas, but in so far as he enriches the publisher who 
publishes his works, or if he is a wage labourer for a capitalist,” explains 
Marx. 15 
 
In other words, if a capitalist hires workers to make furniture for his 
personal needs, these workers produce use-values in the form of furniture. 
While they perform surplus labour (work over and above what they receive 
in wages), their labour will not take the form of value as the furniture will 
not be sold on the market. Therefore, as no value is produced, neither is 
surplus value produced. The labour of these workers is therefore 
“unproductive” in the capitalist sense as, while it produces use-values, it 
produces no surplus value. 
 
Thus, the distinction between “productive” and “unproductive” work boils 
down to whether or not workers produce surplus value, irrespective of the 
usefulness of the things they produce. Therefore the definition of a 
productive worker does not come from what is produced, but from its 
particular social form. Marx underlines the point by explaining that 
“Productive capital is here defined from the standpoint of capitalist 
production.” 16 So workers producing weapons of mass destruction, 
despite their abhorrent nature, are deemed “productive” if their labour 
creates surplus value. That is the only criteria from the point of view of 



capitalism. As Marx comments, “The use-value of the commodity in which 
the labour of a productive worker is embodied may be of the most futile 
kind.” What is produced is of no consequence as the key issue is whether 
or not it produces surplus value. While nurses and doctors working in the 
NHS are considered “unproductive”, as they produce no surplus value, if 
these very same workers were working in a private hospital or a profit-
grabbing agency, then they would be deemed “productive” workers from 
the viewpoint of capitalism! The nature of their work is irrelevant. 
Everything boils down to whether it generates profit or not, the sole thing 
that motivates the capitalist. 
 
Adam Smith made the mistake in believing that productive labour was 
labour that only produced tangible things. The product of an opera singer, 
stated Smith, vanishes as soon as it is performed. While this is true, he was 
confused about the nature of a commodity, which can be a tangible thing 
or a “service”. Both things can produce surplus value, and need not 
produce a material object. Workers employed in transport and 
communications, for instance, do not produce a thing, but their work in 
moving things around is nevertheless vital to the economy. It is irrelevant 
if surplus value is extracted from intellectual or manual labour. “Alongside 
the consumable articles existing in the form of goods [exist] a quantity of 
consumable articles in the form of service”, states Marx. 17 
 
The mistaken distinction of Adam Smith arose from the fact that the 
classical economists regarded the labour of domestic servants as 
unproductive. While this was correct, Smith drew incorrect conclusions 
from this fact. Surplus value can certainly arise from a service of some 
kind, depending on how it is exploited. As explained, a doctor or nurse 
working for a profit-making private clinic, which does not produce a thing 
as such, but a service, nevertheless produces surplus value. The opera 
singer will produce surplus value for the theatre owner assuming the singer 
is only paid the value of their labour power. The earnings taken from 
ticket sales to watch the performance will be greater than the wages to 
the performers. In this case, the singer will be deemed “productive” by 
capitalism. It makes no difference whether the product lasts for a few 
seconds or not. 
 
“Productive and unproductive labour is here throughout conceived from 
the standpoint of the possessor of money, from the standpoint of the 
capitalist, not from that of the workingman,” explained Marx. 18 Again, 
Marx provides us with a number of examples. “An actor, for example, or 
even a clown, according to this definition, is a productive labourer if he 
works in the service of a capitalist (an entrepreneur) to whom he returns 
more labour than he receives from him in the form of wages.” 
 
Revenue 
Marx then goes on to draw the distinction between those workers who 
produce surplus value (“productive”) and those who consume revenue 
(“unproductive”) from the capitalists. “While a jobbing tailor, who comes 
to the capitalist’s house and patches his trousers for him, produces a mere 
use-value for him, is an unproductive labourer... The former’s labour [the 
actor or clown] produces a surplus value; in the latter’s [the tailor], 
revenue is consumed.” 19 In other words, the clown produces surplus 
value for his employer by entertaining the paying crowds, while the 
tailor’s service simply consumes his money! 
 
From the point of view of the capitalist, the issue boils down to how the 
money is spent: either “productively” in investing it to produce surplus 
value, or “unproductively” by flitting it away on pleasantries, such as 
wine, women and song. Of course, in this Alice-in-Wonderland way of 
looking at things, one capitalist’s pleasure is another capitalist’s profit. 
The capitalist who hires the clown to entertain people makes money, but 
the capitalist who actually goes to see the clown spends his money on an 
entrance ticket. For the producer, these services are commodities which 
create profits. However, for the buyer, these services are mere use-
values, objects which consume a person’s hard-earned revenue! 
 
“For example”, explains Marx, “the cooks and waiters in a public hotel 
are productive labourers, in so far as their labour is transformed into 
capital for the proprietor of the hotel. These same persons are 



unproductive labourers as menial servants, inasmuch as I do not make 
capital out of their services, but spend revenue on them. In fact, 
however, these same persons are also for me, the consumer, unproductive 
labourers in the hotel.” 20 
 
If I am a cook employed in a rich person’s home, my labour is unproductive 
as my labour is “exchanged directly against their revenue”. But if I work 
for a first-class restaurant catering for the rich, my labour is productive, 
as it makes a profit for the capitalist for whom I work. Marx makes the 
same point. “The cook in a hotel produces a commodity for the person 
who as a capitalist has bought her labour — the hotel proprietor; the 
consumer of mutton chops has to pay for her labour, and this labour 
replaces for the hotel proprietor (apart from profit) the fund out of which 
he continues to pay the cook. On the other hand if I buy the labour of a 
cook for her to cook meat, etc., for me, not to make use of it as labour in 
general but to enjoy it, to use it as that particular concrete kind of labour, 
then her labour is unproductive… The great difference is (the conceptual 
difference) however remains: the cook does not replace for me (the 
private person) the fund from which I pay her, because I buy her labour 
not as a value-creating element but purely for the sake of its use-value. 
Her labour as little replaces for me the fund with which I pay for it, that 
is, her wages, as, for example, the dinner I eat in the hotel in itself 
enables me to buy and eat the same dinner again a second time.” 21 
 
Big Mac 
What is actually produced, or the labour that has gone into it, has nothing 
whatever to do with this distinction. Workers who produce “Happy Meals” 
at Burger King or MacDonalds are productive workers as they produce 
surplus value for their bosses. These workers act very much like being on 
an industrial conveyor belt producing “fast food”. This, however, makes 
no difference as to whether or not their labour is productive. The 
determining factor is that the “Big Mac”, even if considered a dubious use-
value, is nevertheless a use-value that is sold. In doing so, these workers 
produce surplus value, despite being classified as “service workers” by 
capitalist statisticians. 
 
Much of the financial services are unproductive as this sector merely 
serves to move around large amounts of fictitious capital in the form of 
derivatives and other financial wizardry. There is no production of surplus 
value in such activity, but it serves to hoover up an enormous slice of the 
surplus value created in the productive sector. Such financial juggling is 
purely parasitic in nature. 
 
Commercial capital simply buys in order to sell, but produces no surplus 
value from these activities. It is indeed true that a particular capitalist 
often makes a profit by buying cheap and selling dear, but when this 
happens, it is at the expense of the capitalist from whom he buys, or to 
whom he sells. The source of profit is however not in exchange. He merely 
realises the surplus value existing in the commodity sold to him below its 
value by the manufacturer, namely at a discount. In this way, the 
industrial capitalist will get his money back quickly and will speed his 
turnover of his capital. As Marx explained, “Commercial capital does not 
itself produce any surplus value, it is clear that the surplus value that 
accrues to it in the form of the average profit forms a portion of the 
surplus value produced by the productive capital as a whole.” 22 
 
When you apply this concept to the workplace, it becomes a bit more 
complicated. In fact, in practice, factories employ a mix of both 
productive and unproductive labour - those who produce surplus value and 
those who consume revenue, but are necessary to production. In a 
workplace, where there is a division of labour, we cannot isolate an 
individual’s contribution, but view the collective production as the effort 
of the collective labour employed. These days, many “hands” are involved 
in the production of commodities of every kind. Modern production is 
social labour. In other words, each worker has his or her function in the 
production process, from the cleaner on the shop floor to the production 
manager. The cleaner plays an indispensable role in clearing up 
everything, allowing production to take place unhindered, and permitting 
the assembly workers to carry their work without unnecessary stoppages, 
thereby helping to increase surplus value. 



 
“Adam Smith naturally includes in the labour which fixes or realises itself 
in a vendible and exchangeable commodity all intellectual labours which 
are directly consumed in material production. Not only the labourer 
working directly with his hands or a machine, but overseer, engineer, 
manager, clerk, etc. —in a word, the labour of the whole personnel 
required in a particular sphere of material production to produce a 
particular commodity, whose joint labour (co-operation) is required for 
commodity production. In fact they add their aggregate labour to the 
constant capital, and increase the value of the product by this amount.” 
23 
 
Marx explains that a plant manager has a day-to-day role to play in the 
running and organising of production, and arises out of the need to oversee 
and plan the production process within the workplace. The free reign of 
the market place is not allowed to operate here! Consequently, due to this 
function, the manager is entitled to the “wages of superintendence”, to 
use an expression of Marx. But the role of management under capitalism 
has a dual role, namely to plan production within the factory, but also to 
keep the workers in check and under control for the owners and 
shareholders, which cannot be considered productive labour. Of course, in 
a democratic workers’ state, the workers themselves will run the 
workplace under workers’ control and management. This means that the 
workers will appoint their own worker-managers, under the control of the 
factory committee, to help surpervise production. Their role will be 
fundamentally different to the capitalist overseer. 
 
Jobs can combine elements of both productive and unproductive labour. 
For instance, book-keepers or accountants can be productive or 
unproductive depending on whether they record the necessary balances 
and inventories for production or simply spend time manipulating the 
accounts made necessary by capitalism or other related tasks. 
 
A commodity not only has to be produced, it has also to be sold if the 
surplus value contained within it is to be realised. The labour of those 
workers employed in wholesale and retail trade has to be considered 
likewise as an essential part of the productive process as a whole. All must 
be considered necessary links in the chain of capitalist production. While 
surplus value is made in production and not circulation, those employed in 
the distribution or retail sectors play an essential role in selling the 
commodities produced in the factories. They must serve to realise the 
surplus value locked-up in the commodities through their sale. Therefore 
the industrial capitalist sells his commodities to the capitalists in 
distribution and retail for less than their value. These are then sold at 
their full value, the difference being the source of profit for these 
capitalists and the wages of the workers in these spheres. “To industrial 
capital, the costs of circulation appear as expenses, which they are”, 
states Marx. “To the merchant, they appear as the source of his profit, 
which —on the assumption of a general rate of profit — stands in 
proportion to the size of these costs.” 
 
While workers in commerce and services do not produce surplus value, 
their unpaid labour does “create his [the commercial capitalist] ability to 
appropriate surplus value, which, as far as this capital is concerned, gives 
exactly the same result; i.e. it is its source of profit.” In other words, the 
commercial worker does not produce surplus value directly, but indirectly 
through its realisation. Of course, the commercial capitalist will see that 
the wages paid to his clerical and distributive workers are as low as 
possible, so that as much of the surplus value as possible represented by 
the difference between the “factory-gate” price and the final selling price 
may come to him as profits. 
 
In other words, the circulation of goods is paid from the surplus value 
produced in production, which makes a claim on the basis of the average 
rate of profit. Without this cut it would have no interest in being in 
business. It is nevertheless a cost to the capitalist system. The same is 
true of distribution. We nevertheless need to differentiate between 
capitalist circulation and the physical transport of commodities, which is a 
necessary part of the productive process.  
 



As a consequence, Marx includes as productive those workers involved in 
transport. He explains this by saying that “the use-value of things is 
realised only in their consumption, and their consumption may make a 
change of location necessary… the productive capital invested in this 
industry thus adds value to the products transported.” 
 
Today, businesses employ the services of Call Centres to take care of 
“customer services”, which would be viewed as a necessary expenditure 
and “unproductive” from their point of view. However, from the point of 
view of the owners of Call Centres, these workers would be views as 
“productive” as they produce surplus value for them! 
 
If a capitalist uses private passenger transport (God forbid!), he spends his 
own money “unproductively”. The same would be true if he hired a 
chauffeur to drive him around. However, bus workers carrying paying 
passengers for a private company produce surplus value by bringing in 
revenue far in excess of their wages, and are therefore “productive” in a 
capitalist sense. As can be seen, this concept can therefore be applied to 
different sections of workers according to how they work for the capitalist 
and whether or not they produce surplus value. 
 
How does capitalism define workers who work for nationalised state 
industries? Under capitalism, the nationalised industries are run on state 
capitalist lines, geared to making profit for the state. Most of these 
industries were bankrupt under private ownership and were therefore 
taken over by the state, which pumped in new investment from taxation. 
Workers are exploited in these industries as they produce more value than 
they receive in wages. These state-run industries were then used to 
produce cheap transport and energy to subsidise the rest of the capitalist 
economy. They were also milked through massive over-compensation to 
former owners and high interest rates to banks, which served to siphon off 
the surplus value produced by these workers to other capitalists. 
 
As these nationalised industries become more profitable, they are 
normally sold off at a knocked down price to the private sector. When 
privatised, the workers, who tend to be on worse terms and conditions, 
now produce surplus value for the new owners of capital. 
 
State employees, no matter how their labour benefits society, are 
regarded as “unproductive” workers from the view of capitalism. Nurses, 
doctors and teachers all perform essential work, but those employed by 
the state are not producing surplus value for the capitalists. These 
publicly-funded sectors are financed through taxation, which falls heavily 
on the working class, and lightly on the capitalists. In other words, the 
labour power of these workers is not exchanged against capital, but comes 
from state revenues from taxation. The same applies to medical personnel 
and teachers in further and higher education. While their function is to 
help keep workers healthy and train a new generation of human labour 
power, and certainly play an essential role in society, they are 
nevertheless not “productive” workers for capitalism, because their labour 
power is still exchanged against revenue and not capital. 
 
The social wage, while vital for people in general, is regarded as a 
necessary expense for capitalism, and does not produce surplus value. 
Therefore, for the capitalist class, state expenditure is regarded as a drain 
and burden on the productive (profit-making) sector of the economy and 
lies behind the capitalists’ constant drive to reduce state spending. In 
addition, they attempt to throw the burden of taxation from big business 
(which pays next to no tax) onto the shoulders of the workers mainly 
through indirect taxation. State institutions are also pushed to sell or 
outsource their services to the private sector, increasing the 
“marketisation” of the public services, and acting as a new source of 
profits. “Patients” and “students” then turn into “customers” by buying 
their private education and health care. Increasingly, workers in the public 
sector are outsourced to the private sector. Once this takes place, they 
change from being so-called unproductive workers to productive workers 
for capitalism, as they produce surplus value for their private employers. 
 
This process has also occurred in manufacturing with the drive to reduce 
costs and squeeze as much profit from the unpaid labour of the working 



class. In fact, much of the so-called service sector, which in any case is 
not a Marxist term, has come into being as a spin off from manufacturing. 
As we know, firms that once employed maintenance engineers, cleaners, 
research workers, computer-programming workers, and other skills in-
house, now employ private “service” agencies that provide such 
specialised needs. Whole sectors, which were once part of manufacturing, 
have been hived off to drive down labour costs, namely the costs of labour 
power. Former manufacturing jobs have gone to service companies, whose 
“services” are either leased or rented back at a reduced cost as workers’ 
wage levels have been forced down. However, the workers are doing 
exactly the same work as before, only harder. The main difference is they 
are employed by capitalist agencies instead of the original manufacturer. 
 
Military-industrial complex 
Lastly, the increased burden of “unproductive” sectors of the economy, 
which whittles away at the very marrow of the system, has been 
exacerbated by the growth of the military-industrial complex and the 
colossal burden of defence expenditure on a world scale. While very 
profitable for the defence contractors, this wasteful expenditure draws 
vital resources away from the productive economy. 
 
Whatever the position of different sectors of workers, the insane profit 
driven view of capitalism simply reflects the material interests of the 
capitalist class. What is clearly evident is the increasingly destructive and 
parasitic nature of the capitalist system, a reflection of its protracted 
death agony. The sectors that produce real wealth are contracting to the 
advantage of those that leech off it, serving to undermine the whole 
market economy. Nevertheless, the bourgeois economists are blind to this 
impending catastrophe. As the ancient Greek philosophers said, “those 
whom the gods wish to destroy they first make mad.” 
 
The return of mass unemployment, which takes the form of a permanent 
organic character, eats away at the vitals of society. This terrible waste of 
human labour power, together with the money spent on keeping the 
unemployed alive for fear of the social and political consequences, is a 
stark reminder of the complete impasse of the system. The malignant 
cancer of mass unemployment, especially hitting the youth, is a stark 
reflection of the diseased state of capitalism in its epoch of terminal 
decline. Society is now in a complete impasse - in reality a new Depression 
- as the productive forces are being strangled by private ownership of the 
means of production and the nation state. The capitalist system has now 
become a colossal obstacle. Partial reforms and patchwork solutions are of 
no use. Society needs a new organiser. The market has utterly failed. The 
apologists of capital are desperately trying to hold their ground, but are 
faced with a sea-change of anti-capitalist opposition. More and more will 
come to realise that the only way out of this impasse is the complete 
overthrow of the system. 
 
Abolition of private ownership of the means of production is the first 
prerequisite to a rationally-organised planned economy. Under democratic 
socialist planning, the anarchy of capitalism will be eliminated. There will 
be no such thing as “productive” and “unproductive” labour, as 
exploitation and surplus value will become a thing of the past. According 
to Marx, society will inscribe on its banners: “From each according to his 
ability, to each according to his needs!” Humanity will then be able to 
plan its life rationally, using the full resources and talents available to 
society, eventually leading to the abolition of classes and the domination 
of man by man. 
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WWI 100 years since the great slaughter 

 
 Ten million killed and more than ten million seriously injured 
Tony Saunois, article originally published in special WWI edition of 
Socialism Today, magazine of the Socialist Party (CWI in England & Wales) 
17 July 2014 
 
The first world war began 100 years ago, unleashing slaughter on an 
unprecedented scale. This anniversary has featured prominently in the 
capitalist media. Most fail, however, to explain why millions of working-
class people were sent to their deaths in trench-warfare hellholes: 
capitalism’s drive for profit, exploitation, raw materials and markets. 
TONY SAUNOIS writes.  
 
It was dubbed the ‘Great War’, the ‘war to end wars’. For the ten million 
killed and more than ten million seriously injured it was certainly not 
great. The battles fought saw some of the bloodiest human slaughter in 
history. The ineffable misery and losses suffered on both sides are only 
surpassed by the scale of these gargantuan events. At Ypres, Belgium, the 
British army lost a staggering 13,000 men in three hours only to advance 
100 yards! In the first day of the Battle of the Somme it took 60,000 
casualties, the greatest loss ever suffered by the British army. This was in 
spite of the fact that in the preceding six days German lines had been hit 
by three million shells!  
 
Total casualties in the Battle of the Somme were 1,100,000 men on both 
sides. By 1918, the Entente powers (led by Britain, France, Russia and 
Italy) counted 5.4 million dead and seven million wounded. The opposing 
Central Powers (Germany, Austria-Hungary, the Ottoman empire and 
Bulgaria) suffered four million deaths, 8.3 million wounded. Young 
working-class conscripts bore the brunt of these losses.  
 
As subsequent conflicts have erupted around the planet, it is self-evident 
that it did not mean an end to war. The Balkans conflict in the 1990s, the 
current carnage in Syria, Iraq and Ukraine are just the latest on the list. In 
Syria, 6,500,000 people have been internally displaced and a further 
3,000,000 driven into external exile. Human suffering and killing have 
been repeated again and again since this ‘war to end war’.  
 
Yet the bloodbath that erupted between 1914-18 has possibly evoked the 
most comment and analysis. According to one estimate, at least 25,000 
books have been published on the subject. It was, after all, the first truly 
global conflict. It ended one historical era, opened another, and reshaped 
international and class relations. In its wake, empires collapsed, some 
rapidly, while others took a slower, more inglorious decline. It opened the 
way for the USA to replace Britain as the world’s leading imperialist 
power. Above all, it acted as the midwife to the greatest event in human 
history: the Russian revolution in 1917. There, the working class was able 
to take over the running of society. At the same time, a revolutionary 
wave engulfed most of Europe.  
 
The prospect of a socialist revolution in a series of European countries was 



posed. In Germany 1918/19, the kaiser was forced to abdicate as a 
workers’ revolution swept the country. In Bavaria, a soviet republic was 
declared, and workers’ councils established in Berlin and other cities. In 
Hungary, a soviet republic was briefly established between March and 
August 1919. Mass strikes and over 50 recorded military/naval mutinies 
took place in Britain. A police strike in 1919 compelled the prime minister, 
David Lloyd George, to admit years later: “This country was nearer to 
Bolshevism that day than at any time since”. However, with the exception 
of the Russian revolution, these mass movements were ultimately 
defeated by the mistaken polices adopted by the workers’ leaders. The 
defeat of the revolutions in Europe sowed the seeds of the second great 
global conflict, 1939-45, so that can also be traced to the legacy left by 
the carnage of 1914-18.  
 
The approaching war in 1914 posed a decisive test for the international 
workers’ movement. Excepting a tiny minority – including Lenin, Trotsky 
and the Russian revolutionaries, Karl Liebknecht and Rosa Luxemburg in 
Germany, and a handful of others – the leadership of powerful mass 
workers’ parties capitulated one after another. They abandoned an 
internationalist socialist anti-war position, and backed their respective 
ruling classes.  
 
No wonder that this great tragedy of human history has provoked such 
comment and analysis. Indeed, even a century after the conflict began, 
capitalist historians like Niall Ferguson and Max Hastings continue to 
debate its causes and offer their own analysis and conclusions. All 
capitalist apologists and commentators find great difficulty in justifying 
the war. They justify the conflict in 1939-45 as a war against fascism and 
for democracy. Not so, the mass slaughter of 1914-18.  
 
The struggle for markets  
The trigger for the carnage was the assassination of the Austrian Archduke 
Ferdinand in Sarajevo on 28 June 1914. Yet could this really be the cause 
of such a global conflict? Although centred in Europe, the war drew in 
Africa, Asia, Latin America and, of course, the USA. While the shooting of 
the archduke may have been the excuse to unleash the dogs of war, the 
real underlying causes lay elsewhere. The war erupted as a massive 
struggle in defence of economic interests, markets and political power and 
prestige.  
 
In the period up to 1914, Britain was the dominant global power with a 
vast empire covering 25% of the earth’s surface. Most of the countries it 
ruled had been colonised prior to the mid-19th century. The empire was a 
source of raw materials and markets. However, Britain’s economic growth 
was slowing. It was a declining power. France, the other major European 
power at the time, had an empire mainly centred in Africa and the Far 
East. Although substantial, its empire was only about one fifth the size of 
Britain’s, and its industrialisation lagged far behind.  
 
Germany, only created in 1871, had colonies only about one third the size 
of those of France. Nonetheless, it had experienced rapid industrialisation 
and economic development. Its economy was more productive than 
Britain’s. While Britain was producing six million tons of steel, Germany 
produced twelve million. However, it was in desperate need of more 
colonies to supply it with raw materials and much larger markets – the 
logic of capitalist economic development. The problem was how to secure 
them. There was nowhere to expand to in Europe, and Britain and France 
had the lion’s share of the colonies. To the east, Germany was blocked by 
an expanding tsarist Russian empire and Anglo-French interests in eastern 
Europe.  
 
This struggle for markets lay at the root of the great conflagration which 
was to erupt in 1914. The development of the productive forces – industry, 
science and technique – had outgrown the limitations imposed by the 
nation state. It drove the imperial powers to conquer and exploit new 
colonies in the hunt for raw materials and new markets. This had already 
brought Britain, France, Belgium, Portugal and Germany into conflict in 
the so-called ‘scramble for Africa’ during the 19th century. Eventually, 
this competitive struggle brought the main imperial powers into horrific 
conflict, as each tried to secure bigger markets or to defend those 



threatened by emerging powers. If new markets cannot be found, 
capitalism is driven to a destruction of value in order to begin the 
productive process anew. The price was to be paid by the working classes 
of all countries in this power struggle.  
 
Some argued that this contradiction of capitalism had been overcome 
when it seemed, like today, that a major globalisation of world economy 
had taken place. In the four decades following the Franco-Prussian war of 
1870-71, there was a period of substantial economic growth and 
expansion. The world economy had become more interdependent. 
Between 1870-1914, there had been a significant and until then 
unprecedented economic globalisation and integration. This has some 
comparisons to the situation which has developed in the recent period, 
especially since the collapse of the former Stalinist states in Russia and 
eastern Europe.  
 
The globalisation of recent decades has gone further than ever before, but 
those who argue that there was not an analogous development before the 
first world war are wrong. And, like today, in 1914 it did not mean that 
the nation state or the national interests of the ruling classes had become 
obsolete, or a decorative remnant of a previous historical period of 
capitalism – as the 1914-18 war graphically demonstrated. Then, as now, 
despite a dominant, integrated global economy, the ruling classes of the 
different countries still maintained their own vested historic, economic, 
political, military and strategic interests. Recent imperialist interventions 
and local or regional military conflicts have also revealed how each ruling 
class will act to defend its own specific economic, political and strategic 
interests where it can.  
 
Impending disaster  
In addition to the underlying cause of the ‘great war’ – the scramble for 
colonies and markets – other interconnected historical factors played an 
important role in the drive to defend the interests of the ruling classes of 
Germany, France, Britain and tsarist Russia. The Franco-Prussian war of 
1870/71 resulted in the establishment of a unified Germany and opened 
the road to its rapid economic development and expansion. France was 
left weakened. The outcome of this conflict, along with others, left a 
legacy which was picked up in 1914. Karl Marx had commented on this as 
the Franco-Prussian war unfolded. The consequences of the changed 
balance of forces would result, he anticipated, “in war between Germany 
and Russia”. In the same letter, he commented that such a conflict would 
act as “the midwife to the inevitable social revolution in Russia”. (Letter 
to Friedrich Sorge, 1 September 1870) It may have been a lengthy 
propinquity but one of the consequences of the 1870/71 war anticipated 
by Marx was born out eventually in 1914.  
 
A weakened France lost part of its territory, Alsace-Lorraine, and was 
compelled to pay large war reparations to Germany. France was in no 
position to oppose Germany militarily by 1914, with half the population 
and far inferior military hardware. The Tangier’s crisis in 1905 and the 
Agadir crisis in 1911 both pointed to a conflict with Germany as it 
continued to oppose French colonial expansion.  
 
The outbreak of the Balkan war in 1912 was a crucial step towards the 
1914-18 war. At this juncture it was anticipated that there was a threat of 
war across Europe. On 8 December 1912, the German Kaiser Wilhelm II 
convened the Imperial War Council in Berlin. Most of the participants 
agreed that war was inevitable at some stage, but it was delayed to allow 
a strengthening of the German navy. Nothing was concluded at this council 
but it was clear that war was being prepared for. In fact, the end of the 
19th century up until 1914 was marked by a massive arms build-up by all 
the European powers.  
 
It was also clear for the international workers’ movement. In November 
1912, over 500 delegates from the Second (‘Socialist’) International met in 
Basel. They agreed a resolution opposing the Balkan war and the threat of 
war across Europe in favour of international working-class struggle. 
Scandalously, one by one the social-democratic party leaders capitulated 
and supported their own capitalist classes in the conflict.  
 



The collapsing Austro-Hungarian empire was compelled to act against 
Serbian attempts to expand in the Balkans as this would have weakened it 
still further. The outbreak of the 1912 Balkan war was a crucial element in 
the conflict. Tsarist Russia lent support to Serbia in order to extend its 
own interests in the region. Germany was compelled to encourage Austria. 
Thus, when Russia ordered a full military mobilisation in response to 
Austria-Hungary declaring war on Serbia on 28 July 1914, Germany 
responded by declaring war on Russia and France (1-3 August 1914). When 
Germany invaded Belgium in order to march on France, Britain declared 
war on Germany.  
 
The outbreak of war  
Economic expansionism had dominated the 40 years leading up to the war. 
In 1913 strikes and protests had broken out in all the main countries as 
workers demanded their share of the economic growth and expansion. The 
German workers’ party, the SPD, had made important gains in the 
elections of 1912. At the same time, 1913 saw an abrupt change with the 
onset of an economic crisis. The ruling classes were worried that a further 
intensification of the class struggle would develop. The threat of war was 
used in all countries to try and cut across this.  
 
The nationalistic propaganda on each side inevitably resulted in a huge 
patriotic wave at the outbreak of the war. All governments claimed, as is 
always the case, that the war was a just cause and would be over quickly. 
In Germany, the slogan was, ‘home before the leaves fall’; in Britain, ‘it’ll 
all be over by Christmas’. Behind the scenes, the ruling class had a more 
realistic assessment of the situation. Sir Edward Grey, British foreign 
secretary, commented: “The lamps are going out all over Europe, we shall 
not see them lit again in our lifetime”.  
 
There were anti-war demonstrations in most countries. In Germany, 
hundreds of thousands took part in peace protests.  
Many ‘conscientious objectors’ heroically held out in opposition. However, 
the overwhelming mood at the outbreak of the war was one of patriotic 
fever. The attitude to the conscientious objectors was markedly different 
in 1914-18 compared to 1939-45. In the latter, the conflict was seen in 
Britain as a ‘war against fascism’ and objectors were viewed as cowards, 
not prepared to fight when ‘the enemy is at the gate’. This was not the 
case in the first world war.  
 
Recently, the historian Niall Ferguson has argued that Britain should have 
stayed out of the war. He said that it would have been better to allow 
Germany to dominate Europe. Britain, he argues, would then have been in 
a stronger position to defend its interests because it would not have used 
vast resources in fighting the war. Like all of the powers, the war certainly 
cost British imperialism dearly. It had financed most of the Entente’s war 
costs until 1916 – all of Italy’s, and two-thirds of France and Russia’s. Gold 
reserves, overseas investments and private credit ran out. Britain was 
compelled to borrow $4 billion from the USA. According to one estimate, 
Britain and its empire spent $47 billion financing the war, Germany around 
$45 billion.  
 
Yet, how could British imperialism have stood aside from the conflict and 
allow its main rival to emerge in a potentially far more powerful position 
to expand its empire? A victorious German imperialism would have been 
much better placed, economically, politically and strategically, to 
challenge British imperialist interests. Moreover, war has its own 
momentum and logic, and puts the prestige of capitalist and imperialist 
rulers on the line. This would have been lost by what was the dominant 
imperial power at the time. At best, it would have postponed a conflict 
between British and German imperialism. The abstract musings of 
Ferguson are disconnected from the realities of the interests of the ruling 
capitalist classes when confronted with the dynamics of such conflicts. 
Other historians, such as Max Hastings, have a more realistic assessment 
and conclude that the war was inevitable. That, in itself, is a crushing 
condemnation of the capitalist system he supports.  
 
Revolutionary wave  
The patriotic wave gave way to massive opposition as the realities of 
trench warfare were experienced by millions on both sides of the conflict. 



Troops fraternised at Christmas 1914, playing unofficial football matches. 
The great Russian revolution of 1917 was the first decisive break as the 
slaughter dragged on and on. The coming to power of the Bolsheviks ended 
the war on the eastern front and had a crucial impact in building 
opposition to the war on both sides. Following the revolution, mass strikes 
broke out in Germany in 1918.  
 
This, together with the now seemingly futile slaughter, had a decisive 
impact, transforming the outlook of millions, especially the soldiers and 
naval ratings. Mutinies broke out in the French and British armies. In 
France, troops on the western front were ordered to begin a disastrous 
second Battle of the Aisne in northern France. They were promised a 
decisive war-ending battle in 48 hours. The assault failed and the mood of 
the troops changed overnight. Nearly half of the French infantry divisions 
on the western front revolted, inspired by the Russian revolution. Three 
thousand four hundred soldiers faced court martial.  
 
In August 1917, there was a mutiny aboard the German battleship, 
Prinzregent Luitpold, stationed in the northern sea port of Wilhelmshaven. 
Four hundred sailors went ashore and joined a protest demanding an end 
to the war. On 3 November 1918, the fleet mutinied at Kiel and hoisted 
the red flag, triggering a revolutionary wave across Germany. The British 
daily newspaper, The Independent, recently published a moving letter sent 
by a young German naval rating, Albin Kobis, to his parents: “I have been 
sentenced to death today, September 11, 1917. Only myself and another 
comrade; the others have been let off with 15 years’ imprisonment… I am 
a sacrifice of the longing for peace, others are going to follow… I don’t like 
dying so young, but I will die with a curse on the German militarist state”.  
 
These events, above all the Russian revolution, were decisive in finally 
bringing to an end to the, by now, hated war. Its ending ushered in a 
revolutionary wave across Europe which terrified the ruling classes. With 
the exception of Russia, however, these massive movements did not result 
in the working class taking power and holding it.  
 
The end of the war ushered in a new world situation and changed the 
balance of power between the imperialist powers. The triumph of the 
Bolsheviks in Russia introduced an entirely new factor for the capitalist 
classes to confront. Germany was obliged, by the Treaty of Versailles, to 
pay massive war reparations following its defeat – £22 billion at the time – 
which had a devastating impact on its economy. The final instalment of 
£59 million was only paid in 2010 – 92 years after the end of the war! The 
failure of the German revolution and mistaken policies of the German 
workers’ parties paved the way for the triumph of the fascists and Hitler in 
1933, leading to the outbreak of war again in 1939. The consequences of 
the first world war also accelerated the decline of British imperialism, 
opening the way for the USA in the 1920s and after to become the 
dominant imperialist power.  
 
The failure of the socialist revolution in Germany and the rest of Europe 
also meant that revolutionary Russia was isolated. Eventually, that would 
result in the degeneration of the Russian revolution and the emergence of 
a bureaucratic Stalinist regime in the former Soviet Union. Despite the 
monstrous distortion of socialism this regime signified, together with the 
imposition of similar regimes in eastern Europe following the second world 
war, it did hold the key imperialist powers in check. They were glued 
together – and were able, largely, to mask their differences – against a 
common enemy which represented an alternative social system to 
capitalism, based on a nationalised planned economy. This was in spite of 
the undemocratic, bureaucratic and authoritarian methods they used to 
rule.  
 
New wars  
However, the collapse of these regimes and the re-establishment of 
capitalism have reopened the old and new tensions which exist between 
the capitalist powers. The globalisation of the world economy, which has 
now reached an unprecedented level – even more so than 1870-1914 – has 
once again starkly revealed how, under capitalism, the productive forces 
have outgrown the existence of the nation states. Nonetheless, the recent 
conflicts which have erupted between the world powers have revealed 



that the nation state is still not obsolete, as each ruling class vies to 
defend its own economic, political, military and strategic interests. The 
growing tensions between the USA and China in Asia, the crisis within the 
European Union, the 1990s conflict in the Balkans, and the current clash 
between Ukraine and Russia, are all indications of the clash between the 
various imperialist and capitalist powers. At root, these are also part of a 
struggle to acquire new spheres of influence and markets, as was the case 
in the 1914-18 war.  
 
Many of the new generation are asking whether this means that another 
world war is a possibility. Although the USA remains dominant, it is a 
declining power, as Britain was in the beginning of the 20th century. Even 
so, it remains the largest of the world powers, still far ahead of China and 
Japan. The other emerging powers of Russia, India and Brazil remain far 
behind but strive to extend their influence in their own areas. The 
weakened position of US imperialism has been clearly demonstrated 
recently by its inability to intervene directly in Syria or in the 
Russian/Ukraine conflict. The catastrophic consequences of the invasion of 
Iraq in 2003 have made it far more complicated for such military 
interventions to be undertaken by US and British imperialism, or other 
powers.  
 
However, as recent events have revealed, the prospect of regional 
conflicts and wars is posed in this era of renewed capitalist crisis and the 
struggle for limited markets and resources. Yet, the balance of social and 
class forces prevents, in the short to medium term, the outbreak of a 
world war such as developed in 1914-18 and again in 1939-45. The 
consequences of such a conflict, with the existence of nuclear weapons 
which would mean total destruction, together with the ruling classes’ fear 
of the social upheavals and revolution which would arise, act as a decisive 
check on the rulers of imperialism and capitalism today.  
 
The stark reality of the horrors of war, and the misery and human 
suffering which have flowed from the disasters unfolding in Syria, Iraq, 
Russia/Ukraine and other areas, indicate the bloody and brutal 
consequences of capitalism in the modern era. If capitalism and 
imperialism are not defeated, further, even more horrific, conflicts will 
erupt in the future. The lessons of the slaughter unleashed between 1914-
18 need to be drawn by a new generation of young people and workers. 
The need for mass independent workers’ parties which struggle for an 
internationalist socialist alternative to capitalism, and which combat the 
patriotic nationalism of the ruling classes, is as relevant today as it was in 
1914 if future bloodbaths are to be avoided. Only a socialist world, based 
on the democratic planning of the economy, can offer an alternative to 
the struggle for markets and economic interests which are the inevitable 
consequences of modern capitalism, and the source of conflict.  
www.socialistworld.net 

 
 
Ben Turok's insider account of the ANC in power 

 
 Andrew Donaldson 15 July 2014  
 
Andrew Donaldson interviews the ANC stalwart on his new book With My 
Head Above the Parapet  
 
THESE days, Ben Turok is considered a stalwart. As he puts it in his new 
memoir, With My Head Above the Parapet: An Insider Account of the ANC 
in Power, it's a recent category of recognition within the African National 
Congress. Among other things, it means he is now entitled to sit in the 
front row at such events like the party's 2012 Mangaung conference. He 
doesn't mind the label. It's better, he says, than ‘veteran'. But I'm not 
ashamed of my age or my longevity. It's rather fun, really. I'm very active. 
Very busy. I go to work every day. 
 
This is something of an understatement. He may have retired as a member 
of parliament but, even now, at 87, there is no apparent sign of taking 
things easy - or of a diminishing work load. During our interview at his 



Noordhoek home, late in the afternoon, he complains of a mountain of 
paperwork in his office and speaks with weary resignation of recent 
meetings with disgruntled Western Cape industrialists. 
 
He could, of course, easily afford to rest on his laurels. Turok has been 
involved in the liberation struggle for more than 60 years. He was 
instrumental in drawing up the Freedom Charter in 1955 and, later, made 
valuable contributions to the socio-economic clauses of the Constitution. 
He was an ANC MP for almost 20 years and, though a backbencher, his was 
a powerful presence in the National Assembly. 
 
He is widely respected for his work with the parliamentary joint 
committee on ethics, which he co-chaired, when it investigated charges of 
corruption against the then Minister of Communications, Dina Pule, and for 
his abstention from voting on the controversial Protection of State 
Information Bill, which earned him censure from the ANC for his counter-
revolutionary conduct. 
 
Those who know him were hardly surprised by his fierce opposition to the 
proposed secrecy laws. Turok is fiercely loyal to the ANC - but is just as 
dogged in his determination and readiness to criticise the party for its 
shortcomings. With My Head Above the Parapet is a sequel to his 2003 
account,Nothing But The Truth: Behind the ANC's Struggle Politics. While it 
reflects on the highs and lows of his career in the National Assembly, it 
also serves to warn against Parliament's increasingly anti-participatory and 
less democratic nature. 
 
He was, he admits, not much of a constituency MP. This was not for want 
of trying - Turok threw himself into extramural projects in his various 
constituencies but met with limited success. Part of the problem, he 
writes, was that the present national list proportional representation 
system militates against close and effective relations between MPs and the 
voters in any given constituency. 
 
There have been two proposals to amend the system - and both suggested 
an alternative system that combined elements of both the old 
Westminister-style constituency and the proportional representational 
arrangements. 
But the real problem, he says, lay with the lack of sensitivity of local 
authorities. This he discovered with his first constituency, Paarl, after 
setting up office in Mbekweni, the local township. 
 
You see, at that time the ANC was in a coalition government with the 
National Party and, frankly, I think the NP had more power and authority 
with the officials (in Paarl) than the ANC. This seemed to affect the 
situation. I think that the problem for MPs, probably even now, is that the 
state - at local government level - is not responsive. Even at provincial 
level, and to some degree, nationally. 
 
So the representation issue, I don't know whether that is a major issue. 
Certainly in my case I didn't need to elected locally in order to be 
effective, I was very keen to do my job. 
 
That level of commitment, he maintains, is wholly absent when it comes 
to service delivery in the Western Cape. He is utterly scathing of the 
Democratic Alliance. 
 
We're the design capital of the world, Cape Town, and all that. And look at 
the protests. Look at [the southern Peninsula township of] Masiphumelele. 
It's a scandal. I'm afraid the DA is not an improvement on the ANC from the 
point of view of the townships. The ANC wasn't very good. And the DA is is 
worse. They spend an awful lot of money . . . I'm not being political, now, 
but the DA is not delivering to the black people of Cape Town, and it's 
outrageous, and I'm very angry about it. When you go to Masiphumelele in 
winter, in these rains, my God, what's going on there, you know, [National 
Council of the Provinces chair] Thandi Modise's farm is a luxury compared 
to what people are living like in Masiphumelele. It's awful. I know what I'm 
talking about, I've been there. It is outrageous. Design capital of the 
world? My foot! 
 



So, you see, the officials are still like that, as far as the townships are 
concerned. So if I was elected for this area here, I would just go grey with 
frustration, because - you know, my wife's involved in Masiphumelele, and 
she helps them here and there - it is terrible. The council don't listen, they 
do nothing, they don't spend money. And it's outrageous. 
 
Turok is as forthright when it comes to the ANC's shortcomings, especially 
in his book's penultimate chapter, which he's simply titled Malaise. It's an 
honest account of my own mounting unease over the past twenty years (he 
writes). It also reflects concerns shared with me by many comrades and 
colleagues within the movement. . . It was not an easy chapter to write. 
 
Turok shares, for example, his disquiet at the increasing marginalisation 
within the ANC of whites and non-Africans of colour. 
 
Yes, there should be debate about this. I've written about it. I've written a 
letter to the secretary general [Gwede Mantashe] about this. You see, in 
my day, when I joined, we were terribly keen and diligent about 
maintaining a public profile of non-racialism, so wherever we went or had 
a meeting, we'd have a mixture of a delegation. There'd be an African, a 
coloured, a white and an Indian, in order to demonstrate the multi-racial 
character of the movement. We were very diligent. And the leadership 
was. People like Bram Fischer, Dr [Yusuf] Dadoo, Reg September, these 
were national names, well-known to everybody, and whenever there was a 
conference, you'd have those figures, those photographs [mounted in the 
hall]. Delegates would know that these are the national heroes. And, 
deliberately, the multi-racial character was exhibited. Not anymore. 
 
I mean, Jessie Duarte is a coloured woman, and she was elected as a 
deputy secretary general, but if you go to an ANC conference, the leaders 
are all African. You know, if you take the centenary, the pictures that I 
recall in Bloemfontein [in 2012], of the national centenary celebrations, 
yes, there was reference to Bram Fischer, but you know it wasn't the 
same. There's no deliberate attempt to . . . and if you say to people in the 
ANC, the leaders, ‘Why don't you do it?' they say, ‘Because these 
communities are moribund, they're not helping.' And it's true. The Indians 
are not very active now. The coloureds are not very supportive. The 
whites are certainly not there. There are very few of us whites who are 
still active. 
 
Is there not, I ask, a possibility that this marginalisation had contributed to 
a frustration with the ANC, hence the not very supportive or inactive 
members? 
 
Frankly, there's a kind of opportunism. When there's a job to be filled, you 
fill it with somebody close to you or whatever and there's a feeling that 
Africanism is a strong motif and ‘these minorities,' as they call them, ‘are 
no longer really part of the struggle and they benefitted in the past, and 
it's our turn.' 
 
And the antipathy towards clever blacks? 
 
That's not widespread within the party. Maybe outside. It's [President 
Jacob] Zuma's term.  
 
But it's not general. I'm afraid that Zuma has been quoted around that, but 
it's not general, no. 
 
Of greater concern, Turok feels, are the failures of government's 
conservative economic policies. 
 
Many of the hopes we had for socio-economic gains have not been 
realised. Many people still live very poorly. In the rural areas but also in 
the townships. And the reasons for that are hard to determine. My view, 
and this is what I deal with in all my books, is that Gear [the neo-liberal 
Growth, Employment and Redistribution strategy put in place by President 
Thabo Mbeki's government] killed us. And we're still there. 
 
What should we have done? (Turok is an economics professor, and the 
answer doesn't come in a nutshell.) 



 
Internationally, the debate is stimulus or austerity. That's the debate. The 
United States has chosen stimulus. They are pumping huge amounts of 
money into their economy. Many people believe that if they hadn't done 
that they'd have had a very serious recession in the US. Europe has not 
done quite so much as that kind of pumping. Certainly, southern Europe, 
where these problems lie, have moved to austerity, and I can give you 
dozens of articles from leading financial journals which argue that 
austerity leads to stasis. Austerity budgeting leads to the freezing of the 
real economy. 
 
It's obvious. If you don't lend, and if you tighten up on the budget and you 
don't spend, there's no money to invest, and if the government doesn't 
invest, then the private sector won't invest. We have followed a prudent 
policy of deficit reduction, inflation-targeting and all that, and if you do 
that, you're going to freeze your economy. And our economy's frozen. 
 
Now, to me, it's common sense. But you know, ‘clever' economists - ha! - 
argue that you have to act responsibly and even the ministers, one after 
the other, say we have to be responsible, we mustn't be irresponsible, we 
must be seen to be responsible by the ratings agencies, by the IMF, the 
World Bank, etc, etc. Well, you can behave responsibly, but if your 
economy's not growing above 2%. . . In fact, our economy's not growing at 
all, because if you put in the per capita GDP, we're stagnant. 
 
Now. Ask yourself. Why are we stagnant? Why is the real economy not 
growing?  
 
Manufacturing, mining, agriculture, they're not growing. Is it because of 
skills? Is it because of the labour market? Is it because of . . . whatever, 
China? To me, it's simple. If the government doesn't invest, then the 
private sector won't invest, and the economy stalls. 
 
Now we're talking about this big infrastructure programme - R800bn over 
three years - but if you read between the lines, we can't see the money. 
Where is it? And I think that the money's not there. Is Eskom going to 
spend hundreds of billions? Please! Eskom and Transnet are the two big 
parastatals. Eskom is in trouble. Transnet is spending quite a lot but they 
can't lift the whole economy. They are spending several hundred billion, 
yes, but the budget isn't. Capital expenditure is reduced.  
 
Are you surprised that the economy is stagnant? Am I being stupid? I don't 
think so. 
 
Turok speaks with some scorn of government's extreme sensitivity to 
international opinion. 
 
The ratings agencies are ruling the world. And the IMF [the International 
Monetary Fund] and the World Bank. When they say anything, the Minister 
of Finance. . . you know, Trevor Manuel, he was terribly sensitive to their 
voices. Terribly. Terribly. I was in the finance committee for ten years and 
he'd come to the finance committee all the time and say, ‘Wah-wah-wah . 
. . be careful, the IMF, you know, or the ratings, the investors, the cry of 
international business. . .' 
 
Look at how international investment is flying into Angola. Angola is 
growing at 17% and that is a corrupt government, (a country with) lousy 
infrastructure - but loads of oil. So, if you've got resources, they will 
come, and whether you are prudent or not prudent, that's secondary. If 
there's money to be made, they'll come. So if our mining industry was 
working and everything was okay and if we were producing loads of motor 
cars and so on, people will come. We're not managing our resources very 
well. 
 
And the Angolans are? 
 
The Chinese are there in full force. The Chinese are building roads and 
railways in Angola. Why do they do that there, and they don't do that 
here? They're making money like crazy. So the Chinese are not here in full 
force? Why? Because our bloody stuff is not working. 



 
I can tell you, my dear chap, I'm doing research right now, on polymers. 
And Sasol? Well, Sasol has killed manufacturing in South Africa. I was 
talking to companies today. Our manufacturers are paying import parity 
prices for polypropylene, which means that they're paying the same price 
as somebody in Japan. For South African polypropylene. So we're paying 
the same price as somebody in Japan. Despite the transport costs and all 
that. Import parity! 
 
I was talking today to a company in Belville, they employ 450 people and 
they make buckets and all sorts of plastic goods and the director told me 
this afternoon, ‘We are being choked to death by Sasol. Because they are 
the only suppliers of their inputs.' This is not running an economy! Who the 
hell would invest in a plastic factory in South Africa? I wouldn't. Who's 
going to invest in South Africa? No way! 
 
It's the same with steel, you know? Mittal Steel charges import parity 
prices. So you know [local companies] are paying foreign finance for steel 
which is just up the road. If you put a factory right next to Mittal Steel 
you'd think that you could something from the factory gate at a price 
lower than somebody lower in Japan? No! You're paying Japan prices. 
They're killing us! 
 
You would think, of course, that government would address these 
problems, not so? 
 
Well, you talk to the Minister [of Trade and Industries], Rob Davies, who 
screams about this all the time. He complains. And there are forces at 
work and so the cabinet doesn't take those decisions. It's the cabinet that 
must decide. And he's screaming about it all the time. I've got a mountain 
of paper in my office -- like this -- on this stuff. And [Trade and Industries 
and the Industrial Development Corporation] are screaming and working 
with business and manufacturers and it doesn't happen. So who's going to 
invest? And then China comes in and you're finished. China doesn't 
hesitate. They're subsidised. We don't subsidise, but they do. 
 
With that, he suggests we wind up the interview. One last question: His 
ANC colleagues, what was their reaction to the book? 
 
The reaction has been very good. And I'm astonished, because I say some 
pretty hard things, and I've not had a single nasty word about it. Not from 
the leadership of the ANC, not from anybody. It's extraordinary. When I say 
to people, ‘Why isn't anybody attacking me?' they say, ‘Because you're old!' 
Well, you know, I'm not sure that's it, but some of my comrades say, ‘Well, 
it is respect for the elderly and the stalwarts.' 
 
I think it's more than that. I think the book's good. 
 
With My Head Above the Parapet: An Insider Account of the ANC in Power 
www.jacana.co.za 

 
 
Predators divide Southeast: Predators divide Southeast 

 
 Lily L. (CWI Moscow) Translation Google Translate 22 June 2014 
 
It took six months from the beginning of Evromaydana. Then Yanukovych, 
after weighing all the pros and cons, renounced agreements with the EU 
decided that profitable export market of the Customs Union, and receive 
loans - in Russia. But many Ukrainians hoped that life will be better if the 
country will join the European Union. Took advantage of this right-wing 
politicians of Freedom, representing the European-oriented part of the 
capitalists. They stood at the head of the protest and made their way to 
power. Their new laws discriminating against Russian-speaking, Russian 
imperialism helped justify intervention propaganda about defending their 
grab and Crimea. Kiev said anti-terrorist operation. The country is sinking 
deeper into the war.  
 



Russia desantiruyut the Southeast politicians and militants  
Russia was not limited to the Crimea and went further in the Donetsk and 
Lugansk region. Its ruling class does not want to take positions in Ukraine, 
so stirs conflict and puts on the positions of its politicians.  
 
Look at the leaders of the people's republics - they do not come out of the 
people. Donetsk governor appointed himself Gubarev Paul, a member of 
the Russian Fascist RNE, founder of Patison. Ministers of the People's 
Republic in Donetsk (DNI) became top managers Marshall Capital, the 
largest private shareholder of Rostelecom - Alexander and Igor Boroday 
Gunmen-Girkin. Both former officers of the FSB.  
 
DNR Constitution protects private property. But Boroday speaks much 
clearer than the Constitution: I will not hide the fact that he worked in the 
Crimea. This, in general, one cohort of people. It was a continuous, to put 
the language of business, project for me.  
 
Elena Kostyuchenko journalistic investigation, published in Novaya Gazeta, 
confirms that in Rostov-on-Don military conscription volunteers recruited 
through social networks. May 31, Ramzan Kadyrov, in an interview with 
the program Vesti on Saturday in Donetsk confirmed the presence of 
volunteers from Chechnya. Although Putin has no military aid separatists 
openly, he launched a campaign of propaganda in all its controlled media. 
With undesirables like Feeds and Facets. Ru regime cracked down 
administrative measures: chief editor changed or blocked their resources 
on the Internet.  
 
Predators prey divide  
In late May, the presidential elections in Ukraine won Poroshenko. He, like 
the ultra-right candidates who agree to cooperate with the EU and IMF. 
But it looks much safer odious right, which gave his careless rhetoric 
Russian regime arguments to justify intervention. Therefore, the European 
Union and the United States supported the candidacy Poroshenko to 
consolidate its influence in the region.  
 
But elections are not allowed to conflict contrary to the promises of the 
newly elected president, fights Slovyansk, Mariupol, Donetsk and Luhansk 
not stop. Pro-Russian militants fighting for control of administrative 
buildings, airports and other strategic targets. In response, the Ukrainian 
government to the city of military helicopters and armed APCs. 
Natsgvardiya besieged Slavic and regularly shelling the city center.  
 
Those residents who did not flee, flee in basements. Hundreds of people 
were killed. Russian media propaganda presents what is happening as a 
fascist offensive and genocide - no less. But capitalists do not need to 
destroy the working class East - no working system will not function. Kiev 
authorities act firmly to disarm the self-proclaimed leaders of Donetsk and 
Lugansk People's Republic and the pro-Russian militants entrenched in the 
Southeast, and to put pressure on the Russian government. Victims of the 
conflict are simple people.  
 
Militia as the mode of Kiev, fear of independent action by the working 
class. DNR militias are doing everything to divide workers: organize raids 
smash Roma communities, the dissatisfaction meet reprisals.  
 
In May, when in Lugansk and Donetsk held referendums, local residents 
supported the popular governors, mayors and ministers because of populist 
rhetoric about the protection of the Russian-speaking population. But now 
the workers see that both sides only protect their business projects. 
People are scared and do not want to participate in the adventure of the 
pro-Russian militants.  
 
Many large owners disoriented and torn between the two sides of the 
conflict. For example, Rinat Akhmetov. He owns most of the Ukrainian 
coal and steel industry and at one time helped Yanukovych to come to 
power. Akhmetov first supported and even financed the DNR. But when he 
realized that the chaos and the threat of open war will inflict huge 
damage to its business, urged the workers to their mines and factories on 
strike against the separatists, to patrol the city, dismantle the barricades 
and restore order.  



 
Restore order so simply will not work. Calls liberals and some left to the 
governments of Russia, Ukraine, the U.S. and the EU with the 
requirements of military operations and to minimize the anti-terrorist 
operation in the face anywhere. With the same success can convince the 
predator become herbivores.  
 
Russia puts the region on a short leash  
Even if Moscow and Kiev will enter into some kind of agreement, it would 
not solve the capitalist crisis that began a military conflict. The crisis has 
gone too far: poverty pushes people to rebel against the governments, and 
those can only play off workers and forced to fight each other to save 
power and property.  
 
EU and IMF require Ukraine to reduce the budget. Russia is in no hurry to 
attach Donetsk and Lugansk of similar economic reasons: it would require 
investment, with the integration of Crimea has already cost more than the 
Sochi Olympics. Pay for the use of the Black Sea fleet in Sevastopol will 
not have to, but you need to ensure that pensions and salaries of civil 
servants, to solve infrastructure problems. Crimea receives electricity and 
water from the Ukraine, the road from the Crimea to Russia routed 
through Ukrainian territory. Officials plan to build a bridge of 
communication and conduct, but the Crimean economy can not wait: the 
rice harvest is lost due to lack of water, and the tourist industry has 
suffered losses due to the reduction of the flow of tourists.  
 
Performance Donbass mines lower than in Russia, modernization would be 
too expensive. If you close unprofitable mines, workers revolt. Why Russia 
is another subsidized and volatile region? Putin regime decides not to join 
the republic, but simply to control the region through the puppet princes, 
who will be responsible for the opportunity to nag loyalty budget 
subsidies. Something like the Russian authorities have cranked in Abkhazia 
and South Ossetia. As part of Ukraine (possibly in the status of the 
unrecognized republics) Donetsk and Lugansk Putin also serve as a lever of 
pressure on Kiev  
socialistworld.ru 

 
 
Two wars: Ukraine and Israel  

 
 Artem Kirpichenok 15 July 2014  
 
The first time I saw a comparison of the war in East Ukraine with the 
Israeli-Palestinian conflict was three weeks ago in an article by the liberal 
journalist Vitaly Portnikov in portal Facets pv. Today, this analogy is 
already established in the Ukrainian and Russian liberal mainstream. Israel 
and the Ukrainian regime -are seen as the embodiment of European 
civilization, light and goodness. Palestinians and eastern Ukrainians are 
terrorists, quilted, scoops, and can only understand the language of bombs 
and missiles. 
 
It is possible that the similarities between Israel and Ukraine are not that 
far from the truth. 
 
First, both in Palestine and in the Donbas there is, in essence, a colonial 
conflict. Israel is the last classic colonial state on the globe, aiming for the 
suppression of the indigenous Palestinian population in the occupied 
territories and the destabilization of neighboring countries that may pose a 
threat to it. 
 
The death of the three young settlers is only a pretext for another military 
operation, without which the New Sparta can not exist. As early as 1955, 
Moshe Dayan said: Retaliation is the root of our life, without which we 
would not have been warring people, and people without a belligerent 
regime are already lost. 
 
But can Spartans can live without another Crypteia? A way to understand 
the motive and reason for the launching of Operation Enduring Rock in 



Gaza, is to see the it as an Israeli response to the collapse of the US policy 
in the Middle East, the destabilization of Iraq and the strengthening of 
Iran. Apparently, the Israeli cabinet decided it was time to show the 
presence of the Israeli bully operating from Tel Aviv. 
 
In turn, in the East of Ukraine, the junta's president Poroshenko is busy 
with the internal colonization of the country in the interests of the 
European Union, the leaders of the nationalists and oligarchic groups. 
Nationalists refuse to recognize the ethnic, linguistic and cultural diversity 
of Ukraine and called for the expulsion from the country of the wrong 
people in the Eastern regions. In other words, they seek to Ukrainise the 
land, in odds with a diverse population. The European Union is interested 
in the elimination of Ukrainian industry that is concentrated in the East 
and in in the transformation of Ukraine into a supplier of cheap labor and 
a market for European (and primarily German) products. Oligarchs dream 
of looting state property and the property of their eastern competitors. 
 
Second, Ukraine has imported colonial methods of warfare practiced by 
the Israelis. First, this phenomenon occurred in beginning of the XX 
century, when, starting with the First World War, the Europeans began to 
use against civilians in neighboring countries tried and tested methods of 
terror and genocide. Mass murder and ethnic cleansing were applied in 
India, in the Congo, in Asia Minor and in Ireland. Between the years 1914-
1945, these methods were directed in Ukraine against Jews, Serbs, Roma, 
Russian, Ukrainians, Poles. 
 
Today, Israeli innovations in the war against terror have attracted the 
admiration of right-wingers and fascists and are currently put in practice 
in the post-coup Ukraine. We now see many incidents of kidnapping, 
torture, collective punishment, the bombing of residential areas, and 
influx of tens of thousands of refugees forced to flee. Israeli practices 
have now become Ukrainian. 
 
Third, the wars in Israel and the Ukraine were accompanied by 
unprecedented fervor of nationalist hysteria. The Odessa fire, riots in 
Kharkov, Mariupol and Kiev and the excesses of neo-Nazi gangs preceded 
the beginning of the so-called anti-terrorist operation in the East. In Israel, 
the settlers and Israeli fascists beat Arabs in markets and burned alive 
Arab teenager. It should be noted that these outbursts of anger and 
violence were hard to predict years ago. In fact, what we are seeing is the 
result of years of nationalist propaganda waged at the state level and the 
degradation of society due to neo-liberal reforms. No wonder Ukraine and 
Israel are some of the most right-wing countries in the world. Right-wing 
and nationalist ideologies inevitably lead to hatred, violence and war. 
 
Finally, the fourth and final parallel between the two conflicts is that this 
adventurism can lead to isolation and to unpredictable events. Israel, of 
course, is not a stranger to dancing with lighted matches next to barrels of 
oil, but this time, another demonstration of its power can be a double 
edged sword. Israel borders in the north with war-torn Syria and to the 
east with Jordan - the only country that is not affected by the Arab Spring, 
but which is bordering on belligerent Iraq, and is also the country where 
the majority of the population are Palestinians. 
 
The first surprise presented to Tel Aviv by Hamas were the long-range 
missiles ruptured on Israeli cities which Israel did not expect. The first 
victim of these attacks was the myth of the unity between Israelis in the 
face of an external enemy. The first rockets launched by Hamas landed 
not in poor cities of the south but in citadels of the Israeli middle class, 
who hurried to close the doors of their luxury shelters to poor residents 
once the rockets stroke. 
 
More exciting prospects expect Kiev while the current military adventure 
is at its early stages. The capturing of the Donetsk milita leader Strelkov 
has been delayed and the operation may require a prolonged period of 
time. In this context, the statement that Ukraine - is the new Israel , 
meaning that Ukraine is a militarized, as Israel has been belligerent for a 
half a century, does not sound to promising. No one still does not knows 
how Poroshenko's government is going to take control of the oligarchs and 
fascist death squads. The prospects for the Eastern Ukraine economy are 



gloomy as the army is bombing cities and leaving tragic traces. 
 
So Mr. Portnikov and his supporters are probably right. There are strong 
similarities between Ukraine's anti-terrorism operation in East Ukraine and 
Israel's Unbreakable Rock operation in Gaza. 
www.marxist.com 

 
 
A dream deferred 

 
 Kristen McTighe First Published in Pambazuka 
11 July 2014 
 
The post-revolution governments in Egypt have done little to appease a 
disgruntled, restless and marginalised youth. The youth spearheaded the 
revolt that toppled the Mubarak dictatorship, but a largely ageing elite is 
still at the helm. 
 
For Egyptian youth who took to the streets in 2011, Alaa Abd El Fattah was 
an icon of the revolution. Police arrested the blogger and activist, then 
just 23 years old, for protesting under former autocrat Hosni Mubarak.  
 
Since then three governing authorities have risen to power and Mr Abd El 
Fattah has been imprisoned by each. When police under the newly 
installed military-backed regime threw him in jail again last November, 
accusing him of organising an unsanctioned political protest, it was a sign 
for the revolution’s youth of just how little had changed. 
 
“Everyone knows that most of those in jail are young and that oppression 
is targeting an entire generation to subjugate it to a regime that 
understands how separate it is from them and that does not want to and 
cannot, in any case, accommodate or include them,” wrote Mr Abd El 
Fattah in a letter from prison in March. 
 
He is one of more than 16,000 dissidents, many of them Egyptian youth 
under the age of 30, languishing behind bars, a widely-used figure 
attributed to anonymous government officials. 
 
In a country where youth spearheaded a revolt that ended more than three 
decades of Mr Mubarak’s dictatorial rule, a largely ageing elite still 
controls the government. Before May’s presidential elections the youngest 
member of the interim cabinet, Khaled Abdel Aziz, Egypt’s youth minister, 
was 55 years old. Ibrahim Mahlab, the interim prime minister and a 
holdover from the Mubarak era, was 67 years old, while former defence 
minister and army chief, Abdel Fatah al-Sisi, the country’s newly elected 
president, is 59. 
 
Both Mr Mubarak and Mohamed Morsi, the country’s ousted Islamist 
president, failed to reach out to youth. Many signs now suggest that the 
new military-backed government is committing the same mistake of 
alienating the largest segment of the country’s population and risking a 
similar fate. 
 
“We are not involved in the political process,” said Mohamed Soliman, a 
23-year old leader of al-Midan Student Group, part of the al-Dostour 
political party founded by Nobel laureate Mohamed ElBaradei. “We should 
be involved in parliament, in elections, in the campaigns. The youth are 
disappointed. They feel like they don’t belong to society, like they aren’t 
being included in anything. We have a lot of friends in jail; it’s 
disturbing.” 
 
Repressive government measures that limit avenues for expressing dissent 
have embittered many youth. Since Mr Morsi’s ouster on July 3rd 2013, 
university campuses throughout Egypt have been the scene of near daily 
protests by largely pro-Muslim Brotherhood students against the military-
backed government. The protests have often turned into clashes with 
security forces and have disrupted classes and exams. University officials 
have authorised police to enter campuses and arrest students. At least 177 
students have been killed, according to Students Against the Coup, a youth 



activist coalition. 
 
A controversial protest law was passed last November banning any 
gathering of more than ten people without prior government permission. 
Most of those arrested under the law have been young people. They have 
included prominent secular leaders such as Ahmed Maher and Mohamed 
Adel, the founding members of the April 6 Youth Movement, a group that 
helped drive the January 25th 2011 revolution. A judge sentenced the two, 
along with Ahmed Douma, another prominent activist, to three years with 
hard labour for violating the protest law. 
 
“We have the future ahead of us and we want something better: 
democracy, freedoms, human rights, a better life. The older generation 
has the future behind them, so they just want stability,” said Ahmad 
Abdallah, a leader of the April 6th youth movement. In April a court ruling 
banned the group’s activities and ordered the closure of its headquarters. 
 
Egypt’s young people are disappointed in the lack of change, Mr Abdallah 
added. If their demands continue to be ignored, there will be no political 
involvement from the younger generations. 
 
Already signs are appearing that many young people share Mr Abdallah’s 
disenchantment with the political process. In January 38% of the 
electorate turned out to vote in a referendum on a new constitution that 
was approved by more than 98%, according to Egypt’s electoral 
commission. While the government lauded it a success, according to 
multiple unofficial monitors, the small turnout was composed 
overwhelmingly of older voters. 
 
Mr Sisi, who was responsible for ousting Egypt’s last president, won 96.9% 
in May’s presidential election. But only 47% of eligible voters cast their 
ballots. 
 
“I didn’t vote in the constitutional referendum,” Mr Soliman said. “I felt 
like it didn’t make sense, that it wouldn’t make a difference. Young 
people are giving up. If youth are not involved, there will be anger, more 
demonstrations, another uprising.” 
 
While youth apathy towards the political process grows, the military-
backed leaders have done little in response. In an apparent attempt to 
reach out to youth, Adly Mansour, the former interim president, called a 
series of meetings with youth leaders, including one directly following the 
referendum vote. In his speech on January 9th to enact the constitution, 
he called out to Egypt’s youth population. 
 
“You were the fuel of the January 25th and June 30th revolutions [the first 
day of mass protests that led to the military coup which overthrew Mr 
Morsi began] and are embarking on the stage of building and 
empowerment,” Mr Mansour said. “Build your future, be engaged in 
politics and parties, and be confident that you will reap the benefits of 
what you sow.” 
 
But these few words accompanied by little action rang hollow and have 
not satisfied young people. Several prominent youth groups started 
boycotting Mr Mansour’s meetings when they began to feel they were 
nothing but a media show. 
 
Governments in the region have long tried to use youth as window 
dressing, said Ghada Baroum, a youth expert and a professor at the 
American University of Cairo. They allude to their importance in speeches 
or sometimes appoint privileged young individuals to government 
positions. But true youth participation must start at the grassroots, she 
said. 
 
“Elite youth who come from well-connected families will show some 
presence [in politics], but you don’t see an actual participation of youth,” 
Ms Baroum said. “You have to realise that this starts at the school [and] at 
the community level in order to see actual participation of youth. It 
doesn’t start at the top.” 
 



Since 1976 Egypt’s population has more than doubled, reaching an 
estimated 80m, according to the United Nations Population Fund. More 
than half the population are under 25 and the country’s youth 
unemployment rates remain among the highest in the world. Those 
younger than 30 make up 70.8% of the jobless, according to a report 
released last November by the country’s national statistics agency. 
 
Although reforming education is seen as essential in improving 
employability, very little has been accomplished. The few young people 
who are employed complain that their wages are low, with few benefits 
and with little opportunity for advancement. In a 2011 joint survey by the 
Population Council, a New York-based research group, and the Egyptian 
cabinet’s official think-tank, only 14.8% of young workers were revealed to 
have social insurance benefits. 
 
Many fear that the high numbers of unemployed, marginalised and 
disgruntled youth could turn to violence. The ferocious clashes between 
police and hardcore soccer fans, Ultras Ahlawy, who played a key role in 
the 2011 revolution, have continued under the new leadership. The harsh 
crackdown on Muslim Brotherhood protests has fuelled jihadism and led 
some Islamist youth to form violent groups that have claimed terrorist 
attacks. 
 
Having now taken on the presidency, Mr Sisi will be forced to deal with the 
problems afflicting Egypt’s growing youth population. The former field 
marshal has indicated that he will continue to deal with dissent with a 
heavy hand. This risks marginalising the youth population even further. 
Discontent, anger and frustration will only swell; and the threat of another 
mass uprising will become real. 
 
This article was previously published by Africa in Fact 
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Twenty-First-Century Energy Wars 

 
 Michael T. Klare 9 July 2014 
 
Iraq, Syria, Nigeria, South Sudan, Ukraine, the East and South China Seas: 
wherever you look, the world is aflame with new or intensifying conflicts. 
At first glance, these upheavals appear to be independent events, driven 
by their own unique and idiosyncratic circumstances. But look more closely 
and they share several key characteristics — notably, a witch’s brew of 
ethnic, religious, and national antagonisms that have been stirred to the 
boiling point by a fixation on energy. 
 
In each of these conflicts, the fighting is driven in large part by the 
eruption of long-standing historic antagonisms among neighboring (often 
intermingled) tribes, sects, and peoples. In Iraq and Syria, it is a clash 
among Sunnis, Shiites, Kurds, Turkmen, and others; in Nigeria, among 
Muslims, Christians, and assorted tribal groupings; in South Sudan, 
between the Dinka and Nuer; in Ukraine, between Ukrainian loyalists and 
Russian-speakers aligned with Moscow; in the East and South China Sea, 
among the Chinese, Japanese, Vietnamese, Filipinos, and others. It would 



be easy to attribute all this to age-old hatreds, as suggested by many 
analysts; but while such hostilities do help drive these conflicts, they are 
fueled by a most modern impulse as well: the desire to control valuable oil 
and natural gas assets. Make no mistake about it, these are twenty-first-
century energy wars. 
 
It should surprise no one that energy plays such a significant role in these 
conflicts. Oil and gas are, after all, the world’s most important and 
valuable commodities and constitute a major source of income for the 
governments and corporations that control their production and 
distribution. Indeed, the governments of Iraq, Nigeria,Russia, South Sudan, 
and Syria derive the great bulk of their revenues from oil sales, while the 
major energy firms (many state-owned) exercise immense power in these 
and the other countries involved. Whoever controls these states, or the 
oil- and gas-producing areas within them, also controls the collection and 
allocation of crucial revenues. Despite the patina of historical enmities, 
many of these conflicts, then, are really struggles for control over the 
principal source of national income. 
 
Moreover, we live in an energy-centric world where control over oil and 
gas resources (and their means of delivery) translates into geopolitical 
clout for some and economic vulnerability for others. Because so many 
countries are dependent on energy imports, nations with surpluses to 
export — including Iraq, Nigeria, Russia, and South Sudan — often exercise 
disproportionate influence on the world stage. What happens in these 
countries sometimes matters as much to the rest of us as to the people 
living in them, and so the risk of external involvement in their conflicts — 
whether in the form of direct intervention, arms transfers, the sending in 
of military advisers, or economic assistance — is greater than almost 
anywhere else. 
 
The struggle over energy resources has been a conspicuous factor in many 
recent conflicts, including the Iran-Iraq War of 1980-1988, the Gulf War of 
1990-1991, and the Sudanese Civil War of 1983-2005. On first glance, the 
fossil-fuel factor in the most recent outbreaks of tension and fighting may 
seem less evident. But look more closely and you’ll see that each of these 
conflicts is, at heart, an energy war. 
 
Iraq, Syria, and ISIS 
The Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS), the Sunni extremist group that 
controls large chunks of western Syria and northern Iraq, is a well-armed 
militia intent on creating an Islamic caliphate in the areas it controls. In 
some respects, it is a fanatical, sectarian religious organization, seeking to 
reproduce the pure, uncorrupted piety of the early Islamic era. At the 
same time, it is engaged in a conventional nation-building project, seeking 
to create a fully functioning state with all its attributes. 
 
As the United States learned to its dismay in Iraq and Afghanistan, nation-
building is expensive: institutions must be created and financed, armies 
recruited and paid, weapons and fuel procured, and infrastructure 
maintained. Without oil (or some other lucrative source of income), ISIS 
could never hope to accomplish its ambitious goals. However, as it now 
occupies key oil-producing areas of Syria and oil-refining facilities in Iraq, 
it is in a unique position to do so. Oil, then, is absolutely essential to the 
organization’s grand strategy. 
 
Syria was never a major oil producer, but its prewar production of some 
400,000 barrels per day did provide the regime of Bashar al-Assad with a 
major source of income. Now, most of the country’s oil fields are under 
the control of rebel groups, including ISIS, the al-Qaeda-linked Nusra 
Front, and local Kurdish militias. Although production from the fields has 
dropped significantly, enough is being extracted and sold through various 
clandestine channels to provide the rebelswith income and operating 
funds. “Syria is an oil country and has resources, but in the past they were 
all stolen by the regime,” said Abu Nizar, an anti-government activist. 
“Now they are being stolen by those who are profiting from the 
revolution.” 
 
At first, many rebel groups were involved in these extractive activities, 
but since January, when it assumed control of Raqqa, the capital of the 



province of that name, ISIS has been the dominant player in the oil fields. 
In addition, it has seized fields in neighboring Deir al-Zour Province along 
the Iraq border. Indeed, many of the U.S.-supplied weapons it acquired 
from the fleeing Iraqi army after its recent drive into Mosul and other 
northern Iraqi cities have been moved into Deir al-Zour to help in the 
organization’s campaign to take full control of the region. In Iraq, ISIS is 
fighting to gain control over Iraq’s largest refinery at Baiji in the central 
part of the country. 
 
It appears that ISIS sells oil from the fields it controls to shadowy 
middlemen who in turn arrange for its transport — mostly by tanker trucks 
— to buyers in Iraq, Syria, and Turkey. These sales are said to provide the 
organization with the funds needed to pay its troops and acquire its vast 
stockpiles of arms and ammunition. Many observers also claim that ISIS is 
selling oil to the Assad regime in return for immunity from government air 
strikes of the sort being launched against other rebel groups. “Many locals 
in Raqqa accuse ISIS of collaborating with the Syrian regime,” a Kurdish 
journalist, Sirwan Kajjo, reported in early June. “Locals say that while 
other rebel groups in Raqqa have been under attack by regime air strikes 
on a regular basis, ISIS headquarters have not once been attacked.” 
 
However the present fighting in northern Iraq plays out, it is obvious that 
there, too, oil is a central factor. ISIS seeks both to deny petroleum 
supplies and oil revenue to the Baghdad government and to bolster its own 
coffers, enhancing its capacity for nation-building and further military 
advances. At the same time, the Kurds and various Sunni tribes — some 
allied with ISIS — want control over oil fields located in the areas under 
their control and a greater share of the nation’s oil wealth. 
 
Ukraine, the Crimea, and Russia 
The present crisis in Ukraine began in November 2013 when President 
Viktor Yanukovych repudiated an agreement for closer economic and 
political ties with the European Union (EU), opting instead for closer ties 
with Russia. That act touched off fierce anti-government protests in Kiev 
and eventually led to Yanukovych’s flight from the capital. With Moscow’s 
principal ally pushed from the scene and pro-EU forces in control of the 
capital, Russian President Vladimir Putin moved to seize control of the 
Crimea and foment a separatist drive in eastern Ukraine. For both sides, 
the resulting struggle has been about political legitimacy and national 
identity — but as in other recent conflicts, it has also been about energy. 
 
Ukraine is not itself a significant energy producer. It is, however, a major 
transit route for the delivery of Russian natural gas to Europe. According 
to the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA), Europe obtained 30% 
of its gas from Russia in 2013 — most of it from the state-controlled gas 
giant Gazprom – and approximately half of this was transported by 
pipelines crossing Ukraine. As a result, that country plays a critical role in 
the complex energy relationship between Europe and Russia, one that has 
proved incredibly lucrative for the shadowy elites and oligarchs who 
control the flow of gas, whille at the same time provoking intense 
controversy. Disputes over the price Ukraine pays for its own imports of 
Russian gas twice provoked a cutoff in deliveries by Gazprom, leading to 
diminished supplies in Europe as well. 
 
Given this background, it is not surprising that a key objective of the 
“association agreement” between the EU and Ukraine that was repudiated 
by Yanukovych (and has now been signed by the new Ukrainian 
government) calls for the extension of EU energy rules to Ukraine’s energy 
system — essentially eliminating the cozy deals between Ukrainian elites 
and Gazprom. By entering into the agreement, EU officials claim, Ukraine 
will begin “a process of approximating its energy legislation to the EU 
norms and standards, thus facilitating internal market reforms.” 
 
Russian leaders have many reasons to despise the association agreement. 
For one thing, it will move Ukraine, a country on its border, into a closer 
political and economic embrace with the West. Of special concern, 
however, are the provisions about energy, given Russia’s economic 
reliance on gas sales to Europe — not to mention the threat they pose to 
the personal fortunes of well-connected Russian elites. In late 2013 
Yanukovych came under immense pressure from Vladimir Putin to turn his 



back on the EU and agree instead to an economic union with Russia and 
Belarus, an arrangement that would have protected the privileged status 
of elites in both countries. However, by moving in this direction, 
Yanukovych put a bright spotlight on the crony politics that had long 
plagued Ukraine’s energy system, thereby triggering protests in Kiev’s 
Independence Square (the Maidan) — that led to his downfall. 
 
Once the protests began, a cascade of events led to the current standoff, 
with the Crimea in Russian hands, large parts of the east under the control 
of pro-Russian separatists, and the rump western areas moving ever closer 
to the EU. In this ongoing struggle, identity politics has come to play a 
prominent role, with leaders on all sides appealing to national and ethnic 
loyalties. Energy, nevertheless, remains a major factor in the equation. 
Gazprom has repeatedly raised the price it charges Ukraine for its imports 
of natural gas, and on June 16th cut off its supply entirely, claiming non-
payment for past deliveries. A day later, an explosion damaged one of the 
main pipelines carrying Russian gas to Ukraine — an event still being 
investigated. Negotiations over the gas price remain a major issue in the 
ongoing negotiations between Ukraine’s newly elected president, Petro 
Poroshenko, and Vladimir Putin. 
 
Energy also played a key role in Russia’s determination to take the Crimea 
by military means. By annexing that region, Russia virtually doubled the 
offshore territory it controls in the Black Sea, which is thought to house 
billions of barrels of oil and vast reserves of natural gas. Prior to the crisis, 
several Western oil firms, including ExxonMobil, were negotiating with 
Ukraine for access to those reserves. Now, they will be negotiating with 
Moscow. “It’s a big deal,” said Carol Saivetz, a Eurasian expert at MIT. “It 
deprives Ukraine of the possibility of developing these resources and gives 
them to Russia.” 
 
Nigeria and South Sudan 
The conflicts in South Sudan and Nigeria are distinctive in many respects, 
yet both share a key common factor: widespread anger and distrust 
towards government officials who have become wealthy, corrupt, and 
autocratic thanks to access to abundant oil revenues. 
 
In Nigeria, the insurgent group Boko Haram is fighting to overthrow the 
existing political system and establish a puritanical, Muslim-ruled state. 
Although most Nigerians decry the group’s violent methods (including the 
kidnapping of hundreds of teenage girls from a state-run school), it has 
drawn strength from disgust in the poverty-stricken northern part of the 
country with the corruption-riddled central government in distant Abuja, 
the capital. 
 
Nigeria is the largest oil producer in Africa, pumping out some 2.5 million 
barrels per day. With oil selling at around $100 per barrel, this represents 
a potentially staggering source of wealth for the nation, even after the 
private companies involved in the day-to-day extractive operations take 
their share. Were these revenues — estimated in the tens of billions of 
dollars per year — used to spur development and improve the lot of the 
population, Nigeria could be a great beacon of hope for Africa. Instead, 
much of the money disappears into the pockets (and foreign bank 
accounts) of Nigeria’s well-connected elites. 
 
In February, the governor of the Central Bank of Nigeria, Lamido Sanusi, 
told a parliamentary investigating committee that the state-owned 
Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation (NNPC) had failed to transfer 
some $20 billion in proceeds from oil sales to the national treasury, as 
required by law. It had all evidently been diverted to private accounts. “A 
substantial amount of money has gone,” he told the New York Times. “I 
wasn’t just talking about numbers. I showed it was a scam.” 
 
For many Nigerians — a majority of whom subsist on less than $2 per day — 
the corruption in Abuja, when combined with the wanton brutality of the 
government’s security forces, is a source of abiding anger and resentment, 
generating recruits for insurgent groups like Boko Haram and winning them 
begrudging admiration. “They know well the frustration that would drive 
someone to take up arms against the state,” said National Geographic 
reporter James Verini of people he interviewed in battle-scarred areas of 



northern Nigeria. At this stage, the government has displayed zero 
capacity to overcome the insurgency, while its ineptitude and heavy-
handed military tactics have only further alienated ordinary Nigerians. 
 
The conflict in South Sudan has different roots, but shares a common link 
to energy. Indeed, the very formation of South Sudan is a product of oil 
politics. Acivil war in Sudan that lasted from 1955 to 1972 only ended 
when the Muslim-dominated government in the north agreed to grant more 
autonomy to the peoples of the southern part of the country, largely 
practitioners of traditional African religions or Christianity. However, when 
oil was discovered in the south, the rulers of northern Sudan repudiated 
many of their earlier promises and sought to gain control over the oil 
fields, sparking a second civil war, which lasted from 1983 to 2005. An 
estimated two million people lost their lives in this round of fighting. In 
the end, the south was granted full autonomy and the right to vote on 
secession. Following a January 2011 referendum in which 98.8% of 
southerners voted to secede, the country became independent on that 
July 9th. 
 
The new state had barely been established, however, when conflict with 
the north over its oil resumed. While South Sudan has a plethora of oil, the 
only pipeline allowing the country to export its energy stretches across 
North Sudan to the Red Sea. This ensured that the south would be 
dependent on the north for the major source of government revenues. 
Furious at the loss of the fields, the northernerscharged excessively high 
rates for transporting the oil, precipitating a cutoff in oil deliveries by the 
south and sporadic violence along the two countries’ still-disputed border. 
Finally, in August 2012, the two sides agreed to a formula for sharing the 
wealth and the flow of oil resumed. Fighting has, however, continued in 
certain border areas controlled by the north but populated by groups 
linked to the south. 
 
With the flow of oil income assured, the leader of South Sudan, President 
Salva Kiir, sought to consolidate his control over the country and all those 
oil revenues. Claiming an imminent coup attempt by his rivals, led by Vice 
President Riek Machar, he disbanded his multiethnic government on July 
24, 2013, and began arresting allies of Machar. The resulting power 
struggle quickly turned into anethnic civil war, with the kin of President 
Kiir, a Dinka, battling members of the Nuer group, of which Machar is a 
member. Despite several attempts to negotiate a cease-fire, fighting has 
been under way since December, with thousands of people killed and 
hundreds of thousands forced to flee their homes. 
 
As in Syria and Iraq, much of the fighting in South Sudan has centered 
around the vital oil fields, with both sides determined to control them and 
collect the revenues they generate. As of March, while still under 
government control, the Paloch field in Upper Nile State was producing 
some 150,000 barrels a day, worth about $15 million to the government 
and participating oil companies. The rebel forces, led by former Vice 
President Machar, are trying to seize those fields to deny this revenue to 
the government. “The presence of forces loyal to Salva Kiir in Paloch, to 
buy more arms to kill our people… is not acceptable to us,” Machar said in 
April. “We want to take control of the oil field. It’s our oil.” As of now, 
the field remains in government hands, with rebel forces reportedly 
making gains in the vicinity. 
 
The South China Sea 
In both the East China and South China seas, China and its neighbors claim 
assorted atolls and islands that sit astride vast undersea oil and gas 
reserves. The waters of both have been the site of recurring naval clashes 
over the past few years, with the South China Sea recently grabbing the 
spotlight.  
 
An energy-rich offshoot of the western Pacific, that sea, long a focus of 
contention, is rimmed by China, Vietnam, the island of Borneo, and the 
Philippine Islands. Tensions peaked in May when the Chinese deployed 
their largest deepwater drilling rig, the HD-981, in waters claimed by 
Vietnam. Once in the drilling area, about 120 nautical miles off the coast 
of Vietnam, the Chinese surrounded the HD-981 with a large flotilla of 
navy and coast guard ships. When Vietnamese coast guard vessels 



attempted to penetrate this defensive ring in an effort to drive off the rig, 
they were rammed by Chinese ships and pummeled by water cannon. No 
lives have yet been lost in these encounters, but anti-Chinese rioting in 
Vietnam in response to the sea-borne encroachment left several dead and 
the clashes at sea are expected to continue for several months until the 
Chinese move the rig to another (possibly equally contested) location. 
 
The riots and clashes sparked by the deployment of HD-981 have been 
driven in large part by nationalism and resentment over past humiliations. 
The Chinese, insisting that various tiny islands in the South China Sea were 
once ruled by their country, still seek to overcome the territorial losses 
and humiliations they suffered at the hands the Western powers and 
Imperial Japan. The Vietnamese, long accustomed to Chinese invasions, 
seek to protect what they view as their sovereign territory. For common 
citizens in both countries, demonstrating resolve in the dispute is a matter 
of national pride. 
 
But to view the Chinese drive in the South China Sea as a simple matter of 
nationalistic impulses would be a mistake. The owner of HD-981, the China 
National Offshore Oil Company (CNOOC), has conducted extensive seismic 
testing in the disputed area and evidently believes there is a large 
reservoir of energy there. “The South China Sea is estimated to have 23 
billion tons to 30 billion tons of oil and 16 trillion cubic meters of natural 
gas, accounting for one-third of China’s total oil and gas resources,” the 
Chinese news agency Xinhua noted. Moreover, China announced in June 
that it was deploying a second drilling rig to the contested waters of the 
South China Sea, this time at the mouth of the Gulf of Tonkin. 
 
As the world’s biggest consumer of energy, China is desperate to acquire 
fresh fossil fuel supplies wherever it can. Although its leaders are prepared 
to makeincreasingly large purchases of African, Russian, and Middle 
Eastern oil and gas to satisfy the nation’s growing energy requirements, 
they not surprisingly prefer to develop and exploit domestic supplies. For 
them, the South China Sea is not a “foreign” source of energy but a 
Chinese one, and they appear determined to use whatever means 
necessary to secure it. Because other countries, including Vietnam and the 
Philippines, also seek to exploit these oil and gas reserves, further clashes, 
at increasing levels of violence, seem almost inevitable. 
 
No End to Fighting 
As these conflicts and others like them suggest, fighting for control over 
key energy assets or the distribution of oil revenues is a critical factor in 
most contemporary warfare. While ethnic and religious divisions may 
provide the political and ideological fuel for these battles, it is the 
potential for mammoth oil profits that keeps the struggles alive. Without 
the promise of such resources, many of these conflicts would eventually 
die out for lack of funds to buy arms and pay troops. So long as the oil 
keeps flowing, however, the belligerents have both the means and 
incentive to keep fighting. 
 
In a fossil-fuel world, control over oil and gas reserves is an essential 
component of national power. “Oil fuels more than automobiles and 
airplanes,” Robert Ebel of the Center for Strategic and International 
Studies told a State Department audience in 2002. “Oil fuels military 
power, national treasuries, and international politics.” Far more than an 
ordinary trade commodity, “it is a determinant of well being, of national 
security, and international power for those who possess this vital resource, 
and the converse for those who do not.” 
 
If anything, that’s even truer today, and as energy wars expand, the truth 
of this will only become more evident. Someday, perhaps, the 
development of renewable sources of energy may invalidate this dictum. 
But in our present world, if you see a conflict developing, look for the 
energy. It’ll be there somewhere on this fossil-fueled planet of ours. 
zcomm.org 
 
Michael T. Klare, a TomDispatch regular, is a professor of peace and world 
security studies at Hampshire College and the author, most recently, of 
The Race for What’s Left. A documentary movie version of his book Blood 
and Oil is available from the Media Education Foundation. 
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220 Thousand Metal Workers Are on Strike in South Africa 

 
  
They are demanding higher wages and an end to neoliberal ANC policies 
 
Patrick Bond interviewed on the Real News Network 8 July 2014 
 
SHARMINI PERIES, TRNN PRODUCER: Welcome to The Real News Network. 
I'm Sharmini Peries, coming to you from Baltimore.  
 
The National Union of Metalworkers of South Africa, NUMSA, went on strike 
last week. Will the union be able to hold out? Thus far, talks to end the 
wage deadlock in the metal and engineering industry failed to produce a 
solution.  
 
To give us more information and analysis on the ground is Patrick Bond. 
Patrick Bond is the director of the Centre for Civil Society and professor at 
the University of KwaZulu-Natal in South Africa. Bond is the author of the 
recently released books South Africa: The Present as History, coauthored 
with John Saul, and Elite Transition.  
 
Patrick, thanks for joining us. 
 
PATRICK BOND, DIRECTOR, CENTRE FOR CIVIL SOCIETY: [Good to be 
back] again, Sharmini. Thanks. 
 
PERIES: Patrick, start off by giving us a bit of a primer. Who is NUMSA? 
What are they fighting for? What are their demands? And who are their 
affiliates? 
 
BOND: This is a very important union, about 30 years old, formally, 
certainly at the very vanguard of trade unionism all these last decades, 
fighting not only for the end of apartheid in the '80s with a leader called 
Moses Mayekiso--very well known in a parked anti-apartheid circuits--but 
then, in the '90s, and especially in the last couple of years, really leading 
the COSATU (Congress of South African Trade Unions--is now the largest 
affiliate, with 440,000 members) to socialist demands, especially demands 
that conflict with the ruling party, African National Congress--neoliberal 
macro policies and relatively conservative labor policies, such as the policy 
to introduce sub-minimum wages and to allow labor broking, casualized 
labor, which are very much subjects of this strike, the strike for about half 
the workforce, 220,000. And they're basically taking on 10,000 employers 
who have a Federation, and the debate is whether NUMSA can repeat last 
month's extraordinary victory by the platinum workers, who won 18 to 20 
percent wage increases. NUMSA's asking for 15 percent, employers offering 
8 percent, with inflation just under 7 percent. So it's going to be at [least] 
another week of heavy striking. 
 
PERIES: Right. Patrick, one of the struggles is really ANC and the current 
government, who is in collaboration with the employers and supporting the 
employers in this wage dispute. Is that correct? 
 
BOND: Indeed. There's been some very intense language from leaders of 
the ruling party, including the deputy secretary-general, Jessie Duarte, 
who openly called these workers counterrevolutionaries, as the head of 
the Communist Party has as well. South Africa has a tendency for a left 
rhetoric to emerge in the traditions of sort of capital C communism, 
especially when they're challenges from the left, from independent 
workers and community groups, social movements. And this is no 



exception.  
 
What with the AMCU, the Association of Mineworkers and Construction 
Union, having such momentum after a five-month strike restored to the 
working-class, now NUMSA takes up the baton, and NUMSA's very openly 
said that they are breaking with the African National Congress after an 
alliance dating to 1990, when the ANC was was unbanned. And what 
NUMSA said lies ahead after the strike is won: they expect to have at least 
double-digit wage increases from putting so many workers out on strike. 
What they expect now is to then build a united front with social 
movements and community groups--environmentalists, women's groups, 
and so forth--and then, with their so-called movement toward socialism, 
probably next year launch a workers party to contest the 2016 municipal 
elections. So it's quite an exciting period ahead. And part of it depends on 
whether this is a big strike victory or whether the ANC clamps down 
themselves under pressure from international finance, a recent threat 
from Moody's rating agency after the downgrade by Standard & Poor's--it 
may well be that South Africa is reduced to what's called junk-bond status 
by these international financial agencies. 
 
PERIES: So this is really a multilevel struggle, you know, one for wages, 
workers rights, in terms of the, you know, formation of out of a 
alternative party in South Africa. And is this strike then gaining 
momentum, in your opinion? 
 
BOND: Yes. I think the big question is whether the strike is over in a week 
or two weeks, or perhaps it will last longer. And then what will happen 
probably soon thereafter: a decision as to whether these metalworkers and 
stay in the larger federation. And if they have actually won a major 
increase, three, four percent above inflation, then they will be a very 
attractive union for many independent workers or workers from other 
unions to join them. They are now recruiting, poaching--they're accused of 
poaching from other unions and opening up the metalworkers sector to, 
really, any trade unionists wanting to join. And if that happens, that could 
become a super union, especially if there's at some stage a merger with 
AMCU. And then you've got, really, a mighty trade union with 
extraordinary militancy in a country already rated by the World Economic 
Forum as having the world's most militant working class of 148 countries 
surveyed. So we do see at this stage quite rapid advances by working class, 
especially in the wake of the big wage gains. In spite of having lost five 
months of salary, these platinum mine workers have really, apparently, 
encouraged the metalworkers there. Many of them are saying if the 
platinum workers can do it, then we can also stay out long enough to win 
the wage increases and the changes in conditions so that the casualized 
workers, the labor brokers, are no longer such a threat to the organized 
workers. 
 
PERIES: And, Patrick, what does this mean in terms of trade union itself? It 
is the largest struggle going on, but the NUMSA seems to be in, somehow, 
some contestations with COSATU as well, yes? 
 
BOND: Yes. The struggle over who can control COSATU is intense, and 
there was a bit of a surprise when Vavi, Zwelinzima Vavi, the general 
secretary of COSATU, strongly supported by the NUMSA the leadership, was 
actually allowed to resume his job after nine months' leave that was 
occasioned by a sex scandal in the office. And NUMSA pushed very hard 
that he be put back as a general secretary, with the hope that that would 
encourage the more left-leaning unions to really have a contestation over 
the direction of COSATU.  
 
However, the more conservative forces that are aligned with President 
Jacob Zuma and the African National Congress probably have a majority of 
leadership in the COSATU unions, and it is probably just a matter of time 
before they succeed in throwing out NUMSA for having broken some of the 
basic rules: don't organize in other people's turf. And because NUMSA feels 
the trade unions, especially in the transport sector, which could be quite 
critical, especially in the ports, where there's a major contestation in one 
of the major port cities Port Elizabeth--. General Motors in Port Elizabeth, 
incidentally, has just shut down its production because the metalworkers 
have cut off the parts and supplies. And these are the sorts of places, a 



little bit off the map of the major cities, where I think the heart and soul 
of the trade union is to be won. And it is a period that NUMSA [is winning?] 
these battles. 
 
PERIES: Well, Patrick, this is a ongoing discussion. Please come back and 
give us more updates on what's happening in South Africa and in these 
union struggles. Thank you for joining us. 
 
BOND: Thank you very much. 
 
PERIES: And thank you for joining us on The Real News Network. 
 
therealnews.com 
 
Patrick Bond is the Director of the Center for Civil Society and Professor at 
the University of KwaZulu-Natal in South Africa. Bond is the author and 
editor of the recently released books, Politics of Climate Justice and 
Durban’s Climate Gamble. 

 
 
Is the Center of the Global Economic Crisis Shifting to Emerging Markets? 

 
 Jack Rasmus 8 July 2014 
 
Since late 2012 the global economy has been in the process of a long term 
economic slowdown—in terms of real productive investment, global trade, 
productivity, as well as other key economic indicators. That slowdown 
appears irregular over the short run, with some months and quarters up 
and some down, but a longer term slowing trend is evident nonetheless. 
 
Concurrent with the long term real economy slowing, conditions for a new 
round of financial instability and a new financial crisis have continued to 
build globally as well. 
 
Moreover, both the slowing global real economy, and the forces building 
toward yet another global financial crisis, appear increasingly 
concentrated in the emerging markets sector of the global economy.  
 
In the following Part 1 of the two-part series on the growing economic 
problems and instability in emerging market economies, the analysis 
focuses on how the advanced economies of the USA and Europe are in the 
process since 2013 of ‘exporting’ their failed economic recoveries to 
emerging market economies. In Part 2 of the series to follow, analysis will 
focus on the causes behind the rapidly rising debt and financial instability 
in the emerging markets economies, including China. 
 
Since the financial crash of 2008 and the global great recession that 
followed, the global economy has evolved through several stages or 
phases. The first stage or phase was the general financial crash and deep 
real economic contraction that occurred worldwide during 2008-09. That 
crash was centered in the economies of the advanced economies (AEs)—
US, Europe, and Japan. The AE-centered crash initially dragged down all 
the major economic sectors of the world economy in its wake, including 
initially China and Emerging Market Economies (EMEs). 
 
The second phase, from 2010 to early 2013, was characterized by a dual 
condition: China and EMEs recovered quickly and robustly beginning 2010, 
while the AEs either slipped back into multiple recessions or more or less 
stagnant economic growth. 
 
In the second, 2010-12 phase of the global economy, China and the EMEs 
economic trajectories differed from the US and AEs due to several factors: 
first, they were not at the center of the financial crash and they were able 
to significantly stimulate their economies fiscally to produce real 
productive investment; second, money and credit was quickly made 
available from both internal and external sources to enable their real 
investment, expansion, and recovery. China and EME’s therefore 
experienced a ‘V-shape’ rapid recovery between 2010-12. China and 
several major EME economies grew at double digit annual GDP rates, and 



most other major EMEs in the 5%-10% GDP range during the second phase 
period. 
 
During the same period, however, Europe experienced a bona fide double 
dip recession in its real economy. Japan fared even worse, experiencing a 
triple dip recession from 2010 to 2013. Meanwhile the USA economy 
experienced weak economic growth, which included three bouts of 
‘economic relapses’, defined as a single quarter collapse in GDP to zero 
growth or less. Relapses occurred in early 2011 and late 2012 in the USA, 
which narrowly averted slipping into double and triple dip recessions 
similar to that which impacted Europe and Japan from 2010-13. 
 
This second 2010-2012 phase—characterized by the AEs slipping in and out 
of recession and near recession while China and EMEs experienced a robust 
recovery—reflected a global capitalist economy that did not fully or 
fundamentally recover from the crash of 2008-09. The sharp crash and 
contraction of 2008-09 merely morphed into a new form during 2010-12, 
i.e. of continuing long term economic stagnation in the AEs amidst robust 
growth in China and the EMEs. 
 
Beginning mid-2013, however, the ‘dual’ character of the second phase 
began to reverse, with China and the EMEs dramatically slowing in terms 
of real economic growth, as the AEs recovered from recession in early 
2013 in both Europe and Japan and began to grow moderately at 1%-2%, 
and as the USA 1.7% average GDP growth since 2010 rose to a 3% plus GDP 
rate in the second half of 2013. 
 
In contrast, China’s growth rate began slowing in 2012, from double digit 
12%-13% GDP rates to an official 7% in 2014, which many economists 
consider overestimated and really at 6% or even slightly less. China’s 
economy has slowed to 7% or less, moreover, despite two rounds of fiscal 
stimulus in early 2013 and again early 2014. Other EMEs like India, Brazil, 
Mexico and others— growing well beyond 5% annual rates in the second 
phase—now slipped beginning 2013 to low single digits percentages at 
best, while South Africa, Russia, and other EMEs slipped into mild 
recessions. 
 
There is thus, beginning circa mid-2013, a distinct reversal underway in 
the global capitalist economy. Once rapidly growing EMEs are now slowing, 
and once stagnant and declining AEs now stabilizing or even growing at low 
annual rates instead of experiencing recessions or stagnation. The net 
result, however, is a still further slowing global economy. 
 
This can be seen in the data for global trade, which declined significantly 
by late 2013 and even more in 2014. Compared to the first quarter of 
2013, world trade in early 2014 rose a mere 1.5% compared with the year 
earlier. Similarly, global business spending trends show that the 1% decline 
in global capital spending by corporations in 2013 is projected to continue 
to decline another 0.5% at least in 2014. As the ‘reversal’ occurs and the 
third phase of the global economic crisis emerges, the overall global real 
economy will continue to slow as well. 
 
It is important to understand why this second 2010-2013 phase dual growth 
scenario has ‘shifted’ or reversed as the global economy now enters a 
third stage? And also to understand why modest growth in the AEs is about 
to occur at the expense of a slowing of growth in the EMEs? 
 
Here’s a brief summary answer to these two important points: 
 
When the financial crash and deep contraction of the first phase of the 
global crisis occurred 2008-09, the US central bank (the Federal Reserve) 
and the Bank of England quickly injected tens of trillions of dollars and 
pounds into the global banking system to stem a deeper and more 
profound collapse. That injection occurred in the form of special auctions, 
setting private bank borrowing rates at near zero, and by the central banks 
buying up bad investments from banks and private investors by printing 
money, a program called ‘quantitative easing’ (QE). 
 
Together these various central bank measures injected conservatively 
somewhere between $10-$20 trillion in virtually free money into the 



private banks, both commercial and ‘shadow’ banks. The massive money-
liquidity injection effectively ‘bailed them out’. Meanwhile, Congress and 
the UK Parliament injected further stimulus into nonfinancial corporations 
by means of tax cuts, subsidies, and other measures. The former bank 
bailout was supposed to stimulate bank lending to businesses and 
consumers in order to stimulate the real economy in turn. The legislative 
measures were supposed to stimulate business and consumer spending. 
Neither had the intended effect. The AE economies consequently 
stagnated. 
 
What happened instead was the massive liquidity injections, targeted to 
both bank and non-bank corporations, were either hoarded as cash on AE 
bank balance sheets, or invested offshore in EMEs commodity and 
infrastructure expansion projects, or invested in financial bond, stock, 
foreign exchange currency, and other securities markets offshore in the 
EMEs. 
 
In other words, instead of stimulating the AE economies, massive money 
capital flows went offshore from the AEs to the EMEs stimulating business 
investment in EMEs in commodities, infrastructure, and other goods 
producing sectors, as well as in the financial markets of the EMEs. At the 
same time, as China introduced its own massive 15% of GDP fiscal stimulus 
package in 2009, thereby boosting its own growth to double digit levels, 
China demand for EME commodity exports and goods exports escalated as 
well. The combined money in-flows to EMEs and demand for their products 
by China and other EMEs, resulted in the robust double digit growth of 
EMEs in the second phase, 2010-13. 
 
As quantitative evidence of this process, whereas money capital flows into 
EMEs before 2010 never exceed a cumulative $400 billion, beginning in 
2009 money capital inflows to EMEs escalated quickly to $1.5 trillion by 
2011 and to $2.5 trillion by 2013. EMEs benefited doubly by developments 
in the second phase of the global crisis: from the massive money inflows 
and investments from the central banks, private banks, and investors in 
the AEs, on the one hand, and from China’s stimulus of 15% of GDP in 
2009-10 that resulted in its own record double digit growth and therefore 
demand for EME exports. 
 
But by 2013 this had all begun to fundamentally change, i.e. to shift and 
reverse. In the late spring of 2013 it became clear to AE central banks, the 
Federal Reserve and the Bank of England especially (and to the European 
Central Bank and Bank of Japan which initiated their own ‘liquidity 
injection’ policies later in 2012 and 2013, respectively), that massive 
money capital injections saved their private banking systems—but that 
same multi-trillions of dollars of liquidity injections did not stimulate their 
real economies. 
 
Moreover, central bankers were becoming increasingly aware that the tens 
of trillions of dollars of their liquidity injections from 2009 through 2013 
were stimulating financial asset bubbles in their own AE economies—
especially in stocks, junk bonds, housing once again, leveraged loans, and 
CLOs and other derivatives. It also became increasingly clear to AE central 
bank policy makers that it was not necessary any longer to pump more 
money capital into their banks. It was perhaps more effective to ‘recall’ 
the money and liquidity that had previously been provided to AE banks, 
but had in turn been diverted by those same banks to EMEs and offshore 
economies, offshore financial markets, and offshore tax havens by AE 
investors and businesses. 
 
The decision by the Federal Reserve was therefore in early summer 2013 
to announce it would soon reduce its QE money injections and consider 
raising interest rates. Just the announcement that it would consider such 
action resulted immediately in reverse money flows from the EMEs back to 
the AE economies. 
 
Capital flight starting flowing out of the EMEs in the summer of 2013 at an 
alarming rate. EME currencies began to rapidly decline as a result. 
Investment in-flows into EMEs began drying up. EME stocks and bonds 
plummeted. Exports slowed. And inflation in imported goods into EMEs 
rose. 



 
In response to growing capital flight, falling currencies, and declining 
foreign investment, the EMEs quickly raised their domestic interest rates 
to stem all the above. It helped some. However, the response of higher 
domestic interest rates resulted in a slowing of their own domestic 
economies. And slower EME growth translated into slower global economic 
growth, as prior referenced data on global trade and capital investment 
showed. 
 
The capital flows back to the AEs, however, meant a new source of 
demand for AE stock and bond markets. Foreign reverse cash inflows 
boosted US and UK stock markets, junk bond markets, and foreign 
exchange trading in particular to new heights. Money returning also flowed 
into housing and real estate markets, which experienced a brief modest 
recovery in the US in 2012-13 and a more rapid growth in the UK, in 
London property markets in particular. 
 
Somewhat ironically, AE central banks’ 2013 decisions to reduce direct 
money injections via reducing AE QE actually served to increase liquidity in 
the AEs. Pulling back money capital from the EMEs to the AE economies 
actually stimulated select sectors of AE economies, like real estate. But 
that same reversal of money capital flows also served to reduce economic 
activity and growth in the EMEs as well. Growth would be stimulated in the 
AEs, but at the expense of growth in the EMEs. 
 
However, the process proved initially too disruptive in the early summer of 
2013, when the Federal Reserve first mentioned plans to reduce QE and 
later raise rates as well. The contraction and disruption in the EME 
economies was occurring too rapidly. The USA Federal Reserve therefore 
announced quickly a turnabout in July 2013, indicating that it was not 
really planning to raise rates or reduce QE. The EMEs crisis abated: capital 
flight slowed, currencies recovered lost value, and EME economies 
stabilized as well. 
 
The Fed then announced once again in late summer 2013 that it planned to 
slow its QE injections; EME instability returned. The Fed retreated a 
second time temporarily in the fall of 2013 as the US Congress’s 
government shutdown and risks of government bond defaults rose as a 
possibility. Fed monetary policy and QE was sidelined. After having passed, 
by year end 2013 thereafter the Fed began its policy of reducing QE 
injections slowly over coming months. EME instability was one on again. 
And so it has gone ever since over the course of the past year, off and on, 
on and off, as monetary policy of AE central banks continues to shift and 
reverse. 
 
What is clear is that the long run policy direction in the AEs, in particular 
the USA and UK, is to ‘recall’ capital from the EMEs in order to re-
stimulate its own inadequate economic recoveries to date. The initial 
liquidity injections since 2009 have served their purpose: they have more 
than bailed out the AE banks, commercial and shadow banks alike. They 
have sent AE stock and bond markets to record heights and profitability for 
investors. They provided the massive infusion of money capital into EMEs 
that produced historic offshore investment and profit opportunities for AE 
multinational companies. 
 
In recalling and bringing money capital back to the economies of the US, 
UK, Europe and, most recently, Japan the global money capital flow 
reversals are simultaneously slowing the growth of the EME economies. 
This long term process is not occurring uni-linearly. It is occurring with 
stops and starts, temporary reversals, and tactical delays designed to 
dampen the negative impact too quickly on the EMEs. But the longer term 
direction is clear: led by their central banks, the AEs are in the process of 
‘exporting’ their own five year long stagnant and low growth to the EMEs. 
As the central banks tighten monetary policy (reduce QE, raise rates, etc.) 
the EMEs will now grow more slowly as a consequence of capital flight, 
currency decline, slowing foreign direct investment into their economies, 
rising inflation, and slowing exports. 
 
EMEs that are especially dependent on exports for growth will be more 
quickly and more severely impacted by the emerging reversal in global 



capitalist policy, as the global economy enters its ‘third’ phase or stage 
more completely in 2014-15. The locus and weak link in the global 
capitalist economy is thus shifting—from Europe, Japan, and even the 
USA—to the EMEs. More future volatility in EME financial stock, bonds, 
currency, and other financial markets will be another outcome. 
zcomm.org 
 
(Next: In Part 2, how rapidly rising debt in EMEs is also raising financial 
fragility and instability in EMEs and their financial markets, shifting the 
likely locus of a future financial instability event and possible financial 
crash to the emerging markets as well). 
 
Dr. Jack Rasmus is the author of ‘Epic Recession: Prelude to Global 
Depression’ (2010) and ‘Obama’s Economy: Recovery for the Few’(2012), 
by Pluto Press, London, UK, and the forthcoming ‘Transitions to Global 
Depression’(2015). He hosts the Alternative Visions radio show on the 
Progressive Radio Network, and serves as the ‘Shadow’ Federal Reserve 
Chair, in the Green Shadow Cabinet. His website is 
www.kyklosproductions.com. He blogs at jackrasmus.com, and tweets at 
@drjackrasmus. 

 
 
Hong Kong: What next after massive July 1 demo? 

 
 

 
Battle-lines hardening as masses push for democracy while government 
steps up repression 
Vincent Kolo, chinaworker.info China Worker 7 July 2014 
 
This year’s ‘7.1’ (July 1) anti-government demonstration in Hong Kong was 
massive, one of the biggest protests in East Asia in the past decade. Demo 
organisers put the attendance at over 500,000, similar to the turnout in 
2003 – a revolt against repressive national security legislation (‘Article 
23’), which gave birth to ‘7.1’ as a day of anti-government protest. Many 
participants believe the turnout was even bigger, perhaps 700,000. With 
the march starting at 3.00pm, it was 11.00pm by the time the last ranks 
had reached the finishing point. 
 
The jumbo demonstration is the latest sign of a sharpening political crisis 
in Hong Kong. Recent weeks have seen wave upon wave of mass protest 
against the dictatorship of the Chinese ‘Communist’ Party (CCP) and its 
refusal to allow democratic elections in the nominally ‘autonomous’ 
territory. On June 4, a crowd of 180,000 gathered to commemorate the 
25th anniversary of the bloody massacre in Beijing 1989. Just days before 
the ‘7.1’ protest march, nearly 790,000 people took part in an unofficial 
‘civil referendum’ organised by the Occupy Central movement, an 
umbrella campaign launched over a year ago with the aim of staging a 
mass occupation in Hong Kong’s main business district. The campaign’s 
leaders were themselves stunned by the voter response, which was four 



times greater than they expected. Beijing dismissed the referendum as an 
“illegal farce.” 
 
The CCP regime is refusing to cede political control over Hong Kong. It 
fears – not without reason – that a loss of control over Hong Kong’s 
government could rip through China, encouraging open revolt against one-
party rule. We see a glimpse of this in reports from China of “Occupy 
Shenzhen” and even “Occupy Tiananmen” protests, at this stage only 
online – a key forum for anti-government sentiment in China – drawing 
their inspiration from events in Hong Kong. Online comments said Occupy 
Central in Hong Kong is a rehearsal for “Occupy Tiananmen Square” in the 
future. In Changsha, in China’s Hunan province, protesters unfurled 
banners in solidarity with Hong Kong’s unofficial referendum proclaiming, 
“Hunan also needs a referendum.” 
 
A promise, after years of obstruction, to allow Hong Kong’s Chief 
Executive to be chosen through one-person-one-vote elections (universal 
suffrage) in 2017, has now been exposed as just another CCP trick – as 
Socialist Action (CWI in Hong Kong) predicted. Beijing is insisting on a 
nomination committee enabling it to screen out candidates and thereby 
control the election outcome. The current political crisis follows decades 
of broken promises, firstly under the British and then for the past 17 years 
under the Chinese dictatorship, which has lied, manoeuvred, and sown 
false trails in order to face down demands for free elections. 
 
Beijing’s white paper 
As the struggle now enters a crucial phase, with the Hong Kong 
government presenting its (i.e. Beijing’s) model for the 2017 elections 
before the end of this year, the CCP’s propaganda war against the 
democracy movement has reached a new intensity. The ‘moderate’ 
bourgeois leaders of the pro-democracy parties (pan democrats) and the 
Occupy Central movement, who in reality are desperate to avoid an all-out 
struggle, are portrayed by Beijing as agents or stooges of more ‘extreme’ 
pro-democracy groups and ‘foreign anti-China’ forces. 
 
Recent speeches and articles by regime spokesmen warn of “dangerous 
consequences” and threaten a crackdown. Beijing’s sledgehammer 
approach is encapsulated in an unprecedented white paper on Hong Kong’s 
status, published on June 10, which amounts to a declaration of war upon 
the democracy movement. The white paper stresses the limits of Hong 
Kong’s autonomy and says that Beijing can declare a ‘state of emergency’ 
(i.e. impose direct rule). Even after ‘7.1’, the most influential sections of 
China’s state-run media pronounced themselves “unmoved” by the 
massive turnout, while the puppet Hong Kong government has stepped up 
repression with mass arrests of demonstrators and criminal charges 
brought against the organisers of the demonstration. 
 
An editorial comment on ‘7.1’ in the Global Times, a CCP mouthpiece, 
warned that Hong Kong “could sink into the likes of Ukraine or Thailand 
and all kinds of dangerous phenomenon could happen.” While the Global 
Times is known for its hawkish positions, this allusion to civil war and 
military coups is not untypical in the current propaganda war. 
 
Ta Kung Pao, the Hong Kong pro-CCP daily that recently ran a libellous 
front-page attack on Socialist Action, the CWI, and radical legislator ‘Long 
Hair’ Leung Kwok-hung, snarled at those who took part in the unofficial 
referendum: “Those voters are likely to taste their own medicine in the 
future, bearing the serious consequences of having a messy financial 
centre and facing social disorder. The police will be very busy and the 
People’s Liberation Army forces in Hong Kong might even be deployed to 
deal with the problems…” 
 
The Hong Kong police – under political orders – are making a reality of 
these threats as shown by their aggressive tactics on ‘7.1’ and the 
following days. 
 
Radicalisation 
The past few weeks, especially with the political debacle of the white 
paper, has shown that rather than cowing democracy sentiment, the CCP’s 
hard line is provoking a massive backlash. This was shown in the turnout 



on ‘7.1’, not just in sheer numbers but also in the mood, which is angrier 
and more impatient. There is also growing criticism and opposition – 
among youth especially – towards the pan democratic leaders for being 
‘too soft’ and wanting to avoid or indefinitely postpone an escalation of 
the struggle. Socialist Action got an excellent response on July 1 with 
banner slogans including, “Delay No More” – urging an immediate start to 
the long-discussed occupation – and “For Real Democracy – Down With the 
Business Tycoons!” 
 
Growing dissatisfaction with the role of the ‘moderate’ pan democrats is 
clearly reflected in the published fund-raising results. This is an important 
feature of every ‘7.1’ demonstration and the main source of funding 
throughout the year for some of the groups taking part. The ‘moderate’ 
pan democratic parties all reported lower results than last year, despite 
the bigger turnout: Civic Party (410,000 HK dollars), Labour Party 
(180,000), and Democratic Party (200,000). In contrast, the more radical 
League of Social Democrats (LSD), whose front figure ‘Long Hair’ was 
serving a 4-week prison sentence and therefore missed the demonstration, 
raised 930,000 HK dollars, almost 50% more than in 2013. Topping the 
fund-raising tables was the ‘Occupy Central with Love and Peace’ (OCLP) 
movement, which raised almost 1.4 million HK dollars. OCLP is seen as the 
main focus of the struggle in the next period, although politically its 
leadership is closely allied with the ‘moderate’ pan democrats and their 
conciliatory position. 
 
Discarding the ‘velvet glove’ 
There is growing impatience and frustration not only with Beijing, but also 
with the approach of OCLP leaders in holding back the struggle. This 
pressure was reflected in the decision of student groups to initiate a 
symbolic ‘trial run’ occupation in Central after the main ‘7.1’ march 
ended. Their initiative brought a rebuke from the OCLP leaders, with Dr 
Chan Kin-man saying they hoped no groups would start a ‘trial run’. The 
OCLP leaders’ position is that the movement must wait until the 
government’s offer is on the table (later this year). Not only is it already 
clear that the government will insist on the primacy of its nomination 
committee, overruling demands for ‘public nomination’ (the right of 
anyone to stand), but the OCLP leaders’ approach also risks throwing away 
the movement’s momentum, particularly from the past few weeks, and 
giving free rein to the government’s campaign of black propaganda and 
greater repression. 
 
The signs from the government compound are clear. Hong Kong police 
made 511 arrests at the student-led occupation. This is the first time since 
the handover to Chinese rule in 1997 that so many protesters were 
arrested at a demonstration. Among those arrested were Sally Tang Mei-
ching and Nathan Leung of Socialist Action. The massive police operation 
and its conspicuously aggressive methods were designed to send a political 
message. Police admitted using ‘pressure point tactics’ to induce 
numbness in demonstrators – who were sitting and non-violent – prior to 
lifting them away. Police loudspeakers repeatedly warned journalists to 
leave the area in an overt attack on press freedom, which is itself a huge 
issue in Hong Kong following recent government attempts to shackle the 
media. Lawyers also complained they were refused access to the arrested, 
in violation of the law. 
 
Most of those arrested were released with a warning, meaning that 
charges (“unlawful assembly” and “obstruction”) could be filed later at 
the discretion of the police. 25 were released on bail. Again, however, the 
government-police tactics have backfired, with the student-led trial 
occupation gaining big sympathy within society, thus upping the pressure 
on OCLP leaders to end their policy of prevarication. 
 
In the following days, five organisers of the ‘7.1’ demonstration were 
arrested on charges of “failing to comply with directions given by police.” 
They are accused of leading the march “too slowly!” This represents an 
unprecedented attack on the annual ‘7.1’ demonstration, which has 
become a thorn in the side of the Hong Kong government and CCP 
dictatorship. Among those who have protested the police action is ‘Long 
Hair’, fresh out of jail: “I’ve been in detention for 26 days and I see 
changes taking place outside that are turning Hong Kong into a big prison.” 



 
These methods are standard practise for the security forces in mainland 
China, but for Hong Kong this is a new development, representing a 
conscious escalation of repressive methods by the state. The aim is to 
acclimatise the public and also the ranks of the police to a ‘new normal’ 
of aggressive policing of anti-government protests. This is widely 
recognised by the masses in Hong Kong as a trend of “police 
mainlandisation.” 
 
The Hong Kong government and capitalist elite, under Beijing’s prodding, 
is therefore preparing for the intensification of the democracy struggle by 
discarding the velvet glove and baring the iron fist. The regime’s strategy 
is to step up the pressure on the ‘moderate’ pan democrats and the 
leaders of the OCLP movement, accusing them of fomenting “violence” 
and “chaos” in order to bring about a split. By breaking away a section of 
these leaders in support of a ‘deal’ with the government – which can only 
be on Beijing’s terms – they hope to throw the movement into disarray and 
sap its momentum. 
 
Socialists and the democracy struggle 
Socialist Action has engaged actively in the Occupy Central movement 
since its launch nearly 18 months ago, just as it is active in the wider 
democracy struggle. While fighting for every democratic advance, even 
partial reforms, Socialist Action also criticises the limited compromise-
based strategy and programme of the pan democratic leadership. To 
succeed, the democracy struggle needs a class struggle approach, to link 
democratic demands with the need to eradicate capitalism and its 
disastrous social effects. Hong Kong’s struggle for democracy can also only 
succeed by linking up with mass struggle in China, especially the 
awakening giant of Chinese labour, which in April this year staged the 
biggest factory workers’ strike for 30 years. 
 
Socialist Action stresses that occupation, while a good platform from 
which to launch mass struggle and build a movement, cannot by itself 
defeat the Chinese dictatorship. A strategy is needed to escalate to more 
effective methods, including student strikes as seen in Taiwan’s 
‘sunflower’ protest movement, as a spur to workers to organise and build 
for strike action. This is especially important given the likelihood that 
state repression – initially using fanatical pro-Beijing ‘volunteer’ groups – 
will be used in an attempt to break up an occupation. 
 
The decision of the Occupy Central leaders (taken without real democratic 
discussion) to rename the campaign “… with Love and Peace,” 
unfortunately shows a head-in-the-sand attitude to what is a crucial 
question for the struggle. It is rather the “Hate and War” message from 
Beijing and the Hong Kong government, of a potentially massive resort to 
repression – including the possible use of Chinese (PLA) troops – that needs 
to be addressed! 
 
An upcoming article on chinaworker.info will look at how the democracy 
struggle can go forward, examining the programme of the main pan 
democratic forces, the threat of a crackdown, and the potential for social 
and political unrest in China. 
chinaworker.info 

 
 
Chennai Building Collapse – Development or Destruction?  

 
 Socialist Alternative 6 July 2014 
 
During the launch of PSLV rocket on June 30th, Prime Minister Narendra 
Modi boasted that India’s Mission to Mars is cheaper than the Hollywood 
movie Gravity. If there is one thing that is really cheap in India it’s the life 
of millions of workers who have migrated to urban Metropolitan cities from 
the rural areas in search of livelihood which the rural economy has failed 
to deliver as India is more and more adopting neo-liberal developmental 
model. 
 



The workers who have migrated to Metropolitan cities are forced to work 
and live under miserable conditions. They are recruited as casual laborers 
in jobs ranging from construction to maintenance workers in Special 
Economic Zones. Employees hire and fire at will and they are not welcome 
by the urban middle class as well. Even the native working class of the 
metropolitan cities fall prey to the right wing regionalist propaganda and 
tend to see the migrant workers as enemies who compete with them in the 
labor market. Left without any kind of organization both in the working 
place owing to the casual nature of labor and in the society owing to the 
migration, they form one of the most vulnerable sections of the society. 
They form a considerable section of the 840 million Indians who live under 
a wage of Rs 20 per day. 
 
On June 28th an 11 storey building under construction collapsed in Chennai 
leaving workers trapped under the rubble. After a weeklong rescue 
operation the death toll is more than 60. The builder “Prime Shristi” was 
quick to react and claimed that it was the rain and the thunder that 
caused the collapse. But the committee of experts concluded that it was a 
flawed construction that led to the collapse (NDTV). The collapsed 
building along with another 11 storey building was being constructed 500m 
from the Porur Lake, the location the report says is unsuitable for high 
raise buildings. With this the bureaucratic irregularities that allowed the 
construction have also come under scanner. The adjacent apartment that 
is constructed by the same builder has also been deemed unfit and will be 
demolished by the government authorities. 
 
The real estate boom is a part and parcel of the capitalism with the state 
actively participating in creating cities that act as Industrial Hubs and 
epicenter of urban growth. Real estate sector in Indian is expected to 
touch 180 billion US $ by 2020 with a compound annual growth rate of 19% 
in the period of 2010 – 2014 (ibef.org). But this growth is never reflected 
in the lives of those workers. Even those who are indulged in the 
government projects like metro railway construction, roads, Bridges, 
flyovers share the same conditions of those who work for private realtors. 
There are accidents that cost the life of the workers that go unnoticed and 
are compensated under the table by the builders. The Tamil Nadu 
government has announced a compensation for the families affected but 
that is not the solution. 
 
The immediate need is the unionization of the migrant and casual workers 
and struggle towards a living minimum wage, restricted working hours and 
livable housing conditions while simultaneously struggling towards a 
egalitarian distributive developmental model under democratic socialism 
as against the exploitative unequal development that capitalism is capable 
of delivering. 
www.socialism.in 
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Ranjeni Munusamy 4 July 2014  
 
You can almost see the thread of Jessie Duarte’s thought pattern. The ANC 
deputy general secretary said this week that the Economic Freedom 
Fighters (EFF) and the Association of Mineworkers and Construction Union 
(AMCU) were working together to “destabilise” the ANC government and 
the country. It’s the “you are either with us or against us” George W. Bush 
line of political logic. But Duarte might not be completely off the mark. A 
new Left coalition might in fact result, though this would hardly be a 
conspiracy. Or unexpected.  
 
The National Union of Mineworkers (NUM) was holding a central committee 
meeting this week, and issues such as its declining membership, the strike 
in the platinum mining sector and the troubles in Cosatu were big talking 
points. The common feature in the speeches made at the meeting, 
including that of Jessie Duarte, South African Communist Party (SACP) 
general secretary Blade Nzimande and Cosatu second deputy president 
Zingiswa Losi was that there are forces agitating to cause trouble. 
 
Duarte was most direct. “AMCU and the formation of EFF show similar 
characteristics. The platinum belt has become counter-revolutionary. They 
are working together to destabilise the ANC government and the country,” 
she said. 
 
Duarte also accused AMCU of promoting anti-ANC sentiment. “When you 
take workers out of their workplace for five months, you deplete the 
health reserves, you ensure that by the time they go to work they are too 
weak and too ill to go underground, and they might be dismissed, you 
ensure that there is abject poverty and hunger in those areas, and then 
you say Gift of the Givers must give hand-outs. 
 
“Then you argue when the government tries to intervene, you say you 
don’t want the government, you want NGOs. What is it that you are 
fomenting, it is an anti-ANC perspective,” Duarte said. 
 
She also drew a parallel between the NUM’s declining membership due to 
workers joining AMCU and metalworkers’ union Numsa, and the ANC’s fall 
in support in the May 7 elections due to the penetration of the EFF in 
township areas. The rise of AMCU and the EFF was a threat to the 
tripartite alliance, Duarte said. 
 
Regarding Numsa, Duarte said the ANC was still waiting to meet the union 
as part of its intervention to prevent a rupture in Cosatu. Numsa is viewed 
as the agent provocateur responsible for the turbulence in the trade union 
federation. However, the ANC’s mediation has staved off a mission by 
other Cosatu unions, including the NUM, to have Numsa booted out of the 
federation. 
 
Through her speech, Duarte was hinting at a belief in the ANC that there is 
some form of sinister collusion between Numsa, AMCU and the EFF to 



discredit and subvert the ANC government. The ANC is also of the belief 
that the media has colluded against it, which Nzimande was happy to 
elucidate on in his speech to the NUM. 
 
Speaking about the ANC’s victory in the elections, Nzimande said: “This 
popular mandate was achieved under extremely difficult and challenging 
conditions that included the impact on our country of the current global 
capitalist crisis and the unremitting anti-ANC alliance hostility from most 
of the commercial print and electronic media, with some few exceptions. 
The electoral campaign also coincided with serious challenges to the unity 
of Cosatu, and the emergence of a right-wing, populist demagogic 
movement, the EFF, posing as left wing.” 
 
Nzimande went on to say: “We must also bear in mind the fact that it has 
always been the intention of imperialism, monopoly capital, and the 
apartheid regime, to work towards driving a wedge between the national 
liberation movement and the progressive sections of the organised working 
class like Cosatu. Also, it has been the intention of these very same enemy 
forces to particularly drive a wedge between Cosatu and the SACP.” 
 
The ANC and SACP leaders seem believe that Numsa could genuinely 
disagree with ANC policies and is entitled to go its own way, that the 
platinum mineworkers are genuinely fed up with their living conditions and 
that a rebellion was bound to happen, and that the EFF’s strong showing in 
the election was due to genuine disappointment with the ANC. It would 
appear that if you find a way to knit up your critics into a neat conspiracy, 
it then happily excuses you from self-analysis of your role in creating a 
multiple backlash. 
 
The thing is, however, is that Numsa has openly declared its intention to 
have a consultative conference with all working class and left-leaning 
organisations as part of its mission to launch a United Front and Movement 
for Socialism. The Numsa leadership has also indicated on the record that 
the EFF would be invited to attend. 
 
EFF leader Julius Malema has now confirmed his willingness to work with 
both AMCU and Numsa. Speaking at a media conference on Thursday, 
Malema said denied reports that his organisation was working on forming a 
trade union. “We are not forming a trade union… We are working with 
AMCU. We are encouraging our members to join AMCU.” 
 
He said the focus was on building and strengthening the EFF, ahead of its 
first anniversary. “We have an organisation to focus on, we can’t be all 
over the place.” 
 
Malema also said his party had tried without success to meet with Numsa 
to discuss cooperating. “Numsa has a problem working with us… We have 
tried making advances to Numsa, but we cannot impose ourselves,” 
Malema was quoted as saying by Sapa. 
 
It is understandable why the prospect of the three organisations 
cooperating would cause concern in the ANC. All three are extremely 
militant and are mobilising around discontent with the status quo. 
Government and the ANC have no control over these three organisations if 
they sew mayhem. 
 
Through the five-month platinum strike, AMCU showed that it could push 
the economy to the brink by holding out in negotiations. Numsa now wants 
to demonstrate its strength through the strike in the metal and 
engineering sector. With only a few days in, this strike is already breeding 
fear with incidents of violence and intimidation. 
 
The EFF has shown that after only eight months of existence, it was able 
to get over 1.1 million votes. It now wants to make its presence felt in 
Parliament and the nine provincial legislatures. In Gauteng, the ANC has 
already given the EFF a gap to mobilise over a non-issue. EFF members 
were removed from the provincial legislature for wearing red overalls 
bearing the party’s slogan “Asijiki”. 
 
Malema has now vowed to make Gauteng ungovernable if the ANC 



continues to hound its members. “Continuation to remove [the] EFF from 
legislature through unruly methods will lead to instability in this 
province,” he said, according to Sapa. “We will fight. We have the 
capability to mobilise our people and fight physically.” 
 
The one thing that the EFF, AMCU and Numsa have in common is that they 
know how to yank the ANC’s chains. The ANC almost always falls into the 
trap because instead of acting like the party in power, its default position 
is to behave as if it under attack and a victim of a conspiracy. 
 
It is quite clear that the ground is shifting in the country. There are new 
players in the mix created by the conditions at grassroots. The only way to 
defuse them would be to deal with issues they are using to foster 
rebellion. If the ANC is able to deliver on its mandate and narrow the 
disconnect with its constituency, there will be no need to fear what they 
perceive to be an “axis of evil”. DM 
www.dailymaverick.co.za 

 
 
War is Our Business and Business Looks Good 

 
 Edward S. Herman 4 July 2014  
 
It is enlightening to see how pugnacious the U.S. establishment, led by a 
Peace Laureate, has been in dealing with the Ukraine crisis. The crisis 
arguably began when the Yanukovich government rejected an EU bailout 
program in favor of one offered by Russia. The mainstream media (MSM) 
have virtually suppressed the fact that the EU proposal was not only less 
generous than the one offered by Russia, but that, whereas the Russian 
plan did not preclude further Ukrainian deals with the EU, the EU plan 
would have required a cut-off of further Russian arrangements. And 
whereas the Russian deal had no military clauses, that of the EU required 
that Ukraine affiliate with NATO. Insofar as the MSM dealt with this set of 
offers, they not only suppressed the exclusionary and militarized character 
of the EU offer, they tended to view the Russian deal as an improper use 
of economic leverage, “bludgeoning,” but the EU proposal was 
“constructive and reasonable” (Ed., NYT, November 20, 2014). Double 
standards seem to be fully internalized within the U.S. establishment. The 
protests that ensued in Ukraine were surely based in part on real 
grievances against a corrupt government, but they were also pushed along 
by right-wing groups and by U.S. and allied encouragement and support 
that increasingly had an anti-Russian and pro-accelerated regime change 
flavor. They also increased in level of violence. The sniper killings of 
police and protesters in Maidan on February 21, 2014 brought the crisis to 
a new head. This violence overlapped with, and eventually terminated, a 
negotiated settlement of the struggle brokered by EU members that would 
have ended the violence, created an interim government, and required 
elections by December. The accelerated violence ended this transitional 
plan, which was replaced by a coup takeover along with the forced flight 
of Victor Yanukovich. 
 
There is credible evidence that the sniper shootings of both protesters and 
police were carried out by a segment of the protesters in a false-flag 
operation that worked exceedingly well, “government” violence serving as 
one ground for the ouster of Yanukovich. Most telling was the intercepted 
phone message between Estonia’s Minister of Foreign Affairs, Urmas Paet, 
and EU Foreign Policy chief Catherine Upton, in which Paet regretfully 
reported compelling evidence that the shots killing both police and 
protesters came from a segment of the protesters. This account was 
almost entirely suppressed in the MSM. For example, the New York Times 
never mentioned it once through the following two months. It is also 
enlightening that the protesters at Maidan were never called “militants” in 
the MSM, although a major and effective segment was armed and violent—
that term was reserved for protesters in Eastern Ukraine, who were 
commonly designated “pro-Russian” as well as militants (for details see 
the tabulation in Herman and Peterson, “The Ukraine Crisis and the 
Propaganda System in Overdrive,” in Stephen Lendman, ed,, Flashpoint in 
Ukraine). There is also every reason to believe that the coup and 



establishment of a right-wing and anti-Russian government were 
encouraged and actively supported by U.S. officials. 
 
Victoria Nuland’s intercepted “fuck the EU” words express her hostility to 
a group that, while generally compliant and subservient, departed from 
neocon plans for a proper government in Kiev headed by somebody like 
“Yats.” So she would surely have been pleased when the EU-supported 
February compromise plan was ended by the violence and coup. The U.S. 
support of the coup government has been enthusiastic and unqualified. 
Whereas Kerry and company delayed recognition of the elected 
government of Maduro in Venezuela,and have strongly urged him to 
dialogue and negotiate with the Venezuelan protesters—in fact, 
threatening him if he doesn’t—Kerry and company have not done the same 
in Ukraine where the Kiev government forces have slowly escalated their 
attacks on the Eastern Ukraine, but not on “protesters,” only on 
“militants.” 
 
The Kiev government’s military is now using jets and helicopters to bomb 
targets in the East and heavy artillery and mortars in its ground 
operations. Its targets have included hospitals and schools. As of June 8, 
civilian casualties have been in the hundreds. A dramatic massacre of 40 
or more pro-Russian protesters in Odessa on May 2 by a well-organized 
cadre of neo-Nazi supporters, possibly agents of the Kiev government, was 
an early high point in this pacification campaign. No investigation of this 
slaughter has been mounted by the Kiev government or “international 
community” and it has not interfered in the slightest with Western support 
of Kiev. In parallel, the MSM have treated it in very low key. (The New 
York Times buried this incident in a back page continuation of a story on 
“Deadly Clashes Erupt in Ukraine,” May 5, which succeeds in covering up 
the affiliation of the killers). Kerry has been silent, though we may 
imagine his certain frenzy if Maduro’s agents had carried out a similar 
action in Venezuela. Recall the “Racak massacre,” where the deaths of 40 
alleged victims of the Serb military created an international frenzy. But in 
that case the United States needed a casus belli, whereas in the Odessa 
case there is a pacification war already in process by a U.S. client, so MSM 
silence is in order. 
 
It is an interesting feature of media coverage of the Ukraine crisis that 
there is a regular focus on alleged or possible Russian aid, control of and 
participation in the actions of the protesters/militants/insurgents in 
Eastern Ukraine. This was evident in the Times’s gullible acceptance of a 
claim that photos of insurgents included a Russian pictured in Russia, later 
acknowledged to be problematic (Andrew Higgins, Michael Gordon, and 
Andrew Kramer, “Photos Link Masked Men in East Ukraine to Russia,” NYT, 
April 20, 2014) and another lead article, which was almost entirely 
speculation (Sabrina Tavernise, “In Ukraine Kremlin Leaves No 
Fingerprints,” NYT, June 1, 2014). But this interest in foreign intrusion in 
Ukraine affairs, with the implication of wrongdoing, does not extend to 
evidence of U.S. and other NATO power aid and control. Visits by Biden, 
Cain, Nuland and intelligence and Pentagon figures are sometimes 
mentioned, but the scope and character of aid and advice, of U.S. 
“fingerprints,” is not discussed and seems to be of little interest. It is in 
fact normalized so that, as with the aid plans in which Russian, proposals 
are “bludgeons” but U.S.- EU plans are “constructive and reasonable” the 
double standard is in good working order here as well. 
 
Isn’t there a danger that Russia will enter this war on behalf of the pro-
Russian majority of the eastern part of Ukraine now under assault? 
Possibly, but not likely, as Putin is well aware that the Obama-neocon-
military-industrial complex crowd would welcome this and would use it, at 
minimum, as a means of further dividing Russia from the EU powers, 
further militarizing U.S. clients and allies, and firming up the MIC’s 
command of the U.S. national budget. Certainly there are important forces 
in this country that would love to see a war with Russia and it is notable 
how common are political comments, criticisms, and regrets at Obama’s 
weak response to Russian “aggression” (e.g., David Sanger, “Obama Policy 
Is put to Test: Global Crises Challenge a Strategy of Caution,” NYT, March 
17, 2014). But so far Putin refuses to bite. 
 
In response to this pressure from the powerful war-loving and war-making 



U.S. constituencies, Obama has been furiously denouncing Russia and has 
hastened to exclude it from the G-8, impose sanctions and penalties on 
the villain state, increase U.S. troops and press military aid on the near-
Russia states allegedly terrified at the Russian threat, carry out training 
exercises, and maneuvers with these allies and clients, assure them of the 
sacredness of our commitment to their security, and press these states and 
major allies to increase their military budgets. One thing he hasn’t done is 
to restrain his Kiev client in dealing with the insurgents in eastern Ukraine. 
Another is engaging Putin in an attempt at a settlement. Putin has stressed 
the importance of a constitutional formation of a Ukraine federation in 
which a still intact Ukraine would allow significant autonomy to the 
Eastern provinces. There was a Geneva meeting and joint statement on 
April 17 in which all sides pledged a de-escalation effort, disarming 
irregulars, and constitutional reform. But it was weak, without 
enforcement mechanisms, and had no effect. The most important 
requirement for de-escalation would be the termination of what is clearly 
a Kiev pacification program for Eastern Ukraine. That is not happening, 
because Obama doesn’t want it to happen. In fact, he takes the position 
that it is up to Russia to curb the separatists in East Ukraine and he has 
gotten his G-7 puppies to agree to give Russia one month to do this or face 
more severe penalties. 
 
This situation calls to mind Gareth Porter’s analysis of the “perils of 
dominance,” where he argued that the Vietnam war occurred and became 
a very large one because U.S. officials thought that, with their 
overwhelming military superiority North Vietnam and its allies in the south 
would surrender and accept U.S. terms—most importantly a U.S.-
controlled South Vietnam—as military escalation took place and a growing 
toll was imposed on the Vietnamese (see his Perils of Dominance: 
Imbalance of Power and the Road to War in Vietnam). It didn’t work. In 
the Ukraine context, the United States once again has a militarily 
dominant position. On its own and through its NATO arm it has encircled 
Russia with satellites established in violation of the 1990 promise of James 
Baker and Hans-Dietrch Genscher to Mikhail Gorbachev to not move 
eastward “one inch,” and it has placed anti-missile weapons right on 
Russia’s borders. And now it has engineered a coup in Ukraine that 
empowered a government openly hostile to Russia, threatening both the 
well-being of Russian-speaking Ukrainians and the control of the major 
Russian naval base in Crimea. Putin’s action in reincorporating Crimea into 
Russia was an inevitable defensive reaction to a serious threat to Russian 
national security. But it may have surprised the Obama team, just as the 
Vietnamese refusal to accept surrender terms may have surprised the 
Johnson administration. Continuing to push the Vietnamese by escalation 
didn’t work, although it did kill and injure millions and ended the 
Vietnamese alternative way. Continuing and escalating actions against 
Russia in 2014 may involve a higher risk for the real aggressor and for the 
world, but there are real spinoff benefits to Lockheed and other members 
of the MIC. 
zcomm.org 

 
 
SA: Two hundred thousand metal workers on strike 

 
 Ben Morken in South Africa 2 July 2014  
 
On Tuesday, 1 July, hundreds of thousands of metalworkers went out on 
strike in the engineering and metals sectors, bringing the industry to a 
complete standstill. The strike involves small, medium and large 
companies, with more than 220,000 workers at about 10,500 workplaces. 
Some of the big companies that are affected includes Bell Equipment, 
Dorbyl, Murray and Roberts, Scaw Metals and Reunert. 
 
Big impact 
This is an important strike because of the prominence of the sector which 
supplies goods and services to all major manufacturing industries such as 
the important automotive industry. The strike affects producers of iron, 
steel, durable consumer goods and plastics. If the strike is prolonged, it 
will have a knock-on effect throughout the manufacturing industry. 



 
It will also have a much bigger impact than the recently concluded 
platinum mining strike. In the platinum industry, the bosses managed to 
stockpile a reported 5 million ounces of platinum which allowed them to 
hold out for months. The metals and engineering industry work on a “just-
in-time” basis, meaning that a prolonged strike will hit the bosses 
immediately in their pockets. Also, this strike is more than three times as 
big as the platinum strike. Therefore it will have an immediate impact. In 
fact, many “downstream” manufactures in the Eastern Cape were forced 
to shut down on the first day of the strike after the metals sector were 
brought to a complete halt. 
 
The unions, including the biggest union in the sector NUMSA, are 
demanding a 12 percent wage increase and a one-year bargaining 
agreement. NUMSA also demands the banning of labour brokers from the 
industry, the removal of short-time and layoff clauses from contracts and 
the extension and scope of the agreement to cover all workers. 
 
The bosses have offered a three-year wage settlement offer of between 7 
percent and 8 percent – which is only marginally above inflation which 
stands just below 7 percent – for different levels of workers in the first 
year and inflation +1 percent increases for the next two years. In effect 
this will mean stagnation or a fall in real wages as Inflation figures do not 
take account of the fact that workers spend more of their money on 
consumer goods the prices of which are going up faster than other goods 
such as industrial and luxury goods. 
 
“There will be no settlement whatsoever unless a double-digit increase is 
achieved,” said NUMSA’s president, Andrew Chirwa. Significantly, NUMSA 
has also called directly on all workers, working class communities and 
other working class organisations to show solidarity with its members. This 
is very important because the bosses are much more likely to cave in when 
confronted with a united working class under these circumstances. 
 
This call was successful because it struck a chord with thousands of 
workers who have been radicalised over the past period. Thus, many 
unions, including their right-wing leaders, came under pressure from the 
ranks to express solidarity with the metal workers. For instance, the 
National Union of Mineworkers, whose leadership forms the right wing of 
the COSATU trade union federation – with NUMSA forming the core of its 
left wing – issued a statement, saying: “The NUM support NUMSA in their 
fight to close the apartheid wage gap, fighting for equity in the workplace, 
and demanding a living wage… It is important for the working class to 
continue fighting for better salaries and better working conditions.” 
 
COSATU itself has issued a statement describing NUMSA’s demands as 
reasonable and called on its affiliates to back the strike. “We agree with 
NUMSA’s determination that they are not going to be intimidated by all 
those who represent the class interest of business and big capital” says the 
COSATU statement. 
 
Although the strike is nationwide, its biggest impact is in the Eastern Cape 
Province which is where some of the biggest industries in the sector are 
located. Other parts of the country being affected include the Western 
Cape, Kwazulu-Natal and Gauteng provinces. 
 
In Gauteng, downtown Johannesburg was brought to a standstill on 
Tuesday as thousands of workers took to the streets. The march was led by 
NUMSA president Andrew Chirwa and COSATU general secretary 
Zwelinzima Vavi. The march began at the famous Mary Fitzgerald Square in 
Newtown and then proceeded to the offices of the industry’s bargaining 
chamber. 
 
In Durban, the march was led by NUMSA General Secretary Irvin Jim. He 
immediately launched a scathing attack on the bosses: “When the 
economy is bad, bosses make money; when it is good, bosses make 
money… What NUMSA is demanding is not difficult… what this country 
needs is the full implementation of the freedom charter! This is the 
beginning of an indefinite strike and only employers can put an end to it. 
As metalworkers we are the majority. We shall not be defeated.” 



 
In the Eastern Cape there were two massive marches in East London and 
Port Elizabeth. In Port Elizabeth, the march was led by NUMSA National 
treasurer Mphumzi Maqungo who said that NUMSA would mobilise the 
entire membership in a secondary strike in support of the engineering 
workers. In Cape Town, the march was be led by NUMSA deputy general 
secretary Karl Cloete who said that the elite have benefited from 
democratic dispensation, while many workers still receive poverty wages. 
The march took place in rainy weather. Despite this it did not deter 
thousands who attended the strike. 
 
ESKOM 
NUMSA also decided to embark on a day of protests and marches on 
Wednesday 2 July over its wage deadlock with the power utility, Eskom. 
This also includes a picket at the company’s headquarters. The state-
owned company is the supplier of nearly all of South Africa’s electricity 
demands. This protest action is significant because ESKOM is categorized 
as an “essential service” provider according to the labour laws which 
means that workers are not allowed to strike. 
 
This has meant that the company has hidden behind this law in the past to 
offer ridiculous wage increases in the past. NUMSA, which represents 
10,000 of the 40,000 workers at ESKOM, is now threatening to turn the 
mass picket into a wildcat strike if an agreement is not found. “We are not 
intimidated by threats of the illegality of our actions in ESKOM or threats 
of dismissals,” NUMSA’s Karl Cloete said. 
 
The union has demanded a 12% across the board increase from Eskom in a 
one-year agreement. Eskom has offered 5.6%. If the strike commences at 
ESKOM it will delay the completion of two huge coal-fire power stations. 
 
Media campaign 
The strike has been preceded by a hysterical campaign in the media about 
the amount of damage it can cause the economy. “Analysts” continues to 
warn that the effect on iron and steel production could push the economy 
into a second successive quarter of contraction. 
 
The government has responded to these calls by trying to influence NUMSA 
to call off the strike. Reuters quoted the new Minister of Communications 
Faith Muthambi as saying that the government would talk to “all sides” to 
prevent the strike which would “further weaken the country’s economy.” 
 
“We are going to support all the affected parties to make sure this strike 
does not take place,” the minister said. Unfortunately for the minister, 
the strike is taking place. The Minister of of Labour held a last-ditch 
meeting on Monday night with the employers and NUMSA in an effort to 
stop the strike, but to no avail. 
 
A leading business organisation, Business Unity South Africa (BUSA) said: 
“Our country is at a T-junction and ongoing disruptions to the economy 
will take us to a precipice.” 
 
Another Bosses’ organisation, the South African Chamber of Commerce and 
industry (SACCI) said: “If NUMSA is truly committed to cooperation with 
government and business to work towards a more prosperous South Africa, 
then it should return to the negotiating table and not put South Africa’s 
economic stability at risk. This is especially pertinent given the severe 
economic impact of the prolonged platinum strike.” 
 
NEASA, an employers’ association in the engineering bargaining chamber 
shares SACCI’s sentiment. Its chief executive, Gerhard Papenfus said: ”a 
strike at this stage, when we haven’t even attempted to constructively 
address the critical issues, is premature and irresponsible.” 
 
This is a straight lie. Negotiations have been ongoing for months. Usually 
NUMSA gives itself three rounds of negotiations to conclude an agreement. 
This time, the union has embarked on an additional two rounds of 
negotiations before declaring a dispute. So, it is not true that unions and 
workers are ready to go on strike “‘prematurely”. In that time the union 
has moderated its demands twice, from 20 percent to 15 percent and 



finally to 12 percent, while the bosses had hardly moved from their 
original offer. In fact Karl Cloete’s comments today have only been calling 
for a double digit agreement narrowing the gap to the bosses’ 8 percent 
offer to only 2 percent. 
 
Strong-arm tactics 
Thus, seeing that the difference between the demands of the bosses and 
the union leaders is so narrow, it is unlikely that the strike will last too 
long. At the same time the metal industry in South Africa is more 
vulnerable to disruptions, which is another incentive for the bosses to 
settle. 
 
Another reason is the strength of the union. NUMSA is the biggest union in 
the industry by far. It represents the majority of workers in this specific 
sector and the majority of metalworkers in other sectors such as the 
automobile industry. It is also the country’s biggest union. Recent reports 
suggest that it may have as many as 349,000 members. This growth is 
partly due to the expansion of the metals industry in the last period. But 
this is only part of the reason. The biggest reason for the growth is that 
NUMSA is also a pole of attraction for many workers who see it as a 
militant union. However, exactly for this reason the bourgeoisie is also 
determined to crush the movement in order to secure their profits and 
send a signal across the working class. 
 
In fact, the bosses tried to take on the union when the industry’s largest 
employer body, the Seifsa responded to the strike notice last week by 
issuing all its workers with a lockout notice. This means that those 
workers, even non-striking ones, were to be locked out for the duration of 
the strike. This notice was served on all unions last Friday. On Monday, a 
day before the commencement of the strike, Seifsa withdrew its lockout 
notice to Solidarity, a conservative union representing skilled workers from 
the apartheid era which would not have struck anyway. 
 
However, in an attempt to undermine the unions, it badly miscalculated. 
Immediately after the lockout notice was issued, reports came out of 
concern among the employers, some of which did not agree with the 
tactic. 
 
It is clear that some parts of the bourgeoisie are looking for a way to take 
on the working class in a major battle. Over the past period the workers’ 
movement has become bolder and more radicalised drawing in millions of 
workers in strikes and protests. From the perspective of the bourgeois this 
has been very damaging, not only due to the loss of profit due to wage 
rises, but also due to constant disruptions of the economy. Thus a section 
of the bourgeoisie has been seeking a head on clash with the movement. 
 
This was the driving factor behind the bosses’ offensive during the 
platinum workers’ strike which lasted for 5 months. However, as was 
shown during that strike, the balance of forces at the moment is firmly on 
the side of the working class, which despite many mistakes on the part of 
its leadership, came out of that strike having won several concessions from 
the bosses. 
 
This means that the bourgeoisie is divided between those who want to go 
on the offensive against the metalworkers and those who feel that the 
lockout is premature and will only strengthen the strike and the resolve of 
the workers. 
 
In fact the latter group are right. The lockout notice was not seen by the 
unions as a serious threat. This view was confirmed when NUMSA 
welcomed the lockout. General secretary Irvin Jim said they “always 
smile” now that the bosses have unilaterally shut down the industry. 
 
Expropriate the Capitalists! 
The bourgeois media has also continuously referred to the platinum strike, 
claiming that on the back of that strike, wage increases in the metals 
industry are not affordable. However, they never mention how the bosses 
in the platinum strike rewarded themselves with astronomical pay-packets 
in the middle of the dispute. 
 



This is the essence of capitalism. It is a system for profits in which the 
capitalists attempt to hold down the wages to the absolute minimum in 
order to maximize profits for themselves. 
 
In a response to the bosses, NUMSA’s national executive committee said in 
a statement: “It has never been in our agenda to call a strike; this strike 
has been imposed on us. Our agenda is to use the strike as part of a tactic 
to exert organisational pressure on the bosses to return to the table and 
present an offer acceptable to our members.” 
 
This was reiterated by Karl Cloete, NUMSA’s deputy general secretary 
when he said: “This was not an easy decision, but a painful one, since the 
principle of ‘no work-no pay’ will be held by the greedy bosses.” 
 
The capitalists are attempting to put the failures of their system on the 
shoulders of workers. If the country is at a “T-junction” as Business Unity 
South Africa claim, it is the T-junction of capitalism. The growing number 
of strikes taking place is a reflection of the rising anger among working 
people who are fighting back against a system that cannot provide them 
with improved living standards. Workers are learning through their own 
experience that the decaying capitalist system can only provide 
unemployment, poverty and increasing inequality. 
 
There is only one solution to the crisis of capitalism and that is to break 
the boundaries of the system. This means implementing the nationalisation 
clause of the Freedom Charter and thus to expropriate the capitalists who, 
in their hunt for profit, are holding the whole nation as hostages. Only by 
nationalising the commanding heights of the economy under workers’ 
control and management, can the productive capacity of the working class 
be used to develop the economy to eliminate the problems of poverty, 
unemployment and inequality. 
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